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ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 

f ATKINS’ licions as any raised. Of this plant, Mr. Ca- SELF-RAKING REAPER. oon is raising immense quantities, with which 
shines were used the last har. | 2° 20 only supplies home demand, but ships 40 of these mac * )to other piaces, furnishing one house in Chica- } , Vest in grass or grain, or both, with almost ge with a thousand pounds per week.”—Tele- |}: } uniformly good success, in nine different States | graph 

| oagernada. i Zam now growing quantities of it for the S | ‘Twenty-six Premiums, 2 California and Oregon market. [Dwarfing the } including two at the Chrystal Palace, (silver roots.] I sent afew rodts to Oregon last Jan- 
and Deongneisls) were awarded it at the au-/uary, and the howth last season astonished the |f tumn exhibitions. I am building ouly 300, | citizens there, notwithstanding they had seen which are being rapidly ordered. Mr. Joseph | TALL growths of vegetation at home. 
Hall, Rochester, N. Y., will aiso build a few. 1 will securely pack in boxes, and forward t OF Early orders necessary to insurea Reaper. according to directions, Ten Roots for $5: Five Price at Chicago $175—S45 Cash with ordet; | Roots for $3; or One for $1; the Cash to. be : ‘ note for $50, payable‘when reaper ies KS Su0-| ont With theorder! @ severe frost does not cessfully, and another for $50, payable 1st De- injure the roots, and they can be sent with safe- jcember next, with interest. Or $160 cash in ty to any part of the Union 

, hoy Warranted to be a-good Self-Raking |'Y - B.P. CAHOON, 

iF 1 Agents properly oe vats Kenosha, Feb, 1854. = - 
~ jj throughout the.country. rienced agents | - Z 
Ve eet! It is important this year to nl VALUABLE BLOOD STOCK L 

the machines widely scattered FOR SALg&. 
Descriptive circulars withe cufs, and Det) full blood DEVON BULL, 2 years impartially the difficulties ag well as successes | old, from the herd of George Patterson, of | «|| of the Reaper, mailed to post-paid applications, | Maryland, the celebrated importer of Devon J.S. WRIGHT, |Stock. Price, $150. 

“Prairie ¥armer” Warehouse, Chicago. Also, one full blood DURHAM BULL } Feb., 1854. meh:tf CALF, 2monthsold. Its pedigree is equal to ; aa = > «C[any-inthe U.S. Price, $i00. ; PIE PLANT FOR SALE. The above Stock will be warranted to be as j i |AHOON’S well known Seedling, superior |Tepresented, and will be sold for Casu, or, if 
| ¢ in quality and size to any of the varieties | lesired, on time, with good security. 
| of Mammoth, Colossal, or Victoria, and contin- Sa JOSIAH BOND, . 
| ues to produce new Ages ockeantt November,| January, 1854.—tf Kenosha, Wis. A | not being affected by the early frosts. This}-- oy em ar 

i variety bs raised by the subscriber 14 years ROLFE, STRONG & CO., I ied from seed, and aggrebeing-under. 4 REO be LLOAegOUSE, BELOIT, : ' ae length a = oan good s ae ae Dealers in all kinds of Family ; ing last year produced stocks weighing FIVE Provisions, z a ae. "| GD ee ESD sons Fe Gre T ials from Agricultural and Horti- Pl : PP # - ums, Peaches; Teas, Coffee and Si of cultural, and other papers, could be produced all grades; Fish of all kinds: Butt "She. 
in abundance, to show that this Pie Plant is i fc ke 1 a is malls By Paks, 0080 

Il that is represented. I will only insert one|*@¢ Crackers, large and small; Pork by the a : ip Ses pound or barrel. All of the above articles of : from a paper published in this city, where the the best quality, and at the lowest ; editor has availed himself of opportunities of FARMER'S’ PRODUCE oe ed i ; frequently visiting my garden, for the last ten change. Beloit, Ma ca ex. 
: years. It isas follows: aan » v 

“But the most remarkable feature of this LOT! 
ae is the Mammoth Pie Plant, and certain- =e fi HING STORE, | ly any person who is curions to know what Pie Corner’ of Turile and School Sts. 

Plant IS, and how it may be cultivated and A LARGE assortment of the most fashion- developed, would do well to look at it. We able Gentlemen’s apparel, consisting of state what we witnessed, (and what we should Coats, Ove Pants, Vests, Overhauls, doubt if we had not witnessed it,) that from|Shi Crnliiecliace Sapte on Gloves one root was cut a quantity, which, after being Se in the best manner—kept constant] trimmed ready for cooking, weighed FORTY-|on hand. Also, a large assortment of neaad EIGHT POUNDs, and certainly as much| cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, and Trimmi more was left on the root, uncut; making the) of all kinds, which will be made up to order fe roduct of one root nearly, if not quite, ONE|a manner so becoming, and at a price so reason. yy WEONDRED “POUNDS of planet” And wel able ese emng and at price x custom= ee are not aware that this was a very un ers, = growth, for wesaw thousands of bunches, which! CUTTING of all kinds donéat the shortest 8 as the one in question ;| notice, and warranted to fit. : « all Young and tender plant, asde-| Beloit, Mareh, 1854. ly 
. a = PS SS ee ie ¥, 2 ‘ ” 5 : ® hes 4 . 
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: pi a Se ia foe — SS a ie ee ee 
j } ' aa ~— 9 are = | ++ ca i a i GREAT ARRIVAL OF 

j eS cae | GBD || HATS, CAPS, FURS & FINDINGS 
j Peniemoriaeertsee fe | (\F every style, quality, and material for the 
| RSIS a ES 7 | 0 Fall and Winter trade, at the Sten or THE 

aa re | i (Soe inn | BLG HAT, on the West side the River, where 
! i BBE a "4 rh can be found every thing in the line, and at 
| es | BRE A BRIE, | prices that dely competition. * 
a Ba di ae | GENTS’ FURS.—-Tippets, Fur Gloves, 
i ie ei I Rs ci Hi a ie Over-coats, Over-shoes, Buffulo and Fancy 
i jee reas cae Sleigh Robes, an extensive assortment. 

| | BaeaaOa SLANE OS Sats UH); | LALIES’ DRESS FURS—Muffs, Vieto- 
oe | Bae Th | vines, Wristlets and Gauntlets, made of Mar- 

| Hl Bag ie i ih a tin, Fitch, Lynx, Ermine Bear,Siberian Squir- 
i | ise i va | tah a Bl! | rel, Genet, Russia, and Turkey Fox, Astrican 

i ie | | ve i i Bs ull | Seal, English Coney Furs, and Swan’s Down, 
Hi } ea Loe Oe i it | a = nn | a variety of colors. 

en eee) | Gent's Findings. 
in [S. JOHNS WJOHNSON. Jr i | Under Garments of all kinds, Stocks, Cravats, 

% mer Rae | Suspender Braces, Hosiery, and the most ex- 
TRY PRON ENe! RT ey \tensive assortment of Gloves and Mittens in 
ee rae! 

YW 4 iN eri a) Ef 4 i | the state, bought direct from the heaviest man- 
tae Pn es) Fh a feats } ufactories at ihe East for Cash. 

ol ssaghisae nice eniaeeg | feos | | Trunks and Carpet Bags constantly on hand. ME? eG by || | 1 Hats and Caps made to order, 
' i may i tae | Janesville, Nov., 1853. 

a Mi ae | Aa oh ae CTE cL UanS se 
me ed i eet he Bete 7 Pa Melee) | -T. LITTELL 

Pyne! J 7a eee Se #) | WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER 

ee Beas a eee Agricultural Implements, Seeds, dc. 

Rane cou Drug 109, East Water-st., 

ESTABLISHED IN 1844. |; , ‘ S JOHNSON. JR. | 8 prepared to supply Dealers and Farmers with 
Wholesale Deal rates, ” ann any kind of PLOWS, manufactured by Ruggles, 

aoe = psn Hi tee, ee = ER Mevicne, | Nourse, dieses & Co., io manufacturers prices, 
ze. ral Agent | adding only cost of Transportation. The 

for oe of the popular Patent Medicines sold | new Series of Plows, pies the most desi- 

| Reorttates of Johnson’s, Chemical Hair [ ae praia: eae he pear f 0 A i ir In- eir Es i are already too 
ee 3 ohnson’s Cherry & Liverwort, and | well known to need one word said in their favor. 

e fa ‘one & Nerve Liniment. And isalso prepared to furnish Extra Points, 
151, East Water St... Milwaukee. Mould Boards, Land Sides, or any part of the 

MAY'S STEEL PLOW. Plow that may be wanted. Wherever their 
F ‘ARMERS will please remember that this Plows have been introduced, they have receiv~ 

favorite Prow may still be had, cheap for ecithie Migiens nee ae 
cash, at the old stand in the rear of T. & J. Tam prepared at Cs Ses to ea ae 
Jamzs’ Marble Factory. in this city. Cutters, Harcove Cae Corn Shellers, 

‘Also, at Fisher’s, Beloit; M. 8. Barker's, | Road Scrapers, Thermometer Churns, (and all 
Clinton; Best & Dinsmore’s Summerville ; D. other desirabie patterns) Fan Mills, Seed : 
K. Spooner’s, Johnstown: Goodrich & Cos, Sebel. orn omperetipin Biela Milton ; and West & Pinney’s, Monroe, Green and Garden Seeds. Also Wholesale Dealerin 

|| Co. GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS, | — 
Other Agencies will be established soon. Agent for the saleof Dupont’S Cele- 
Janesville, Nov. t, 1853. brated Powder. 5n3 \ 
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ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. t 
See ee a 
_— ‘LSO : J. M. RIKER, | 

aa irc | HARNESS, SADDLE & TRUNK Manu- 
saad BELOIT B “STORE, | « factarer, opposite the Old Stage House, . 

Dealer in Standard, Classical, Theological, | * #Wisconsin street, Janesville. E 
Medical, Law; School, Miscellaneous, Blank} Every article in his line of business will be || 
Books, and all the new Publications furnished | manufactured from the best stock,and by ex- 
as soon asout; Publications of American Tract | perienced workmen. 

: pees) Seni 8. S. Union, and Mass.'S. S. | LADIES’ SADDLEG and BRIDLES made 
Society ;"Stationery, Paper Hangings, Draw- i in the latest style. oe 
ing Paper, Gold and Steel Pens, Pencils, Inks,} Wagonsand Carriages Trimmed according 
Ink Stands, together with a complete assortment | to the New York fashions. 
of Musical Instruments, Melodeons, Violins, | A fine assortment of WHIPS, constantly on 
&e., &e. | hand. 

(> Paper Rags taken in exchange for Books.| The subscriber flatters himself, from the ex- 
Beloit, March. 1854. ly | perience he has had, that he can give general 
—_______________"___ | satisfaction to all who may favor him with their 

° Wisconsin Garden and Nursery, | patronage. March, 1854. _ 

On Gardner's Prairie, Spring Prairie, | Scribner's Ready Reckoner, 
m1 Z DERS, LUMBER 

ces re 4 i FORIERCHANTS, FARMERS © MECHANICS. 
{hae subscriber takes this’ method to inform | Being a correct measurement of Scantling, Boards, 

his patrons and the public, that he may still |" P/ank, Cubical Conténts of Square and Round 
be found at the old and well known establish- | Timber, Saw Logs, Wood, etc, comprised ina 
ment, at which he offers for sale the coming) number of Tables ; to which are added Tables 
spring, over Forty Tuousanp Aprie TREES of! of Wages by the month, Board or Rent, by the 
afine size and from five to seven years from| Week or Day. Also, Interest Fables, at seven 
the graft. Sound, healthy and stocky trees at | per cent. 
18 cents each. Also, Pears, Plums, Peaches, | BY J. M. SCRIBNER, 
Cherries, Quinces, Grapes, Currants, Gooseber- | Author of “Engineer's and Mechanie’s Com 
ries, Strawberries, Raspberries, &c., at prices panion,” “Engineer’s Pocket Table Book,” ete. 
to correspond with the times. Of the ornamen- | Scarcely is it possible toadd to the recom- 
tal, a large assortment of Shade Trees, Shrubs, | mendations of the above book, more than to 
Flowering Plants, Hardy Roses, Bylbous Roots, | give its title page. Every one who is engaged 
Dahlias, a choice assortment. Green House in buying, selling,measuring or inspecting Lum- 
Plants, any quantity. Evergreens, Spruces, | ber of any kind, will at once appreciate a work 
Firs, Pines, Cedars, and, in fact, almost every | of this kind. No pains or expense has been 
thing usually to be found in such an establish- | spared in revising and enlarging this edition, 
ment. $ sé | to make it in every respect convenient and ac- 

The fruits have been selected with great care | curate. 
asfregards quality of fruit and hardiness of | The Log Table was computed by drawing 
trees, The Nursery is located on the open prai- | DIAGRAMS for each and every log, from 12 
rie, with a northern exposure. The land has! to 44 inchesin diameter, and the wideh of each 
never been manured, and consequently the trees | board taken, after taking off the wane edge— 
are perfectly hardy. Trees taken from this|'The sum total of eacn board -constitutes the 
Nursery seldom fail to: grow in transplanting. | amount each log will give, and if there can be 
Allare invited: to call and examine for them- | any dependence placed upon such strictly math- 
selves, as the subscriber hopes from long ex- | ematical accuracy, no one will hesitate for a 
perience and strict personal attention to merit | moment to abide the results here given, as the 
a continuance of public patronage. method adopted by: the author can result in 

N. B. All letters of inquiry sent to Bur- | nothing else than strict honesty and mathemat- 
Tine Post-office, will receive prompt attention | ical accuracy, to the parties interested. 

atalogues gratis at the Nursery, and by The best evidence of the usefulness and pop- 
mail post-paid. JOHN BELL. ' | ularity of this book is the rapid and extensive : 

- Wisconsin Nursery, January, 1854. sale of over seventy-five thousand in a very 
> ———_ _ short time. No book of its size and price con- 

LUMBER. Seip pare Poedal nearer: cater * 

NOMGE go.FARMERS—Now recving| yelpanites antenna compen tek 
: County Lumzer Yyup, di-| that will be useful for the farmer, mechanic rect from the Michigan Mills, cod iistashe aes a 

“120,000 ft. of Fine Lum Orders solicited, and a liberal discount made 

WELL seasonep, which will be sold ONE DOL- The book can be had of booksellers general- 
LAR LESS than it can be bought at any oth-|1y throughout the United State. Price only 
er yard in thig-city. Call immediately. 25 cents. Five copies sent for $1, free of 
UP Yard on the west side the river, derectly in| age. Address GEO, W. FISHER, 

’ ‘|| Front of the Academy. Bookseller & Publisher, Rochester, N. Y. 
Janesville, Jan. 1854. ROBERT ROSS. November, 1853. 

Phew. igs 
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i SEED POTATOES. | California and Australia, and the establish- i 
4 | WE have a few bushels of the genuine; ment of: steam communication between remote jj 

| ‘ASH LEAF KIDNEY POTATOES Pets of the earth. have greatly increased geo- i 

| for sale, selected on purpose for seed. Out of | graphical knowledge. a | 

: | nine distinct sie of potatoes :raised by us| The information thus obtained has been | 
last season, we consider the above named the carefully collected and inserted in this edition. 

y 
| best, It is a very productive variety, of beau- Ithas been not only necessary to correct the 

" i P maps 0 former editions, but to ad new maps 

| Gee form and fine finvor. ' oe ue ane nae » b # ae 2 c | 
| ‘anesville, March, 1854. of the States of California and Texas, of the |! 

i 2 3 i j enstories ot Oregon, Washington, New |, 

7 | Mexico, Nebraska, and the countries of Mexi- || 

| BLOOD STOCK FOR SALE. co and Central America, which has been done | r 

3 | Ow full blood Premium DEVQN BULL |from the latest and best authorities. 

3 ; CALF, 10 months old, bred from stock im-| A large map of the Roman Empire is also | 

| Peet By Ehomes eran Plann nor added, to aid in the study of Ancient Geogra- | 

4 i ne thorough bre‘ phy. : i 
Hy 

2 
} 

t | 2 years old, i By a system of emblems and abbreviations, 

4 I One thorough bred do do do 1 yr. old. consisting of sTaRS. CROSSES, BOOKS, STEAMBOATS, | 

i T. W. WILLIAMS. &c., conspicuously arranged on all the maps, | 

| Emerald Grove, Rock co., Wis., March,’54__| representing the Grand Divisions of the Globe 

i | | the Government, Religion, State of Society, 

7 i HORTICULTURAL. Population, Navigation, &c., of the more im- 

i PE PLANT !!—Cahoon’s Mammoth Seod-|Portant countries become apparent tt = 
* Ying, superior to any variety of the Mam-|£ lance, an oe thus calling into simultaneous 

moth, Colossal, or Victoria, having last season | excercise the powers of the mind and eye, im- 

| produced single stalks weighing over FIVE pressions are made more abiding than by any 

| POUNDS. We offer it at from 3s. to $2 per | other means whatever, 
d | root, according to size. Besides all this, the work is rendered still 

DW ‘ARF PE : * 5 more valuable and complete by the addition of . 

| WARE ARS!-—Bearing size, as 00d) complete compendium of 
\ ascan be found west of the Lakes. Also, choice | 

| varieties of the PLUM, CHERRY, QUINCE, ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY, 

| GRAPE, GOOSEBERRY, CURRANT, | whi : ‘ rf i 
hich will be found as interesting and instruc- 

I | RASPBERRY. STRAWBERRY, Esculent | tive as the more extended treatises on this suk- | 

Roots, &c.; together with a choice selection of} ject, ; 

Ornamentai Trees and Shrubs, | . The Atlas has been not only thoroughly re- 

vised, corrected and enlarged, as stated above, 

Evergreens, 80 varieties of hardy Roses; 2/ but also contains a large number of new and 

large supply of choice Dahlias, which drew interesting statistical tables, rom the census of 

first premium at the County Fair; Herbace-| the United States, and other sources. It will 

woos Fea g gy bulbs, Phloxes, ¥er-| be bound in stiff cover only. 
: ¢, &e. t ; ; 

| a ot with the well known yard nen ee irpceias GENERA. REVISION 
is 

of Dr. Kennicott, of Chicago, and Mr. Cahoon, | of great convenience to the Teacher, and aid to 

| of Kenosha, we are prepared to order any thing /the Scholar. in bringing definitely and distinct- 

| desired beyond our own assortment. We ex-|ly to his mind, in a condense form, the main 

ae 2A to ot features of the subject he has gone over. 

Ve of bag V.U.R.R. Depot, near} These improvements and additions will 

y, Janesville. greatly enhance the value of the work, and, if 

March, 1854  Gro.J.& S.H.Ketuoce | the viens and method of the author are fully 

= = carried out, much valuable time of the pupil 

JUST PUBLISHED. will be saved, and great labor on the part of 

Revised and Newly Ilustrated Editionof |the Teacher avoided. 

| SMETEVS GEOGRAPHY & ATLAS, Smith’s Series of Georaphy consists of 

| To WHICH HAS BEEN ADDED Snarn’s Prrwary Grocrapny ror Brer- 

ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY. %=x5; Swr's Quarto GErocRaPHY; 

This work has been very much enlarged, 48? 7#® Gzocraruy AND ATLAS MEN- 

EMBELISHED WITH NEW ILLUSTRATIONS THROUGH-| TIONED ABOVE. 
out, case expressly for it, critically cor-} For sale by Booksellers generally throughout 

ae an nee, ibe 80 me ee the United States. 

e census of the United Staves, for 1850— ii 

Sana ucietats manas matteted, Mord |. sot ren alemars oii ania 
oe jane to fa latest that could be obtained | copies for examination. i ! 

The acquisition of territory to the United DANIEL BURGESS & CO, 
States, the discovery of the mineral wealth of| Publishers, 60 John Street, N. ¥. 

" = oneal
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| AZTALAN NURSERY, ‘ . 

| AZTALAN, JEFFERSON CO., WIS. se a) Pac ae 
| es . a io t% ae 

| \ PPLE TREES—Fine trees for the Or-| Sei pe 
chard, at from 18 to 22 cents, according to WR Sais bow 0 * 

quantity taken at one time. 2d class trees wilh pis | aaa o_o 
be sold at lower rates accordtng to their rela-| je Se ae ay oe See ime 

tive value. Extra sizes at extra prices. F SONS Fa A Ts = 

PEAR on Pear stocks, 50 cents. Es bees Se “ts ad 
PEAR on Aneus Quince (dwarfs)—best 50| Gael a 

cents. 

PLUM--Common, 25 cents; best sorts, 50 NURSERY BUSINESS. 
cents; a few extra sizes at from 75 cents to $1. FRUIT & ORNAMENT. 7 

CHERRY—Common Morello and Mazzard, ee een 
25 cents; best sorts of thrifty growth, embrac- _ won TALE At 
ing Gov. Wood, Cleveland, Bigareau, Burr’s JANESVILLE CITY, RACINE CITY, and 
Seedling, &c., 50 cents each. KOSKONONG NURSERIES, Wis. 

QUINCE—20 cents. The proprietors are now enabled to offer to 
RASPBERRY, GOOSEBERRY, CUR-| the public, a stock of trees heretofore unequal- 

RANT, Ornamentai Trees, Evergreens, Flow-| @d inthe West. Remarkable for their hardi- 
ering Shrubs, Plants, &c. ness, vigorous growth, and adapted to our 

~ All articles true to name. western climate; embracing fruit trees of eve- 
zs 2 ry description—Avrrres, Dwanr Pears, PLums, 

G@ For particulars, see new Catalogue. _ | Cuerrtes, Frowerinc Suruss, Buizovs Roots, ‘ 
Feb. 1854. J.C. BRAYTON. | &c—comprising all the most popular sorts now 
—————___ ——-———_ | in cultivation—and having devoted their per- 

TO PRINTERS. sonal attention to their propagation and rear- 
aaa ing, feel warranted in recommending them to 

| NEW Edition of the Specimen Book of] the confidence of the public, 
Bruce's NEW YORK TYPE FOUN-| Nurserymen, Dealers and Planters are re- 

DRY will be published in September, 1853, and | SPectfully invited to calland examine for them- 
will be given to those proprietors of Printing | S¢lves. : 
Offices who will send for it, or it will be for- {> Norsery Srocxs furnished at low rates. 

warded them by mail on receipt, in advance, of Trees carefully packed and sent to any part of 
fifty cents fer the postage. the United States and Oregon. - 

In it are exhibited many articles never before| _ ¥*%All pre-paid orders, containing a remit- 
shown; there have been added to the Foundry tance or proper reference, will receive prompt 
new varieties of Roman types, from Nine-line| attention. Address to wif 
Pica to Pearl, various imitations of writing, a E. B.& J. F. DRAKE, Janesville. 
great number of Fancy fonts, both plain and r JF. DRAKE, Racine. 
illuminated, Labor-saving rules, and a complete anesville, January, 1854, 
foundry of German. exe . seeeeee a 

The types now manufactured are cast from a DELAVAN NURSERY, 
new combination of metal of great durability, WALWORTH CO., WIS. 
and are usually kept on hand in large quantities. — 

4) Every fancy font is sold by weight,and at the) SCIONS.—Pearand Plum, $10 per thousand; 
printed prices, which are from 10 to 25 per cent| Apples, by the quantity, $2,50. 
less than those of other foundries. All other) TREES.—Arpces, an average lot, 5 toS ft., 
printing meterials are furnished at manufac-| 16 cts.; Seedlings 10 cts; Dwarf 30 cts. Pear 
turer’s prices, either for cash or credit. anv Prum—a large lot, 25 to 50 cts. Dwarr 

Printers wishing to open accounts with me.| Pear, one year, 374 cts.; two years, 50 cts.; 
or whose dealings have been long suspended, are| three years, 56 cts, Pracu—Seedling, 6 to 10 
requested to accompany their orders with city | cts.; |Budded, 15c. Cxrrums—amoug which 
references to prevent delay. area ee of Kirtlands, new sorts, 30 to 373 
Printers of Newspapers who choose to pub-| °t8.; Dwarf 373 ets. 

lish this advertisement, including this note,| G@OOSEBERRIES.—183(cts, or $2 per doz, 
three times before the 1st of August, 1854, and} GRAPE & QUINCE.—20 cents. j 
send me one of the papers, will be paid for it Also, Currants, Raspberries, trawberries, 

in Type when they purchase five times the Rhubarb (Cahoon’s, 30 to 50ts.,) together with 

stato tc om nO ee cee ufacture, selected from ee = Geos seeeonaute : > § 

; . 2 (> For particulars, see new Catalogues. 
March, 1854. a Chambers st., N. York. Jan—Sm : F.K. PHOENIX. 
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ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. \ 

BWRAWO | CHARLES ROSS’ IMPROVED i 
on odo | CONICAL FRENCH BURRSTONE | 

Ate who want AXES of the real Cottins | . Se Otte i 
& Co. make should be particular to notice | To Which have been awarded 48 premiums by \ 

the stamps, as there are various counterfeits | ‘ifferent Societies for the best Portable Mills | 

and imitations stamped Collins and labelled | for grinding wheat, rye, buckweat and feed, | 
much like ours, which are fraudulently sold in | Mineral paint, dry or in oil or water; also Drugs 
some parts of the United States as our manu- | Spices &c.and are the best Mills ever invented 
facture. They are made in different parts of for grinding over Middlings in Flouring Mills. 

the country by various axe-maxers, and are} They may be propelled by, water, wind, steam | 
generally of very inferior quality. The genu-| °° horse-power, doing their work with great | 
ine Collins axes, which have acquired such an rapidity and perfection, saving over 30 per cent. i 
extensive reputation, are invariably stamped | i2 power and easily kept in perfect order, being | 
“COLLINS § CO HARTFORD,’ and each the only true milis for Farmers and Planters 

hasa printed label with my signature. It is| U8e. Being madeof the best French Burr Stone 
i now more than Twenry-rive years since we | they are littleeffected by use,and can be re-dress- 

commenced the business with the stamp of | °d,When necessary by any person of ordinary ca- || “Collins & Co., Hartford,” and I do not know | Pacity: plans and ful] directions being given to | 

of any other axe-maker by the name of Collins | "S¢ 224 keep them in good order. The smaller | 
in the United States. sizes are admirably adapted to the wants of 
Nov, 1853. SAM. W. COLLINS. Emigrants and others, being perfect Grist Mills. 

—— | in miniature; these Mills are 5 sizes, viz; Hand 

WAMERILIME & QUICK LIME, | Mile with cranks 130 Tbe price G75, round 
5 s 2 s : 0. 3 40. 4th d 

Ww: the subscribers, are now prepared to cristing mills, 450 Ibs., S170. Sth do. sertiate 
: furnish the above materials in any quan- flouring’ mills 900 Ibs., $300. Orders should 

tity, and cheaper than can be sold any where | state the kind of rinding th . a ore ' 
inthis vicinity. They manufactureQuick Lime. | or general ering For aeth sie ee Mie 
and having put in perfect operation their mill | address Chs. he. Rochesten Ny, : iS 
for the manufactiure of Water Lime, they offer | Sedgebeer, General Azt, Ashtabula, Ohio, or 

sore inducenients to builders for the pur- ia “P. Hammond, J. A. J eas, ea GW. e md, J. H. 8, ee 

: Thar WATER LIME has beér fully tested a Jenewilles are nee fe ae, 
and found to be of an exeéllent quality, and SE a ORE ats ho Py Se NS Sa ESE z 
they are prepared to warrant it in all cases, and IL Moses 

offer it at a price making it an object to buy. ANUFACTURER of. "Cabinet Ware— 
: They also have a mill in operation for grind- Minny Made Coffins constantly on hand. 
ing CORN and COBS. : Metalic do. furnished to order Shop on the 
‘The subscribers have invested a large amount | west side of the River. : 

of capital in their operations, have spared no Janesville. 
expense in perfecting their works, and will give | ——--——_____—__—_ 
careful attention to all orders. EGGS FOR SALE. 

CROSBY & DUSTIN. . Jamesville, Nov. 1, 1853. THE SUBSCRIBER offers for’ sale, 
a Begs eck may be relied on as pure and fresh, 

carefully packed, put on cars and directed as 
ae NOTICE _2y a of the following varieties, viz: Brown, 

5 erly or Diminicoand WhiteShanghaes, Gra; 
To Farmers. Chittagongs and Black Cochin Dorking 

Ate one Wishing to obtain the Suffolk | just imported from the town of Dorking, Surry 
Breed of Hogs, can obtain the same of C Co, England, at $3 per dozen. White Dork- 

8. BLANCHARD, M. D., of East Troy, Wal | ings Chitterpratty, a new variet that never sit. . 
worth County, Wisconsin. Shanghae and Dorkings 3 and 4 and Seabright 

Residence half mile West of East Troy. Bantams, at $2 per dozen. 
Troy, March 28, 1853. vons Wee 

ae re a ee eres PE aS ee Schoolcraft, Mich., March 15, 1853- Sn 

The Hew Edition ef Dr. L. ARNOLD, DENTIST, 
LAPHAM’S POCKET MAP| EXCHANGE BLOCK, MILWAUKEE ST. 

OF WISCONSIN, showing the surveys ofthe| WEST EN DOr THE UPPER BRIDGE, , 
: peomonee Lands, ee may now be had at Orrice Hours—From 9. m. to 5 p.m. 

res, or by application (accompanied V1 i i Dentistry 
by the cash) to the undersigned. It vill be E toast. oe Gace Br A 

sont OF pallia any address upon the receipt of | flatters himself that he has no small ‘share of 
ar. liberal acne pee te a ingenuity, which being connected with eleven 

BMwekkas Jeanaie1953. + | years practice enables him to feel confident 
S . "y in pleasing all who may favor him with a call _ 

ee eee 
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: MOWING MACHINE. 
-. This celebrated machine, which stands unrivaled, is bound to take the lead in the West the 
coming season. The subscribers, having purchased the right to manufacture and syend the 
above machine in this section of country, can, with the utmost confidence, recommend them 
to'the public, 

' 1st, For their simplicity, strength, and durability. 2 " ; 
j 2nd, Its ease of action and easiness of draught, the tongue playing perfectly easy and free 
| between the horses, it requirimg only one span to cut from 10 to15 acres per day. 
i 3rd, For its susceptibility of conforming to the unevenness of the ground, cutting the grass 
perfectly cleah and even, and spreading it equally over the surface, better than is possible to 
be done by manual labor. ‘ g 

4th, The peculiarity of the. cutting apparatus, it being so constructed that it renders it 
impossible to clog, whether in wet or dry, heavy or tight, coarse of fine and wiry grass, without 
the aid of the lozenge-shaped, double or back-cut sickle, on which there was so much boasting 
and puffiing the past season by some of our neighbors, who are now obliged to resort to the 
open knife (which is secured by letters patent.) as the only salvation of their machine. 

5th, For the small space of ground it occupies in turning, either to the right or left, making 
- | Square corners, while some other machines require as much ground as a lumber wagon to turn a 

corner, and in the same way. : 
6th, This machine can be used with oxen to good purpose, thereby giving every farmer 

who owns a team, whether oxen or horses, the choice of running his machine without depend- 
ing upon.his neighbors for a team. 
« 7th, For the ease with which it can be moved frém-place toplace without loading it in a 
Wagon. . 

eth, For the readiness with which it can be changed from mowing to reaping, and vice versa 
by the attachment and detatchment of Forbush’s celebrated Reaping Apparatus. 

Hundreds of certificates might be produced, were it necessary, and the premiums of differ- 
ent Institutes and Agricultural Societies might be laid before you, but the machine itself, upon 
examination, whether in operation or not, will at once meet with your most hearty approbation. 
Tt needs no puffs; it speaks for itself, without deception. We will put this machine against any 

other of @ different model, to cut more grass in the same length of time, on low, wet marsh, and 
to do it better and with more ease. It is here where all other machines have failed on account 

: of their clogging, and where the farmers have been deceived by testing their machines on dry 
meadow, or timothy, (for a common Reaper can cut that,) rather than on the low wet maréh. Be 
cautious, then, the coming season, what you purchase, asa variety of machines will be offered 
you; upon this you may repose the utmost confidence, for we will warrant the machine to do as 
above described. A number of other machines that are coming into use, or rather that will be 

, offered to you, are obliged to adopt many of the improvements that. cover this machine by let- 
a ters patent. Therefore, every person using such machine will make himself liable, as well as 

the vender, and consequently will bedealt with as the law directs, for an immense amount of 
money has been expended in procuring the patents on this machine, and in experimenting for 
“nearly twenty yearsto make it the only successful Mowing Machine in the world: We Siete 
fore solicit your patronage, for we do know that this is the machine our great and growing West 
demands. 3 LOVE & STONE. §@_ All kinds of CASTINGS made to order. Also, HOES for sale by the dozen. 

Beloit, Wis, March, 1854. 
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} MARK MILLER, < The: {perous than now. Verily, the farmers of the 

i ) 8 P. LATHROP } Baitors aa eal | Northwest may well rejoice in their prospects 

{ Fe Laie entitaniten coca tengemeenan: | of the future. Tho past year’s success will in- 
|| the same rate for a larger number. All subscriptions | spire them with renewed energy and strength 

{ Reet withthevolume and beck numberssup- | to lay broader plans for future action—with a 
{ ADVERTISING.—One page, first insertion, 86; for | confidence of success—that has never been felt 

| each anbeerenst eee Ons less than one year, #5; half before. Nature has been signally lavish of her 

) Page, first Insertion, G1; for each subsequent aa, halt | favors to all this vast Nortuwesterw regio ] less thanone year, $3; one page per year, $50; half ‘egion, 

page Oy duster page, ies eth gs G10 ors |and man has only to put his hand to the work 
pact ge a for each subsequent in- | a ee ae jacana 

. * = ‘a amou! 4 

i SE See rede Ste re one: \sas it the Eldoradg of the world. | 
| To the Readers of the Farmer. | As regards the future of our paper, we have | 

t — but little to say. Thedesign of the Farwer 
j ] As We enter upon a aew year, and with it a is and ever has been, the diffusion of intelli- 

| new volume of the Fanuer, we have much | gence among the farmers of the Northwest, re- 
j cause for an “interchange of congratulations | lating to the objects of their profession. To 

| with its readers. | the mind of the intelligent or inquiring hus— 
The year 1854 has departed. It has been | bandman, no information can be more welcome 

| an eventful year, inall the varied relations of | than that which will promote his own immedi- 
| life, and one which will become a marked epoch jate improvement. Nothing will so essentially 

|| in the history of the world—scarce having its | aid this desirable result, as the diffusion of 
] equalin the nineteenth century. It has been | well conducted Agricultural Journals, which J 
| marked by great activity in business, followed | it should be the rule of every one who culti- 

| by acotresponding revulsion—the natural con- | yates arod of ground, to patronize. 

sequence of a rapid expansion of business be- In the publication of this paper, cheapness 

|} yond a proper balance of means. It has been | has been a cardinal object, as an inducement to 

marked by an unprecedented number of mel- | a large circulation—bringing in those who are 
ancholy accidents, both ky land and sea. It | slow to divegre from the long beaten track of 1 
has been marked by a drouth in many parts of | their fathers. And, now, witha desire of stilt 
our country, hitherto unparalleled in severity | further promoting its usefulness, and of ex- 
and duration. Disease and death, too, have | tending its circulation throughout the expand- 

been unusually busy. But amid all these re- | ing gettlements of the West, the seventh vol- 

flections, we have great reason to look back up- | ume is commenced somewhat enlarged and oth- |} 

on it with thanksgiving and praise. Its seed | erwise improved, without any increase of price. jy 

time and harvest have come and gone, and the | We have done this, under a firm conviction, P 

boundless blessings of a kind Providence have that ourefforts to please and instruct its read- 

been showered upon us without stint or mea-| ers, willbe met with a corresponding good will | | 
| sure—our land has literally overflown with on their part. i 

j) Plenty, and our garners are full. Qur paper has obtained an exténsive ciren- | 
; ‘} While, in some parts of our conntry, the | lation, and met the warmest approbationof the _ 

| hopes of the husbandman have been blasted by | most intelligent farmers in the West, which we” 

| the unfortunate failure of his crops, we have | cannot but regard as a gratifying testimony to” 

i] enjoyed the most bounteous harvest realized | the perseverance and enterprise of its condac- 

since the settlement of the West. All kinds| tors. We appealto the whole Northwest—to 

. } of produce bears a high price, and all branches | which our paper is specially adapted—to give 

of trade and industry were never more pros- | it a warm and hearty support, both with purse 

-_
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and pen—-the latter of which is just as impor-) skin tender and liable to be torn in picking, and |} 
tant as the former, if you expect a first rate | turns the rich yellow fat, so good looking when |} 
paper. Don’t excuse yourselves from writing, | rightly done, toa dirty, tallowy hue, Allthe || 
on the score of inexperience, for rhetorical | offal should be removed at the @pening behind, |] 
flourishes do not belong in an Agricultural pa- | and this should be made as small as possible— | 
per—we want plain, simple facts, modestly | The parts should not be washed in water, but |} 
dressed. Let us have your experience on pa- all blood should be removed by a damp cloth. || 

per—no matter how uncouth~-we will give it | Be careful not to tear the skin or bruise it. Put |} 

proper shape before it emerges from the press. | them in a clean box, with sticks fastened in it, || 
It will be seen, that Mr. J.C. Brayron, of so that they may be strung along on it at a 

Aztalan, well and favorably known in the West | proper distance not to strike against one anoth- |} 

asa Horticulturist of large experience, takes|er- Try this, any one; and, if you appear at 

charge of the Horticultural department. This | our door any time between this and St. Valen- 

accession to our Editorial strength will add ye- | tine’s day, we will warrant you a good price. 
See 

Ty much to seat 33 of the Fanuer. | State Agricul iety. 

Preparing Poultry for Market. | The fourth Annual meeting of the Wiscon- || 
i ——— | sin State Agricultural Society—for the elec- || 

As this is the month when considerable poul- | tion of officers for 1855—took place at the 
try is disposed of, andas much depends upon | rooms of the Society, in Madison, on the 20th 
the manner of its being prepared for market, | yy, ' 

ole pigtail ei) | - The meeting was called to order by the Pre- 
a important that those who have chickens or tur- | sident, The Sccretary being absent, H. 0. 

keys they wish to sell, should make themselves | Wilson, of Janesville, was appointed Secreta- 

familiar with the best method of preparing ry pro tem. 
e m | them for the market. ‘We do not now refer to} “ye meeting then proceeded to the election 

the manner of fattening them, but to the see | of officers, by ballot, with the following result: 

eins sos eee they. = bein! gw. Edgerton, President; Martin Web- 
good condition, as well as appear inviting to the ster, Vice President ; Geo. 0. Tiffany, Seere- || 
purchaser. We know of some individuals of | tary; Adam E. Ray. R.E. Ela, and GH 
our acquaintance, who can always get a few . . ; 
cents apiece more for their fowls, th: the Blangltey, Pxeculive Commition 

‘ oF = than omer! The board of officers for 1855, stands thus: || 
simply from the manner of dressing and fixing President, 

them for the market. In the first case, the | RonacWv: ah Scmait 
fowls all look cleanly, the skin is unbroken, the | - Vice Beesuioaes rs 
pin-feathers are all removed, the skin is drawn | See wie ee 
over the stump of the neck and nicely tied, the | eee a E pate ennees | 
breast is uncut for the removal of offal, no blood | emUEL W. Joiner, Wyoming ; 

is seen on them, or bruises or lacerations of the | Martin Wensrer, Fox Lake. 

flesh; the wings are not cut off, but —_— Secretary, 
picked to the ends ; the legs are firmly tied to- Geo. O. Tirraxy, Milwaukee. 
gether, and all ace securely strung on a stick, | Treasurer, ' | 
which is fastened in e box, so there is no jam- | Saucer Mansuacr, Madison. 

P ming of one against another. While those of | Executive Committee, . 
others look foully enough—covered with blood | Tatnor C Dovsman, Waterville ; 
and bruises, looking like putrifying sores, lace- | Avaustus F. Capy, Watertown ; { 

| r8ted before and behind ; the bloody stumps of | Marx Mitier, Janesville; 
the neck sticking out a feet; the whole body } Avam E. Ray, Troy ; 

| covered with» pin-feathers, like a bird a week | R. E. Exa, Rochester; | 
old, and all thrown pell-mell into a basket or | G. H. Stavenrer, Madison. ] 
bag more filthy than they, and thus exposed | All the officers of the Society, with the ex- 

| forsale. We never buy such things, and would | ception of the President, hold for the term of |] 
advise others not to. Why not try to show | three years. The President one Vice Presi- || 

i] some taste and neatness in the matter ? dent, and two members of the Executive Com- || : 
Chickens, or any fowl, should not be scalded | mittee, are elected annually, and the Secreta- || 

}] when dressed for the market. It renders the | ry and Treasurer once in three years. 
j 
nee SS ———————
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‘ the crop of acorns, and is worth the snug sum 
‘ we (eee of $90,000. Besides this, he thinks an equal 

eS aS value has been added to the stock hogs. He || 
[ = as thinks, also, that that parish grows $35,000} 

SS = worth more cotton than it would if all the Plant- | 
P . 4 Fe ers had to depend upon the corn crop for their 

“"e< ES aE Ni bis meat, so that theactual value of acropof acorns _ |] 
5 PFS =) <i fg? is $215,000. | 

roe | 

Growing the Cotton Wood. | 

f | Fourteen years ago, while Mr. James Dufield, | 
of this town, was harvesting his wheat he found 
in the margin of the field a Cotton Wood 

ee Sa = = of that a eae just the height {f 
Ly = sage of the wheat stalks. He would have ent it, but 
Ml Zam | his Geld hands proposed to let it grow and’ see 

7 Ze | what it “would come to.” Itis now a tree, 
bia p iZ A FEZ sixty feet in height, and has’a diameter of two i es | & ZZ | feet and one inch at the butt, by actual mea- 4 /\ Zz surement. The field in which’ it stands has 

EZ | been sometimes in_tillage, sometimes in grass. | 
. aA — Woodstock (Iil.) Free Press. 

q ‘IN 4 A Here is a word of encouragement for those 
yy ae =| whohave doubted the feasibility of cultivating 

: ale? | timber upon our open prairies. We have often 
A | recommended the growing of timber on our 

3 ZS ae | prairies, to supply the deficiency of both fuel 
LSS BA —— (alae lad fencing material. We-know of no tree— 

Improved Hay Knife. | all things considered—so desirable for these 
L : ——s | purposes, as the Cotton Wood. It may be pro- |} 

' A is the knife, with a cross-head handle, B | pagated by cuttings—is rapid in its growth— | 
B. The blade is formed witha bend near the | makes a handsome shade tree, and attains to a | 
handle, so that it stands out from it at a suita- | large size. It is also less liable to be broken 
ble distance without shank, the blade being | down or uprooted by high winds, thai any oth~ 
simply screwed to the center of the handle.— | er tree of rapid growth. 
This method of constructing hay knives,so as} To propagate the Cotton Wood, take twigs of |] 
todivide the applied power between the two) the last year’s growth; cut them into slipsor |] 
handles, BB, with the knife in the center, | pieces, containing from three to five buds each; 
economises labor, and enables the operator to! when spring opens, stick them in the ground, 
cut with greater ease and mote facility than | leaving two buds above and close to the sur- | 
with the old-fashioned hay knife, which has not | face: If you wish a strai_ht and handsome 
@ cross-head handle. Thus by power being | tree, plant your cuttings as represented in the 
exerted upon the knife, as represented, it will | accompanying cut. If the weather is dry, 
cut vertically and horizontally, as indicated by | mulch the ground. } oe 
the lines, a 6, and it will havea pressure always i 
in that direction, owing to the position of the ee. eS — 
operator and the gction of his arms, and thus SSS —————— | 
the cutting power will be more equallydistrib- SSS j 
uted between the lines, a4, as shown by the 5 —— ] 
arrow c. Sa 

; —_~___-—___ The Cotton Wood has generally been consid- 
Vauve or Aconys.—The editor of the Ad- ered as useless, except for fuel ; but, we are told, 

vocate, Claiborne, La., has gone into a minute | it has been tried for staves, and answers a good 
calculation upon the value of one crop of acorns purpose for all kinds of dry casks. ] 
in that parish, equivalent to our counties. He fo Ee 
says that 1,800,000 pounds of pork will be con- depiheenee areas ci trerae at 
sumed there in the year 1854, by the 12,000 in-| the floors. Roofs should be made tight, and || 

| habitants, and that the whole of it comes from! thé barn close, where the animals stand.
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Fences—Osage Orange. | Raising Lambs. a 

The maiter of fencing is a subject of great! = ohare os he . en oo 1 | 

] importance to the farmers of the West. To ob- | Nees Re thee eee ra a | . 
I] viate a lack of timber for this purpose, various | PUNDEr O° ENS © reine 08 Pee lc. ae 
| : i to—sod | 28Y of our sheep growers answer this question? 
i modes of fencing have been resorted | s6cctoht afford aciae aclu] points lof dovivari- 

i} and ditch fences, stake fences, and wire fences | 8) Po Pp | 

I} have all been tried—none of which, however, °°" 2 Rees aes ee ae 
| seem to be much esteemed—stone cannot be | a y Seven ee 
| obtained. In this dilemma, the question is of- | | ail not our readers who are engaged in rais- 

j] ten asked, how is the Western prairie farmer | ee eae their success with nie eae 

}] toanclose his fields in the best and most cco- | SPHNS: am pend us thettexpecence? We be- 
|] nomical way 2 We sce no other way that pros | lieve our State and County Agricultural Socie- j 

mises so well as hedging with some shrub har- | ties could not make a more judicious appropri- 

dy enough to stand the climate. For this pur- ation of a portion . or funds, than the pay : { 

pose the Osage Orange is the only hedge plant | ment of pore largest number of 

that has received much attention, and is yet tambs raised from a given number of ewes. 

jj considered an experiment as far north as Wis-| Hotrow Hors Disease.—A writer in the 
| consin ; but the following reply to an inquiry | Boston. Cultivator gives the following as the 

on this subject, leaves room to hope that hedg- | cymptoms of, and remedy for, the hollow horn 
| ing with the Osage Orange may succeed as far | disease: “The symptoms are, dropping of the 

\ | north as Southern Wisconsin and Northern | yead and ears, lying down, turning the head 

i | Iowa. | over the back, towards the shoulders, as if pain 
| Dr. Haskell, of Rockford, IL, in a communi- \ in the head. This I think is a spinal disease, 

cation published in the November number, | affecting the brains and horns, Cure--Takea 

(who has experimented with’the Osage Orange | large table spoonful of sulphur, and lard suffi- |} 
for several years,) holds the same opinions as cient, when warm, to make it soft like paste, 
Mr. Overman. |-pour it on the top of the head at the root of the 

= | horns; take a shovel or flat piece of iron, heat 

Massrs. Eprrors :—I am just now engaged 1n | jt, and hold it over the head so as to heat the 
writing a little treatise on Osage Orange cul- | pusteand warm the top cf the head, as much 
ture. So soon as I get it printed, I will send as the beast will bear; repeat once in two or 

| youa copy. At present I would merely sug- | three days, and bore the horns on the under | 
gest, that you recommend to the farmers of Wis- side, two or three inches from the head so as | 
consin the trial of the Orange on a small Scale, | to Jet in fresh air‘and let the putrid matter out, | 

| by way of experiment. | if any be collected. I have never known this | 
i If judiciously managed, I have no doubt it | to fail, if taken before too far gone. I have 
!]_ will prove hardy enough for the southern por- | cured one cow when the top of the head was so 
| tion of your State, yet it was considerably | fullof matter that 1 opened a place above the 

|] killed in the neighborhood of Quincy, last | ear, which discharged more than half a pint. 

spring, but the season was a very peculiar one. | This was in the summer; tho cow was fattened || 
| Much of it was killed at the top, here; but it | in the fall and killed; the head was all right, 

i came up vigorous enough afterward. | exceptinga place at the roots of the horn, about 
] The difficulty here is, that not one man in ten | aslarge as a small spoon bowl.” | 
| will be induced to take the proper course with | Teor tan ion & Iowa ‘Ficines. 

| it, hence the failures will be Very numerous.— | Finsr Manx not Porsonous— 
j| Yet, notwithstanding all this, Iam fully con-}  jyessrs. Editors :—Iseeit stated inthe Farm | 
jj Yinced, by experience and observation, that a| .,. that the first milk of the cow, after coming | 

ered soe seeieieoh ae slags desproctable in, is poisonous. I will say, thatthe first milk | 
| 3 a o de with it; butit requires par-| i, not poisonous; and more, that none is so | 

a ee oe for the want of which a good asthe first. InLondonand Birmingham, || — 

ij }] ay imthis region will fail If I can find time, | i¢ js called Boistings, and is sold for more than |} 
1 j| Twill try to write ashort article for your pa-| new milk, and makes the best of custards and | 

: C.R. Ovenatan. puddings. G. Turrtey. 
; Mound Nursery, Canton, Ill, Nov., 1854. | Platteville, Wis., Dec., 1854. 

.
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| For the Wisconsin and fowa Farmer. 1 purpose to discuss in some future numbers } 

| Farmersand Mechanics—Whceat Culture. | subjects of some importance te the farmer, and |} 

} Te. to give true accounts of some experiments | 

| Messrs. Evrrors:—I think that Wisconsin | made b; pe | 
\ " - yy myself, and of opinions based upon 

| is destined to be as great a wheat and fruit | them, until the paees aes finished ; aed H 

i as asany in oe ee, and nee | possible, we may be able to farm it more to a 

j} she can doit, too, to as great perfection. 1 ar- | certainty than at present—for @ man cannot be 

rived at this conclusion, from the fact that she} , 54 ae he u ‘ H 

| ccporta nearly aeanuch wheat and grain, and | a goodfarmer unless he is master of the soil, and | 

7 a Ee ee ako mes Teal knows the nature of the plant, grain, or seed he | 

; : z ae se 7 7 ciaiutets - the U x jon or grows, and abort hor much he will real- 

| Fairs testify), as any nion, | j-» from it, so as to make both ends meet and have 

| althongh yet in its infancy. I therefore pro-j , ); ¢ ‘ c 1} 
| ves hak we (fermers) take am active part and alittletospare. Itherefore proposethe “Cun. f 

P ‘ y eat S e ae Pp x rurE oF WaEar’—first, because it is the main] 

|| interest in these processes, and bring them to) <tanie of export. Itis worth while to raise it 4 

3 | greater perfection. Let us improve our pur-) roy that purpose while we can do it to advan- 

|| suits, as well as the mechanics do the Arts and : z 
} r i 3 tage in our new soil—and let ustry to keep our 

Sciences, and the professions theirs. It must} ..5) stil) new and good by good management. y 

| be acknowledged, that we are far behind in the 5 Th : = hi es | 

4 | perfection of our processes of farming from | t a - eee cee va eae 7 ee cat j 

| that of mostof themechanicalarts. One cause | ae he terty eee oe oa 
| i E us| increased from twenty-five to thirty, or even ! 

| of this is, that if a man finds out any thing| urough si - 1} 

| new, or an improvement in the branch of hus- peso Seen seis = cs 1 

} hence he cannot secure a patent for it asa | felines questions: cts be neopets Oo | 
? 1 } i if 

| mechanic can ; and, if he feels a little selfish, | ew ae So ae ee | 

i : aot es ang | ce? ] 

ee on. keeps) 1, What condition should the soil be im for 
bs . - * r : 

| other cause is, the farmer has too many —— pan i6 Ne edwal ne ek notte hare tt | 

to do and think of, and therefore cannot keep | wink er-kill? ee ee A 

| at any one thing until it is finished; a whole} 3 what is the effect of brine, lime, or cop- ff 
| ee - 

q | wecnam must necessarily intervene—and, mame, | peras on the wheat plant? 

times, three or four—hefore accomplishing his!" 4, what is the cause of smut in winter and i 

object, The mechanic can commence his work | ..ing wheat? } 

i] and keep at it until finished; if it don’t suit| “5 ‘What is the cause of chess, and how is it ! 

| him, he tries it over again and again, until he | produced ? : 

accomplishes his object or gains his end. The| 6. What effect has clover on the wheat, and |} 

!| farmer has always to wait another season ne-| ; ammi : } 

fore he can try ae at is, if he does not | SS ym aes sri ites 

succeed the first time, which he cannot often) 7, Tow can the largest and best crop of | 

1} do, on account of the weather's differing in its | - é | 

fects on vegetation from one aaa euaues | bine males shatithe: an ee poet j 

jj +another, which makes a great difference in an ' Kaw a a esheets cararieees f 

|} experiment. He cannot, therefore bring it be- | 9. How can wheat, chess, and smut be raised | 

| fore the public until he has tried it a number | from one kernel in miaanca® 

of years; =, if . don’t come upto his mark) ail the foregoing questions are offered to 

| each season, he feels discouraged, and throws it | any one to answer who feels disposed to. 

; | aside altogether ; butif hecould be encouraged | Gentlemen, you will perceive that ,all these 

| at that time to try again, would probably sue-| questions are of the greatest importance to us 

| ceed and carry off the palm of victory. It| farmers,and should be well considered, in or- 

| would be, therefore, to our advantage to join | der tocarry out our desires. We wish you to 

| our efforts and converse with one another more | aid us in this project, for if these questions are 

H freely, through some aia the Wiscon- | correctly answered, it will put sums of money 

BB tgs tealah petal cheng! ecgeyaiee tps. Soy” yy all, for | mous taxes, On the 4th and Sth questions, if 

| without it they will be behind the times; itis, | the causeis correctly stated, the preventive will 

} therefore the most important medium for us. | suggest itself. 

eee 

TT —————————————————L——<—<_£<=<=<=<
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‘ } a 
| 

| Gentlemen, I have so much todo and think Origin of the Wheat Plant. j 

i} of Ishall leave the subject with you for the — 1 

|| present. Here is a good opportunity for farm-| Some curious botanical facts have recently || 

| ers to speak on these questions, and after they | been laid before the French Academy relative || 

| shall have got well started, I will give my ex- oe are ot fee ee eee 

| | periments and answers to them, accompanied | M. Esprit aire of Ad ein ek has, with? 

H by drawings illustrating the subject in full, | out the aid of Denke aed by simple experiment, || 

| I} for all the questions asked—that is, if there is sa ee ae en eee. the |] 
} - : 5 mutability of vegetable forms. sy experi- 

| | sufficient interest manifested through your ments, which oceupied seven years ime ake 

} i} ©«columns. Gro. P. Perrer. | proved that the above grasses were capable of }} 
| Pewaukee, Waukesha co., Dec., 1854. being the source of all or the greater part of 

| — our species of wheat. He first sowed the seed 

vn ] Rewanxs—We hope to hear from our readers | of the ovata in the fall of 1838. In 1839, the 

1 | on the questions proposed. Please give us your | Plants grew to a height of two feet, and ripen- 

] views in well ondensod aisle and ve shal | emule of July. hss here on 
| be happy to lay them before the readersof the | erop was five for one, and the straw was brit- | 
| Fanwer. We hope, certainly, that our corres- | tle and thin. In 1840, the seed of 1839 pro- [| 

pondent will give us his “experiments, an- duced ears more numerous; and generally each |} 

swers and illustrations,” as those accompany- contained a couple of grains of an appearance || 

ing this communication are yery well executed. meee ment eae ey suena a hee i 

} | They will appear with the experiments which | grains. The figure of the plant was aiaiet ] 

i j | they are intended to illustrate, We think with | like wheat. In 1842, the fourth year of his ex- | 

H ij | our correspondent, that these are “important permnen) the ee was are sensible asin 

ty! } questions,” and that proper replies to them o Erermue J ent: any of the plants were 

| ‘will be of much value to the wheat-growers of ee se gis toee eee Bt aae. | 

| Wisconsin. Who can answer them better than | In 1843, the stalks grew three fect high. In | 

i Geo. P. Peffer? Let us see. ey ear was two or three well grown grains, || 

| i papasnenere and the straw was stronger. Thefigureof the || 

j | For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | Plant was like wheat. i 1844, all the ears |] 

iH) Seintins Anecae— planta had reached thecondition of texe wheat. | ‘dik sete ‘ ition of true whea 

fii _ Messrs. Editors :—I have five kinds of Seed- | ‘These experiments were made in an enclosure |] 
lings, of the Siberian Crab Apple, raised by | surrounded by high walls. There was no grass 
myself, that I will send you when opportunity inside of it, and no grain raised near the spot. | 

offers, and three varieties of Seedling Apples In 1841, he sowed his grain ina field broadcast, [| 

by that are hard to beat. Ihave raised some Rem- | Std continued it fouryeare, | In 1200) Shestray | 
11] } 40 apples as big as those specimensin the Fara- | ear Seip or three ae of gecieat | 

| | zr. I have also raised some hard keeping seed- | wheat. Thus a savage plant, subject to culti- |} 
| ling apples, the past season, weighing 18 oz., vation, changed its entire figure and aspects, |} 

i ] and measuring 12 inches around each way. and gradually assumed a new character. i 

| | Daven FE Comat: Among the pecan French inventions, is one fj 

| Fayette, Wis, Desomber, 1854. | tented by Me D'U ree, The inventor grounds 
| ] * a . his discovery upon the fact—positively ascer- |] 

| } Bncsen: ‘We thank Mr. C. for his intentions. | ¢.ined “by study and repeated experiments”— |} 
| | It is a task we relish very much, to sit down | that autumn wheat is not annual, but biennial, |) 

I | occasionally and test a few varieties of apples. | like the beet-root and carrot class, and hethere- | 

] wWecan do it O.K. Weshould like an outline | fore proven to develop ae alleged eee j 
mene . di properties by a novel plan of planting and treat- | 

} 1] and description of that big § ne. ment, for the increase of the pretnbe: The jj 

1} | Erato oe d is to be well ith in- |} | 

j | } Means Grass—(Sorghum Halapense)—This Sone at the ae = aoe eres j 

i is a native of Syria, and belongs to the same seed between the 20th of April andthe 10th of || / 

| genus as broom corn. It has recently been in- pene oe being aha ae prevent = 

I | eee x jossoming durin; year. But 

| troduced ee! in thisconntry by some ex- | the time of sowing must be aiatpent from year 
| periments je in Massachusetts and New | to year; for, if it were not for the present de- || 

Wa | | York, where its cultivation hag been attended generacy of the plant, it might occur nowin || 

fi | with considerable success. It can becut'sever- ing ita need Se choad, ieeatl inane i 
oe : ¥ s e soil is ric! 

| al times in a season, and is consequently well | put diminishing according to its sterility. It || 
\ adapted to soiling —N, E: Farmer. is deposited in rows in holes at regular dis- |} 

\ ees . i sn ~ —————————————————— = ——————— | 

. |
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tances, from 94 to 233 inches asunder in each| Docking Horses Useless and Barbarous. 
4 direction, the holes in one row, opposite the ae 

spaces in thenext. Each hole is to contain] We are glad to see that the abominable prac- 
four or five grains, 24 inches asunder. When| tice of docking and nicking horses is getting 
the plants have attained a height of four inches. | outof fashion. It prevailsin no country in the 
all but the finest one in each group are pulled} world but England and the United States: we 
up, and this single one is then left for the har-| got it from the mother country, and the sooner 
yest of the succeedingyear, This curious pro-| we leave it off, the better. It is wonderful how 

4 cess is stated to increase the produce very great-| anybody butan ignorant. narrow-minded block- 
ly.—Annual of Scien. Dis. head of a jockey, should ever have thought of 
ae it, being as offensive to good taste as a violation 

Hen Manure. to every humane feeling. Has nature done her 
ee work in such a bungling manner, in forming 

1 Like guano, hen manure possesses many val-| that paragon of animals, the horse, that he re- 
3 wable properties, in a form most conveniently | quires to have a large piece of done chopped 

concentrated. In al! cases, however, where it is} off withan axe, to reduce him to symmetry— 
applied directly as a stimulant to crops. it should | or that beauty and grace can be obtained only 
be compounded with some less powerful mate-| by cutting pair of its large muscles ? 
rial, as loam, muck, or garden soil. This isa] “The docking and nicking of horses,” says 

j necessary precaution, as the depositing of the| an intelligent writer on Farriery, “is a cruel 
seed on or beneath it, would inevitably prove| practice, and ought to be abandoned by the 
fatal to its vitality. Mr. W. Bacon, an occa-| whole raceof mankind. Every human being, 
sional correspondent in the Furmer,in the Amer-| possessed of a human heart and magnanimous 
ican Agriculturist says: mind, must confess that both the docking and 

“T have lately been informed, by an intelli-} nicking of horses is cruel; but that creature 
gent and skilful cultivator, that the following] cailed man attempts thus to mend the works of 
preparation affords an ample and complete rem-| his Almighty, wise creator—in doing which he 

q edy. Take hen manure one part, reduce it as| often spoils aud disfigures them. What is 
q well as you can to powder; then with an equal] more beautiful than a fine horse, with an ele- 

part of plaster of Paris, incorporate well to-/ gant long tailand flowing mane, waving in the 
4 gether, and sprinkle the mixture over the vines, | sports of the wind, and exhibiting itself in a 

or sow it over the drills of your turnips. perfect state of nature? Besides, our Creator 
Hen manure is free from the seeds of foul| has given them tothe horse for defence as well 

4 weeds, and, in consequence of the great abun-| as beauty.” 
dance of ammonia it contains, it possesses a} The same author relates an instance of a fine 
great effect in pushing plants forward. -Hence,| hunting horse owned by an Englishman, which 
for tomatoes, peppers, and similar plants in our} could carry his rider over a five-barred gate 
northern climate, it possesses high value. It is} with ease; but he thoughtthe horse did not car- 
well worth being saved with care, by farmers! ry as good a tail as he wished,—he therefore 
and gardeners, for every purpose of cultiva-| had him nicked, and when the horse got well, he 
tion. Care should be used, however, in its ap-| could scarcely carry him over two bars— 
plication, for if given in too large quantities, | “ Thus,” said he, “I have spoiled a fine horse; 
and placed in too close proximity to the roots} and no wonder, fer it weakened him in his 
of the plant, itseffects are fatal Its value for} loins’? Any man of common sense would give 
all purposesis greatly increased hy being mixed | ten per cent. more for a fine horse whose tail 
with charcoal, or; when this is not at hand,} had never been mutilated, than for one which 
with plaster. Every man who keeps hens} had been under the hand of a jockey—N. E. 

3 should have his hen-house so constructed as to| Farmer. 
save all the manure, and save it as dry as may —eorrr 
be, and he will find it no inconsiderable item] (Tue Cost or lenorancr.—Mr. D. keeps a 

} in his matters of rural economy.”—Oxsenver,| miserable, coarse-wooled flock of sheep; cutting 
in N. E. Farmer. but two to three pounds to the fleece, because 

TO he b= not know that a fine-wooled sheep, 
Winter Feep or Burspixnc Ewes—Until] yielding a fleece of twice that weight, costs but 

two.or three weeks preceding lambing, it is on-| little more in the keeping than the natives— 
ly necessary that breeding ewes, like other] He kecps only native cows, and makes no se- 
store sheep, be kept in good plump ordinary | lection even of these, because he does not know 
condition. Nor are any separate arrangements| that cows yielding twice as much cheese and 
necessary for them, after that period, in a cli-| butter, are as easily kept as those that now |} 
mate where they obtain succulent food to pro-| stock his faam. His stye is filled with long- |} 
vide for proper secretion of milk. In back-| nosed, raw-boned porkers, because he has nev-_ | 
ward seasons in the north, where the grass dges| er heard of Suffolk pigs, or if so, does not know 
not start prior to the lambing time, cael where or how to procure them—-American Ag | 
flock masters feed their ewes chopped roots, or ————_ : 

| roots mixed with oat or pea meal. This,inmy| Pears on tre Mountain Asu.—The Maine | 
| judgment, is excellent economy. For the ef-| Furmer speaks of five years’ trial of Bartlett |} 

fect of the various esculents on the quantity} pears grafted on the mountain ash, as very suc- |] 
| and quality of the milk, see Licbig’s Animal] cessful; the trees bearing well and pearsex- |] 
| Chemistry.—Sheep Husbandry. cellent. |
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idified Milk. For our steamships, our packets, for those 
| aol — = travelling by land or by sea, for hotel purposes, 

The last number of the American Medical} or use in private families, for young or old, we 
-. ff} Monzhiy containsan account of a visit made by pee it cordially, as a substitute for fresh 

{ . s . milk. 
i S committee of medion! gentlemen, ap. pointed We look with interest for the scientific re- 4 
| by the New York Academy of Medicine, tothe} port of the Committee of the Academy of Med- 
|| establishment of Mr. Blatchford, at Armenia, | icine, in ui we hope, a an Sspeaoe ¢ she, 

N. ¥., (some 30 miles east of Poughkeepsie.) | domestic, culinary a ygenic properties 0! 
where “solidified milk” is prepared. If the) S*lidified milk —N. E.Furmer. 
opinions expressed in the article referred to, re- | Buenr Cray is now extensively used, in some 

i ii scriptil i f the country, 2s a manure for gar- specting the value of this new description of| sections of th 5 f 
| eae i den soil. It is generally prepared, I believe, by 
[es ds = ean, ~ ue mee) first accumulating a quantum sufficit of woody 
} at least of New York, may indulge in hearty! matter, and covering it with clay. The mass 

self congratulations ; for “swill milk” has al-| is then ignited, rent burnt a the yous is re- 
1} xeady committed appalling ravages in their; duced to coal and ashes, similar to the manner 

] 2 ; Saat pursed in coal burning. The charcoal, ashes 
| pan mene Pees ne oe ea and clay thus furnished, constitutes an’ excel- 

| lidification as follows: | lent dressing, and produces highly beneficial ef- 
To 122 Ibs. of milk, 28 tbs. of Stuart’s white! fects on both crop and soil— Jd. 

sugar were added, and a trivial proportion of] —eeae 
bicarbonate of soda, a teaspoonful, merely! (387 There iscvery reason to believe that the 
enough to insure the neutralizing of any acid-| offspring of a cow or mare oftcn partakes of the 
ity, which in the summer season is exhibited| male parent of the first birth, in appearance, 

| even a few minutes after milking.although in-| than of the actual sire. In this way we may 
| appreciable to the organsof taste. The sweet| be disappointed in breedingto a full blood male, 

milk was poured into evaporating pans of enam-| when the cow has previously had calves by a 
| elled iron, embedded in*warm water heated by | common bull, especially if it was strongly mark- 
] steam. A thermometer was immersed in each| ed in color, or was particularly energetic. In 
| of these water baths, that, by frequent inspec-| the same way, animals of a common bleod may 
) tion, the temperature might not rise above the| take after a pure bred bull, ifthe first ealf,and 

point which years of experience have shown| no other, was sired byhim. Thisisa xery im- 
advisable, | portant consideration, and deserves strict at- 

‘Yo facilitate the evaporation, by means of! tention and investigation. 
] blowers and other ingenious apparatus, a cur- ae ean 
] rentof airis established between the covers of| _ Proriranre.—A year ago last spring, Mr- 

the pans, and the solidifying’ mi’k. Connect-| Samuel Wilgus planted half an acre to hops, 
ed with the steam engine is an arrangement| three miles from this city. Last spring he 

] for stirrers, for agitating the milk slightly| poled them and has twice hoed them. Hesold 
] while evaporating, and so gently as not to churn| thecrop a few days since, for 35 cents per 

it. Inabout three hours the milk and sugar| pound, making $77.—Skeboygan Times: 
j assumed a pasty consistency, and delighted the ee ae 
] palates of all present. By constant manipu-; Commence or New Yorx.—A statement of 

lating and warming, it was reduced toa rich,| the arrivals at the port of New York, for the 
Sees eee. see) then aera to oe year ending Dec. 31, 1854. shows a total of 4,- ] air to cool, weig into pareels of a pouni : : 
each, and by a press, with the force of a ton or| 176 vessels. The namber of passengers which 
two, made to assume the compact form of a tab-| arrived in the same period was as follows :— | 
let, (the size of a small brick) in which shape, | from foreign ports, 331,800, and from Califor- 

] porssed With tin foil, it is presented to the pub-| nia, 15,924. ] 
t ce SounEemn aan eee 1 

Some of the solidified milk, which had been A pair of pure bred Cashmere goats sg ‘ i te 4 pi P go 
| ee coe 2 ve ae oreene pre-| were recently bought by some gentlemen in ff 
i vious, Wa a! a rich cream.— 2 ee eae Richmond, Va., for $1,500. Th 1 fro: - 
1 = his, skimmed off, was soon converted into.ex- eee ‘of the an lot, wwhen! oxainioed iy ] cellent butter. Another solution was speedily a microseope, compared precisely in fine | 

converted into wine whey, by a treatment pre-| . a 4 mess ff 
cisely similar to that employed in using ordina- eee eee ase ee Ceshnicro‘ehaw!: | 

Ho tyamilk. Le fully equalled the expectations of] g3s-In opéning a hundred cod-fish, one will ‘| | all; so that solidified milk will hereafter rank] find lobsters, whole or in part, in at least ninety. | jj] among the necessary appendages of the sick | Some will be found entire, and. others perfect |] jj room. In fine, this article makes paps, custards, | in form but nearly digested. A lobster weigh- } puddings and cakes, equal to the best milk; and ing not less than a pound has been ea 7 | one may be sure it is an unadulterated article, en from a codfish t that would weigh not more || obtained from well-pastured cattle, and not the| than six pounds, The number ctitheen de- |] produce of distillery slops; neither can it be| stoyed by the cod in a season must surpass all || | watered. conception. © iti 

LSE
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For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer, ly (!) turning up the golden soil to the sun- || 

Sub-Soil Plowing—Double Mich. Plow. | light, from depths oft sought but never reached |} 

Messrs. Epirors:—A farmer from Eagle before. 

Prairie was on my place to-day, and saw, for| To come down to plain terms, we plowed with | 

4 the first time, a Double Michigan Plow. From| light cattle to the depth of 12 inches—bring- 
some inquiries about his wheat crop, I was sat- | ing most of the sub-soil to the surface. With 

isfied that if he had used that implement it|two heavy yoke of cattle we could as easily 
3 would have been greater by 1000 bushels. In| have gone three inches deeper. I was afraid 

753, his crop was, on the average, 30 bushels) of the consequences of bringing the plow in 
q peracre; this year it was 15 bushels per acre.| contact with certain subteranean white oak 

Heattributed the difference solely to the effects | roots and grubs; but, with care, got through 

of thedrought. This happened to “tell” on| the firstday without any mishap. The cattle 

d his soil, at a certain state of the wheat, and it proved rather slow, and the off “wheel ox” had 

was injured 50 per cent. NowI do not infcr| a trick of hoisting himself out of the furrow, 

3 from these premises, that the universal use of} so as to ease off the strain cn his shoulders, 

the double plow would increase the agricultu-| thereby forcing us to set the clevis ‘one hole to 
ral products of the State 50 per cent. But I|land’—thus deranging the perfection of the 

venture the opinion, that a fundamental change | Work. For these reasons, I determined to try 
in the present fashion of plowing the land (five| What horses could do. The next morning’s 
or six inches deep,) would be of immense ad | sun (there were symptoms of a freeze ahead) 

vantage to our farmers. Every one acquaint-| found usat our work. The team looked well 
ed with the careful and thorough cultivation of | —wheel horses steady, and the leaders lively— 

7 the English agriculturists, is out of patience! a little foo livcly,as the upshot proved. There 

with the slip-shod, lazy and vagabondish me-| was considerable frost on the surface of the 
j thods of culture presented here. The Aimigk-| ground, but a little coulter cast on the forward 

ty has given us possession of some of the best| share, worked its way merrily. All went “mer- 
lands under the sun, and we are abusing the} ry as the marriage bell” for five or six hours, 
gift most shamefully, (those in the ‘ openings” | when, as we were feeling our way through an 

ought to “repent in plaster and ashes.”) But} aggregation of the roots aforementioned, the 
lam wandering from my purpose, which is to| driver (counfound him) ‘touched up’ the lead- 

give you some acconnt of the ‘doings’ of my| ers, and crack—with a sound ominous of a 
Michigan plow. mighty mischief—went the beam. Now, the 
My soil is a clayey loam, and the sub-soil is} beam was a handsome beam—a good beam— | 

4 pretty tenacious. I have found that the latter | but it ought to have been 1} inch thicker in the 
when exposed to the freezings and thawings of| vicinity of the forward plow, and on each side, 
Winter, quite light and friable; but I could not} fore and aft, of the two bolts that secure it, 
get it fairly on the surface with any of the| there should have been two perpendicular riv- 
plows | had in use. Seeing something about/| ets, securely headed. The split stopped fucth- 
the double plow in your paper, [ made inquisi-| er progress. Luckily, it was not so bad as to 

: tion on the subject, and ordered one of Prouty| make a new beam necessary (could not have got 
& Co, of Boston. The plow (No. 84) was du-| such another in these parts). I had it neatly 

ly received, It was a beauty, and 1 fell in love} repaired, and its strength much increased — | 
with it at the first sight. Having no oxen an} That plow hasa “mission” on my land—a des- 
the place, I “ picked up” two yoke among the tiny to accomplish. In after years you may : 

neighbors. It took once or twice around to get| hear of its performances, and, perchance, wit- 

the proper adjustment of the forward plow—| ness the effectsthereof. This epistle has grown | 
With the clevis set straight, the implement] toan unconceivable length, but, O, Editors! I |] 
worked admirably—in fact, it hardly needed] could not stop! Rosa, H 
any one at the handles. A boy could have] Milwaukee, Nov., 1854. i 
managed it perfectly. Those who have, in eee 
their attempts at deep plowing) beencompelled} Sxeps ror tax Nartox.—Congress suptonel 
to work at the handles almost as hard as a fire-| ated at its late session, ten thousand do! = ei 

man at the ‘ brakes’ of his engine, will appre- —— ge — — ae ae 
ciate the quality just cited. The plow—the| tings, to be expended under the direction of the 

| implement—the organum! moved majestical- Commissioner of Patents. 

eine
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For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. _j several villages, just laid off in lots—some of 
A Sketch of Nebraska. | which do not yet possess names ; but it is cer- 

eee tain that some of them possess advantages that 
| Never, perhaps, since the settlement of the} .in agubtless, make important places of them. 
}] West began, have there been such inducements | 1) song the river, and for miles and miles in 

|] offered to persons «just commencing in life,”’| tne interior, between the mouth of Platte and 
to seek homes in the great, great West, as at | Nebraska City, is rich land, and, were it not 
present. The vast Territories of Nebraska and for want of timber, would settle up within a 

Kansas, just opened for settlement, contain | 02, or two ; but scarcity of timber will make | 
room for the millions of starving and oppressed Gastatesiar setile up rather slowly. 

poor of our Eastern States and of the «Old ie ee irae 

World.” is as rich a valley as the world affords, and can 
Here, any man, with the least economy and |}, settled for hundreds of miles up—even to 

industry, will soon possess a home—all the com- | fo,¢ Laramie, five hundred miles. It has of 

forts of life—and be free from heavy rents and | }.46 peen talked of as being the most suitable 

oppressive landlords. While wandering over} joute for the Pacific Railroad. Col. Laudre, 

the rich prairies of Nebraska, I have often | Oyief Engineer of Geo. Stevens’ company, who 
thought it strange that so many good, industri- surveyed the “ Northern Route,” came back by 

ous farmers will toil and slave on rented lands, | the way of the “South Pass and the Platte Val- 

in Eastern States, gaining but a seanty pittance | joy poute ; and, ina speech to the citizens of 

—seareely enough to keep body and soul to-| Counel Bluffs, Iowa, which is nearly amie! 
gether,—when, out here, with two or three hun- | 1,4 caid it was the best “natural roule?? on the 

dred dollars, or even less, they would soon be| 4 merican continent ; and, that, for hundreds of 
indey endent. 2 miles up the Platte valley, nothing would have : 

The soil of Nebraska is extremely rich, yield- +4, 4¢ done but laying down the rails. 

ing large crops of grain fora small amount of} Phe Platte river is not good for steamboat 

Jabor—no manuring is required at all, and will navigation, and yet steamboats can run it. Itis || 

not be for years to come. said to be no worse now than the Missouri river 
The scarcity of timber in the Territoryis the | _,. twenty-five years ago. 

only fault ; and, yet, in some parts there is a ee esreee 
sufficiency for all necessary purposes. Ttpmy} A few miles up the Missouri river will bring 

design to point out those places situated on the you to Belleview—a beautifully situated place 
Missouri river, and the surrounding country, surrounded by an excellent farming country, |] 

with its advantages and disadvantages—notic- | 1511, considerable quantitiesof good timber and f 
ing, also, most of the settlements “North of | j; nectone. i 
Platte river,” in the interior. ‘A Presbyterian Indian Mission has been here i 

: NEBRASKA CITY for several years. A weekly newspaper is pub- 

Is the lowest down on the Missouri river, of | lished here, called « The Nebraska Palladium.’ |) 

} any place of importarce. A place is laid off, OMAHA CITY 

near by, called Kearney City ; but, no doubt, | is fifteen miles above the mouth of Platte, and 

both places will join together, ere long, and | has a beautiful’and commanding position. It is 

make one city. The surrounding country is | the largest village in the Territory—containing 

rich in soil, with a good share of timber—but |! jn all about thirty houses—nearly all of which 

timber is searce after leaving the Missouri river | are neat frame buildings. Here is, also, a fine 

| valley. The country is broken, on the river | brick edifice, fifty fect long and twenty-six 
but out a few miles you will find level prairies, | wide, two stories high, with a solid limestone 

suitable for good farms. It is said, good stone | foundation. It is intended for the “State 

coal mines are near this place. House,” but as the Capitol is not yet located— 

| WEEPING WATER. | itis doubtful, of course, where it will be, but || 
{ In going up the Missouri river, we strike a Omaha City (pronounced O-ma-hah—accented | 

} beautiful stream called Weeping Water, be- | on the last syllable,) has the brightest pros- 

| tween twenty-five and thirty miles above Ne- | pects. No other place in the Territory has ex- |} 

| braska City. The valley of this stream is very | ceeding half a dozen houses, butimprovements | 
| beautiful and rich, and but few years will elapse | will now be rapidly made in some of them. A ] 

| ere it will be dotted over with pleasant farms.| weekly newspaper is published here, called | 
Between this and the mouth of Platte river are “The Omaha Arrow.” 

|
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Belleview is a rival of Omaha City for the ; hundred miles back, will not interfere with the |] 

: Capitol. Omaha City possesses, within half a | country’s settling for years tocome. All the || 

mile, an excellent limestone quarry, which may | distance between Omaha City and Wood River | 

be considered inexhaustible, from present indi- | is capable of being, and will be, settled in a |] 

cations. Itis in full operation, as hands are | few years. Scattering groves are to be found 
continually quarrying stone, both for lime and j all the distance, with some fine water courses. |} 
building purposes. A large brick tavernis now | With all the advantages of Nebraska, I would |] 
being erected, which, when completed, would | not advise those who have comfortable homes, 
be an ornament to any Western city: A brick | to leave them and emigrate ; but to those just 
yard has been in operation the past summer, | beginning life, I would say, come—“come alorg, 
and several thousand brick have been burnt, of | and make no delay.” { 
agood quality. The town site isowned by a| To the dissatisfied, I would say, I think you 

company of western men, who understand how | an be suited in Nebraska ; if not, you can fall |] 
to conduct western business. It was them who | back into Towa or Kansas; and, to the home- |} 
built the “State House,” for the purpose of | less, I would say, come and welcome—secure | 
drawing the Capital to Omaba City. The com- |in the West a good and lasting heritage,—for, | 
pany give good lots to those who will build on | assuredly, be it ever so humble, | 
them, Thecountry around isa rich black loam, « There is no place like home.” ; 
and is all capable of being cultivated with ease, Waiutam A. Scorr. j 
The land is all claimed for six or seven miles} Omaha City, Nebraska, Nov. 2lst, 1854. | 

; back, but good vacant places beyond this are Se ee 1 — 
yet untouched. There is around a reasonable Cooked Food for Swine. | 

} quantity oftimber. West of Omaha City, about | yy principal motive in writing at this time || 
| eighteen miles, is Elkhorn river—a beautiful | is, togive my experience upon cooked food for || 

clear stream, with considerable timber. It is | swin# a wouldacts here, ape E Rede e was | 

Bf ete ee tr id ot on no |e etd at ou 
Bs er called Vontauelic. Ninety wiles) weet 2 nee are opposed to it. °N ow, for ecokel | 
| Omaha City, is Loup Fork, of Elkhorn river— | food, there is as much difference in cooking 

E | A few claims are made on this stream, and a | swine feed, as in preparing a batch of dough 
|] village surveyed. Two hundred miles west of | for bread, and doubtless- your observation has 

4 | Omaha City, is borne testimony to the latter difference ; atleast if 
mine has. I am feeding ten spring pigs, two 

WOOD RIVER. | litters, to slaughter in October or November. 
Here a hospital for emigrants to California, | [ have pursued the following course :—During 

i] Oregon and Utah, was kept last spring ; also, a the best of the milk season they had the waste 

| pstofice clot Netranta Cente Some pe ot ery aes ten Jane on cosy] 
a Be was broken up, and the company returned | io¢ just eee With a few apple trees in it— |} { to Council Bluffs, Iowa, intending to return | Last week I commenced feeding grain,—barley, 
| next spring. ~ barley and corn, wheat, and oats, and corn, al- | 
] UP THE MISSOURI RIVER. ternately, aiming at a continued variety, giving 

Up the Missouri river several towns have been ae two duff days per week, i.e, boiled meal, 

' surveyed. Florence first, then Calhoun and Te- ee cea pains 20: To one | 

j camah—fifty-five miles north of Omaha City.— | third bbl. meal, as much scalding hot water, 
All of them are surrounded by good farming | adding an equal quantity of skim milk or cold | 
land and more or less timber. water all zhoroughly mized gradually—t would 

e Bs Ml not tri me ina hundred to mix m: — a 
| Still north of this is said to be as good as any | put it aside to sour for one or two cared asthe |) 
|| part of Nebraska—thongh I have not seen it— | weather may be, always keeping two or three | 

j rich level prairies and good timber—and, by | barrels on hand. This feed I make stronger, | 
| some, is called the «Garden of Nebraska” ; | 0T increase the quand siren daily. = Sian | 
} . ie son progresses, jus' 
| ber oia e oa, ae and fa order ze have Bete >fadgment correct, {f 

| | z attention must be given tothe business. There |} 
| WESTERN NEBRASKA. is difference in the breeds of swine, and differ | 

is said, by those I can put confidence in, to be | ence in men to feed them, 1 hold.—Connecticut |] 
| rather poor and barren in places ; and, also, to | “ley Farmer. | 

| opti pis corm 7 Scabies whatis called xalke- | poe neg lands can be preserved in a high ] 
| waters,’ Zz which are dangerous for man or | state of fertility, unless clover and the grasses |) beast to drink ; but, then, this being several ' are cultivated in the course of rotation. H 

| poraes j 

ne ms : | 

° zs
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= care for them as usual, Go through with this . 
8 7 oc k R ¢ g is i ¢ i 2 | process every morning, until you have one hun- 

Ss _____rarachastamvtstownroman | S00 st the sorsber rob nen tageen inet 
] Com: tive Profits of Wheat Gro -, jer in one stad marke wit he one e iy an 

_ Raisi = | turned into No.6. If the number desired is 
and Sheep AS No. 3. | one hundred, it will be better to serve from five 

We number our bucks in some conspicuous | to ten over, as about that per cent. will be found — |} 
place (on the shoulder, for instance), from 1 to |to take the buck the second time. Go on with 

10 (using that number on our flock), by dip- | this same process, marking the next 100 with 

ping the numerals, which are cut out of wood, | two dots on the same shoulder—vacating No. 5 
into a thick red paint, made of venetian red | by doubling them with Nos, 3 and 4, and put- 
and oil, and applying the stamp to the shoulder. | ting the marked ewes of this lot into No. 5.— 

In the morning, after foddering is over, we | When you have this 100 served, vacate No. 4 
bring the ten bucks into the stable c, (iaking | by doubling with No.3, filling up No. 4 with 
the sheep as they were brought into winter | 100 marked with three dots on the same shoul- 
quarters,) we will.commence at No.3, on the | der. We have now 300 served, which has tak- [| 
ewes over two years old ; bring them through len probably ten days time. Wacate No. 3, by 
the small gate into the lane, and into yard T; | doubling with the yearlings in No. 2, which |f 
close the gate, and apron two bucks securely, | should haye previously received a distinct mark 
{common bucks will answer this purpose,) and oe the resi. of the flock. Apply the teasers, |f 
turn them at large in the yard T, for teasers, and serve with the buck, each morning, the con- 
and let them find the ewes that are ready to j tents of No. 2, marking with four dots, and 

be eS cone ccna shep- | turning ne ae 3; ay, the teasers to 
herd can ily make these discoveries by va- | those in No. 6; an ose receiving the 
rious unmistakable signs the ewe exhibits— | buck in this Iot the second time, should be | 

many times by the mere passing by of the marked with additional dots to correspond with, : 
buck, which, by him, will be at this time unno- | and put with, those being served for the first |] 
ticed. As fast - these ewes are ee ae Apply the ag wil nae a | 
catch and put them into stable F ; when all are | lot, ten days, after they have been serve 

}| found in this lot, turn the balance back to No. | the first time during the tupping season. In 
3, and bring in No. 4, (keeping your teasers all | this way you will discover all those that miss 

|| the while im yard T). Serve Nos. 4,5, and 6 | the first service ; and, at the close of the tup- 
aot as No. 3. wee turning back a 6, dis- | ping een most important 0 ae 
tribute them equally in Nos. 3,4, and 5, va- | (which should in no case be later than the 25th |} 
cating yard No. 6, You will now find in your | of December)—if the shepherd has been faith- | 
stable r, from 20 to 40. ewes (out of 400,) ready | ful in the performance of this duty, he will find 

|] forthe buck. Open the door to stable G, and | in due course of time, that at least 95 per cent. |} 
| letin buck No.1. Lethim serve once the ewe | of the ewes are in that most “interesting situ- 

of his own choice, without your holding or | ation, most devoutly to be wished for” by all } 
|| handling her. Turn the ewe inte stable £, and | good shepherds. The importance of this dot- 
\| the buck into yard T; open the door to stable | ting process, and some other matters of minor 
I} again, and let in buck No. 2, and so on, until | importance, I will explain in some future arti- 
|| each buck has served his ewe in numerical or-| cle before next yeaning time. 

| der—turning out each time the ewe served first | To the many questions often raised, as to the 
| —for, in turning out the buck first, you might | best time of year to turn in the bucks—the kind 

ij lose sight of the ewe. Bring your bucks all | and breed of bueks to be used—the best way - | 

1} back into stable c, through the outside door, and | of using them—time and space will not allow | 

i} letin again buck No.1, and so on, until all | me to give in this article any thing more than 

|} the ewes for that morning are served. Now | my opinion, without the reasons, reserving them |} | 
| take the potof red paint, and mark with one | for some future number. The besttimé to turn ff | 
j single ne oe are = eet B a ee toa small pe say 7B is os 15th | 
|| using a cob, sticking one end in the paint, and | o tober, pecipepty. To a large flock, I will 

applying it high on the left shoulder—if put on | now say the Ist day of December, (but I have 
| |] + too low down, it will get daubed, by coming in | doubts but what October is the better month). || : 

| contact with each other, before getting dry—| Whatever kind of buck you use, select a full |] | 
} Turn these all into No.6, which is vacant, and | blood. This “half horse, half alligator, and | 

] 
_——————————————————————— 

: |
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the other half snapping turtle” stock, I de-| New Plan of Breaking-in Horses. _|} 
| spise! Were I moving to Kansas and going re 
|| into the wooly business adapted to that pecu- A new system of breaking-in horses, by 

lia latitude, the first purchase I would make | ans of a very few lessons, and so as to pre- 

3 would be 2 full-blooded Beox, carrying all the | Serve all their precious qualities, has come in- 

points of a thoreugh bred, such as a flat nose, | #0 Use, and what is singular is that the author |] 
|| thick lips, curly wool, dic. of it is alady, named Isabelle. Her plan, as is 

Much can, will be, and has been said on the | #!most always the case with things really use- {J 

|| points to be observed in the selection of a buck ; | ful, is very simple. She begins by making the 
but, for an article that is well said, and expres- | horse carry his head high, and perpendicular- 

| sing my sentiments, decidedly, I will refer your | ly, whereby she prevents the weakness caused 
|| readers to the November number of the Wool | by the constant binding of the neck, gives free 

Grower and Stock Register, (which, by the way, play to the muscles in the neck, and aliows full 

is an invaluable publication, and should be in | action to be exercised over the mouth. Then, 
the hands of every wool grower in the State). | she places on the horse a surcingle, surmount- 
On page 144, you will find an article, headed, | cd by an iron rod, about 15 inches long, which pag’ J ig; 
“‘Sgxectiox or Sueer ror Breepinc.” This |is bent about four inches forward at the sum- 

4 article I commend to your attentive perusal. |mit. On each side of the rod are placed four 
To those who have yet to purchase their | rings, destined to receive the reins according 

bucks for this season, I will here say, that in | to the height that may be desired. The horse 

case you cannot be suited in your neighbor's | soon gets accustomed to this check, and it ex- 
flock, because you cannet find one that is black | ercises a great moral effect on him. He places 

fj | enough for OR has not the length of staple | his head in such a manner as not tosuffer from 
to suit, den’t, if you buy of a sheep pedier, se- | the bitin the mouth, and thereby soon gets ac- 

' lect one for the amount of oil, umber, lamp- | customed to be held in hand by his rider or 
P | black, and tar he may have on him—for this | driver, The surcingle also promptly aceus- 

yj] can be put on at a cost not exceeding one | toms him to adopt the best movements, and to 
shilling, and a dirty pair of hands. N either | advance when desired without offering any re- H 

{ select one for his great length of wool, fur ten | sistance. The breaker-in remains at the left 
‘ chances to one—to you farmers who have but | 9¢ the horse, and is armed with a whip with a |] 

i #relve months in the year—if our climate will | our in it. After forming her system, Mme. 
] everproduce ou his back the likeagain. If you | jeahelle went to Russia, and there stopped two 
| ~ find alamb, which he tells yeu is but 16 months years. In the course of that time sherendered 

| old, and was either bred by a Jewett, Bingham, | completely docile all the most restive horses of 
] oF a Patterson—showing four broad teeth, with | model cavalry regiment at St. Petersburgh, as 
| = 2s ee pall this beg well as those of the Emperor Nicholas. Re- 

q t v4 yo eyes, an weve every wor 1e at ee m : cently she returned to France, and having ex- 
a us pay bine ey _ on. plained her plan and stated its results tothe 

q anne - - “| Minister of War, she was, by the special di- 
} ANS eye = = = rection of the Emperor who was consulted, au- 

j al ee oo eee once Saas thorised to practice it on a number of young | 

| nity. Next year, call in your neighbor S. again, horses of the regiments of guards, and with an jf 
| at ae oe a oe soe you ae off equal number of recruits who had recently join- | 

rl : * ae = . i . The lessons were givenun- |} «|| and weigh the next fleece, which is a light six ed the aeeaees a } 
pounder ; draw the old woolly hat down over der her direction at the riding sons ot the } 
your eyes—don’t let him see the disappoint- Ecole Imperiale d’ Application d@’ Etat Major. j 

ment marked in every inch of your countenance, | After the fifteenth lesson, the horses mancea- ] 
—feel for the sig hole in your breeches pocket, vred with the tranquility and precision of old |} 

and with a piece of chalk, write after the initial | troop horses—Mark Lane Express, j 
|} in your neighbor’s name, these letters—O.L. D. ar Youn, g stock should be moderately fed |] 

= fr your rl mighor othe a with grain in winter, and receive generous sup- |] 
2 : y, | Plies of long provender, it being essential to jf 

who would have sold you one of his best buck | P = ze SS aoe . 
lambs for $25, eg hace some of the best | keep them ina fair condition, in order that the |] 
bucks and ewes that could be selected in Ver- | formation of muscle, bones, &c., may be encour- |] 

|] +mont—may find it out. E. W. Epexrvon. aged and continuously carried on. |
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POINTS OF COWS AND HEIFERS FOR THE DAIRY. ' 
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PORTRAIT OF A GOOD MILKER. ; 

The following seale of Points is offered with] VI. The escutcheon is represented by the 4 

much diffidence, in the hope that it may aid upward growing hair, which, commenc- 3 

at least, in forming some system. If societies ing on the back side and near the lower 4 

or committees would adopt some such known part of the udder, and on the inside of 

standard, to be followed in similar cases, it the hocks, extends upwards towards the 4 

would be found, it is thought, of essential ser- first touch or tip of the rump, and also 

vice. They are taken from the First Annual upwards and outwards to the outer edge 

Report of the Secretary of the Massachusetts of the thigh. The better marks are 

Board of Agriculture : those which extend farthest out upon 

I, Head small, lean and tapering ; eye full, the thighs, other things being equal— 
lively and mild; ears small, orange Accompanying these best marks, there 
sfithin; hocom small, <2 200.20. 2- 6), eee we are ee eee 

nisca sa ra % ward growiug hair, one on each side o! 
II. Back. straight, from withers to root of the udder, near the hinderteats.. There 

the tail. Brisket full, chest deep, and ia = seudoke 
nearly on aline with the belly. (The canes Mine iene irr ae nr ; 

: : oa ted with different escutcheons, the com- $ 
shoulders sometimes rise loosely above ; ‘ b 
is A Boke aay ood pillars MEY parative value of which can only be un- | 

this def i 9 EE Seat ak cee x derstood by a reference to the small 3 

ogy ees treatise upon the subject, by M. Guenon, 

1, Skin moderately thick, but mellow; | which is easily accessible to all, in a : 

hair soft to the touch and fine. The translation, a second edition of which 
ee should incline to yellow, and be has been lately published. 

wh. ea Saas aca eal ee | 
tains z keep milch cows, the escutcheon which 

tapering from the rump downwards,... 4 suas ES . 
Wy: Uegsatrsighi, dlelieie andifinkibonedio12) 7. mca fine ta ho tehele degree i 
Vi. Appurentiealthy ns... | Should be entitled to....-...-------- 5 

| VII. Udder coming broadly and squarely Points of perfection,.....------------30 : 
forward, large and full behind, and ris- No animal should obtain a premium which 

ing up the thighs, preserving its distinct. | pas less than twenty. 

character of skin, soft, delicate and loose The points desirable in the bull are, in the 

folds, with teats of medium length, main, the same, marked, however, by a more { 
standing well apart, ................. 5] masculine character. 

1
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- kinds, and how applied? Surface—is it high 

| i 0 r 7 ic u ) i U r C« above the general surface of grounds in your 
| yn npAyenN.  . cEnInp Ll wenity, or istiow? Us it -level or undola- 
/ ie ee ee cee ae ting; sheltered, or exposed to prevailing winds? 

| To the Readers of the Farmer. Do you occupy prairie, oak openings, or tim- 

In taking the chair Editorial of this depart- Perel landed yeh ene, an Pelee caect, ae Es .. | exposure, natural or artificial drainage, should 
ment, and in assuming its duties and responsi- |). briefly stated; and the advantages or disad- 
bilities, at the urgent request of its Publish- vantages conected with the one or the other 4 
ers and Editors, we have yielded our own judg- | .- . ae 

|} ment to ears fa no omit ea atin ae ee Reece ae vag 
| sured that they were acquainted with us, thro’ . e 

correspondence heretofore published inthe eol-| _W¢ shall, in accordance with the Prospectus 
umns of the Farser, and must know cur ea- of the Publishers, give during the year, correct 

pacity, and want of capacity, for the perform- portraits and descriptions of 24 best varieties 

ance of the duties devolving, as wellas we our-| of Apples, combining beauty and quality, for ig 
selves. making up an orchard, which have been raised 

And now, reader, being committed to this | iu Wisconsin and lilinois, and found best suit- d 
post for the year 1855, we ask, and confidently | ed for culzivation at the West, in the latitudes 4 

expect to receive, the active co-operation of all | ° these two Statee—bindiness, thriftiness and 
eugaged and intercsted in Horiiculture, by acl bearing qualities of the tree, considered—em 7 
ing us your modus operandi in cultivation, and | racing Summer varieties, from July to Octo- 

|, your experience with the various varieties | bet; Fall varieties, from October to January; 
| which have been the subject of your treatment, | Winter varieties, from January to June. - 

and objects of your solicitude. Your experi-| T° enable us to perform this duty henefici- 
ence in the different modes of propagating | #ly tothe readers of the Farmer, and to our 
trees and shrubs, with the different results con- | °W Satisfaction, we solicit specimens of choice 
sequent thereon. varieties, with particular descriptions of char- 

Bear in mind,that the elevated position which acteristics of the treo; its productive qualities, 

you now occupy in point of knowledge in your | 8" owth, hardiness, and manner of en 
profession, by which you are enabled to trans- —whether at, below, or immediately above the || 

form the thorny, bitter seedling into a beauti-| S¥*face of the ground; or, worked at standard 
fal, luscious apple; and the crabbed, astringent | height, or in the branches. Notice if any dif- 
native plum, into a juicy, melting gage, were ference exists in productiveness of the varie- i 

|| not solely the result of your own superior na-| ‘Y; or hardiness of the tree, if any has been j 
tural powers and instincts; but that you have | 20ticed, consequent upon the modo of grafting. 
been greatly aided by Iights and experience of This will enable us to form a more correct 
other minds, through the medium of the press. judgment, and to give more reliable informa- 

“Freely you have received, freely give. Let| tion than we could do, by examining specimens 
noone plead incompetency who can interest | Mly from our own grounds. 4 
and enlighten another in conversation. You} In selecting specimens to be given in this ; 
can converse and interest in conversation, can | list of 24 varieties, preference will be given to || 
you not write these thoughts intelligibly ? This| those which will do well, and are hardy root- || 

|| is sufficient for an agricultural paper—rhetori-| grafted, and the names of others will be given, 

cal flourishes are out of place in such commu-| which, in our opinion would be competitors for _ || é 
nications. the honor, if worked on strong growing native || 

We solicit correspondence from orchardists, | stocks at standard height. We shall take this || 
| from professional fruit growers and nursery-| course, knowing that most of our cultivators 
| men, and from amateur cultivators in our cities | are unable to procure trees worked in any oth- 5 
| and villages. er than the prevailing popular modé of root- 

Note particularly the character of your soil | gtafting, who have or can obtain native trees 
|| —is it light and friable, or heavy and compact ?| 20d the scions to graft them with other choice || 

The sub-soil—is it clay, holding water like a| varieties. | 
|| tub, or is it porous and loose? How deep do| Weshall also endeavor, by comparison, to 

|} you cultivate? If manures are used, what! find out and give the names of many varieties
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ee 

produced among us which are worthy of culti-| laterals, is done for the season. Allow two 

vation, but, unfortunately are known by differ-| other vines to grow from the roots in opposite 

ent local names, which are only of service to} directions, and remove all others as fast asthey 

confuse those who are making plantations of) appear within three fect of the ground, from 
trees. both new and old vines. These young vines 

Many new varieties are coming into bearing| are to take the place of the bearing ones for 
into our own grounds, and in those of others in| the next season’scrop. They should be train. 
our vicinity. We propose making and obtain-| ed above the ground on stakes or brush, as they 

4 ing notes of the qualities of these fruits, as/ lengthen, and pinched once, when they have at- 
compared with older varieties, for the benefit | tained the length of ten feet, or the height of 
of Western planters, ond giving these notes| the trellis, to induce them to produce strong 
to the readers of the Farmer. laterals and fruit buds; which, in their turn, 

3 Relying upon the known intelligence andj are to be laid down and protected late in the 
magnanimity of character of our Wester fall, when the bearing vines are to be removed 
Fruit Growers, Farmers and Gardeners, we! in their turn, to give them their place upon 

‘ shall, with their generous aid, endeavor to make) the trellis for the coming season. 
this department of the]Farmer of increased} We have practiced some, and read much, on 
interest to its readers. 5 the treatment of the vine, and believe the above 

eS ee ee ee simple directions for the Isabella variety, so 
3 Pruning Isabella Grape Vines. far as pruning is concerned, to contain all that 
3 This vine is a rampant grower, and a profuse is necessary or desirable with established vines, 

bearer of excellent fruit, when properly man-| ' keep them coutinuallytproductive in this lat- 
aged ; but utterly barren and worthless, after| ide, West. 
a few years, when allowed toramble unrestrain- Of other varieties, and the culture ef young 
ed, We suppose the operator to have one of vines, and composts forthe vine, we propose 

; these overgrown vines, with a strong root, | * write hereafter. ve 
| which has, during the past season, sent out long Work for the Month. 

vines from the surface—some of which are 1¢ 
i} to % inch in diameter at the base ; the trellis} Finish cutting scions early, and if designed 

being filled with unthrifty old wood, with dead} ¢. out-door work in the spring, bury them 
or half dead laterals, which have produced a} ji, 4 dry place, out-doors. If frost prevents, 
few clusters of inferior fruit the past season.— | the cellar bottom will do. 

i 5 Select two of the strongest young vines ris- Pruning hardy grape vines may be done on 

|| ing from the surface in opposite directions, and! gne days through the winter. Isabellas and 
remove every particle of wood not belonging to! Catawbas are best laid down and protected by 
them, witha sharp knife and unsparing hand.| , covering of litter, leaves, saw-dust or straw, 
These two should be preserved entire with through winter. . 
their laterals, and gently laid upon theground|  tyerbaceous flowering bulbs and roots are 
Ee auscenn sorted they incline, and COv-| more vigorous if covered with acoat of mulch- 
ered deep with straw or other mulching, until) ;,, g during the frosty season. It also prevents 
the frost has left the surrounding surface, when | +1, evils consequent upon too early starting in 

the mulching should be carefully removed, and| 4, spring. 
the main vines shortened even with the top of thi 3 eat | 

; the trellis, which should be about 10 feet high eee Cuan Hens eee | 
ae eee pe a Shee branches to] moved to the depth of a footor more,ofa space |} 
within two buds of their base, cutting about 42] 4 rect in diameter, where the trees are to stand. 
inch above the bud. Those laterals branching This, by allowing the frost to pulverize the 

3 aus Ses < feet from the ground should be! .up<oi1, is of greater benefit to your tree than 
: = - Ea 2 as = ee ne eo acoat of manure. Tryit. An axeto cut the 

ruit borne on t ese, if suffered to remain, will crust—a bar to pry it out—a spade to remove || 
3 generally be inferior to shat grown: higher up, the soil—and a strong good will, will accom- i 

and you have enough fruit buds without them, plish this work, even in mid-winter. 
Fasten the vines to the trellis by strips of leath- — eee 

er, with tacks, and the pruning, so farasthese| gg~ Birds are the poor man’s music, and | 
two vines is concerned, above the close pruned flowers the poor man’s poetry.
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The best Soil for Fruit Tress. | The Yellow Fgg Plum. 

After almost a half century of experience | Messrs. Epirors:—I herewith send you a 
in raising fruit, we are decidedly of opinion, as | eoarse pencil drawing of a small limb, with 
a general rule, that the best soil on which to | 11 yell - Z 
raise fruit, is that just cleared of aforvst. The | !1 yellow Egg Plums—or, rather, 9, two hav- 
surface should be rolling or descending, and | ing been picked off while I had them at the 
moderately dry and rich. Such ground needs | State Fair. This variety I have exhibited for 
little or no preparation ; the roots of the for- | three years, and always have drawn the first 
est trees, a: they decay, keep it loose and mel- 2 : A . 
low, and afford the exact food necessary for a | Premium; and, in fact, this variety has taken 
rapid and healthy growth of the fruit trees; | all the frst premiums at allthe State Fairs— 
and the soil abounds plentifully in those ele | Mr. Howard, of Lake, exhibited the same va- 
ments which are requisite to form the most | |; 5 @ 
perfect fruit. Another consideration, and a | Hety ise ecco we 
very important one, is, that fruit trees grownon | This variety is a hardy and strong grower ; 
revently cleared forest lind,are much less dis- | bears young, and the fruit buds are late in 

eased than those grown on old land, and the | startingin the spring, therefore bears every 
oh is not near so liable to be att.cked by in- | year; and always large, fine looking fruit. 

Granite soils are among the best for fruit, | The flesh is zather eee is partly free 
as this rock abounds in feldspar and mica, both | from the stone ; is a good eating plum, when 
of which contain potash—feldspar more than | permitted to get fully ripe en the tree; but, if 

i ke om harass oa tacy sani | picked before, is only fit for cooking; hangs 

one of the most necessary elements for the for- | long seoe the tree after it is ripe; and, if picked | 
mation of good trees and fruit. We will also | when just ripe,can be kept a long time in a 
add that some of the best orchar!s which we | cool, dry place. Last year I kept five until ; 
have seen, were 07 alluvial (loamy) soils, lying Christmas, perfectly good and sound. The 
upon limestoue rocks which came up near the | be J 
surface.—American Agriculiurist. curculio do not touch it as long as they can get 

eee other plums to work cn. ; 

Wiscoxsty Pivus——The Waukesha Plain-| I have raised them as large as 73 inches in 
dealer says that A.G. Hanford, of that village, | citoumference, and six weighed 15 ounces— 
has 60 varieties of plumson his premises. Dr. | At our County Fair, I had on exhibition 24 
Castleman, of Delafield, is also raising some | different varieties, and I shall probably fruit 
monster plums. The Plaindealer sums up: next summer some forty varieties. 

There is no use in talking about this not be- | Pewaukee, Nov. 1854. Gzo. P. PErrer. 
ing a fruit growingcountry. We can beat any —_— 
of the Eastern States in all kinds of fruit, ex-| Rewarxs—We can attest to the superiority 

c= Ree een cease eee lof Mr, Peffor’s fruits—having been favored 

Parey’s Eanty Grare.—We have been pre- | With a very satisfactory examination of his 
sented by the cone with a few clusters of an | Currants,Gooseberries, Raspberries Plums, &c , 
early and delicious variety of ors Last | a1] the growth of the last season. Mr. Peffer | 
year they drew the premium at the State Fair | . = . “! 
as the best table grapes, and were fully ripe 2s jis making fine progress in Horticulture, and 
the5th of September. This year, notwithstand- we hope thereaders of the Fanmer will hear 
ing the Deckyar nee ct he ceaeny, ey, are a from him often. We take pleasure in saying, 

e present time sweet and good. is 's a ne’ : § 
variety and is best adapted for curtivation in that Mr. Peffer has some choice plum trees for | 
this climate—Lockport Democrat. sale. 

Sa eee i 
Bvoxtnory Hepce.—Dr. Weed, of Muscatine | New Vanreties or Grares—We are indebt- 4 

county thinks the buckthorn preferable to the | ed to our Shaker friends at Lebanon for speci- 
Osage Orange for hedging. The Journal of pom of three fine varieties of Srapee. = — 
Muscatine City cays the Dr. hasa nursery of | Early Northern Muscatine,’ . acct lam- 

_these plants, coutainin g about forty acres, and | moth,” and «Lowell Imperial’ The two lat- 
that 20,000 seedlings and 20,000 grafts have | ter are 7 large. The “Northern Muscatine’ ! 

be rescence aera | ee eee eee Si aeee ° 
ae S ly roots to those who make early application. ¢@™ The Dahlia is a native of the marshes of | PY 

Peru, and nawed after Dahl, the famous Swe- —Albany Journal. 4 
dish botanist. It is more than thirty years since nae ae 

its intoduction into Europe, and it is now the | gag7 A French gardener has discovered that 
universal favorite of flowcrists. The number | by painting his hot-houses with gas-tar, all the 
of known varieties is about 500. | insects so destructive to plants and fruit, die. :
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RAMRO. SEEDLING. 

Above we give outlines of two Apples, from | although it grew rapidly in size and sent out a 
the orchard of Mr. C. Hoxwisrex, Darien.— ! inves number ee fine Bea anne a r 

ee +t —skin. rich | caused nearly all the 0 be remove The Seedling is a very fine fruit,—skin, re from the roots of the tree, and the turf taken 

yellow, specked with russet; flesh, tender and | of in a circle seven fect in diameter, leaving 7 
juicy; sprightly acid A fair apple for the| the tree in the middle of a pan, caused bya re- 

dessert, and excellent for cooking, moval of the sod and earth. 1 then applied a j 
= ain sufficient quantity of compost to fill the hole j 

| Fruit Trees. full, the whole new soil rising a little above the 

Manure for Fr ft body of the tree—one quarter less muck in this 

We sclect the following prescription, by A.| instance, as I believed the tree reunied not so ; 
large a quantity of muck as one would grow- 

3. Dowaine, from the second volume of the mee in a higher location, but rather more sand. 

|| Horticulturist : My compost was formed as follows: three 
} The best compost for fall fruit trees (with-| parts of muck to one part of sand, and a pro- || 

out endeavoring to suit the specific wants of| portionate quantity of potash water; and iron || 7 

each particular fruit,) is a compost of peat or| filings, one peck and one-half to the load— i 
swamp muck, reduced, or rendered available] The tall or leading shoots of the tree were ; 
to plants, by unleached wood ashes. The peat | shortened, the tree well scraped and trimmed, || : 

|| should, if possible, be dug and carted out in| etc. The result of this application wasa/full || { 
the winter—though it will answer if dug in| crop of pears,and the tree making the same || : 

| spring. As early in the spring as is conve-| year a good growth of wood, every way heal- | 3 
nient, mix thoroughly the wood ashes with the| thy; the fruit, two barrels and one-half, grew 4 
peat, in proportion of five bushelsof good hard | fair and ripened well; and the tree has ever 
wood ashes to one wagon load of peat. Let| since borne a good crop, and continues to grow 

|| the heap lie a week, turn it over to incorporate | vigorously. 5 
more thoroughly, and in two or three weeks it] Salt,as an article of manure for the plum 
will be fit for use. This compost, or manure, | tree, I have long known to be valuable, and 
contains largely lime, potash, phosphate and | have used to considerable extent. i 

|] vegetable, the elements most necessary to the aoe { 4 
| growth and health of fruit trees generally— ee =r. 

and all in a state ready for food for these trees. on Eons ae et = aS j 
I . nese Yam, has been introduced in Paris, from 

 . oe ee number of the Horticultu-| Ching, which the chemists and experimentists j 
i a ae siie —_ L. Lyman, jr-, of West say possesses all the requirements of the pota- || 

Th aes he ae + ee to, and may take the place of that plant as a 
since I appli is com: a : . 

large pear tree which stood ina panama as werctals: pees eee — i 
soil, but which had not borne any fruit of con- introduced in England, where they thrive 

sequence, for six or seven years in succession, | well, °
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fic Those who have noticed 
Fy) 1S ¢ j j 4 ) 60 YU 8 ‘ these cells in taking honey, 

will acknowledge their re- 
A Chapter on Bees. semblance to one-half of a 

a pea-nut shell; and, also, 
3 Messrs Evrrors:—In again calling the at- | that they are built on the 

tention of your readers to the subject of bee- side of the combs, with the 

keeping, I would remark to those who have not mouth pointing downwards. 
heretofore given the subject a passing notice, To produce a queen, a food 

phat a DOW cte fone ney ee oon is used, known to naturalists as royal jelly.— 
hoped, will dispel the clouds of superstition The curious on these matters, are referred to 

that ays 60 SE ee om Tacwee 50 many of Mrver’s Manual for full and reliable informa- 
? our bee-keepers. To Mr. T. B. Miner, of dom 

Oneida county, New York, with other amateur I Pet ees x 
bee-keepers. are we indebted for presenting the next sntneduee yoa'to the little eae 
matter before the putlic in its proper light. It Look at him, ye indolent 

j is nowa well established fact, that the sing bce man, and ie ashamed of 
is in-reality a queen—that a man unable to own your laziness! Go, watch 

; tin pans may keep bees—that wax is not a com- him at his labors, and |} 
4 pound of pollen and sweet gum—that bees ob- learn a valuable lesson— | 

tained by purchase will do as wellasthose that | The economy of es bee- fj 
come to us by donation. ‘There are, however, | hive presents to man mealies os deep reflection, | 

q many other absurd notions that will have to| Who can walk around pis auaeey ona noe leary 
vanish before the power of truth, ere bee-keep- ae Seen ee oe) } 
: ittle workers, as they come i v \ 
ve SPE PD &, eania oe pleasure end pro with the sweets, culled from many a flower 

= : . ae “orn to blush unseen” to man. See with | 
ih the: aid heen SRETSMIDES Seas Any, what vigilance they watch their hive, and pro- | 

intention togive a general outline of some of tect it from intruders. If you wish to test | 

a Benen operating cerricd aes their fidelity to their homes, just catch and 
ES es peelixe) ipiely SEY MARS MARLEX? | py roe among them some strange insect, when || 
oe for pee eto ere aaatenes gomeyct you will perceive a determination to defend || 
= eres eae Windows. Those familiar their castle, not unworthy the imitation of man. with the natural history of the honey bee have The working bees are divided intothree classes, | 

Toa oe Sclony Of bees) each of which has his distinct work allotted to || 
- eee him, these are the waz-workers, the nursing bees | 

Soe een Here you have the like- and the honey-gatherers—to which may be ad- | 
Bees ot ber majesty, the quear. ded, as their services may be required, sentinels |} 

She is easily distinguish- | ang ventilators. The names assigned to each 
ed from the drone or work- | of these classes imply their appropriate duties. 

cry being ee a The operation of wax-making is one that 

Aas Bheiashetssrk pr: his given rise to much speculation amongnatu- |} 
poeaned ee ralists, some contending for one thing, and some 
oo the worker, or her for another ; but asit is no partof my business jf 

’ d Se ee abe ccaaet ed to enter into any of these, I will simply state 
her wings, reaching, only that the generally received opinion is, that wax 

some two-thirds of the length of her abdomen, | js formed of honey and pollen. In making wax 
give her quite a trim-like appearance. The | the bees take in as much honey as their sto- 
queen lays all the eggs from which the increase | machs will contain, after which they remain 
of the family depends; and to give some idea quiet for several hours, disposed in festoons, as 

| of her fertility, it needs only to be stated, that shown in the next engraving, which represents 
|| She deposits as many as two hundred ina single | , glass hive. 

|] day. The egg intended to produce a queenis| The honey having undergone a chemical || || deposited in the queen’s cell, of which the fol- change, the wax is formed in thin scales || 
| lowing engraving gives atolerably correct idea. | just under the rings of the body of the bee 
i ? ——————E—————EEEE |
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es Although the drone does no actual labor for 

fe ae > he well-being of the hive, his presence cannot 

oi Hien a eae R be dispensed with without a total extinction of 

et Y the fumily.‘ It is the drone that impregnates 

sh oi a pus 2 the queen; andas this operation has never been 

é i be ef j witnessed by man, it is a well settled point that 

3 . ot 4 g \ it takes place cn the wing, and once impregna- 

a af? te ed, the queen is fertile during her life-time. 

(oe © et The drone, unlike the queen and worker, is 

ft 2 sy not provided with a sting. 

yer wi é Men have devised various styles of observa- 

e we tory hives, one of which is represented in the 

and is then ready for use in comb-building— | following engraving. 

Here is alittle fellow laying the foundation ofa | With one of these you may see every move- 

comb. 5 ment of the bee, the 

Every bee keeper has commencement and |} 

noticed his bees coming cae es finishing of comb- 

in with their thighs cov- gS = pbuilding, the queen 

ered with a yellow sub- | Zemmermnes 3 depositing her eggs, 

_———— stance. This is knowu | Seaman aaa the worker storing 

as bee-bread, and is the pollen or dust of flow- po 4 oy honey or pollen, the 

ers gathered by the bees to be fed tothe larva, ee oe nursing bee feeding 

or young brood, The body of the bee is pro- aoe ay the larvee, and many 

vided with feathered hairs, which, becoming See other things to in. 

covered with the dust of the flowers the bee re ae terest the curious 

collects it with the brushes of his legs, and af- Sig ee and satisfy the man 

ter kneading, stores it in |of intelligence. It is susceptible of demon- 

the baskets or cavities with |stration, that no branch of rural economy, re- 

which the leg is furnished | quiring so small an investment, can be made 

—these are located in the | to yield more in return than a judicious man- 

; ‘middle of the hind legs.— |agement of the honey-bee. 

Here is the leg of the bee| Tf your readers are willing to put up with } 

magnified. the style of composition, it will afford me plea- 

Perhaps no contrivance | sure, gentlemen, at some future time to give || | 

} is more ingenious than this, | you another chapter on the true system of bee || 

and certainly no laborers | cylture—V. La Taste, in Southern Cultivator, 

can use one to better ad- nanan | 

vantage than the little bee. To avor Trovete witn Netcunors.—Keep 

i In accordance with my original purpose, I good fences and no breachy cattle. Few men 

have said a few things of the queen and the }can keep cool when their own corn fields and = |} 

| worker, and will now introduce the reader to | mowing lots are invaded by their own beasts; 

the third occupant of the hive, the drone— much less can they exercise patience and for- 

Here is a likeness of him. bearance when it is another’s animals that are 

} Just take a look at him, making such havoc. if you have any unraly 

2 animal, and have in vaintried to mend hisman- || 
all ye drones of society, . %3 im i 
and mark the resemblance ners, but have succeeded only in getting yourself | 

} He lives upon the labors into hot water with your neighbors, the best || 

1 eee course is to get ridof him entirely—this serves 
1 of others,so do you. He 2 Sea ehaet Ob Ab 
} makes his home wherever asa peace offering, when notl ing short of it 

he finds it convenient for |?" bring back their good will. i 

|| him toenter, so do you. He buzzes and bus-| ggg A man out west, who owns alarge farm, |} 

| tles about to make others believe he is very ac-|says he stacks up all the hay he can out of 

|| tiveand usefal. Just precisely as you do. doors, and the remainder he puts in the barn“ 

eee Ii 

a a i i
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7 APPARATUS FOR BREAKING COLTS. 

In the Boston Cultivator of Sept. 16, we no-| nately trots and standsstill. After the colt has 
ticed an engraving illustrating a new mode of| been harnessed an hour or so, I seat_ myself a- 
breaking colts, by a Mr. Purvras Fiexp. The | stride the rear pole at the point where the inner 
mode of performing this work is so simple and | end of the bar supporting the whipple-iree is 
so favorable, that we have made some improve- | attached, when he starts off at a rapid speed ; I 

7 || ments upon the engraving, and give the de-|retain my seat until the colt comes to a stand, 
4 | scription in Mr. Field’s own words :—N. E.| which is always after he has been from six to 

|] Farmer. twenty rounds. I then feed him a handful of 
i He says,—“ A little more than one year since, | oats, and put a wisp of hay in the rope which 

having three fine colts that were wholly untu-| confines the pole strap, and leaye him to pur- 

|| tored, I adopted a new expedient for bringing|sue his own course. He should be kept har- | 
| them into subjection, which succeeded to aj nessed in this way through the day, being vis- 
| charm. Several of my neighbors availed them-| ited frequently with the oat dish, and supplied || 

7 || selves of the privilege gratuitously offered them | with hay, where he can help himself at will. 
5 | by the use of my apparatus in breaking their} The second day let the colt be bridled, with 

| colts, and in every case they were delighted | léading lines attached, and fed a few oats as 
| ‘with the ease, safety and thorough success of|soon as harnessed, then left for some time to 

| the scheme. Last autumn, having bought an- | promenade at his leisure, then drove, and taught 

| other large and vigorous colt of three years] to start and stop at bidding. After being drill- 
i past in age, and wishing to bring it under sub-| ed inthis way for half an hour, make fast one 

jection, I resorted to the same method that was | of the wheels to a post a little outside of the | 

5 || found so effectual last season, which has been |range,.and leave him for an hour or more, thus || 
4 | equally satisfactory, both to myself and my|teaching him to stand; keep him harnessed |} 

; | neighbors, who have either availed themselves | through the day, occasionally feeding, driving, || 
3 || of the use of the apparatus, or have witnessed | backing, and teaching him to stop and stand 
q its operation ; and in compliance with their sug- | still, but using no harsh measures for none are 

| gestion, I send you a drawing of the run-rownd| necded. After three such days of training, I |} 
4 | now in rig in my yard for breaking colts. To| have always succeeded in making the colt com- } 

} the machine thus completed I harness the colt,| pletely manageable, and hesitate not to take || 

‘ | Icare not how ugly or ungained, buckling the| my wife on board acutter or wagon fora ride, || 
4 || pole strap so short that he will have no slack| having done so repeatedly. I consider the || 

4 | harness ; then tying his halter to the cross-bar,| above method for breaking colts cheap, safe, |} 
4 || I pull off his bridle and let him have a fair| expeditious and effectual, and those whohave | 

i chance and his own course. He never runs at|examined the affair, say that a colt broken to | 
first, for fear of the wheel before him, but alter-| go in that machine will go anywhere. |
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Exriayation or THE Drawine.—A post set Administering Medicines to Horses. 
firm in the ground, and rising three feet, with a —— 
shouldered three inch round tenon or pivot at | The author almost invariably administers 
the top. medicine in the form of drench, using; a com- 

Two straight, rough, hard wood poles, thirty ey eee oe Be ie: 
% Soi r, rt that “ there is great danger in drenck- fect long, eight inches in diameter at the butt ing horses Hom boltie: » clonsthar itis very dif. 

ends, and four inches in diameter at the tops.— | geult to make them swallow fiuid”” We never 
One of these poles is confined on the top of the | knew of any accident following the use of the 
post, six feet from the butt end by a round | bottle, where ordinary caution Was observed.— 
mortice, three and a half inches in diameter— | There is a space between the canine teeth and T 3 idk Ge irs grinders where the bottle can be introduced ; 

he other pole is lapped inito the first, near | ond if kept in that position while “drenching 
their butt ends, made fast by locking, and by a | the horse,” it cannot do any harm. Our usual 
two inch pin. plan is, to stand on the right hand side of the 

The hind wheels of a lumber wagon, fitted | horse, our back turned toward his body ; we 
onde ends the soles: then take a firm hold of the lower jaw with 

re 1 1 the left hand, at the same time moderately ele- 
Oross-bar, a rough pole twelve feet long, | vating the head (not too high), while with the 

bolted at each end on the long poles, four feet | right we gradually pour down the contents of : 
from the wheel hubs. the bottle. ‘Time should betaken in the pro- 

Rough pole, bolted on one of the main poles | 8S; and if it is poured down in small quanti- 
- ties at a time, so much the better, the horse 

and.on the cross-bar, to support the whipple- will be more likely to swallow it, especially if 
tree. it shall be made palatable by the addition of a 

Anangur hole bored through the forward | few caraway seeds ora little honey. Horses, 
pole, in which is fastened a rope for confining like children, ae be aaied in the most gen- 

tle manner. ey will generally refuse to 
epne eae eee =e drink even a little gruel, when any unneces- 

Left Han sary severity is resorted to in its administra- 
anded Plow: tion. They may be coaxed, but not forced.— 

| By left handed plow, we mean a plow with | Modern Horse Doctor. 
the mould board affixed to the left hand side of See eee Cae 

|} the instead of the right hand side. We Chemical Elements of Food. ig) 
}]_ seldom see such plows among us, but we have —_— : 

occasionally seen a farmer plowingonlevelland | Tho subjoined table showing the relative 
ae ee rae yey Soe aoe a proportion of the elementary bodies in some of ; 
In some cases this may be an advantage. A | the principal articles of food, may be of use for : 

| writer over the signature of C. G., in one of | reference, and may serve to explain some facts, 
our Sper doped operant.) says, by the |such as the following: We know a family, 

|] useof the le plow, and by commencing i is i t 
jj in the middle of the land to be plowed, and ne husband ee ae . 4 ae vee ot 
|| turning the two first furrows together, the near | Dutch descent, WAO DAVE (ORE Hee PeNatEe ue 
i] or lead horse or ox, will walk in the furrowsas | for two things: 1. For their unusually healthy 

| his guide, in mapy instances doing away with | and muscular frames and the great amount of 
} the ee ofa oe aay at ae Panes os work which they perform; and 2. For their 

team Ww: upon the unplowed ground, an ; 5 
j the near animal will guide and govern the mo- | ating cabbage every day eae the year, .cxcopt 4 
|| tion of the other until he has come round in | perhaps for a few weeks in Pomme. The ta- ‘ 

|| the furrow ; while turning the corners the man | ble shows that cabbage contains nearly as much q 
! does not have to travel with the plow dragging nitrogen as beans ; and it is well known that : 
i] over plowed land, as with other kinds of plows. | beans and other nitrogenous food favors espe- 

We clip the above from the Maine Farmer. cially the growth of the muscular system : 
In some parts of the West, left handed plows 7 230° a ae 
are used exclusively by some farmers, and are meee i s 
gaining popularity. They are used both on z = : 3s | 7 
side-hill and level prairie. The first we saw 8 i £ z EE i : 
was in Linn county, Iowa, a few weeks since. Sie] 8 ).elaies 

*Wheat...-..... 40.1 [2.30 43.40 5.60 p40 | The novelty of such a plow on our level oF phic Gane See! GR 
|} gently undulating prairie, impelled us to in- | +cabbagecheart d) 370 |, eae 192.30 
1} quire the whys and wherefores of its use, or Sr SW xe, ieee Leen io 5.60 16.70) 
l] its advantages, if any, over the right hand |*Potatoes, ...~-- 44.00 | 1.50 ‘4470 | 5:20 14.00) 
| plowin common use. The reasons given were * Boussingault. - TThaer. 

|| + the same as above set forth. —Albany Cultivator. 
| 

_————————————— —
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< | seven feet wide. The horse, to rest easy, wants 
q Domestic Economy. | room to lie sidewise and extend his iiinbs at 

ee eae 

Work for the Month. Look to your fruit trees—see that the rabbits 
a, : = | and mice are not barking them. Remove all 

We are now in the midst of winter—but win- grass and litter that will afford material for 

ter has its charms and duties. This is general-| 11.4: nests, Course manure, or litter of any 
ly regarded by other occupations as the most| kind, should never be put around fruit trees in 
leisure month with the farmer in the whole | the fall. If there be snowon the ground, tramp 

year. It a ose te sa it down selid around the bodies of the trees, 
‘ain ani rk marketed—and that the farm- . ‘ 

ee of a ob ailing den din Ent. nit 1 the | The long winter evenings afford leisure for | 
7 I honee—tide-ta town hanpialiout the tavern ox| study and investigation, in relation to your call- j 

| countey storeer te engage i any seores-|S Provide yourself with agricultural books 
tion that-may chance to turn up. But, nob so. and papers, such as treat upon the plants and | 

| To the industrious and economical farmer, the | *7!™als you are raising. Read ae coated } 
S th ee paueese cad: don’t forget to get up a rousing big club of 

: a : subscribers for the Wiscosry & Iowa Fanwen | imperative as those of any other month in the . 

whole year. All kinds of domestic-animals = Five Bracxixe ror Darss Suors—Beat up 
j quire more care and attention at this ere two eggs, add a teaspoonful of alcohol, a lump 

than at any other. If neglected now, cattle | of sugar, and ivory black to thicken ; it should 

and sheep will he very likely to come out in| 1, iaid on and polished like other blacking and 
|] the spring in bad condition, left a day to harden before it is used. 

If you expect to carry your sheep through | SS case ae ; 
the winter, so as to have them come out safely) Tux Har? Hovsexezrer—She was only half 
and in good condition in the spring, they must | housekeeper. Gowhere you would about her 

be kept constantly comfortable. They must be | home, there wasneither taste nor neatness. She |] 
fed often and regularly—have free access to| would begin things with great avidity, but lose |} 
good water—be sheltered from the cold winds| all her zeal before she got through. Of her 
and storms ; and, when kept in large numbers, | husband’s half dozen new shirts, all were par- 

: the strong and weak should be separated into] tially finished—one wanted sleeves, anothercol- 
different flocks, These remarks will apply! lar and wristhands, another bosom and gus- | 
with equal force to all other domestic animals. | sets, and so on through the list. Several skel- ff 

}] A great loss is frequently sustained by feeding! etons of quilts lay unfolded in her drawers, and | 
|} anima’s not sufficiently often, and giving them| her tables and trunks were loaded with mag- |] 
| too large quantities at a time—the fodder being} nificent promises, ] 

imperfectly eaten anda large quantity tram-} Her bread was always unpalatable, because | 
pled under foot. Feed often—at least three] she forgot this or that—and though she had jf 
times a day, at regular hours, and in such quan-| been married ten years, in all that time the ta- ! 
tities as will be eaten up clean. The younger| ble had never been rightly laid for a meal.— H 

q animals, such as the last spring’s calves, and| Either the salt was wanting, or a knife, or spoon, | 
q the weaker of an older age should be separated | or some important ingredient. This afforded | 

|| from the older and stronger ones, Milch cows, | good exercise for the family ; there was at all | 
|| at this season, require special care, if you would/ times a continued running to and fro. ) 
|| have them yield a liberal supply of milk. Be-} she wasahalf housekeeper. Hermeatswere |} 

sides dry fodder, they should have a peck of| poyor properly cared for after dinner—and then |] 
lj bran, scalded in a pailful of water, with a lit-| i, was, “La! throw it away; it ain’ much.” 
j] tle salt, morning and evening ; or, what is bet-| Much or Little, it made the butchers bill enor- | 
| ter, a feed of bran slops and carrots alternately.| mous, and her husband half distracted. There | 
| They should also be kept dry and warm— always sjood in her musty-smelling pantry, |] 

' |} Working horsesshould be well cared for. They mouldy milk, mouldy cheese,mouldy meat and |] 
jj should have large, warm stalls, with dry litter. mouldy bread. There always laid about her || 
|} We often see horses thrust into stalls not wide room a dozen garments, worn out by trampling | 
ij] enough to admit of their lying down, except in} rather than use. She was forever tripping oyer 
|] crouching position on their legs and feet—} brooms; forever wondering why on earth work ] 
jj Stalls for horses should never be made less than! came so hard to her.
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Her children’s clothes came to piecer the se- | with as much ground rice as will, when boiled, 
cond day, because they were only half made ; | thicken to ajelly ; boil it gently, stirring well, 
the preserves soured the second month because | and sweeten to your taste ; put it into a basin 

they were only half done, and her temper sour- | or form, and serve with cream or milk. i 
ed quicker than any thing else. She was con-| 7 scaxe Inpran Buxaxrast Caxes—Whest 
tinually lamenting that she ever married, and | g. jour, one pint bowlful, Indian or corn meal 
wondering where some folks got their knack of ditto, threc well beaten eggs, one table-spoon- 
housework. “Oh! dear me!” seemed on fal of butte: din bint of anil baie’ all 

ul of butter, and a pint of milk, bake in smi 
some days the whole extent of her vocabulary, ao Se 
and it would make one sad to watch her list- |P™ q i 
Jess movements, and hear her declare that no | 4 Prpprva.—3 Ib yellow corn meal, 1 ib beef 
woman worked as hard as she, which was part- suet, 11g pint molasses, 1 tb dried currants or 

} ly true, for she had no method. whortleberries. Boil the pudding four hours, 

She dragged through life, and worried thro’ | Pzacn Leaves ror Yeast—A Svnstrrure ror 

death, for which, we fear, like everything else, | Hors—Take a double handful of peach leaves 
she was only half prepared, and left six daugh- | and boil down strong to about a pint of water, ’ 

] ters to follow her example, and curse the world skim out the leaves and stir in the flour while |} 

with six more half housekeepers—Ez. hot, as with meal in the hop yeast. Whencold, || 

Onuax¢ Hanxess on Horse Grar—Take neat’s | for the first ‘batch, add a hop cake, and let it 

foot oil and ivory or patent black—the latter |stand till it becomes light, before using. After- | 
| well pulverized, pe ae Bn diene tbo using | wards no hops will be required. If the yeast | 
| —mix thoroughly, adding the black until the | be sour, add a little saleratus to the bread in 

{} oil is well colored or quite black. In cool wea- | mixing. A tea cup of yeast suffices for eight 

I] ther the oil should be warmed somewhat be- |Joaves. The leaves may also be dried in the | 
i} fore mixing. With a sponge apply a light mix- | fall and used through winter—Farmer. | 

|} ture—only what the leather will readily ab- | Rasair Peppixe.—A rabbit cut into about 
/ sorb, unless the harness is very dry, in which |sixteen or eighteen pieces, and a quarter of a 
|] case a heavier coating may be necessary. Af- pound of bacon,’ sliced ; season in proportion | 
i] ter the harness is dry—which will be from two | to size, as before, and if for a numerous family, j 

|| hours to half or a whole day, depending upon | add ten potatoes and four onions, sliced, and ; 
|] the weather and the previous condition of the half a pint of water ; boil for two hours, or ac- 
}] leather—wash thoroughly with soapsuds. In | cording tosize. Boiled rice may be added in- j 
jj making the suds, use good Castile soap and | stead of potatoes. Well intermix the meat with 

|} cold rain water. (Warm water should never be | the vegetables or rice. 
|} used on harness leather.) Apply the suds with | Sappix on Wixp Garts—These are of fre- 
| asponge. Rub off with a buckskin. This will | quent occurrence on horses backs. After driv- 

\| give your harness a nice glossy surface, and the | ing a horse on a hot day, his back should be in- |} 
i} leather will retain a good color and remain pli- | spected, and if there is any appearance of galls 
|| able for months. If it becomes soiled with mud |—which first appear in small bunches on the q 
; or sweat, av application of soap and water as | back—wash in cold water, and repeat the ope- 
|| +above directed, without oiling, will be sufficient | ration till the swellings disappear or are entire- |} 

|] to give ita bright appearance. ly dispersed. Should the application not prove 
| ‘Two applications of this oil and black mix- | suecessful—as sometimes it does not—take one 
i] ture a year, (or once in six months,) will be | gill of sharp vinegar, one gill of spirits, of any || 
|| sufficient to keep harness, as ordinarily used, in | kind, and one table-spoonful of sweet oil ; mix 
} good order. It may be necessary for livery- | the whole together, and rub the back till cured. _|| q 

}| men and others who use harness constantly, to} A coop way or Cooxixe Oxroxs—It is a || 
apply the oil oftener ; but in most cases two | good plan to boil onions in milk and water ; it 3 

j] _cilings a year and washing with suds when soil- | diminishes the strong taste of that vegetable— _ || 
j] ed, will keep a harness in good trim for sight | It is an excellent way to serve up onions, to || 
: and service. This process will pay a large divi- | chop them after they are boiled, and put them || 
jj dend in extra service and durability, to say no- | in a stewpan, with a little milk, butter, salt and] 
|| thing of improved appearance —Urbana Citizen | pepper, and let them stew about fifteen min- | 
t Cranpenntes axp Rice Jetiy.—Boil and dress | utes. This gives them a very fine flavor, and |} 
| the fruit, strain the juice, and by degrees mix it | they can be served up yery hot, | q
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-  ———_ ] 
ot i « Wasure Hrxers—Nelson Gales, of Cincin- 

Eg 0 ‘ f 0 ts i a b ) e. | nati, has discovered a method by which he can 

- Sic ee LE onees ais 2s | produce a complete hinge by one moulding and 

of the continued illness of our partner and as- | <a ae 
sociate Editor, Pror. Larnxor, this number of | ¢@ If there 1s a Heaven on earth, it is on a 
the Farmer has not been issued so early as we soft couch, by your own fireside, with your 
had intended—the whole labor of preparing it | wife on one side, a smiling baby on the other, 

for the press devolving upon us alone. Pror. | a clear conscience, and a knowledge that you 1 
Dy éenedetie Keen donliaedi teachin bedsince che @ out of debt, and fear neither the tailor, the ~ 

H] 27th of Nov, and at this time (Dec. 22d.) sti) | “B¢t# nor the devil. 
| lies dangerously sick,—s. | Wensrrg Cocnty, lowa—A correspondent 

SUBSCRIBERS.—We take the liberty of of the Iowa Capital Reporter, writing from this 
| ge i j 

sending copies of this number of the Fanser | ©°U™'Y: S8Y8* Our county is settling very 
to many persons who are not subscribers, and| fast, and we are making arrangements to open 

cl 3 | ‘ 
some of whom, probably, have never seen the | se oe ——— Liew 
ey ‘this in the nifitent | den and Webster counties, to the Missouri at 

hope that some, at least, wiil not only become | See ane Smeood sags ant Se 
subscribers themselves, but bring the paper to! ths — oe se ae Oe 

the notice of others, who may join them, and | Worse = = ees eee Hiebeass 
thus render us an essential service. The paper [ a CaEioee _ Cnecon Pee ae ve 

is so cheap, that noone who desires to read such | ape ig wal, te ening thetes way ty 
a work, can well refuse to become a subscriber. . 

To meet our extra expenses, incurred in the Campriner Cartier Marxer.—The report 

|| enlargement and other improvements of this | of the Cambridge Cattle Market for Wednes- 
volume, over any preceding one, we look sole-| ay, Nov. 22d, shows the number of cattle and 
ly to a greatly enlarged subscription list. The | Sheep from different States, as follows: 
price of the paper is the same it ever has been Cattle, Sheep, 
—while theexpeses of its issue, this year, will| Maine,-.-..---.-------312 200 
befall ten percent. above that of any previzus| New Hampshire, ----..845 2083 

one. ° Vermont, .-..--...----1101 3999 

Comurrcr or Kexosua—The exports of pro-| Massachusetts,........ 69 189 
duce, stock, and manufactured articles from this|_ New York, -..-....--. 362 

port, for the year 1854, foots up in value $1,-| Canada, -.........---- 16 1000 
720,737 00. S = 

H " Tofal,.....-..... 2805 7471 
ee Departanen 6 hin, On that day, there were 186 cars came over 

Steamt 904 Se 904 the Fitchburgh Rai:road, and 210 over the Bos- 

Sail Vessels,.....208 Sail Woansie: 77 ~"gg5 | ton and Lowell Railroad, loaded with cattle, 

Siac cockawhichaadeid tees} 
ieiendtses/ilecerebiaiiay wlaxeuien exiea wre The above would indicate Vermont much 

A = z > the largest stock producing State in New Eng- 
think, than in any other place in the State—we tena 7B P s s 
mean the Wagon and Carriage business. It ap- 7 
pears from a tabular statement in the Telegraph, Kansas.—A correspondent of the Boston Re- | 

that there has been manufactured and exported | ¢ovder writes: “On the 15th of October, a | 
from that place, during last year, 521 wagons, | Congregational church was organized at Law- | 

and 104 carriages, valued at $52,535. rence City, Kansas. A friend just handed me 
Munxzaroris—One year ago, the present | # letter, from which I learned the fact. The 

|} month, we passed over the prairie land where church was organized under a lakge tent, by 
SD newaiands Minneapolis. Then we counted the direction of Rev. Mr. Lum, of the Kansas if 

| within the range of our vision, from the top of| City Mission. The letter speaks of the rev- [J 
| the stage, all told, ten houses. We passed over | rend gentleman inthe highest terms. Atthe |] 
I} the same ground a few days since, and count-| same time aparish organization was effected —  }} 
|| od one church, nearly a dozen stores, and from | The society is to be known as ‘the Plymouth 

i i! 2” yl }] fifty to seventy-five dwellings. St. Paul Times. Charch of Lawrence City, | 
| ' 
_———— —— — - — ———— —-—
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New Arraxcenent.—We have completed | THE MILWAUKEE SENTINEL. 

arrangements for having the Farwer printed | Tur Sevtixet ror Tre Sessiox—The Leg- || 

hereafter on a Steam Power Press, which will islature meets at Madison on Wednesday, the || 

| cnable us to get it mailed every month some 10th of January next. As heretofore, one of || 

10 days earlier than heretofore. It has taken | the Editors of the Sentinel will be in attend- |) 

4 6138 days to print this number on a hand press— | ance throughout the Session, and furnish daily 4 

} anamountof work which will require about | reports of the proceedings of both Houses to { 

three days on the Power Press. lits readers, with such other matters as are of i 

*  Rearers axp Mowers—The attention of | interest. The telegraph line will probably be }} 

Farmers is directed to the advertisement of At- | in operation again, and by this and the increas- | 

| iin’s Self-Raking Reaper. We have seen this | Cd mail facilities, we hope to be more prompt jf 
] machine work, and can subscribe to all that is | in our reports than ever before. Abstracts of || 

said of it in the advertisement. | the Reports of the Departments of State, and =f 
: of Committees, &c., will be furnished as fast as__ |} 

Boonen Srocx.—See the advertisement: of | eee | 

{ Tuos. Berrs & Buoruens, importers of Blooded | We will furnish the Damy Sentivex to sub- 

| Stock. u : | seribers for the Session at one potar for eight 

| Feurr Tares—Colby & Willey advertise an | weeks (which we trust will be the extent of the ; 

extensive assortment of Fruit Trees, Shrubery, | time occupied,) and at that rate for any furth- || ’ 
&c. They have a fine stock for the spring | er time. 1 

trade. | The Tat-Werkty Sentrvet will be sent at i 

| Moncax. Horse.—H. 8, Hall advertises for 50c. for eight weeks. 4 

sale the Stallion «Black Hawk Flying Cloud’?| The Wrrxry Sentrvex will contain the whole ! 

Portaste Hovses—The Davenport Gazette of the reports, and as the subseription price is | 

announces the construction in that city of sey- | but oxe porta per annum, this will furnish an || 

eral houses, resting upon the running gear of | additional inducement for persons to subscribe 

| a wagon, costing but $40 or $50, and bound for | for it. Reres Kixe & Co. , 

| Jasper county. First Lessons iv Cuemistey anD GeroLocy,as_ || ; 

Werieckt'eg c  omreapeudent SPuhoRe applied to Agriculture: Designed for the Use |} ; 

eee ape Me of Schools: by J. Emmerson Kent, A.M. |) 
Louis Intelligencer seems to be enraptured with} M.D. ! 

the productive capabilities of the Central Coun- | We have received the above little work with |} : 

| ties of Iowa. He speaks but truth when ob-/along name, from the publishers—Dayton & || 

serving: Wentwerth, Boston. It is designed to be us- 1 

| “In fertility of soil and agricultural wealth, | ed in our Common Schools, for which, by its |} 

this country is unexcelled—it may be equalled. | simplicity and interesting style, it is well eal- |] 

| Everything that is put into the ground for| culated. The apparatus required for experi- || 
which the latitude is adapted, grows. ments is within the reach of every teacher and | 

“The soil is of a character that is but little | family. Weshould be pleased toseethislittle || q 

affected by the drought, comparatively, and | work introduced by our teachers, this winter, || 

hence all the crops this season are good, though | into all the schools of the West. It would | 

in other States theyare burned up. The ave-|serve to prepare the minds of the young men | 

rage crop of corn per acre is about 50 bushels | for the more extended and complete worksand || 

—of wheat thirty bushels, of tarley 40 bush- | lectures on the same subjects in the Universi- |] 

els, oats 35 bushels, of hay 2 tons. ty. Of the importance of this department of 

“There is surplus enough to supply three | study, there can be but one opinion, when it is | j 

|| States or more. remembered, that more than four-fifths of the | 
“From the best estimate we are able to form | capital of all civilized nations is devoted to the 

from a careful review of the country, fully | purposes of agriculture, and thatthe subsist- |} 

nine tenths of this vast district are susceptible | ance of all must be derived from the soil. | 
of high pelliretien But one-twentieth is yet) g>> a1) Jandson which clover or the grasses j 

improved: E are grown, must either have lime in them natu- || 

Dar Sase morcgn Sctclprente Madod ab tno |1Y; oF that mineral swash be articiaiy sup- 9 > ; 
| port of New York, of whom one half were plied. It matters but little whether it be sup- | 

|} Germans, less than one fourth Irish, and about plied in the form of stone lime, oyster lime, or | 

| one seventh English. marl. / 

— oo |
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| Wurat anp Cory.--The following table, | 1” We see by the Court Records, that the 
determined by analysis, shows the comparative | two counterfeiters, White, of Buffalo, and 

|| nutritive qualities of these two grains; accord- | Lawrence, of Epping, N. H., have been placed 

| ing to which, corn is a more nutritious food} under ten thousand dollar bonds, each, for 

|| than wheat. making and sellingimitations of Aver’s Cnrr- 
eee ae Soa ry Pecrorat. This is right. , Ir the Law 

Giutet  nG 12 should protect men from imposition at all, it 
{ FERN cee cie na 8 should certainly protect them from being im- 

1 Starch, 222... -22- 72 66 posed upon by a worthless counterfeit of such 

| Water,.....:...... 16 4 amedicine as Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. We 

| — — can only complain tha: the punishment is not 

i 100 100 half enough. The villain who would for pal- 
{ Two per cent. richer in gluten, six per cent.| try gain, deliberately trifle with the health of 
| richer in fat, and two per cent. leaner in water. | his fellow men, by taking from their lips the 

Tuunper wave To Onver.—The Grand Ra-| CUP of hope, when they are sinking, and sub- 
hide! Einoonives telincol ia Roce diet » | Stituting a falsehood—an utter delusion, should 

pids Enquirer tells of a man in those dizgings,” | he punished at least as severely as he who coun- 
who being informed that thunder was death a terfeits the coin of his country.—Green Co. 
worms, and being much troubled with their) Benner, Carrollton Ill. 

works in his garden and despairing too of any! ~~——~">raprn np CKTELT.e. 
thunder of nature’s manufacture, resolved to | TABLE OF CONTENTS. Page 

have some of nature’s production. Pursuant Apples, Siberian Crab 6 P | pples, 1 
|| to his determination, he charged an old musket | sa See e 

: Acorns, value oi 
muzzle full, took a pail of water and a Tantern | Agricultural Society, State 2 

|| and proceeded to the cabbage garden, zane | Breeding Ewes, Winter Feed for 7 
|| onthe plants copiously from his bucket, made | Bees, Chapter on : r 21 

thelantern open and shut “sesame,” by way of | Gate re enn contd > Points of, bs 
} lightning, and then in hot haste let off eald Cotton Wood, Growing the 3 

| Copenhagen,” for thunder. The worms “cut Docking Horses, 7 ' 
| and run,” while the manufacturer of the do- | Editors’ Table, 27 

mestic article lay with his back to the earth, | Ben ee ee eat Cult ‘ 
H rendered oblivious from the knocks caused by | Fruit Trees, best Soil for = is 

repercussive action of the thunder machine, Fruit Trees, Manure for 20 
Food, Chemical El ts 24 

te “ What makes the milk so warm?” said | Gas Paiga’s ay oF is 
|| Betty to the milkman, when he brought his | Grapes, new varieties of 18 
|] pail tothe door one morning. “Please, mum, | ape Wines Pe runing, 2 

> . ge, Buckthorn the Eee teks, and misses took the Horses, new plan of Breaking-in 13 

water from the biler! ce Administering Medicine to 24 
{ s x en Manure, 7 ye The deacon rere omhoog Hay Knife, Improved 3 

rry over the mistake of ano anghai hen | Haif Housekeeper, 25 
| of his, that had been “setting” for five weeks | Hollow Horn Disease, 4 
| upon—two round stones and a piece ef brick! Ignorance, the cost of ; 
|| “Her anxiety,” quoth he “is no greater than Megas. s 6 

i || ours to know what she will hatch. If it proves} Milic, Solidified, s | 
| a brick-yard—that hen is not for sale.” Milk, the first not Poisonous, 4 

: Nebraska, Sketch of 10 i ebraska, Sket 
| Epvcationat.—“ James, recite your Scrip- Plum, Yellow Egg, 18 

% ture lesson.” Plow, Left-handed 24 

; { “John the Baptist was forty days and Rene? Rigpitabion of fee Meares a 

|| forty nights in the wilderness, clothed in cam-| Syb-soil Plowing—Double Mich. Plow, 9 
|] Omile’s hair, with a leather gridiron around | Swine, Cooke roan, ine it 

| his neck, and his meat was locos and wild on-| Work for the Month, (Horticulture) - 
Stone Wheat Growing and Sheep Raising, Com 

a ive | 
“That’s a good little boy, you can take your Wok forthe Month, 25 i] 

|} Seat? Wheat Plant, origin of 6 
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.
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HATS CAPS & FURS) 884cs m4WH FLYING CLoup | 

Will be sold cl hi for th Levies ae wis OE CAPE ARERR TEE Pt ARS SP HIGH BRED MORGAN STALLION, 
mainder of the season. CASH being very de- A of a jet black color, and got by the origi- 

sirable, nal Black Hawk, and his dam by the original 
Great Inducements Black Hawk of Vermont, who has sired more 

| will be offered to those wishing any thing in | high priced colts than all other Stallions in the 
this line. United Srates. = white strip in the ae and 

ies? a je <. | three white feet, height 15} hands, weight, 1050 
Ravasecengd eae ee eS lbs., heavy mane and tai full of action and 

Groves axp Murrexs the very best article | Power, bold and graceful, 5 yenrs eee 
ee srt abe pe Saat ae Boe Dike ieee he is avery fast trotting horse, 
rt e umes. :, ., i‘ 

> Casu vam forall kinds of Fur Skins, at and shows better in ee oe 
the sign of the Bic Har,on the west side the | Position. * Sy z 

) river. J. R. BEALE. Jan.,1855.:3m Gaines, Orleansco., N.Y. 

Regine} ina “ROCK COUNTY NURSERY, 1 a VSICTANS FARMERS AND) ’ 
] TO PHYSICIANS, FARMERS, AND) siruated in the Southern Limits of the City of 

EVERY BODY! Janesville, East side of the River, on the 
We would announce, that - Telegraph Road to Beloit. 

7 WE take this method of bringing to tke no- 
FARW Et & BRO. | tice of the public the fine stocs of Fruit and 

| Are now extending their trade tothe four cor- Loa ae 
ners of Wisconsin. and are the only House Spring trade. e 

] nae —_ ait a7 eee hake Our trees are of thrifty growth, in an ez- 
} gigs ycane ails di: ane posed situation, on the high prairie, which ren- 

piace eee so a | ders them hardy and adapted te any Jocality, 
DRUGS, MEDICINES, -PERFUMERY, | and therefore of much more value than those 

f FANCY GOODS, PAINTS, | grown in a protected situation. 
7 7 OILS, TURPENTINE, | Our stock is large, and embraces the best va- 
VARNISHES, BRUSHES, _| rieties now in cultivation that will endure our 

DYE STUFFS, GLUES, climate. From sttict cere in propagation and 
Patent Medicimes of almost every) rearing, we feel _Warranted in recommending 

kind now in use—ali of which we offer at great- | them to the public. 
ly reduced prices. ‘ | APPLE TREES--from 5 to 8 feet high, 16 

Our expenses are now reduced to a trifle— cents each. Dealers and Planters wishing one 
having build a large and commodious Store| thousand or more, $120 to $140 per thousand. 
expressly for their trade, arenot obliged toput) gp7aANDARD PEAR TREES-—from three ij 
on extra tariffs for rents, &c. to seven yearsold 50 cents. 

' Call and see us, and if any thing is wanted DWARF PEARS—large variety—on An 

in our line, you can not help pleasing yourself, exte Quince five feet hi a0 te Sb eat : 

as our motto is—“Bounp to Trapt.” g sgoierd gb, a 
OF Milwaukee street adjoining Merchant's} DWARF APPLE—35 cents. 

Hotel, Janesville, Wis. CHERRY TREES-—-5 to 8 feet high, large 
Sept., 1854. FARWELL & BRO. | variety, 25 to 50 cents. 

LOT GOOSEBERRIES—good variety, 15 to 25c. 

= — Erdle RASPBERRIES—50 cents per dozen. 
ormer os arke Dae Mawwor re: GRAPE VINES—tour years old, part of | 

LARGE assortment of the most fashion- | wee ee 
A able Gentlemen’s apparel, consisting of, Care taken to furnish articles of the best 
Coats, Overcoats, Pants, Vests, Overhauls, cealy = = ee a elle 

poblrts, Crarate/pllses, ape Lee an sslere those TCauemnes testes cE baal terms. || —made in est manner— - 
on hand. Also, a large cesoriment of Beate a snieenet are invited to calland examine || 
cloths, Cassimeres, Vestings, and Trimmin; emselye A x 
of all kinds, which will be made up to order ia di ovis, Sconeapanledt ee oad - : 
@ manner so becoming, and at a price so reason- at ices et 4 ee ried itkeak 
able, as to command the admiration of custom- ae trees packed and forwa! without 

ers. ere Ps . 
CUTTING of all kindsdoneatthe shortest} Letters of inquiry will receive prompt atten- || j 

notice, and warranted to fit. tion. zs COLBY & WILLEY. 5 
Beloit, March, 1854. ly Janesville, Jan. Ist, 1855. : 1y | 

re : 

; |
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ATKIN’S SELF RAKING short time. No book of its size and price con- | 

eae ee. te ee a took wil eee n all ne umber ¢ouhtries the wi 
HHREE SEASON'S use of this ingenious, | be found very convenient, as it comp*ises much 
beautiful and yet simple Machine, furnish | that will be useful for the farmer, mechanic 

convincing proof of practical worth. Turxe| and business man. 
Henprep scattered into 19 different States the} Orders solicited, and a liberal discount made 

4 past season, mostly in inexperienced hands, and | to wholesale purchasers. 
nearly all giving good satisfaction—cutting| The book can be had of booksellers general- 
from 50 to 600 acres, proves it not only strong| ly throughout the United State. Price only 
and serviceable, but also simple and easily | 25cents. Five eopies sent for $1, free of post- e, iP iy P. , Posi 
managed. It saves not only the hard work of/ age. Address GEO. W. FISHER, 
raking, but lays the grain in such good order Bookseller & Publisher, Rochester, N. Y. 
as to save at least anocher hand in binding. November, 1853. 

IT IS WARRANTED TO BE A GOOD, | ——————_ 
DURABLE SELF-RAKING REAPER, and} [D yy 1 
I have also succeeded in attaching a mowing ENGLISH CATT | k 
bar, so that I also warrant 1T as a Mower. I 

Price at Chicago, of Reaper, $170; of Mow- IMPORTED ON COMMISSION BY 

ing Bar, $30. Discount on the Reaper, $15,) Messrs. THOS. BETTS & BROTHERS, 
and on Mowing Bar, $5. for cash in advane: - 
on delivery. Brice of Mower, $120. a a Toate Sede) Hats, Ea 
t= Pamphlets giving actu tue onsectiovs} Being much the cheapest and the only way 

aD) SES ee of obtaining Stock direct from the breeder, 
sent free, on post-paid applications. : which will give gentlemen an opportunity of 
AGENTS, suitacly qualified, wanted in all} obtaining i ee Stock, Ratha hating to 

sections where thereare none. pay an exorbitant price for them in America. 
E a J.S. WRIGHT, The firm having had forty years experience, 

Prous Eamee Warehouse, Chicago. they feel confident of giving satisfaction, both 
an. Ist, 1855. as regards price and selecting the stock from 

TD || Scrivner Ready Reckoner, | Thorough Bred Horas, ompshire Sth Down, 
FOR SHIP BUILDERS, BOAT BUILDERS, LUMBER | Short Horned Cattle, Cotswold, 

MERCHANTS, FARMERS & MECHAYICS. Devons, Leicester, 

Being a correct measurement of Scantling, Boards, nes ae sha 

’ Plank, Cubical Contents of Square and Round) “sijerney Coms from the Berkshire « 
Timber, Saw Logs, Wood, etc. comprised in a} ~ Tejands of Jersey and Merino Shee Spai 
number of Tables ; to which are added Tables! Gycns, Se oe eon eee 

3 x Wee the month, Board or Rent, by the| pyr, Seed oie Sheep, eed i 
Z . All: aterest Table , 

paren, = oe Messrs. BETTS & BRO- have appointed 
ore of the most experienced men in England 

BY 3. M. SCRIBNER, ¢ entirely for purchasing . 
Author of “Engineer’s and Mechanic’s Com 

panion,?” “Engineer's Pocket Table Book,” ete.| THOROUGH BRED HORSES, 
" carcely is it possible toadd to the recom-} And th i pain 

7 mendations of the above book, more than to chasing maseolen nn Agee ore 
give its title page.- Every one who is engaged 
in buying, lites sean caetacetting Ee Mules, Merine Sheep, etc. 
ber of any kind, will at once appreciate a work| Messrs. BETTS & BRO. have purchased a 
of this kind. No pains or expense has been valuable Patent, which will prevent accidents 

spared in revising and enlarging this edition, to| °C¢urring to Cattle across the Atlantic——they 
make it in every respect convenient & accurate. | C82 now safely be imported any time during 

The Log Table was computed by drawing the year. The Cattle will be insured from 

DIAGRAMS for each and every log, from 13| Liverpool to New York, by charging a small 
a inches in diameter, and the width of each | Pet centage. 

ard taken, after taking off the wane edge—| A Steamer will leave Liverpool with Cattle 
The sum total of ek tenet raitstee the about the first of every month. 

amount each log will give, and if there can be} ‘The Stock will be delivered at New York in 
| any dependence placed upon such strictly math-| about six weeks from the time the order is giv- | 

Suatienl stoasecy no ae = hesitate fora enin America. = 
moment to abide the results here given, as the : ‘ ; 
method adopted by the author can result in| « © Orders received, Se Reeiconiere conan: . . ing all information, apply to Messrs. THOS. |] 
nothing else than strict honesty and mathemat- BETTS & BRO. 3 M I j 

|] ~ical accuracy, to the parties interested. Maiden L: N. Ve: ‘City, MILLER, 81 j 
\ The best evidence of the usefulness and pop-| ; aE oF ; * oA Bee ny Wa emees 
| ularity of this book is the rapid and extensive | ‘700 t© act as our Agent. j 

’ sale of over seventy-five thousand in a very! New York, Jan. 1, 1855.: ly | 
ee) | 

2 - 
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s ees ee ee en ae re De i nae aa ean ana / 
9 | for the better, and after three days use, he was || 

AY ER’ Ss | able to eat or drink without pain. | 

er an = | Its usein the above named disease pil aye i 
| RS» ot ° ww many a child from a premature grave, and re- }} 

‘ee H +3 ck A bg () aN lieve the anxiety of many a fond parent For | 
i pe (5 ae = ¥ +33 all affectious of the Throat and Lungs,I be- || 

} RY Ee feon@en F ae [lieve it the best medicine extant. A feeling of || 

] LF ee ee Rey the deepest gratitude prompts mein addressing |} 
] ose BS 
¥ =< / es ye > ~ |you these lines—but for your important dis- || 

| a pay T= (Dee SN covery, my little boy would now have beenin || i <= | > y 
i — ap Sy As pt Mother world. 
| rae ies Yet! est} | I am yours, with great respect, i 

sake Aaa tess |p ee oe. | J. D. POWELL, Supt. Trans, L. R.R. 

CHERRY PECTORAL, Rock Hill, (Somerset Co.) N. 4} 

| For the rapid Cure of duly 21, 1652, | 
Dn. J.C. Aver,—Since your medicine has || 

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS, become known here, it has a greater demand || 

| BRONCHITIS, WHOOPING- COUGH, {than any other cough remedy we have ever sold 3 

i ~ GROUP, ASTHMA, AND \ It is spoken of in terms of unmeasured praise jf 
N by those who have used it, and1 know of some |, 3 

CONSUMPTION. cases where the best they can say of it is not i 
eee too much for the good it has done. I take plea- } 

Among the numerous discoveries Science has ey sclling ib bes ae mae _ 
| a eed : aoe $ 2 
{| made in this generation to facilitate the busi-| ond 1 feel gratified in secing the benefit it con- i 

ness of life—increase its enjoyment, and even | fers. : 
| prolong the term of human existence, none can Please send me a further supply, snd believe 

{| be named of more real value to mankind, than me Yours, with respect 
H| this combination of Chemistry to the Healing ’ JOHN C. WHITLOCK. 

hag a a & 
Art. A vast trial of its virtues throughout) pg. | Almost any number of certificates can ‘ 
this broad country, has proven beyond a doubt, | he sent Sou, if you wish it. 3 

} that no medicine or combination of medicines ae 

i yet known, can so surely control aad cure the Wilksbarre, Pa., Sept. 28, 1850. 1 | 

ij -mumerous varieties of pulmonary disease which} Dn. J.C. Aver. My dear Sir,—Your medi- |} 

have hithertos e~t from our midst thousands| ine is much approved of by, those who have 
| ae care dada akeatis iow abaudant used it here, and its composition is such as to || 

ae ae ' Re bay least length nt/ insure and aaainiae its Feputsinn a invaria- 
os - emeny at len: een | bly recommend it for pulmonary affections, as 

| found which can be relied on, to cure the most | do many ee out principal phy stoinus: 1 

dangerous affections of the lungs. Our space am your friend, { 

i] here will not permit us to publish any propor- Se im 
}} tion of the cures affected by its use, but we PREPARED BY J.C, AYER, | 
|} would present the following:—and refer fur- Cusmst, Lowell, Mass. 
|| ther inquiry tomy American Almanac, which| Sold by Carey & Gordon, Beloit; Holdei 4 ; 2) 
| the agent bélowmamed will always be pleased | Kemp & Co., Janesville; J.K.Eilert,Monroe; |} — 

j to furnish free, wherein are full particulars, John Wright, Madison; E.R. & F. A. Utter, |] ; 
{| and indisputzble proof of these statements. Elkhorn; T. Mason, Dubuque, lowa; E. E. |] | 1 que, j 

ears Gay, Burlington, Iowa; and by all Druggists || 
Office of T: rtation, Laurens R. R. e : i 

8, CpAngasi 4th, 1853.” i sverywhere, fly, SABRE: Fl 
J; sptinicns Dear Sir,—My little son, four The New Edition of } 

i} years ol as just recovered from a severe at- i 
] tack of malignant Scarlet Fever, his throat was LAPHAM’S POCKET MAP | | 
j} Totten, and every person that visited him pro-| OF WISCONSIN, showing the surveys ofthe || 
I ohne hin act ae amie, noe eae Menomonee Lands, &c., cas now be had at |} 

ter of 1850, fo x in rnia, in the win-/ the bookstores, or by Since co: eeraapeniet 
: 350, for a severe attack of Bronchitis,|by the cash) to the undersigned. It will be 

With entire success, I Tee juced oot it on| sent by mailto any address upon the Soe “4 of 
‘Bad ee. - T gave him fal every |onedollar. Aliberal discount made to dealers. | 

-) noms sears Sos morning: soil I. A,LAPHAM. | 
de change Milwaukee, January, 1853. } 

Se = |
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’ | MARK MILLER, Editor and Proprietor. that institution. He was also called to take i 
i J.C. BRAYTON, Horticultural Editor, part in the Geological Survey of his native [J 

\ TERMS,.50 Cents a Year im Ad vance; | State, and subsequently undertook the charge 

a rte 
i to commence withtheyolume and back numberssup- | Upon the strong recommendation of those 
i plied. auGeee ies se who had known him in these relations, he was || 

4 | each sabsequant insertion, lems than one year, 9 y hai? | appointed Professor of Chemistry and Natural J 
Hi] page, first insertion, 84; for each subsequent inscrtiou, | Science in Beloit College, and entered upon the 

; } less than one year, ©; one, pase per. yeor, G25 lt) duties of his office in the fall of 1849. Hecon- |] 
H|  square, (twelvelines or less.) per year, 99,90 ; less than | tinued his connection with this mstitution until i 

4 f]  oneyear, firstinsertion, $2,00 ; for each subsequent in- | . s | 
sertion, 50cts. | thespring of 1854, when he was called to take 

{| ac Bits for Advertising to be pald quarterly, | the same department of instruction in the State] 
=== | University of Wisconsin, Madison. During the ff 

! Death of Prof. 8. P. Lathrop. | last two years of his life he gave much practi- | 
: | In the January number of the Farwer we | ¢al instruction om some’of his favorite subjects, 

alluded to the illness of Pxor. S. P! Laranor, |in a more general Way, through the Wiscoxsy jf 
i our associate Editor and Publisher. It now be- | 4xD Iowa Farwes. ‘ j 
f} comes our painful duty to announce to the read-| Im the midst of his various duties in this wide | 

73 ers of the Farmer the intelligence of his death. | 24 rapidly extending sphere of usefulness, he } 
| Prof. Lathrop was born in Shelburne, in the | ¥2s taken with bilious fever, and, after an il- i 

State of Vermont, September 20th, 1816, On | Ness of five weeks, under a complication of dis- 
| the rugged soil and under the severe but health- | €¢* died December 25th, 1854, in the 39th ff 
| ful discipline of a New England home, he was | Ye@r of his age. 

{| trained to habits of industry and self-reliance. As we bring to mind the prominent charac- ff 

3 1 From earliest childhood, the lessons of sound | teristics of Dr. Lathrop, we think of himasa 
i | morality and pure religion were instilled into | man of great practical good sense, of sound 

} his mind, not in vain. By determined resolu- | judgment, earnest industry, unbending integri- ff 
H tion, against many and serious obstacles arising | ty, and simple, true hearted picty. In manner ff 
| from the straightened circumstances of his pa- | and address, though plain, almost to bluntness, 

3 | rents, he worked his way to the attainment of | he evinced every where a kind, warm heart— 
| aliberal education, and was graduated at Mid- | As a citizen, he was one to command confidence 
 dlebury College in 1839, in his 24th year. and respect. As a physician, he manifested 

| He entered College, designing to prepare him- | good judgment and skill and a genial cheerful- ff 
- ff] self for the ministerial profession. But a weak- | ness, which made his appearance in the sick- 

ness of the lungs, which soon after appeared, | room agreeable and inspiriting. As an instruc- 
4 compelled him to abandon that purpose. Fol- | tor, he was well versed in all matters pertaining 

j lowing the taste for physical science, which had | to his department—enthusiastic in his devotion 
j i been developed during his Collegiate course, he | to science, and apt in engaging the interest of 

| studied medicine, and received the degree of | his pupils about the subjects of his teaching — 
M. D. in 1843. He commenced. the practice of | Asa son, he was filiar and affectionate. Asa [ff : 
his profession in Middlebury, with fair promise | husband and father, he blended affection with ; 

| of more than ordinary success. But his attain- | auflierity, and stood in the centre of a happy 
ments, and the general cast_of' his mind, fitted | circle, loved and honored, their stay and sup- 
him peculiarly for the work of instruction; and | port—now, alas, theirs no more. In all these F 

4 to this he devoted the chief energies of his life. | relutions, his character and bearing were such 

In vebedience to a call from his own “Alma | as to set a stamp of real value on his life. The 
Mater,” he temporarily filled the place of an | world has felt his presence in it along the line 

absent Professor in the scientific department of ! on which he moved, and we rejoice that Wis- 

el 
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i} | consin has had the benefit of his ripest influ- ) that which was his crowning excellence—the j 

| ~+ence and labors. ’ free play and development of a christian faith. 

For the study of Natural History in all its His christian character shone out all along his 

I} various branches, our deceased friend had a pe- | course, not in. the flashing zeal of temporary || 

j culiar fondness. He had an eye ever open for | excitement, but in a steady, uniform, conscien- J 

|} careful observation, as he moved among the | tious fidelity in the discharge of duty to God 7 

| rocks, and minerals, and shells, the diverse | and to his fellow-man. Hisreligionwasathing | 3 

forms of vegetable life, and the beasts, birds of principle, and gave a character and direction 

| and insects with which our earth is stocked.— | to all which he did. Meet it was, that a life 

|| He was ready and accurate in the work of sustained by such uniform consistency between 

| analysis and classification necessary to reduce profession and action, should be crowned with |} “ 

i] and arrange the facts thus gained; and the | victory over death itself, in the triumphs of a | 

i] conclusions deduced from them were ordinarily | christian faith. Through his complicated and 

I] sound and serviceable. He made very consid- | painful sickness, he retained his consciousness, 

i] erable collections illustrating the departments | and was aware of the progress of disease. An- 

of Botany, Mineralogy, and Conchology, which ticipating a fatal issue, he proceeded with char- J 

he had the tact to use advantageously in im- | acteristic calmness ard forethought to put his 

parting instructior on those subjects. The most house in order. He said repeatedly that death 

jj] of these were made, by his own generous act, had no terrors to him. The last words that | 3 

l] the property of Beloit College, where, in other | dropped from his lips were those so precious 

|| hands,we trust, they will-long be useful in in the ear of every believer, so consecrated in 

i] carrying out the purpose of their collector. the songs of the church—«Jesus,lover of my } : 

] Prof. Lathrop was the son of a farmer, and soul’ To the bosom of that blessed Savior 

H] like al! the farmers’ boys of New England, he | Be bas gone, and all is well with him. 
| was early initiated into the various processes, We may ask, why was he thus snatched away 

and inured to the continuous labor connected | from the family which leaned on him—from 3 

jj} with the cultivation of the soil. He had gone | the institution which needed and had high 7 

I} through with a thorough apprenticeship to the | hopes of his service—from the church which j 

i] business of a husbandman before he entered knows not how to spare such members—and 4 

| College. His taste and studies in after life kept from the world, in which such men are all too 3 

him in constant contact with that important de- |Ta"e? We may ask, but from the dark cloud jf 
partment of human industry ; and, for the last that envelopes the throne of God, no answer 

two years of his life, by his connection with |Comes. We may ask again—What was and is | j 

| this journal, he came into communication with this which we call his end? And now sweet |] | 

the agriculturists of this region, ina way to give yoices from the light which breaks from beneath | 

them the benefit of both his science and his | the cloud, as his sun goes down, sing, “How {{ 

experience for the promotion of their interests. blest the righteous when he dies !”’ and tell us } 4 

His affability of manners, his freedom from that of the rest that remaineth, of joys unspeakable | ; 

« pride of learning,” which often separates the |@0d full of -lory, of communion with saints, : 

man of science from free intercourse with the | likeness to Christ and union to God perfected | 

working farmer, and his practical good sense, |and eternal. We hear, we believe, and there- | 
fitted him peculiarly to be a useful instructor fore for him we cannot mourn. What is our | 

of this class, through the pages of a journal de- | oss is his unspeakable gain. x 

voted to their interests. We have reason to be- Ovecesaer rca Dace Oo Rakion’: | 7 

| lieve that his labors in this capacity were high- | yunan Soomry for 1855 :— - 2 ii 

ly appreciated, and that his influence was wide-| Pyesident—Hiram C: i 

ly felt for good. He was just beginning to feel} Vice Presidents—Orra Martin, Robert Sey- j 

at home in this sphere of labor, on which he | mour, and Oramel Armst ' 

had recently entered, when death steppedl.in | Secretaries—H. Latham, P. Golden. 
cut short his career. While we rejoice in| 7, Sam: | 

het hn wan aed Lo 7 ‘reasurer uel Mallory. 

- Peres accomplish in this!  Managers—H. J. Starin, 8. W. Spafard, 8. B. |} 
ay, our sorrow is deepened by the felt loss of | eq, Hiram T. / 

ain cag Ah at ae tack oan a : lwards, ‘aylor, P. 8. Carver, 8. F. 

ee hope for from | Field, H.G. Smith, Isaac Lyon, 8. H. Vorhies || 
4 A meeting of the Executive Committee will _ || 

We should wrong our deceased friend and | be held at the Court House, in Elkhorn, on the 
ourselves, if we failed to notice in this sketch ! last Monday of February, at 10 o’clock a. m. | 

—————— soniceumiinnmannali sseeeniinaiaiieeaeiiaaiaaiiia u
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| THE MEXICAN WILD POTATO. 

: Potatoes. siderably from the common sorts. They ripen 
ott | ss mete early, keep well, and thus farhave beenexempt [f 

=. || A Description of Nine Choice Varieties, Grown) «oo rot, P :hsaeihs tient thiean aaitin Sas = } 

q dy A. G. Hanrorp, of Waukesha, Wis. | ed into New York, some were sent to France | 
Roveu Purrre Cum Poraro--Imported from | from Mexico, which “ were obtained by the In- 

its native soil in 1851, by Rev. C. E. Goodrich, dians, in the woods and mountains. On culti- 

j Utica, N. ¥. This was the only variety, out of} Vating them at Fenieres, they proved to be 
; eight, which was Suited to our climate. It has}Small, but of good flavor, and absolutely free 

every appearance of great vigor, health and from disease) while all other potatoes of Fe- j 
produetivenese. Skin, dull red or purple; flesh, | Hieres were lost.” These were, however, round- | 

fine, dry and white ; of excellent flavor. Mr.|ish, with pink eyes, and of yellow flesh. A |] 
Goodrich has experimented largely with the|™more lengthened extract from the report of its | 

potato, seeking, by a judicious importation and introduction there, I will omit for the sake of | 

reproduction from the seed ball, a remedy for| brevity. | 
“the rot,” which has been so prevalent for some Yam.—Much grown in New Jersey and East- |] . 

years past. After giving this variety a fair trial,/et™™ New York. Skin, dark blue or black; ff 
side by side with our best old sorts, as well as| flesh, yellow, becoming nearly white, when cul }f 
many new ones, he says, “that in yield, hardi-| tivated on our rich soil, of very solid texture; 

ness, and table quality, it has no equal.” It|Tetaining its eating qualities late into spring; jj 
yielded him 92 bushels from one, by measure ;| has resisted the rot under the most unfavorable jf 
while to Mr. Delafield, of Geneva, it yielded| circumstances, L. Smith, Esq. of Liberty, N. jf 
112 ib from one, by weight. Y., whe first introduced it into that State, and 

j Mexican—Was brought from its native soi]/ has done much to disseminate it, considers it 

about six years ago, by a returned soldier, who| “ the most productive, one of the best keepers. 
found it growing wild. Four tubers, about the| 2nd one of the best for culinary purposes, as 
length and size of a man’s thumb, were planted | !ess liable to disease” ; has raised 535~bushels ff 
by Mr. Hale, of Alloway, N. Y., which yielded | 0m one acre and 64 rods of ground. Dr. Cris- ff 
34 bushel ; this 1¢bushel yielded 29 bushels ;| pel, of Ulster county, N. Y.. rawsed 534 bushels J 

and 424 bushéls yielded 350 bushels. They | 0m one and 17-100 acres, for which be wasa- 
have increased so in size"as not unfrequently to| Warded the first premium of the N.Y. State jf 

|} measure from 6 to 9 inches in length. Skin,| Agricultural Society. 

thin and white ; eyes, shallow ; wher cooked! Hazi’s Jexs—Wherever known is a favorite 
they are of snowy whiteness and very mealy. for an early sort. Round, inclining to an ob- | 
Care must be taken not to over-cook them, or| long: skin, white, sometimes with pink eyes 

they drop to pieces. They grow very compact and splashes of pink ; flesh, creamy white ; of 
in the hill 3 tops _ short, frequently. not more larger size and better yield than the old or true 

| than a foot in height ; leaves, sharp, of a pale June ; is an old sort—first introduced into gen- 
| green color, =. with the blessoms differ con-' eral notice by Prof. Hall, of Albany, N.Y. ;— 

as a
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‘]] very hardy and not liable to rot ; are very pro- | thoughts ; courage, too, came up to my aid, but H ; 

|} ductive. The Irishman whom I employed 1 | eon conscience began to squirm-and mutter, 
| dig them lastfall, after he had finished the piece, and my first idea was to make a public confes- fj | 
} exclaimed,“ Well, indade, an’ I niyer have seen | sion; but my cupidity over-raled that, as my |} ; 

] the likes of them intirely, since I left ould Ire- | « uninitiated’? dupes would send home the “ru- | 
} land!” : ined mongrels,” and make me fork over the | 

The Earty Manty or June, is another very | rocks. I saw that I was used up in toto—yea, |, 
valuable sort for early use. Skin and flesh | a goner, by the unexpected “expose of some of ! ‘ 

| white; oval, of largesize ; productive and har- | the impositions practiced upon the ‘ uninitiated’ } 

| dy. Notmuch disseminated yet. at the State Fair, at Detroit,’ and signed by jj q 

| Asn-LeAvep Kipxey.—An old English sort. | W.W. Macomber, Barcelona, New York. ! i 

|] Kiduey-shaped,flattened; smooth skin and flesh | _I’ll make capital out of that “expose,” yet. } % 

|} yellow; when ripe, is mealy and excellent ; ri- | I feel quite inclined to write on for HIS pure | 
pens very early. Should be planted early, in| Asiatics, which he, ina late letter, offers me 

i} good rich soil. «40 of them for $40; 60 for $50; and 80 for ff : 

| Pexrietp, or Brack Imprrat—Roundish ; | $60—carefully cooped and delivered atexpress | 

] skin blue or black; fiesh white; prolific and | office.” I’ve no doubt, when he got some one [ff 

| hardy ; not liable to rot. to indite the communication in December num- ff | 

| Brack Prsx Eve—Roundish; skin blue, | ber, headed “Asiatic Fowls,” he had no ideait 

| pink eyes ; flesh yellow ; of good table quali- | would meet my eye—but, it seems, he “has | | 
i] ty; very produétive. Recently originated in | reckoned without his host,”” and in endeavoring jf 

| Madison county, N. Y. to show up a case of “ imposition practiced up- 

/ Canren.—Of good size ; skin and flesh white ;|0n the uninitiated,” instead of «mongrels,” 
] of excellent table quality. Originated many brings forth a monstrosity, conceived by the 

4] years since, from the ball, by the Shakers. Has enyious workings in the womb of his own dis— 

| resisted the rot under the most unfavorable cir- | honest imagination, and has a lie for its father. ff 

i} cumstances. Popular in market. If needs be, I can prove I purchased a pair 4 

| ea ee el 1 spolee. oie oe same ae and aa 

} : is , from certificate, they were from alike 

Imported _Fowls. colored pair, imported from China the year be- | 

Fniexp Mruer :—The December number of | fore, and from my pair bred those I exhibited 

° ] your paper came to hand in due time, and I, as | at Detroit this fall. So much for Mr. Mac.’s 

i} usual, lit my pipe and sat down, calculating on | case of « mongrels imposed upon the uninitia- 

i} an hour’s enjoyment in carefully perusing its | ted.” ‘ 

i] instructive contents. 1, however, soon came to| AS to the “ruinous effects” he so hifaluting- J 

i] +acommunication, headed, « Asiatic Fowls.?”— | ly asserts of breeding such, let the result of 

i] Ab, ha! says I, adjusting my specks, and feel- those in question speak for themselves. h 4 

] ing my pulse quicker, (as I am a nervous man,) A letter received, dated Dec. 5th, 1854—after |} 

] now for a treat. But, “Oye gods and little | writing on other matters—says, “The mottled ff 

i} fishes!!*? what a host of spirits, blue, black Brahma pullet I bought of you this summer, |j. i 

i] and gray, were conjured up and scowled upon | commenced to lay at five months, Stopped ]f 

i], my guilty imaginings by the perusal of it, in | one week, but is now laying daily, and will ] 

I] which I succeeded after great effort and many | 80n complete her 100 eggs,” Another pullet 
long pauses. I felt like King David, when the | of same blood, hatched Feb. 12th, 1854, brought ff 

Prophet Nathan said to him, “thou art the | out a brood from her own eggs, August 5th—a ff 

man.” I saw the hand-writing on the wall, pair of which I exhibited at our State Fair, at |] 

and my knees knocked:together like Belshaz- | Detroit, this fall. These two named pulletsI ff 

zer’s, and—smash went the pipe stem between | consider rather extra; but it was from the four |j 
my teeth—there was no way of dodging, the | pullets of last namel brood, which took the | 

_ “expose of my ncbaterutled I oe as premium on opasyand d me Pacnmhes pet bare } 

| thing must be done. I tried tosing a hymn, | }, Baile the Saget eee graye a3 e them “ruined mongrel, and the uniniti- 
and got as far as, “When I can read my title | ated” ee > upon by. such fowls. 

| clear”—but there I broke down. Butithanks| 1 shal continue to hold all I have to spare— | 

to-a good constitution, as I revived my dethron- | 20out 220 in all—at my adleestived, press a 

ed reason resumed her seat and drew up th from presses BIePe Sh one tar: Weeawdie 
2 ip the) selling them. M. Freeman. i 

reins of reflection into more sober seco! Schoolcraft, Mich, Jan., 1855. =
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i Inquiries and Answers. | obtained in this country—or, whether it can be i is | — found at all. Can some of our readers—and_ | 
| REAPERS-AND THRESHERS. with what favor this kind of Thorn is regarded | 

i | Eprrors Farser :—Will you inform us what| in England as a hedge plant? We glean some | || is the best Reaper now in use, and where man-| information about it from the Mark Lane Ex- || 
ufactured, price, and so on? This part of our| press, an English paper, which we subjoin ;— } 

| State is sparsely settled yet, but is fast filling! «The common white thorn has now been i 
|] up. Two years ago there was scarcely no set- | long established asthe best tree for the purpose 

{| tlement atall in this county. Our fields are} of being reared into hedges, to divide lands in- |} 
3 } small yet, compared with older settled portions | to fields -or inclosures. It seldom rises tothe |} 

! of the State; but from the: great scarcity of! size of timber ; but as a lawn tree, with acano-__ |} 
‘ i} help in harvest time, we are necessitated to in- pied top, is very beautiful, in thecommon white 

{ ce the Reaper in Le of thecradle. We! kind and in the variegated sorts, The varieties |] 
| want the best Threshing Machine. are several, and are much valued in the secon-_ |i 

Twenty-seven copies of the Fararer are tak- dary landscapes that adjoin a mansion. i 
en at this Post-office, and there is a fair eres] «A yery great recommendation of the white 

|| that the number will be larger before the end} thorn consists in the pertinacious vitality, which jj 
- ae Can any other shes = ~old plac defies many common means of destruction ; and ff 

| at this ae TARMERS, the property of adaptation to a great variety of J] Waterloo, Black Hawk co, Towa, Jan.,’53. | soil andlimate. The blasts of the cea and the i 
4 Rewarns—You have done nobly, and we severity of the Alpine climates do not annihi- i 
|] thank you for the interest taken in circulating| ate the existence of the thorn. . It grows on | 

| the Farver. We must decline the expression all soils, from the most barren sands to the i} 
if] of any public opinion touching the relative mer- | ©l#y8 of the most vicious and obdurate extreme. | 

|] its of Reaping Machines ; but would refer you The growth is sufficiently rapid to. cary along | 
’ ij}. te our advertising department. ‘You will find] “ith it thenecessary constitution, and its aged jf | either of the machines there described 0. K. | ¢*istence serves well the purpose of a durable jf 

! = Sa ernonwiemersts mao tthe standing ; the prickles or spinous excrescences 

Sl cumghtbe tasmapen ie eet tae Ce ae ore Tl A + a ime to) “« The ripened seed e thorn, in the haw | cut timber for rails, &e—especially that kind] with a oe eee — gathered in the late | 
‘ {| from which the bark may be pulled—with re- autumn, stored oyerwi ona dry floor, and 

i] ference to durability 2. Some think basswood! own in the pe bedaof 
i) and oak, cut in the summer and peeled, will undj'in & nu purpose 0 rearin, ring |} 

outlast that cut in the winte s ee oe : ye 
Pewauke J i. 1855, 'k W. G ren eh edie tees a j po _ nT SMSWOED. | old are transplanted in rows, where the grewth | 

; i Mixture or'Siep=ebwishetoinguite, if Red-| nurtured by hoeing and digging the intervals, y 
| top Grass Seed: would be good to mix with| The following year the sets are transplantedin- 

| Timothy and Clover, for sowing on flat upland ’ we owe ie ¥ ~ tilly se ro. a ee aii aie ed fol eens ee 
rairie, hovery. bl soil.t * $0, what re . ay 

i contig ach should t] mae a a By the way—if this should meet the eye of 
Hl the aie? PS 2 due, | ©%T itcog correspondent, he is informed, that 
H Wi 1855, eee “| no name was attached to his order for the 
ie Fanuen, ‘aa 

| Resanxs—We cannot answer the above in- a cneey GA tae |) quiries, “Will’some of our readers ? To Craniry Marre Sucar.—tIn Vermont, a 
i = os State celebrated for the manufacture of maple 

| WHITE THORN FOR HEDGES. sugar, the following method is practiced to re- 
M nasa Wi or any of the ue ue coloring matter of a sap, a which 

l] readers of the Farser, inform me where the| '"°S iadeack ale = aT ts a ire lj seed of the White Thorn can be obtained—such | "00" crushed ‘sugar. Before boiling, the sap is} . 7 9.8 Rte all filterated through a hopper or box of sarid, | as is used for hedging in England ? . i ) ‘Monroe! Wie, Jan, 1655" which takes out not only all the dirt, but al 
iW ars cast Mast itis r the stains derived from leaves, tubs, crumbs’ o I 
j Rewanxs—We cannot inform our correspon-| bark, and all other coloring matter that can pre- 
|, dent where thé'seed of thesl/hite' Thorn can be! vent the sugar from being pure white. * 
———————————————— a :
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For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | that can nail a board to a post. Hot-beds can, \ 

Hot Beds, of course, be larger or smaller size—one from } 
; Mr, Evrror:—I noticed in the Farswer; |six to eight feet long is sufficient for most, } 

about a year ago, directions for making-a cheap | while one fourfeet will dofor many. Itshould | 

Hot-bed. You sal your subscribers may wish:| be from three to four feet-wide, two and a half | 
; to know whether the plan which you-publishied to three feet high on the north side, andthe ff 

has been tried. and with what result. I: tried  S0¥th side about half that height, and the ends 
it, and with complete success. It answered should slant from the back or north side,to the {fj 
the purpose in every respect, as well as any front or south side.. This can be made of plank | ‘ 

glass hot-bed, while it cost only about one- boards, by nailing. them to four posts or | 
fourth as much. My beds were made about | pieces of joice, puttingone in each corner. The ~ 

the 20th of march—which I found: to-be early | sop = to be covered with sash and glass. An 
enough for this climate. I placed the manure | pla window dioes; very, <well bot-ome made to). 9 

on the top of the ground, to the height of two! peace sions better. These should hepetion ss | 
+ feet, giving it a descent toward the south— | *S to slide, or be hung by.a hinge, so as to open | 

Then I needed boards only 15:0r 19: inches for watering or dealing with the plants in any 
wide, to place upon the top, in which to fill in} ¥8¥>- and to let in air. The outside of the } 

some 6 inches of earth, and on which to place | ‘rame should be banked up if the weather be jj 
the cloth cover. The board frame was held to-/ cold. - 
gether by stakes, driven around the outside —| If desired, a cheaper covering may be made. |} 

Hi 1 would advise that the cloth eover be divided | This is « transparency, made by stretching cot- | 

{ and stretched upon frames about the: size of( ton cloth upon a frame, and brushing it over jj F 
sash, for convenient handling. with a composition made after the following di- jj 

Janesville, Feb. 1855. O. Par, rections: To one pint of boiled linseed oil, [| q 
ee ‘add one ounce of white wax; heat, and, when | 

For the benefit of new subscribers—as well | thoroughly mixed, add half an ounce of sugar 1 
as to refresh the memories of old ones—we re-| of lead, ground witha little oil. One or two | 

publish the article on Hot-beds,. from. our last | applications of this-mixture, with a brush, will |} 
volume : \ render the cloth transparent. This kind of jf 

f SS —————E covering possesses some important advantages |} 
| SF HBsH—————. | over glass. The plants do not require water- | 
| St ae at ——— ee 
| ee SS =a jing so often—grow. more healthy than under | 
] 2 > — 
1 SS = | glass—nor are. they ever struck down or check- 

SSS | i in their growth by the heat of the sun, still |] 
3 a — > | have plenty of light. i 

a es — ! 

| a SoS SS i 

i i TTT! i 
\ Ess = = Ss | be 2 =a Ss N | 

It is quite a common opinion, that bot-beds|) SS eae % ‘ i; 

are an appendage to the town orcity garden = aa i 
j alone, or to the gardens of those who have SS =e —— { 

more money to spend for vegetables. than the ped i 

farmer has vegetables to sell for money, and | ae = d cee ane a - os pris I 

| that they are rather.a curiosity than a neces-| 100° the hot-bed itsel oo — a aa \ 
oxy atliniten gardea. Wolkinc dies aie Os eee ee 
take. We believe if any body is entitled to| ee be ee tl 

|} eat the good things of the soil. and of the val-} Yee, o a e re ae ij 
leys and the hills, it is the farmer;. and, ae i MOET te doce ae cee 
know, that by a little attention, the farmer an nd banked up-on the outside; Allene pit,eed__ | have his table supplied the season through -with |. 1, ee ee i 
shnphsaneat-wanstabiex barthehics ae the| alittle more, with fresh manure from the horse || j 
bout bel: GtAdsous be ede eran aareet oa! stable that has been placed'in.afeapand:turn- [} { 

y ¥0%' ed aud mixed’ several times. ‘Framp it down fi}
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| i... ae ska Aan”. 7 ees ac Sana TST i | hard, and then cover it evenly to the depth of | total neglect of the due preservation of our ] 

| froms to 8 inches, with rich, fine mould; place |seed potatoes. If they are only good for food, ] 
your hot-bed frame over the whole, and ina Le eae ate Sk fer ese i 

jj few days all will become nicely warm and fit | how unnaturally we treat them. Nature, when | | to receive your seed. If the mould has become she alone takes care of them, keeps them with- i 
white, or gives off a rank smell by the time you _ the soil ee the ae vee; and i i ; ; cause, in the warm climates where they are | wish to patie your seed, put in a little fresh indigenous, they cannut easily be cut of from | 

} mould. {tie well to sow your seeds in rows; /a due temperature for their germination, she and label them with their proper names, that | checks germination by keeping them dry in 
there may be no mistake; and mark the place |the soil. We, on the other hand, dig them up, of your rows. as we must, on account of the frost ; but instead 

y' «9+, | Of keeping them dry, we heap them up wet in «.Be watchful and water properly, and give air masses, and sometimes cover them over with in warm days. Do not sow the seeds when it | soil to ie them wet. We thereby furnish 
| is very cold, but wait till the coldest weather | them, if they do not rot, with one requisite for | is surely past. germination; while the heaps themselves raise 

| et a and keep up the temperature to supply them | eee With another, so acme has not only 
i Potato Culture, begun, but proceeded considerably, when we | 
| a zn | take them up for planting. Then calculating 1 

] Mr. Evrror:—You will remember that in | Upon the extraordinary degree of vitality with | 
some communications respecting the potato rot, | which nature has endowed the tubers. we pull 
I dwelt pretty freely upon over-cultivation and [of the sproats, er hee eee and et consi i | or to reduce that vitality to as low an ebb as 
ia . oes ae eer ty possibl> before we plant them. That is to say, causes of the disease. I did not know at that | we do what we can to cause the germination to time of the existence of a book called “The | fail,” 

: Philosophy of Farming,” by Mr. Just, ofMan-| } think that we shall learn hye and bye to 
chester, England. 1 was glad to meet lately | save seed potatos dry, and in a dark, cool place, | withan extract from it, which agrees with what in small heaps, to diminish as much as possible 

Uadvanced, and which * worth publishing in|, tendency to germinate. That is, we shall 
your paper. I know it is getting to be tiresome keep back the resources of nature until they || 
—but if itis teue that vegetables may attain | oan be profitably employed. All haste in this | 
so rank a vegetation, that they cannot properly | matter is waste and loss of vital power. The 

| tipen or reproduce themselves, or if, by certain plant needs all its energies for reproduction, 
| Processes of culture, their vitality may be di- | and for the ripening of its fruit. Success must || 

minished, the more distinctly we understand it come, if it comes at all, from implicit obedience | 
the better : Ito the laws. “ Nature is not to be forced ordi 

} “The cuttings of potatoes, or the whole tu- | verted from her economy.” Whatever we gain 
bers, which we plant, have to undergo a similer | by such processes, in earliness or abundance of 

} change in sprouting as seeds undergo in ger- productions, is so much taken from the vitality | mination, and require similar conditions to fa- in Grani j 
] vor that change. Yet in our treatment of this | of the plaut.—J.M. Merrtcx, in Granite Farm. 

most valuable plant, We err more against na- ee z 
ture than in all others put together Patient Corn Fodder on a Square Rod. 

5 || of every climate, we forget that it can be sub- | —— = 
1] ject to any wrong, or require any concern for/ 1 intended last fall to communicate to the 

its welfare. Profiée beyond our wants, we have | Farmer what amount of corn fodder I took from 
glutted our domestic animals with it, and em-|a square rod, after being well dried, but cold 
ployed it largely in the arts and distillery, to | weather and snow came ‘on before it was per- 

|| contribute to our luxuries. Yet there isa limit [teetly dried through. Still, it was so near dried 
} toallthings. Something is wrong both in the | as not to mould in the bundle to injure it. My } 
] field and in the store: already it has partially | cows have eaten this winter without twenty 
] failed in its germination during the spring; | pounds waste. what come from an acre and one 

l] and become the prey of disease in its vegeta- | fourth, seeepune what was cut and fed out 
tion and maturation in theautumn Nature is | green before November. { have bright clover, 

| indicating her right to be obeyed; and since | and English hay, red top, &c., but nothing that 
| we have ed to learn from her by the ex- | is liked as well by cows giving milk as cow- 
ij amples eka. offered, she seems determined | corn. “ They eat it “all up clean,” and give | 
jj tomake us wise by dear bought experience, more and better milk than when fed on hay. i i 

3 || to make us feel that we may remember.” | My cow-corn when sowed is the best shie | 
“First law of nat against which we | flat 1 can get, and from as far south as Del | 

{ || +transgress with regned to the pe potato, is in our ware, the farther south the better. Rows, 34 

|
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i i feet apart, from 40 to 60 kernels toa foot, in| tom of it some two feet from the ground. ‘| 

the drill, sowed with a machine of my own con- Tt will be perceived that the conical form of 

i: ij struction. the hive, enables us to slip it down between ff 
i , P i 
" ! The fodder from one rod square, weighed | therunners, which hold it steadily in its proper \ 

f | 225 pounds, when taken to the barn—a more position, and as the bees fill it with honey, its { 
| poi ys 

‘| rfect drying of the stalks. would have reduc- | form operates.as a wedge, effectual, revent- 
Pe ig ly _P { 

1 i] edthe number of pounds some, how much I | ing the breaking off and falling of the honey- § 

i know not.—H. W.,in Granite Farmer. comb. ‘The bottomof the hive is suffered to ff 

i | ee hang down, from early in the spring till Jate in i 

iy the fall, permitting the wrens, sparrows, blue | 

E Ar birds, &c., to seach for the moth or miller, and 

| Y \ also affording the bees a fair opportunity of J 

} Yi WN 0 dislodging from the hive any insect that may 

if cy NX. enter it. 

4 \ Yo Nt li HX When the weather becomes cold, the bottom §f 

iy | Yi a YS, is raised by means of acord, and made station- § 

{ 4h i S ary at any height desired. : 

i i y, = at & The hives are placed in the house empty, ff 

i ' 4 ae) NN having first been cleaned and rubbed with a 

| fr Cys » ixture of salt and.sugar(a teaspoonful of each 
' | AUTO TH Ad iltebed ‘vithoeneaean cesenspoon sel cree? oe 

: | f | | j j ] ‘When aswarm of bees is to be hived, make 
; i Whi \2 little scaffolding of boards under the hive ; on 

1 i t ni this spread a clean cloth. Having cut off the 
| 3 | 

i i B | i 18 82 or limb, on Which the bees have settled, 

i | shake them off the bush on to the cloth, and ff 

i { iI vey will soon take possession of their new &£f 

i pome. 

‘f | | Atany time (a few weeks having elapsed af- , 

| ter the box is aie the box may be removed ff 3 

i H . * i 
! j IN | at night, and placed bottom upwardsin the cel- fj 

mT 7 rT lar, or some open out-hou: carl xt. ff 
1 mom ] Tm 0 pen out-house, and carly ne: 

i NTI) | morning exery bee will eave it and: return tof 
I i SS ar the hive. Then take out the honey and replace 

‘i | ee =| the box the next evening. Li 

| i ——— If it be thought best not to disturb the 

f f = oung swarm doring the summer, the bees, | 

| ! Bee House and Hive een _ = } 
it 3 | when the weather becomes cool. in the fall of 

1 . the year, will all retire to the central part of § 

f | The engriving reprosen's the end. of the \ the main hive, and the box of honey may be ff 
Hh i house, which is twelve feet long, affording am- |. noved without disturbing th sntdNedbants 

if H ple room for eight hives. The house isa slight renioved withous @isturinay theat/inithe: . 

H } frame, resting on the sills, six feet long; one at _The box containing the honey, herewith ex- 

; | eachend of the house, six inches square, laid | hibited, was removed in this manner about ten 

i i} upon stonesor bricks, six (or more) inches from days ago, and was filled by a swarm hived last 

| the ground. spring, leaving the bees a large supply for the 

i & aed ‘Sills —Into each of these are mor- | Winter.—E. Sraurer, to the Maryland State Soc. 

ti (B B) two posts, four inches square and eee 

i three oe four inches long, placed i feet a-|. To Breax vr a Fanm—Early in the spring, i 

] partand standing upright, On the end of + H 

i these is placed a plate (D), four inches square, as soon as you have laid fn a good supply of | 

| } and four feet four inches long. Upon this ig | the best ploughs, harrows, rakes, hoes, &e., em- 

i 4 passer pe roof {C), as mye suit the build- | ploy an overseer, and spend the balance of the 

i er. ine is simply rested in notches cut in ings—if ion ; 

i the endsof the plates, so th t four men can at aaa ot oa b bots a eae aie 

i any time lift it off or on if necessary.] ae 1 go t ~ ing neeem aro or i poe ENA ey 

Hi ‘Phe hive is fourteen inches square at the top, | trying tosee if there is-any possibility of get- 

i and ten inches square at the bottom, and three | ting the noniination for the next November 

feet two inches long. The box on the top is | canvas. By these means your farm ‘will be 
# } twelve inches square in theclear, <A glass win- 1 : ising! 

I | dow covered with a sliding board. There are pretty well broken up in a surprisingly short 

i holes, oe ane ahalf inches in diameter, in the | time. a 

top of the hive over which the box is placed. fi 

4 ee re erste matin ba eitad tae, eee be ere! Nae Ed eas 
i i} part thereof, by a hinge. Upon the plates and best thing you can do is to adopt some. mode o 

f near the middle are placed two piecesof scant- getting the loads off their stomachs. The plan 

i ling, three inches square and one foot apart, | of the old lady who, in similar circumstances, 

i boch set on cornerwise (so as to present the | nut her hens under a tarrel, and kept them ff 
i corners towards each other). The hive is sus- per ‘ oe 53 

i pended between thes2 runners, leaving the bot- there until they came to terms, is not admired. 

| _ eS 
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i WISCONSIN AND IOWA FARMER, ‘aH | 
_  —______-__ : Se re 

i in Minnesota. require to clear ten aeres in any of the Eastern : : y 

i Sx. Psrers Courmer.——The first number of ca : i 
i this paper, just commenced at St. Peters, Min- _ But the great a that the farmer | 

i] nesota, bas been handed us, 1tisa sixcolumn fi Daath asinai : SS autitan a me ! 

| sheet, and starts off well. The editor s1ys of i : 3 a eee rae os 

H| his location and neighboring towns:—* Loca- i eer etek St peter oe yoann 
i Breese make eastern farmers think an agricultural 
| ted as we are,on the confines of civilization, | | sy4n3, = 
: millenium bad burst upon him. This market {f 
H} and on the bordersof the most western settle-j, : . gra ee sXe: t 
i . ‘ is accounted for by the immense immigration jj 
i} ment in the United States, where the savage |, apie a S * a . 

| isseen in all his primeval glory, the chase still ; — S sags ri a ed ces gtr al || 

yielding him @ subsistance. Where our office ae ish a LE CG 

}} now stands, one year since was occupied as the a eee ere a 
i] ‘ products cf the farms in the territory, is en- 

}| camp ground of a large and warlike band of arelytnadequate to thed a. 

| the Dakotahs, is now the home of civilization a th eal ee H 

and.refinement. t is with no little degree of | |; oe fe ra ater save aaa ae Lae ' 

| pride and admiration that we behold the rapid oa ee as oa aes eeiva are am . } 

i] settling of this valley, and its present and pros- Snes ath tae Les mpg mi 
Dnpaih a beveretced’ who receive from theGovernment vastamounts 

Le Sseur.—The settlers in this town and of corn, flour, beans and potatos, all of which ' 
YY vieini are at present brought from below, at vastex- [J 

vicinity have erected many neat and comfort- he inabili | 

able buildings the past season, indicating a de- ense, from the inability of the county see | 

I gree of thrift and enterprise truly commenda- ae 7 apply thém, censequent apon the home t 
' i ble. emand, 

] “Tiaaierneesrixe/Swux.-4This: town sbas.im- “This market cannot besurcharged in many jj 1 

}] proved rapidly. A large and commodious years to come, because numerousas may become [J 

H warehouse has been built and several new the producers, the consumers will bear tothem =f i 

i storesand dwellings are in process of erection. 2 oe Fale Gna eee ate: ttre ne i 
H] A school has been established, under the tutor- enterprise leads them here early will have reap- : 

i} ship of Mr. M’Master and we understand is ee neal 

doing much toward giving a proper direction | _“ To bear out my theory I will quotethe pre- | 

}] to the infant minds of that town. Three of sent rates of two staples at Traverse des Sioux 

}j the religious denominations are represented, |*"4 its vicinity: Corn is selling for $1 25 tof] 

| viz: Presbyterian, Methodist. and Catholic. |! 50 Per bushel, and the purchaser. must look | 

| Maxxato—Onr enterprising friends of the i a eee Epis, tema be nee On 

] undine region are determined not to be depend- oe 1 i shan ee months) afer a i 

|} ent upon their friends below for bread, as they een, ee 3 eggs, butter, pork, beef, and i 

\ have commenced the cultivation of wheat and ates ing eee ee bringing i 

i! corn upon rather an extensive scale. They FUER rings WA Seedy mae ot Hl 

) have brought to mill the past fortnight some] Tyyx ror Paintinc.—A correspondent of | 

i two bundred bushels to be floured: A supply |the Cambridge Independent Press, writes: { 

i of seed wheat is daily passing our office, for} Asa practical man, I am astonished to see J 

j the purpose of spring sowing. the mania exhibited for outside painting at an |] 

| A correspondent in the same number talks nape ees ee of me year. ; oa presume fj 

at ; i a _ | there are two objects in the use of paint—de- jf 

i thee about “Farming in the Minnosota Val coration and preservation, both of which are { 

i ley” : : entirely defeated by oe in the months of jf 

|} | «Phe physical aspect of the country is such |May and June. I have proved by practice, jj y 2 Pp 
f] that farms can be taken ready made from the that woodwork painted-in October looks better ff 

sind ot ator torial preteens. Ityou [faanh aod tech The teat hes | 
i like e timber farm ood have it; if timber |inows sun completely extracts the oil (the only i 

{ ‘and prairie together, it is equally accessible ; | portion of paint which nourishes and preserves | 

|| if alt prairie, you have but to stake it out” and | the wood from decay.) before it hus had time to | 

i] ° In either ease, fine farm vf 160 acres can be penstyate Wale the easton Ag adictge nae i i 
. 2 “oa . | plied in the an it accomplishes oH 

| Completed and tendered productive in less time Portaciveiot cand preserves its body a much — | 

{| “and'with less labor and expense, than it would | longer period.” { | 

oc ae a RN sade Salieri. a
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i Co ¢ : | their bellies where they could reach with their 

Hh Stock Register. | feet. Aside from this scratching and uneasi- | 

it Sere i oe ie the flock never looked better—no more | 
| For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer. | 2°55 f 

i i ¢ ; ‘Wheat Growing 10% of appetite tha day will produce | 
4 f | ppetite than a warm day will produce =} 

43 ] F ee ae No. 4 | any time in winter. Uncle Tom was verysan- | 

ft | eens | guine that it was the scab. [ had had no expe- 

i Ma. Eprron':—Agreeably to the promise I | sience with the disesse—never having exam- : 

] made in my first article, I will now relate my pa a sheep affected with it—so I consulted 

i experience in “Book Farming,” as I appliedit | the authors—Youatt, Randall, Blacklock, and 

i || tosheep husbandry, in the winter of 1852!— |the Mountain Shepherd Manual—and the 

i | which will explain the “ Tale” in relation to | nearest that 1 could find any disease that fit- i 

4 the large number of sheep pelts sold that year: | ted the case was the Seab. So with Uncle 

4 | About the first of February of that winter, on | Tom’s experience and my researches, we so 

‘ i} returning home, after an absence of some ten | pronounced it. The next thing was to finda 

| days, on going to the sheep-fold, 1 met Uncle | cure—and that was easy enough amongst so 

} || ‘Tom, the shepherd, at the front gate, with such | many authors, as they all had three or four 

| ane soma on on i» really alarmed steers — sig ta 

i} me before sayinga word. On enquiry it was, | eeps,” 

i i) “Ob, dear, dear! Mr. Edgerton, your sheep |not admit of that; but would use the Mercu- 

' H have all broken out with the scab since you | tial or Trooper’s Ointment, as recommended 

| bave been gone, and | am so glad that you have by Youatt. The next day I procured of S., 

i | come home, for something must be done imme- | epee am pot AERA fifteen pounds 

t 4) diately!” This certainly was an unwelcome of Trooper’s ointment which he recommended 

i |} salutation; and, if 1 had found my house |* being genuine, (and I have never, to this 

| | burned to the ground, I could not have been day, doubted it. Lhave wished — than enor 

more surprised than at his announcement—for, that it had been no better than his strychnine, 

t |} up to that time, our flock had done remarkably which I found the dogs would live on) ; to this 

| | well,and were all in high condition, and could |we added forty-five pounds of lard, and thor- 

j |} not imagine how it was possible for them to oughly incorporated together. With this we F 

\ |} contractthis disease. But, on reflection, ] came | Salved the sheep “a Ja Youatt”—which is by 

j i} to the conclusion, that, as we had added to our making a shred or furrow from the head to 

i | flock, by some purchases made in Michigan the | the tail in such # manner that the skin is ex- 

f || fall previous, that we had, by that means, im- posed, and the ointment applied with the finger 

i ported the disease, and it was then just mak- | along the exposedsurface. About five of these 

i | ing its first appearance. On observing them, furrows were made lengthwise of the bodies. 

many could be seen scratching their briskets | We commenced on the ewes, as they seemed to 
4 ] and belly with their hind foot; Some were rub- | be the most affected ; and, by the time we had 

' I] bing against the cribs and fences, and a few | finished three hundred, the weather became so 

{ could be found that had been biting their wool | cold that we had to suspend operations. (A 

i i] —some of which was drawn partly out—on | lucky change, that.) In the course of ten 

| | their sides and hips, where they could reach | days, after the application, many of those 

i || themselves. Ona close examination of those,| salved were stiff in their 1imbs, and walked 

i | that had drawn the wool, 1 could discover a|like a horse recently foundered; they could 

i || white dandruff on the wool, near the skin, on} not bear the cold; lost their appetites, and 

i] the parts affected, and that the skin was raised | could not be coaxed to eat enough to keep life 

+ | or thickened, similar to a blotch of St. Antho-|in them. We thought this would last but o 

f ny’s fire on a persou. There was no evidence | few days, being but the slight effects of medi- 

t \ of inflamation or of pustules; if any thing, the | cine necessary to accomplish the desired result, 

i; | skin on the parts! affected was whiter than | but concluded not to salve any more until we 

i i] the surrounding parts. On examining those | saw the full effects, which we soon realized in 

if j} that were scratching their briskets, they | all its horrors; for, in the course of three weeks 

1 |) were found to have quite a thick scurf or dry | the most of those salved were salivated. It 

it i} scab on their brisket, and on many it extended | was a heart-rending, sickening sight to go into 

i \ back on to their belly—the most of those affect- | the fold during the day, and see the poor crea- 

Ht | ed in this way had scratched the wool off! tures’ sufferings. Many with such sore mouths 

ib | ot 
it - ——— = a 
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daalips, ar seueue your redders can well'im-; New York, describing the same complaint, en- 

‘}] agine from personal experience. Some, while quiring the cause and the remedy. The editor 

J] -standing,-would-seem to be drowsy and drep | pronounced it the Scab. T have seen several 
ll down dead, ‘without moving amuscle. -Others | solutions of the cause, but none of them satis- | 

|| would lie down and go to sleep; never to wake | factory to me—neither can I assign a cuase sat- 
| — nem could pos Sisear se oe they uli | eee Ae ae: oe me ee as 

i until .going up to them. e greater | much as friend Peffer’s ninth question in his ar- 
| number of those that died were taken with a | ticle on “ Wheat Culture” does, in the Janua- | 
| violent panting—evidently-burning up with in-| ry number of the Farmer. If he can solve 
| ternal fever, and ‘would die in the course of | that question satisfactorily to himself, I hope || 

: 24 hours. On a post mortem examination, | he will give your readers the solution before | 
‘ | the small intestines were found highly inflam- | sowing time next spring. 

t | ed, ond in most cases mortification had set in;| Summit, Feb., 1855. E. W. Eperrton. | 9 \ 7 7 
in some, the liver was but a mass of corrup- | eee eee 

| tion; and, in all, there was evidence of over- | Change of Food. 

dj action of the gall. i | j There appears to be in all animals,a Propen- 
To make this unpleasant tale short as possi- | sity frequently to change their food the peri- 

] ble, I will say, that we lost from the effects of | odical indulgence of which, within reasonable 
| mercury alone, at least eighty of our best ewes | limits, is highly conducive not only to the grat- | / 

‘out of three hundred salved ; and of those that | ification of the appetite, but to the promotion | 
] survived, it produeed abortion and premature of health. In our own species, this propensity 

Taber on twenty-five or thirty. | is strikingly displayed, and the necessity for its 

. The damages in-dollars and cents, I have | gratification is incontestibly demonstrated by 

never estimated at less than three hundred | the fact, that individuals confined for any con- || 
5 dollars {and-it was, at least, one thonsand dol-| siderable length of time to the same diet, are | 

lars damage to my feelings). Now, this was | much more liable to disease and loss of health, 

| ek tiniog with a ceaeetes Seats of you | than those whoindulge in a variety This is 

} may think, after this experience, that I would ae 7 Ewessert ao oo a 
| discard books:entirely from my counsels. It is | en ee eee 

HH -not so,‘however. Even Youatt is yet my favor- | Seamen are necessarily restricted for months to 

5 f ite on diseases of the sheep; for, on further ex- the same yations. Dogs, cats, and other domes- 

J] amination, after Lhad committed the unpar- | ticated animals, confined for, an undue period | 

|] donable mistake, : ane thes he says: “Mer- E aie a mee oe : ated 

| -cury, if used at all, must be used on pregnant | 0 i y been | 

iN] woes with great RESEE Here wasthe secret ; | known to sickenand die. The only exception | 

‘| for 1 found, on examination, that of all of those | to this rule, is found in those anomalous cases 
|| that died, they were al? pregnant, with but one where the food is of the simplest and most hum- =| 

exception. | ble kinds; as, for instance, the potatoes of the 

‘Of those that were thoroughly salivated, — = oe less simple aliment of the peo- 

mone lived, except those that got rid of their | P/¢ of the tropics. 
lambs, and those that proved not to be in lamb| A consideration of this fact is of the great- 

|| Were scarcely affected at all. You undoubted-| est importance to farmers, who though fre- 

i ly want to know if we cured the scab. I can | quently guided in the treatmen; of their do- 

| safely answer that we did not ; for we never had | mestic animals by the most benevolent sympa- 

| it. Those that were salved did not get over | thies, are yet liable to err, and commit involun- 

|| the itching until they got out to grass; and | tary ake 2 nature, bgt Te amis | 

|| those without salve got well equatly as soon, | conception of the necessities Imposed by an ir- 

and have never UL dalbied Hace except a| reversible natural law. In feedingecattle of all 

| few individuals I have observed each winter, | kinds, it will be found thata variety of food is | 

| not only in our own flock, but in those of our | always better than an unvaried course. The 

neighbors; and I presume there are but few | same article falls, by repetition, upon the pal- 

] flocks in the State but what 1 could find the | ate, and a dislike is engendered for food, which } 

] same complaint. I will not call it a disease— | though nutritive and sapid enough in itself, 

Thave seenin the Wool Grower of the past | when craved by the appetite, long and compul- 

| year, a communication from some farmer in’ sory habituation deprived of a// its natural at- 

i ais on en -
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i | tractions, and invests with attributes that cause | sionally be an excellent milker, and more than i 

iq it to be contemplated, even in hunger, with this Jane wanes when it is not meant to breed 

i thi a di ae s trom her. e same cannot be said when 

: | loathing and disgust. WN. E. Farmer breeding is intended, because there would be jj 

if To Choose a Good Milch Cow. little meine her een tie accidental, |}. 

eels or excrptional qualities possess by her; ji 

i: Baeev—Wefind good milkers in all breeds, | whereas, the qualities forming the fixed and | 

: | bat they a zare in Seite ani very care in me See of a Sea almost | 

others. It could not be otherwise. ilking | to a certainty, ransmitt 0 descendants. j 

t | properties, depending on the conditions which | These remarks with regard to breed and pa- ] 4 

if] | determine the formation of the breeds, are due} rentage, apply to the selection of the bull | 

i | partly to the climate, the soil, the air, and the | which, as experience demonstrates, acts, like a : 

i ] plants of the countries where the breeds have | cow, in transmitting the milking qualities which [] 

ii originated ; and must, therefore, vary in eur} constitute what is vulgarly called beauty in fi 

if | different breeds of horned cattle with the hy-|quadrupeds. Most frequently good milkers |} 

i ]  gienic conditions peculiar to each locality. have sharp points, and appear more or less 

i | Milkers, and more especially animals intend- | loose and flabby. In regard to bonystructure,  }} 

4 | ed for breeding, must always be selected among | they may be as well formed as cows remarka- | 

4 | breeds celebrated for abundance of milk. Not | ble for their readiness to fatten, or ability to, i 

i | that we can hope to import into our depart- | work; but, being seldom in plump condition, } | 

{ ] — ie m dry 7 mie slimes ie the | they seem lean and raw-boned. ; | 

4 |; qualities of the excellent milking »reeds pos- —It i ii 

it. }] sessed by countries in which the soil is fertile, See eee ea nicharpesyaicer beet ath | 

| the air moist, and the sky cloudy ; but, as the| the milky glands, and, jerk lines a oe 

lj influence of climate, though very marked, take | milker, should be united with those which im- || 

| | aes aus in ve run, vi geen = ply a good constitution. Thesearelarge lungs, | 
i mals im| are maintained—thou; j 

| } sutject™doutelges to gradual deterioraGon™ | reapiraton, an nbdomen, of moderate dimen- | 
wba d i‘ period which bi giked with the precau- | sions, a good appetite, and a great indlination 

} tions taken to preserve them; and for several ink— inclinati i 

{| _ generations the descendants of the individuals eae ee seine ae tae | 
he ai toa beesdat - abundant secretion of milk. Such cows eat |} 

|} .9f a good imported breed give more milk than | much, digest easily, and breathe well; they 

f sedinjdaals boogie toa breed formed on the | make good blood. ‘This fluid gives activity to 
spot, when hygienic circumstances are not fa-| the nervous system makes all the orgahs live- 
vorable to milking properties. i ii ] 

i Tr nor to be ierpeten, oreover, that un- | a spploge sesrelicms Gows possessing these 
/ der the influence of particular circumstances, | properties last long, gi onilk ae 

/ tse . z : a J genes 
1 which it is sometimes impossible to call into ter Sakae sae ay © endseen 

; existence, unimals manifest properties which we | G af | 

i | cannot produce readily. This explains why i | ewerat Arrranance. In all breeds, the |} 
i is often more advantageous to import qualitics preference should be given to cows which inf] 

j possessed by foreign stock, than to try to RY form are the farthest removed from that of oll 

t velope them in native stock. bulls; to cows with small bones, fine and slen- u i 

] Here we deem it sufficient to observe, that der limbs, and a) tail which is fine at its base; | 
ii | good milking breeds are distinguished by a co’t ee but longish head, narrowing towards ] 

and supple skin, and by tissues rather relaxed the horns; the horns themselves of a bright 

i than rigid, are not hardy or fit to bear fatigue color, tapering finely, and glistening ;o supple ff 

(sweating easily, and falling off rapidly when and soft unctuous skin, covered even to the i} 

‘ | put to work); are difficult to keep, seldom fut, forehead, with erect, glossy, soft hair, and pro- jj 

\ 1} and have often little flesh on their buttocks. ae eer oS eed. ae 4 ee | 
i ou sans ae =, silky down; a small neck, and shoul-  [f 

' Dee As milking qualities are in vi ders (enceolure) apparently long, because slen- 
| gr easure, depending on structureand tem-| ger, especially near the head; small lid: 

t | gaan which are more or less hereditary, | wel] ay Zak not ea eted “ett 2 | j 

escent exercises a great influence. : ini * ~ ie 

| In each breed, therefore, we should choose nent eyes, end gentle feminine look, } 

1 individuals belonging to the best stocks, and Temperament.—With these marks of afem- |} 

4 the offspring of parents remarkable for their inine deseription, cows should anitc's snhguine | fj 

. milking qualities ; for it is certain that good | 'ymphatic temperament, and especinlly a mild} 
' |} milk cows produce others which resemble them dispusition. Good milkers allow themselves to} 

i | It should be our object, then, as far as possi- be easily milked; often, while ruminating. they | 

t ble, to obtain cows engendered by youngish look with a pleased eye, easily recognised, at ff 

} bulls, whatever be the race to which they be- the person who milks them; they liketo beea- | 
1] Jorg ressed, and caress in return:— London Veterina- © I 

i But it is, especialty when selecting stock for es i 

i the purpose of-breeding milk cows, ieee partic- Pere Ht 

|| lar care should be taken to select individuals tS Oneunraly animal will teach all oth- i 

{ |] -belonging to good families, A cow not. of a] ers in its company bad tricks; therefore all |] 

{ | good milking family, or even breed, may occa-! such should be disposed of. : 4 | 

i 
} 

i SS SSS See 4 
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i ae 
i Hereditary Diseases.of Horses’ Feet, { curious, the dam had a rat-tail, and the colt had | ' 

—_— | a fac-simile of it. 

Most persons acquainted with the feet of} In the. examples given, we have positive evi- 
horses will recognize their strong tendency to | dence of diseased action arising from peculiari- . 
disease, arising from faulty formation. Some- | ty of structure, and transmissible by descent.— . 

jj times the hoofs are disproportionate to the | The breeder may learn a useful lesson from 
| frame—they may be ton small, without suffici- | them—that in selecting horses to breed from, | 

ent base to support the superincumbent weight | itis not enough to direct his attention to pedi- 
{| —rendering the foot insecure ; or too large and | gree chiefly, but should also be guided in his 

unwieldy, rendering the action slow and awk- | Judgment by external conformation. The ani- 
ward. At other times the crust of the hoof is, mal machine may be put in motion by the no- 
naturally weak, arising from a faulty secretion | blest blood ; but ‘unless every bone has its just 

| of horn. Such hoofs are generally uneven, | proportion, every muscle its proper pulley, and 
indented and wrinkled, and have invariably | every lever its due length and arrangement, 

}] flattened soles, with a disposition to become | the motioncan never be accurate, vigorous, and {P 
}} puniced. Again, we occasionally find the crust | durable—London Farmers’ Magazine, | 

morbidly dry and brittle, arising from the ab- ia ao cere re | 
sence of that peculiar tough and elastic horny Bots. ] 

{j material which consolidates and binds, in per- — i 
fostlp formed meats) oe longitudinal fibres of} Jp looking over an old number of the i} 

} @ crust together. Feet of this character are | - ‘ * . 
H] particularly disposed to sand cracks. All these | Medical Register, we noticed an atticle | 
H| defects we have been describing in horses’ fect, | from the pen of a Mr. Greene, of this State, 
i] are found to exist not only in different, but in| on the nature and habits of this insect— _ | 
jj the same breed, and are most certainly propa- Many of the remedies indicated, although | 

gated in breeding. L ae | they have become quite extensively popu— The Navicular Disease is another striking Jarsnadithiratidli d wuans | 
example of hereditary disease to which horses | spat u — the use and recommen ations 
are liable, arising from peculiarity of structure. | Of empyrical pretenders to veterinary skill, 
Those most disposed to it have slender bodies, | and have been generally regarded as both f | 
an ee mirong upright aes cies heels, | safe and efficacious, appear from the state- 

q mceavity of soles ameness 13 31 7 I 

soon produced in horses of this description,when ment of Mr. Greene to be not’ invariably | 
the hereditary tendency exists, from exciting | S In some Instances the bot, even when | 
agents of various kinds, such as exposure to | exposed to their most concentrated and in- 

|| heated, fermented litter, imperfect shoeing, fust | tensified action, remains either wholly un- |} 
{ roadwork ; whilst animals free of this heredi- | affected by them, or, at most, only slightly 1 
}| tary proclivity are capable of withstanding all |. . J | 
|| these influences. en cae ed | 

. s q | ote soptraction usually seen in stigensed c ee of talacesl 11 Boure: | of this kind, is perhaps more commonly the oa strong elixir of vitriol, 2 hours 18 m. ff 
consequence than the cause of lameness; but “ essential oil of mint, 2 hours 5 min. ] |} S0metimes it may act as a predispoxing agent— “ volatile spirit, 56 minutes. ] 
the former in cases when inflammation precedes « spirits turpentine, 45 minutes. 1 
the contraction, the latter when a manifest al- . . | 
teration in the form of the foot precedes the| The following articles produced no ef- . |] 
ee Hence, breeders should at all times | fect : | | 
look with very considerable suspicion on a stal- | : 3 ] / 
lion exhibiting narrow,, contracted, upright Pecoskon of pink r09t- 1 --e32 HH hours, } 
hoofs ; for although we may occasionally ob- | Tineded oie sic 25! - a aangne ae | 
serve old horses, having contracted feet and oth-} tincture of aloes,.............10 © \} 
erwise out of shape, performing their work) ping a ee ae | 

}| Without lameness, yot such horses should be in-/ Solution of indigo,.-..--.--....10 | 
/ ae avoided in breeding. oe Elixor camphor, --......----.-10 « ] 

rt, Thomas Turner, V.S. Croydon, relat = 
|} an interesting case respecting the hereditary The assertion so confidently advanced by 

nature of the navicular disease, at a meeting | many, that mercury is certain destruction HS 
of the Veterinary Medical Association, well! to the bot, Mr. Greene, by his experiments, | 

|) worth mentioning here—that of a colt bred by | has demonstrated to be wholly untrue. Of 
himself, which became lame from this disease three of these insects, two of which were 
at four years old. Both the sire and dam of f 5 shies Smmsiireod 

} the colt had narrow, contracted feet; and the small, and one of mature size, | 
| mare becoming unfitted for work, was destroy-|in corrosive sublimate, the first two only |} 

ed. On dissecting the foot vie ae were destroyed. Six hours afterimmersion |} 
‘test amount of disease. he discovered a hole : ; - = 

Fi the navicular bone; and, strange as it may | the mature, or full me inaecty WEG ES 
| ai ’ isted i .|moved from the fiuid without. exhibiting ‘ppear, the colt’s lameness existed in the cor | - nae £ 

}] responding foot ; and, what appears still more! even the slightest-apparent diminution o 1 
=% 1 

: Se 

- i ee sia : 

4 ie I a a
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i BinscetS, Se or ee | 
| 

et seshdiadnns a Stee 

; its normal activity or sprightliness, and, to} Shoeing the Horse. 

‘ all appearance, unharmed. | ae 

t Fram the data furnished by Mr. Greene; _M. Eprror:—It is probable that some 

( it appears extremely questionable, wheth. of your subscribers and friends of that 

‘ | erthe application of any remedy, not suf- noblest of all domestic animals, the horse, 

‘ ficiently powerful to destroy the life of the | would like to know how he could be pre- 

ij horse, is capable of effecting the dislodg- | vented from so much injury, as occurs in 

i ment of these insects, when they have once the manner in which he is suffered to be 

H concentrated their attack. According to shod. Itisa notorious fact, that two-thirds 

: Clark and Youatt, whose investigations on | of our horses suffer contraction, laminitis, 

‘ this subject are of great value, the larvar) or injury of the feet, in some oe of 

i | attach themselves to the stomach by the| their lives, from the manner in which they 

{ tentacular of the head, and often puncture! are shod;. and, indeed, it often happens 

' or perforate its coats. Horses, however, | soon after they have been taken into the J 

$ | have died, as was supposed. from bots, in| hands of their owners and the farrier. | 

} which the coats of iss organ have, upon| You would naturally ask, what is to pre- | 

; examination, been found perfectly whole, | vent this, and what is the cause? Has na- | 

¢ and in an apparent healthy state. When ture not provided the horse with a sensi- |] 

f attacked by bots, perhaps the most effectu-| ble sole, and an insensible sole, and a sen- | 

i al remedy that can be applied, is a uart | sible frog, and an insensible frog, and a 

y of warm sweetened milk, with, medians: | crust to protect the whole foot? Then we. | 

| ly after, a powerful dose of physic. The} find that the crust is supported from the |} 

milk will cause them to relax their hold lamina or fleshy foot; and as that is the 
: upon the stomach to partake of the liquid, | case the wall must naturally be porous to |] 

i of which they are instinctively fond, and | receive that support; and if we take the |] 

| the effect of the physic will tend speedily | actual cautery, which is a red-hot shoe, | 

and effectually to dislodge them. This, and put it on that wall and sole, we shall }} 

t remedy has proved effectual. | then close the mouths of those vessels, and |] 

i The eggs from which bots are hatched | stop the secretion of fluid which nature has} 

} are ed to the fore leg, and taken from! intended to support the insensible part of jj 

| thence into the mouth of the animal and| the hoof. | 

} || swallowed. Now, as prevention is better| Do we not find this to be every day’s |} 

; | than cure, difficulties occasioned by bots) practice? Do we not find that the horse | 

} may, in most cases, be eee by scrap-| has, every time he is shod, a hot shoe fit- 

i i. a ir to which they | ted to his foot, or rather, his foot fitted to | 

f |’ are attached, with a pocket knife. It is) a hot shoe, which, I maintain, is the first |] 

! i] easily and quickly done, and in no way dan-| source of debilitating the horse’s feet by || 

' || gerous; and where this practice is carefully | stopping the pores of secretion? | 

i, ry i will be few cases of suffer-| Should we tell the smith that we ob- |} 
ls iy ; | 

' | ihe add cn hie nee | ject to ewe 2 hot shoe tried on the foot, 

ae Modern he will probably say that he only wants to | 

} ] tr,” recommends the following composn sce hare the shoe bears, and that it will }| | 

1 | for the expulsion of bots: |do no harm. He knows better—probably 

| i Powdered male fern, . .. . - -.-2 ounces. he knows nothing of the anatomy or physi- |] 

k | ee el ology of the foot inthe least. He has not 

- | ad aoe . a yery good mechanical eye, or has a blunt } 

i 
ties tia iateaia taialatlanioas 

. . 

4 ' Galleernliccss-sd-ne emt Bit knife, and butteris, and a poor rasp, so that | 

z Powdered aloes,..-.-.------1 ounce. heaanent anne irate Oieey eee 

| ix, divide into eighteen foot, neither can make a level surface 

f / Ragenya es - .. Pn ne sane to the shoe, so that it is impossible for him | 

i I Fhe animal should have a Laily allowance| % fit the shoe without burning it into the |} 

{ of green food if the season permits. —V. foot. He is in a hurry, others are waiting, 

_ Wg Farmer. and this is a quick way for him to accom- |) 

Ee eee plish his object. | 

| 2a One hole in the fence will cost ten} Then at the same time there is a grea | 

i times as much as to mend it at once, er error committed—that is, cutting awa 

it = ——— —$ $< $— $$ ———————————————— 
== 
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the frog which we are all well aware is the} ° Ruminating Animals. { 
priaciple and most important part of the OoEee | 
foot. This oe we find when the horse is} | Some years ago, I saw in print this asser- | 
in a state of nature, without the interfer-|tion: “All ruminating animals bring up |} 

i] ence of man, at all times wide and elastic, | and remasticate their food, and when itis |} 
coming in contact with the ground that he | swallowed, it goes directly into the third | 
steps on. This the smith cuts away, or/ stomach.” To this assertion there are sev- 
puts in shape, as he calls it, as if nature|eralobjections. Therecan benosuchthing jf 

F had not made it the right form. This he | 28 bringing up and remasticating their food || 
| || is sure w whittle away every time the poor | by these animals. Examine the paunch, or, |} 3 

{ beast comes into his hands, because it is | in modern expression, the first stomach, and 
soft and easily pared. Nature knowing] you will find there a mixed mass, such as no 
the importance of its office sends forth a| animal would have in its mouth if it could 
supply in abundance, which is again whit-| be avoided,and it cannot be separated. Be | 
teh until nature gets exhausted, finding that | sides, if the assertion were true, the animal fj 
in spite of all her efforts to restore the part| must keep his jaws in motion all the time. 
it is destroyed by the farrier. ' This is never seen to be done. Feed a pair 

Then we begin to look for contraction of of oxen in the pension until they are full; 
the feet—Founder—which it really is; the | putthem to work and keep them steadily 
word founder being used to indicate a ru-| ~aae and it will be found thatthey have | 
ined state of the horse. | chewed the cud but a very small part of the }} 

The horse has his shoes drawn off with | time. Then what has become of their 
all the man’s strength, and sometimes be- | breakfast? It remains in the animal, un- || 
fore the clinches are removed, so that a/ dergoing the operation of digestion. 

| portioz of the crust is frequently torn off| Again, it is said, food, when remasticated |} 
with the shoe. Then the hot shoe is next | and swallowed “goes directly into the third 
fitted and nailed on with all speed so that| stomach.” This isimpossible, because there 
the owner may be able to meet the train,| is but one passage from the throat to the 
or be in season for some other occasion.— | stomach, and to go directly into the third 
Next day the horse is lame. What is the | stomach it would need another passage. I 
trouble, or why should he be lame? He} presume no such passage has ever been dis- 
is then supposed to be pricked. The} covered; and no man, who has ever exam- 
shoe is removed and the foot examined, but | ined the inside of an animal, could have © 
nothing is to be found. The shoe is re-' come to such a conclusion. The assertion 
placed, but he is still lame. There is an| betrays the ignorance of the author—Cor. 
unnatural heat about the foot, but the a NV. E. Farmer. 
er does not know the cause. The horse! ~_—_—_—_—_ 
continues to be lame, and probably in about | #2 Every husbandman should careful 
a fortnight, sometimes more, the cause is} ly read and digest matters connected with 

ji known by a suppuration and a discharge of| his business; his success being as depend- | 
| matter. This is supposed to be the gravel, | ent upon a full knowledge of its principles ff 

that had worked its way up through the} and details, as is that of the lawyer, or mo | 
hoof. But is it gravel, or is it the injury | sician, with a knowledge of the seience of |] 
that was done by the manner in which he| law, or physic. 
was shod, which caused inflammation in —— ete 

the sensible | foot, and produced suppura-| Psur Ror.—In answer to an inquiry, which 

tion? Finding no outlet through the strong] appeared in a late number of the Weel Grewer 
wall and sole, the matter chooses the cari-| end Stock Register, we copy the following from 
nary ring for its outlet. 5 Randall’s Sheep Husbandry: 
__ J contend that it is the injury that isdo-| «This is a disease of the skin, as the name |] 

‘ ing to the horse’s feet by shoeing, and oth-| implies. It causes a premature falling off of 
nc peed eae mate often call- the Beacon the tering of en seme. ape 

gravel, which is no other than nature’s d by exposure during the winter, w 

Sagas gg roe alert i by su jon and|. . 
granulation. De Wut Mi. Onwtoxo. nee Some: um bs me ee: = 
— Granite Farmer. attack from this diseash.’
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{ ; Horticyliyre Wisconsin Fruit Growers’ Association. jf 
« poe 

if a, oS eee ee This Society met in Janesville on the 27th of : 

H 3. 0. BRAYTON,...........-EDITOR. | December, and held a session of two days— | 
 rcriewrunreninranennncnnnonmmcnews~ | Owing to a misunderstanding in regard tothe | 

! | Twenty-four Best Varieties of Apples |time of holding the meeting, the attendance | 

i } for Orchard Culture. was not large, though a respectable number |} 

iq ; For the benefit of those who possess little | Were present," and of the right sort. The dis- | 

; i] knowledge of the best varieties of apples for tance that many came to attend the meeting, ff 

j N the orchard, who intend to plant trees in the |€vinced a widespread and lively interest inthe | 

; i} spring, we give in this number the names of affairs of this Association. — } 

N Ghee Qf ariclies Which Will Ggure in the dilffcr- |2“Thetime-of the Convention’ was mostly oceu- | ' 

i] cnt numbers of the Fanwer during the current pied in discussing the quality and adaptation of 

1 year, with some of the synonyms by which the | tbe various fruits to the climate and soil of this 

} varieties are known, The syroayms are in part of the country. Many practical fruitgrow- 

t Italic. ers, (some of whom were among tho earliest ff 

- EARLY APPLES. settlers of this State, who have paid special at- fj 

F Harvest—Early Harvest, Prince’s Harcest, Yel- tention to the cultivation of Apples, Pears, Cher- fj 

low Harvest, White Juncating. ries, Plums, &c., for the last fourteen .years,) | 

\ Early Red, Fall Stripe (local name.) were present and took ‘part in the discussion, [} 

sf Sweet June—High Top Sweet. which developed much very valuable informa- |] 

tion. ii 

1 este 8S. a ies ih Fall Pippin, E, W. Enarnrox, Esq. Presidentof the State} 
Famcime Suen Agel arnt Rownite. Agricultural Society, was present, by whom a i 

Lowell—Ri Tall Ber er proposition was made to the Association,tohold J 

. Ui bisr aie o. at bai its next Fair in connection with the nextFair of ff 

- erie Pale daea ie. the State Society. H 

WIKTAR APPLES,AND LONG, KEEPERS. On motion, a Committee of three—consisting 

‘i } Domine (incorrectly) Rambo. _ lof Messrs. Castremas, Metre and Girrorp— 

i t Poughkeepsie Russet—English Russet, Win-| ya; anpointed, to mect a like Committee from 

| ter Russet. the Board of the State Society, to consider the 
; a sin Russet—Golden Russet. proposition, and take such action thereon as 

erieee OUFs 3 might seem advisable. 

| Vandervere—Newtown Spitzenburgh, The discussion and other proceedings of the 4 
Perry Russet—Golden Russet, Boston Russet, | meeting will soon be published. j 

Roxbury Russet. The following list of officers for 1855, was |} 
f Rawle’s Jennet—Jennelling, Kentucky Jen- | chosen, and the meeting adjourned : r 

netting, Neverfail. President. i 

E i Talman’s Sweet—Tollman’s Sweet, Brown’s H. J. Sranty, Walworth, 

: Golden Sweet. : : 
F Vi ints, 

i Westfield Seek-no-further—Seck-no-further, oH BB tt oer oe } y 

} — eos a ods D. Worturxatox, of Waukesha ; | 

| White Winter Pearmain, : is are agg b | 

f. In the above list are but few tender varictics. ue Maa ee ee i 

. The Harvest, Sweet June, Fall Pippin, Rambo, C. “ap i 

‘ Bellefiower, Domine, Vandervere, Westfield c ig iad a 

| Seck-no-further, and White Winter Pearmain, nanues Greponn,.of Milwankes: H 
i are more or less tender at first, but safe after- Executice Committee, | 

ik J. C. Brarrox, of Jefferson ; 

— A. L. Castuxwax, M.D. and " 
The Rambo should always be grafied a foot a ee H 

or more above the ground. The Vandervere A. G. Hanwonp, of Waukesha, Hy 

sometimes winter-kills in heavy soils, but is] Gzxxrovs Price ron Fruir—Two splendid j 
' safe in dry soils, and best in deep saudy loams. | Oregon Pippins, weighing 21g and 244 ib, andj 

f es 3 2 4 

{ Drtrecttve Marxs.— The tree is known by one splendid Pear, weighing 134 th., were sold ; 

BL its fruits” The only ase to this is the | by Mr. Weaver, at No.1 Washington street, at | 

i if] dogwood, which is known’ by its bark. $10 each.—California Farmer. ; 

i 7 er nn 7 9 os am ane | 
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F Last month ‘we gave Pruning the Grape Vine. 7 
H directions for training <= P } 

the Isabella grape vine, a os Ye sy ig V4 i 

by a renewal system, So. oh eee ee ere 
which admits of laying Vv i } ly 

. H| down and covering in \ ( ~ 4 oa f 
i] the fall. We herewith \/ S \ AY “iA Fl 

5 eveameindol bein ite oa Sa ee i ee. Ce 
i) ing four bearing vines, [A i aa = ; 

i} instead of two, from one N77 jj \ “ss i 

} jee ic yy VN | i} gardens or the sides of » \ Ma i 
| buildings, where only a oe ey Soy —— Fj —* H 

}} single vine can be plant- YY 7 ~ i i 
] ed. If atrellis is used, y } ~/ i it should beat lest 12 | iJ \4 i 
| 6feet wide and 10-0r42-ah<2 re a = i 

| shih "to prea (t] po ke wey Jeo Je [pe | 
}} a vine for this training, SS — H 
| the first year leave. on. SC eee. 8 
] ly asingle vine, ctr = | 
j} away all suckers, and  GRapz VINE AND TRELLIS, SHOWING THE RRNKWAL SYSTEM OF PRENINO. i 
{ bank up around the base in the fall. The next] their turn to vines trained from the base of B, fj 

| March cut back to within 2 buds of the ground;|B, B, B. And thus, successively, upon vinea jf 
}} from each‘of these budsa vine will be produced, | of the previous season’s growth, for an unlimit- i 

|| which should be trained in opposite directions, |ed period. { 
] along the surface of the ground, (see A A,inthe| A more conyenient method of training, for i 

cut); these should be well cultivated and al!ow- | those who design making a vineyard, isto plant 
| ed to‘range unrestrained. Late the next autumn, | in rows, 8 feet apart, with vines 6 feet apart in 

all branches should be cut back to one bud, and | the rows, and train to stakes 6 feet high. A H 

|} cach of the main vines shortened to 7 fect, and|sandy loam is considered indispensible for 

covered with straw or mats, without remoying| tke vine, and should be worked very deep, and }{ 

jj] them from their place. The next spring, about| thoroughly drained of water, to the depth of ti 
| the middle of April, remove the covering and | two feet or more. ? 

allow two buds to push from each yine (see B,B, eS ti j 

| &B,B,) and pinch off and keep down throvgl:| Stocks and Grafting with the Viewof {f _ 
| the summer all others ; train these upon the Promoting Productiveness, &c: H 

j trellis, and pinch them when they have risen Sa H 
| about a foot above the top, which will strength-| The subject of propagating fruit trees is ene i 

} || en the lateralsor side branches. Before winter | of far greater importance than is generally ap-  f 

|] sets in, cut back all the laterals to within two prehended by those who plant and cultivate ff i 

| buds of their base, as in the cut, and lay these | trees. Fy 
| pruned vines upon the ground, and protect] The general opinion has been in favor of those i 
i them from the winter, as before. In April,| nursery trees which appeared inthe Nursery | 
jj train again in their places upon the wall or trel- | the most thrifty, and which were grownto a | 
H lis ; cultivate well, and expect your first erop| given size in the shortest space of time, ifap- 

lj of grapes. This summer four more buds must| parently healthy ; and, as root-grafted trees H 
| be allowed to push and grow from the main| present no scar aboye ground at the place of § i 
[| vine at c, ¢, ¢, c, which should be trained up to] grafting, the preference has been unqualifiedly fj 
| tall stakes placed about four feet from the wall | given to irees worked in that way, withouthay- fj | 
| or trellis, or may be trained along the ground,| ing bestowed a thought upon the philosophy i 

‘| These are to be pruned in the fall, as. directed | of productiveness and longevity—if, indeed, it] 

i for B, B, B, B, which, having maiured the first| has been admitted that these qualities, or their ff 

_ { . crop, are to be cut entirely away to give place| absence, had any known existence or connec- \ 
|] upon the trellis to ¢, c. ¢, ¢, which will produce} tion with reason, but were mere matters of ff] 

‘f] acrop the next season, and are to give place in|chance. The following, however, are mattersof jj 

pe 

el lene ison ecenfellliiaine ‘ ash
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7 } common observation and generally admutted : | be worthless in another ; and, that a stock-graft- |] 
: That, if two trees of the same variety, and oth- | ed tree, of a given variety, may be just the thing |} 

| | erwise equal, are taken from the Nursery, the |for one man possessing rich land, which, by ]} 
Fe one planted in rich soil and stimulated, the oth- | the double check given to growth, would not {J 

1 er in poor soil, with moderate culture ; the lat- | be as valuable for his neighbor occupying poor- |} 

1} ter will come into a regular bearing state soon- | er land. | 

1 er than the former. Also, that productiveness, | And, Jastly, that some hardy varieties, natur- | . 

h with a diminished growth, is the result of graft- | ally over-productive and hardy, should always | 
| ing upon dissimilar stocks, as the pear upon the | be root-grafted ; while others, shy bearers and | 

+ | quince, &c. And, also, that varieties of the ap- | tender, should never be so worked. ' t 
: | ple, known to be productive in the old and We did not design at this time to give more 

| worn soils of the East, are rapid growers, but, | than a general outline of the subject, and recur 
: | unfortunately, shy bearers when planted in the | to it again during the year. In the meantime, ] 

rich, stimulating soils of the Western Prairies, | we invite correspondence from Western Nurse-_ |] 

i. i May we not plainly infer from these facts, |rymen and Fruit Growers upon the subject, |] 

} that the conditions most favorable to the pro- | With notes of their observation for the benefit }} 
. duction of wood, are different from those of | Of the readers of the Fanwer. | 
; abundant fruit bearing? And, if it is admitted ee ae | 
E ] that all tender varieties, when grown very rap- Selection of Sites for the Orchard and | 

idly, are more subject to casualities from cold Drainage. | 
; } and sudden changes, than when moderately | Do not suppose any soil on your farm too | 

| : |} grown; that they differ, also, from those tend- | dry or poor for the orchard. Hill-sides and |] 
ing to longevity ; and, also, knowing some va- ' summits are the best, 1f well cultivated, on ac-__ | 

i ; rieties to be almost universally “shy bearers,” | count of the thorough drainage of the sub-soil |} 
ii and others over productive, endangering the irk exists generally in hilly ground. | 
ie life of the tree—should we not, if the means | If level land must be used, we would press |} 

; | are in our power, cultivate so as to promote = importance of underground drains, under | 
, ) productiveness in the one case, and partially | the rows ; or, at least, thorough ridging with ] 

| prevent it in the other ? | the plow, leaving the ridge summit for the trees 
i ; Root-grafting, properly so called, (that is, |t stand upon, with the “dead furrows” be- 
1 using only the upper portion of the top root of | tween 18 inches lower—or, at least, a foot low- 

young seedlings for the stock, and planting jer. Three or four successive plowings will ac- | 
the part where the scion is inserted below the | complish the work of preparation. i 

i] + surface,) is the method, other things being equal,| Underground drains, under the line for each | 
a |} most likely to ensure the rapid growth of wood; | row, should be laid two feet deep, with their |] 
ia || for the reason, that the tree bas its choice to mouths or outlets at the lowest point of the -{f 

|} use exclusively the roots of the stock; or, if a field. ‘| 

i. | want of affinity exists, to strike roots from the Try this on one row this spring, if no more, } 
; scion, as often happens in the case of root-graft- | and mark the result.. Where stone are notcon- ff 

P ed trees. But some varieties are not so hardy | venient,use split slabs of timber, laid over a |} 
as the average of seedlings, and others more narrow trench made in the bottom of the ditch} 

In so; and, as most injuries, from cold and changes, \ before covering up. Oak timber, 2 feet under 
- happen at or near the surface of the ground, it | ground, will last an age. | 

would follow that some varieties would be | aa Rie aera oe asics uta ot 1 
" more, and others less hardy, whenfroot-grafted, | ae epee 
ee than when worked high up. ge the | food, ieoenghy racnenmendiod Sn.cape of, omen” | 
FE premises and facts here laid down or assumed, |". They contain a large quantity of grape 

F that a variety which, by growing only mode- | eager, the kind winch most nesrly, resembles 
rately, on a moderately rich soil, would be suf- j milk woe ile, character and composition, 
ficiently productive and hardy there, would | which is also useful for consumptives, it hav- 

© fail in one or both these particulars, in one | im @ great attraction for oxygen, and readily 
4 more rich and stimulating in a neighboring lo- | *Mording materials for respiration. 

cality. | Cnaxpennres—The Minnesota papers account 
Hence, that root-grafted trees of a given va- | for the searcity and high price of this fruit by 

E | riety would be as good, if not better, than oth- | the absence of the Indians, who usually pick 
i | ers, for a given locality and soil, which would ' them. 

Sm . 

: 

s le, aisicaihil
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APPLES—THE DOMINE. | 
Medium size to large ; round oblate. Skin | For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. } 

| thin, greenish yellow, thinly shaded and striped! A Hint to Farmerson Buying Trees. |] 
i] +with red on the shaded side—nearly covered on | Me E if piers caiei iia ekdanitee 

the sun side, and; in exposed specimens, scatter- Bien cd omaha ee I noticed that 

a pcre doe; —— short, deep eet, inclining Mr. S. Heminway, of Fond du Lac, wants to 
to one side, inserted in a wide regular cavity ; draw some further information upon the sub- 

| calyx nearly closed in a moderately deep Plated ject of Root-grafted Fruit Trees, and conse- 

Le modi 3 ~ large, dark reddish quently sent you a few lines favoring the pre- 

r hoes ane een os fine 9 poet J" | sent mode of operating. He states that he bas ff 

|} cy» mild, agreeable, slightly sub-acid. Very | heen dealing in fruit trees for several years, and 
t good. Season, from December to March 3 some- | has paid, or given, considerable attention to this 

times keeps till April. Treea very rapid grow- subject ; and, in every instance where there was fj 

er, with long straggling branches ; leaves large, | an objection raised, he has been unable to learn |} 
jj _ light green, drooping on long petioles. Bears the first philosophical reason why root-grafting H | 

jj rather young and abundantly ; hardiness only | i. not equally as good, if not decidedly the best 
medium in Nursery, on account of a tendency method, and wants to learn some good reasons 
to grow late in the season while young. Should | __i¢ there are any—wny root-grafting is not | 
be planted on rich, thoroughly drained soil ; just as good as grafting into the body or limbs 
when it is hardy, does well grafted on Pole : 
seedling stocks, worked either low or high ; on . “ 

; Z 2 Tue Reason way, I will answer: A tree 

stinted sipcee, of erated om, pee Tote, worth- | grafted on a part of a root, will never make a jf é less, as are most other varieties. Should be | cund one, t ieo'the send of WMeiaivctte te 

pe — — aiheraly it thesorchera, and | found on the stock, as it is on a seedling stock, ] 
sparingly in garden, for winter use and market- be ed Ghawegeendly: the of the ‘Week 
ing. » ly, roots of th ; 

: . : ._ | start from the scion and convert it to a sucker. 
i The specimenistestn mbichthe ahane ane, | Now, why is not a sucker just as good as a tree 
was taken, was grown by Mr. Starin, of White- raised from the seed ? Because it has no heart 

Fruit os Si: ao ag a oe or centre. You examine a 4 or 6 year old tree, 
apni TES | that has been root-grafted, and the roots start- 

{If you want to ascertain whether a soil | ed from the place of union, or from the scion, 
be pee eee an apace oe er a and you will find that there is not one in twen- 
Ke touristic acid. A limeis eae mix- | ty that has a sound heart or centre, and, conse- 

ture. will froth up or effervesce.— Dr. Kent. | quently, they never will make a sound. tree—
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: They sometimes will grow well and make{ by Nature herself, in producing strong grow- 
: handsome trees ; but as soon as they commence | ing, long lived, and productive grape vines, cur- ff 

: bearing, or hang full of fruit, they will break oat bushes, plum and quince trees, although | 
mi j slit all to pieces,—they are nothing but ‘shells,| propagated by suckers and cuttings for moro 

. | and cannot stand a burden. than a thousand years, and are immeasurably 

- i Now, sir, if you want to Jearn how to raise a} teémoved from Prof. Comstock’s and Mr. Pef- 
z. | good sound tree, take Mr. Macy’s advice, in the| fer’s “scat of life.’ The Milam apple, also pro- | 
F }/ April number, you have alluded to in the No-}pagated, as it has been for many generations, 
" i} vember number, and raise your stocks from the} only from suckers, still continues healthy and 

{ | seed, and then graft them a little aboye the} bears large crops of fruit—as good fruit as was 
ig }| ground—far enough to prevent any roots start- | borne by the parent tree—which fact has giv- 

; } ing from the scion—and you will have sownd/en it'the name of the “sucker tree” South, 
‘ and durable trees, and such as you can warrant ;| Suckers are generally objectionable, as stocks 
; provided, they are not planted too deep, so as | from the roots being all upon one side, and de- 
} to take a new set of roots above the scion. I} ficient in number—not from any constitutional | 

1 say this again, because there are a great many | defect in the tree itself. The Milam apple, the 
4 trees that are grafted on seedlings, but are plant-{ grape vine, and some varieties of the plum, 

j ed so deep as to take roots, as stated, and are | readily strike new roots in the direction they 
7 no better than suckers. are needed ; many other trees do not. 
; F I concur with Mr. Macy’s statement as to} We intend, the coming spring, to engraft 

i] root-grafting, in the April number. Grafting in] some Milams (sprouts), now ten years in or- 
; | the limbs of large trees is a very good way, and | chard, and some Edgar Russets (root grafts), 

ean be resorted to any time when you get tired | eight years in orchard; because we do not like ff 
of the natural fruit raised from the seed, er} these fruits, after having proved them several 

i grafted in the right manner. But if a sucker} years. Now, if friend Peffer can make it con- 

‘ | shouldbe grafted in this way, it will be no go ; | venient to visit us in the grafting season, and 
iE because it never will make a sound union, and | will give us notice of such intention, we will 
} will blow off before it ever gets to beming —| perforsa the heading down in his presence, with fj 
7: ‘These are my REASONS WHY. full confidence that he will go his way, con- {j- 

4 F Pewaukee, Jan., 1855. Gro. P. Perrrr. /vinced that some root grafts and some suckers, 

] 4 Remanxs.—Mr. Peffer has, doubtless, been eee ar Pee ee Lees 

i was fortunate in selecting his subjects for his cup We have double-worked (re-engrafted), many } 
iF Tio. 1 does not. correctly zepresent a seedling root-grafted trees, of hardy sorts, and eaten ff 
i grown in good soil and with good culture—is|, . . qi Soek wy j i sent in manor and dati oho ent | fruit therefrom, without ever having discovered 

i‘. No. 2 pretty correctly represents rovt-grafti | the evil complained of in any greater degree 
ik ae ery ore aedeits one (Ses in working large seedlings. Severe or un- 
i sie ceemniics eatdiaas as sgh wn di, svasonable pruning, severe cold, wet sub-soils 
i pa ¥ Map ene) = oS sudden changes of temperature, produces 
i, upon side roots of the common apple. If, how- s dincaanl bamG-aned ta teak dlings, as 

ever, the scion has rooted as well and strovg | a x oe, 
| as here represented, it would hardly become; ell a in chotes warietion, i, 
f eee a ee a | gay” The drawings aecompanying the above 

ie SR LI SAA: ART 2 WPF * 28 were too imperfect to engrave from. M, Rhode Island Greening, Roxbury Russet, mt ii 
ig Seedling trees and those grafted upon seed- are * 4 

Tags arson decayed 7 dese aed See | thetrecinnotinloat when the sap stare iwi! 
4 of the top root, from surplus water in the svil hk ee kill ie 
ie apd sub-soil, which, upon examination, will be} rig ‘ot soon de- 

found black or rotten hearted throughout.— cay will extend Foros the autite hearty ee 

| Root-grafting as practiced by all intelligent! tree, it is very seriously damaged. It is better 
\ Nurserymen, to wit, upon the collar, or upon eenrane eee wien ne tree is = a 
E the top root, just below that of a young |Jeat. in e il immediately be- 

Ipealky a never fs inydad Hier as |S? to heal, In September. jt, will remain. dry 
i shown in the cut, but in all respects as that of eS Oe tor thi te oe 

! scaling st ou for budding lace Beeman © sere 
As to the “seat of life’? being found only in| removing limbs of considerable size, use a mal- 

| the seed of trees, &ec., is strongly contradicted | 1 aod slight baraictiel ! 

\ 
4 2: = j 

7 > =
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< a, ings. Machines thus exposed become rust; 

| Doimesiic Economy. and stiff--the revolving parts will not jee, { 

a —-- | nor will all the greasing and oiling you can do | 

| i Work for the Month. help it much. The consequence is, the manu- |] 

| In this month, as in January, the operations facturer gets a blessing--over the left--and the H 

Hof the farmer must be mainly confined to the machine to boot, if by any quirk it cam be jj 

i] care of his stock. Cows, sheep, and all other foreed back upon his hands 
animals with young, require more care hence- Too little attention is also paid to the care | 

forth than earlier in the winter. They sbou'd of the hoe and spade. Any man who has ev- | 
| have extra feed’ and warm shelter from the|"" handled either, knows that with a-clean pol- [f 

| cold, drizzling rains and snows peculiar to the ished hoe or spade, he can perform one-fourth} 

late winter and early springmonths Oxen in-| "07° work per day, and with a third less | 

| tended for spring work, should also be put iu strength than with a rusty or imperfectly pol- 

| condition by extra feed, for in most cases they ished one. The one clears itself, while the | 

are left to shirk, with other stock, through the other clogs. Hoes and spades may always be 

winter, and pick their living from the straw kept in order by wiping them dry with an old | 

I} stack. Cattle wintered in this manner will cloth, when done using; and keeping them dry 
not be fit for spring work. when not in use. \ 

i Now is the time to be looking after the tools} 4 , } 

| All farm implements should be overhauled and Kits Cin apa Hessenacr Desenpiser om 

examined, and such as require repairing, taken oe ——/ ee es =o 

Li to the proper mechanic, that they may be ready stir in:four large speonsfals of flowralitiennt= Of 

when wanted for use. It is the best of econo- sienclnsees: MRI AAS a 

my to keep all kinds of farm implements well piling ey same —— ae: aoe H 

|| painted—it adds both to their beaaty and dur- ze ee o- oe en ee tees — rommee: 

| ability. ‘This is just the best time in the whole is ae — ie anetiis sie bare H 

} year to do it. A coat of paint applied now will } ¢);, —— ee eens taaar i 

| become well seasoned when the time comes for ni epee shetty, on } 

| use, and will last much longer than if applied Sees — caeneeetee 
$2 wires wadthed! peer be put into cold-water and gradually |} 

| 1 ali ‘i caceenen! Hn 

] There is no one thing which requires reform Se —_ i ee —_ —— 1 

= atlas — the —_ care of] the whole mass. | 
' , plows, reapers, harrow: | 

i] and thesmaller tools, seh. ace mercy at — ae a meena” G.RVeegin 

| the elements. Plows are often left standing in) , ., omelqereestncnteennne an a hen cone. 

| the furrow, or inverted where last used in the ae canal: caraehin.oper oft kk onrew Py 19 
1 . ¢| the use of sulphur. He gave about three bof | 

1 fall. There may de economy in this (?)—itl gour of sulphur to th i | 

| saves the trouble of hauling back and forth—| three da 4 a ithe come, ith comme of He 

| though, when wanted for use, it ma: ire aj painlenn,., Seleted arovelnosee 
| ? : » it may require @/ and although she was badly affected with the 

| day or two in scrubbing, scouring and polish-/ disease i i it i 
. . a previously, she has had no signs of it Jj 

ing to make it turn aclean furrow. All this) since—Maine Farmer. 

labor may be saved, besides durability, by the) Pe C z . j 

application of a coat of oil to the mould-board | (4), — yas Cpe Rovonaspinkio® vendane ti 

: ]] and land side, while bright, and then kept dry.| Gr soda, tenapconiclnch cream ohinganantone if 
‘ ’ 2 of soda, half a cup of lard and a little salt; fj 

| The reaping machine, which has cost from | mix in flour to the consistency of paste ; roll | 

one to two hundred dollars, is often seem stand-} your crust,and put in the meat, which is sea- 

| ing all winter exposed to the weather—-some-|soned with butter, pepper and salt. For your | 

times on the very spot where it made the last | upper crust, lay two pieces of paste together, | 

} clip of the harvest--wearing out more in one) with a thin layer of butter between,androllitto {i 

| go Pre, than in two or three by. ac- a proper.thickness, and, with a good bake, it will} 

i a is Kind of neglect can find no ex-| be light, brittle, and good—and no. doubt better | 

} cuse in a country like this, where straw is so, for the health than the old fashioned kind. | 

PSSST sha nS rn er Dei of sii ee i into good cover-. nutricious matter that large ones have. 

= oe ———————————
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q | Yxirow Burren in Winrer—We observe} Wort Kyowinc.—It is said that a small 
p || different expedients for this purpose, and among | piece of resin dipped in the water which is 

MW || therest, putting in the yolks of eggs just be-| placed in a vessel on the stove, will add a pecu- 
r. | fore the coagulation of the butter in churning. | liar property to the atmosphere im the room, 

re This may be good ; but the best way we have| which will give relief to persons troubled with 
ir found is, to put a peck of carrots—not into the| a cough. The heat of the water is sufficient 

4 churn, but—into the cow’s stomach every morn- | to throw off the aroma of the resin, and gives 
; 4 | ing and evening. the same relief as is afforded by a combustion 
is | To Kerr Worms rrom Driep Frurr.—| of the resin. It is preferable to the combus- 

Wy | Place your fruit in a steamer, over a pot of| tion, because the evaporation is more durable. 
* i} oiling water covered tightly. When thor-| The same resin may be used for weeks. 
: || oughly heated, tie them up ina clean cottonor| T,,-M Laysel, a French chemist, says 
i i linen bag, and hang them up. This method is | that he discovered that, by grinding tea in the 

bY | preferable to heating in an oven, as that is apt! same manner as coffee, before infusion, the 
35 || torender them hard, even if you are so fortu-| quantity of exilarating fluid obtained is nearly || 

i! nateas not to burn them. doubled. The experiment is worth trying. 
; d } Rice Mr-x.—Pick and wash half a pint of| or Cumsais—One ounce of camphora- 
; | ‘vice, and boil it in a quart of water till it is ted spirit of wine, half an ounce of liquid sub- 
f H] quite soft. Then drain it, and mix it with a| acetate of lead ; mix and apply in the usual || 

i i} quart of rich milk. Youmay add half a poand | manner, three or four times a day. Some per- | 
t of whole raisins. Set it over hot coals, and sons use vinegar as a preventative ; its efficacy ; 

m stir it frequently till it boils. When it boils| mght be increased, by the addition of one- | 
ti | hard, stir in alternately two beaten eggs, and | fourth of camphorated spirit. | 
j jj} four large table-spoonfuls of brown sugar—/ Goon ann Bap Wonu.—A farmer, says Cole, || 
ig | Let it continue boiling five minutes longer;| dismissed a hand because, ‘in his absence, he |} 
i: then takeit off, and send it tothe table hot.— | set only nine trees in aday. The farmer set | 
% if you put in raisins, you must let it boil till out the remaining 91 of the hundred himself | 

: they are quite soft, thenext day. The result was, that the nine || 
: Txst ron Sounp Eecs—The larger end of | bore more fruit the first year than all the oth- 
' : jj a newly laid egg feels cold when placed against | ers. 

. the ae. A newly-laid egg, also, appears A Twic wuicu every Farmer sour Know. 
1 fj Semi-transparent when placed between the eye| _i¢ you wish to drive a cut nail into seasoned || : and a strong light, aud has small and pereep- | siber, and.not to have it break or. bend, just [fl ]] | tible division of the skin from the shell, which | 1.46 9 small quantity of oil near by, and a. | 
- | eee me Sed ee tete oe gs on Re | coll bole pelcind welicniloten nid; Th fi shakes, it is sure that it is stale. go. In mending carts and plows, this is of 
Ee | Curr ror Heaves—Take some weed com- great advantage, for they are generally made |, 

| monly called smart weed, that grows along the | mostly of oak wood. 

i 5 Feet ehe, oF to Che BA tow plaees ; een In straightening old nails before using, let it he it in boiling water til] the strength is all out, odin» ed veld blo sitides : s Sst on wood with easy blows ; lone on ; and give the horse one quart of the liquid eve- iron,’ they will -beieare to break. 
; I] - ry day for eight or ten days. Mix it with bran |" "°Y 
- 1] or shorts if he will eat, if not, pour it down| Grease ror Coansr Boors.—Take a coal 

if | him with a bottle. Give him green or eut up| made of white pine, of the size of a hen’s egg, ‘ 
y | feed, wet up with water, during the operation, | well burnt, pulverize it finely, mix it with 

|} and I will warrant a cure—Ezchange. enough of clean melted tallow to make it of 
| For Maxixc Liquip Orrpitpoc.—Take two | the consistency of thick paste. Two or three 
|] quarts of proof whiskey, or other proof spirits, | #PPlications will make the leather soft, and will 

Er }| warm it over coals, being careful to prevent a| keep the water out. 
blaze ; Dissolve in it a pint of soap; when| To maxe Boors Waren-rroor.—Melt 3 oz 

jj cold, put it ina bottle and one ounce of cam-| each of rosin and beeswax, and stir in 1 pint t phor. It is then ready for use. This is an| of boiled oil, and heat all well together; when ; excellent remedy for sprains or bruises, and | partly cool, add 3 oz. of turpentine. Apply - |} should be kept by every owner of horses. hot with a brush. | 

~ - =
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en, EES Ghat @ prospect of our county’s becoming somewhat jj 

Editors Table. noted for its Hop growing.—Jeffersonian. jl 

“Taxe Care or your Parers.—We caution eee =a = a ] 

|| subseribers who keep files of the current vol- retary a taaitieciat Ran kai ‘a a a dec cilige- | 

|| ume of the Farmer for binding, to be careful idea oe -p oe rs T Sone for 1853. #8 

of their numbers, as we shall not be able to|), ‘ecadeie a cakaabloastiiel a 

spare anyextras. We have, even now but a tx cal hes a spirit of aii 

| few of the January number on hand. prov < im the eae ee the Empire 

| DESULTORY CORRESPONDENCE. | State. ] 

Wuat 4 Dirrerexce—Mr. L. writes us) 7. Bey. C. Easruay will accent our thanks 
| yanty: ‘‘ We don’t want Ree ‘ cs * 
} i= svene y I * oe ite | Se sundry Pablic Documents, among which 

5 ae ose x | we find a Compendium of the U.S. Census for 
| mount for each member of the Club. I think) 255 patent Office Reports, &e., &c. | 

‘ fi J 

thepeper, weith pee s . ary Trawsactions or THe N.Hamesumre Srate ff 

Foor seal es SS peeeen: bes} cer Acnricunrurat Sociery.—Our thanks aredue ff 
not either receive a copy of the paper, or #79) axe © kone, Seaehes a tha Sesiaky, ee | 

| a : ‘ cia > . ” 

| cocecet = = = : eee a copy of its Transactions for 1853. Itisa 

Mr. P. writes us, “I consider the engrav-| |i ime of 400 pages, very micely arranged and 

j ings in the Fanuae, to say nothing of the very printed. It contains many valuable articles. 
valuable information derived from reading the Welave a ctink wonell he anil 

same, worth more than the subscription price.” cles on Hops, Irrigation and Cultivation of 

Mr. M. writes, “I don’t wish you to send me| Forest Trees; also, an “ Essay on Geology and 

any extra number for my trouble, even if 1|Chemisiry,in their relation to Agriculture,” 

should send twenty-five names, which I intend | py Wm. Grey, M. D. 

to do.” Goprxy ror Freevary.—We are already 

Mr. H. writes us, “If 1 should send you one| jn receipt of the February number. It is su- 

hundred and fifty, or more, subscribers, could | perb in every di ent. Every family should pe ery departm 
you not afford to send each member a volume |take this monthly, for it is fuil of practical 

for 1855 for 25 cents?’ No. We would not! matters. We know of no other equal to it. 

do it for as many thousands. New Apvertseuzsts—A. G. Hanford— 

Mr. McC. writes us—* A bout two years since| Fruit Trees, Grape Vines, Scions, &c. | 

1 cut your acquaintance, and went off after the Laxe Mrurs Nersery.——Messrs. Plumb & 

—— Farmer. 1am bit—I repent—I desire} 4 twood are prepared to supply all orders in |] 

to return. I would acknowledge the receipt of| +), o:.Jine. 

the January number. This awoke metomy| (,,ynennics—F. Trowbridge, New Haven, 

duty. I straightway determined to show the Ct, Cranberry vines. 

sincerity of my seen getting up a New Caury.—G. N. Smith, a new Churn, 

i Club, which I'now send i highly recommended by those who have used it. 

Glad you have repented, friend Me. The ev-) po, Qsion anv Corn Seev—S. C. Bangs, 
idence of its sincerity is quite satisfactory.— ‘Top Onions and Stowell Evergreen Corn. 

' We have a good many more such, besides oth- B. J. Tanner, Mo Wis.. Books and 

ers, on the anxious seat. Siatones , POEM . 

Hors—The tamarack swamps are turning S 

| out immense quantities of hop poles, which find eh Nusssay.--H. T. we » 

| a ready sale in the towns of Kushkonong and a Me nemenl etoes = Tree, 

Oakland, where considerable capital is already |°"4 every thing usually ipa Nupeery. 
invested in hop grewing, and where prepara-| Rsarsx as> Mowsn——-Manny & Co., Rock- 

tions are making for more extensive operations | ford, 111., Adjustable Reaper and Mower. We 

next season. In Milford and Lake Mills large | have never had the pleasure of seeing this 

yards have been established, and as the busi- | Reaper in operation, but from reports we must 

ness promises a good profit on the capital and consider it one of the very best im use. H. 

labor invested, from the excellent quality and! Hart, Emerald Grove, Rock co. is Agent for 

quick sale of what has been marketed, there is this Reaper.
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" Cuorcr Seevs.—I. W. Briggs, West Mace-] Marte Svcar tn Decewner—Mr. Myers, 
don, N. Y., an extensive variety of Secds. living on the Menomonee Shyock river, has | 

* H - - Wee: es Vick, Te. Ro. | 8ent the editor of tho Oshkosh Courier a cake |] i ; inet: ca ree ae atk tstovea . perp made by him on the 15th of H 
. ij plates,$5. The January rumber of this valu- a a we aP. There i hibi i 
F p] able work is received. Weadvise every per-j Mamoru Oxex—There is now on exhi be b H son at ‘all interested in any department of Hor- tion near the Fitchburg Depot, Boston, a pair 
1 i ticultare, to send in their $2 or $5, and procure of Oren mol > ehens nel seek oa, P era! t "Eel "Sees bd vurdbbaseak: One of them girts twelve feet and one inch, and i 

ip i is eighteen feet in length, from the tip of the |] 
a ; Brvorr Cortror.—There are 112 students} nose to the end of the tail, and is six feet four |] 
i: fj in Beloit College, as follows: inches high? They were raised by Mr. Wil- |{ 
- Seniors, - - - 5 liam Paddock, of Hoosick, Rensselaer county, 
ie HH Juniors, - > - +7 New York, and worked and fattened by Mr. 
rt Sophomore, - = = 9 Jokn Lee, of Washington county, same State. 

iE Freshmen, oe + 15—36 They are bright and active, and well worth i 
i. q Preparatory Students, -  - 52 looking at, and the ninepence which it costs for |] i Hi Normal and English Students, 38 the opportunity to do so. i 
i ! i 18 Woves Wire ron Fence—A machine has H 

i Deduct twice numbered, 16 been invented by John Nesmith, of Lowell, for li 
i i ois weaving wire for fence, and a company has [if 
ie ; i Total, i aaa a else been formed for carrying on the manufacture, | 
f H Exronts or Woscoxsr.—The Milwaukec | Sled the “ Lowell Witte Peaoe Company." — I f Sentinc? some time since estimated the value of| /2°Y S8¥ they can furnish the — rells H 

' ; Exports of Wisconsin, during the year closed, . — serenty-five-cents -to-two lars) per H 

sf i ean ten emeetiaheer Shab ee: Coun Warer at Meats—Dr. Hall says:— 
: | a me — — We harp thus far “T set it down asa clearly established fact, that y 
i | = a glass or more of cold water, drank habitual- } Milwaukee, =- = - = = $5,705,000] z : = . i ly at meals, or soon after, is a pernicious habit, J 

f Kenosha, 7 " —s - = 1,710,236 even to the most healthy,” H F ] Matine,. <8 eee / 188,001 j F Sheboygan, - - = ~~ 663,169) THE Paocness or Mevicat Scraxce—We 
| Green Bay, ‘ - = ¥ 374,000 — just examined anew and marked eyi- H 

H I} Ozaukee, - - + = ~~  160,000|ence of this caption, in a compound from the 
3 ———— } East, prepared by Dr. J.C. Ayer, of Loweil, 

ie H $10,075,097] Mass, Dr Ayer is a deep Chemist, and com- 
t : ‘The Sentinel says: bines the constituents of this remedy in strict 

] 4 Add to this amount the exports from Mani-| accordance. with chemical principles. There | 
jj towocand Two Rivers, the lumber trade and| is nothing secret about it, but the whole com- 

e j] the lead exports, and it will be found that] position and process is freely published and | 
j fj Wisconsin, besides feeding a host of new com-| made known to the Medical Profession. We |} 

i || ers, has exported a surplus of nearly, or quite, | have the Formula and particulurs before us in ‘ B | #irrees Muuroxs or Douars for the year the Doctor’s own hand writing, and must in I 
| 1854. sincerity say of itand the medicine, that they 

| BA flock of eighteen hundred sheep was| Show a skill and intrinsic merit which is wor- | 
ff Given through the town of Frederick, Ma-|tby of all commendation, The Modicing has [ ryland, a few weeks since, on their way from|i® diseases of the throat and lungs, been fully 

Vermont to Fauquier county, Va. They were} ested by all the Medical Colleges and most of H . of the fine wool varieties. our eminent Medicul men, and is, asfar asI | 
; : . _.,, | know, highly applauded by them. 4 
4 | Wett Statep-—The Boston Courier with While, ois epuars —— heartily opposed r | _ great truth, remarks that the United States ©"! to the recommendation of all secret remedies, ' Sree ili fay oe | a: any other nstion in the world. te - ta clon, Properly zenpmend the Pherry Pestoral | | t i ; to all.—Rochester Bannez. | 

we a Fe) JASE > ie ee en -
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| G@ The city of St. Paul, Minnesota, now) RASPBERRIES, GOOSEBERRIES, ff 

| |} contains between six and seven thousand in- | Apple Seedlings, Potates, &c. i 
i} i = i — == 
i j] babitants. A correspondent says;—“Our emi- | oan CONIA RASPBERRY CANES—ves’ || 
l gration thie fall has not, inthe history of Min- yy prodnetive, profitable for market. Price, |] 
i nesota, been equalled.” | $1 per doz.; $6 per hundred ; $50 per 1000. } 

jj — wWARTE AP GnETcALa | HOUGHTON'S SEEDL'G GOOSEBERRY TABLE OF CONTENTS, | "‘rais)--Hardy. productiveand good; always | 
i Apple, the Domine, ag | free from mildew. 25 cts. each; $2,50 per 

i} Apples for Orchard Culture,24 best varieties 48 | dos. SESE BEET, searing plants . i ; Bee House and Hive 49 | STRAWBERRIES—Burr’s New Pine,Crim- | 
i Bots, : 45; son Cone, Cincinnati Hudson, Prolific Hant- fj 
; Corn Fodder on a square rod. 39 | dois, Black Princeand White Wood. Price, jf 

Death of Prof. S.P. Lathrop, 33 | 25 cts. per doz.; $1 per hundred. H 
Editors’ Table, 55} APPLE SEEDLINGS-—Oneyear old, $3per jf 

q (] Food, Change of 43| thousand. " 
| Fowls, Imported 36 | SEED POTATOS—Early and late sorts, in- ff ] Fruit Growers’ Association, Wisconsin, 48) cluding fifteen choice varieties.nsHall’s Jane, ff 
; Grape Vine, Pruning the 49 | Early Manley. Ash Kidney, Castor, Blac f 

Hot-beds, a 33! Pinkeye, Black Imperial, White Mercer, |] 
Horses’ Feet, Hereditary Diseases of, 45, Yam, Mexiean Wild, Rengh Purple Chili, i j || int to Farmers on Buying Trees, 51\ &e. Price,$1 to $3 per bushel; R. P.Chi- if 
a and —— 37} i,S2per peck. [See Parmer for Nov. 1854] }] 

Mi e a pes cose a good 44 | SCIONS of choice fruits, for grafting supplied] 
f Maps S a, on nar 4 } in large or small quantities, embracing selec- 

Orchada sSelnetion tSitest in Deni oo | tions from over 200 varieties of Apples, Pears, [J 
Painting, Time oe ‘or, & Drainage, zi | Plums, Apricots and Cherries. Seepage 58. jf 
PotatoCuiture, 39 | Each parcel will be carefully packed, fj 

Potatoes, ss 35; marked and delivered at. the Express office, 1 
Pelt Rot y | Railroad depot, or otherwise, as directed ; after | 

il Ruminating Animals 45 | Which they will be at the risk and expense of |] 
Recipes, 54 {the purchaser. Orders.should be sent as early i 
Stocks and Grafting, 49 | 22 possible, and accompanied with a remittance. | 
Shoeing the Horse,” 46 | Money promptly returned by aa when una- | 

ii a | ble to fill orders. A.G. HANFORD i 
Se Sheep bins Conse! « Feb, 1851. Waukesho, Waukesha-eo. | 

White Thorn for Hedges, 37} G@RANBERRY PLANTS. &| 
Work for the eee é 53. | CRANBERRY. PLANTS; 
[SS | Of the Ball or Egg-Shaped Variety | 

+ RE the best for all. kinds.of soil. They J 
} CHOICE FO W LS. | AG are great bearers, and will keep a Tong 

7 all those who wish to improve their breed | imme, if properly gathered, and can be raised ; 
of Fowls, 1 would say, that I have import- | 00 poor, swampy land, where nothing else will H 

ed, and have now on hand, | grow, and often produce from 200 to 300 bu- 

/ shels per acre. } 
{ BEER Stance AS ae AMA. BQ0: WL> Circulars relating to culture, price, &e., 
1 a) afr , pa be forwarded gratis to applicants. Por 

{ and having, when resiing at the East, bred | sale by FP. TROWBRIDGE, 
Se — popular. aes eae | Dealer in Trees, Plants, Vines, &e:, 

i} select se——combining, as they do, { thi Feb » 1855. New Hi Ct 
‘ | more desirable qualities than any other of a oe ES gone | memarene ataee 
i i} different popular breeds: First, as layers; se- { MONROE BOOKSTORE. 

i} cond, for size and quality of flesh; third, their | pasties seesbt) seg 
} hardiness and quiet, peaceable disposition—the | B. 35: TENNEY, 

first two mentioned, any common fence being | . 
able to confine them. , DEALER IN 7 . 

My Fowls have all taken Frasr Presivas | Books, Stationery, Wall and Window Paper, [fF 
i} Wherever presented, and are not surpassed by Magazines, Newspapers, &¢, | 
} any in the United States. var ee 
] I will carefully pack and send Eggs of thea- | BOOKS.—A general assortment of School, 
] bove varieties, ag directed, at the following Lon eee: and Blank Books; Meédical, 
} prices, the money always accompanying the or- Law, Theological, eS and Parrier j 
lj} der: — Brahma Pootras, $3. per dozen; Bui Singifig Books and Music. 
jj} Shanghais, $2 per doz; Partridge Dorkings, GOLD & STEEL PENS, INK, &c. 
1} $2 Se All warranted trne to their na:nes.| School Libraries furnished to order. 

i ddress, JOHN JEFFERS, > Cash paid for Paper Rags. 
q Feb., 1855. Darien, Walworth co., Wis, Monroe, Wis., February, 1855. 
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oa i i FRU IT SCIONS ! GOOSEBERRIES.—Houghton’s Seedling. bs 2 * CURRANTS.— Red‘ and White Dutch, : [ee subseriber will furnish Sciovs of the | ChemPaigne and Black English 5 following choice Fruits, which he will pack| With the exception of Pears, (of which only |, be and send by mail, express, or other conveyance, | * few as yct have fruited with me,) the Scions || e¢ = oak at the annexed prices: ”| will be mostly taken from bearing trees. Thrif- || d Pears, Plums, Apricots and Cherries, 37} cts. CS oe of monet ieshove, § jj Per doz., of each variety ; or, $2,50 per 100. ” A. G. HANFORD. | : |; Apples = Grapes, Gooanberri cag Currants, Feb, 1855. Waukesha, Waukesha co. {| h oz. 0: 3 OF, $1,00 per) ——_—________ sf |} hundred. Small embracing fifty sort: iY i] at $8 to $10. waste! number of Scone ioe ee. ener os Pf Res crt o yas miei cm ccne titre | 1 i APPLES.—Early Harvest, Summer Rose, — fine eae See ora ee : Early Joe, Red Astracan, Sweet and Tart) Pn%® i - | Bough, Sine Qua et Wie Summer Thrifty Fruit Trees, : ij Queen Benoni, Porter ; Dutchess of| of the best varieties adapted to the West which ‘9 ' ae a, Genesee Chief, | he offers at the following rates: . ‘lenheim Pippin ; Hawley, enstein. D: ! $3 | Drap @Or, Fall, ‘Wotan? Vedder's and Rit’ STANDARD APELE TREES) aibeciny re. | ston Pippins; Early and Autumn Strawberry, Exte. ‘sizes, 18 «& - ) Hawthornden, Keswick Codlin, Rambo, ‘St / Lawrence, Maiden's Blush, Northern Spy,| DWARF APPLE TREES, 31 cents He jj Swaar, English, Roxbury, Golden, and Ameri.| STANDARD PEARS, 2 to 4 yearsold, 50 cts ie jj can Golden Russets ; Canada Reinette, Bouras- DWARF “2 to 4 years old, 50 i” ij $2, Fameuse, Pomme Gris, R. I. Greening, “ “& 405° & 75 ‘4 | Higstheld Seck-No-Parther Jewetts Fine Red « x 6 ft $1 00 e | low Bellfiower, Jona’ Baldwin. i ae Lady Apple, Wine, Me.| LUM _ ees ~ oe s | Jon, Dutch Miguoune. Golden, Ladies, Tall-| CHERRY TREES, 6to 8 ft high, best if jj man, Danver's Winter, Green, Bailey and Ly.| Varieties, 44 to 50 ote 6 | man’s Pumpkin Sweet. ENGLISH GOOSEBERIES, not lia- ie | PEARS —Madiline. Bloodgood Dearborn’s cance oo 18 “ 25 ots } Doyenne @ Summer Francreal, so, Quin aspberries,C urrants,Gra F | Oe Bartlet, Brandywine, Ros-{ and Strawberries, at very ie rates. ree q tizer, Julien, Buffum, Beurre Diel, Beurre; A good assortment of Ornamental Trees, jf He, Goubalt, Bergamot Cadet, Fansel’s Bergamot, | Shrubery, Dahlias, Roses, Border Plants, &c, } ie Belle Lucrative. Dutchess d’ Angouleme, Doy-| An trees sent from this establishment may F enne Boussoch, White Doyenne,Henry Fourth, | be relied on as true to name, and of the very | 4 Marie Louise, Louise Bon @ Jersey, Long best quality and age, for the price. | } | Green, Oswego Beurre, Seckel, Stevens’ Gene-| "a re-paid orders promptly attended to, and_ || ] see, Swan’s Orange, Urbaniste, Van Mons Le- t ised and oeeesied with the atest |] “ i on L’clue, —— d@ Aremberg, comme Geneten. 7 ] t cor or Wiaksels, Winter Nae ©” Y*| "gar TERMs CN | ]) _ PLUMS.—Washington, Yellow Egg. Green, ‘ one ? ee } Yellow, Red, White, Imperal ped find Gages,| Beloit, Rock o0., Feb., 1855, 4m i. Coe's Golden , Jefferson, Isabella, Duane’s ae ot SM ATRL Purple Diamond : Lucomb’s ‘Nenu ick-) BLACK HAWK FLYING CLOUD | E we ue Imperatrice, Peach, Precose : ] i , Tours. Smith's in Ores Bradshaw, Law- passa | j y ite, i Lom 8 
| Deneve, Gomes ees ee ore A HIGH BRED MoncaN station, | i 1 ofa color, an yy the origi- |] pl Wenn Early Golden, Breda Moor-| 2p iacy Himba toate te rigital | cE JES.—Black Heart, Black Black Hawk of Vermont, who has sired more ] HERR — ee Eagle, high priced colts than all other Stallions in the immer ae cel Nery % "Guine| United Srates. A white strip in the face and || ; Ze 4, rench ‘,, uine | three white feet, height 154 hands, weight, 1050 7 Tae, ‘i _ nom, pale A rieans, The, heavy. mane pre as af Serio ol j A ‘ellow ‘ellow, Carnation, - ; Early Richmond, Indulle, Late Duke May | fy bred by 8. We Jewett Middlebury, Vt— | Duke, Large English and Piamstens eae, Like hissire, he is avery fast trotting horse, : Chelny, Belle Mapeigane? khorn, are ag harness ne Baer | 

: GRAPES.—Isabella, Clinton, and Catawba !” Jan.,1855:3m Gaines, Orleansco, N.Y. || ; 
] “ nn ———— 
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‘ THE HORTICULTURIST simple and invaluable directions for the unin- 
| aND | itiated in almost every department ——— i 

ing, given in answer to numerous inquiries. | 
| Journal of Rural Art and Rural Taste. ““TERMS—Tiwo Dollars per year. With || 
} 4 is Ee ree is a ee ce ae aati = - new volume ff 

ournal, devoted to Horticutrure and its ences wary number. 
kindred Arts, Runa Arcurrecture and Lanp- | Agents are allowed 25 per cent. from our reg- | 
scare Ganpenine. It is edited by P. Barny,| ular terms. The same commission to Clubs of | 

| the author of that popular work, The Fruit | four or more, making the price of Plain Edi- | 
|} Garden, and for many years the Horticultural | tion only $1,50 to Clubs aud Agents—and this 
|| Editor of the Genesee “Farmer. Mr. Barry =| for one of the most beautifal Magazines pub- [| 

Louis ogists pas a pa eae SP Spent numbers sent free to all who || 
ee et | 

i ogee: ceinibbe mation He is aidted by| — to pee work or pracperpecae oon } 
t i i a try. ‘ostmasters, Nurserymen, Fruit-growers, a! ! 
Oe See | who love Fruits, and all who love Flowers, all | 

| ITS SIZE AND APPEARANCE. | who would love to see ‘this wilderness blos- | 
‘The Horticulturist is » Magazine of forty-| som as the rose,” are requested to act as ff 

| eight pages, without advertisements; and when | Agents. _ge3 
Nursery and other advertisements are inserted, Addrss, JAMES VICK, JR., 

| itis om a separate sheet, which can readily be | February, 1855. Rochester, N.Y. } 
jj removed before binding. It is printed on beau-) —————_____________________ }j 

| ite uLUGreanions Ane SBrkas.| “owes Com & Tow Ontom seed. | Ss : 1 
BOTH ON WOOD AND STONE. It is| [ Semin bemnetee areas 4 
stitched in a neat and saprepcints: comin: and The Onion Seed at $2 per bushel. in i 
makes a volume at theend of the year of near- of thassRieeiins. oof Unies & et H 
ly 600 pages. Each number, in addition to nu- will 2 $CB ANGS, | 
merous Wood Engravings, contains a Frontis- Magnolia, Wis, Feb., 1855. om H 
eee on Blam as ~— soe aon ee See, ce | 
ramn aved from nature, by the very ’ | 

beat living Artnts. These plates ee ee ee Tt worth more te every Fruit Grower, the i 7 oa ack caiing compen te judge | Davis’ Patent Adjustable Churn } 
| notonly of the appearance but Saeeie to AND | 
}} each, as every plate is accompanied wit! fal i 

and correct descriptions. In addition to these BU | | ER WORKER 
| are fine clegunt DESIGNS FOR COT— See 
|| TAGES, COUNTRY SEATS, SUMMER 1 ° f 
| HOUSES, ARBORS, RUSTIC BRIDGES. | wigs sien af thin Chueh in ‘ee | 

© Guanine geen sta venta | blter cm be made with of beter yung: 
- a Ho ‘ eee i least in appear | and with one tenth the labor, than by any oth- 

] wus Abe Fest a ‘coun- {er mode. It is truly a labor-saving machine, 
| Ee ee en ae | performing all the operations of churning, | try, the publisher has the satisfaction of know- | pe shite Wak telees? wekingonk tag. Teale 

NS Mee Nene, Recenlegieney sek the Sites |r ceaakieie onl nines Osan begin ae 
ee cee eee anne ceacly for the ehte, menchanar” paoking, hedine the Hormicunturist anp J L or Runaz| ready Giaccone theres ken 

ART AND Hens ase to be the best Horticul- ahem ee wee thc ke ae lea, 
tural Journal in ihe morld. . 

| Still farther to add to the value of the work, ou ee es 
sad meet the ingcoring Melee..sa increasing on en ‘ae ~~ S ee 
‘ants of Horticultural community, we also pub- | Churu has taken plac a Sal eee 
lish an edition with Colored Plates, each num-| ing ¢xtremely-simple in te enna 

| sow. race amdvaleatie cies tow’, core | and cay Keg nn 'The Det sooommende | ma > ag =, z, . rey iy stored from nature by the best living srt om that can ngiren, inthe nen of 5h, aise 
| ists in this line, anted A Sieageg . —- ‘ae, ag 

“y Arrangement. . Ga ennbatere ct henie’ Maeaanaas Gar’ to 
] The first twenty or thirty pages of this work | examine the merits of the Adjustable Churn. 

feet ae age ooee | ween ea } tor 8. en b 
} oF eight pages of Foreign Notices, containing| seen at the store of O. W. NORTON, in 
| every thing new and important in European| Janesville | tes : Bre 
] Horticulture for the past month. Ten or) (&F For testimonials of its merits, see circu: 

] twelve pages of Editor’s Table close the num- | lars and bills. Agents wanted in ae: 
} ber; and, to the learner, this department is a/| ty in the State. G. N. A. 

ij very valuable part of the work, as it contains Berlin, February, 1855. 

|
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| ATKIN’S SELF RAKING , short time. No book of its size and price con- 

REAPER AND MOWER. tains more useful or correct tables. ] 

I re | In all newand Iumber countriesthe book will 

4 THREE SEASON’S ase of this ingenious,.| be found very eavenient, asit cee much 

j beautiful and yet simple Machine, furnish that will be usefal forthe farmer, mechanic 

convincing proof of practical worth. Turre and business man. 
|| Hvwprep scattered into 19 different States the) Orders solicited, and a liberal discount made 

| past season, mostly in inexperienced hands, and | to wholesale purchasers. 

} nearly all giving good satisfaction—cutting) The book can be had of booksellers general- 

from 50 to 600 acres, proves it not only strong | ly throughout the United State. Price only 

| and serviceable, but also simple and easily 25 cents. Five copies sent for $1, free of post- #f 

} managed. It saves not only the hard work of age. Address GEO. W. FISHER, 

} raking, but lays the grain in such good order} ~ Bookseller & Publisher, Rochester, N. Y. 
lj} as to save at least another hand in binding. November, 1853. : 7 

| IT IS WARRANTED TOBE A GOOD, | ——————*#———_~__________ 

DURABLE SELF-RAKING REAPER, and ‘ 1 

| Ihave also succeeded in attaching a mowing! ENGLISH CATT [ kK 

i] bar, so that I also warrant 1T as 4 Mowrn. | aa 2 

Be reat Chinn peices A170. of Maw-| _"MEG= Eee ON Gee 
| ing Bar, $30. Discount on the Reaper, $15, | Messrs. THOS. BETTS & BROTHERS, ' 

and on Mowing Bar, $5. for cash in advance or 7 

| ondelivery. Price of Mower, $120. | —_ Stortford, Herts; England. 

| ga Pamphlets giving atu tux onsectioxs! Being much the cheapest and theonly way | 

— i pir = eee TT ee of obtaining Stock direct from the breeder, 7 

jj} «Sent free, on pax - z z which will give gentlemen an opportunity of 

i AGENTS, suitacly qualified, wanted in _ obtaining the best Stock, without having to ff 

] sections where thereare none. | pay an exorbitant price for them in America. 

i eS a se S. WRIGHT, | The firm having had forty years experience, 

| Prairie Farmer’ ‘arehouse, Chicago. | they feel confident of giving satisfaction, beth ff 

Jan. Ist, 1855. \th regards price and selecting the stock from § 

| the best herds in England. 

} Seribner’s Ready Reckoner, = Thorough Bred Horses, Hampshire South Down, 

i FOR SHIP BUILDERS, BOAT BUILDERS, LUMBER | Short Horned Cattle, Cotswold, 

i MERCHANTS, FARMERS & MECHANICS. | Devens, ieee, 3 

| Being a correct measurement of Scantling, Boards, | Heeetorts, Suhel Bigs, 

]  Plent, Cubical Contents of Square ond Rowid| “tiicrney Cows from the Berkshire 
| ww Logs, etc, comprised ina - - 

See erie 220 whe croatian Besms| —120Nes of Tecegard meme Soe fron ee 
| of Wages by the month, Board or Rent, by the EER EMy $e 

Week or Day. Also, Interest Tables, at seven Bure Seach Deven See; = 
per cent. Messrs. BETTS & Bie have “oe 

{the most experienced men in England 
BY J. M. SCRIBNER, bape ; 

entirely for purchasin; 
Author of “Engineer’s and Mechanic’s Com ae - 

panion,” “Engineer's Pocket Table Book,” etc. THOROUGH BRED HORSES, 

} Scarcely is it possible to add to the recom-} And they have also an Agent in Spain for pur- 
mendations of the above book, more than to} chasing 

give its title page. Every one who is engaged Mules, Merino Sheep, etc. 

in buying, selling,measuring or inspecting Lum- oe ¥ 

ber of any kind, will at once appreciate a work Messrs. BETTS & BRO. have en . 

of this kind. No pains or expense has been valuable Patent, which will ars acct mm 

spared in revising and enlarging this edition, to | 0CCUrrDS to Cattle across the Atlant Sak ae 

make it in every respect convenient & accurate. | C20 BOW safely be imported any time during 
T ate-| the year. The Cattle will be insured from 
‘he Log Zable was computed by drawing | 2° ¥ Y woo 

DIAGRAMS for each and every log, from 12 Liverpoolto New York, by charging small 

to 44 inches in diameter, and the ‘width of each | Per centage. “ : 
board taken, after taking off the wane edge—| A Steamer will leave Liverpool with Caitle 

The sum total of eacn board constitutes the| about the first of every month. 

amount each log will give, and if there.can be| ‘The Stock will be delivered at New York in 

any dependence placed upon such strictly math- | about six weeks from the time the order is giv 

ematical accuracy, no one will hesitate fora! en in America. 

moment to abide the results here given, asthe] gp Orders received, or for citeulars contain- 

method adopted by the author can result we ing all information, apply to Messrs, THOS. 
nothing else than strict honestyand mathemat-| BETTS & BRO, or J. M. MILLER, St 

ical accuracy, to the parties interested. | Maiden Lane, New York City, who is author 

The best evidence of the usefulness and pop-} 3724 to ‘anh aaa hinent 2 

ularity of this book is the rapid and extensive | . a) 55 - 4 

} sale of over seventy-five thousand in a very New York, Jan. 1, 1855.: ly 

See 
Y
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ROCK COUNTY NURSERY. | 4 | HATS,CAPS& FURS Eom ey i Will be sold cheaper than ever for the re- RZ j £ | mainder of theseason. CASH being very de- Sara: i | sirable, at Ie | ane 2 | at | Great Inducements os a } | }} Will be offered to those wishing any thing in ” ofa a \\\ < | this line. ast Se + | Both Ladies’ and Gents’ Furs—a choice as- sy ™ s | oa 1} sortment yet on hand. Merheatiicic Seat +e 1 og [ Groves anv Mirtsns, the very best article | bs caput (Sake: ! ig i] manufactured, will also be found, at pricesto| #eo ES sae a Sam * | ie 1} suit the times. j es < Sabie / He ; > Casz a for all kinds of Fur Skins, at SSN RRC = 4 i si | . | 

iB Sawer et She Bic tix, on Seta Situated in the Southern Linus of the Cty of ee P Janesville, Jan. Ist, 1855. : 2m Janesville, East side of the River, on the it 
: ; z > 

2 5 sepa ee : 4 ]) TO PHYSICIANS, FARMERS, AND Tigrarh Heed Hee, hs 
ema, Te wae i 

i; | EVERY BODY! WE take this method of bringing to the no- || if | We patties Derm iat tice of the public the fine stocx of Fruir and : | se | Oxxamenrat Trees, Survuns, Prayts, &e, fi } Fs F } F AR WELL & BRO which we have the pleasure of offering forthe {J i | * | Spring trade. { ; iy |] Are now extending their trade tothe four cor- cca: = A 1 4 ners of Wisconsin. and are the only House Our trees are of thrifty growth, in an ez- J 
re where you can buy Goods cuear— posed situation, on the ae prairie, which ren- }j i } pure! and inevery way with the ders them hardy and adapted to any locality, || + i utmost confidence—such as | and therefore of much more value than those |] : |} +DRUGS, MEDICINES, PERFUMERY, | &TW® in a protected situation. | : FANCY GOODS, PAINTS, | _ Our stock is large, and embraces the best va- | i / OILs, TURPENTINE, | Tieties now in cultivation that will endure our | ig : VARNISHES, BRUSHES, | climate From strict care in Propagation and || | DYE STUFFS, GLUES, | rearing, we feel , Warranted in recommending ] ip | Patent Medicines of almost every | them tothe public. | i | kind now in use—all of which we offer at great-| APPLE TREES—from 5 to 8 feet high, 16 | i] ly reduced prices. cents each. Dealers and Planters Wishing one |] ie | Our expenses are now reduced to a trifle—| thousand or more, $120 to $140 perthousand. || if jj having build a large and commodious Store | STANDARD PEAR TREES-—from three i jj expressly for their trade, are not oblized to put | to seven yearsold 50 cents, | | on extra tariffs for rents, &c. | DWARF PEARS_} 4 ] | Call and see us, and if any thing is wanted | os Quincellivenen ak arge variety—on An {f 4 imour line, you can not help pleasing yourself, | gers Quince, five feet high, 40 to 50 cents. | |} 8 our motto is—“Bounp to Trape.” | DWARF APPLE-—35 cents. | | CF Milwaukee street adjoining Merchant’s| CHERRY TREES—5 tos feet high, large |] Hotel, Janesville, Wis. . | Variety, 25 to 50 cents. i ot ZARWELL & BRO."| | GOOSRERURIES meel'eaiae iste a. | oa OIT CLO OTHING STORE, | RASPBERRIES—50 cents per dozen. } ‘" | 

GRAPE VINES—four years old, part of || q } Corner of Turtle and School Sts. | Which have fruited, 25 to 00 penta ea | ; LARGE assortment of the most fushion-| Care taken to furnish articles of the best {| able Gentlemen’s apparel, consisting of | quality and true to name. | ; jj] Coats, Overcoats, Pants, Vests, Overhauls,; Nuzscar Srocus. Surs, &c., furnished to | : jj} Shirts, Cravats,Collars, Suspenders, and Gloves | those commencing business on liberal terms. |} f jj ~made in the best manner—kept constantly | Ail interested are invited to cali and examine . i} on ot Also, a sneee saneeieeneh of Broad- | for themselves. i cloths, assimeres, estings, a Trimmings | . . }} | of all kinds, which will be made up to order in| = pkey apouie ay palate lind | P aan che pereming, ae at nee Per | _ iad and trees packed and ‘traded without 
i ers. s :, : 1 :, i F i} CUTTING of all kinds doneat the shortest ___ Letters of inquiry will receive prompt atten- “ notice, and warranted to fit. | tion. COLBY & WILLEY. i Beloit, March, 1854. ly Janesville, Jan. 1st, 1855.: ly 

E os : a - 
| 

, 
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| 3 | Allegan, Mich., 10th Jan. 1853. 

/ YER 'S Dear Sir—No one, no, not onc—man woman, 

} bys or child—can be found to deny that the Carx- 

| “Saye Bie 4 (4 ry Pecrorat is all that it claims to be. There 

/ As KY i‘ > | is much used in this vicinity, although not 

> ZB cpl nt Ve PSs known until recently. The community should || 

Ye Ff Tate E—— > | know its virtues. Yours truly, 
| (dat a = JOHN R. KELLOGG, M.D. 

=), Fe = a | 
> “7 tay | Let Gentlemen of the Legal Profession mark 

Se ac eT ne Ay 4 zi] this case. 
et ee 7 | i | Williamsburg, L. L, Sept. 3, 1852. 

be ly nt | Dr. J.C. Axex, 
Dear Sir—Over application for the past 

CHERRY PECTORAL, |three years to my duties as an advocate 
| brought on some eight months ago @ severe ir- For the rapid Cure of | aes ee oe 

R ritation of the bronchial tubes, which was a 

| COUGHS, COLDS; HOARSENESS, | constant annoyance to me, and fast becoming a j 

BRONCHITIS,WHOOPING-COUGH, source of great apprehension. Every remedy | 
| CROUP, ASTHMA, AND | tried, failed even to relieve me, till | used your 
| P, is Cuerry Pecrorat. This has not only reliev- | 

: CONSUMPTION. ed me, but, as 1 trust, wholly curedme. Icare 

| spb . me nothing for the reputation of advocating Pa- | 
| We invite the attention of the public to the! tent Medicines, and this is at yourservice. I [jf 

certificates appended below, and bespeak for | shall recommend it to members of the har, and = | 

them that candid consideration which their| others whom I may meet, laboring under simi- 
hanesk anaes desceven: | lar indispositions. ‘Yours truly. 

si : 1 R. F. JONES. 
Men in such stations as many who volunta-| x 2 z 

rily bear witness to the efficacy and value = aan y Sree aoe a - Lael 
Cuerry Pectorat, do not wantonly trifle with, | § eas, that a ecey Pectocal cee — } 

or distort facts, nor overstate their convictions. aa Re; viz: an unequalled remedial H 

Judge then, whether this is not the medicine | have = all — ef ee and ae ] 

to trust when you, must have relief for the; TBe experience of years aime | 
throat and sas ss jadge, too, ae every | 00h, anp we submit to the people, helicsing: : 
family ought not to have it by hem ae ae that its virtues will fully maintain its reputa- 

guard against the everywhere prevailing ene- — 
my, which steals with fatal frequency upon al-| PREPARED BY J.C. AYER, 

most every flock, and carries off the lamb from | Cusmist, Lowell, Mass. 

jj many a home? | Sold by Carey & Gordon, Beloit; Holden, 
Jackson, C. H. Jackson City, O. | Kemp & Co., Janesville; J. K. Eilert, Monroe ; 

20th November, 1852. i | John Wright, Madison; E. R. & F. A. Utter, 
Dr. ESN ey penta i ne | Elkhorn; T. Mason, Dubuque, lowa; E. E. ~ 

‘ectoxaL is much in-| lingto ‘ Druggists 
quired after. Several of our best Physicians | a eens eee ea 

|} have used it, three of them in their own case, everywhere. Vén8:1y:¢11 
jj and always with the happiest effects. The nu-| — SAE ST ES ET Pe a 
| ween pend eadinines siways before them, | The New Edition of 

'o incredulity in regard to every new rem-| ’ 
i} edy; and it is only after undoubted evidence LAPHAM’S POCKET MAP 
| < ae my ase that sauseing like a} OF WISCONSIN, showing the surveys ofthe 

ueral confidence can excited. Menomonee Lands, &c., may now be had at 
s The unrivalled excellence of this combina-| tke bookstores, or by application (accompanied y pani 

Ses agents, (in the Cherry Pectoral,) prov-| by the cash) to the undersigned. It will be 
ed beyond cavil by repeated trial under their} sent by mailto any address upon the*receipt of 

|] own observation, has compelled medical men|onedollar. A liberal discount made to dealers. 
to proclaim abroad its usefulness. It is beyond I. A. LAPHAM. 

[| all doubt the best general remedy we have for | Milwaukee, January, 1853. 
| ne Mateceary. A Soene of this climate, | ee 

1 e same time sedative and expectorant—a rare L Meses, 
| combination of properties. 

; ianenere ae ft will prove its own reward, | M ‘rosary Made Gums of Coleen Ware — 
subseribe myself, t le Coffins constantly on hand 

Respectfully your ob’t serv't, | Metalic do. furnished to order Shop on the 
JAS. H.C. MILLER, M.D. | West side of the River, Janesville.
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f MANNY’S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 

, REAPER AND MOWER: COMBINED, | | R ‘D MOWER, CO: ED, | H es AND - &, Kee? & eT : . ~ san j SUM aww tt OW Ba. | i . = Ade O a s 5 (CE i Secured to John H. Manny ty NINE PATRNTS %in the United States; also’ 
i Patented in England . : NAINA II NN PNT ANNO Rs Bea oP pan ers MANUFACTURED BY MANNY & CQ; AT ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. : Rt RL RURAL 
q These valuable machines are censtantly being manufactured) AL large number are being made for the coming harvest. ee RS Tess ; 

Over TWO THOUSAND were constructed during the past season, and used with entire success, yet the demand was not half supplied. zs ; » k ; Thirty first class premiums have been awarded to Mr. Manny for the superiority of his hy fj machines over all others, in the frequent trials it has had with them, ineluding every machine |} f that has any claim to reputation. 

f f A WARRANTY 
: H Is given io each purchaser, that the machine is well built, and of good materials; and that : it will Mow as well ascan be done with the Scythe, and Reap as well as can be done with the H 6Cradle, 

f iu $ The Machine is drawn by two horses, and managed by one person for mowing, and two persons for reaping ; and is also warranted to cut from ten to fifteen acres per day. i ie ! x TT Ds Toa : i THE NINE PATENTS 
Of John H. Manny, for Reaping and Méwing Machines. embrace Adjustability, the Knives, Guard Fingers, Dividers. Arrangement of Wheels, of Platforms, Trucks, Levers, Braces, H jj Frame Work, Gathering Wings, Oblique Piatform, Juints, Positions for Attendants, ete., ete. | —auli these being exceedingly valuable features, and in most successful operation. 

; OUR EXTENSIVE MANUFACTORY , 
1 Is located on Rock River, in the city of Roekford, Ill.; and having an unsurpassed water pow- : er, and every facility necessary to the manufacture of Manny’s Patent Adjustabe Reaper and Mower, we are enabled tosupply all orders for the same with promptness and with a perfect machine. 

: 
4 am : 7 WMAMWUY’S MAGEE i 

Exeels all othars in simplicity of construction, in facility of management, in lightness of draught, (requiring only two horses.) in having no side draughi, in its adjustability to uneven ; ground, and ia being readily adjustable to any height from the ground when reaping, by / means of a lever extending from the driver's seat, aud under his control. / Ht also excels every other implement in cutting lodged or tangled grain or grass, and also in eutting all kinds of grain or grass, whether wet or dry, without clogging. It will eut flax ¢lose to the ground, or gather the seed, and will also gather timothy and clover seed. _ Two Knives—one a sickle, the other a smooth edge—are furnished with each Machine, ether of which may be used as required. + ow 
| THE COMBINED MACHINE 

Is converted from a Reaper to 2 Mower, and vise versc, by simply removing or inserting 9 loose platform, which may be done in less than one minute. 

NUMEROUS CERTIFICATES, 
; Reeommendations, and testimonials to the great value of Manny’s Machine, have been received from ai! parts of the country, and are published, together with a large amount of other informa- tion, in a pamphlet which will be promptly sent by mail to all applicants. 

Price of Combined Machine,.....-..................-. $135 00 
Price of tingle Mowing Machine,..-..--/. 22.2 22...... 120 00 

> Machines delivered where ordered atithe above prices, with transportation added, 
Rockford, Iil, Feb. 1855. 7m MANNY & CO. 

—————=——————} 

+]
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| WISCONSIN & IOWA FARMER, | 
AND 

| | NORTHWESTERN GULTIVATOR. | 
| NN | 

| VOL. VII. MADISON, WIS., MARCH, 1855. NO. 3. 

MARK MILLER, Editor and Proprietor. {have power to fill any vacancies which may 

| Se eens ea Petites. occur in the offices of the Society. Spe- 

| ee withthevolume and back numberssup- | = ia the pate ome 5 a ae 

] csc sntecqucnt insertion, Fi ge ear a | shall state the day, hour, and place of said} 
| ie en beopant eoiieas = Ser sears $30; halt | meeting. 

}  sadsieSCwerdetines ores) persear, 9050; estan | Antic VII. The Constitution may 
| one veers. Rretinsertion: 92.09% for each subsequent in-/}, . nonded by a vote of iucsdiindos te 

]] 3 Bills for Advertising to be paid quarterly, members attending any annual or special 

| Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. ™*:tine: 
! : oe i | Messrs. H.S. Orton, E. W. Edgerton, J 

: Atameeting of the Wisconsin State Ag | and H. M. Billings, were appointed aCom- |] 

ricultural Society, held at their ieee _ | mittee to revise the Constitution and Act ]] 
Madison, on the 14th of February, 1855, |of Incorporation, and to draft a code of | 

the following amendments were proposed | Bye-Laws, and report the same at the next 

SOc | annual meeting of the Society, which was ff 

Arricie II was amended so as to read | ynanimously adopted. | 

as follows: —“ The Society shall consist of | The Society then adjourned. | 

} such citizens of this and other States, as! E. W. Epcertos, Pres’t. 

| may signify their wish to become members, | Gg, 0. TirFany, See’y. } 

} and shall pay, on subscribing, not less than ; ee i 

| one dollar; and, also, of Honorary and | rk For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer. i 

Corresponding members. The Presidents | Condition of Soil for Sowing Wheat. | 

|| of County Agricultural Societies, or adele-/ Mr. Eprror:—I notice a series of ques- | 

gate from each, shall be Ex-officio mem- tions by Geo. P. Peffer, respecting the cul- ] 

i} bers of this Society. The payment of éen tivation of wheat, which I consider of suf-  ] 

| dollars, or more, at any one time, shall con- | ficient importance to elicit answers, separte- || 

i] stitute a Life Member, and exempt the do- | ly, to each of the 9 queries, and I shall en- J 

| nor from annual contributions.” | deavor to give such answers as my expe- [f 

| Arrictz V. There shall be an annual rience and observation, in connection with ff 

| meeting of the Society, at their rooms in what I have learned from Agricultural pub- ff © 

| Madison, on Wednesday, the 3d day of| lications, may enable me to. 

] December, at 3 o’clock p. w, in each year; | First. What condition should the soilbe |] 

|| and 20 days’ notice thereof shall be given in for swing wheat? Now, as there is so |] 

| in one or more papers in the village of | great a variety of soils, the same process | 

| Madison; at which meeting the President on not be applicable to all of them, we jj 

and four members of the Executive Com- | will suppose the soil to be a clay loam on ff 

|| mittee shall be elected by a plurality of | oak openings. I hold that no land is nat- |] 

| votes. The Executive Committee shall! urally better adapted to the growing of
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i wheat than a pretty stiff clay loam, of suf-) I am aware, Mr. Editor, I have only | 4 

H | ficient elevation to be exempt from too] made an introduction. to this important | . 

' } much excess of water. If for fall wheat, | subject, in the hope that we may have the 
- the land summer fallowed with a crop of] published experience of many more agri- : 

: | peas—say three bushels of seed per acre| culturists throughout the Union, | 

‘4 —,and when the crop is matured, turn in Euisua Fouier. } 

+ | swine, sheep, calves and colts, sufficient to) Omro, Winnebago co., Feb., 1855. | 

y | devour all the grain and as much of the pea gree eee ae 
P vine as they are disposed toeat. This pro- Harvesting Oats, &c. | 

: cess is better than a naked summer fallow, poli | 

FE } inasmuch as your land is not impoverished| Being drove for time last harvest, I mow- | 

Y by the removal of any of the crop from|ed my oats; then, when sufficiently dry, |} 

fH the soil; and it also effectually checks the} raked them together with a horse rake, and 

i growth of all weeds. Now that the pea| hauled them directly into the barn, 
crop is all destroyed and the vine in a part- CORN-STALKS FOR FODDER. 

Ki | ly decomposed state, turn under the refuse,} Sow Indian corn broadcast, at the rate | 
/ ] and sow early in September—thoroughly | of three bushels per acre; cut the stalks in }} 

pulverize the soil by thoroughly plowing} August, and set up in shocks. Let thresh- ) 

\ } and harrowing. When this is accomplish-| ing be done early; build the straw stack 
r | ed, pass over the field with a heavy roller,| against the barn, then haul in the stalks 

t |} and it is done with until the succeeding| when partially dry; pitch back a layer of 

| spring. If your means will admit, sow! straw, then a layer of stalks. In'this way } 

} some 50 or 60 bushels of charcoal dust|/I have wintered a stock of cattle, where |} 

per acre—being first reduced to powder| the means seemed very scanty. The stalks ; 

| by threshing upon a barn floor with a flail, | impart their nutriment to the straw, and || 

heavy maul, or other machinery, any way | cattle will eat both stalks and straw very 

] to reduce itto dust. Sow it over your field | clean. } 

| of wheat while the dew is on, of a still A BARN IN THE ROUGH. 
F morning. The charcoal tends to strength-| Put up a frame, say 26 by 36, with four | 

i en the wheat straw, and, consequently, you| bents twelve feet apart, connected by girts 

will realize plump, heavy grain. In de-|—the rafters in a building of this width 
H fault of charcoal dust, use from 12 to 20| will need no support in the middle ; let || 

| bushels of wood ashes per acre—unleach-| the rafters be fifteen feet long, connected 

| | ed, the former quantity, 20 of leached.—| by hard-wood ties, from three to four feet 
} I would recommend the same process for a] apart; cover up and down with sound || 
| crop of spring wheat, unless you have] boards, sixteen feet long—batten with inch } 

some stubble or other land that has been| boards, six inches wide; let the posts be || 

in hoed crops and kept perfectly clear of| twelve feet long. Leave sliding panels ov- | 
weeds the season preceding. In sowing] er the middle and upper girths, at suitable | 

| the wheat for spring crop, the land should | distances, on each broadside, for the admis- |] 
| be irvariably fall plowed, and sowed early sion of fodder; then build stables at each | 

| inspring. 1 would here observe, as far as| gable end as best you may. The advan- || 

| it has come to my knowledge, pit bottoms, | tages of a building like this are: it is ca- || 

where charcoal has been burned, produce | pacious, and any of the boys will build and 
plump, heavy grain of all the cereals. As| cover in less than no time; it keeps your || 

| it retains ammonial salts, it is an excellent| hay, straw, &c., from being coated with || 
| fertilizer on almost all dry soils. snow and ice in winter, and when Boreas | 

: Da ‘
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: | rages, it don’t blow it over the hills and far | tions for Cooking—her first, not her late |, 
| away; and last, not least, it makes a good | work. O. Park. j 
| wing to your barn-yard. Oasis. | Janesville, Wis., Feb., 1855. | 

eee eee ee anes For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. |} 
Cultivation of the Egg Plant. | Crossing Different Breeds of Fowls. 

Mr. Evrror:—As there hasbeen anum-| Frreyp Mner:--In givif you my 
ber of inquiries about the cultivation of the | experience in crossing pifferent breeds of 

Egg Plant, I will cheerfully state, for the | fowls, ‘permit to express my opinion of the | 
| benefit of your readers, the little that I | ruinéus practice of in-and-in breeding, | 

know. 5 | which cannot be too strongly deprecated— 

T planted the seeds in a hot-bed about|a course highly injurious in ail animals, | 
the 25th of March. I watered them fre- ‘and not excepting the human family. | 

|| quently to make them spring up—other-; To propagate first class stock, and retain | 

wise they are apt to fail. When there | their purity, they must not only be of the | 
seemed to be no more danger of frost, I | same variety, but as distantly related as || 
transplanted them. My ground was rich | possible. By breeding the same family of 

i} for new oak-opening land. I planted them | bloods together—say, offspring of same 
in hills—four feet apart each way——one in | parents—is ruinous in the extreme, and the 

every hill—choosing the same sort of wea- | very best breeds will soon become worth- 
|} ther as is suitable for transplanting toma- less, which I have tested to my satisfaction | 

toes. They require frequent and deep hoe- with Asiatic fowls; but by a judicious mix- 
ing and hilling up. | ture of fresh blood yearly, and by proper |} 

From a six cent paper of seeds, I raised a they have attained to all the ad- | 
ten or twelve bushels of eggs—without | vantages any person ought reasonably ask. | 
setting out near all the plants—and the | The long shanked, narrow breasted, lightly | 

bushes were still bearing und blossoming | feathered, clumsy, awkward critters, are 
when they were cut off by the frost, on the | rarely to be seen except in the yards of | 

|| 12th of October. I think a much larger, |some in-and-in breeders. It 1s far better | 

as well as earlier crop could be had, by |to break up the uniformity of your fowl’s | 

| planting the seeds on the 10th of March, lies and risk the development of 

and by transplanting them into very rich, |some defect which may be brought about | 

deep soil. lby the union of two breeds, or certain || 
The fruit of the purple Egg Plant is fit strains of breeding, than continue on in 

for use as soon as it is the size of a goose |one uninterrupted line closely connected. 
egg, and until the seeds become reddish or | This course of mixing is termed crossing, | 

brown, when it acquires a disagreeable pun- and is very often attended with beneficial |] 
| gency. “If gathered before hurt by frost, results among every variety of domestic H 

the eggs can be kept till January, by hang- jek | 
ing them in the cellar, or by laying them} I have experimented with fowls for fifty | 

on shelves there, in single tiers. Their | years as a favorite amusement; and, since || 

flavor remains good to the last. There are | the late popularity of foreign breeds, T have 
five varieties of the Egg-Plant, but that |spared no expense or trouble to test their | 

having medium-sized, purple, pear-shaped | relative qualities, which time nor space will 
q || fruit, is the best. now allow me to particularize; suffice it to 

The modes of preparing them for the ta” | say, I am content with those I now have | 
|| ble can be learned from Mrs. Leslie’s Direc-!—provided I can keep them as good as_ | 

‘ ; | 

aller
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2 they now are, by selecting from other yards | subject. I consider most of them but ya- ff 

i | cocks of the right stamp to breed from, of | rieties, with established characteristics, by _ || 

ast | their respective breeds: selections and particular strains of breed- || 

We ‘As Ihave catered the last four years for | ing. It no doubt requires. in China, the || 

ih | public fancy, I have taken every precau- same mode of management. to propogate 

at tion to breedeach breed pure; still, to in- | first class fowls, that it does here, viz.: the | 

‘oe dulge my fancy for experimenting, I have | frequent addition of fresh blood, and se- | 

i : | kept one or more yards made up of all the | lecting such as best pleases their fancy— } P 

' v yards—some of which progeny did not a- | Some prefer light, and some dark; some || 

ems |} mount to much, and gthers, again, made | with feathered legs, and some with clean || 

/ ; | fowls I can confidently recommend as high- | legs; still, for a person to rest content with 

a | ly productive, hardy, large, and of rich | the common fowl, or a mere dash of blood, |] 

} | plumage. at this day, as a source of domestic econo- || 

| | The English Dorking crossed on Shang- | my, is like prefering the racer breed of |}. 

} } hai or Brahma, makes a valuable variety,— | hogs to the best Suffolks . } 

4 | plump, compact, sightly birds, and of good Should you deem the above worth the | 

j | size. I kept a yard of them last year, and | space it will occupy in your useful paper, } 

; was well satisfied with them. I have aj and, if desired, you may hear of some-of 

ay | white English Game and black Cochin | my doings and experience hereafter. ; 

Bit ) China, half-and-half, a great favorite. She M. Freeman. i 

1 |. laid all the fore. part of last winter, and! Schoolcraft, Mich. Feb, 1855. ; 

| | hatched a brood in February, another in Oo | 

; | June, and another in August; and i SE Nee ce ae } 

i | each brood, commenced to lay before leay-| cee ae eat 

ing them. This winter, the same has just| Mr. Eprror:—Allow me to say a few 

' hatched a brood. I have, also, in my mix’d | words to the farmers of Wisconsin, and to 

H | yard, a white Shanghai and black Cochin, | hace in particular who, during the past 

i | half-and-half, that has proved to be a very | year, have encouraged the importation of |] 

t | free layer. I have, also, a Shanghai and | fruit trees, palmed upon the community, by ] 

i | Brakma, half-and-half, that laid 79 eggs | agents. Don’t forget that there are Nur- || 

f before she was inclined to set, but “broke | series in the West, as well as at the East; ; 

/ | her up,” and she has laid almost constantly and, if an agent from a York State Nurse- |] 

i since. Ihave a-yard of pullets from a) ry calls and tells you his trees are better than 

: | very fine black Shanghai hen and my best | those grown here, don’t tell him you know | 

{ | Brahma cock. Their plumage is black, | better, but stick to your opinion—it is as |] 

i with very strong green metallic lustre; | good as his, and perhaps better. Youneed | ‘ 

' || large and very fine form, and are now lay- | not tell him that trees grown upon their | 

; | ing freely, though quite young. They have | native soil do better than those exposed to | 

: | bright yellow legs, which is rarely to be | a change of climate and soil; besides, hav- | 

: seen on such black birds. | ing their roots frozen and thawed, and dri- 

On referring to my memorandum book ed, by several hundred miles transportation _ |] 

i | of “fowl doings,” I find the above named | —I mean, such as can be grown here from | 

} comprises most, if not all, the crosses I} seed. Don’t expose your doubts, if he as- | 

' | consider worth propagating. As to there | sures you of a fine lot of trees; but tell 

| being so many distinct breeds of Asiatics | him at once, their home consumption de- | 

4 | among us, Iam much inclined to doubt, | mands the best, and you want none of their |} 

Hl ] although so much kas been said on that! refuse. Give them to understand that |] ‘
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| there are Nurseries within six miles of your] was applied, and they were of better size- 

| own door, where better trees can be had, His crop was one hundred bushels to the] 

| and at lower prices, and can be obtained] 9¢'e- =~ value of the guano and labor | 
| al : of applying it was three dollars, and the | 

a) auany time, and set fresh from the ground gain by its use about twelve and a half bu- |] 

and in good season. Let him know that) shels of potatoes, which sold for $18,75. |] 

there are some in the BadgerState whoare| _ On another piece of similar land, he = | 
not fools, even in the presence of some plied swamp mud in the hill, to the whole, |] 
“gas.” ww, _ | and to a part Peruvian guano, at the rate | 

| “| of 100 en, a acre. oe oe | 

i Remarxs.—We have taken frequent oc- cae to be a later crop than the first,’ 
{ ‘ rs : . | and to have been 209 bushels to the acre, |] 

casion to caution the public against being] ., that the 100 pounds of guano, worth ] 

| deceived into the purchase of trees from) three dollars, gave twenty bushels of pota- 

these Peter Funk Nurserymen,who are gen-| toes, worth about sixteen dollars. | 

] erally non-residents. We hear of several| Mr. Sanborn applied 100 Ibe, to three- 

|} of them, now in the State soliciting orders es of maw, = a cae for | 

| for trees, to be shipped and delivered thi YS eee = Dee Vee ee | aac P = S| cuano. It was cut by his men in his ab- | 

| spring, from beyond Lake Erie. scence, and not kept separate. The whole | 

i We advise all who want trees, to buy| crop was twenty bushels to the acre, which |] 

|} them of our Western Nurserymen. Go to — catndoabie thee — | 
| c a ere was ful uble the quantity > | 

er pe Ae a =e Sie and nearly double the quantity of grainon |] 

43 n up and packed so as tokeep| the part where the guano was applied— |] 
| tbe roots from freezing and drying while | He applied 200 Ibs. to an acre for Barley, 

|. out of the ground; and, get a regular bill,| and increased his crop one-third by the | g 7 4nd; Gi 3 d P a 1, fi | 
specifying the varieties. Then, if your trees et a ee with a part of the field 

pe properly — and cared for, they} ‘The part on which the guano was used, | 
will live and thrive; besides, when they gave acrop of fifty bushels to the acre, so 

}] come into bearing, if they do not prove| that he got about twelve and ahalf bu- jj 

| true to name, vou know where to look for shels of barley, worth as many dollars, for: i 

gatifactioa. WiWe’ repent, discard alls tane,| Sooue sve donas 0b guano; ts sayenodlinnsy |g 
‘ of the increase of straw. | 

tare pedlers. The barley was raised last year,and the }f 
SS 4 er y' a 

} Experiments with Guano. land laid to grass. He says there was this} 
— year ao perceptibe difference in the crop jj 

“i Mr. Rurvs Sannory, of Hampton Falls,| of grass where the guano was used, and jj 

| N.H., has been making a course of inter- where it = aps Aly 

esting experiments with Guano, which we] $@" Experience has proved that on per- J 

f ]} compile from a lengthy article on Guano} manent wood-lands, it is advisable to cut ]J 
| and Superphosphate, by Henry F. French, the whole growth off at once, as you would ff 

S| inithe- Al -diuawnes cut off a op of grass from a permanent jf 

| Ba sey : 2 __| meadow. The succeeding crop starts at jf 

| pilot Sat gaoavaaence: aon ah the same time, and goes on evenly, stands | 
* hi em on dry land,| thickly j . ; 

} on which he had applied sixteen fads of ae noe ae de ands a pipes H 
| manure and plowed itin. He put one hun-| oftener hard wood is cut, the faster the | 

| dred pounds of Peruvian guano into the] next crop will grow. It is the opinion of ff 
hills, on half an acre, leaving the rest with] close observers that it is most profitable to | 

no manure except what was plowed in. eut the same ground over about once in 
aoe the potatoes hea ee | twenty to twenty-five years—Boston Cul- | 

average prie~ of one dolier fif-| tivator. ] 

_ tycentsa bushel, He got just twenty-five ane | 
f per cent. more potatoes where the guano! ga” Rye exists wild in Siberia. | 

eee
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f Anti-Salt Movement. sive, clear, and intelligible proofs, that. of | 
ie | —— two lots of cattle, the one denied and =. 

Hh: __|other supplied wich salt, the skin to the 
et Apyayraces OF Satt ror Carrie. siaibneee : : ; 

ie | Dr. Joel Shew publishes in the Hydropa- (09) 7a) peletae ein Se a 
1 thie Review, a lecture devoted to the dis-|}9 smooth and shining, while in the others 

fe | cussion of the following strange proposi-|it will be dull and erect. On prolonging | 

ao i} tions:— this experiment, these signs will become 

Bs “Salt, or the chloride of sodium, is min-|Still more prominent. Animals absolutely 
i eral poison, and in all works of any note deprived of salt, or receiving no more than 

he | on the subjects of poison, it is treated of what is naturally contained im their fodder, i 

ee } assuch. It is in no form of natural food; |#re thereby deprived of what is necessary 

; it is an indigestible article; never goes to |for the secretory process. The skin be- | 
‘8 nourish any part or portion of the living | Comes diseased, or, as the singlish term one | 

i body, as we have every reason to believe, form of it, “ hide bound,” from sympathg 
; but always leaves the system as it enters it, with the inactive digestive process ; while |} 

; a sien iene poison.” other oxen, in spite of the want of exercise © |} 

/ tins facia iad debed dntamootook this from stall feeding, remain generally heal- | 

iF that ia-vcuine lallacsweas sa eal i ps thy if supplied with the saline stimulant. | 

$ gah oo te ara tee Ue) Salt serves in all living organisms to assist || 

i ~_ nee eee ane promote the most salutary changes, | 
} fuge; and that another individual, asa feat |". = 3 

y i z without directly taking a share by its ele- | 
i of gluttony, wagered to sup a pound of . = : 

; aa stoke al died ments in the formatory process. So far | 
} aaee a meen a = ' tec’ @P | from it being true, that “salt never goes to 

i | = ee aioe raileo } x a nourish any part of the living body,” the. 
H | a : eee sick ca fact is that salt does not act directly as a | 

i} | Jong on salt provisions suffer from scurvy. é . * 

} | The Doctor might have added with equal producer of flesh, but it nutralizes the in- fi : 

rtinence, that if a dog were fed exclusive- |JU"0US effects of the unnatural avoidance 
i / es >. Ee of exercise forced on animals fed or fattened 

/ y, ms = — pop, opener nsed eel ty produce flesh, and advantages resultin 

H wie ae ee a The Doctor | t-om its moderate use can re cae 

| | is.also mistaken in saying that salt is taken!) pighly. Salt accelerates growth, ren- 
; 1} in food as an antiseptic. The eccentric en y: S fara 

Deed dears Soha chicmsethviama) tome! dering the wool of sheep finer; the flesh is 

i BD xcatk ty hie susas= oe aed oe onsdhecko: better flavored, more nutritious and more 

' ] Tnach is note caill”—in allusion to the old |@*9UY digested than that of animals which 
/ | ate ee © 0’ | are excluded from taking-any salt with their 
' || theory of digestive trituration—* nor is it . 
i | a fermenting vat” upon an eeached ie food. Dr. Shew will hardly convince us 

j Dy patenias eee resiltnae ;.>_ | that the millions of the Hindoos, who live} 
{ > 4 1 “ : a 

| Som ”meming ta hw sme |tmom er,pn / | thing about vital action, and the material au W.- FieBbwendeey: Post. 
i jj and physical agents which agreeably and eee Cree eee 
; | usefully, in certain doses, modify that action, | Roitexs—Every farmer should provide | 

; | which is vainly sought to be understood or| himself with a roller. Where grass lands 

; explained. Lime, for instance, is a neces-| heaye with the frost, and protrude the roots 
: sary integrant of bones. A hen, with the of the grass, thereby producing an uneven 
/ }| best disposition in the world to lay eggs, | and unsightly surface, greatly to the hin- 
: | will be unable to do so unless she can pick | drance of the mower, the action of this in- 

|} some lime, perhaps from the mortar of the strument is indispensable. It crowds down 

| = eee pen form the shell, | the elevated tufis, and thereby insures a || 
/ and min matter of various names enter | more speedy and vigorous vegetation, and |} 

— baal ocean The yet enables the scytheman to cut close, and 
e presence of iron | yw; greatest a 5 rmer. || 

/ | and soda, one of the oxidised elements of withthe do eat cane. Hor bang ie | 

i || common salt, is as necessary an element of} (> Agriculture, like the ieader of Is- |} 
| blood as is the iron. rael, strikes the rock—the waters flow, and | 

; E Practical agriculturists know from deci- | famished people are satisfied. | \ 

i oe eee | Pe La
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} WOODWARD'S SEED PLANTER AND WEEDING PLOW. 

| At the great trial of Agricultural imple-| | Use atu your Lanp.—How often do 
| ments at Geneva, New York, in 1852, this) We see men adding acre to acre, for the 
| planter was the most successful. The com- | Ske of having a large farm to cultivate, 

bse aaddies amare | when they have not yet tilled one half of 
[ee oe ae the land which they possessed in the first || 
| “The planter was tried with corn on the|place. They have cultivated, perhaps five 

surface and found to drop four grains ith (on six inches of the surface, and have not 
accuracy, at equal distances of three feet.| made any use of the eight or ten inches 
Gypsum or plaster was then placed in aj which lie immediately below it A few 
hopper next to the seed box; when in mo- years ago there was a premium offered in 
tion it dropped the corn with precision, and| Kentucky for the best ten acres of corn.— 

| deposited about a gill of plaster on the| The average crop of the competitors was 
| corn. ‘Thismachize was then worked in a| 122 bushels per acre. Now, if that quan- 
| piece of plowed or cultivated ground and | tity of corn can be produced on an acre, is 
| planted several rows; upon examination, |it not folly for you, intelligent reader, to 
| and upon removing the earth, it was found|add more land to that which you already 
] that not more than five and never less than} possess, until you have made the latter ca- 
] four grains were dropped with remarkable| pable of producing that number of bushels, 

exactness in each specified distance, It| or as near it as may be. 
| was moved by one horse, guided by one| You know very well that you can raise 
} man, it cleared away all lumps from the| these 122 bushels a great deal cheaper off 

track or row, leaving a smooth surface on|of one acre, than if you had to cultivate 
which and directly over the corn, was about| two or three or four for that purpose— 
one gill of plaster It seemed evident no| Piedmont Whig. 
manual labor with the hoe could perform 5 nee eat 
work so well. An arrangement exists, but| £27 To plant without manure, and sell 
was not exhibited, for as twomachines| the crop off the land, is the poorest of all |] 

| 7 een a planting Be a at once.| farming; but to plant either with manure |} 
| Moveable cylinders are applied and so con- ‘ A ] Berroa ten tact ecry watiekys otesaed or without, cultivate thoroughly, consume ] 

} down to the most minute size.” | the crop on the land, and to secure toitthe }f 
ae | benefit of all the manure, is the beginning | 

} £2 Time waits for no man. of good farming. | 
| i ’ —————— = 
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: * at least to be provided for, (April, October 

Atnck Register. Norn ante van BStdone | 

. | with pri the cultivated grasses for pas- |} 

i sana ea na aes more reliable for eae 

| eS - ha — age for sheep from the fisst of April to De- | 

| — *” ember, than the wild pastures are from 

| Mr, Eprron:—The question is often] the first of May to October. The number |] 

| raised amongst our farmers, as to what! of acres necessary, in grass, to carry one | 

j]_ number of sheep can be kept ‘with profit, | hundred sheep through these three months, 

, } in proportion to the number of acres in| between wild pasture and winter, I will set : 

| the farm. To the answering of this ques-| at twenty, which I am satisfied, from ex- 

tion I shall devote this article. perience, is ample; and, in aseason like ! 

| Sad experience has taught some of our| the past, would carry them through the en- | 

| farmers of this State, that sheep cannot be} tire summer. 

| kept in proportion to the number of acres} There is no pasture on which the sheep 

|| they may enumerate in their possessions;! will thrive better than the wild openings | 

| but they must be governed by the number | and prairies, when it is tender and fresh; |} 

i) of acres they have under cultivation, and | but it will not carry as many sheep tothe | 

the number of acres stocked with the cul- | acre through its season by half, as the cul- 

i] tivated grasses. | tivated pastures. Now, the expense of sum- 

| The question is nof, what number can | mering may be estimated by the interest on 

| we winter? for there are but few localities | the value of the land, which we will put 

| in the interior where the farmer cannot | at twenty dollars per acre, and thirty acres 

i} procure the wild marsh or prairie hay, ata pasturage to the hundred sheep, and inter- 

! price not exceeding three dollars per ton, | est at the rate of ten per cent, which will 

| delivered; and corn, at three shillings per| make sixty cents per head for summering ; 

} bushel—and fifteen tons of this hay, and|to which add fifteen cents per head for 

forty bushels of corn, will winter one hun-| washing, shearing, shepherding and losses, 

| dted sheep well,—although I would pre-|and you have the round sum of one dollar || 

| fer fifteen tons of clover hay, without the| and fifty cents per head for keepinga sheep |} 

i} corn. That will make sixty cents per head, | through the year. Your Farrer readers |) 

| to which add fifteen cents more for care of will all admit that I have made these esti- 

| the shepherd, interest on sheds, and salt, | mates sufficiently large to cover all expenses | 

|| d&c., and the wintering will amount to sev-| and leave a profit on the items. } 

| enty-five cents per head, which, I think Now, in order to know what per cent. we | 

| most farmers will concede is a liberal esti-| are mnking on our investment in sheep, we |} 

mate. must estimate the receipts from one hun- |} | 

| Now the question is—what number can | dred and deduct the expense of keeping |} , 

I] the farmer summer, and at what cost, and | at the above rates; and in doing so, I will 

| leave a profit?- ‘This Iwill answer by say-| confine myself to within what we have | 

| ing, in proportion to the number of acres|done—“and, what has been done may be || 

| in cultivated grasses; for the reason, that | done again.” I will take a flock of one || 

the wild pastures furnish no food until the | thousand sheep, and estimate the wool at || 

| first of May, and many times even later, | 35 cents per pound for } Merinos, which is || 

and fail soon after the first frosts, which|a fair average price; and the sheep at an || 

i usually falls from the 10th to the 25th of| average of two dollars per head, which will | 

| September. Here, then, is three month , correspond with the price of wool; and 34 | 
5 ee 

ee \
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| pounds wool per head, which is less than; their farms and paying ten per cent. inter- 

} our average the past year. The flock to! est, to invest in railroad stock; and, are ref 

| consist of 500 breeding ewes; 200 one and | ceiving on these investments ten and fifteen} 

| two year old wethers; and 300 lambs— | per cent. stock dividends, including inter-  ]j 

The receipts will be as follows: est. How much better it would be for the ff 

3500 ib wool, at 35 ets., $1,225 00 | farmer to resort to the same means to get | 

: 450 sheep, average of the flock, money to invest in sheep, and have thesat- 

] at $2—the amount of the isfaction of controlling Ais own property, |] 

increase from the 500ewes, 900 00 and realizing, over and above interest, twen- | 

¢ —__—— | ty and thirty per cent, in cash dividends. jj 

$2,125 00 | They will say, their farms are enhanced in fj 

Deduct expense of keeping, at value by building railroads, which I will jf 

| 12 shillings per head, 1,500 00 | admit, and will add—your farms are equal- 

And we find a balance of $ 625 00 pees a a. —— aa ee j 

or, 31} per cent. on 2000, being the cost " fi i ie tas : Ferthial fi | 

of the sheep, at two dollars per head. beecr apie ee epee ae 

a : market with a depot at his door, than the ff 

Now, Mr. Editor, many of your readers | yoo] grower is without a railroad. 

are raising their hundreds of acres of grain . 

annually, and burning their piles of straw, T would:not have your readers infer from} 

or leaving them about their fields in unsight- any thing that I have written in this article, 

ly heaps, that might not keep their one, two that T do not recommend the raising of the 

or three hundred sheep, by a little outlay cultivated grasses for hay, in preference to ; 

of capital, and the laying down to rest a the wild grasses of the country. ‘The wild 

few acres of their plow lands for pasture, hay can be made to answer the purpose, 

| feeding their straw to the sheep, and thus with the use of grain. But, to alll who de- 

«|| _ saving the item of hay, which amounts, in | '8" 80S into the wool growing business, 

my estimate, to forty-five cents per head, I would say, prepare your land for clover 

ati realize on their investment 53 2-15 meadows, and use nothing but clover for | 

per cent, instead of 31 }—converting their hay, when you can raise sufficient for your 

straw into the best of manure, and by the own use. I have never y es raised clover 

means pay to mother earth a moity of the hay enough 2 eae vid ae flock; but 

debt which they owe, ere ae besa: have used it sufficient to satisfy myself that 

bankrupt. ‘Are there not thousands in there is no hay equal to it for sheep. In 

this State who have not a sheep to their | ™Y next article I will endeavor to demon- 

farm, and who, instead of realizing the ten strate, in figures, that a forty acre lot of 

per cent on the value of their hundreds of clover, with sheep to consume the hay, can 

acres of pasture lands, are letting so much be made to pay a better profit to the farm- 

capital lie idle and unproductive. er than the same ey pte in wheat. 

The usual excuse, I am aware,is the} guy mit, Wis, ee 

want of capital; but who cannot borrow <a mpeaindeamnananangs 

] money on two or three years’ time, by pay-| ga Boussingsault, who probably made 

ing ten or twelve per cent. interest? The | more experiments in feeding horses than 

investment, to most of farmers, who have | any other man, found that his horses re- 

| no sheep, would pay, over and above inter- | quired perday 22 tb hay, 54 straw, 7} oats. 

| est, 25 and 30 per cent. The horses weighed about 1000 tb each. 

, a Many of of our farmers are mortgaging Of course smaller ones require less. 

| ——————=====SeEEeem 
= ———
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Horses, Asses and Mules. | on ; Most of the animals brought to 
: et this colony, including horses, cattle, 

The following facts relative to the histo- coneys, a aA iden wie ceaeied ei | 

|| ry of the introduction of horses, asses, and | cis Higginson, formerly of Leicestershire, | 

mules irfto the United States, with the ta-| whence some of the animals were brought. jf 
| bles showing their number, value, ete, are| In the vicinity of Piscataqua river, in 
| from the Patent Office Report: tty there were thirteen mares and nine |} 

The first horses imported into America | CO! 
were Goneeon St Doninge by Colum-| Horses existed in considerable numbers 

bus in his second voyage in 1403. The first | im different parts cf Louisiana, as early as 
1] introduction into any of the territory at the y ‘ear 1678, and about thirty were in 

resent lying within ea States, were | Possession of the Indians on Red river in | 

t oad at Florida by Cabeca de Vaca, in| 1690. They were alsocommon among the | ’ 

|] +1527, being 42 in number, all of which soon French of Illinois as early as 1750. ‘ 

| after or were otherwise destroyed. The) . In 1670, horzes were raised in Connec- 

|] next importation, which consisted of alarger ticut in sufficient numbers to be sent to the 

namber, was also brought to Florida by Fer- other colonies. 

1} diuand de Soto, in 1539. General Wade Hampton aud Colonel 

Horses were brought to Acadia, by M./ William Singleton, of South Carolina, 

L’Escarbot, in 1604. In 1608, the French | were both engaged in the importation of 

| extended their settlement into Canada, and | blood horses before the Revolution; so that 

soon after introduced horses and various oth- | prior to the year 1783, horses were so com- 

er animals. mon in the vicinity of Charleston, that al- 

In 1609, three ships from England land- | most every planter raised annually one or ff 

| ed at Jamestown, in Virginia, with many | more colts for racing—which were alsocon- | 
| immigrants and numerous domestic animals, | sidered the best in the country for saddle 

F | among which were a horse and six mares. | or for draught, except those of Virginia. | 

The first importation of horses into New| _Upon Washington’s first retirement, in ff 

| Netherlands was made from Holland by the|1783, he became convinced of the defec- }j 
| “Dutch West India Company,” in 1625. |tive nature of the rating animals em- 

1} +The whole number of animals shipped on pers’ in the agriculture of the Southern 

this occasion was one hundred and_ three, | States, and set about remedying the evil by ff 

consisting of stallions, mares, bulls and | the introduction of mules instead of horses, |] 

cows, besides hogs, sheep, rabbits and goats. | the. mule being found to live longer, be #f 

The value of oo there in 1637, was | less liable to diseases, and require less food, 

$32. In 1643 there were only twenty | and in every sper to be more valuable | 

draught horses in the colony, and in 1646, | and economical than the horse in agricultu- 

the price of a good horse or mare was $64; | ral labor at the South. Up to this period, |} 
of a stallion $132. In about the year 1670, | scarcely any mules were to be found in the }j 

horses were imported from the bishopric of] Union. A few had been imported from }} 
Utrecht, which far excelled those brought | the West Indies, but they were of diminu- | 

| from England. tive size and of little value. As soon as 
Some twenty or thirty years before the| Washington’s views on this subject were | 

i} revolution, the steeds most prized in New| known abroad, he received a present from 

York for the saddle, were pacers. To this| the King of Spain, of a jack and two jen- 
end the breed was propagated, and trained | nies, selected fom the royal stud at Mad. | 

4} there with great care. “Naraganset pa-|rid. The jack, called the “Royal Gift,” | 

cers,” at that period, were in such repute, | was sixteen hands high, of a gray color, jj 

that they were procured from Rhode Island | heavily made, and of a sluggish disposition. | 
at much less trouble and expense. At the same time, the Marquis de Lafay- | 

The first importation to the colony of|ettd sent out a jack and jennies from the j 
} +~Massachusetts was in 1629, and con-|island of Malta, This jack, called the |] 

sisted of from forty-five to fifty-five horses | “Knight of Malta,” was a superb animal, || 
and mares, many of which either died on| of a black color, with the form of a stag 
the passage or soon after their arrival; so|and the ferocity of a tiger. Washington | 
that only one horse and seyen mares sur-|ayailed himself of the best qualities of the jj
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| two jacks by crossing the breeds, and hence) African Sheep. 

obtained a favorite jack, called “ Com-| ae ] 

; pound,” which animal united the size and| We have often expressed the opinion that |] 

strength of the “ Gift” with the high cour-| the Merino breed brought by the Arabs in- 1] 

| age and activity of the “ Knight.” The) to Spain, must have originated from a breed ! 

|| jacks arrived at Mount Vernon in about the| peculiar to Africa, and have always thought | 

| year 1788. The General bred some very| it would be well to examine the various ] 

| superior mules from his coach mares, send-| breeds of Algiers, Morocco, and other por- 

| ing them from Philadelphia for the pur-| tions of Africa, ! 

|} pose. In a few years the estate of Mount} The samples of wool exhibited in the jf 

Vernon became stocked with mules of a| permanent collection from native Algerian | 

|| very superior order, rising to the height of| flocks, were consequently a great curiosity 

sixteen hands, and of great power and use-| to us, and we examined them with much |] 

| fulness—one wagon team of four mules| care to ascertain whether the chief charac- }] 

selling at the sale of the General's effects, | teristics of the Merino could not be traced }f 

| for $800. in them, and to our great pleasure we found 

According to the census returns of 1840, | that we were perfectly correct in our pre- ff 

- there were in the United States 4,335,669 | mises. | 

| horses and mules; of 1850, there were} The wool samples shown to us were from 

|) 4,336,719 horses, and 559,331 asses and/ the native African sheep. They consisted 

|| mules, (in the aggregate 4,896,050.) The| chiefly in detached staples; the staples 

|| present number, including those of cities, were perfect, and composed of a number 

| mee estimated at 5,000,000 which, | of strands, and each strand contained a 

|| at $60 each, would be worth $300,000,000.| number of ng curved wool hairs— | 

| Tae ee eee We counted about 12 or 15 regular, strong- 

a; Sexe: Peo eee, tool ly marked curves to an inch, and the ‘ol 
|} ing to the last census, the number of swine eed divea’ insted Gi’ ye 

| produced in the United States, including ay oe pee ei - a length iy a 

| ihe four territories, was 30,315,719, the| Font bele dali vare is easily 
value of which, in round numbers, would | °°°* not belong to the very finest quailty, 

| not vary much from one hundred millions Judged from the few curves to the inch, but 

| of a Of this number, there were it is fine in comparison to the common Eu- 

| Oh CON “é ropean wool; it has great softness, strength 
l| produced in the New England States, 361,- A elastici dis all 2 

i] 472. Tennesee, 3,114,111; Kentucky, 2,- kis x f oe » together a superior 

H 861,163; Indiana, 2,263,776; Georgia, 2,-| °° Moe 5 
| 168,617; Ohio, 1,060,770; Illinois, 1,915,-| _ The agricultural school at Hohenheim, 
} 910; Alabama, 1,904,540; and there were Wertemberg, has collections of wool sanz- 

H] seven additional States which produced | ples from the first Spanish Merinos intro. 

i | from one million to eighteen hundred thou-| duced into Saxony, which are indeed not 

sand each. The ae of hogs cut and | much finer than the samples we speak of, 
| packed in the Western States, during the and of a worse nature when compared with 

| year 1849-50, was 1,871,330; and the| the wool produced from the present off 
value of pickled pork, bacon, lard, and live| spring of that very original Spanish stock 

Hl hogs, exported from the United States dur- | from which the samples were taken. A 
ing the year ending June 30, 1849, was few years of carevul conan among the 

$9,245,885, exceeding in amount the value| genuine African sheep would produce a 

1 of any other one article, with the excep- large sized, hardy, rc constant breed, 

tion of flour and cotton, the value of the with a ing soft wool, equal to that_ once 

former having been $11,280,582, and of famous In fantado negretti breed, and bo 

I the latter, $66,300,967, It is also worthy| Would suit better a warmer climate, | If 
| of mention, that-while the exportations of| this wool before us is from a native Afri- 

| pork, and other articles pertaining to the | can sheep, of which we were repeatedly as- 

| hog, amounted, during the period named, sured, we think it would pay well to im- 

1 to $9,245,885, the value of the same arti-| port a number of them into the U. States 

i cles exported the year previous fell short of | to breed from. i ‘ 

four millions of dollars, showing a vast and} A journey to Algiers is not a difficult 

4 most gratifying increase. undertaking; it takes generally, from Mar- 

#4
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| ceilles, two days to cross over. The sheep | actually become broken, or as soon as any | 

| could be shipped from Algiers in some jsigns of tenderness make their appearance, | 

|} American vessel touching there. The sheep | galls or sores from saddle or collar may us- | 

| must be exceedingly cheap there, and the|ually be prevented. A few trials of the oak | 
| principal expense would be the transporta | bark decoction with a little alum, as well as 

H tion and journey. We shal! collect more! the property it has to tan and toughen, in- | 

| information on this subject, and shall try to|clines us to expect more from it than from} 

} obtain a number of samples, which we 1-/a solution of common salt. = | 

tend to forward to the American Institute | ———- | 
|] of New York, which has always exerted it-| Summer and Winter Feed for Cows. | 

self to promote the interests of the Amer-| z ea ae = | 

ican wool breeders-—Paris Correspondent, The editor of the American Agricultu- ! 
i) WV. ¥. Tribune. | rise has recently visited the farm of S. B. | 

! Sore Shoulders In Horses. | Salieer. » near Providence, R.I. His farm ’ 
1 eo jooncemns 130 acres, part of which is used} 

}  Inreply to an inquiry as to the best! a5 market yarden. Of course, land cul- 
} treatment for a horse of tenderskin, whose tivated in thi ‘eas’ sr inati H+ 

lj shoulders get chafed by the collar from the eer Ser eae Oasis Gia aamtnd. 

shortest work, the editor of the W. Brit.|ing, and a large number of cows are kept 
| Agriculturist gives some directions,of which | constantly manufacturing milk for the city, | 

the ferns is the sum and peer and fertilizers for the farm. The cows are | 
He says, when a sore is actually formed in| . jeg} . | 

consequence of chafing by the collar, the oe sone ae ie she ) 
horse should either be laid off work, or the in the sta ; les during = @ summer months. | 

collar stuffing should be removed so as to| The following method is adopted : | 
prevent pressure on the wound. A mix-| Mr. H. feeds his cows, beginning in the jf ; 

ture containing half an ounce of sulphate|spring with green rye till the stalks get | | 

of zinc to a quart of water should be con-| quite hard, and even after this, if necessa- | 
tinually applied by means of a soft rag sat-|ry, by cutting them up short. The ryeis |} 
urated with the mixture and laid upon the| continued until clover is ready, which forms | 

i} sore. This plan of keeping the part con-|the next food. Clover is followed by green jf 
stantly wet, tends to abate inflammation and | millet, which, for this purpose, is sown as | 
soreness, and rapidly induces the healing|early as possible in the spring. Corn— | 
process. If the horse cannot be allowed|sown in drills at intervals of 10 to 12 days | 
to rest, the collar must be eased as before|—follows millet, and continues till frost, j] 

directed, the sore well bathed with water,|when millet is again resorted to, and used |] 
and then dressed with this mixture before | till the ground freezes up. , ) 

oing to work, and on coming from it. If} The winter food of his cows consists of |] 
\ So ain be unbroken and merely tender or|cut corn stalks, roots, oil meal and shorts. | 

somewhat thickened, and perhaps rather|The daily food of each cow is two quarts | 

knotty, astrong solution of common salt in| of oil meal, four quarts of shorts, half a} 
water is a very excellent application. It) bushel of turnips and carrots, and as much |] 
may be applied by means of a rag saturated | cut corn asshe willeat. Hesaysthatfrom || 
in the solution and laid upon the part affect-| considerable experience and observation, he 
ed. The same treatment is applicable to/is satisfied that no root contributes so much | 
bruises by the saddle as well as those by the|to the quantity of the milk as the turnips, | . 
collar; it being essential to the cure in both | while carrots do not add much to the quan- jj. 
cases that the collar or saddle should be | tity, but greatly enrich the quality. Heis |] 
made to fit properly, quite certain that oil cake is the best milk | 
The strong solution of salt may do some-|yielding food. He says, that in feeding | 

thing towards toughening the skin where it| turnips, long continued practice has oad | 
is tender, and easily chafed or bruised, but| beyond a doubt, that a little dry hay, or |] 
we should expecta still better effect from an dry-food, given to acow just before fj 

strong decoction of white oak bark, or a 20. | Wailking. will entirely prevent any turnip | 
lution of tannin in water. By the applies favor from being communicated to the | 
tion of either of these before the skin has| cow. - | 

a : : itieilitiiiciaieiiliae ae) |
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| The Value of Carrots fer Milch Cows. {cured one pound of sulphur, which I mixed |} 
ie = aie Pa, GEG es | with Indian meal (as sheep will not eat it 

ssrs Eprrors:—TI have tried feeding | clear), and placed it in a trough where the 
carrots to milch cows, and will give you sheep could have free access to it. If this 
oneof my experiments. I have, April 15,|is worth any thing to C. R. L., he is wel- 
seven cows in milk—one calved in June, | come to it. D. Weymours. 
the rest in September and October. [| Maine Farmer. | 
raised 80 bushels ruta bagas, and 400 bu- | erent / 
shels of carrots, and fed them to my cows, Warm Feep.—A correspondent of the 
a ke se first of December. “I gave| W. #. Farmer gives the following fact re- 

= them 24 bushel x day, at noon, the ru- | jas * 
ta baga: first, cle ser they were all fed ae se = ] s ema cara alte 
out, the same quantity of cafrots. I found, oes ise _ result: 
when I had fed the latter a few days, that | “Lwill give your readers my mode of 

4 my cows were each giving from two to | feeding one of my cows. I purchased | 
j three pints of milk more per day, than her last Ni ovember, when she gave four | 

when fed on ruta bagas. 1 was feeding | quartsof milk aday. I commenced feed- 
my cows, meanwhile, with cut hay, and | 0g her with cut hay, two quarts of shorts, 

two pounds oil-cake meal, and 2} pounds | and a few carrots, wet with cold water, twice | 
wheat screenings, ground, .jaday for one month. At the end of that [ 

| The thought struck me that I should | time she had not increased in her milk at |} 
like to know the value of carrots for mak~|#ll. I then commenced wetting the same 

| ing milk, so I selected the cow that calved | amount of feed with boiling water, and at | 

| last for the trial. I weighed the hay, meal | the end of the second month she gave reg- 
|| and carrots, and I fed per day 27 pounds of | tlarly six quarts per day, which I thought 
| hay, 43 pounds of mixed meal, and 22/4 fair gain. When a person needs consid- | 
H} pounds of carrots, and she gave 35 pounds | erable milk and keeps but one cow, I would | 
|| of milk per day. I then left off the car-)Tecommend a trial of this mode of feed- 
| rots, an gre the same amount of meal, | 2g- i 
1{ and all the hay she would eat, which was So ee aaa ; 

33 pounds per day. After feeding so for| .; TH House wx Frain Lanon— Its. a 
| a week, I found she gave 23 'pounds of Stee aupstance, Corer eg o ee a ie 1] milk per day. I then gave her the carrots} °° of the earliest historical records of the jj 

| as before, and in eight or tea days she came a Say vee ee c — Sm y 
i] up again tol35 pounds of milk per day. = aes Le diekoss ae poe |i 
{ This shows that carrots are worth to me, a = compares oe pepe ara ] 
|| to feed to cows, 82 cents per 100 pounds. saniae thi > sear ei = bor é the 
|| Hay is worth $20 per ton in the barn, and ts ae F a Pea eat oo 
| at 3 cents per quart, or 1 cent per pound| ~ thi os e tenth cen! St ee ] 
| for milk; 6 pounds less hay,and 12 pounds sa, ib law au eece ; we “ith 
| more milk, give 18 cents for 22 pounds of th ccgpnie teas ee pe 

ij carrots. My carrots are all gone now, or I Gotan tha OF CAPS, ote oe e 
jj}. would try one or two more cows. Next Wave, on ne oe o ne mane = 

|| winter I hope to have another opportunity | “°Y ea aaa % bi cs he fi ct = i 
| for experiment— Asner Aven, in Rural! Weror ( pee oe ee ee "Wee Yorks. driving a horse attached toa harrow. This 
| 7a Sages sos ow is the earliest notice we have of the horse 

Scaw 1 Suzze—I noticed in the Farm-| im field labor—Farmer’s Magazine. 
}} er of the 7th inst., an inguiry by C.R.L-| gg A wan who owns a small house, a 
| of Bethel, in regard to the scab in sheep.| oy » as A 

{will give him toy experience if it will do{*%2ll farm, s small wife, a big dog, good 
him any Dn Some few years ago I had | CW: two or three fat pigs, and three child. | 
asmall flock of sheep that was infected | ren, ought to be satistied. 

jj with this disease, which I cured by rubbing Tea / 
on tobacco juice, not so thoroughly as the} g@7 The toiling millions who dig up 

ij editor describes, but on every part where} riches from the ground, are the true bene- | 
j I could discover the disease.” I then pro-| factors of the world.
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if or f j @ u j Ty fe. | mises, than you have had in your Nurse- 
A isa oh ae ___ | ryman, or you have given more ready cre- 

_J. ©, BRAYTON,............ EDITOR, | dence to the opinions of book-writing men |] 
Dediniery Mtmanrics,_Seroction oF a thousand miles away, or ina different lat- _}] 

1 Trees--Comparison of Varieties | itude, than you have been ready to give to |] 

| or Srekarts,; Se. to men as capable of writing books who | 
i Ths senate cally approaching when made their observations in your own neigh- |} 

| selections of trees, shrubs and flowers must | bothood. Root-grafted trees have flour- ff - 
| be chosen, to enrich and beautify the home- ished indiscriminately where you formerly }j ; 

: adi at neeey Eon sitions. [Save is, | lived, and you believe them best because 

| perhaps, no other duty or business which | YOU" Nurseryman there said they were— }} ? 

| we have to perform, requiring more know- | Henee, when you planted Rhode Island ff 
] ledge than this; and yet few, wherein a Greenings and Roxbury Russets, you 
| want of knowledge is more seriously felt. | bought root-grafted trees. Your Western |} i 
| Some, deriving all their stock of know- | Nurseryman told you they would not do, || 

| ledge of varieties of fruits from Easter | but you obtained them some how, raised inf 
| Books, make a selected list therefrom,which | a different climate, only to see them die on | 

| they present to Western Nurserymen to | Y°Ur hands, if you got the true variety, or, | 

be filled, who, if he has had some previous ## best, they are dragging out a miserable 
| experience in the line, has prepared him- existence, without having yielded sufficient | 

} self tof ther lists; while, if he has studi-| fit to pay for planting, although they 
| éd the adaptation of varieties to our soil | have had a place in your grounds ten | 

] and climate, he feels confident that miany | ¥°"*- i 
| of these varieties are comparatively worth-, | Nurserymen with honest intentions have 

|| less here, atthe best, for want of that adap- been compelled, by the force of popular 

| tation inherent in the varieties themselves; | opinion, to root-graft almost indiscriminate- ff 

| or, if mot, rendered so by the method of ly, and to continue to propagate worthless ff | 

| their propagation. varieties, because they were showy and at- |] | 

4 Why then, do you ask, does he persist in tractive in appearance, and hence popular, | 

}| selling articles of such inferior value? Sim- | They have done this because the public j | 
ply because you demand him to do so— would not patronize their establishment, if } 

You have more confidence in the opinion | they would not continue to propagate Pen- [ff | 

; of your neighbor down east, who raised nock’s and root-grafted Rambos, R. Island | 

nothing but Black Gilleflowers and “Pound Greennings, &c, Now, we happen to be ac- | 
| Sweets”; who gave you occular demon- quainted with many Western Nurserymen, 

| stration of the fact, that Gilleflowers keep and feel sure, that in honesty and intelli- © 

well, and your taste was appealed to to de- gence they are not surpassed by the mem- ff | 

H cide its merits, when you had nothing but bers of any other occupation, But they 

some hard acid seedling to compare them | must live, and to make sure of that essen- 

with; and having, perhaps, eaten at his | tial, yield at times their own honest convic- 

table some Pound Sweets, which were bet-| tions to the overpowering tide of public 
ter baked than the seedling sweets, which | opinion—just as your family physician will J 
grew on your own neglected seedling Sweet feed you bread pills when you are sguam- 

trees. | ish, and thinks you must have medicine, 

We say, you have had more cote when he knows medicine would injure you. 

in opinions formed upon such weak pre You are thereby saved from quackery, and
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he is not deprived of his living. And thus, |should, for a family orchard, be about in | 

|| with all classes, the bread-and-butter argu- proportion one-sixth Summer, one-fourth 

] ment is overpowering in its nature. The Fall, and the remainder Winter and long- | 

| man whose calling is such as to require the | keepers. For market purposes, the propor- | 

} public favor, must not undertake to stem| tions should be raised according to cireum- 

| the current of popular opinion and _preju- | stances. If the orebard is intended to sup- 

| dice abruptly. ply a city or village near by, early varieties 

We would advise that you leave the se- |are profitable and should be increased ac- |) 

| lection of those varieties with which you | cordingly. If for transportation, keepers | 

| are unacquainted, to your Nurseryman; if alone should be cultivated—such as some 

you cannot confide in him, your next best | of the Russets, the Spy and Jennet. The , 

7 course will be to buy seedlings. Set them | namber of varieties may be increased at | 

where they are to stand for an orchard ; | pleasure, in very large orchards—planting 

| cultivate well for two years; then, having | those of the same variety in connection or |] 

| learned to graft, go to some neighbor's or- in the same row. | 

chard who has trees in bearing, and who PEARS. | 

is well posted up in regard to varieties do- | Of Pears for orchard culture, upon the 

| ing well here, and let him make your se-| Pear stock, the Flemish Beauty, so far, 1 

} lection; then, if any should happen to be \stands unrivalled in the West, and should jj 

| not all right when they come to bearing, | be in every collection where one Pear tree | 

|} the poor Nurseryman will not have to re-|is planted. Next to this is the Virgalieu i 

| ceive your curses. You will have to wait | (White Doyenne), Seckle and Onendaga. |} 

’ a year or two longer for fruit; but if you|TheBartlet is a little tender, butstands |] 

i ] cultivate well, using» faithfully the know- | well in some localities—is, perhaps more 

| ledge for which you are mostly indebted to | hardy asa dwarf. ] 

Nurserymen, you will in the end succeed. | OF DWARF PEARS ON QUINCE. | 

| Do not care to obtain all the varieties of | Louise Bonne d’ Jersey, Duchess a’ An- | 

] which you ever heard, or which you find | goleme, Tyson, Glout Morceau, and White i 

| in the nursery, for a small orchard. A few | Doyénne, are among those doing best on | 

| choice varieties are better and more profit- | the Quince stock, which are also good va- | 

| able, than to have only one or two. trees of|yieties. Do not buy these unless your 1 

| a kind, requiring more care afterward in| mind is made up to take care of them; | 

| gathering and packing away for winter) and be sure you buy only those worked 

Huse. upon the true Au Quince. Those w 

1 Remember, that though fine Pears and | be commaaas ae ‘“ olenanaily } 

| | Plums are nice fruits, that double the care | worthless. | 

}] is required in cultivating, and that they) Pears must have a dry sub-soil—they 

| are four fold more liable to casualties than | are very “impatient of wet feet”; and | 

| the Apple. You should not, therefore,| dwarfs should receive a coat of mulching |] 

| give much attention to them until your ap- | ¢wice in the year—in May and in Novem- j 

| ple orchard is filled out and well cared for. ber. The roots of the Quince are near the |] 

| In selecting trees for an orchard of 100| face, and, if not protected, will taffecsi Bi 

| trees, you should have, say 3 Summer V@- | fom the drought of summer, or are killed 1 

rieties, from July to October, embracing. 1 by the frosts of winter. | 

| sweet for baking; 5 Autumn, from Octo- <<a | 

F | ber to January, 1 sweet do.; and 6 to 8| BZ” Oats were first brought from Na- H 

|} Winter aud long-keeping varieties. They | tive Africa. | 

—————————=— 
aa 4
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APPLE-FALL WINESAP. 

Size, medium; irregular, roundish, some- | Bullock’s Pippin. How hecould have con- j 

times remotely conical; skin thin, sooth founded the two is to us unaccountable. | 

| color, light yellowish green, with usually a) After short, cool summers, this variety \ 
delicate blush on the exposed side, with may be kept sound until March—we have 

carmine dots and vermillion spots; Stem |,ept them fresh until April; but, in long, 
slender, inserted in a deep funnel-shaped| jo summers, and South, part of the crop }} 

| cavity; basin small, ribbed; calyx closed, | matures on the tree, which preventsitskeep- ff 

with reflexed segments; flesh white, fine ing. Very valuable North and on prairies, t 

grained, juicy, tender, sub-acid, slightly ar-| where many popular varieties are tender, ] 

omatic, very good; about equal in quality _—— eee 
to Rambo. Season, October to Japuary.|euyims Trees at tipme & Abroad, | 
South, is an early autumn apple, and not ‘The initiated will not buy. trees raised 

valuable. North, it is indispensible. in other States of those kinds which can be ] 

Tree, spreading, with many small/ioq inthe N. Westem nurseries; but the || | 
| branches, on the ends of which the fruit). vinitiated are in danger of being imposed | 
| is borne in clusters; tree hardy, root-graft- upon by the designing:in this respect— ]] 

ed; top kills back some in severe winters,|p)ousands of trees are in the State alrea- 

while young, which causes it to push up-|qy, brought from the State of Ohio last 
ward with redoubled vigor. An early and|¢)), which are, doubtless, as is natural, va- 

annual bearer; occupies the same season a8 | ,ieties which are not popular in the region 
Rambo and Roman stem, which the latter| where they are raised—and, if they were, 
shouid be planted with it. If stock grafted) would only in part be adapted to Wiscon- | 

| trees can be procured, but not otherwise. | gin soil and climate. We have taken some | 

We have not been able to find a descrip-| pains to gather statistics of those hereto- i 
tion of this Apple in auy of the books.—| fore brought from that State, and are in- | 

| Suppose it to have originated in Indiana.|formed that not over one in three of those | 

} or Kentucky. We handed specimens to| heretofore planted are now living; and of ff 

Mr. Elliot when he was collecting material] these, defying the labels affixed to them, a || 
for his book; but were much surprised to/large proportion insist on bearing Pennock 

jj find he had noticed it only as a synonym of! Apples—a large, worthless winter variety
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on account of bitter rot. In conformity | Small Fruits—Currant, Raspberry, &c. 

| with ihyeoe: labels, we Lave this er oes Of the small fruits, the Currant is most 
| our Fairs, found Pennocks bearing the valuabley being ‘perfectly hardy; and’ pro- ‘} 

sranie: 6B esaboy Norther Spine. dueing an abanidanee of fruit with limited 
| For ee on Bert, sid wold much pre- attention. The supply of this fruit is in | 

} eee, re seodiinesparenm! scl proportion to the demand. They are 
| trees, however attractive their qualities rapidly increased by cuttings’ and ieee | 

: } may be made: toappear by, the — AS’ nd should be multiplied by every farmer I | 
] with the latter, we should obtain good | 14 villemgeggecdener:). The Red and White | 

| stocks to work a better variety upon, which toh ape frcshieabiiieal ecescammccapatio 
| wecould not as surely do with the former. profitably cultivated where these are not at 

Trees raised south of us are unsafe always; % 

| while those raised in northern nurseries are me ae 
| 5 Raspperrres.—The foreign varieties, | 
| safe at home and to remove south, from . . 
| having a hardy constitution. — a te — es a | 
] nena protection. The American Black is excel- jf 

| Distances of Orchard Trees. ent, hardy, and of easy culture, producing }} 

A varieiy of opinions exist as. to the eo 8 cece | 

i under for 9 vary-|- a 
a Pag ieee ioe — pane : cones conly se - 

The greatest distance finding favor with | Suh paeoaliceoiae ieelada ieee ener 

. Southern planters. where many. varieties of | Cutramt'may ne = eo hetmeen | 
| the Apple grow to an enormous-size, and | orehard trees without injury to either,if ff 

| with those who let trees take care of them- walk cultivated , 
] selves after planting, without applying any | . For the Wisconsin and lowa Farmers 

| fetilizing elements to the. soil; in which; A Mistake—Planting: Trees. too Deep. | 
case the. elements of growth would of} Mg. Ep:voa:—It being-the commence- | 

| course last longer in thessoil, it being-drawn | ment of the year, I know of no better way 1 
upon by a smaller numberof roots. The | ;, spend the first day than to tell your read- 
lesser distance being only contended ter | ors how I got footed, 

where the ground is limited im extent, and | In the spring of 1851, I purchased. of 
a large number of varieties to be cultiva- jan inexperienced Nurseryman, 75 apple |] 

F | ted, and the application of thorough cul-| trees, of the choicest varieties. Having |} 
ture and pruning. | just come into the State for the purpose of ff 

Tn the West, exposed as we are to high | making myself a farmer, I, of course, was ff 
| winds, where the trees are loaded with fruit, | ignorant of both soil and climate. He ad- j 

| one important object is attained by close | vised me to set them deep, which I did; ] 

} planting—that of the trees protecting each | and, the consequence was, I lost 26 of the || 
|} other from the force of these summer winds | most thrifty of them by winter killing. I | 

| From 20. to 33 feet is, perhaps, as close as ,manured them with chip manure in the i 
| ought to be advised for permanent orchards } fall, and hauled it away in the spring, spa- ff 

| in our latitude—using the greater distance | ding the same into the ground, and hoeing { 

} on rich soils and unexposed situations, and | them two or three times during the sum- || 
] the lesser on poorer soils and exposed | mer. 4 

; } places re Being set deep, they started late in the |} 
&£— Plant an orchard, aud if you do | spring, and, consequently grew late in the 

not enjoy its fruits, your children will. fali,so that the limbs did not have time to
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| harden, and freezing and thawing they|the top the first year, and other half the 
i) died down to the bodies. I now practice|second. I have one of this description 

| hauling the dirt away as fast as it thaws, | that fruited the fourth year, and the fifth ! 

|| until the first tiers of roots are laid bare; | it bore at least five dollars worth of fruit. 

/ and they seem to thrive the very best, but] Can you, or any of your readers, tell | 

j| are attended with much extra care and ex-| how we are to destroy the wood lice that 

|} pense. So much for dealing with men that|are covering the tops of our large apple || 
}| are not acquainted with the business they | trees? It seem almost impossible to touch | 

} engage in. them with a wash without killing the tree. j 

i Last spring I purchased fifty more, and J. McCreepy. i ) 

set them on my own hook. I plowed the) Oak Creek, Feb., 1855. H 

i} ground very deep, and pulverized it well; cas aes aces: 4 

then barely scooped out dirt for the lower Cultivation of the Granberry. | 

| roots, and set them on the surface, leaving — | 

|| the upper roots bare. They grew at least Mr. Eprron:—As I have tried some of |] 

two-thirds last season, and the indications | °U" Wisconsin Cranberry plants (the bell- i 

| are that they will do the very best—time shaped variety,) to cultivate on up and low 
| will determine. Deep setting I know to be | !ands, for the two last years, I will give 

very poor business, well followed; and, if|Y°U ™y management and the result, and 
| shallow setting proves good or bad, I will with it a drawing of the bush and berries. ] 

inform you, unless some one has tried it { went to a Cran- 1 

successfully, and will please to give light berry marsh,some 
on the subject. I would advise all fruit 16 miles, where If 
growers to beware of setting trees too deep, had seen the larg- jf 

as experience in that line has taught me a se kind of the a- 1 

dear lesson. Farmer & Mecuanic. bovevarietygrow- |} 

Metomon, Wis., Jan., 1855. ing, some five or 
a six years ago, and 
For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. Tqoteame'o?the | 

7 Few on the Wild Stock. plants near, or on ff 

Mr. Eprror:—I would advise your read- the edge of the 
4 * * H 

| ers to procure a few plum scions, of choice marsh; but being 

| varieties, (not forgeting the Green Gage, ) rather early inthe |} 

i} and about the last of March or first of spring, could not 

| April put them into some wild stocks—let- take any muck or | } 

|| ting them stand where they are, if they can earth with them, | 

| be protected; if not, take them up and on account of the 

} graf: them near the root. Plantthem care- ice that was yet 

| fully—so low that the earth will eventual- under it; I there- 

] ly close up around the scion, which will fore tore them off 

take root; and, if the whole is properly|on the surface of the ice, with my hands, 

| performed, four years will give them a tree | and rolled them up, like a carpet, in a bun- | 

ten feet high, and two inches in diameter | dle; then I let the water drain out of them 

at the butt. I have some of this descrip-| in order to lighten them, and went home. 

tion that have bore a few this (the fourth) |I picked some of the best plants out, and 

} year. Or, if they have large, thrifty trees, | put eight or ten together, in bunches, and 

|| put the scions in the top, removing half of planted 25 hills—one bunch in a hill—a 
| 

_—_——_————— ee
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bout 2 feet apart, on a piece of upland| Spgcran Manure vor Grares—The | 

where I had potatoes for two years previ-| wine committee at the exhibition of the { 

|| ous; but owing to the ground being rather | Cincinnati Horticultural Society, reported 

j rich, I had considerable trouble in keeping that the two specimens of wine, from grapes | 

the weeds down—and, in fact, disturbed | to which a special manuring of potash had | 

|| the roots on some of the hills, in pulling up | been given, the wine from manured grapes | 

| the weeds; but, however, I got quite a | was bright, clear and mellow, like an old 
1} number of berries the first year. | wine. The other was declared to be less | 

| This last summer they spread some, but | matured in all its qualities, nor was it clear. f 
q | not very fast, and they hung full of blos- The grapes themselves, from the two por- | 

} soms—but the sun being too hot, most of) tions of ground, were also presented to the f 

| the berries were burnt up, and the re-/ committee. “Both were delicious and well |} 

Kf | mainder were eat up by the mice or crick-| ripened, but it was considered that tho se | 

| ets. The remainder of the plants, or rath- | from the manured land were sweeter and 

|| er vines, I put on my marsh or low prairie | that the pulp was softer.” 

! —as it is only wet in winter, and has a hard | ———~_- 1 

clay sub-soil, about 12 or 14 inches from Gas Tar w Horricutrure.—The fol- f 

| the surface—the turf being only about 6 lowing from Galignani’s Messenger, will, jj 

| to 8 inches deep—I skimmed off the sur- iif true, prove of infinite value to grape | 

fuce with a sharp spade and piled up the | growers and others. Those who use gas jj 

| turf. Tn this hole, or mud-puddle, I threw |‘#r» must not be tempted to put it on the | 
: l| my vines, and tramped them in the mud bodies or limbs of fruit trees, or they will fj 

H with my feet, for I did not care anything] injure them materially. | 
f] about them. They lived, but did not have | A — as bed = be be of 4 

jj a berry on them the first year; but, last | fren reporiad to fs seientaeol Society 

j} summer the vines spread, and they hung) 4+ Clermont (Oise). A gardener, whose 

}| full of fruit. I got about a quart off of] frames and hot-house required painting, de- | 

| every three square feet. |cided on making them black, as likely to jj 

| I have done nothing to them since they | ee the — ss — —— } 

| were planted, on accountof there being no, a Meck gale: "Thee =~ et — pe ars — j 

|| weeds nor grass, as the surface turf Was} during winter, and on the approach of 
|| taken off and piled up; but they are flour-| spring the gardener was surprised to find J 

| ishing finely. The berries were of mid- -_ ate ee — a usual- jj 

Be ake ed | ly infes s hot-house peared, 

| eee jeep ay also that a vine, which for the last two 
, sei years had so fallen off that he had intend- {J 

¥ i) Jt of them on exhibition. ed to replace it by another, had acquired ff 

| Ihave now concluded to make a larger —— and vec and vee every ign } 
of ar . jucing a cro) : pth hin ping by takings go break of ose un of es Hef 

}} ing plow, and break up a piece in the right | tn9 posts and trellis worka which support- ] 

|| time—that is, when the frost is partly outed the trees in the open air, and met with i 

of the ground, but not enough to let the| the same result, all the caterpillars and oth- | 

I cattle through; then pile up the turf to| er insects completely disappearing. It is 

[ya ro thom upon pens in su, tsi Guinn, se 
mer for manure. So, this will answer for| - ode with similar results. 

|| two purposes—one to manure my upland, ga 

|} and the other fora good patch of cranber-| —g@ Difficulties are whetstones to sharp- 

ries, Gzo. P. Perrer. |en our fortitude. 

| - a
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retin FF. will have the light and be apdecalely wat 
| Domestic Economy. = Keep the earth moist, and if the seeds be 

seg Work ae) the Month. "| good, onion and carrot will be up in 15 
| — or 18 days. 
| March isa busy month on the farm—a a a 

month of preparation. All stock requires] _Soar.—When preparing to make soap, 
special attention—cows and ewes in partic- add a little old soap to the ley and grease. 

. " This will greatly facilitate the labor of the 
ular. If your cattle are thin, very likely making. 

they are lousy; if so, they should be 2 | 
Da SS Gabe Ne elie oad AGH _ Mix tn Brzap.—I have more objec- 
a cee : : Y: _ |tions than one to milk in bread, but the 
| The plan of operations for the whole| most serious is, that a of advanced 

| year should now be marked out. The kind| age, who are in the daily use of milk-made 

i of crops, amount and location of land for bread, mcs — expected a nd 
I ge < __}over supply of osseous or bony matter, an‘ 

I hae ces seer pelea neal suletda texkeea. oo aera | 
| a ee rst crop that should’ Ryead should always be made with water, 
| receive attention, and_should be put in just/ and when it is so made it is suitable for | 
|| as soon as the soil may be put in. working] the aged and the young, the sick and the 

} condition—quite a freeze will.not injure it. well. aL, for sour milk, one 
| Early sowing, in this region, has proved the} “°™ ¥° POCIING, 1 PICEA SEON 1 
} surest safeguard against all the contin- weaned pamieat: tte _aaer- Wier Cre 

] gencies to which this crop is subject. Next Waurs ox Cows’ Tears.—Remedy— 

in order comes barley and oats; then put) You may say to “J, W.S,” Ely Creek, 
}|_ in the potatoes—early planting is a surer| Otsego county, N. Y., that I have cured |} 
| preventative of rot than all the scientific] my cows of warty teatswith the following: |} 

| quack nostrums ever tried. Neat's foot oil, beefs gall, spirits of tur- 

Look over yyour'-seods of all kinds, de- ete peta is ona | 
|| signed for spring use—both field and gar-)Jant Jiniment, and will take off callouses of | 
|} den. See that they are safe from rats and|long standing. Apply it once a day— 
i mice, and in condition for planting. Pro-|#- P+ in R. New Yorker. } 
| cure such as are wanted to make up the as-|_ Poratoz Puppine.—Boil three mgs 

}] sortment and amount required. It is bad ear potatoes, mash om very mo ly | 
l| policy to waite for seeds until ready to sow|*” pe mene oufos paler aptiwoves | F 
| : three table-spoonsful of thick cream; then 
| pve er, day oe is mH half 8/add three well beaten eggs, a little salt, 
g -SloRs® pew; Jhenoe fhe Reannray 9 having} grated nutmeg, and « table-spoonful of 
| your seeds on hand when wanted. brown sugar. Beat all well werren and 

| There are so many worthless garden seeds petty for'halh-oy “threo ' 
|] afloat at the present day, that such as you a a al 7 ie 
| : : Bx To broil hams properly, the slices 
| pons a toned — the Mine [should be first soaked in Bot water dried 
| comes for planting—especially onion and] jn a cloth, and broiled on a gridiron over a 
j| carrot seeds, which are slow to vegetate;| clear fire. 

| because, if the first sowing fails, the season) Baxep Hams. —Most persons boil hams. 
is too short in this latitude to get any thing|It is much better baked, if baked right — 
like a fair crop from a second sowing. To! Soak it for an hour in clean water and wipe 

S itest’ your seeds, take a pot or small box— : dry; next ores it all ovor = thin 
/ roe . , d then put it into a deep dish 

fill in six or eight inches of fine loam, in eer ae p ; Pp 
5 . with sticks under it, to keep it out of the 

} which sow your seeds about $ of an inch rary. When it is fully done, take off the 

| deep; place it inside a window, where it’ in and matter crusted upon the flesh side || 

a ae as 

aa i |
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| and setit away to cool. You will find it! the cask once a week and rubbed with the } 

very delicious, but too rich for dyspeptics. pickle it makes; the two first times you | 

| To Prevert Merats rrom Rustinc.— take it out = at a ne # plateful of | 

| Melt together three parts of lard and one alum aa Ee: ought: to aoe — | 

] of rosin in powder. A very thin coating’ ? the = —_ = ee nes 7 
| applied with a brush will preserve Russia ° oe fae aia | 
| iron stoves and grates from rusting during, Sausaczs, quite Tich enongh for anEpi- | 

summer, even in damp situations. For this\cure. Thirty pounds of chopped meat, 

| purpose, a portion of black lead may be eight ounces of fine salt, two anda half } 

i | mixed with the lard. The effect is equally | ouncesof pepper. two tea-cups of sage, and | 
] good on brass, copper, steel, dsc. The same one and a half cups of sweet marjoram | 

j | csmpound forms an excellent water-proof] passed through a fine sieve. For the latter, | 

; | paste forleather. Boots, when treated with thyme and summer savory can be substitu- | 

/ it, will soon after take the usual polish when ted if preferred. | 

| Seheteeemeearct  mcrreene prose tatcone ae Pe - 
f | das cok rebel * S10 of rich, new milk; boil it briskly, and stir | 

| in very gradually as much meal as will | 
3 ] Saxsrry or Vecerasie Oysten—Wash bring it to the consistence of thick, stiff | 

| the roots perfectly clean and drop them in-| mush; add one teaspoonful of salt, andone |] | 

| to boiling water; when done, take up and | teaspoonful of butter, not more. In five | 

| mash; add sweet milk and flour sufficient minutes after it has become thick enough, |} 

| to make a batter. Season with salt and take it from the fire. Serve while hot, and | 

| pepper and such other condiments.as the eat with butter and sugar, or honey, or with | 
. |] oyster requires, = fry in butter. Anoth-| butter and molasses. | 

er way in which are very delicious i i | 
to oa the root a anon grater as it Crour.—A medical correspondent of the | 

a 1 will pass through; add sweet milk, just New Hampshire Journal of Medicine, | 

enough to cover it, and boil; when done, states that for three years he has used alum 

| add ffour enough to make a batter; season | #2 croup, and in all that time he has not |] 

i with salt and pepper; break two or three | seen a fatal case which was treated with it |] 

eggs in and stirr the whole together; fry | from. the beginning. He usually gives a- }] 

in butter or very sweet lard, and the resem- | bout. ten grains, once in ten minutes, until } 
blance to oysters is complete. vomiting is induced, using at the same time | 

. | tartar emetic and the hive syrup freely; ] 

| Curie Hams.—The following are the the latter subduing the inflammation, while |] 
| receipts for ene hams, furnished by the | the alum has more of a repulsive action. | 
| competitors to whom premiums were a-| : | 

] warded for hams exhibited at the Maryland | Coupszaw.—Cut a hard white head of }} 

} State Fair: cabbage in two, shave one half as finely || 

| No. 1.—For 1,000 Ibs, of meat, which |28 possible, and put it into a stew-pan 
} has hung for several days after killing, take/ with a bit of butter the size of an °ae one 

7 3 pecks of Liverpool salt, 14 tbs. saltpetre, small teaspoonful of salt, and nearly as |] 

3 pts. of molasses, 3 Ibs. brown sugar, and | much pepper; add to it a wine-glass of | 

y } >. pepper. Mix these ingredi- vinegar, cover the stew-pan about ; when | 

ents together Pi rub. the mixture on the, heated through, turn it into a dish and serve 

meat well and thoroughly, both on the skin ®S # salad. 
and flesh. Let it lie in the salt for about) Cxuany.—This delicious vegetable isnot | 
5 or 6 weeks; hang up, and smoke with generally appreciated as a cooking vegeta 

green hickory w J.C. Wansh. ble. Wash the stem clean in salt and wa- | 

No. 2.—For 1,000 tbs. meat, take 4 bu- tet, and drop them into. fair boiling water. |] 

shel fine salt, + gallon best molasses, 3 ibs. After boiling twenty minutes, take up and 

brown sugar, 24 tbs. saltpetre, pounded ve- drain; place some toasted bread in the bot- |] 

ry fine; mix all the ingredients well togeth- ™ of adish; now lay the celery over and 

ex inalarge washing tub, and rub. the Season with melted butter, pepper, salt, and 
meat therewith until you absorb the whole, such other condiments as the taste may die- ff 

quantity; the meat must be taken out of] tle. 

‘ a
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: ’ opinion, that not one farmer in fifty will ever 
Editor $ Gable. eis a host of it worth one Tid Auckland ba | } #2 The appearance of this number of the | 0d—because they will not give it the necessa- | 

Farmer ahead of the February, will be explain- | TY attention for the first four or five years. | 
|] edin the April number, which will be issued in} If this kind of fence is ever reared to any | a few days. great extent of usefulness on our farms, it must 

PREMIUM SEEDS. be done by men who make it their profession 
Those entitled to Premium Seeds will receive | and business—men who raise the plants, setand | 

them with, or about the time of receiving this | take care of them, until the tence is complet..— i 
| number. The different seeds are put into one | However, we would advise farmers to try it a | 

bag together, as each variety can readily be dis- | little, and in purchasing plants get those grown | 
tinguished. The Tomatoe seed is very small |asfar north as possible, or in about the same | 
and nearly globular—not larger than mustard ; | latitude in which they are intended to be used. |] 
hence, we advise, when the bag is opened, its! A Goon Measurr—The Legislature has just ] 
whole contents be poured into a bowl for sep- | passed a law placing a copy of Wenstrrr’s Un- | 

. arating, and the bag carefully examined, that | asnmcep Drcrronary in each district school in / 
| mo seeds be lost in the corners. The bags are | this State. The money could not be better ex- | 

|} Sent without being directed individually, as | pended than for the purchase of this work, |] 
each Agent or Post-master will know to whom | which has become “the standard wherever the} 
they belong—thus saving a good deal of time, English language is spoken.” The law will 

| which we shall employ in some other way for | meet with general approval, i 
|] the benefit of our patrons. The School Abridgemen( of this workisnow |] 

| The quantity of seeds to each is not so large | in general use in our schools. | 
| as we had designed, for the reason that the num- Mexicax Porators—Frurr Trees—Mr.H.J. |] 
| ber entitled to them is more than double what | Starin, of Whitewater, Walworth county, has ff 

| we anticipated at the time of issuing our cireu- | some 25 bushels of the Mexican Potato for sale. 
jars. What we do send were well cured, and | He considers this variety the best potato, in ev- 
willevery one grow if not destroyed by insects | ery respect, known. Mr,8, has also 200 or 300 | ; || °F some other cause. A single plant of the | Egg Plum trees of good size, and about the |] 

| Tomatoc or Gherkin will produce nearly a peck |same number of the Kentish Cherry trees for | } of fruit. sale. 
Cexrrvatiox.—Plant the Corn and Squash at| New Apvanrisementa—J. ©, Brayion,agen- |] 

the usual time ; the Gherkin about the 20th of | eral assortment of every thing in the Nursery 
| May ; the Tomatoe early—whenever the ground | line. 

| is settled and dry. We would advise, howeyer,| Isaac Arwoov,—The Muscadine Grape, which 
| that the Tomatoe be started in the hot-bed, or | is highly recommended as a new and superior 
| inthe same manner as recommended for testing | variety—a seedling first raised by the Shakers 
seeds, at the close of the article hended “Worx | at Lebanon, N. Y. 
FoR tHe Moxrn,” on page 84. The plantsshould| Wa. H. Wooprorv—a new Seed Planter.— 

|} stand 3 or 4 inches apartin the box, and when Highly recommended. 
| ashigh as necesssary, transplant them out—| Gopry ror Manou.—This capital monthly is 
| This plant will stand transplanting as well as |by far the best periodical for the family pub- 
| the cabbage, until 8 or 10 inehes up. Put it | lished in this country, and fully deserves the 
|| onsoil suited to the common tomatoe. popularity itenjoys. The March number is at I Tue Osace Orance.—We find upon our ta- | hand, beautifully illustrated, and filled as usual | ble a circular from Messrs. Fauexstoox & Hon, | with articles full of interest to the whole house- Nurserymen, Dubuque, Iowa, relating to this|hold. We know of no work so generally use- |} hedge plant. We learn fromit, that they have | ful and instructive to all classes and occupa- 

[| several thousand plants, one year old, for sale. | tions, as Gopey’s Lapy’s Boox. 
We are also requested to give our “ views up-| Perawmp Wuear—A gentleman recently 

} on the Maclura (Osage Orange) as a hedge | picked up on the Blue River, Kansas Territory, 
plant” Well, our views are, as to hardiness, | some curious specimens of petrified wheat. The || that it will stand this, and even a more northern resemblance is distinct, perfect. An inguiry 

| climate. That it will make a barrier against | comes up, who raised that wheat {who culti- 
| all kinds of domestic animals, we have but lit- | vated the teeming earth in that region, in ages 

jj tle doubt, judging from what we have learned | long gone by? Can geologists tell us? Per- 
| from others. We are also more firmly of the haps this was the region of the globe referred 

[SSS 
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| to by Calanius, who once in conversation witb | speak last week, proves te beastratum of mag- 

Onsectius, remarked that “ anciently the earth| nesia, which probably underlies this whole 

| was covered with barley and wheat, as it then | country, at the depth of twenty to fifty feet. 

} was with dust.” (a Kansas papers state that previsions are || 

Pensavxrr.—A Post-office has been estab-| high, but not extortionately so, and that there is | 

| lished at Pensaukie, and L. L. Pierce appointed | to real suffering on aecount of the scarcity. ! 

a || P.M. This isa prosperous lumbering station! [irsr Serriers—Many people suppose that 

4 | in Ocovto county, some twenty miles from here | the first settlers of Pennsylvania were Friends, | 

on the West Bay shore, and is on the route of| under the lead of William Penn. This is a 
. ] the Green Bay, Menomonee and Lake Superior | great mistake. The Swedes had settledon Del- | 

é f} mail.—Greeu Bay Advocate. aware Bay sixty years before. 

] (a Few people have an idea of the capacity ¢gg~ Victor Considerant, the Fourierite, has | 

| of the upper Wisconsin river. The Stevens’ | arrived at New York withhis family. His mis- 

| Point Pinery states, as a new fact touching this| sion is to prepare for the establishment in Tex- 
4 | matter, that «settlements and lumbering opera- | as of a colony of French, Belgian, and German 

i | tions have gone up this river more than sixty | farmers. It is said the capital of the company 
| miles above Stevens’ Point.” “ Quousque tan-' is about 1,000,000. Anagent has been for some 

| dem abutere, Milwaukee patientia Stevens’ Point, | time in Texas. ! 

} nostra !””—Ib. Kw Groves axp Eces—In Paris, there are | 

| Seniovs Drours at tHe Sour#.—A drouth | annually consumed 1,500,000 kid and lamb skins 

] of unexampled duration, for this season of me| for fabrieaiion into gloves ; in Brussels, 800,000 ; 

| year, serious in its consequences, has ad in Annonay, 3,000,000. To work this into gloves 

over Louisiana for several weeks, and some see-| it requires just double the number of eggs, 10,- 

tions for months. Since the first of October | 600,000, at an annual expense of 630,000£. 

last, the city of New Orleans has been favored| Longxzo Dow once said of a grasping, ava- 

y with only one good rain. The effects and fears | ricious farmer, that if he had the whole world | 

| throughout, especially among. sugar planters, enclosed ina single field, he would not be con- | 
are great and extending. A large share of the| tent without apatch of ground on the outside | 

seed cane isseriously injured, and in the prai-| for potatoes. | 
ries of Opelousus and Attakapas the want of] ¢g—"The total export of lard from this eoun- | 
water and rain has caused an epidemic among} try to foreign ports, in the years 1853-4. aggre- | 

} the vast droves of stock, which is causing death gated 21,281,951 tbs. | 

by thousands. ay" The Portugese Consul General gives of- |] 

i New Yorx Crry Prices.—Eggs are retailed | ficial notice that corn and corn meal will be al- 

} at three for one shilling, or four cents a_piece— | lowed to enter the Cape Verd Islande tree of ] 

| Butter, Delaware and Orange county, from 27) duty until July 3ist, in consequence of the 

to 33 cents per pound, The New Yorkers de-| dearth prevailing there. 

} clare that such ascarcity of provisions was nev-| — Soyernixe New.—A manure fork has recent- | 

; er before known in their market. ly been patented, which is so constructed, that i 

] Bap ror tH Farmers.—The Portage Ohio) | by unscrewing a false ferule it may be convert- | 

] } Democrat says, cattle are positively dying in| edintoa “drag,” thus by a simple contrivance, | 

Paris, Charlestown, and other places in the | it may serve a double purpose. } 

} county, for want of food—starving to deaih—| Suggestioa—-A further improvement by 

| Farmers are, unexpectedly, unable te get either | which the prongs or tines may be unscrewed 

| hay or grain in sufficient quan‘ity, either from | and used as toothpicks !— Tippecanoe Farmer. i} 

i Seanatty high, prion, to, sane, the, lives, of Qa The best capital for young men to start fj 

m their cattle. with in life, is industry, good sense and courage. |] 

} ta Six years ago, Milwaukee imported | It is better than all the friends or cash that was | 
| Pork; already this season 35,000 hogs, of an) eyer raised. | 

average weight of 250 tbs, have been packed| ggg~ Why is a colt being broke like a young | 

| for exportation. lady getting married ? Guye that up. Kaze 

| Macyxsia 1x Kansas—The Kansas Herald | he is going through the « bridal” ceremony. i 

of Freedom alludes to a singular fact inthe geo-| ga Anold lady in Cincinnati, who sells eggs, 

} graphical formation of that territory :—The | has over her door—“New laid eggs, every morn- 

} i} chalk formation of which we took occasion to ing by Betty Briggs.” ] 
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Mrs. Swissueim on Hyprorarny.—The cele-| Cuear way or Farrenina Hocs—Turn jj 
brated editress of the Pittsburg Family} Visitor |them in your neighbor’s corn field every night. } 

| says :—< In <1776,’ a patriotic fever broke out | ("If your land appears worn out and over- [] 
|} in this country which became epidemic. Our} worked, you may be sure you have harrowed | 

i} father-in-law, then a youth, had a prolonged {its feelings too much. i 
|] and severe attack of the disease; and once he’ To get the most work out of your hands, |! 
}| was, with a large number of the afflicted, on the | keep them out of yout pockets. t 
1} banks of the Delaware, under the charge of} Keep your children out of the orchard while H 
{ Doctor George Washington. One : night, he | the buds are bursting, they might be hurt. | 

} ee by ‘the eee that all eet §39" It is no small commendation to manage } 
| ee are Se eepe een pare yen ema aitiy well!) Hie ino good wagoner that can || 
| ing» — ae Sa hee to pre-| turnin alittle room. To live well in abun- 

a | ares wi ee - eis: sree = dance, is the praise of the estate—not of the 

| toswim to the oo shore, eats bad them | PtT#02- Stady more’how to gives & ac 
| “necked aomny? dpimet Mankots aulil nest count of your little; than how to make it more } 

I} morning. Some died from the effects of the} T#txinc Toors.—The human brain is the |} 
I| treatment, but to the patient in whom we were |twenty-eighth of the body, but the brain of 
|| most particularly interested it resulted in a con- | horse is but the four-hundredth. | 

}] firmed asthma, which descended to hischildren.| g3g~The man that has nothing to boast of 
| Se our bigger half gets up a coughing and/ but his illustrious ancestors, is like a potato | 
i a eae Sree: i aster plant—all the good belonging to him is under 
i} ly, when it ins, he a few drops of| ground. } 

| * Aysr’s Chersy a ead Te a ae ¢™ Beautiful iron ore in abundance, has |] | 
s: meta epieet Three tare se ehet alle cet, (bees found up the valley of the Platte Biver, 

jj cncein our family, which says, that although |i, Nebraska. It has been jadged that it will {I 
}} Water is all the medicine that we require, other yield thirty per cent. | i 

j poeple may: need something one, Ss 5 tH There are in New York city, 216 pub- |] 
. oe “Wee oe hoe, ae ie wid lie schools, with 1,084 teachers, whose salaries 

f Semeicee -parmicemc acy ban [ene ee 
i] « Bot togedder. By golly, eld m you’pears| Maxixc Breav.—An attorney about = far- | 

| Bren berry ’ticular dis mornin.” nish a bill of costs, was requested by his cli- ] 
i F sits ee ‘ent, a baker, “to make it aslight as hecould.” | 

/] a Give anaes sd 7 oh ante ‘Ah,” replied the attorney, “that’s what you 
D coisipes fee Bey ie eee pasar bs al con ay to your foreman, but it’s not the way I | 

by ” 

H} “brick block, a fast horse, nine children, and a|™@¢ my bread! : } 
| vrow breader than she is long,and as good na-| 57" A bluff country farmer, meeting the par- } 

SD tumdus a blind kitien: son of a parish ina by-lane, and not giving | 
j : him the way as readily as he expected, the |] i The Chi eer people to go to 7 4: 

f = me eeaeae A TE Sag pith a) Parson told him “he was better fed than 
i] neighbor of hishad just laid in hie winter’s pro- taught.” “Very true, indeed, sir,” said the | 
| apna hind quarter of a horse and two bar- farmer, “for you teach me, and I feed myself.” 

Hj tels of bull dogs. A Convixcine Pnoor.—A person who re- 
| ¢7 Dr. Franklin says, “There seems to be | Sided for some timé on the const of Africa, was 
| but three ways fur a aation to acquire wealth_— asked if he thought it was possible to civilize 

|] The first is by war,as the Romans did, in plun- the natives aS | 
|} dering their neighbors. This is robbery. The| “Asa proof the possibility of it,” said he, ff 
| second,—by commerce, which is frequently |“I have known some negroes that thought as 

|] cheating. The third—by agriculture ; the only little of a /ie or an oath as a European. } 

|} honest way wherein a man receives a real in-| g3§~“A place for every thing and every |] 
i| crease of the seed thrown into the vund, in a| thing in its place,’* as the old woman said when} gro P / 

|| kind of continued miracle, wrought by the|she stowed the broom, the bellows, a ball of | 
jj ~hand of God in his favor, as a reward for his| yarn, two babies, acurrycomb, three cats and 

innocent life and virtuous industry.’’ a gridiron into an old oven. : i} 

| 
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i] Carrots, value of for Milch Cows 77| CHERRIES—Fine trees of the most hardy 

| Cows, Summer and Winter Feed for 76 | varieties—Hearts and Bigarreaus. 

4 || Cranberry, Cultivation of the g2| DWARF PEARS—Best sorts on Angers 

Corn-staiks for Fodder, 66/Qulnce. 

; | Desultory Remarks—Selection of Trees— |STRAWBERRIES, GRAPES, ORNAMEN- | 

| Comparison of varieties for Orchards, &c., 78 TAL TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES, &c i 

§ \| Egg-Plant, Cultivation of 67| 2000large Srepiinc Arrie Trees, suitable 

7 | Editor's Table, 96|for the orchard for stocks for those varieties |} 

|} Feed, Warm 77| which require to be grafted high. 

| Fruits, small—Currants; Raspberries, Xe. 81 EVERGREENS—-2000 Arbor Vite, and | 

} ro ——————e 67 a years in Nursery, 6 to 14 | 

# | wand, h 69) 

if j Grapes, Special Manure for 33| (For: particulars, see et | 

i || Gas Tar in Horticulture, 83| a J.C. YTON. 

j | Horse the, a Fiala Labor, 77| Aztalan, Mareh, 1855. 2m 

; Oats laresting ——— 74| SCRIBNER'S READY RECKONER. = | 
> FoR \T BUILDERS, LUMBER | 

| Orel ae ok, < = TMC HANTS FARMERS © Geass MECHANICS. || 
| 5 : m Being a correct measurement ‘Scantling, Boards, + 

B Recipes, $485} Plank, Cubical Contents ee Boned 

Seed ee and Weeding Plow; = Timber, Saw Logs, Wood, etc., compiz in 0 

Sheep pao ae number of Tables; to which are Tables 

| S Swine’ ineiena ‘ a5 of Wages by the month, Board or Rent, by the 

Sere Save i sata au a Week eee Also, Interest Tables, at seven 

| Tree Pedlers, oa} OM oy LM 
. 5 Y J. M. SCRIBNER, © 

Tee Catido of Salter Sewing,” 05) AUMae eh Eetaee snes Teale Book,” ce 
‘Wheat Growing and Sheep Raising, Com- Se ic aaiateeds a | 

parative Profits of 72 aay ia - se —— © 
Work for the 84 mendations of the above book, more than to | 

Sse Month, 3 give its title page. Every one who is engaged / 

i GET TAE BEST” in buying, selling,measuring or inspecting um- 

‘WEBSTER’S| ber-of any eee at once appreciate a work | 

+ of this kind. jo pains. or expense has been 

400, DICTIONARY. (tectetenmeteieiearti ten ® | 
‘What ~ make itin every reapest convenient & sae 

ing-room, student, and indeed every ‘one who a AMS for each —.. from 12 

in eg the t= ~ of ee te 44 Seabee diaseotan, Sn arn ae each 

, orthogs pronunciation of} hoard taken, after ea 

we tant eka? Beglish Drewosatt?—of|'The sum total of eaen board constitutes the | 
' daily — eee — amount each log will give, and if Ses can be 

STER’S UNABRIDG dependence placed upon sgeh rictly math- 

is now the recognized Standard, “constantly ci- omnia accuracy, no fiestas for a 

ted and relied on in our Courts of Justice, in| moment to abide the — here given, as the 

i] our legislative bodies, and in public discussions method adopted by the author can result in 

: be entirely conclusive,” says Hon. Jonn Cc pein. else than strict honesty and mathemat- 

\ PENCER. aceuracy, to the parties interested. 

Can I make a betier investment 2 z ‘The best. evidence of the usefulness and pop- 

| March, 1855. ly plait of this book is the rapid ane extensive 

| a of over seventy-five thousan in a very 

1 cen CRANBERRY | PLANTS | |stoctting Xo bovk of itsne and price on- 
e Ball or Egg-shaped V: tains*more useful or correct tables. 

| \ the best for all kinds of sot hee Tn all new and lumber countries the book will 

! are great bearers, and will keep a lon; found very convenient, asit comprises much 

| time, if properly gathered, and can be rais that will be useful for the farmer, mechanic 

!} on poor, swampy land, where nothing else will and business man. 

| grow, and often produce from 200 to 300 bu- Orders solicited, and a liberal discount made 

els per acre. | to wholesale purchasers. | 

| (CF Circulars relating to culture, price, &e,| The book can be had of booksellers general- |] 

will be forwarded gratis to applicants. For|ly throughout the United State. Price onl 

sale by F. PROWBRIDGE 135 cents.” Five copies sent for $I, free of t 
; 125 cents. Five copies sent for Sl, o - 

| Dealer in Trees, Plants, Vines, Xe. |age. Address GEO. W. Pisner. 

| | February, 1855. New Haven, Ct. | Bookseller & Publisher, Rochester, N.Y. |] 
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ry The Muscaptye Grars, of which the above| Grapes to find one that would ccmpare with || 
i is a fac-simile of the cluster, ripens on the 15th’ the above, either in point of profit to the grow- | 

| of September—light amber color, medium size, er, richness of flavor. productiveness, hardi- | 
F delicious and unsurpassed flivor, of which thou-| ness of vine. earliness in ripening, and in fine, |} 

sands who have tasted the fruit are ready now one in which all the desirable qualities, seem- 
; | toattest. The subscribers, after having tried ingas if by nature combined, to richly loadev- |} 

| within fifteen years over 40 native varieties of ery framer’s garden in this rigorous climate || 
a < J I . ———————— = ———— ————
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3 1} with the most delicious of all fruits, either as New York Market March 28. \ 

: | adessert for the table, or for producing the | FLOUR—market continues very firm, with good inqui- 

most pleasant of all liquids, faliy equal in point | ry; sales £000 bbls at 929,50 for state, and 9,37a9,81 for 

5 of flavor to the best French Cordial, are now | Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana; sales $00 bbls Canadian at 

i | prepared to say they have utterly failed in the | 9,37a10,75. Rye, Flour and Corn Meal unchanged. 
f || attempt, up to the present time. They are not | GRAIN—WHEAT firm; ssles 10,000 bush. common 

| ] afraid to challenge any one in this climate to | white Canadian, 2,30 

| produce its equal, and possessing all those de- |) Rye steady. CORN firm; sales 18,000 bush. 97299. 
f sirable qualities as a hardy grape. OATS quiet. 

| j Price of roots vary from One to Five Dot-} ppoyisions—PoRK firmer; sales 1400 bbls, 14,87 for} 
|} vans, according to their size. This Grape is | 1) 163 ‘ i 

f | 2 ‘ 18 | old mess; 16,25016,37 for new do. BEEF quiet. CUT- 
an entire new variety, produced by the subscri- |... 

i = = MEATS steady LARD lower; sales 600 bbls, 934a9%. I} 
| bers from the seed of the white native grape. | pa Tal. BUTTER and CHEESEstead 

As there have been abroad many attempts to 7 coe mall ee a ae oa 
ba counterfeit the genuine Muscadine Grape, the = eae ee ! 

i ; * ; - FLOUR—The market continues firm with fair demand; 
: public are cautioned against procuring any 5 

i | grape for the Northern Muscadine only of the Sales 4000 dbls, 9a9,50 for common to straight state; 9,37 
i ss ; y 9,81 for good Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana; sales 1400 

subscribers, as they will hold themselves re- | 11). Gansdian, 9,37810,15; sales 100 bbls Jer Corn 

1} sponsible only for the genuineness of such roots | 4) eae ae ‘saa 

3 | as are ordered to their personal address, or of > : ? 
; their legal appointed Agents, who will be able eee firm; sales 3000 bush white southern 

i to show proper reference. 383 = 
D. J. HAWKINS, RYE—firmer; sales 1500 bush Penn, at 1,35. 

; P.STEWART, CORN—quiet and firm; small sales; 98499. 

N, Lebanon, Shaker Village, Columbia co., x. x. | 0475 steady. 
N.B. This Grape has often ripened by the | PROVISIONS—PORK firm; sales 1200 bbls, 14,37a14,54 

1st of September, and always a month earlier | for ol1, and 16,37016,44 for new do. Beef hams in good 

than the Isabella, and six weeks earlier than | demand; 100 bbls Cincinnati at 20,00, Bacon—sales 400 

7 { the Catawba; and by hundreds pronounced | boxes, 883g. Dressed hogs firm. 
bs quite superior to either as a table grape. LARD—heavy sales; 300 bbls at 9244945. 

i woo erders directed to ISAAC AT-| BUTTER and CHEESE unchanged. 
OOD, Agent, Lake Mills, Jefferson county, | WHISKEY easier; sales 350 bbls at 30a30%- 
Orders left at the “Wisconsin & Iowa Parm- } STOCKS dul) and lower. Money and exchange un- 

er” office, and with Consey & Wintey, at the } changed. Erie R.R. 4914; Harlem 824; N. ¥.C. RR, 
Janesville Nursery; and S. C. Hart, at the |osy:M.C. RR 92%; M.S. RR. 4; C. & RL RR 

Express office, Whitewater, will receive the | ponds 92; N. Y. C. 7°s 1003g; N. Y. €. 64 92; IL C. R. 

i roots in time for setting the present spring. R. 95; Indiana State 5°s 86. 

jj Wis., will receive prompt attention. “Watertown Markets.-~As spring advances, wheat 
| Also, for sale, Dwarf Pear, Apple, Plum, | and other products of the farm seem to be steadily ad- 
} Cherry, Currant, and Raspberry, at the Lake | vancing in price. | 

|} Mills ‘Ni arsery, in the village of Lake Mills.) wyeat—ciub is worth 1 16 to 1 20—and winter 1 25 to 
fj March. 1855. ISAAC ATWOOD. — |130. dats are now selling at Milwaukee prices, or there- 

> reap abouts. : 

MONROE BOOKSTORE. Hay is from $10 to $12 per ton, but what causes this 

; el enormous price is more than we can say. The usual p 
F B. J. TENNEY, quantity appears to be for sale in the streets. 

yt) DsaLER IN Beans have all been bought up and now ncne are to be 

. . i rn; mse they a bri 1 bushel. 

Books, Stationery, Wall and Window Paper, se = oa Ber Eopeme HEE oem eee OF SS ES 

Magazines, Newspapers, &c, aw i 2 

i eye a Wheat Prospects.—The Hannibal Messenger says 

BOOKS.—A general assortment of School, | the prospects for an abundant erop of wheat we are in- 

Miscellaneous and Blank Books; Medical, | formed by farmers throughout Northern Missouri, are ff] 

Law, Theological, Agricultura), and Farrier ; | more flattering than they have been before forsome years. 

Singing Books and ‘Sheet Masic. ‘This is cheering néws to every one. As some ofthe crops 

{ GOLD & STEEL PENS, INK, &e. were s0 short last year, a failure of the wheat crop this 

School Libraries furnished to order. eee enon ee nea bees Rt shane ] 
Cash paid for P ee: ‘Tue Waxar Cro ry Sovraxny Tnuxors.—We mf 

aT een eins eee nies tus ation Courier, the editor of which haw recently made 
Z 2 2 : a trip across the central portion of Illincis, that however | 

| AUCTION SALE OF short the crops might have been last year, ithas notde- ff 

. terred the farmers of the State from seizing every portion | 

Dry Goods, Groceries, Hats, Caps,&e. of favorable time during fall for sowing their wheat, and 

= the result shows that there is at least twenty percent jj 
WILL BE SOLD AT HOOD’S 
Checkered Auction Room on | more acres now in wheat than previous year. The win- 

i THURSDAY Morning, March tor bas been exceedingly favorable, and if we should be ff 

IT sxsortmsisies Dey Qéethy Gidoccien ee ca general | yiogged with our ordinary spring, Mlinois willhavean ff 

} Shoes. ane Positive, Terms Cash. }amount of wealth in that crop which it would be difficult ff 
: ' mara J.HOOD, Auctioneer. | 46 esti j 

: " es to estimate. 
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‘ ry. J T | SEED PLANTER & WEEDING PLOW. 
| These labor-saving and profit yielding Machines are presented to the farmers of Wiscon- | sin asbeingof much greater utility than any other implements ever presented for saving of la | borand increase of crops. Corn and Broom Corn may be planted aa cultivated with less than one-half of the expense of the hoe, and in the most perfect manner, removing coarse substances | 9 inches each way from the line of the row, smoothing and pulverizing a strip 18 inches in width, inthe centre of which the plow on the under side cuts a channel at an required depth, | making the earth still finer, into which the seed is dropped, while the meen is moist, causing | it to swell immediately, and being covered of equal depth, it comes up from one to three days, sooner than when covered with the hoe, thereby getting a start of the weeds. It plants in the hill or drill, depositing any number of grains at almost any given distance. 10 acres is an or- | dinary day’s work for aman and* horse—12, and even 15 acres have been planted in one day } with one planter. When properly made and used, it gives universal satisfaction. . 

| IT WAS AWARDED THE FIRST PREMIUM, A MEDAL AND DIPLOMA, | AT THE WORLD’S FAIR AT NEW YORK; also, the 
| The First Premium at the great trial of Agricultural Implements at Geneva, N. Y., in 1852. 

It has taken the Fizsr Premiva at the State Fairs in the Eastern States, and at all the | County Fairs in this State, to which I have presented it. 
For further particulars, we would refer to our Circulars in the hands of our Agents, The following persons are our Agents for the sale of Planters and Plows in this State — ] Samples of the Machines may be seen at their places of business, and all orders left with them on or before the 15th of April, 1855, shall be attended to: 

Tissits & Gorpox, Madison, Dane Co. | Asprew Oxson, Juneau, Dodge Co, Jos. A. Woon & Sow, Janesville, Rock Co. R. Ruames & Son, Columbus, Columbia Co, Cureny & Wittiaxs, Whitewater, Wal.Co. | Ewos Moz, Princeton, Marquette County. H. Boutwext, Racine Ls Fevas & Greene, 81 East Water Street, E. P.Saurs, Kenosha. Milwaukee, A.M. Hvnp, Fort Atkinson, Jefferson Co. Ezra Woop, 82 North Water St., Chicago. 
t@ Certificates will be found in the hands of Agents. } ! Wurrewarter, Wis, March, 1855. 3m WM. H. WOODFORD. 
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‘ \ { \ |SEED POTATOS—Early and late sorts, in- 

i ENG LI SH C ATTLE, | ee wae ee Hall’s June, ; 

oi arly ey. Ash Kidney, C astor, Black 

a ek es she ahoenn BY | Pinkeye; Black | Imperial 9 White Mercer, ; 

‘ | Messrs. . BETTS OTHERS, Yom, ‘exican Wi! Purple Chili 

: . "go. ’ Price, $1 to.$3 per bushel; R. P: Chi, 

Bishops Stortford, Herts, England. Ti $2 per peck. {See Farmer for Nov., 1854 | 

Being much the cheapest and the only way | SCIONS of choice fruits, for grafting supplied |] 

L | of obtaining Stock direct from the breeder, in large or small quantities, embracing selec 

|| which will give gentlemen an opportunity of| tions fromover 200 varieties of Apples, Pears, jj 

i | obtaining the best Stock, without having to/ Plums, Apricots and Cherries. Seepage 58. |] 

; } pay an exorbitant price for them in America.| OF Each parcel will be carefully packed, jj 

3 | . The firm having had forty years experience, marked and delivered at the Express office, | 

| they feel confident of giving satisfaction, both | Railrond depot, or otherwise, as directed ; after |] 

| as regards price and selecting the stock from; which they will be at the risk and expense of 

|] the best herds in England. \the purchaser. Orders should be sent as early 

| "Thorough Bred Horses, Hampshire South Down, |as possible, and accompanied with a remittance. H 

] Skort Horned Cattle, Cotswold, | Money promptly returned by mail when una- 

Devons, * Leicester, ble to fill orders. A.G. HANFORD, 

| Herefords, Suffolk Pigs, | _Feb., 1854. Waukesha, Waukesha co. j 

|| Ayrshire, Booz © | 
1 

‘Alderney Cows from the Berkshire “ | CHOICE ae. | 

Islands of Jersey and Merino Sheep from Spaix | cE all those who wish to improve their breed 

Guernsey, ‘Mules de | of Fowls, | would say, that T have import- 

Pure South Down Sheep, jeds and have now on hand, | 

Messrs. BETTS & BRO- have appointed| BUFF SHANGHAIS, BRAHMA Poo- | 

ore of the most experienced men in England TRAS, & PARTRIDGE DORKINGS ; | 

pe! is! | 
! 

entirely for purchasing |and having, when residing at the East, bred i 

| THOROUGH BRED HORSES, eee eT think, i 
| selec! ese—combining, as +. \ 

Aad they have also an Agent in Spain for pur-| more desirable qualities than any other of the | 

|| chasing 
different popular breeds: First, as layers; se- if 

jules, Meri Shee} cond, for size and quality of flesh ; third, their |] 

| = = im. ete hardiness and quiet, peaceable disposition—the [} 

Messrs. BETTS & BRO. have purchased a| bay OE bei | 

valuable Patent, which will prevent aetidents| x se ipementianed Snr, Seren fence being 

nee renee pee, Be 2a coe My Fowls haye all taken Frest Premums 

the year. ‘The Cattle will be insured aan Wheneres peceaane, sah “0.068 Re cmt 

prem So oe re tee ogee mt lve | 
. . ., e varieties, ire follow! | 

aot pices: = pe Linacgoct with Cattle | prices, the ‘money always accompanying the. or- | 

"The Stock willbe delivered at New York in der: Brahma Paotras, $3 per doses; Bet. 

about six weeks from the time the order i i | Shanghais, $2 per doz ; Partridge Dorkings | 

en ena a 8 giv- $2 perdoz. All warranted truetotheir panes. jj 

LF Orders received, or for circulars contain- ig es eens D. aS BN ee = is | 

ing all information, apply to Messrs. "Hos! “eee ee } 

| BETTS & BRO, or J. M. MILLER, Si | LAKE MILLS NURSERY. | 

|} Maiden Lane, New York City, who is author- —————— 1} 

ized to act as our Agent. }VHE undersigned are prepared to furnish,at J 

New York, Jan. 1, 1855.: ly reasonable prices, Standard Trees of the 

a omen NGS leading varieties of | 

| RASPBERRIES, GOOSEBERRIE®, APPLE, PEAR, CHERRY, PLUM, AP- | 

Apple Seedlings, Potatos, Sc. — RICOT, CURRANT, GOOSEBERRY. 

FRANCONIA RASPBERRY CANES--ve-| Also, & fine stock of Evergreens and Orna- 

ry preductive, profitable for market. Price, } mental Shrubery, Flowering Bulbs; three of J 

\ $1 per doz.; $6 per hundred; $50,per 1000 | the best varieties of Pie Plant and Asparagus 1 

|} HOUGHTON’S SEEDL’G GOOSEBERRY | plants. } 

| (reue)-—Hardy. productive and good; always We would call special attention to our fine | 

| free from mildew. 25 cts. each; $2,50 per lot of DWARF PEAR TREES, bearing size; jf 

| doz.; $1,50 per doz, yearling plants. also, twenty best varieties choice PLUM trees, 

) STRAWBERRIES--Burr’s New Pine, Crim-| large size, propagated on English stocks. We ; 

| son Cone, Cincinnati Hudson, Prolific Haut- ‘think we have the best the State affords. 

bois, Black Princeand White Wool. Price, | Please cilland examine, at PLUMB & Cos 

25 cts. per doz ; $1 per hundred. ' Narsery, Lake Mills, Jefferson County, Wis. 
y) 

|} APPLE SEEDLINGS—-One year old, 33 per J. C. PLUMB, 

! thousand. 
Feb, 1855. :3m R. ATWOOD. 

! | q
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] fe ee —— | AZTALAN NURSERY, “GET THE BEST.” } 

Jefferson Co. Wis. WEBSTER’S | | _ APPLE TREES—A fine lot of the best i | soarart Heche ATO, DICTIONARY. | | Soe trees of the most hardy | S eadtetiaa a } 1) DWARF SPeARE ae one on Angers}, What more essential to every family, count- { | Quince. ing-room, student, and indeed every one who | STRAWBERRIES, GRAPES, ORNAMEN- | Would know the Tight use of language—the jf | TAL TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES, &e meaning, orthograp! by, and 7 omunciasion of fi | 2000 large Sxepiinc Arrir Trees, suitable | Words, than a good English Dictiovany ?—of } for the orchard for stocks for those varieties | daily necessity and permanent value. i | which require to be grafted high. WEBSTER’S UNABRIDGED i] EVERGREENS—2000 Arbor Vite and |isnoq cer cokagenie Standard, “constantly ci] | 1000 Balsam—two years in Nursery, 6 to 14 ee : ie } inhen. ? ted =~ ae Sean eee, ee in ff | : our legislative and in public discussions — |] i (> For particulars, see eevee as pabeaty conclave? says Hon. Joun C. | 
i Aztalan, March, 1855. °° 2m «| SPENCER. I : E Ss Can I make a better investment 2 } | SCRIBNER’S READY RECKONER. March, 1855. ly { | R SHIP 

} - sibkouain,raonee bincnasicge CRANBERRY PLANTS, 1 jeing a correct measurement of Scantlir » Boards. Ball ra Plank, Cubical Contents of Square ead Rownj| OX tne or Eeg-shaped Variety | Timber, Saw Logs, Wood, etc, comprised in a Ae the best for all kinds of soil. They |; number of Tables ; to which are added Tables | A are great bearers, and will keep a long | of Wages by the month, Board or Rent, by the| time, if properly gathered, and can be raised f ] Week or Day. Also, Interest Tables, at seven |0n poor, swampy land, where nothing else will | | per cent. grow, and often produce from 200 to 300 bu- i | BY J. M. SCRIBNER, shels per acre. | ]) Author of “Engineer's and Mechanic’s Com { Circulars relating to culture, Price, &e., | | ] panion,” “Engineer's Pocket Table Book,” ete. | will be forwarded gratis to applicants. For } Scarcely is it possible to add to the recom. sale by F. TROWBRIDGE, i | mendations of the above book, more than to Dealer in Trees, Plants, Vines, &c., | give its titlepage. Every one who is engaged February, 1855. New Haven, Ct. in buying, selling measuring or inspecting Lam- att a ee | oe ot Pee will at once — a bin ATKIN’S SELF RAKING i jj} of this kind. No pains or expense has been }| _ spared in revising and enlarging thisedition, | REAPER AND MOWER, jj} +make itin every respect convenient & accurate. see fee - The cg teple was computed by drawing ‘TREES SEASON'S use of this ingenious, | DIAGRAMS for each and every log, from 12 beautiful and yet simple Machine, furnish | to 44 inches in diameter, and the width of each | convincing proof of practical worth. Turze board taken, after taking off the wane edge.— | Hunprep scattered into 19 different States the } The sum total of eacn board constitutes the | past season, mostly in inexperienced hands, and ! ] amount each Jog will give, and if there can be | nearly all’ giving good satisfaction—cutting | any dependence Placed upon such strictly math- | from 50 to 600 acres, proves itnot only strong | ematical accuracy, no one will hesitate for a|and serviceable, but also simple and easily | moment to abide the results here given, as the | managed. It saves not only the hard work of ]} method adopted by the author can result in raking, but lays the grain in such $re onder nothing else than strict honesty and mathemat. | as to save at least another hand in inding. | ical accuracy, to the parties interested. IT IS WARRANTED TO BE A GOOD, | The best evidence of the usefulness and Pop- | DURABLE SELF-RAKING REAPER, and ! | ularity of this book is the rapid and extensive | have also succeeded in attaching a mowing | sale of over seventy-five thousand in a very bar, so that T'nlso Warnant rr as a Mownr. short time. No book of its size and price con- Price at Chicago, of Reaper, $170; of Mow- tains’more useful or correct tables. ing Bar, $30. Discount on the Reaper, $15, } dpe tone jim andlumber counialesthe baok will| 0% om Mowing Her a5 fence: El | be found very convenient, asit comprises much on delivery. Brice of Mower, $120. ! |] that will be ‘useful for the furmer, mechanic - 5 / | and business man. G3 Pamphlets giving act THe onsectioxs | Orders solicited, and a liberal discount made | 4¥P LIFFICULTIEs, as well as commendations, |} to wholesale purchasers. sent free, on post-paid applications. I | The book can be had of booksellers general-| AGENTS, suitably qualified, wanted in all ] ly throughout the United State. Price only | sections where there are none. 25 cents. Five copies sent for $1, free of pene J.S. WRIGHT, ] i} age. Address GEO. W. FISHER, “Praitie Farmer” Warehouse, Chicago. i Bookseller & Publisher, Rochester, N. Y. Jan. Ist, 1855. ;
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| MARK MILLER, Editor and Proprietor. | yield as much profit, and more real luxuries |} 
i J.C. BRAYTON, Horticultural Editor. | than any other eight acres on the farm—doesit |} 

| TERMS—50 Cents a Year im Advance; |'t prove that the time and labor are judicious- i 
i] = een cee aa | ly expended? It is notforprofitindollarsand ~|j 

; |] to commence withthevolume and back numberssup- | Cents, that we plead, as much as for the increase | 
| plied. b __ , of table luxuries your labor will procure your- H 

commesmagerecaiaes Lalguanacnons Gor nae selves and families. «After the winter’s diet {j 
] fs rcv — each ee of solid, and usually salt animal food, the hu- } 

pase, 9a0; duarier pase, ‘earn clamaiceage S10: cone | man constitution requires the detergent effects | 

one year, frstinsertion, $2,005 for cass subsequent Cf Vegetable and fruit diet; and, asa general | 
sertion, 30cts. rule, no one can safely dispense with it. Again, || 

i I? Bills for Advertising to be-paid quarterly, the natural appetite craves such food, and it, |} ————————————— — } 
] undike some other cravings, may be safely and = 

Now for the Garden. beneficially indulged.” There is noreason but | 
_ Better isa dinner of herbs, where love is, Simple negligence,why the farmer's table should | 
than astalled ox, with hatred therewith,” said | not be well supplied with every kind of small | 

| the wise man of old. fruit and good kitchen vegetables in their pro- | 
7 . Neatness should characterize the [| 

Ss <& len, a » O give me a garden, asec 
| —— soil - mellow soe se 4 arrangement of your garden, and good manage- jf 
| Where my face may get tanned, and my fingers ment will generally insure every vegetable that | 
} mar harden; is wholesome for human food, at an early sea- 
| Is not exchange it for gold. sen, and in a good degree of perfection. : 

i } «This spedding, and heeing, and raking and, Preparive Seeps. anv Praytixe—In the first | 
wheeling, i Sena = ine place, plant your peas and spe pines. 

To aan goodness of Him is revealing S00 as the ground is dry enough to work.— 
Who planted a garden in Eden, They are hardy and will stand a heavy fross— 4 
a 2 sea ieet ac Radishes and lettuce should also be sown early. 

i} «The sceak of Seah mould—'tis refreshing to Waa case caciame: baa ecient 

| The toil it requires is reviving ; nips. Two weeks time, inthe germination of 
b The sues of the brow, though tis nothing to these seeds, can be saved by soaking themin || 

o1 = ; 
r Ses asa se' 3 water about 48 hours; then, after straining off jf 

Tt sweetens the gardener’s living. ha walk wis: SEAL ed li ae | 

This and the following are the two most im-  Jeached ashes (lime is the best), enough to dry | 
portant months for the gardener in the whole | them so they will leave the fingers or drill free- |} 
year ; therefore we sball urge upon our read- ily when sowing. After being mixed with the 

] rs the importance of a good garden, and which | lime or ashes, they may stand fifteen or twen- 
we can do in no stronger terms than in a form- ty hours, if kept moist, but not wet, or sown 

i er number. | immediately. If the ground be dry and warm, 
F ] The garden is a spot too much neglected by | sow at once; but, if wet and cold, let them 

the mass of farmers, and excuse themselves for | stand a day or more in a warm room. By such 
| this negligence by saying, they “have not time | ieactiol two weeks can be gained over dry 

to attend to such small matters.” But, good jseeds sown at the same time. While soaking, 

friends, is it really a “small matter”? for you | the water should be changed twice a day, and 
to preyide for the health and comfort of your | applied a little above blood heat—the first time, 

] household? ‘True, itrequires industry and at- las hot as can be berne by the hand. If the 
| tention, to cultivate a garden successfully ; but | seeds be sown on clayey, tenacious soils, cover 

when we consider that one acre of land, appro- jin the drill with well pulverised loam ; and, 
priated to this purpose, if well cultivated, will ' whatever the nature of the soil may be, press
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| it vee poaphbaly Wie" a deliet, or by. some} Cannors—We would urge every farmer who 
jj other means. All seeds will germinate much | has a horse or cow to, feed, to putina bed of 

i} quicker with the soil a Be eee ‘saint a a next Se ete ve Feo oy 
|} them, than if left loose rous. mois- | the of 0 bush; , 
}} ture and warmth of the soil is sooner imbibed | be right, and you all have the material to make 
| by the seed, and the fine, tender roots find | itsoif nature has not. An acre of well culti- 
| something to take hold of and supportthem on | vated carrots will do a stock of cattle more good 

emerging from the shell. ‘Such has been ol in winter, than four times the same amount of 
practice for the last three years in preparing | land in any other crop that can be named. A 
and sowing—not on!y the seeds named above, | feed of carrots, if only three or four times a 

| but many other kinds—with the most satisfacto- | week, through = — isa = —— 
] Ty results. Seeds thus prepared are less liable | from disease than any thing else. it was 

to rot in the ground than when sown dry. | Practiced more, less seitred cavecasaerna 
‘5 pared to start immediately, | 2¥ cattle in the spring ; horn ail, leg, blind 

ae, ee nave ae | staggers, and so on. Salt your cattle often af- ough cold, wet weather may follow planting, | Geese eect career 
] which is often the case, causing dry sown seed | oe 
| to rot forthe want of warmth enough to make | ne feed to green, succulent matter, demands 

it sprout, after gathering sufficient moisture — # 
On the other hand, if planting ‘be followed by Tur Tomaro.—Prof. Rafinesque, of France, 
extreme dry weather, the seed is already pre-| says of this vegetable, «It is deemed very heal- 

| pared with moisture enough to withstand it—) thy,and an invaluable article of food.?” 
Don’t be alarmed if your seeds show sprouts| Dunglison says :—“ It may be looked upon as 

| before sowing. one of the most wholesome and valuable escu- 
| Beets, carrots and parsnips should be sown in | lents that belong to the vegetable kingdom.” 

drills, from 12 to 18 inches apart, and stand in| A writer in the Farmer's Register says :-—«Tt 
the drill about four inches. If the soil be rich | has been — by et oe — — 

| and deep, 18 inches ; if light, less. We have | success hey were ie with chronic 
raised 154 bushels—baskets heaping full—on | cough, the primary cause of which, in one case, 
20 square rods (1¢ of an acre), in drills 15 inches | was supposed to be diseased liver; in another, 
apart. For carrots, beets and parsnips, work | diseased lungs. It mutigates and sometimes ef- 
the soildeep. For onions, not over four inches. | fectually checks a fit of coughing.? 

Ganves Maxvnes.— Next to the dung of| PO 
horses, that of oxen and cattle is in ieee | Tue Steer or Anoric Pras —M. Seemann, 
request ; and if slightly fermented, is an excel-| the naturalist of Kellett’s Arctic Expedition, 

] Jent manure for light, hot soils. It is also well | states a curious fact respecting the condition of | 
| calculated for soils of a dry, absorbent nature, | the vegetable world during the long day of the 
| as itretains its moisture for a greater length of | Arctic summer. Although the sun never sets 

time than most others. while it lasts, plants make no mistake about the 
“The dung of birds, either wild or domesti- | time when, if it be not night, it ought to be, 

cated, ae Sonata manure, particularly | but regularly as the evening hours approach, 
that oy Soo Rie font st, Sia eral | and when a midnight sun is several degrees a- 

os oe ane = Sel nee ai oe awe | bove the horizon, droop their leaves and sleep, 
rie eer ee oe ae endl in. ae distribu. | even as they do atsun-set in more favored climes. 

| coe it. Itisa good manure for Strawberries | “1! ™man,’ observes M. Seemann, “should ever | dR. Pt Fal & ba the pole, and be undecided which way to |] 
| * 7 ‘ turn when his compass has become sluggish, ff 

Soot BBA VERY PO! werful manure, and een tol his timepiece out of order, the plants which he |} be used ina dry state, and thrown on the sur- may happen to meet will show him the <a 

{sce of the ground. It is advantageously used | 1.75, toaves will tell him tet midnight is at | ij incropsof onions. It is sown at all times with hand, and at that time the sun is standing in the _ || jj] ~©g00d effect, and where it has been sown no mag- | north? 
I] got has appeared. a ] 
| 4 The ashes of wood is * lasting manure, par-|  Nrrnare or Sopa.—Mr. Stephenson, of Edin- 

jj] ‘ticularly for the Grape vine and Pear ; and if burgh, applied one ewt. of nitrate of soda, and 
jj sown among turmps, itis of great use to pro- | 2 ewt. of common salt per acre to a wheat crop, 

tect them from the fly.” land increased the yield nine bushels per acre. | 

|
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INDEPENDENT HORSE RAKE. 

Above we present an engraving of Ds- chin; down into the hollows wert the 

|} taxo’s Horse Hay-Raxe. The editor of teeth, and brought out every spear. The 

| the WV. 2. Farmer, after witnessing a trial | operator appeared to think this no great 

| of this Rake at the Show of the Norfolk! feat.” 

3 County (Mass.) Society, ag “The dri-| By reference to our advertising depari- 

: } ver was standing quite at his ease on a/ ment, it will be seen that Messrs, ConKLIN 
: platform, and thus comfortably was carried | &¢ Spexcen, of Fond du Lac, Wis. are pre- 

| over the field—who but he?—doing @/ pared to supply the farmers of the West 
| great deal of work without any labor.—| with this labor-saving machine. 

When the teeth are dilled With hay, and| eT 
i when he reaches a wind-row, a pressure of} Wat pvozs 1r Cost ro Fence ?—The 

| the foot upon a pedal suffices to clear them} amount of capital employed in the con- 

with ease and certainty. strech and repair of wooden fences in 

| “ The rake is fitted to the hind-wheels of the U nited States, would be deemed fabu- 
| S i lous, were not the estimates founded on sta- 

a single-horse wagon. Each tooth acts as| tistical facts, which admit of no dispute— 
| separately and independently as the keys of| Burknap, a well known agricultural writer, 

} a piano; its head being suspended by arod|says: “ Strange as it may seem, the great- 

or hinge over the axle-tree, and one tooth est ener a a eT aoe 
% fei sa -_|costly production of human industry, is 

only being attached to each head. It i8/11,4 common fences, which divide the fields 
equally adapted to rough and smooth land,| from the highways, and separate them from 

and applies with equal pressure on each | each other. No man dreams that when 

kind of surface. At the Show above men- compared with the cube for these —— 

tioned, we placed locks of hi very | tending monuments of art, our cities ans 

Sous “ =~ ‘ . en ° * _ ae jour towns, with all their wealth, are left far 

ok Fugged and sharp some of them were, |} hind, You will scarcely believe me when 
and in every hollow, and scattered general-| J say, that the fences of this country cost 

ly; but the rake walked over the rocks, | more than twenty times the amount of spe- 

I} cleaning each as a razor reaps a bearded | cie that is in it.” {
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For the Wisconsin and Towa Parmer. For the Wisconsin and Iowa Fariner. 
| Asparagus. Smut—Remedy—Chess. 
' Ep, Farmer :—I wish you would give Mr. Eprror :—I read in your first num- 

me through the Farmer the coming month, ber of the present volume, a communica- 
April, if possible, the best method of raising tion from Geo. P. Peffer on wheat culture, | Asparagus, to have it early, hardy and pro- in which he asks several question, and so- 
ductive, without forcing. If roots will do, licits an answer from any one who is dis- taken from an old bed, as well as plants, posed to do so. 

P aoe : — ae fom Seip "’Y | The fourth question is, “what is the cause and mixed with other manure, at the time Bias hall aint wrétend t f planting is good ’—In fact all particu- | °% Sut in wheat?” I shall not pretend to | 5 P sss P answer the question, but prescribe a remedy jars. : Wx. Baces. ai eek; atract at | Salem, Wis. March, 1855. whic! ave used for sixteen years past, 
| —— and have never had any smut, while my 

Remarxs.—There is scarcely a garden | neighbor’s wheat has been very smutty. I 
plant less understood than Asparagus.— | will give you my method to prevent smut, 
Many who know and appreciate its great | and ifany of your sebscribers will try it and 

| delicacy as a table esculent, regard it al- | find it to fail, I would like to know it. 
i “eg as forbidden fruit, but such is not the To each bushel of wheat, take one and — 

act. | a half ounce of blue vitriol, desolve it in 
The ground for the Aupatagne Dell | To pint and a half of hot water, then 

| must be light, rich and well drained, ‘he| sprinkle it on the wheat and shovel it over 
| trenched, at least two feet deep. If the | until the whole is dampened alike. If seve- 
: ac pir a a mis, Paper be re-| ha bushels are to be prepared, the best way 
: peeeen eae ee a ed with fine, is to put it on a floor and sprinkle on the ij warm soil, intermixed with well rotted sta- luti - . ' ss i |Solution with a small wisp of hay, | ble manure, night soil, pulverised hen moe) NBB a iain Gi eal aiid 
| nure and a little salt—taking care that the 2 OO ae : ae W well mixed. ] whoie be well incorported together. Dur-| It may be sowed immediately, or kept | ing the growing season, the application of any length of time without injury. 

| strong liquid manure, with 4 oz of salt to| The fifth question is, “ what is the cause 
the gallon, will be found beneficial. In of chess,and how is it produced?” I am sat- 

]} fact the soil can scarcely Le made too|isfied that chess produces chess, the same 
lj rich for this plant. The bed should be|as wheat produces wheat. I am satistied 
| made in a warm sunny place, where it will | that chess is produced no other way; Iam 
| not be shaded. If the bed is to be made | satisfied that many of your subscribers will 
) from the seed, it should be sown about laugh at my ignorance, but that is accord- 

jj one inch deep, and from 12 to 18 inches ing to my experience, Ihave had wheat 
| +part-—when up, remove the weaker plants, | winter killed,but never had chess come from |] 
| and keep the bed free from weeds. ‘The | it. 

| Plant is hardy, and once established, with} Now I would adyise farmers to sow ff 
proper care, a bed will last many years. | clean wheat on clean ground and see if they 

jj When the bed is to be made with roots, use | raise chess, I know that where wheat kills |} 
jj Such as are not more than one or two years | out, if there is any chess, it shoots out and } jj from the seed—one year old roots are the | makes a great show, | I b It is said that if transplanted when ; Horace Ciemans. ] j ree Or more years old, they will not : 5 flourish. Vinland, Wis. March, 1855. | 
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| tor concludes his soil does not suit melons 1 
‘ ] tS and cueumbers, and so with all the young | 

] erops. The worker should consider what 
- ] ae i » he is hoeing for. If itis to nmutilate the 
3 : an? roots, he is doing right to hold the hoe so 

Faienaclntg Hanes mesz as that each stroke the blade is buried in 
Biase MMM peciuueti,” | the earth, under the plant, the eye coming 

| ieee Sa ee lin close contact with the stem. ~ But if he 
RES eee: | would preserve the roots to draw nourish- 

| = Se _—_—srment to perfect ~ plant, he will hold the 
. ‘, Fa hoe so that the blade does not go under 

] Wells’ Patent Grass Seed Sower. the plant, and only go as deep as _necessa- 
| The above represents the mode of ope-/?¥ t© break the surface in the immediate f| rating a very desirable and ingenious hand- vicinity. Gardeners, you should tell your 

| g J : ee servants the Fable of the bear and the Fly; 
| implement for sowing grass seed. It is a| how, in his efforts to kill the fly, he killed 
| simple hopper with a zine bottom perfora-| his master—Soil of the South. 
j ted with holes, of equal size and distance Origin of the Wee coal 

apart; the seed is distributed by means of —_ ke 
a flat rod on the bottom, extending from) A correspondent of the Watertown 
one end to the other, with notches corres- ae writing from = Y, =: 
ponding with the holes in the zinc, and _ “AS there are so many different opin- 

} notched on each side, which keeps the seed i008 about how they originate, Iwill give 
: . iti mine, which differs much from many oth- 

} in motion, and equally divided from one| ors, "Ip the spring, the midge may be seen 
end to the other. It is worked by a small like all other fliesin their season. ‘The first 
lever on the side, to which is attached a/I ever noticed of them was on 2 threshing 

| guage by which the machine can be regu- machine that was used the fall — 
| lated to sow any quantity desired; it sows | T left the barn doors open so that the sun | 

| the seed very accurately, is not liable to get | — a —_— a ! 
i} i i +S 

] se a and nneeh Bh aod Ba | the warm sun. I a them ciosely, 
| How vo use tHe Hox in rue Ganpen. and found them to be the weevil fly, with 
} There are those who think that if a) very long wings in proportion to the body. 

working hand is too stupid for any thing | These little insects harbor in fences and 
} else, he can hoe in the garden. They la- | erevices till wheat blossoms, then when the |} 

] bor under a great acl There is nojsun rises and makes them warm, they fly 
] branch of farm or horticultural work that | off on the wheat and deposit their eggs— 
| requires as much judgment and skill, as the | This fact I noticed in every field I exam- H 
| proper use of the hoe in the garden. A ined last summer, which were not a tew; 
} garden worker, be he black or white, that jthat the first four or five rods nearest the 
| has no knowledge of the roots of plants,| fence was nearly all destroyed, when the 

i} and their functions, has no more business | wheat in the middle of the field was — 
| with a hoe in his hand in the,garden, than ed but little. Again, another year they 

j has “the old black sow” with her nose in| may be numerous enough to sweep the [J 
} the Tulip bed, Is there a young melon, whole field, and our last dry summer, in |] 

} squash or cucumber to hoe around, he | my opinion, was most favorable for their jj 
j strikes in with a plantation hoe, the blade) propagation and ravages, as we had but 

of whieh is six inches broad. The hill is| tle rain or wind from the time wheat | 
] left clean, the soil is light, but from the ig- headed out till it was harvested. A little 

norance of the worker of the nature of the | wind and a smart shower of rain at the 
roots, how they thread the ground in all | time of their ravages would thin them out | 
directions, in search of food, the broad | very much, as so small an insect could stand |} 
blade of the hoe has cut every ‘ibre of |but little hardship. I intend to experiment } 
root but the tap root; the plant lingers a-/a little with some of those in my grana- jj 
long in asickly condition, and the proprie-| ry. Aa MPL”.
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| For the Wisconsin and Tows Farmer. Remarxs.—We have had no experience 
Chess—Its Cause: in growing the Italian rye grass, and in fact 

Mr. Eprror :—I want to give your| our knowledge upon the subject of cultiva- 
readers a few thoughts, on what I think is| ting grasses of any kind oe the West, metry 
the cause of chess in wheat. I think one| limited. To answer — oe a — 

; is c ; ly to ourselves, and with profit to our cause is, sowing poor srunk up seed ; and | turels 
another cause is, winter-killing, For in-| readers, we have referred to E. W. Epazn- 
stance—a neighbor of mine brought from | TON, of Summit Wis, whose opinion e England with him, a handfull of fall wheat, | Worth more than that of any other man’s 
which he sowed in my field—it came up | We know of in the State. ) and looked well, until it was struck with! Mr. Eperrroy says with an experience 

the rust, about the time it was geting SESE ten yearsin Wisconsin, with " various 
of the milk—it was srunk very much, but | grasses, I have come to the conclusion that being anxious to save the seed—it being, | there is no kind of grass that pays so well 
a peculiar kind—he sowed it the next fall | as June Clover; and I flatter myself that 
on a little prairie land ; spaded up two I have convinced my neighbors of the cor- 
spades deep, in order to give ita little sub- meas of this cpinior. Any upland, open- soil. It came up, but looked very spind- | 19gs, or prairie, that the farmer desires to } ling and weak ; and, strange to tell, when |stock, for mowing—June clover will pro- iS ; 3 ? a ome i it headed out, it was every bit of it | duce, the first crop, with us (which is usual- chess. Now, I think the cause of it was|!y cut the last of June,) two tons per acre, | this ; the seed being so strunk and weak, iti plaster is used. The second erop will had not life enough to bring it to maturity, | Produce from one to one and - half tons lis life-power was spent before it became |"°Wen, or if sowed for seed, will average 
wheat. Nature had not the materials or| three bushels per acre—we always save the the eliments necessary to make wheat out |¢¢ond crop for seed. There is no other 
of, and it beeame chess—the next thing to | 8tass to my knowledge that will produce | swhent. If this is not a sufficient reason on | With us the like amount of fodder—I have this subject, willeome one, through the had no experience with rye grass. Timo- Farmer give the reason why chess was | ‘by and clover will make better hay sown to- | found-where the wheat was sowed ? gether, than clover alone—I mean in regard 

Farmen. | t0 quality, but will not produce the amount 
Linden, Wis. March, 1855. or value per acre. 

"eRe eeae tone eo Te sow for permanent pasture, I should Grasses—Which are the Best, recommend decidedly, a mixture of grasses 
= : _ , |-Timothy, ¢lover, (large and small, also Mr. Epitor :—If you receive this in white) red stop, rye grass &c., and should time and can crowd itin, I wish you would | ceed heavy—say, half bushel peracre. By give me an answer through the Fanver, mixing seeds you have a constant succession the ensuing month: If Italian rye grass, | of grasses coming forward through the mixed with a due proportion of clover, > IS! season. I would recommend one fourth not one of the best grasses we have for Pas- | bushel clover seed per acre, if stocking with ture and hay—how mugh to the acre, and | cloyer alone. the best time to sow it, ec? What kind — | of grass is the best, taking every thing into Tux better animals can be fed, and the consideration—soil, common ope more comfortabie they can be ier the r u. Baccs | more profitable they are—and all farmers Salem, Wis. March, 1855. work fr profit. 

———__ - — os a —— 
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] For the Wisconsin and fowa Farmer. | though I have seen some very good speci- 

Leap hear a — mens with small legs. Their usual thai 

Mr. Eprror :---Of all the different va- when at maturity, is from twenty to twenty- 

rieties of foreign breeds of fowls, perhaps | two pounds per pair, live weight, though x 

there are none that have attracted the pub- | have seen some specimens that weighed 

| lic attention, or are more generally known, plump twenty-five pounds. They are, when 

| at least by reputation, than the above breed | matured, very weli proportioned, and quite 

l] of fowls. They, like most of the other for- | SY metrical in their conformation ; and as 

| eign breeds; derive their name from the for layers they are unsurpassed by any 

} country of their nativity—the Brahma} breed. Their eggs are larger than any of 

| Pootra valey, in India, through which there | the other Asiatie varieties, and of a deep 

| isariver running of thesamename. As to cinnamon color. They are the most quiet, 

|| whemand how they came to this country, docile fowl known—never pecking at young 

|| different writers have gave different opin- chickens, and will seldom leave the yard 

I) ions ; but, according to the best authority where bred or kept, even when an opportu- 

; that Ihave, the first that came to this coun- nity is given them, unless forced to do so; | 

try were brought to New York, where they another feature is, that they can be confin- 

: | were noticed by a sailor, who, having busi- ed by a fence three feet high, and our gar- 

ness soon afterat Hartford Conn., related dens or fields of grain need never suffer 

| the facts in regard to the fowls he had | from their depredations, and for hardiness, 

| seen, toa Mr. Chamberlain of that place, they are equal toany known variety. Hav- 

j} and quite a fowl fancier. Mr. Chamberlain, "$ bred them for the last three years—one 

; } on hearing the description given by the year here and two in New York State, I 

| sailor of the fowls, hired him to go to New think I can speak from experience in regard 

I} York and procure for him a pam, without | t the above facts ; and it isa settled point 

regardtocost. He succeeded, and from this | in my mind—there is no breed of fowls with 

pair, sprang the first of the Brahma fowls | which I am acquainted, that are better 

in this country, Since then there hasbeen. , adapted for this northern latitude. The 

|| other importations by Dr. J.C. Bennett and | chicks of these fowls are very easily raised 

I} others, of the fowl fancying class, The | and much hardier than our common dung- 

] Brahmas may be thus described: The cock | hill fowl—tfew or none die of disease, as far 

| is mostly white, with neck hackles, penciled pane Oe, CR ience goes, and what I 

’ I] with black and rump hackles, of a rich | have learned from others that have bred 

i H} golden hue, or yellowish color ; the tail is, them. They are covered with a thick, soft 

black with glossy green plume feathers, the | down, similar to that on yong ducks, that 

l] ends of the wings generally tipped with | Protects them so that the morning dew or | 

I} black. ‘The puilets are mostly white or | wet grass has but little effect upon them. 

j | rather bordering on a cream and fawn color, ‘If you have a brood hatch, you can count 

i I} the neck and wings slightly penciled with | Upon raising every chick, unless killed by 

' || black, also the end of the tail. ‘The comb jaccident, vermine, or some other enemy- 

| is small and serated, though frequently they I think I have some as good stock of this vari- 

j | have the perfect pea comb of the Sumatra ety of fowls ascan be found. The crowers 

i Pheasant game fowl, which is always a | are from E, B, Miner's stock, and the hens 

l| good indication of fineness of flesh. The from S. 0. Hatch’s, of Coun. thus avoid- 

| wattles are small, but the ear laps are ex- ing the too common practice of breeding 

“ l] tremely large and pendulous; the legs are.| in-and-in. Joux JErrers. 

| yellow, and usually verv heavy feathered,| Darien, Wis, March, 1855.
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{ . {until they can go out toa good site of 
_ Stock Register. grass. ‘When mine were turned out, the 

For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. fa had only just began to grow ; two 
Tics Soaced ad effects were the consequence. The 

on Cattle v- first—the sheep did not get a full supply. 

| Mr. Eprror :—As much is said about ae a an dee ny ose S a 
| destroying lice on cattle, I will give youan| ond was. thus kept Lied a Ge acum. 

i] unfailing remedy for the big blue lice, (it/ They feed ought to get a good start in the 
is not so effectual on the small red ones, spring, before any thing is turned upon it. 
neither do they do much harm.) For a| But = - one ary se eaten Pana 

P on, and the next day em all up in = ~ a : ceenen esa a the yards again, and kept them there sev- | 

from a gill to a pint a day--the philosophy |° “9 ~~~ | 
| of itis this ‘The oil passes out through ev- a 

ery pore, and not a louse can escape its fa- : . 
tal effects. Do not feed it to cows just be- Ze salonmp noni vermont — | fore they come in, for in that case flax seed | "2" #8 worthy the attention of dairyman 

| = : in all sections of the country : ] 
ee aoa ae “No part of the business of afarmer re- }] 

| na ee ee ep y 5 quires —— ga attention than the jf 
6 OAPI well, and) dairy. If judiciously managed, it is profi- 

dowell. The oil will soon be diffused thro’-| table. If badly managed itis worse than 
out the hair, and will appear like a fine dew | useless. To obtain the best cows for the | 
of a summers morn. ‘Try it and you will| 4aity, subject the milk to the test of com- | 
know its worth. Ira Parker. aa —— ~ = a | tay gaan which give the most and the ricl || 

| Kinnekinic, Wis. March, 1855. for breeders and. the dairy, and sell the rest 
| ‘ _—_—_—- to the drover or the butcher. It is not so 
} Frxp yor Horses—A writer in the|much the amount of milk acow gives per 
} Wool Grower says : “Mixed spring wheat, day as the cream her milk produces, which | 

jj +oats, and barley, at the rate of one bushel oe value —— heats j ing thus ascei e cows, 
each of wheat and barley, to two of oats,and the next consideration is the keeping they 

fi depends | drilled in,five acres. are to receive. Much, very much depen | 
‘ This I use for horse feed, usually cutting|on this. It is unreasonable to expect from |] 

it up in the box and not threshing at all.|the very best of cows either butter, or | 
It should be Harvested rathergreen. I think | Cheese oF beef, to any valuable extent, if | 

. | fed merely on dry hay in winter, or kept in 
Tecan grow more feed upon an acre, in| poor and sour pasture inthe summer. | 
this way, than any other, except with car-| Roots of various kinds should be raised in | 
rots, and even in that case I should prefer| abundance by every dairyman who hopes 
this mixed feed, [esrrves it is called in| t profit by his vocation, and the food of |] 
Germany,] to feed with the cartots to hor-| °°¥® should be varied in the winter, from | | ” of : week toweek; kept cleanand warm, and en- | ses at work. It is moreeconomical to thresh joy fresh air every day in the week, Sun- |} 
and grind the grain, and feed the meal with days not excepted. It has been found by \ 
cut straw. We have tried both ways. The | experiment that a cow fed on grass, ina | 
meal plan is the best in the summer un-| 800d and sweet pasture, (hill pastures are } 
doubtedly when the team is hard at work. a + ota tt poy pg | 

f “Aprit 26.h, 1854.—Turned. all the| have Someeny tried the experiment and 
} sheep out to their several pastures.” have no doubt of the fact. ] 
} T am satisfied that it was not a good} There is nothing like a clean Green | 

move.—Sheep should be kept in their yards | Mountain pasture, free from brakes and fil- | 

ol aaa ee ami ta
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lj thy and sour weeds, upon the hill sides, to} Tumep Crass.—Best five Ewes, one year | ; ] fill a milk-pail or a churn ; and in the win- old, fine wool, $20 ; 2d best do. »$1533d | q || ter, forthe same purpose, there isno better | do. ; $10. . / | food than sweet meadow and mountain hay,} Com—Solomon Hitchcock, Conesus ; jj and the stocks of corn ; and for roots, the Calvin Ward, Richmond, Ontario : 7 | | carrot, the ruta baga, mangel wurizel, the! Galentine, Rusk, Monroe, ; | turnip and sugar beet. Try this course of Fourrs Class.—Best B ra | i| feeding, try it faithfully, brother farmers, old, f : a | d our word for it you will hay. 2 fine wool, $30 ; 2d do,, $20 ; 8d do, x anda "rich milk, good boc |$10. Best Buck, one year’ old, fine west, { i] cows, abundance of rich milk, good butter, $20: 24 do aie ¢ pes a ine wool, ff ) and fat cheese, provided you do not skim ? ee 0. $10. . | } the milk of which the latter is = Com.—Loomis Bunce, Milo, Yates : C. / | madi 5 i] And now alittle about milk. Let us| D- C—— Urbana, Steuben ; Nathan || ] talk the matter over. Milk obtained from| Squires, Pen Yan, Yates. |} cows in the morning is generally richer| No Sheep will be allowed to ae for | than that obtained in the eveni , and usu-| More than one premium except in the F’th |] | ally lessin quantity. It Pc true that | Class. | #}] some pasture grounds are much better than Firth Cxass,—Best single Ewe, fine | jj others for the pain of rich milk. Ex-| wool, $10. Best three Ewes, fine wool. | j/ amine the kin of grass and the nature of| $15. i ay ee : ae ns et os Com.—Daniel Gray, Wheeler ; Wm. A. |} an er pastures, of a similar Lima, Livingston ; G. H. } soil, with the same kind of grass. The sub- oes = oe chew: | ject of sweet ures or i ‘ 
ah grounds has eet ceed i as Class may be drawn from any of the BI] which its importance demands.” foregoing pens. 

| ‘ nnn Any person may become a member of a National Sheep Show. the Association by the payment of $1. The | GF Tae Woot Growers’ Assoctaricn or| following are the principal officers for this | 
| Western New York will hold a National | 4 * Pancras — Wa Baxer, Urbana; || Sheep Show at the Vitlage of Bath, on the| oF Sec’y—Wx. B. McKay, Bath; Rec. | (@B} 29th, 80th and 31st days of May, 1855. | Sec’y—Ros’r B. Wixes, Bath; Treasur- j 3 Thns announces a Circular, officially is-| °° —Hox. piaceax Room, Bath. There | sued by the Association—from which we | 2"€ also thirteen Vice Presidents and sev- 9} Als gather the following additional parti-| °'@! Cor. Secretaries, | q culars : American Horses ror Brrtisu Cay- List of Premiums on Fine Wool Sheep.| syny.—In a late Agricultural Address, J. | First Cuass.—Sweepstakes Pen, best|Prescorr Haut related the following :— ten finest wool Ewes $75, Best fine wool During the Canadian rebellion, the En- | Buck over two years old, $50 ; 2d best do., glish sent over to those provinces a consid- | $40 ; 3d best z $30 ; 4th best do., $20;| able body of cavalry. Many of these hor- |] i th best do, $10. ses died on the voyage, and they were com- | f Awaxpine Commuirrez—William Wheel- gee to mount their men be purchases in ‘ er, Wheeler, Steuben Co. ; Hector Hitch- ew York, Vermont and New Hamshire. } cock, Conesus, Livingston Co. ; J. L. Moni- along the borders of Canada, These ani- | er, Naples, Ontario Co. mals I saw in Montreal, in exercise. They | Szconp Ciass—Best five Ewes with| were specimens of the end Mor- ; Lambs, fine wool, $30 ; 2d best do. $20 ;| gan, with striking marks of ; and | WB 3d best do., $10. Best five.Ewes two| Cole Shirley, of the 7th Hussars, informed } | years old, $20 ; 2d best do., 815 ; 3d best| me in 1842 that the: were the best cavalry | do. , $10. horses for all work that he had everseen ; |} Com.—Alex. Arnold, Avoca, Steuben aon. he said, that they were not to be Co. ;Wm. D. Dickerson, Victor, Ontario| sold when the régiment went home, but to |] Co. ;—Chilson, Pavilion, Wyoming Co.| be taken to Enghed fe use. | 
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THE HAMBLETONIAN. 

} Above we give a correct, portrait of the ;scent on the side of the- sire. Yet, your ] stud horse Hampreroniax, owned by R. [horse shows some points superior to his sire 
| M. Wheeler, of Janesville. He isa blood |28 "egards Sees and sinew, which, no doubt, | bay -tihindsticha0, Saal ato hs ite acquired through his dam, Messenger ay, 1 hands high, 10 years old, "5 Kate. Your horse descended as follows: about fourteen hundred pounds. He drew ;1700, Darley’s Arabian; 1717, Bartlet’s | the first prize at the Fair of the Wisconsin ; Childer’s;_ 1732° Squirt ; 1750, Marsk; State Agricultural Society, held in 1851. | yet ie ee ae _ = = ite Lock; : acl CK 5 > For the pedigree of Hambletonian, the Voltaire; 1835, — Hambletonian; reader is referred to the following letter, 1843, Young Hambletonian, out of a mare addressed to Mr. Wheeler soon after the jby Brutus, ‘that I purchased in Boston, horse came into his possession : ae The dam of your horse is Messen- s ger Kate; well known in these parts for : RM. Some eee her great speed and strength. Up to this bessietientee! wigins...228 ito Sarl get time, there has Only one horse, half brother with the pedi fees h eee fi Yo"!to yours, Been put in thorough training, *atesto fis ay mice? ars cacuane which resulted in the following manner :— guthinel ters nba tee ienend: Jipody = In private, while green, he trotted his mile 

difficult to trace the pedigree of stock after {*" Sue sold for $500; takento Bos- it arrives from foreign countries, (on both a eae penta, eae a eeerongh | sides.) that I shall.only give you a al pene accomplished his mile in 2:26, was 
7 give _y e n sold for $3000._I could give you lots 

|
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of intelligence ‘as to their speed ; but, your} Wuaris Wantep 1x “us Hons This Witise not png = ee: well stated in the Transactioxs of the | 
Tear icky eee Pars - | Onondaga Co. Ag’l Society, in substance, 

2 a" | as follows :—Horses are wanted, first for 
Hoof Bound. speed on the road, second, for conveying 

magi = . - heavy loads quickly. For the first they have 
‘¢ following are the directions of Dr. tito i i- | Dadd for this disease, and we regard them aa a Skat ae , ia 

as the best we have seen on this interest- i ieee ee 1] ing subject to every farmer, few of whom and the mule. Either of these is kept at 
| are acquainted with this important know- less expense, less risk, and less care. The 

} ledge. The shoer, however, has much to | horse compensates this increase solely by 
—_ _— — Rese sont his sree. Celerity and power united, sum 

| can cure it, in its early stages, by proper upin two words the peculiar requisites of 
| shoeing. Many horses are injured in their | the horse. | 
|| feet, some of them for life, by unworkman- Bewee oe 
jj like shoeing, and how few owners of horses} SureP Huspanpry Prorrrasie.—Less / |} know it? labor and care is required by sheep than by | 
| “Tn all cases we must endeavor to give | any other domestic animal. They are also 
| the frog abearing on the ground; and in| Jess dainty, feeding, as experiments show, 

nae te %. - hee sara de upon more than one hundred species of | 
i hoof may be improved by repeated poultic- plants which cattle and horses refuse. Pas- | 

ing with soft soap and rye meal, applied cold. | tures are thus improved by their clearing | 
i} ~So soon as the hoof softens, let it be dress- | away many foul and useless weeds, so that | 

| ed, night and TRON, with turpentine, | better herbage can take its place. Ithas | Ea eee ee 
| soft pasture, the animal having nothing more | “ns which will carry 20 head of fall groan 
jj than dips on his feet, is the best treatment. | cattle, will carry 20 sheep beside, without | 

jj A very popular notion exists, that cow ma-| detriment to the cattle, and with positive | 
] nure has a wonderful effect on poqntaton benefit to the pasture. This is the opinion | 
|} hoof; but it is the candid opinion of the 
lj} author, and no doubt the reader will coin- a ES best New: England farmers 

| cide, that filth and dirt of every kind are L So. Nesp? 
] unfavorable to healthy action. Such reme-|__ How sucu ee Rey a de 

l| dy, aside from its objection on the score of | Professor Emmons, in his Report on ¢ 
| decency, savors too much of by-gone days, Geological Survey of North Carolina, says: 
| when live eels were sent on an errand down | “1f we may aan became = he 
] horses throats to unravel their intestines. — | Pet!ment, 1t Is estal nome eee ee 
| If any benefit belongs to such an objection- | centage of lime only is rns his 
| able application, it is due to the property it| highest degree of fertility ; oa ee oe 
I] possesses of retaining moisture; therefore small per centage is necessary. If there is 

cold poultices and water are far superior. | Present one half of one per cent, it eae 
| Clay and moist earth, placed ‘in the stall | t0 be sufficient; for it is ae P ¢ 

for the horse to stand on, are far inferior | larger quantity in peda — = poe 
| to stuffing of wet oakum, which can be re-| E- is a chemist and geologist of long ex- 
| moved at pleasure. In order to keep it in | PeTience, and was ae fee | 

I] contact with the sole, we haye only to insin- the first—to bse a iw Ye : the | 
j| uate two strips of wood between the sole soils for wheat ia me er ca | 
/_and shoe; one running lengthwise and the | tain comparatively little lime. | 

i i ling and eer | 
cleanly, and i es iegeid aoe ‘aeraions ar-| 82 The fireside educates more minds, | + . * | | ticle." — Germantown Telegraph. than the University. ] 

| essed
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{ { “ across, filling again mostly’ with surface 
' } " ¥ or i iC u ) ty re. __}soil and dirsdoees strata of the sub-soil— | 

J. C. BRAYTON,............EDITOR. |On a Jevel surface, underlaid with stiff clay, a ea | chara an ER a drainage must | 
| Operat tions for April. be attended to; or, where this cannot be | 

With the horticulturist as with the farm-| afforded, the whole surface thrown into }J 
| ex this is an important month—duties be- | ridges by successive plowings in the same} 

| longing to it, if neglected, must waite an-|direction. As much of our Western soil 
| other year, and the neglector deprive him- | would be bettered for trees by this cheap 

self a year longer of the products of gar-| operation, we will give specific directions |] | 
den trees and shrubs. for its performance : | 

Trees, fruit and ornamental, and shrubs| First, set lines of range stakes, marking || 
| must be planted this month—if neglected, | the lines where the trees are to standin | 

the season may be too far advanced next |rows; strike out a small land, three or four | 
| month for safe transplanting. furrows outside of these rows—throwing 
| Do not think of planting trees without a | the furrows outward from the row once or 
jj Proper preparation of the soil. I do not |twice over, in this direction, will do, mak- 
i} mean manuring; that is an after consider- ing a deep dead furrow, 8 inches, or more, 
| ation in our rich soils, where the trees are to stand. Now reverse H 

; Newly transplanted trees push out two|the direction of the team, making a land 
] sets of roots—one near the surface and|of each space between the rows, throwing 
| within reach of the sun’s rays; the other /|the first furrows back into the dead furrows, 

downwards, in search of permanent mois-|and thus finish the land, leaving a dead- 
| ture, and in search of elements which only | furrow as straight as possible in the middle. 
{| exist in the sub-soil. Do not think of clieat-|This dead furrow is to be deepened, and 

ing them out of these last, by underlaying | the ridges (where the trees are to stand) 
the roots with a “flat stone,” or any other | raised by successive plowings in this same 

} contrivance for that purpose, unless you direction, until the ridges are about 18 wish to cheat yourself by retarding their | inches above the bottom of the dead fur- 
| growth and ultimate fruitfulness. They |rows; finish up with the harrow in the i} will generally grow around these obstacles | same direction, and the ground is prepared 

in time, (if not prevented by being killed | for staking out for the trees. This arrange- |} by drouth the first year or two,) and send | rent is to be permanent; therefore the af- } their lower roots downward, outside. of] ter-culture must be so performed as neither | them. They will sometimes succeed in| to depress the ridges, where the rows of | penetrating stiff clay to the depth of four | trees stand, or fill up the dead furrows bef ] feet or more; but with a great loss of] tween, which must be kept open as a oo | growth, and, hence, tardiness in coming in-| manent drain for surplus water to pass off to a bearing state. away from. the roots of the trees. The | The preparation of places for trees is ridges, if not regular, as left with the har- |} one of vast importance; but rules for the| row, should be made broad and regular |} guidance of the operator cannot be uni-| with the rake, as in the cut representing a ff form—different soils and sub-soils requiring | cross section of a field thus prepared : | 
different treatment. When ground is high a a x | and sub-soil sufficiently porous to allow wa- 
ter to pass off readily, places should be 2 dug with the spade, 2 feet deep and 4 feet! 6 Sunt 6 b t 
SSS 

eel | 

i
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ee | 

aa,a, the sides for the rows of treez;! Suaxer Speciric ror THE Pear TREE. | 

and 4,4, 6, 3, dead furrows or ditches— | —We have had great difficulty in making |f 

You have now 2 to 24 feet of well stirred | the pear tree grow on our clayey soil. Af | 

and well mixed soil under each tree, a lar, | pers ones aud expenmienend Leena 
| i aa ee, a large | vears at least, we have discovered a spe- | 

proportion of it being surface soil. Plant | cific. We tried all the special manures | 

the tree carefully in this no deeper than it | our experiments or reading suggested, un- | 

| stood in the nursery, or, with the upper til observing the effect of urine on an un- 

roots within two or three inches of the sur- thrifty apple tree, we se induced to try i 

| face; throw in part of a pail of water a- bon some, pest soe Ce eee | 
’ P 5 in spite of iron, ashes, boneblack, and high |] 

mong the roots, covering them immediately | manuring. The result was, that the trees || 

with earth, which should be compressed | shot up a growth as luxuriant as weeds in jf 
}} some, except the last layer; cover the sur- : “G Loar openemc pnts 
i = . in U ‘ 
} face for two or three feet around with a | from 18 ah to 3 feet even, mre —e 

coating of straw or litter, which should be | ey following the application. The mode |} 

| confined with a little earth or loose stones, | of treatment should i. as follows:—The 

] and the work is done, and well done; pro-| trees should be well and carefully set_ out, 
| vided all bruised roots have been carefully the = —_ _ __ —_— = 

} pared off to the sound wood with a sharp one ees opened, take of the 

} knife. | urine from the water-closet about two qts, jf 
, Heading down is unnecessary and posi-| and sprinkle around each tree; stirthe sur- 
| tively injurious, and much trimming up| face of the earth a little, so that it may be 
}] also. Low heads grow best, bear best, are well mixed, and also to prevent the form- 

less affected by winds, and look best, from|i2& of # crust by rapid evaporation: 
| cloudy day is the best time for this ses 

the fact that they are more natural, and| tion, as it retards the escape of volatile 
will grow more symetrical than high ones. |salts. In about a month, another applica- 

In case of planting very tall, limbless/tion may be made in the same way. Af 
trees, heading back will be necessary.— ter this, it is only necessary to repeat the ff 

When done, the wounds should be covered | poration on those tress yelusti mise 20s BAS 
= oi 3 3 “| yielded satisfactorily to the first treatment. 

with grafting wax or thick paint, to retain | Care should be used not to over-stimulate, 
_||- moisture in the trunk, to hasten the push-|as this of course would be dangerous.— 

ing out of new branches. Shaker Society, Worcester co., Mass. 

Neither timothy, wheat, oats, or any oth- | 5 as. 

er broadcast crop, should be permitted cat To Destaor Psacs Tees Insects. — 
the newly planted orchard; but some crop A very antelhigent SS the eee 

cultivated with the cultivator and hoe— Gardener's Magazine, who had tried Lipa: 
such as corn, potatoes, beans, &e. One experiments to preserve the peach tree in 

sowing will not be remedied in three years, healt sue ie spliowiigs as: ie Week conn 
if the trees survive the treatment; unless, | position for this purpose: , 
perhaps, buckwheat, if the ground is work-| ‘Take half a peck of unslacked lime, a 
ed with the plow and harrow two or three {quarter of a peck of soot, two pounds of ff 

erec A soft soap, and one pound of sulphur. Up- |} 
times in May and June, before sowing, and on these warm water is poured, till the | 

the trees hoed once in July, cutting away | whole mass becomes of a creamy consist- jf 

the crop two or three feet arouud each|ency This i is = to the |i 

|} tree. : whole tree—trunk and branches—with a ff 

We had intended to continue these sug-|cloth or sponge, as hot as the hand can | 

gestions for April number, but are remind-/bear it. The proper time of using this} 

ed by the home editor that our space in | wash is immediately after pruning in the 

| this number will not pernsit it. | spring. 
: } 

a
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SQUARE FORM. QUINCUNX FORM. 

| FORM OF THE ORCHARD. 

As a general rule but two forms need be stu-) having doubled the rope, Jay off in the same i 

| died—the square, or form made up of 4, one} range a stake at K, and another at L, Let one 

i] standing to each corner ; and the quincunx, or| operator hold his loop on one end of the line 

form of 5. The latter having the advantage of| at K, while the other, with a short straight stake |} 

i] being more ornamental, and of distributing the} describes the arc of a circle. The first, now 

i} trees more equally over the surface, and thus| holds his loop on L, and another arc is described, 

jj economising space. Other forms—planting the| as in the cut; the intersection of these arcs 

rows in curved lines—are adapted to oblong or| gives a right angle from A, and the direction 

i] round hills, which are to be devoted to the or-| of the row A, F, G, H, when another right an- 

'} chard onall sides where the round or oval form| gle should be made in the same manner at an- 

is more perfectly beautiful, as well as conveni-| other corner, as at E; after which the comple- 

ent, than any other, allowing the plowing to be | ting the plat with stakes is easy. 

i] done by successive furrows, encircling the hill] To obtain the Quincunx form, lay off the first 

|} from base to summit. row, A, B, C, D, E, as before. Next, hold one 

We shall give directions for laying out here {end of the line on A, and describe an are in 

only applicable to square and quincunx ferms.| the direction of F ; then from B to F tke inter- 

The square form should be perfectly square section ef the two ares will indicate the point 

—that is, the rows should range North, E., S.| F, where the first tree in the scond row is to 

and West; also, N. E.,8. E,, N. W. and 8. W.| stand. Proceed in the same manner deserib- 

To obtain this, a right angle must be turned ing ares from B to G and from C to G, and*un- 

from ‘the rows running E. and W. with those til the stakes are all set for the second row.— 

running north and south. To do this, use a The points for the trees in each additional row 

Surveyor’s chain, or a cord with a loop in each | Will be indicated by the ranges and measure- | 
end, for the hands of the operators ; and, with ments, as will be readily comprehended by a | 

straight stakes about two feet long, proceed to| glance at the cut, 

lay off for one row of trees, placing a stake at} The line must be held firm, and the stakes ! 

|] each point where trees are to stand ; drive all held upright, while the arcs are being describ- 
| firm, upright, and exactly in a row, as in the| ed in the mellow even surface. Other methods | 
i] «ut, A, B,C,D,E. Next, return to A, and| have been given to the public, through the |} 

rr
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| press, but we have found none so simple and | scribed by him in the Prairie Farmer some years | 
|] So easily executed as our own plan, as here giv- | since, with this difference: his instrument had 1 
} en A tape measure is most convenient, if to| holes bored, instead of notches, in the ends— _ 

| be had ; if not, a common bed-cord will do, if| The notches we think the most convenient, al- ] 
| kept dry and only operated with in a dry day. | lowing the instrument to be removed from the | 

The least dampness contracts them. stakes without displacing them. | 
If asurveyor’s compass is used, the angle B,| Care should always be taken to use the in- | 

| 4) Tand A, B,F is 60°; and the form 1s made | strument with the open notches upon the same 
by laying off a succession of equilateral trian- | side, as otherwise the using it upon different | 
gles from the base A, E, and so on, placing the | sized trees, and with stakes of different sizes, | 
stakes in the pomts or corners of the triangles. | would cause it to indicate a false point forthe [ff 

Distances axp Newser or Trees to tue | tree. 
Acre.—If trees were to be set 25 feet apart, | = See i the rows A, E, and F, I, would be 21 feet and| LoNpow Currants—A writer in the |] 9 inches apart, instead of 25 feet,as in the square | Horticulturist speaks of the fine currants | 
oe ae tree re es a = a of the market-gardens near London, which | fe square form, 625 feet of surface. rr, . = a l cocoate planted to the acre, against 69 | °° Grown in the following manner: They | to the acre, if planted in the square form, and | 2°@ planted in rows, twenty or thirty feet i 

i | each tree stand just-25 feet from each of its| apart, and three or four feet apart in the i neighbors in both cases. rows; the ground, which is naturally good, | | Dwarr Pears should be set in rows 8 feet/is highly manured, and cropped between | | apart, each way, or, 6 feet by 10, ifa wider with vegetables. When. the plants com- || 
space for the plow is required in one direction, . } Prems, from 10 to 15 feet. " mence bearing, they are pruned very hard; | 

} Prdns, Standards, require about the same|the greater part of the young wood is 
|| Space as apple trees m the apple orchard. thinned out, and what is allowed to remain j 
| oe is shortened back to two or three inches —- 
| Laying off Grounds. By this means the trees are always kept |} 

; The grounds for all fruit trees should be reg- | short, never attaining a greater height than |] 
] ularly laid off, and firm stakes set where each | two or three feet. These strong manured }| tree is to stand before the process of digging d 1 naae cod: oe ] || the places is commenced; when a simple in- be = ee Rees: Braces Inapal 

}} strument, not heretofore mentioned in the Wis- | fruit, and in great abundance, well remu- |] ] coxsix axp Iowa Faraen, will be found con- | nerating the market gardener for his trou- {f 
| venient to enable the operator to place each | ble. } 
| tree exactly where the stake stood, which must panini = 

} be removed in Soe mete. sar * — Grartinc Pgars ox Mountain Asu.— j 
| sh en sxaiahi edged: 3) er ys. dh, | 4 correspondent of the “Maine Farmer” |} | or 8 feet long ; saw asquare notch in the | *» © | 
|| centre, 2 inches wide and 2 deep, and one near | S*Y% that five years ago he grafted several each end, equi-distant from the centre notch— | Bartlett Pears on Mountain Ash stocks — 

|| + Place the centre notch against the stake where | Last year one of them bore very full, more 
| the tree is to stand, and put down astake in so than is usual on Pear stocks. The fla- 
| each of the other notches before it is moved— vor of the pear is excellent, and not at all 

these two last set stakes are to remain while 
the hole is being dug; when the board being | hanged by the stock. 

in placed with the notches against the out- : ee ee = stakes, the centre notch will indicate the TRaNsPLaNtING Evercreens.—The roots 
point where the tree is to beheld while the| While out of the ground, should be kept 
earth is being filled in among the roots. The | moist, and they should never, for a moment i 
use of this simple instrument will enable the even, become dried during the process of |} 

operator. tpyplant cach treo of a uniform depth. transplanting. Hence, a rainy day is re- ] | aswell as in the precise position indicated by F p | 
the stake. We believe this was invented by |COmmended in all cases, especially where ] 

] Mr. MeWhoiter, of Knox Co., Illinois, and de-| the roots are denuded. j 
i = j 

| a i eat a
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APPLE-THE VANDERVERE. Syxoxyus.—Nertown Spitzenburgh, Red Vandervere, Penn. Vandervere, Striped Vandercere. 

Form, round, oblate, or slightly flattened, Dwanr Peacu Trees.—We stated some color, yellow, overspread with light red and| weeks ago that we had received from Mr. ] stripes of deeper red, with russet dots aud Peabody of the “Soil of the South,” a whitish bloom, thickly overspreading the sur-| dwarf h tree. It was carefully plant- face, which gives it a rough feeling to the touch. |ed, ei we hope, by proper attention, to Stem, medium, inclined, extending even with see it within a ana of years the beauti- the surface. Cavity deep, regular. Basin of ful thing described by Mr: P.  Itis the first moderate depth, with short transvere russet| we ever saw or ead of. The Soil of the lines extending upon the crown, encircling it—| South for December, thus speaks of it:— Flesh, yellowish white, fine grained, tender ;|“We are surprised that so little is known flavor mild, sub-acid, first rate. Sueceeds the of this tree by amateurs. It is the most Rambo in ripening, to which it is fully equal in| ornamental tree that can be planted in the flavor. Season, November to February. den, and the only fruit tree that should Tree in Nursery upright, becoming spread- | eae lace there. The tree does not grow ing, with slender, dark colored shoots, thickly | more dhan three feet high, and still is a per- spotted with light gray. Leaves doubly cresi- fect tree, with nothing of the bush about ate seriate, recurved (or curved backward), dark it It bears a delicious free-stone peach, righ green. Tender when root-grafted, unless aa, the last of September. When in planted in very dry soil, with a thoroughly | flower, leaf, or fruit, it is highly ornamen- drained sub-soil ; and is subject, also, to bitter|tal. The compactness of its limbs would rot on rich prairie and all badly drained soils, | fit it elegantly for a hedge or border. We |} without reference to manner of propagating —| have found it rather diffeult to propagate. An old and productive variety—a nataye of the |In consequence of its buds being so large, State of Delaware—which, as its origin would /it is not easily budded, but succeeds toler. indicate, does best on a dry sandy loam. Is al- ably grafted in the root below ground.— Se good and profitable on dry oak openings, | We presume it is a Chinese or Roo pro- J ~~ - the sub-soil is clay. | duction.”— Alabama Planter. Specimen from which our outline was 7 eae . | taken was grown the Past season by 8. Child, #= All that portion of plants which Esq., Summit, Wackesha county, on dry soil,| disappears in burning, is derived from the | clay sub-soil. atmosphere, and from water—only thesmall _ |} eee x M Anise was originally brought portion which remains in the form of ashes GMian Atchipelage é mes OTE Oop ale Ee 
U
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APPLE—THE BELLFLOWER.—Srsoxvus—Lady Washengton, Ye ow Bellflower. 

{ — — ~— round, eblong, irreg-| broken or split, which causes them to bleed. | ar, often ribbed. Color, pale yellow, with Se of s a rich blush when ripened to the sun; stem Remedy.—Take x bit - muslin, and a 
generally long, sometimes short, slender. Cav- handful of flour on it; wind it around and 
ity deep, uneven; calyx closed. Flesh, ten- | bind with a string. It will soon become 
der, sprightly, sub-acid; core large, capsules | dry and stop the bleeding. 
hollow. Season, November to eicuaiy. A J. Horrman, moderate bearer—sometimes, in favorable sea- 55. Sons, bears large crops; a regular annual bear- Randolph, March, 1855. 

| coo = Se a] Tue Gravensrers.—We fruited this } . = 3 
i Trees kill back some in the Nursery, but are | apple last —- and — Saas coe quite hardy in the orchard. For rich prairie | fully up to its high reputation. We con- 

soils, should be stock-grafted, which retards| Sider it here, as a fall fruit, as unsurpassed. 
somewhat its growth and induces productive-|It is large; its color, when fully ripe, is 
ness, otherwise a shy bearer. On rich soils, pale, red stripes on a yellow ground; the 4 
rather a slow grower in the nursery at first, flesh is tender, very juicy, with a most de- 
but does better in the orchard, forming a regu- lici idfauh-ack} Gan I ld lar spreading head, and attaining a large size.| "1B mild sub-acid flavor. I would re- reading ig & large size. | z z 5 | Young wood slender, and light colored. Blos- | Commend this fruit to all my friends. The 

|} soms large, showy. [trees are generally very scarce in the nur- 
| ——- series, on account, I believe, of the difficul- 
} Condensed Correspondence. ley of propagating by root-grafting; there- 
} For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | fore, for those who have large trees of in- 

Bixxpine or raz Vine.—I am inducee to| different varieties, it would, I think, be well 
write—learning from the Farmer that you! to procure grafts of this variety and put in 
would receive communications undressed, | the tops of them, as it does well grafted or | 
The season of the year will soon approach | budded at a distance from the ground. 
when grape vines should be put on the D. Marnews. 
trellis; in doing which they are sometimes} Burlington, Wis, March, 1855. 

— Ae = —s — a 4
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| Harpexixe tre Peacu Trexr—lI take | Keep the surface clean of weeds, and mel- | 

| this time to give you a few hints respect- low. All should be taken up in the fall | 

|) ing the cultivation of the Peach in this vi-|anp buried. Of their after treatment, we |} 

cinity, I have had some experience in the shall write hereafter. | 

treatment of this supposed tender timber. — ! 

My plan is, to plant the pits, or set the trees Propagating by Cnrtiass. 

as near the surface as convenient, and in} ~ 'This is the season for planting out cut- | 

|} August ‘or September remove the earth | tings of all kinds—an operation which is | 

from about the trees so as to expose the|yery often a failure, especially with the |} 

roots to the weather; and, as the weather| rape. We give, for the information of |} 

becomes cool, the roots being exposed, the | those who are about to engage in this me- }] 

growth is checked and the timber hardens, |thod of propagation, an abstract from a jj 

and will stand the winter as well as most |lengthy article published in the “Country | 

other fruit trees. Gentleman” some months ago. In gath- |] 

Hammon W. Hunparp. |ering your cuttings, if a small portion of | 
Oakfield, Wis., March, 1855. the old wood can be left at the bottom of | 

ae the slip, technically called.a “heel,” the 
; Srxpuwe Appixs.—lI have planted out se Sa ieh aera end tainpoee Gs 

in orchard, 500 apple trees—mostly graft-| endered more certain, as roots emanate 

ed—with about 100 seedlings, on trial— | more freely from well ripened, than from |} 

about ane bearing ee all. My seed-| new and succulent wood. } 

lings, so far, will bear comparison with any| Nothing is more simple and easy than to 
grafted fruit that I have. raise plants of the willow or gooseberry by 

Davin H. Crsment. oe * precios rai - been long 
is, March nown, when appli suc roo! 

en — sia sorts as these, eich, Rowe; anicee : 

‘Tur Nunseny.—Let me ask the favor | very small ve of the vegetable kingdom. 

of information, through the Farmer, in re- It is only of late years that the art has be- 
come so thoroughly perfected that nearly 

ference to the Nursery business. How | every thing of vegetable growth may be 
should the ground be prepared? When | increased . cuttings. When applied to 
and how should the planting be done— = more ee — as, for —-. 

i ital e resinous it becomes one of the | 
pentin. f ? dept) Seer ope a ——e and skillful of all hardening 

for the first season! You will greatly| “When an easy-rooting cutting is placed | 
oblige myself and others in this vicinity, ; ¥ 

? : in earth, the descent 
| by replying to the above at your earliest of its sap in the bark, 

convenience. S. G. Prerce. being arrested at the 

Pine, Iowa, March, 1855. cut, forms a callus or | 

Remasxs.—For the seed-bed, the ground) fh} | thecut, (Fig 1) which 

should be plowed 1 foot or more deep.— soon swells and shoots |} 

The bed should be about 12 feet wide, fine-| down into the soilin | 

ly pulverized with the rake, and marked] {i ~ guns mnsiee (Fig. 
across in triple drills, one foot apart, with a : Gaeeeda tee Pe ! 

| space of 2 feet between the triplets; sow or tree, as in he. 3," |] 

the seed } inch apart, in the drill, as near- )\" which represents the | 

| ty as possible. The planting should be [|< rooted eutting of a cur- 
| done as early as the ground will permit—| Fig.1. ig. 2. rant; no care being y 

sc ess
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required in its management, but simply re-| evaporation at the upper cut, grapes, run 

moving the shoot| ning roses, &c., have been successfully rais- |] 

| at its base some-| ed from shoots bent like an inverted T, as | 

{ time during autumn | shown in the annexed figure, (Fig. 6,) leav- |} 

or winter, preserv- ae jing one bud 

t ing itin mould, and ee atthe gene es | 

= planting to $ its} - = After rooting, this 

=e length early in double cutt'g may 

: ~~ spring. Perhaps = be severed into 

, = Za == theeasiest and sim-| —— two. 

| oo . \p plest of all is the ed _ If the season | 

= “My peg-cutting, (Fig. 4h —— fF should be very 
A\ 4,) used for multi- a ——f— ary, the soil may | 

Ni) \ W)) plying oziers, &c.,| _ = ‘——_ be kept moist by 

NY ir and which consists] ¥ Soe a mulching of saw |} 

k merely of a branch dust, tan, or forest |} 

{ a cut to a certain Fig. 6. leaves, or by sys- 

Ay' length, sharpened, | tematic irrigaticn,—if on a small scale, by 

Fig. 3. Fig. 4. and driven into a the watering-pot, or if ona large scale, by 

| hole previously made with a bar or stake. | the water-cart, or channels, which to pre- 

These cuttings may be made of portions of| vent baking the surface, must be ona | 

tho trunk of considerable size, (Fig. 5,)|mulch. For the dwarf or tree-box, or any 

and are often seen growing into trees, where | other easily rooting evergreen, a shading 

willow stakes have been x for the whole plant is indispensable, and | 

Griven into moist soils (=S35% _| may be effected by a low awning covered 

for other purposes. hy cae 5 with mats or straw, or by lines of inclined 

Quinces, grapes, «&e., Hil a boards, each line shading a row of cuttings. 

often root freely from ia ts Cuttings which will not strike root with 

| cuttings planted in the — iy! (Gs the preceding management, may in many |} 

I} open ground, provided Le | nee instances be made to sueceed by simply 

! the soil is deep, rich, ih covering them with a bell-glass, to prevent 

and mellow,—deep, to ‘| " the escape of moisture, and preserve a re | 

retain moisture; rich, ‘\ i i j} mid and still atmosphere for them, or by | 

to impart vigor; and i ) * | placing them in a partly spent hot-bed, or 

| mellow, to fit closely h i ) in a cold pit under a glass sash. This is a 

the surface of the shoot, Te very common method of treating the cut- 

; | and prevent drying— ys tings of roses, pelargoniums, and other |} 

The character of the Fig. 5. plants, which are taken from the plants 

soil is of the greatest consequence, for if it while growing, and on which a part of the 

be too heavy, cold, or compact, the cuttings leaves are left to keep up active growth till |} 

. |] willdecay; and if too loose, they will dry | Tt 7° formed. 
up. As a general rule, a soil just light eran } 

degli ee to crack by drying, Be wate Rearks.—We do not like the forego- | 

and mellow, will be best for currants, goose- ing article and cuts, as a whole; but not }} 

berries, grapes, quinces, climbing Toses, having time to prepare one with different || 

bush honeysuckles, &e. Those inclining in| cuts, permit this to appear—something of 

the least degree to be tender, should be cut} 4, ind bein: ved for the panalber 

in autumn, as their vigor is often seriously 6 shies = 4 on | 

injured by exposure to intense cold, even The “peg cutting,” (Fig. 4,) should in no | 

when they are not killed. Out-door cut-| case be used. Roots will not grow from 

tings, like the above, should be buried, with| the woody point deprived of the bark, as -|| 

the earth pressed closely about them, s0 45} represented by Fig. 5. If oziers (willows) 
to leave but one or two buds above ground, b ltiplied by 1 b h { 

| and only one for the grape. If long, they gre to bon hee S large branch cut- 

should be set sloping, approaching horizon- tings, cut off square or sloping, and push 

tal, to receive surface heat. To prevent|down a hole made bya bar. Do not drive |
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| | them, as this will loosen the bark at the years Iv is therefore very natural that I 
bottom, and prevent the emission of roots | Should have thought of a blanket. to cover: 1a } at Viet Sraportent plant. the border to keep the heat in; but it | t Po Po would require a great many woolen blank- | Fig. 6 has the advantages set forth, ex-| ets to cover a border one hundred feet long |} - cept that the top plant is apt to be weak, | and forty feet wide, and a great many | from the fact, that the order of nature is thicknesses to c sufficient protection.— i 
reversed. The grape will seldom bud in — “: rm ee in - | j ‘ wis ‘ought, and now for the practice. In- || ar pace gaa sigma P< enelies os A substituted || } fv e two tons of meadow hay, very dry ; a | parts. Single cuttings of the grape should | covered the border about one foot in thick- } t have the top bud covered about half an ness, and in order to keep it ary, I placed | | inch to prevent drying. upon the top of it about six inches of wool } : ~~ § waste and manure, to absorb the rain, un- ; Ripe Grapes In December. til the frost should make it a more perfect |] . i } neon Protection. This has answered the pur- || i In accordance with your request, I here- Pose ; the heat has passed from the border |} f with give you the modus operandi of grow- | about three degrees a week from the firstof | \ ing grapes under glass, to ripen them by | December. at which time it was 60 °, and |] i lj the December a - Pon a to|the fruit has Hamed perfectly. It = | ‘ } ripen grapes about the of April, was erally supposed rowers that |] t | the same as practised by others, say warm- F chould fail in Be py aly as well as |] | pe fee roots by hot manure in the middle | size, from want of sun in December ; but |] i } of November, and contining the heat in the my experiment proves that a plenty of pure t i} border, by fresh oe of manure, until | air is quite as important. | 

! | the grapes ripened. — the roots are My mode of ventilating is entirely new, | | | eee from at! von ee aici = tapas and appears favorable to the growth of the |] 5 Bray ¥ i inside of || Uf Bering ert nN Te ei aren ao | | y replenishing it. — being satisfied, I con- consequently the ventilation is complete, as_ | i cluded to try the fol lowing plan, which has an heavy, bad ar constantly rushing | fp proved quite successful, and gives me the to the stoves and passing out of the tun- | } grapes earlier. if nels. I do not, in speaking of this mode | } We will suppose the vines were started | of ventilation, recommend stoves for hea- in November of last year (1853.) To get | ting in preference to the common furnace ff } them in this state they have been changed Hef hot-water pi but refer only to the | } from the natural time of starting. Now we principle of Cente which can Be appli i will encroach still further, and start them | ed to the common furnace by conducting |} I in August, say the first. You will find no| the air from the house to supply the Goal ] delay in the pushing of the bud after prun- | instead of the outside air. This plan would ing, as the roots are warmed by the sum-| as efectually draw off the bad air as my || mer sup, and there is no danger of killing stoves—Correspondent Hovey's Magazine. ] | #j the young rootlets from hot manure, The ae | | progress of the vines will surprise you ; in Hus tom Faruens—A lady passing 
} & week they will require tying up to the through New Hampshire, observed the fol- rafters, and very soon after you will be as- lease - ae 5 ee | : ig notice on a ‘d :—“Horses taken |} sured of a good crop of grapes from the in to grass. Long tails, 8s 6d: short tails, {I 

t fragrance of the bloom. : 2s.” The lady asked the owner of the land |] § It is now of the utmost importance to|the reason of the difference of the price. |] ; attend in season to keep the heat in the| He answered. “You see, ma’am the long |} i border which the sun has so generously | tails can brush away the flies, but the short _ || ' supplied, and a plan suggested itself to me | tails are so tormented that they can hardly | from the practice of bans ourselves warm |eat at all.” ‘This was the “long and the | | by a blanket, of which I have mannfactu- short” of the matter, and the lady was sat- |] i red some 600 pairs a day for the past ten | isfied. } 
} See 

ee |
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‘ | Sprvacu.—This is one of the most deli- 
Domestic Economy. {cious of the whole tribe of the crezxs | 
Wr pee ian | family. Wash the leaves carefully and 
— soeatee oe | drop ion into boiling water, in “hie 

| 7 regular arti n- | there has been a little salt put ; ten or fif- 
d a oa io a = "loan minutes will be enough to cook them. 
ce ne ee ame : When done, take up and drain through a 

will be seen that an unusual space is devo-| suttender. Now season with butter, pep- 
ted to the department of Garpexina 4ND/per atid salt, and lay over some slices of 

? Horticutture, which embody about ali| toasted bread and serve up for the table. 
that could be brought into a leader a To maxe Lemos Wise—To every gal- 
the head of Domestic Economy. lon of water, add four pounds of sugar, and 

Seana | the juice of ten lemons. Pare lemons ye- 
pe Cre nae Saran enol LO | oe cand all thet pel ties pel ane worth, the famous millionaire and wine-| tub, ia ea rand water are boiled and f Cincinnati, publishes the follow- os ae erences: f ty Pi poured over it : when cold, the juice is ad- 
ing cure for scrofula : ., |ded. If the fermentation does not begin 

i Put 2 oz aquafortis on a plate, on which | in the course of a few days, it is to be pro- 
you have two copper cents. Let it remain | moted by the addition of a toast of bread, 
from 18 to 24 hours. Then add 4 02 of | covered with yeast; the peel is then taken : 

| clear, strong arr Put cents and all in| out, and the liquor put into the cask, which 
a large mouthed bottle, and keep it corked. | must be bunged up when the fermentation {J 
Begin puttirg 4 drops in a teaspoonful of | ceases, / 

. |] rain water, and apply it to the sore. Make} Way does the sting of an insect leave |} } the application three timesa day with a pain?—Because the sting is hollow, and ] 
soft hair pencil, or made of soft yr tf conveys from a bag or aoe. with which it 

| pi. <a pl ng water. As the sore communicates, a poisonous fluid that irri- 
: = . oe, = oe tates the wound. 1 | ui itors, in all parts of n- | } jon, i abroad, to coppy this, and to re- ee Monee ms = ion eanee 

bublish it quarterly yearly—it may save i ee SCO eee ee “age faces ot iecs! ttle contrary. To break her, use her kind- | 
= ie Bekawenne ly. Deo not strike her, and you will have a 
Rea x gentle cow. Use her harshly, and you 

Cincinnati, Ohio, Noy. 18, 1854. wut locke cat fr wecebie. 
P, S.—Capt, Harkness, of our city, the ‘ 

first person cured by this remedy, applied) To Curs Earacu,—Earach may be re- 
it without water, and he informed me that| lieved by dropping a little sweet oil and |} 

} he thought it would burn his leg off ; but | loudanum, warm, in to the ear, applying 
the next day it was cured. His was aj hot salt in flannel bags so as to keep the 
small sore, and had been attended to for part constantly warm. 
months by one of the best physicians, with- Mepicat Recrrs.—Irish remedy for 
out any benoit worms—Garlie dissolved in good whiskey 

Coven in Horses.—It is said that small | and kepé in a bottle for use, is said to be a | 
twigs of cedar chopped fine and mixed with | sovereign remedy for worms. Dose, from 
their grain, will cure a cough in horses, and|a tea-spoonful to a table-spoonful every - 

that ‘fis has been used with complete sue- | morning. 
ges. | 88" An old woman down east, pickles 

Grounv Rice Puppinc,—Mix two and| eggs in this manner—so say the papers: 
a half large spoonfuls of rice in a little cold *Bhe first boils the eggs hard, then di- 

d milk ; stir it mto one quart of boiling milk; | vests them of the shell and puts them in 
|} let it boil fifteen minutes, stirring it con-|jars, pouring upon them sealed vinegar, 

A stantly. When cold, add five eggs ; a lit-| saturated with ginger, garlic, whole pepper 
5 tle lemon ; sugar to your tase, and bake it|and spice. It is first rate and no oe, | 

} one hour. Put a paste or not, as you pre-| and the way it takes with cold meat is a | 
fer, on the dish. pefect luxury, {
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é STEEL PLOW. q 

The above is a correct portrait of a very | Charcoal with us is so much cheaper ]} 

superior Steel Plow, manufactured by A. than in France, that our distillers are ena- ! 

W. Parxer& Co. of Janesville. We have | ae to soa Des en Pay ne an : } 

3 rance, ani en underse! e French || 
known this een of plows for three years, | manufacturers in their own markets. This || 
and have no hesitation in saying that it has operation of pure spirit making may thus | 

no superior. It is peculiarly adapted to | be understood. Suppose twelve leach tubs, 

prairie soil. At the same establishment may — =~ on its . top a a different || 
e 6 ~ kind of liquor, say, if you please, on one, |} 3 

tages fee aes oie oasis French Brandy ; on another Jamaica Rum; h 

arrows, Cultivators, Corn Plows &c on a third, Rye Whiskey, and so on. Af. | 

These Plows may be had at Fox’s Hard- | ter this liquor has passed through the char- | 

ware store in this City. coal, it will run out at the bottom of the || 
a tubs all alike, the charcoal abstracting all || 

French Brandy—American Corn & Rye. |the oil, color, etc., and producing a neutral } 
F ae eal f . |spirit composed of alcohol alone. Thus, it |} 

p Stee le of te ape pnw evenly uadeolythar heen ff 
en to great shifts to obtain the raw mate- — —— ies eee ; 

rial, and, for the last three years, large Oe ae bs hig a " a dnp a 2 } 

‘quantities of the results of their beet root et aoe as y a aes ee 

used in the making of sugar, bas been dis- |*P h: oh ver, ads a y faxori i 

tilled into a species of rum, which, by be- epee e ah eae ae a ae aor | 

ing passed through pulverized charcoal, is Ioast on tie 5 ne ae a ae a i 

robbed of its oils and thus rendered a neu-| 4. repugnant the c6 Sion of lee id \ 

tral spirit, known in this country as pure aoe ne Seca may Ee o | 
si : = “| 

poor . oun er meow ome as |the advocates of temperance, still these will | 

vehich ie cetamontto aloohol of all Kinda.’ |"0t alter the fact, that the increased de- 
The French Brandy maker, instead of mand of Corn and Rye for this increased | 

. sending us the pure brandy distilled fom ark and Bae es } 

i gps en nace’ alle forte rod Tyo | 
ats i =< “ee"| gallons of wine have been annually made | 

—— ten times its bulk of this beet "094 into brandy, and more than half this quan- | 

The foreign demand for brandy, howev-| ote pits m - ——- tesa 2a toe | 

er, has become so great, that even this sup- a orlex Farner: 4 

ply has proved inadequate, and thousands| 2 ee SH | 
of gallons of pure spirit, made from Corn : 
and Rye, are now being shipped from this! To Crean Correz.—When nothing else 

) country, for the use of the French — be obtained, mix a little Indian meal 
i} maker. with the coffee before putting it to boil, 
pees — ———
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: t ’ Canoon’s Pir Puaxt—We invite the atten- 

Editor $ Cable. tion of all lovers of good pie plant, to the adver- 

“Saag Se cea, ae es a tisement of B. P. Cauoox. This is the most re- 

Back Nusins.—To those who are requesting | -riable variety known, both for size, flavor, 

numbers to fill up back volumes, we would and length of season—lasting from early spring 

say, that they cannot be supplied, as we have! +, yato fall. To give th ho b: 
ki give those who have never seen 

no odd numbers onhand. We have from 20 to this plant some idea. of its enormous aize, when 

30 volumes complete {except vol. 4) for each highly cultivated, we will give the dimensions 

veer of fpublication, but connot break them of one stalk exhibited at our State Fair-— | 

i without Jeaving on our bands incomplete vol- Length of stalk, 26 inches; breadth, 5!4in.; | 

ane. thickness, 3; circumference of leaf, 22 feet ; 

Mr. Murer—Sir :—Please send my Farmer} weight 814 Ibs. | 

to Coldwater, Delaware county, Iowa. - ‘ | 

Joun Mvreny. (Hy The advertisement of Messrs. Berrs & | 

‘Also, direct ©, B. Roxsto Strawberry Point, | Broruens, importers of foreign stock, will be | 

Clayton county, Iowa. found in our advertising department. Wegive || 

Now, John, if you will give us your former | below the prices as furnished by them. They i 

P. O.address, that we may erase the name there- | would not advise the purchase of the highest 

at, your request shall be complied with instant- | priced animals. ; 

es : __ }| Thorough bred Horses, $1000 to $2000 | 

We wish correspondents would observe a lit-| sor Horned Cattle, Bulls, 400 to 1500 | 
tle more care in attaching the names of the AS Cows, 200 to 800 |} 

State and County to their Post-office address. do Yearlings, Bulls, 200 to 800 

Letters are frequently received, ordering papers, do Heifers, 175'to 400 

giving simply the name of the Post-office, with- | Hereford Bulls, 300 to 800 | 

out either State or County—when there are a) go — Cows, 200 to 600 | 

dozen or mose places ot the same name, and in} eyons, Bulls, 300to soo jf} 

as many different States, Those who are so} go Cows, 200t0 500 ft 

neglectful, must not complain if they do not re- Ayrshire, Bulls, 150 to 300 

] ceive their papers. do Cows, 15010 250 | 
i Vatuasre Discovery.—A very superior arti- | Alderney, Balls, 150to 25 | 

| cle of Spanish Brown has been lately found do Cows, 100to 150 

|] near Elyton, Ala, which has been tested by Cotswold Sheep, Rams, 100 to 300 

| competent persons, and pronounced to be bet- do Ewes, Bto 100 || 

terthan the imported article. The quantity is | Leicester Sheep, Rams, 100to 300 | 

] said to be inexhaustible, as “there is a whole do Ewes, to 80 

}} mountain of it”? South Down Sheep, Rams, 100 to 200 | 

ge Investigations have-been made ix Lon- whale South decane ted ns H 

| don, of cayenne pepper, which have resulted in de Bwes, 25to ~—50 } 

| detecting its adulteration with some deadly | sine Roars, Sto 50 

poison, such as red lead, mixed with certain eta. 15 to 40 

earths, This is really disgraceful to humanity ° s S 

—there are many Tetts in the form of men. _Mhe expenses for purchasing, keeping, ship- 
{ ping, &e., for the various animals, will be near- 

| \ Musxers acsryst Spapra—The United States | ly as follows, depending on circumstances in 

| army numbers about 10,000 men, who cost the | some measure : 

1 country last year $8,525,240 for pay, subsist- ‘Horses, $300 t 

| ance, clothing, ete. The Illinois Central Rail- Bull, or Cow, 225 

|} road army numbers 10,000 men, who rears Sheep, or Swine, 75 

| from the company $3,700,000 per annum. In 5 ] 

- || three years these 10,000 men will make seven = pines eee eee pete = } 

| thundted miles of road, adding greatly to the|PO?We (Ae Oe ee — | 

} wealth of the State and thecountry. In thirty uate te oa 4 naet { 

i} years the United States have spent $200,000,000 
| 

: | -for which they have nothing toshow but some} “ Oxy Oxx.’—QOne hour lost in the morning 

old forts, guns, battered uniforms and demoral~ by lying in bed, will put back, and may frus- 

1} ized veterans. s trate all the business of the day.
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| Srocxrscs Knit sy Macurvery.—A stocking |stormis one mile away ; if twelve pulsations, it }] 

} knitting machine is among the latest novelties /is two miles. So says an exchange. 

|| in New York. It was patented in 1851, but} 4 Rope ar New Onzzaxs—Says the Delta, 
| with the exception of a few in Connecticut, has of the 14th ult.:—Mr. Reed is pi ing in | 

— a tg, A: Ei fen Fem | is work of boring the Artesian well. Yester- 
old can knit half a dozen pairs of stockings 1 |G. a bed of shells was struck at a depth of _ 

j] 2 day, working the machine by hand or foot— }o40 feet, and the augur brought up shells of 
| In a factory, with motive power, one person ce 3 { 

‘ =" levery description and size, having the appear- ff 

' aos ee The stocking | sce of those that may be picked up every day ] 

| is extinely meade by = a a = upon the sea-shore. The locality of the well jf 

| toe, and no nimble fingers of industrious elder- has been visited by hundreds of our wise men— ] 

ly maiden, sitting by the hearth corner, could Jogi 1 hologists, naturalsts and curi- | 

seamen cage ae oe = —— osity-seekers, who all expressed themselves de- 

lished in sia ‘ork, to run the machine. ane ce a a revelations in science that 

i §6from the = cow oe es a 2 — Aven’s Currey Pecronat.—Amongst the | 

when tapped, which answers the purpose of many nostrums that are daily heralded forth to 

| milk tothe inhabitants. During several months the public as panaceas for nearly all the ills 

of the year, when no rain falls, and its branches which affictfhumanity, there are, no doubt ma- 

are dried up, if the trunk be tapped, this sweet ny entirely worthless, and others that possess 

Da eutsitinge milk exudes, ‘The Slow ss moat:] i the mctit Shat is claimed for them, “Among 
abundant-at sunrisc, like that of our sugar ma- the latter class stands foremest the invaluable 

ples. The natives receive the milkin lange ves- | ‘mily medicine, the name of which heads this 

- i ; paragraph. This is no idle puff. We speak 

ate: Ar ae™ ots cae a S ee knowingly, having tested its efficacy on several 

cite ink ly tae yg mann 
= wilk. The ccehaeuy large and e used inship |}¥- At this season, when cold and influenza are 

i] building. Fi so prevalent, we recommend the free use of this 

} ae : ra Mi preparation. It will be found equally efficaci- 
vorss OF AncuentT CiTies IN THE IsLAnps oF Hawes of the throat, and in all pulmo- 

me Rome Edom F seineet geockent sities nary affections.—Virginia Recorder, Buchanan, 
of immense magnitude and extent, have long Va 

1} been known to exist in several islands of the , 

Pacific ocean, the origin andexisten fwhich| (2 The horse “ warranted to stand without 

history furnished no account. In one of the tying,” which a man bought at auction the oth- 

Ladrone islands, a group lying in latitude 16 jer day, if offered for sale by the purchaser, with 

|] deg. north, and longitude 170 deg. east, some the additional guaranty, that he will not « move 

H 2900 miles from the coast of China, are the stu- | without whipping” 
| pendous ruins of one of these ancient cities. « Well,” said his honor to a negro who had 

j Locomorsve Ovexs axp Breav-maxixe.—It |been hauled up for stealing a pullet, “what i 

}] sometimes happens that when a Bedouin tribe |have you to say for yourself ?”” “ Noftin but 

| is moving in great haste before an enemy, or | dis, boss : I was as crazy as a bedbug when I 

| making a forced march over adesert where the | stole dat ar pullet, coz I might hab stole de big 

|] wells are very distant from each other, the wo- | rooster, and I nebber done it. Dat shows ’clu- 

|| men are obliged to prepare their bread whilst |sively dat I was under delirium fremendous.” 

f ridingeniemels, The fire pint is. anne §@” Bread is now three times the ordinary | 
vessels. One woman kneads ur, a secon : ‘ = 

H rolls out the dough, anda third bakes—boys or ag pty wing fe He Poropesn Serpent, a 
| women on foot passing the materials, as requir- - 1] 

ed from one to the other. ‘ Joux Warxixs, one of the most successful }] 
fie acca agg ; a 

How vo sscerTain tue Distance or a Taun- foo? irginies died repenBy tn Chester 1 

| vex Sroxm.—Place the finger on the pulse, and ¥ | 

the moment the flash of the lightning is seen Licuy Hovers cost the United States this 

H} commence counting the beats. If you feel six |¥ea' $1,073,684; the Coast Survey, .445,00; 
|| pulsations before you bear the “thunder, the the Judiciary, $226,906.
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A Rural Home for Me. | gag As the lovely cedar is green throughout 

— the barrenness of winter, so shall the Christian |} 

| BY JAMES HARKNESS. alone flourish amid the winter of death, and 

[| Away with your seeks streets and towers, a jae E Stee 

Your towns and your cities vast ; 
Where a on extended pinions lowers, TABLE OF CONTENTS. Page. ff 

/ And the shadows of deatle are cast. ‘ * Pz 

| Where tne alley, dark as December's gloom, << Plains, Steep of Pe 
{ Never shelters a ray of light ; ‘eae ts Thetatais Clavel 7 

Where the fever’s flush, not the rose’s bloom, a ee , i 
: abet oe Apple, The Vandervere nu2 § 

Is ever bright in that living tomb, ‘Apple—The Bellfi us i 

And the day is an endless night. ee Th Gn ee is 
| Away! away, with your dens of death! cous eedli — 4 

In the fields let me wander free ! Che a Its man 102 # 

Se Cows and their mill ioe 
—— Currants, London in ff ! | And the green grass sward for me! Cuttings, Propagating by na 

1} Tell me not of your noble parks and squares, Heargsien=Trsasphenting 111 

! Of your crescents doubly grand, Fowls, Brahma Pootra 103 | 

A home which the workman never shares, Farmer, Hint for 116 © # 

Though reared by his toiling hand. Fence, what does it cost to 99 i 

ij Nor point to their owners, pale and sear, Grass Seed Sower, Wells’ patent 101 jj 
Though robed in their gilded pride; Grafting Pears on the Mountain Ash 111 ‘ff 

1} Their freshest breath is but tainted air, Garden, Now for the 97 | 

For they live in a poisoned atmosphere, Grasses—Which are the best 102 
| With the plague house side by side. Grapes,—Ripe in December 116 | 

i} Away! away, with your dens of death! Grape Vine, Bleeding of the ns YJ 
In the fields let me wander free! | Horse-rake—Independent. 99 

| Where the blush of health Hoe, How to use in the Garden 101 
| Stamps man’s true wealth ; Horse Hamble Torian 106 | 

O, the hills and the dales for me! Hoof Bound 107 ff 

Horse, what is wanted in a 107 

1 love not the sound of the workhouse bell, Horticultural operations for April 10s 

Nor the watchman’s stealthy tread, Horses, Feed for 104 i] 

But the cheering tones of the breeze’s swell, Lime, How much do soils need? 107 

And the husbandman’s voice instead. Lice on cattle, Remedy loa ff 
To stray on the banks of the limpid stream Nursery, The 4 

As they murmuringly glide along; Orchard -Form of the 110 

Or recline in the shade from the noontide beams, Orchards, Laying off nl 

|} Or search out the haunts of my youthful dreams, Peach tree—hardening the 4 ff 

: And travel the woods among. Peach trees—-Dwarf 12 ff 
Away! away, with your dens of death! Pear tree, Shaker specific for the 109 «J 

In the fields let me wander free! Peach tree insects—to destroy 109 ff 

O, the cottage low, Recipes 17—us ff 

Where the wild flowers grow, Sheep Husbandry Profitable 107 

And the rivulets flow forme! Smut—Remedy—Chess 100 jj 
Seen show, Tagpeal 105 

ive mi ‘ eevil, origin : 101 

give eatin meneiadin aia dans Work for the month cu | 
Where the lark in air, from dewy lawn, ——_“—“—“<—K[_—sXasas i 

In the cloud is but dimly seen! SEED WAREHOUSE. | 
Meson with me breeze < gently floats, Esraauisuep 1n 1850. | 

And be fanned as the zephyrs play ; . ° / 

And enraptured list to the a aban TSS E> Seetinan end. Sart 

As they gush in streams from a thousand (¥ begs to announce, that 5 aaa 

To hail the approach of day! [throats, tok or fresh amd genuine SEEDS for the 
Away! away, with your dens of death ! Fann, Weenranex ea Fates G e 

| ” ARDEN. 
In the fields let me wander free! They are chiefly imported from G: aoe 

O, the haunts of the dove Ey a and, in Sariaty not cat ag 

Are the scenes that lore, cetahlishinent west of Now York oo 
Q, the wood and the grove for me! Catalogues of Garden and Fewer Seeds, ; | , 
Qa He who labors for mankind without a | eae Neer Plants, &¢.,can be had on ff 

care for himself, has already begun his immor- | Pe 25 Wisconsin street, Milwaukes: Ab i 

| tality, } Prciesate and retail 2m | |
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FOR THE HARVEST OF 1855. 

J. H. MANNY’S PATENT ADJUSTABLE 
x x 

REAPER AND MOWER COMBINED! 
AND 

SINGLE MOWBA. | SSS SSS eo 
Secured to John H. Manny by Nine Patents in the U.S.; also Patented in Europe. 

MANUFACTURED BY MANNY t& CO, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. 
nn 

These valuable Machines are constantly being manufactured. A large number are being made for the coming harvest. Over TWO THOUSAND were constructed during the past Season. and used with ENTIRE SUCCESS, yet the demand was not half supplied. FORTY | FIRST CLASS PREMIUMS have been awarded to Mr. Manny for the superiority of his Machine over all others, in the frequent trials it has had with them, including every machine | that has any claim to reputation. 
- A Warranty is given to each purchaser that the Machine is well built, and of good | materials: and that it will Mow as well as can be done with the Seythe, and Reap as well as 

| can be done with the Cradle. The Machine can be drawn by two horses, and managed by one | Person for Mowing, and two persons for Reaping ; and is also warranted to cut from ten to fif- 
teen acres per day. 

} ‘The NINE PATENTS of Johu H. Manny for Reaping and Mowing Machines embrace Adjustability. the Guard Fingers, Dividers, Arrangement of Wheels, of Platforms, Trucks, | Levers, Braces. Frame Work, Gathering Wings, Oblique Platform, Joints, Positions for At- tendants, etc., ete—all these being exceedingly valuable features, and in most successful |} || operation. 
The only successful and perfect Combination of Reaper and Mower in the World, 

as well as being the best Single Machine for either purpose! 
All the various kinds of Reapers and Mowers have endeavored to compete with this ma- chine; the result in every instance has shown its superiority, and though the Self-Raker came 

up With boasted ingenuity and boasted labor-saving advantages, yet it is unable to win A | PRIZE OF FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, but is decided by an honorable Commit- 
tee (as a Reaper onty,) to be inferior to the best hand-raking machine ; to say nothing about 
their additional price, nor their not being rdspted to mowing. But their complication of ma- 
chinery, wasting the grain. and irregularity of the gavels, far more than neutalizes their claims 
tolabor-saving. While MANNY’S MACHINE excels all others in simplicity of con- 
struction, in facility of management, in lightness of draught, (requiring only two horses,) in 
having no side draught, in its adjustability to uneven ground, and in being readily aAjustalve 
to any height from the ground when reaping, by means of a LEVER extending to the driver's 

| seat, and under his control. It also excels every other implement in cutting lodged or tangled || 
grain or grass, and also in cutting all kinds of grain or grass, whether wet or dry, without clog- 
ging. It will cut flax close to the ground, or gather the seed, and will also gather timothy 
and clover seeil, TWO KNIVES—onea sickle, the other a smooth edge—are furnished with 
each machine. either of which may be used as required. 

THE COMBINED MACHINE is converted from a Reaper to’a Mower, and vice verse, | 
by simply removing or inserting a loose platform, which may be done in less than one minute. 

NUMEROUS CERTIFIC# TES, Recommendations, and Testimonials to the great value 
of Manny’s Machine, has been received from all parts of the country, and are published, to- 
gether a alarge amount of other information, in a pamphyet, which will be promptly sent by 
mail to all applitante. 

TERMS SAME AS HERETOFORE. Machines delivered where ordered, with trans- 
portation added! i 

For Two Horse Eachine, of about 4 fect cut, Cash Price, - - $125 00 Hl 
Half Cash and the other half on 1st December, - - - - 135 00 | 
For Four Horse Machine, of about 6 feet cut, Cash Price, - - 135 00 | 
Half Cash and the other half on the Ist of December, - - - 145 00 i 

¢3” Orders should be sent in season to secure Machines. To meet the wants of those who | 
have on hand certain kinds of Reapers that will not Mow; or who may only want a MOWING 

| MACHINE, we will furnish our Machine adapted sly and exclusively for Mowing, at a 
Cash Price of $110 ; half Cash, and the other half on tMe first of December following, $120, | 
DEALERS SUPPLIED BY WHOLESALE. Farmers within reach of Waddam’s | 

grove, Iil., can be supplied by P. MANNY, of that place. | i> SEE NEXT PAGE. MANNY & CO. 

| 

a
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Premiums Awarded this Ma- SALE OF IMPORTED } 
chine, and Medal at the SHORT HORNED CATTLE! ! 

\ spteicladltedea South Down Shecp and Suffolk Hogs. | |} Chrystal Palace, N. ¥., BRONZE MED-| ae oe ent) Sete Hoge ! AL. Trial at Geneva, N. Y., with eleven oth- WILL sell by Auction, at my residence, on || jj} et Machines, $50,00 as the best Mower. and | Wednesday, 20th June next, my entire | $30,00 for Reaping, over McCormick and oth-! Herd of SHORT HORNED CATTLE—con- 
| es. Ohio State Fair, a SILVER MEDAL. sisting of about twenty-five (25) head of my 
! Chicago Mechanics Institute Fair, a GOLD | choice animals. Nearly the whole of them are }) MEDAL, over McCormick and others. Illi-| imported and their direct descendants. 

noisState Fair, $10,00, over eight other Ma-| Also, about seventy-five SOUTH DOWN jj chines. Indiana State Fair, SILVER CUP, SHEEP. These are imported from the flock |} over six other Machines. Trial at Louisville, | of Jonas Wells, Esq., of England, and their y {| Ky., $20.00. Missouri State Fair, $10,00— | descendants. ‘ 
| Trialat Mt. Holly, N J., $20,00 for Reaping) Alo, q few SUFFOLK HOGS, bred from 4} over McCormickand others. McHenry Coun-! the importation of J. C. Jackson, Esq. J) ty Fair, M1, 1853, $10.00, and 1854, $10,00—| CATALOGUES, with the pedigressand far- 

Putnam County Fair; fil, $10,00. Lomsville | ther particulars, will be ready about the 20th 
Mechanics Association, DIPLOMA for best of April, and can be had at the offices of the Mower, DIPLOMA for best Reaper, DIPLO- diferent Agricultural papersin this State, and 
ore _ een Mower oomanee DI- | Ohio Cultivator and Indiana Farmer, and by 

MA, with special recommend. Tial in lieati 5 \} New Jersey, 1854, $10,00 for best Mower, $10 sere eas OF SALE. 
|} for best Reaper, and $10 for best Reaper and FS ily é Mower combined, in competition with nume- _ For allsums under$100, cash ; oreneree = 

rous other Machines. Rock County Fair, Wis. 5159, three months; over $150 to $300, six 
DIPLOMA for best Reaper and Mower. Du-| ™onths; and all over $300, six and twelve 
page County Fair, Ill, $3 for best Reaper and moni credit, on Ge 
Mower. Winnebago County Fair, IL, FIRST | et. = — > PREMITM for best Reaper and Mower April, 1895—3m. ssn al | Stephenson County Fair, ‘Li, Post Cfice Re-| —— 
me for — Reaper and Mower. Muscatine) BUTTER MAKERS, ATTENTION!! 
‘ounty Fair, Iowa, Certificate for best Reaper ee ee 

and Mower. Michigan State Fair, $10 for, Davis’ Patent Adjustable Churn 
po Reaper ond $5 for best Mower. DeKalb AND | ounty Fair, Il, $10 for best Reaper and Mow- Wy | er, and $5 for best Mower. Cambridge Coun- | BU T T ER WORKER 
ty Fair, N.Y, FIRST PREMIUM. Fulton COMBINED. | County Fair, N. ¥., FIRST PREMIUM.— | em : 
Montgomery County Fair, N. ¥., FIRST PRE- cana . i MIUM. Pennsylvania State Fair, $10 for best | ware Seto: ene sper 
Benen ead Monee Sat S10 Se OER Ane | and with one tenth the labor, than by any oth- 

ST CREMIT AR ey Fair, | er mode. It istruly:a labor-saving machine, 
Vt, FIRST PREMIUM, and many others not | performing all the operations of churning, 
necessary to enumerate. | gathing the butter, working out the butter- 

| SPECIAL NOTICE | mils coenpietely, sat salting it, the panies Neane 
jj ishereby given to C. H. McCormick, that I| ready for the table, market or packing, before }] shall hold him accountable for all his infringe- ‘ken from the churn, thereby wholly dispens- | ments of my rights. He says in the Albany | ing with theuse of the hand ladle. 
|] Cultivator, of December, 1852, “Satisfied from| _ In the New England States, New York and 

|} the experience of the past harvest of the IM-) Ohio, or wherever introduced, the Adjustable 
| POSSIBILETY. of constructing the same Ma-| Churu has taken the place of all others. Be- |} chine, both for Mowing and Reaping to the best | ing extremely simple in its construction, hav- 

| advantage, a SEPARATE Mowing apparatus | ing no gearing attached—strong and durable jj for the next harvest will be sold with my Reap- | 2nd easily kept clean. The best recommenda- |} |} er” Now, my dear sir, make your ‘separate | tion Seas oan eaeven ms use of it, and itis || 
1} Mowing apparatus, but do not  infri my | WATeanted 50 Si eek. atisiaction, ~ claims, as I shall hold you strictly eames Persons wishing to purchase or engage in } for so doing. JOHN H. MANNY. | the manufacture of churus, should not fail to | 

Rockford, Ul., March, 1855. examine the merits of the Adjustable Churn. 
—___-_? | Minnifactured iy She sabeneines = bul, | 
Stowell Corn & Top Onion Seed, Marquette county, Wis. e article can t 

T HAVE a quanty of the above named a at the store of O. W. NORTON, in 
| for sale, which are genuine and well cured. | Janesville : ‘ ‘ 5 I 

The Onion Seed at $2 per bushel. Enquire| £2 For testimouials of its merits, see cireu- 
of the subscriber, or of Urias Story, Janes- | lars and bills. Agents wanted in every coun- 

i} ville. S. C. BANGS, ty in the State. G. N. SMITH. 
| Magnolia, Wis., Feb,, 1855. 2m Berlin, February, 1855. | 

] 
| ——— — ———
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: : | DELANO’S INDEPENDENT | 
! | 

G it WORSE BAKE. 
The abswe Rake is made and { 1 ‘ER J y | aa, Le, ae is made and forsale at a NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC. 

‘his Rake was patented in 1849. and has| r 1 been extensively used in the Eastern tatoo, W PERESS mony Grape Rocls'are now 
and proved to be far superior to any Horse | Dene sold in different parts of the cone, 
Bake that has ever I used Where it has| try for the “ Early Northern Muscadine,” the 

N bee i : | public are hereby cautioned against imposition, n used,it has superceded all others for the) of these are spurious and not the gen- 
ease and perfect manner that it does the work. | °° es ged ai Pal t be a time t si The Rake is fitted to the hind-wheels of a sin-|wany since this Kind fret chime before thenute 
gle-horse wagon : each tooth acts separately and tie sope thie Xing Bre pame wefore the pab- 
independently, as the keys of a piano—its head nite < 7 being suspended by a rod or hinge over the The subscribers will only hold themselves 
axle-tree, and one tooth only being attached to responsible for the [genuineness of such roots 
each head. H CONKLIN, _ 4 are ordered to their personal address, or of 

B. SPENCER. eee regally sppoipted agents, wpe wi a a 
Fond du Lac, April 1, 1855 imes be able to show proper reference to Sa a ala | ep D3. HAWKINS, 

AZTALAN NURSERY, P. STEWART. 
Jefferson Co, Wis. ¥ Jelenes, Shoke Village Columbia co., N. Y. 

APPLE TREES—A fine lot of the best| “P?21B°°—2m 
sorts for the Northwest. |) Sarees aes ae See 
CHERRIES—Fine trees of the most hardy NOTICK TO WOOL GROWERS. 

varieties—Hearts and Bigarreaus. ‘ 
DWARF PEARS—Best sorts on Angers! THIS certifies, that we, the undersigned. 

Quince. ‘have been appointed by Mr. Geo. Camrpett, 
|} STRAWBERRIES,GRAPES,ORNAMEN.- of West Westminster, Vt., sole Agents for the 

TAL TREES. SHRUBS, ROSES, &c _| sale of his SPANISH, FRENCH, and SIBE- | 
2000 large Szxpsinc Aprie Trees, suitable RIAN SHEEP, in the States of Wisconsin, | 

Se gf orchard: for stocks for those varieties |!owa, and Northern Illinois. | 
which require to be grafted high. Allorders addressed to us will be promptly 
EVERGREENS—-2000 Arbor Vitw, and|attended to. Specimens of the atete Ree. } 

1000 Balsam—two years in Nursery, 6 to 14! may be seen at Summit. | 
inches. : | EDW. M. DANFORTH, } 
U For particulars, see Catalogue. | Summit, Waukesha co., Wis. | 

J.C.BRAYTON. | Jas.C.Cursixc, Lyme, Grafton co., N. H. | 
Aztalan, March, 1855. 2m | April, 1855--1m i } 

|
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} PURE BRED STOCK AT PRI- | ATKIN’S SELF RAKING | | 

VATE SALE. REAPER AND MOWER. | 

| Etherton Farms, West Needham, Norfotk coun- | as ef 
| ty, Mass. 12 mil | VHREE SEASON’S use of this ingenious. 

aa enema oo ee T beautiful and yet simple Machine, furnish 
Nee. é | convineing proof of practical! worth. Turze 

: i ae | Hunprep seattered into 19 different States the 

ihre animals for sale in our — for | past season, mostly in inexperienced hands, and 
1854, have been sold to gentlemen through-| nearly all giving good satisfaction—eutting 

out a United States, whose names will appear | from 50 to 600 acres, proves it not only strong 

| in adescriptive catalogue just issued. It isil-/ and serviceable, but also simple and easily 

| ee by our prize animals, consisting in| managed. It saves not only the hard work of 
| part of Jersey or miscalled Alderney cattle, | raking, butlays the grain in such good order 

| ae Se eo from |as to save ableast another hand in binding. 
| , i 

d 185% A Soci IT IS WARRANTED TO BE A GOOD. 
| a the Norfell Agricultural Society, | py RABLE SELF-RAKING REAPER, and 

| Surrore Pres, 3 to 5 months old, $30 per | I have also succeeded in attaching 2 mowing 

pair; or delivered to any part of the United | bar, so that I also warrant 1r as 4 Mower. 

| States, free of charge. for $40. Price at Chicago, of Reaper, $170; of Mow- 

} Address as above, | ing Bar, $30. Discount on the Reaper, $15, 

j JAMES MORTON & SON. and on Mowing Bar, $5. for cash imadvance or 

} or GEORGE H. P. FLAGG, | on delivery: Price of Mower, $120. 

] April,1855—2m Boston, Massachusetts. | ggg7 Pamphlets giving acu Tue opsectioxs 

————— | anp LIFFICULTIES, as well as commendations. 

] “@ET THE BEST.” | sent free, on post-paid applications. 

WEBSTER’S i AGENTS, suitably qualified, wanted in all 

i sections where thereare meet 
.S. HT, ATO. DICTIONARY. “tiie gee wanton Eine 

——$ ‘an. Ist, 1855. 
_ What more essential to every family; count- | — 
ing-room, student, and indeed every one who, BELOIT NURSERY & GARDEN. 

would know the right use of language—the — - 

— > and penechinn of Ts subscriber takes this method of inform- 

words, than a good yoTiaxarx ?—of| | ing the public, that he has forsale this 
daily necessity and permanent value. spring a fine stock of . 
Z WEBSTER’S. UNABRIDGED Thrifty Fruit Trees, 

is now the recognized Standard, “constantly ci- | of the best varieties adapted to the West which 
ted and relied on in our Courts of Justice, in | he offers at the following rates: 

our legislative bodies, and in publie discussions | STANDARD APPLE TREES, 4 to 6 feet 
as entirely conclusive,” says Hon. Joun C.| high, ~~ $16 per 100 

Sena . 18 -~: | 

‘an E make a detier investment ? BWAkF APPLE TREES, 31 cents 

_-Maneh, 1 ee ly Stanesae PEARS, 2 to 4 years old, 50 ets 
Sa eee ARF 2 to 4 years old, 50 

LAKE | t & % 35 

oe MILLS NURSERY. fat ae. Fo 
jersi bare to furnish, at 2to4 years. old 50cts |] 

T reasonable prices, Stel Trees of the CHERRY TREES, 6to8 fe high, best 
leading varieties of varieties, 44 to 50 cts 

APPLE, PEAR, CHERRY, PLUM, AP. | ENGLISH GOOSEBERIES, not lia- 
| RICOT, CURRANT, GOOSEBERRY. Dleto mildew, a fine assortment, 18 to 25 cts 

} Also, a fine stock of Evergreena and Orna-| Also, Quinces, Raspberries, Currants, Grapes 
mental Shrubery, Flowering seh Oe of | and Strawberries, at very low rates. 

| the best varieties of Pie Plant and Asparagus A good assortment of Ornamental Trees, 
plants. Shrubery, Dahlias, Roses, Border Plants, Xe, 

We would call special attention t All trees sent from this establishment may 

lot of DWARF PEAR Weis bovine ae be relied on as true to name, and of the very |} 

| also, twenty best varieties choice PLUM. ‘trees, best quality and age, for the price. : 
} large size, propagated on English stocks. . We | All pre-paid orders promptly attended to, and 
H} think we have the best the State affords, trees packed and forwarded With the greatest 
| Please call and examine, at PLUMB & Co’s | “ispateh. 
1 Nursery, Lake Mills, Tehama County, Wis.| %” TERMS CASH. 

- C. PLUMB. H. T. WOODWARD, Jr. 
Feb, 1855. :3m R ATWOOD. | Beloit, Rock co., Feb, 1855. a
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The Mvuscapine Grarg, of which the aboye| Grapes to find one that would ecmpare with 
is a fac-simile of the cluster. ripens on the 15th | the above, either in point of profit to the grow- 
of September—light amber color, medium size,'er, richness of flavor. productiveness, hardi- 
delicious and unsurpassed flavor, of which thou- | ness of vine. earliness in ripening, and in fine, 
sands who have tasted the fruit are ready now|one in which all the desirable qualities, seem- i 
to attest. The subscribers, after having tried |ing as if by nature combined, to richly load ev- 
within fifteen years over 40 native varieties of! ery framer’s garden in this rigorous climate 
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|| with the most delicious of all fruits, either as r X 

| a dessert for ihe wee or for producirg the ENGLISH CATTI ki 5 

| most pleasant of all liquids, fuliy in point = 

| of flavor to the best French ee ner | IMPORTED ON COMMISSION BY 

|| prepared to say they have utterly failed in the | Messrs. THOS? BETTS & BROTHERS. 
} attempt, up to the present time. They are not Bishons” 

|| afraid to challenge any one in this climate to ops Stortford, Herts. England. 

|| produce its equal, and possessing all those de- = liana eee ae 

| sirable qualities as a hardy arape of sei Biel ‘ineet — ithe Weeaie. 
Price of roots vary from Oxe to Five Dow- i s . a 

| 2 or E L- which will’give gentlemen am opportunity of 
1 tars, according to their size. This Grape is | obtaining: best Sleelé;withowt: having to 

| an entire new variety, produced bythe subseri- pay ine stefor them. in poe 

| bers from the seed of the white native grape. The firm having ‘toe forty years aiiaane: 

| As there have been abroad many attempts to! :hey feel confident of giving satisfiction, both 
|} counterfeit the genuine Museadine Grape, the | a,  eehia pune eel eolectitag tion stood Wicus 

|} public are cautioned against’ procuring any! the hest-herdsin England. < 

|| grape for the Northern Museadine only of the | Tj,orougi Bred Horses; Hampshire South Dorn 
subscribers, as they will hold themselves re-' s a? m0 3 z 

r _ Short Horned’ Cattle, Cotswold, 
} sponsible only for the genuinenessof such roots | Derons, ait 

" ry Leicester. 
|} as are ordered to ae address; or of | Horefords, Suffolk- Pies 

| their legal appointed ts, who will beable | 4y,shire: Ge) = : | 

tienen eeu ee enn ‘Alderney Cons from the Berkshire ~ | 
Se — Islands of Jersey and Merino Shemp from Spain 

] |S. Lebanon, Shaker Village, Columbia ce, %.*. pyre Souk Doe a ooo = 
| _N.B: This Grapehasoftenripened by the) Messrs: BETTS & BRO- have appointed 

| eee month earlier! gee of the most-experienced men in Engiand 

} than the and six weeks-eartier than} ontirely for urchasing: 

| the Catawba; and by hundreds pronounced | —e 
i} quite saan i ae —. tohio- expres THOROUGH BRED HORSES, 

| o rected to ISAAC AT-, sn Spain f 
woop, Agent, Lal Mills Jefferson noanty; = have also an Agent in Spain for pur- 

i Orders at the “Wisconsin & lowa Farm, 

ex? office, and. with Couney-& Winusy,.at-the| mbes. Merime Sheep, etc. - 

} Janesville Nursery; and S. C. Hans, at the, Messrs. BETTS & BRO. have purehased a 

Express office, Whitewater, will receive the valuable Patent, whieh will prevent accidents 

roots in time for. setting the present spring. oceurring to Cattle acress. the Atlantie——they 

! Wis, will receive prompt attention. cau. now safely. be imported any time during 

| Also, for sale, Dwarf Pear, Apple, Pium, | the year. The Cattle will be insured from 

Cherry, Curzant, and Raspberry, at the Lake Liverpool to New York, by charging small 

| Mills Nursery, in the ae of Lake Mills. per centage. 

Mareh, 1859. ISAAC ATWOOD. ‘A Steamer will leave Liverpool with Cattle 

| om. % bow ‘ about the first of every month. 

CHOICE EOWLS. "The Stock will be delivered at New York in 

Tf\O all those who wish to improve thein breed | about six weeks from the time.the orler is gix- 
of Benda! would say, that I have import-, en in America. 

, and have now. on. han ers received, or for citeulars contain- 

| “BUFF SHANGHAIS, BRAHMA POO- ; Eee aaks. a Moonee PEGS, 
TRAS R PARTRIDGE DORKINGS; BETTS & BRO, or J. M. MILLER, Si 

and having, when residing at the East, bred Maiden Lane, New York City. who isauthex- | 

nearly all the different popular varieties, { have | jzed to act ‘as our Agent. : 

selected these. combining, as they do, [ think, New York, Jan, 1, 1855.: ly 
more desirable qualities than any other of the : 

different popular breeds: First, as layers; se- MONROE BOOKSTORE. 

cond, for size and quality of flesh; third, their jee eee esa 

hardiness and quiet, peaceable disposition—the Ba, J. FENNEX, | 

BSN two mentioned, any common fence being aR aA 

able to confine them. r s " ? = : 

My Fowls have all taken Fixsr Paempums Books, Stationery, Wall and Window Paper, 

wherever presented, aud are not surpassed by | Magazines, Newspapers, &e, 

any in the United States. * 2 z Sah 

will carefully pack and send Eggs of the a- BOOKS.—A general assortment. of Sel noel, 

bove varieties, as directed, at the following Miscellaneous ind Blank gat Medical, | 

prices, the money always accompanying the or- | Law, ‘Theological, Agricultural, an Farrier ; 

der: | Brahma Pootras, $3 per dozen; Buff, Singing Books and Sheet Music. ae 

Shanghais, $2 per doz; Partridge Dorkings, GOLD & STEEL PENS, INK, &c. j 

$2perdoz. All warranted true to their nance. School Libraries furnished to order. 

Address, JOHN JEFFERS, | (&#Cash paid for Paper Rags. 

Feb., 1855. Darien, Walworth co., Wis. Monroe, Wis. February, 1859. | 

ee
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ER | Allegan, Mich. 10th Jan. 1853. 
AY ‘S$ Dear Sir—No one, no, not one—man woman, || 

PES or child—can be found to deny that the Cuer- || n Ag Bie Og (u 2 ry Pecrorat is all thatit claimsto be. There | Dany £56) Fa | is much used in this vicinity, although not || Cas ET %& SS | knowa until recently. The community should || 
eee, CECT Eg — know its virtues. Yours truly. | 

(at eS = | JOHN R. KELLOGG, M.D. | ae os) 5 Ame | Se oe \ 
= 7 yan | Let Gentlemen of the Legal Profession mark |, iS, mS om 4 = | this case. 
Ay Repeat es | i ‘2 Williamsburg, L. 1, Sept.3, 1853. | 

aol Ps rr [Pe J.C. Aver, ; 
Dear Sir—Over Bepicetion for the past 

CHERRY PECTORAL, | three Jon to my uties as an advocate 
rs brought on some eight months ago a severe ir- = DS, HOARSENESS ritation of the bronchial tubes, “ehich,:wea COUGHS, COLDS, 3 constant annoyance to me, and fast becoming a BRONCHITIS,WHOOPING-COUGH, | source of great apprehension. Every remedy 

CROUP, ASTHMA, AND tried, failed even to relieve me, till 1 used your 
’ > Cuerry Pecrorat. This has not only reliev- 

CONSUMPTION. ed = but, =e trast, wholly cured me. I care | : ; ti \ 
We invite the attention of the public to the | Te A retails | Secen sciabeearsies a 

certificates appended below, gnd bespeak for | shall recommend it to members of the bar, and 
them that candid consideration which their | others whom I may =— laboring a simi- 
honest frankness deserves. | lar indiepositions. ae JONES 

i h stati ho volunta- | poy ; aoe Bt wun aa arr a What yet remains to convince the most in- 
Cuerry Prcrorat, do not wantonly trifle with, credulous, that the Cherry Peetoral is all that { 

or distort facts, nor overstate their convictions. | jesse ae a, oe | 
Judge then, whether this is not the medicine a =< ae se ~ & ate ! 
to trust when you; must have relief for the | The experience of years proven it to be 
throat and caps a too, whether every | Such, anp we submit to the People, believing | | family ought not to have it by them as a safe-| that its virtues will fully maintain its reputa- | 

j| guard against the everywhere prevailing ene- tion. } 
ij my, which steals with fatal frequency upon al- PREPARED BY J.C. AYER, | 
! most every flock, and carries off the lamb from Cuemist, Lowell, Mass. ] 
| many a home? Sold by Carey & Gordon, Beloit; Holden, 
} Jackson, C. H. Jackson City, O. | Kemp & Co., Janesville; J.K.Eilert,Monroe; {fj 
/ 20th November, 1852. — i John Wright, Madison; E.R.& F. A.Utter, | 

De J.C. Aves, _ bh in.| Eikhorn; ‘T. Mason, Dubuque, lowa; E. E i jir—The Cnerry Pecronat is much in- : A 
| quired after, Several of our best Physicians Gag; SE hewn s:ertby salt Drnggists | jj have used it, three of them in their own case, | 6Yerywhere. v6n8:1y:c11 i }} and always with the happiest effects. The nu- | ——————--——- ———_-—_________ | | +merous pore satin sivive before them, The New Edition of j 
|} oad to incredulity in regard to every new rem- ’ 1 | edy; and it is a after undoubted evidence LAPHAM’S POCKET MAP } | of vane an oy, article, aranriping like a St WIRCONIN, showing the warvexa afte | geueral confidence can be excited. momonee Lands, &c., may now be had at |} ] The unrivalled excellence of this combina-| the bookstores, or by application Leroempanied i i tion of a nts, (in the Cherry Pectoral,) proy-| by the cash) to the undersigned. It will be ff 

i} ed bonek al by repeated trial under their| sent by mailto any address upon the roceigt of 
|} Wn observation, has compelled medical men|onedollar. A liberal discount made to dealers. 
|| % proclaim abroad its usefulness. It isheyond I. A, LAPHAM. } 
| all doubt the best ‘Peer remedy we have for} Milwaukee, January, 1853. | 
| the Pulmonary Affections of this climate, at} ————— —————| | the some) time sedative and expectorant—a rare L Moses, | } combination of properties. i | : In the hope thot qewill prove its own reward, | Mier ee gees aa , 
) re Repeats your ob’t serv't | ae do. furnished to order Shop on the 

JAS.H.C. MILLER, M.D. ' west side of the River, Janesville. : 

4 ee
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MARK MILLER, Editor and Proprietor. thing at all. There is opportunity here for 
J.C. BRAYTON, Horticultural Editor. | aspeculation on a grand seale ; and the person | 

5s : a _ |or company who would undertake it, would be 

pf2its=30 Comts Year im aavance, (ony yo Tot ate oa 
ane same ate are umber Aliauiecagdons|same time that they are Sling their own pock- 
plied. ets. I deem it the duty of the several States |} 

<sADUERTISING.—Ove tus merino se tot tha all sock lands be,propeiyf 
page, first insertion, @4; for each subsequent insertion, drained. i 
oa ee ees crete Jch see Oe: et A few short hours were sufficient to passfrom |] 
square, (twelvelines or less,) per year, $6,50 ; less than | the frost-locked, and snow-covered soil about |] 

_ <<, eestinseiees, S00 for each subsequent in- the lakes, to the warm, dry, mellow soil of the | 

& Bills for Advertising to be paid quarterly, fertile valley of the Wabash. Before wereach- |} 

SSS TT jed La Fayette, we noticed the plow slowly ff 
ce _ For the Wisconsin &Iowa Fanner. — turning up the soil of the fields, and soon after | 

Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Wisconsin— ..y. aE busy at work making gardens. The |} 
! The Drouth—Comparative Advantages <.dden change of chmate is much greater than | 
| for Agriculture. can be accounted for by the difference in lati- | 

| Agreeable to promise, I propose to send you = alone. The same ee of change is ob- 
1] an occasional article for the Fanwer, and being | Setved in Ohio, in passing from the valley of 
1} now on a short tour through the fine farming Lake Erie to that of the Ohio river. Some oth- ] 

districts of Ilinois, Indiana, and Ohio, I will | er causes of change rust be at work here, which 
begin with some “observations by the way,” | we cannot stop to investigate. The locomotive 

that may be of interest to your readers—tho’ whistle is heard—we are off for Indianapolis, J 
railroad speed will admit of making only those the Capital of the State of Indiana. | 

| that are hasty. I here had the honor of being introduced in- ff 
| Through Northern Iinois, the winter ap- | to the rooms of the State Board of Agriculture, jj 
| pears to linger as with us in Wisconsin; and | by the Governor ; but, unfortunately, the wor- | 
| there is more snow in the wooded region south | thy Secretary was absent atthe time. Their | 
| of Michigan City, thanin the southern portions , volume of Transactions for 1853, recently pub- 

of our State. Passing south from that city, we | lished, appears to be a valuable addition to the 
| first crossa region of flat, marshy grounds, un- | Agricultural literature of our country. It con- 

| derlaid by a soft yellowish sand, for a distance tains, among other things, the report of a Geo- 

of seventy miles, and then find some of the | logical Survey, commenced under the direction 

finest lands in the West. These extensive of the Board, showing greag mineral wealth in a 

| marshes lie directly upon the great water-shed, this State, especially in the numerous and ex- 
| or divide between the waters of the Wabash | tensive beds of coal. But the collection of spe- 

| and those of Lake Michigan, and have there- | eimens of the agricultural avd mineral wealth 
} fore a considerable elevation above the neigh- | of the State in the office, did not appear to be 

| boring valleys. With proper examination by a | as well arrangad and labelled as they should 

|} competent engineer, a general plan might be de- | be. 
1| vised, by which, at a moderate outlay, nearly! We began to fully realize the effects of the 

the whole of this water could be carried off ; great drouth that last year extended over these 

i} andthe land reclaimed. These lands, when | States, when we sat down at the table of the 

jj drained would be some of the richest and best, | hotel and observed the scarcity of vegetables. 

especially for grass and the rearing of stock, | The potatoes, if any appear at all, are of very 

] that could be found in all this country, and diminutive size and shrivelled appearance—so 

: would command a very high price, though in | much so, that no man from the Badger State 

heir present condition, they are worth just no- ' (which was happily exempt from this afffiction )
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7 i } 130 WISCONSIN AND IOWA FARMER. | i pw ROT ee Fl a) |] would be tempted to do more than look at them. | Scratches, and cooking, which I know to be 
H it | The first impression one would naturally | valuable. 
qi! haye on seeing the difference in climate between | A word or two about blooded stock—look |i) \ fi { Wisconsin and the central portions of the three | out for cheats. There are, doubtless many good | pts | States mentioned above, would be in favor ef| varieties of stock brought into our Western | } mn Pe these States; but a little reflection will show country, and some that are no better than what || | f ‘ | that our goodly State of Wisconsin has not so| we already have. I assure you, farmers, there |} is, ] many disadvantages as might be supposed. In| is a vast amount of imposition in this business. 

i ft this part of the country they can raise but one | I believe in blooded stock ; but any farmer, for i: |) crop in a year—we can do the same. Qur| instance, can take ahog, cow, calf, or sheep, (by i spring seasons are more backward, but vegeta- leaving the woool on,) and stall feed them for i tion comes forward with greater rapidity, so | a year or two, and make them look remarkably 
it | thatseed time and harvest comes with us as | fine, so that one not versed in such things would |] 

k i] with them. We have, therefore this advantage, | not know but that they were some superior |} i that the work of the season is done up in less | breed, and might be deceived by paying a great I ft time ; thus leaving more leisure to the farmers | price, as I have known some to do. What bet- 
, | of Wisconsin to apply themselves to those mor- | ter blood is there in a buck with the wool left 
y | al, intellectual, and literary pursuits that are so | on for two or three years ? or, how much better a 

enobling to poor human nature. We have more | blooded is a yearling bull or heifer, for having 4 time to look into agricultural books and papers | sucked three cows, which, when you come te 
—we can devote more time to the cause of ed- | turn out in the yard with the rest, will almost 
ucation, of religion, and for the good of the| starve to death? Who can’t have blooded 
country. Thus we see that all sections have | stock, by currying, feeding, stabling, cc. ?. 
their peculiar advantages as well as disadvan-| Newark, Wis, April, 1855. c.c. 
tages, and wherever our lot be cast, let us be Se 
contented and happy, and not envious of the ae soma Pamet- | supposed better fortune of our neighbors, On Che 

] I. A. Lapnam. Mr. Eprror :—I was glad to notice that Geo. | Indianapols (Ind.), April, 1855. P. Peffer intends to write for the Farwer, on | 
"Porte Srineuees and iowe. Favice account of his experiments and observations on {| ! | Advice to Farmers. the culture of wheat. The questions he pro- : i — . | poses for discussion are highly interesting, and March 18¢h—Rather doubtful about Sowing | if they should be poems oe I eae a | much grain this month, farmers. Ni ae mind will—by men who haye had considerable ex- | Hibeaed have more time to prepare for active ope- perience in growing wheat in the different soils | rations. Good time to get up wood, cut and'| of this State, the result could hardly fail tobe |} j draw out oe rail and stake See day’s | otherwise than beneficial to farmers generally. | | work drawing the logs on your sleigh, is worth As regards the much vexed question—«the |} 

jj three lifting them on the wagon, and not near | origin of chess?”—Mr. Peffer ani I differ. He |} | ed hard work. How many farmers will be has been trying how to grow chess; I have | | without wood when hot weather comes, and been trying how to get rid of it; and we both i jj] Will have to turn oug when they are busy tend-| seem to have succeeded so well in our efforts, || | ing corn, or haying, or harvesting, and get up that Mr. Peffer’s experiments induce him to be- | jj the team and spend half a day, once a Week | hieve that chess is degenerate wheat ; mine, that} | = get a load of wood, when sw days this time | chess plants spring from chess ie and lao | 
}] of year drawing, and two chopping, will farn- produced naturally, and in no other way. it ; ~—_ . — In the State Agricultural Society’s Transac- | : ppreciate the value of | tions for 1852, I stated several reasons for doubt- : | Boat are woe met ay it ing he sewncy othe pone, sf See : . ~ 7 wheat is metamorphosed into chess by the ac- say da tama sp iemeey nee its from destrey- | tion of frost, &e. I am not going to repeat my fi ing apple trees, though simple, is valuable. I ks here. My object now is, to direct at- |] H have known orchards nearly ruined by rabbi aeoees heactantey * s | | ear'y Tuined by rabbits, | tention to a very simple and—as far as one sea- jj for the want of that recipe. It isin one of the son’s experience enables me to judge—a ; } Jack numbers. Look it up, farmers, if rabbits | m.. .) : Ju very | | P: ers, if ral efficient mode of cleaning seed wheat—of free- jj ‘rouble your trees. There are some for Bots, ing it from chess seeds, to the manifest advan. | | 
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tage of the future crop. I am indebted for the |so peculiar in the climate or soils of Wisconsin, | 
information to a writer in the Albany Cultiva- | as to prevent farmers here from obtaining the | 

| tor, for July, 1853—Mr. Joun Jounson, near Ge- | like results, providing they employ similar | 
neva, I will give the modus operandi in the | means, and are equally dilligent and persever- } 
gentleman’s own words : ing? Joux Towntey. : 

“To clean all the chess out, take the riddles | Moundville, Marquett co., April, 1825. | 

|] out of the fanning-mill, leaving the screen in ; Por the Wiscocsit a lowe wecinesi 

take off the rod that shakes the riddles and To Protect Bees from Worms. | 
aoe ; ue the wheat slowly into the ete | regialbeiceg sau Si eie eee 
with a basket or a half bushel; turn the mill | 0] enty years ave used, an vise 

7 3 little quicker than for ordinary cleaning, and | many others to do the same, with entire success, | 
|| every grain of chess will be blown out, unless | the following simple plan one . i ! 

where three chess seeds stick together, which | When you make your hives, just nail on - | 
is sometimes the case with the top seeds. If ey- | four corners little crooked legs or bearers,stand- | 
ery farmer will clean his seed wheat in this way, | ing one inch or more from the bottom of the 

I will warrant that wheat will never turn to | hive, just on a level with the under part of the 
chess after the land is once clear of it. I have |same. About the first of July, raise the hive 
not raised a ssitial pies full of chess in more | and place blocks under the legs, about 34 of 

|| thantwenty years. Before that, I had lots of it, an inch thick, and it is all you need do unti_ |) 
> and was sure that wheat turred to chess.” | cold weather ; then, if the comb should come |} 

A most hopeful conclusion—arrived at, be it| down solow that you cannot let your hives | 
observed, not by one of those much-dreaded, | down, just fit four pieces of a board under the | 
mad-cap “ visionary theorists ” in his closet, or | bottom. This is found to be a great safeguard | 
from flower-pot or garden patch experiments; | against smothering in the winter, as it makes 

|| but by aclear-headed, practical farmer, of up-| crevices to be closed with ice in the place of | 
'j] ‘wards of twenty years experience on his forty |one. Do not let your blocks or any thing else | 

|| acreharvest fields. Iand three or four of my ae the Lest be me ——— that clear 
i) neighbors cleaned our seed wheat in this way | and you have nothing to fear from —— 
| in the fall of 1853 ; and, although I am not dis- Much might be said, but «a -word to the wise | 

|| posed to place much reliance on the result of | is sufficient”? : Tra Parke. H 
|| any agricultural experiment tried in one season | Kinnekinnie, Wis, April, 1855. H 

only, yet, allour wheat crops were so compar- | For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer. 1 
|} atively free from chess, that we feel persuade: Hulless Oats. i 

|] we shall ere long eradicate this vile weed. ans . j 
: Many of your readers will be familiar w Mr. Eprrox :—Two years since I received of | 

|] the name of Lucres Cons, of Troy, Michiga — ponte Babcock, oy of this county, formerly jj 
j} Ihave seen an accountof his farm,andrea_a- ao sr ip re: of ee ee 
{| pers by him on farming matters ; and th im- | 72¥¢ S°W arvested them twice, ani = 

| pression they have left on my mind is, that he a ae cere rae A oe i 
|| is a most intelligent, enterprising, and success- full ao carth. . Th te-yickl i 
|| ful farmer. He, too, having no faith in transmu- skal oan Re Reet ery reen re 

tation, has been endeavoring to free his wheat. There enclose “you! few “ttle IE 
‘|| crops from chess, and with what success, the 2 3 i | production of nature. They are now just as ff || following statement he has placed on record 
Se ere they thresh from the straw. If you know any 1 
| eccr ait thing about this singular kind of grain, I wish | 

4 «After many years trial, I have so far reduced you to give me its history, andthe use for which 
|| the quantity produced from my old fields, that, | it is best adapted. Tes Pace | 

although not entirely clear, I confidently believe/ Kinnekinnie, Wis, March, 1855. | 
the chess would not amount to an ounce in 500 oH H 

| bushels. Nochess now grows on low ground Suear—The Saracens were the people 
|| where it formerly grew in abundance, even if| Who introduced the manufacture of sugar 

1] the wheat should be killed.” in the manner, or essentially such, that is 
! Now, if these statements are indisputable | to this day practiced; and then it became 

4] facts, which no doubt, they are—if such re-|an object of commercial enterprise. But 
J] sults can be obtained in New York and Michi- | at what date these improvements took place 

dA an, I wish to know whether there is any thing | 18 Not ascertained.
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| ‘What is Practical Farming ? | On this principle is founded the rotation of crops 
| — which consist of cultivating say three or five 

| The ashes of plants are called inorganic | kinds of crops in yearly successsion; thus so 

|} matter. Though apparently homogeneous, yarying the demands on the soil that it Mg een 

|| these ashes have certain distinctive features |the various kinds of oes matter in about | 

|| which are important to the farmer. The same hots same proportions, and is left at the end of 

|| plant, without refference to the soil on which the rotationin proper balanee—that is, having ] 

| it grows, always yields an ash of about the same no constituent largely predominating over o- ff 

|| compostion. Different classes of plants yield |thers. While on this subject, we may mention 

| different kinds of ashes. Inorganic or ashy |a very plausible theory on the subject of weeds. | 

|| matter obtained by plants only from the soil. | It is the natural tendeney of soils to produce | 

| itis ofa mineral character, and never exists | spontaneous growths of plants, the composition 

|| naturally in the atmosphere.—From these facts | of those ashes correspond with their own. Ma- | 

|| we see that the soilin orderto produce per- |ny of the more noxious weeds differ greatly in |} 

|| fect plants, must contain the matters necessary | their inorganic parts from — which we wish 

| to form their ashes, while these being different | to cultivate, and when the ash of the weed cor- 

| in the various crops, the soil may be fertite for | responds more closely with the soil than it does 
| one crop and not for others, because propor- | with that of our crop, the weed has the best ff 

|| tions of its organic materials may be such that | chance of success, and unless closely watched |] 

| it can farnish food for the ashes of but one kind | will crowd it out. It is reasonably supposed 

| of plant. Other soils are again fertile for all | that if we soil mprove the character ofthe soil | 

plants,and if we examine these chemical analy- | as to render it more congenial for the crop and} 
| sis, we shall find that they contain all that is | less so for the weed, we may pursue our opera- | 

|| necessary for forming the ashes of all plants. | tions with better hope ofsuccess. This isamat- ] 

| The first fact that strikes us in studying the |ter which may be easily brought into practice, |} 

} composition of vegetable ashes is, that they |and which must greatly advance the interests 

| consist of the same substances in all plants, the | of the cultivator. The papers of the va- 
|| differences consisting only in their relative |tious kinds of the vegetable ashes have been - ] 
|| preportious to each other. These substances | often published in tables of analysis, by the as- | 
| are called potash, soda, lime, magnesia, phos- sistanee of which we may know the exact re- ] 

|| ‘Phoric acid, sulphuric acid, chlorine, (a consti- | quirements of our crops, and may fit our soils | 

| twent of common salt.) silica, (the base of sand,) | for their reception. 
|| oxyd.¢f iron, (oriron rust.) and in some plants ‘The farmer should always bear in mind this 
i oxyd ofmanganese. ‘lhese constituents, except |law of nature, viz: The various classes of | 

the last named, exist in all of our cultivated Plants have ashes ofdifferent compositions, and 
| plants, the proportions varying with the kind |0 crop can come to perfection without the mat- | 

|| of plant. For instance, the ashes of wheat and | ters peonaoary 10 form the ashes peculiar to it. ff 
other seeds contain larger proportions of phos-|—Religeous Register. 

| phoricacid, the potato yields much potash, clo- IT 
ver possesses large quantitiesoflime, etc. The | Ashes in Agriculture. | 

| relations between the soil and its natural pro- | = ] 

1} ductions. seem to be invariable, and we observe Wood ashes is one of the most important ferti- | 

|| in practice that,other things being equal, a jlizers. It is easily obtained in any quantity |] 

| soil in which phosphoric acid largely predomi-| and at little spi, Take them carefully [f 

|| mates is best for “eed rye corn, &c, An ex-|from your hearths and save them until your |} 

| cessof potash fits the soil for potatoes. Lime | corn and potatoes have risen two or three in- 

| induces a growth of clover or other plants ha- | ches from the ground, and then take a basket 
ing ashes ofa similar composition. | on your arm and from it take a small handful jj 

] The same principle explains another appa- | of ashesand cast it at the root of Zone plant 

rent peculiarity of cultivation. It is often ob- !and hoe them soon, so as to cover the ashes. | 

served that soils which are fertile for one crop| Ashes contain all the inorganic substance of ] 

| refuse to produce it after a few years’ cultiva-|the wood or plants which are consumed ; part 
tion, though they will produce some other crops | of these are soluble and pari insoluble. Rat ] 

in abundance. The reason for this is, that the the soluble substance mixed with water mi | 
constant production ofa single kind of plant dissolve the insoluble. Thus, dissolved Poet i 

| robs the soil chiefly of one or two ingredients, will dissolve silica and prepare it for glazing 
until they are too much reduced in proportion | the stalks of cane, corn, wheat, &e. ] 

| to afford proper sustenance to plants requiring! Not a particle of ashes should go to waste. fj 

} them so largely; shag it may still contain | Leached ashes has parted with most of its Pot ] 

| other ingredients in’ jient quantity to sus- | ash, but it still retains its phosephoric acid and 

tain another class of plants. Thus successive | most of its lime. f | 

crops of wheat rob the soil of its phosphoric! Ashes neutralizes acids in the soil , they jj 
acid, while they require its potash in less quan- warm cold, mossy, wet places, Shey are very fi 
tities, Supposing the two constituents to haye | destructive to insects, ey assistto breakdown 

existed in equal proportions at first, at the end | and dissolve the coarse fibres and stalks in com- | 
of five years of Shoe growing there would be | post heaps, render hard, clayey soils open loa- |] 
remaining in the soil more of potasn than phos- | my and fertile. : | 

~ phoric acid, and it would be better Atal for| “The potash, so material to most crops, can be 

the growth of potatoes than for that of wheat. | obtained here, only from ashes. In granit 
e 
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“Wan bea am » a _ saiDe ane whe 
- 
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ee Sgt bag, close vem inthe store-room, GOT The potato is well knows acriee of | are both handy and ayreeable Pere and Mezco ' for almost anything.
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The Transfer of Bees. |For further particulars, relative to Bee 
| a management, I would refer your readers | 
|} Mr. Eppy gives the foliowmng informa- to my book on “Bee Culture;” a copy of ff 

tion, with directions, in the Puritan Record-| which will be sent to individuals, free from 
} er, in reference to this subject. We think postage, who may foward tomy addrees | 

he understands the business as well as any | nine letter stamps.” i man: i es j 
] “The reasons for a transfer are:—1.! AcricciTurat IupLemenrs.—It may be |] 

The leaky condition of the hive; 2. The asked, what weight and breath are the most |] 
bad condition of the comb. 3. The pres-| advantageous for the hoe? Undoubtedly } 
ence of the Bee-Moth. When a transfer| they should be such that the person using |} 
becomes necessary, and is decided upon, | itcould make the greatest number of effec- |] 
the method of performing the operation is| tive strokes in a given time with the least | 
as follows:~-1. Close the Bee entrance gay fatigue. Hoeing is a laborious work. for |} 
cotton batting; 2. Nail a thin piece of! the reason that the body is held in a bent | 

| board over the same; 3. Slide a zine plate, | position, which requires a constant sustain- |] 
or its equivalent, between the bottom and| ed effort, of the muscles of the abdomen 
the base of the hive; 4. Invert the hive! and back, to hold up the great weight of |] 

} with the bottom board held in place; 5,| the trunk, shoulders and head. The hoe i 
| Remove the bottom board; 6. Set the new | should have the least weight consistent with |] 

hive upon the zine plate; 7. Adjust the! the strength and size required for good |] 
hives so that no Bees can eseape when the! work, and in order to be as light asis con- fj 
zinc plate is 1emoved; 8. Withdraw the/ venient, should have-the least width thatis [| 
zine plate; 9. Rap smartly upon every side! sufficient for economical use. “The laborer, _ | 

| of the hive, for twenty or thirty minutes,' who makes with a common hoe, two thou- | 
} until the Bees are thoroughly routed, and/ sand strokes an hour, should not weild a | 

nearly all of them have ascended into the| needless ounce. If any partis heavier than 
| new igs: 10. Slide the zine plate between | necessary, even to the amount of half an 

|} the two hives; 11. Set the new hive pre-| ounce only, he must repeatedly and contin- || 
| cisely in the place of the old one; 12. Re-| ually lift this half ounce, so that the whole || 

| move the zinc plate upon which the new | strength thus spent, would be equal in a | 
| hive stands. | day, to twelve hundred and fifty pounds, |} 

The operation is now complete, with the} Which ought to be exerted in stirring the }} 
| exception of a very few Bees which re-| soil, and destroying weeds. ] 

main in the old hive. These are now tobe; No subject _can be presented to the no- i 
i] drummed out, at a short distance in front) tice of the agricultural socieites of the coun- i} 
| of the new hive, and they will return to| try, more worthy their attention, than the |} 

| the familiar spot. I choose to perform the! construction of farm implements, and im-_ ]] 
operation in the after-part of the day. Care| provements therein. Even the form and } 

} should be taken that the Bees which are| veg so small an instrument asthe hoe, |] 
ij to be transferred, should occupy a stand by | might be a profitable subject of earnest and | 
ij themselves, This isa matter to be atten-, mature discussion, in a series of experi- | 

| ded to early inthe Spring. One prime| ments like those of the plowing matches, || 
| object of the transfer is to get rid of the! Which have brought about so much im- | 
| black comb which is no longer suitable = provement in the plow. The adaptation of | 
j use. Ofcourse I do not transfer this comb| the various tools and machinery used in the | 
] tothe new hive. Ilose, and expect to| field to fulfill their design, most thorough- | 
| to lose, the young which ate found in the/ly, by their capacity of doing the most | 
| brood comb, at the time the transfer is| work and in the best manner, with the || 
} made. For this loss, I receive more than least fatigue to the operator, can hardily be | 

| an equivalent in the new :ircumstances of| the subject of too much examination. © All | 
| prosperity in which the colony is placed. such examinations, though attracting but || 

| The transfer should be made in the month| little public attention, may work out most | 
|| of June. I prefer about the middle of the | substantial benefits. | 
i} month. If it is done later than this, sufit-| ee i 
|] cient winter stores may not be secured.’ (Look well to your flocks. } 

ne cae . 3 - a ae ]
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Vermin.—Here isa “home item” which | wet and saturate well the floor skirtings, if 

some of our house-keeping readers may and any other wood work that will not suf | of 

find of value, if they are troubled with ver-| fer injury.—Then sbut the doors and win- yi 

min in their houses, and desire to get rid of dows. If there should be a suspicion of | j 

them before the summer is again upon us: | other tenants in the bedstead, take that i a 

—Take up your carpets, down with your|down too. In three or four hours all will if 

F | curtains. In a pail full of cold water mix| have disappeared or perished; but to = 1B 

1] well one pound of chloride of lime, having! perfect immunity from that plague it might e 

) first diluted it into a thin paste in a bowl of| be well to repeat the lustration a day or £ 

| water, for facility of mixture. With amop,|tWo after— Mont. Ledg. 4 

] %. i —— f ca
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] | 

ui . to passinto the stomach. Cattle are subject to 

| Stock R eg 4 ster. the samo diseases as we are, andshould be trea- 

| es See emma, and with oust anil We 

| Diseases Animals. have a disease among cattle in this coun- 

of try, called pleura pueumonia, which generally |i 

= . takes the best ofthe herd. Veterinaryscience |} 

Da. Dapp, Veterinary Surgeon, being call-| Win) tell the farmer to inoculate the diseased | 
ed upon, made some very interesting remarks | ones with the,breath of the healthy, anda cure | 

in regard to the diseases of animals, and their| wit) be the result. A horse taken with the chol- 
treatment. The veterinary science, he said.| i. which is produced by the gathering of car- 

uot on too long meget ee ee bonie acid gasin the stomach, which cannot 

and for one reason, because ii been prac.| find vent, cannot be cured by the ordinary rem- 
ticed generally by men who had but little know- edies; yy inserting, with the help of instru- |] 

Ledge of 500d, Oe eek ett cor gee | aes ea cad ecient aoticeel. 
are, erefore operated w ©! cape of the and the animal is relieved. 

cess. They begin an examination of an ani- When Feo ee of the neck or the bladder 

mal by hunting fora “soft place” in the tail,| isthe difficulty, of which science enables us 
and failing in that, go to the other extremity, easily to trace the symptims, acure may be ef- 

and examine the horns. If they find the horns] fected by a similar course of action—letting off 

hot, they say that the animal has the “horn| ¢he urine with an inserted tube. Spasmodic 
ail,” and commence curious operations in bor-| cholera is seated on the muscles, but originates 
ing the horns. Butheat in the horns is only| in the nerves, and consequently the nervous 

a symptom of disease, not disease itself—Like| <ystem must be acted on. Cleanliness and 
the tending of the circulation to the surface in| yindness in the treatment of cattle were urged 

the human system, it indicates a want of equi- by the speaker as points of much importance, 

librium. Sometimes on boring into a horn pus| ~ Fyom the Mass. Legislative Agricultural Dis- 

is exuded, and the operator immediately cries} 7,ssion, Reported for the N. E. Poraer: 

—_ ail” Butthis is nonsense. There is : . ——$ ee 

irect connection in the horns of animals wit ) 

the nostrils, and this matter which escapes is Fixe Carrie—DeMAnD FOR IN a 
caused by nasal gleets , or running of the nose tanp.—The following extract from an elab- 

and should be drawn off in a natural way-| orate paper on fattening cattle in the Mark 

e the anne surface toe a poe Lane Express, is a forerunner of what is 
rance, and if it is punctu: yy boring, a dis- A ~ 

ease in the horns will be likely to eats. Hol- fast becoming the state of our cattle mar | 

lowness is a characteristic of horns in all cat- ket : us 

eee : a seats rena oxtegne from| There are few nicer distinctions to be 
i] the tip of the horns to the nose. ere is a * “ ‘i han i 

disease of the brain which sometimes destroys _— = the pues - — | 

cattle. He had put his hand into the brains| the ae as against the mere feeding 
of cattle after death, and found them as soft as| of stock. Of the former of these it isnot ]} 

| ene ne ag oon amare o nd too much to aA that — did ~ pie \ 

Q so general an attention as it does ai 
I} between the headand the stomach; strike a stig a that never was it more suscep- | 

man a blow on the head, and it will make him P 3 zs eae fitabl 

feel sick; strike him on the stomach, and it| tible of being rendered a profitab’e oceu- 
| will make him fall down from giddiness. Now sey From all sides we have this con- j 

|] “this “horn-ail” isindigestion, The speaker re-| firmed. Public sales of Shorthorns and | 

| ee ee cen we ee ninety | Devons, that go far to realize all that puff |] 
miles, and on arrival home, was found to be suf- +s + * 

\ fering from constipated bowls. Her owner was preliminary which the auctioneer may have 

|| ignorant ofthe proper measures to be taken, indulged in; continual reports of our sea- 

and applied to his neighbors for advice; they| port towns of pure-bred beasts being shipp- 

on ine a poe ee <a ed off at = once only to be associated 
5 ve her, three days in succession * 3 

| pound of salts, ani these failing to produce any eo the t a = em it hie 

| effect, 36 drops of Croton’ (enough to kill any is known to be making hus fortune by ius 
| but.a sick cow.) then a quarter ofa pound of flock of sheep; another grounding his re- 

antimony, and finally, a quarter of a pound of] pute on a breed of pigs; anda third even} 

| ake ee ee ee claiming all the honors and profits of suc- ] 

| medicine had passed into the pauneh, and had| cessful enterprise with a brood of chickens. | 
| consequently prodnced no effect. If medicine| If growihg good crops of corn be just now | 

| is poured rapidly into a cow, it will run directly | at a premium, breeding good sorts of stock 

into 'the paunch ; but if administered gently,| js certainily not less Geet encol " 
; 2h Li 

] the cow will be enabled to pass it away to the! we have lenty of customers still, both at |] 

| forth or digestive stomach, where it will oper- h a bi a: d 7. | 

lj ate. Horses however are so constructed, that| 2ome and. al road, ready and anxious to |} 
] whatever is poured down the the throat is sure! give the best prices for the best wares.
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_ 4a Facts About Cattle. | Errecrs or Harp Water Uron Ant- 1 

eae cea mats.—Horses have an instinctive lovefor || ate 

In is a fact that all domestic animals can | soft water, and refuse hard water if they | * ee 

be improved in size and value. One hun-|can possibly get the former. Hard water } ak 

dred and fifty years ago, the average | produces a rough and staring coat on hor- oa 

weight of cattle at the Smithfield Market | ses, and renders them liable to gripes. Pi- | Be) 4 

was not over 370 pounds, and that of sheep | eons also refuse hard water it they can ui i] 

58 pounds. Now, the average weight of, obtain access to soft. Cleghorn states that || any 

the former is over 800 pounds, and of the| hard water in Minorea causes diseasein the | aa 

latter 80 pounds. system of certain animals especially of sheep. || oe i 

The average — of cattle, properly | So much are race horses influenced by the | Or 

termed beeves, in the New York market,| quality of the water, that it is not unfre- | en 

is about 700 pounds, and sheep 50 pounds. | quent to carry a supply of soft water to the |] ag 

The average live weight of the heaviest| locality in which the race is to take place, | a 

drove of beeves of 100 in number ever||est there being only hard water, the ee \ “aN 

brought to thismarket was 2,067 pounds, | should lose condition. Mr. Youatt, in his || ANG 

weighed from dry feeding, in Illinois, last | book called “The Horse,” remarking on the |] h i 

spring. desirableness of soft water for the horse, || aeel 

The mode of selling cattle in New York, | says ; “Instinct or experience has made | ane 

is at so much per pound for the estimated | himself conscious of this, for he will never at 

weight of meat contained in the four quar-| drink hard water if he has access to soft;he |] ok } 

ters. The estimation is made upon the| willleave the most transparent water ofthe one 

| live weight of cattle as follows : well for a river, although the water maybe || ei 

‘A drover in buying a lot of grass-fed,| turbid, and even for the muddiest pool.’ +e 

common stock in Illinois, should never cal-| And again, in another place, he says, “Hard f hte 

culate to get an estimate of over one half| water drawn fresh from the well will assur- ee 

here of the live weight there. That is, if| edly make the coat of a horse unaceustom- | ee 

| the drove average 12 ewt., they will make ed to it stare, and will not unfrequently |} bah 

|] 1 ewt. of meat each. gripe or further injure him.” | eb 

| Medium beeves may be estimated at 54 Fe ne a ' 

or 55 pounds per ewt. Good beeves at 56| SHELTER FOR Saezp—t. A.Morrell, one |} Be | 

| | or57 pounds. Extra good, large and fat, | of the best sheep raisersin the United States, | ee 

from 58 to 62 pounds per cwt. has found that he saves a ton of hay for | E 

In the Boston market, the weight is gen- a a shor: leh a ne ; ie 

erally estimated upon “five quarters,” that found that the increase in the amount | a 

: : wool was 1,250 tbs. in four clips. The in- }}. jae 

is, the product of meat, fat and skin. There , ccubed Gh izhibie ticseded’ a" hin eat 

| the cattle are generally weighed. and the a “a ee ee 

| product estimated upon an average, 64 ee : Pe 

pounds per cwt. | Throw the whole into figttres : 5 | a 

In New York not one bullock in ten| n¢ thousind sheep, ah SoU, ring | ae 

thousand goes upon the scales to determine | One third ofthis eaved by ; Bit 

his price to the butcher—W. ¥. Tribune.|  shetter, is $333 “a 

————— Fifty sheep saved in the 1,000, $2 | Bee! 

To Divest Canvas oF Veauix.—It of- Liereaped weightada increased boats op 

|| ten happens that calves become covered | py shelter, one tenth of the whole, 200 ta 

l| with vermin, causing them to lose ftesh | Increase in fleece, say 160 tbs., 60 it 

| and look very rough. ‘To clean the calf is | Increase in lambs, say 60, 50 ! a 

| a very disagreeable piece of work; but if rest ae | 

}| the following receipt is adhered to, they b rem 2 ig 

| will become clean with very little trouble.| This estimate is founded on an actual | i 

Give the calf a table spoonful of brimstone | trial, and the amount would amply pay | : 

| for three mornings in succession ; if one | every year all cost. of suitable sheds—not | a 

ij trial does not completely rid the calf, the counting the comfort and satisfaction ofsee- || 4 

jj second will never fail. “I have tried itsev- | ng the animals live and thriyve—nor_ the 4 

| eral times, and once has been enough in comfort of knowing that one Is practicing || i 

q each instance. good, instead of bad farming. ; ¥ 

i 
| i 
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, Sheep Breeding—Fineness vs. Size. {also pay some attention to form, which is 
| er 5 of much more importance than size, so far 

Wuoever, therefore, would obtain a large 45 jts adaptation and value for mutton is 
and vigorous race (of merino sheep) should a fa. Men i i} 

keep his ewes from the rams till they are three | COnCceTned. | Ai a Merino’ s! th Measures jf 
years old. Rams are not usually allowed to from the withers to the root of the tail, and 

| ieap till three years of age.—Thacr’s Principles | from the withers to the nose, and likewise 
of Agriculture, p. 536. from the withers down the fore leg to the 

| Taar the size of sheep would be enlar- | hoof, alike ; and the three lengths put to- 
| ged by the above course there can be no | gether or three times the length from the 

| doubt, but, allow us to ask, what are the| withers to the root of the tail, being put a- 

} ——— to be derived from increase in| round the sheep lengthways, passing the 
size. Most assuredly zhe amount of wool | string under the neck and around the 

| would be diminished in its proportion to thighs, and the sheep is broad enough to 

| the size and consequently to the amount of| fill the string, it may be considered a very 
food consumed. The principal advantage | Just ene animal. 
that I can perceive to be derived from the| But the most important part, and that 
above course is in the increased longevity | Which has caused the greatest diversity of |] 

| of the animal. For, from my experience | p!ion, 1s the fleece. When first com- | 

| in the matter, I am satisfied’ that sheep,| enced in the business, some twenty-five | 
| male or female, will attain a greater age by | Years since, the strife was for the finest 

| not being allowed to breed until three years| Wool without much regard to anything else. 
) old. If my in moderate condition, get-| The first question asked was “How much i 
] ting neither too fleshy nor too poor, they did you get 2” Butthe tablesare turned; |] 

will frequently last and be profitable till| people have taken the other extreme.—The 
they are twelve or fifteen years old. I} great question now is, “How much will 
have now one ewe twelve years old, that they shear.” But without designing to 

| raised her first lamb at three years, and tread on the toes of others, I will give a 
| now has as good teeth asany in my flock, description of such as would suit my fancy, ~ 
| and is apparently in her prime except that|@"d such as I believe will eventually be H 
| her fleece has become coarser and some-| Sought for: The sheep should be of me- 

what lighter. dium size, the ewe weighing when full 
But among the disadvantages of pursu-| TWN, from 80 to 90 tbs. the buck from 

ing the above course, to the wool grower, | 100 to 120 ibs., the skin loose but not rol- 
| whose flocks must be limited to a certain | ling into folds, the fleece thick, particular- 

number, is the small number of breeding ly on the belly, and extending well down 
| ewes he will be enabled to keep in conse- |" the —= face ; the staple of uziform 

| quence of havingso many younger sheep. length—from two and a half to three in- 
| The successful wool-grower will endeavor ches when ofa year’s growth—the curves 

|| to raise sheep, as well as wool, for sale. If plain and uniform as possible, from one 
young sheep are kept so as to get. twelve end to the other, and not less than twenty- 

| months growth in a year [which is fre- four to the inch—if more the better—the 
| quently not the case] there is no difficulty fleece sufficiently oily to render it soft to the 
| in breeding from them at two years old, touch, and the surface a little dark. Ifthe || 

and raising a flock that will be sufficiently fleece be entirely destitute of oil, the wool | 

large and hardy for mutton and wool| becomes harsh and wiry ; on the other 
growing purposes, and that will last and be hand, if there is an excess, it must be at the |} 

valuable until eight or ten years old. Such | €*pense of the fleece, as well as carcass ; |] 
} a flock will produce finer wool and more of being made from the same materials, and || 

it in proportion to the amount of food, | Causing the fleece to be thin and light after 
| than one forced to an unnatural size.| being cleansed, and the sheep hard to keep. |} 

I have used bucks at different ages, from Both extremes, particularly the latter, 
six months to five years, and have had as should be avoided.—W. D. Dickinson, in | 

0 — and’ raised as good lambs| V0! Grower. 1 
| from those th aa } 

i] 2a) at any ras —_ oc a half years, uf > er bey ith he asked yr h 
= er W! ind of wi the board of 

. In breeding sheep for wool, we should health was made of. i}
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| Hereditary Spavin in Horses. | the farm. Two of the mare’s stock also | a 

== | exhibited spavins in a short time after the ee 
| Tus predisposition to Spavin and other | breaking. | Ae 

Ossific Enlargements, may be either con-| There is a curious case recorded in the | aan 
stitutional or local : they are composed of| Veterinarian, by Mr. Percivall, of a thor- ! oR 
the earthy matters of bone, chiefly inva-|rough-bred horse, called Dominie Samson, | an 
ding the tissues low in the scale of organi-| that had run very successful on the English || | 
zation, such as cartilage and fibrous cartila- | turf, and, although fired in both hocks, was | iat FE 

|| ginous substances, injuring the structure | inconsiderately purchased for the East In- | aah 
and functions of the parts, by rendering |dia Company, and wassent out as acover- |] Ky 

| them rigid and inelastic, and causing par-| ing stallion to the stud at Buxar, where for |} iV 
tial or complete lameness, depending on the | years he had forty mares annually, andthe | a 
situation and extend of the deposition. whole which generally proved with foal, |j ial 

It is perfectly well ascertained that the | but were effected either with curbs or spa- | ae 
| progeny of some horses inherit a constitu-| vins, and only one of his stock was passed | ae 
| tional tendency to splints, spavins, ring-|into the cavalry ; consequently he was dis- | Beh 

bones, and other bony ‘deposits, without | charged from the stud. | mals 
exhibiting any peculiar conformation of} Curbs are frequently found in horses ex- | oe 
limbs or joints to account for it. There are | hibiting the character of hock described in |} ; if 

| instances of an ossific diathesis, transmitted | the last = and are generally caused hag 
from parent to offspring ; but, on the other | by injury of t! e annular ligament from over | 4 ee 
hand, this hereditary predisposition more | exertion, producing swelling and inflama- |} ai, 

| commonly depends on faulty or peculiar | tion about three inches below the point of | = 
| conformation. the hock formed by the os calcis, The pe- jj We 

| Thus horses most disposed to spavins | culiar form of this bone 2 to be con- } : on 
| are those possessing short pointed hocks, | nected with the cause of the disease. Its }} eS 

| deficient in width and breath below, and | chief purpose is to act as a lever forthe ac- jj i 
| disproportionately small, compared with| tion of very powerful muscles, the tendons}. By 
jj the upper portion of the joint. These most | of which are inserted into its extremity, and | seg 
| oor to ring-bones are horses with up- | in proportion to the projection of this bone] Bray 

| ight pasterns and — action; and those | will the muscular energy be increased by i e 

| liable to ossified cartilages ave the heavy |which thejoint is moved. On this account |] any 
|| draught breeds ; so much so that it is no|its length is a matter of considerable im- | ee 
|| uncommon case to find the cartilages of| portance. It is supposed also to assist in- ] eit 
|| the feet of horses of this character —_— directly in supporting the superincumbent | au 
| into bone at four and five years old. The| weight with the other bones of the hock, is 
| reason of this is evident enough; concus-|and materially assist in preserving these | aa 
| sion is easily produced in the joints of the| parts from the effects of concussion. But || BE is 

} character of horses described ; inflamation | when the os calcis is short, forming a poin- [f ig 
| of aslow chronic kind follows as a natural | ted hock, the leverage or mechanical pow- Be 
}} consequence, and osseous effusion is the|er is injuriously diminished, Jeaving too | iu My 
l] result, much for the other parts ofthe joint to per- jj oF 
}- ‘There is no difficulty in establishing the | form, and concussion is the common con- | ia 
| hereditary character of those diseases. Ta-|sequence, followed by inflamation and # - 
| king spavin as an example, we-have numer- | lameness, somtimes connected with curbs, | j 
}} ous and unquestionable cases to produce.|at other times spavins or thorough pins ; |} } 
} Some ten or a dozen years since a spavined | and it is not an uncommon case to see all || 8 
| thorough-bred stallion served mares in the | three of these diseases in the hock at one ] 4 
i} neighborhood of Truro, and in a few years|time. There are other formed hocks, { a 
| afterwards it was really astonishing to see| which even more dispose to curbs than the [| a 
l) the number of his stock that were similarly | one just mentioned ; such are the “sickle- || a 
} diseased. One striking circumstance con-| hock” or “cow hock.”—We can scarcel i a 
ij nected with this horse is much to the pnr- | name any disease of thehorse which affords c 
i} pose. A half-bred mare, one of the stock, | stronger evidence of a hereditary tendency i 
ij exhibited spavins at four old, and be-| derived from peculiarity of structure than i 

coming unfit for fast wie kept for|the one we have been considering—TZon- f 
breeding purposes and gecasional work on' don Farmer’s Magazine. :
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Horticnsiyre. ew 
Hy ~——_—__—______——-__——--—__] Of the numerous insect enemies of the Or- |] 
| 3. & BRAYTON,. propionate EDITOR. chardist and Fruit Gardener, none is, perhaps, j 
} i Yet te, tee taet | ames eerenidabin ahaa this, in the West. Being | 

| Work for the Month. in his dormant or incipient state, closely shield- | 

on ita ' ed by the water-proof seale, and only being |] 

ka ree ey ee valet after ne — covered with | 
‘ * lowers, young fruit and foliage, great care is |} 

! ee are a eee ae requisite to enable us to rid infested trees of this] |j Weather is favorable, until trees are in leaf. Goccid,,witheut damage tothe yound kcrapivanil 1 
} Strawberry plantations may be made during foli r . | 

the month, if not done in April. Plantations Hl eee | 
made early will return a good crop next year.| 7. Elliott, a his book, called “ The West- | 
The large Early Scarlet is the most reliable — | ©™ Fruit Book,’, has spoken very briefly of this 
Plant this, and, if inclined, experiment with |™<"easing pest, partly as follows :—“ A species |] 
then Vaitities, of coccus or scale insect ; is of a brown color, | 

Plow the orchard thoroughly, but do not eee = met et cae a 
| leave the earth piled about your trees. Work ve aioe oes a = LE fe =a } 
| into the soil, about the trees, 1 compost made eae aa = ee =e ig af co { 

} of 10 loads swamp muck t01 load ary wood |1¢ would have known the brown seste to bef 
| ashes, or 3 of leached ashes, and, if convenient, only the covermg for a nest of eggs, and not 

gone bushel salt. P the insect which lives by sucking sap. This |} 
7. Strawberry beds should receive a top dress- | scale contains, according to our count here, with |] 

lj ing before the blows appear, of fine, well-rot- | the aid of a small microscope, about three dozen 
ij ted yard manure, followed by alight coat of de-| eggs varying to four or five less, or more, in |} 
i] caying forest leaves, and watered twice a week | different scales examined. Here, last year, their [f 

fj if the weather is dry. | hatching time was from the 6th to25th of June. || 
All fruit trees should have a scrubbing this | During this period, the cultivator having infest- 

month, with soap-suds and sand or ashes, to re- | ed trees should be on the alert, as they are then | 

move the moss and scurf—one part soap to 3 —— aud active, though too small to be 
parts water. The first shower will wash off| visible to the unassisted eye, except with the |] 

\| the sand or ashes. aid of a strong sun-light, with a perfectly still] 
Newly transplanted and young orchard trees | atmosphere. Our opinion is, that the young 

are greatly injared by a fat, light green worm, | brood feed upon the young foliage and new 
| which feeds upon the foliage the last of this} Wood, like the green Aphis; but of this we are | 

month and in June. Go through the orchard |t certain. Will cultivators, having time, {J 
| two or three times a week, jaroff with the hand | ake careful examinations the coming month to | 
}} ana kill all that fall. Do not neglect to per- | aah this point?) Dr. Harris thinks this 
| form this service for the young orchard.— | msectis an imported one, and has been known 

} Young, newly transplanted trees are frequent- East since 1794, This opinion may be correct ; 
| ly defoliated, and sometimes killed, by neglect but we have found the scale on wild crabs ‘and | 

fl of this worm in its season. thorns, some 7 years ago, in this vicinity, before 

| A kind of canker worm (measure worm) is —s bea ee ste y 
frequently found in company with the forego- Dr. Kennicott, Horticultural editor of the 

| ing. Do not spare him, he is equally guilty of | Prairie Farmer, who has had much to do with 
| the same offence. | this a anes the pt treatment 

at the time when the larve (eggs) commence 
| Do net forget to muich young trees now be- | hatching—about-the 95th of May in his region 

fonoithe ered pecommgppemred andiday. (near Chicago), 5th of June here :—“ Have 
Dig up all perennial weeds early, in the or-| ready a suitable tin vessel, with the bottom and 

{ chard and garden. They grow rapidly if not) sides perforated with holes like a cullinder ; 
|| taken care of in May. In strawberry beds, | attach this to a light pole, by bail and swivel, b 
| these are quite troublesome, and greatly injure | and the moment you find the coccids are be- 

|} thecrop. Animals do little harm before the | ginning to hatch, commence dusting the trees |] 
} _ crop is gathered. | with strong wood ashes, while, the dew is on or
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| after a shower. Several dustings may be ne-|ry’s book—the “ Frat Garden”’—as being ap- jj 3 i 

cessary to insure success, as the whole brood | parently the best which we have in hand upon jj 4 

does not come out on the same day; but it is/ the subject, should our worm prove to be the | on 

| highly probable that two or three dustings at | same species as their’s : } 4 : 

I] intervals of a few days, will finish most of the) «The Apple Moth (miller) deposits its eggs i j 
| batch, not only without danger, but with a posi-| in the eye or calyx of the young fruit; the } 1 : 

tive benefit to the open foliage.’ Ve would | grub is there hatched, and eats its way into the | an 

recommend once a week, for three successive | fruit, leaving behind it a brownish powder.— | ie 

weeks, from the commencement of the hatch- | Sometimes the apples drop before they are half 3 Hi i 

ing season—varying about one week for each grown, and occasionally remain until they have 4 ; 

degree of latitude, and at the same point by the acquired a premature ripeness. When the fruit } ‘4 iat 

backwardness or forwardness of the season.— | falls, the grub immediately leaves, prepares it- 1 

An eye-glass, such as is used by merchants and | self a place in some crevice of the bark of the aA 

others for detecting counterfeit notes, costing 25 | tree and spinsa thin paper like cocoon, in which | iH 

cents, will be found useful in determining the | jt spends the winter, to come out the following | “He 

first issuing of the young brood, with this in-| spring and re-produce itself. There are but | aera 

| strument the eggs may be seen filling the cap|two waysof — stroying them: one is, at prun- r 

| | or under side of the scale. When any scales| ing time in March to search carefully for the aE : 

| are found empty of eggs, the dusting should | cocoons and destroy them ; and the other is, tof 4 : 

| becommenced forthwith. pick up promptly all fallen fruits and destroy jf Re 

With small trees partially infested, we have | them. These two means, industriously follow- — [] i 

| found a thorough ley washing, early in May, | ed, will greatly diminish the amount of wormy | + Ue 

sufficient. Take strong ley which will float a| fruit, the increase of which is exciting alarm.” : 3 A 

fresh egg—add as much water ; with this scrub | J, J. Thomas, in Fruit Culturist, recommends a 

the whole trunk and branches as far up as any | letting swine run in the orchard, to eat the fall- ‘ eH 

| seales are visible. A coarse rag tied to a stick, | en fruit, thus destroying the grubs. He says | al 

| orheld in the hand, shauld be used, which | nothing of the insects ascending the trees in au- i f 

should be frequently sanded during the opera- | tumn and spinning acocoon, Mr. Elliottagrees |] 3 i 

| tion, to aid the work of loosening the scales | with Mr. Barry as to its cocooning habit through ff j : he 

and cleaning the trunk. It will benefit the tree | fall and winter. 1 a THe 

otherwise, as well as destroy the larve of this) We have found our worm exceedingly irreg- | Aa} 

insect. ; Aw star in his habits, some having escaped from the | 3 ed 

The best preventive of the attacks of this in-| fanen fruit early in August, others remaining |] oes 

sect consists in keeping up a constant, thrifty | in the fruit at picking time in October,and oth- |] ee 

growth, by thorough and seasonable culture, by | ers found alive and apparently in good health, ! a 

frequent stirrings of the soil in early summer | ;,, our winter apples in December. When and i ead 

and by thoroughly draining all wet sub-soils| where these unseasonable specimens, or, in fact, i ae 

and the biennial application of such manures any of ours, make their cocoons, remains to be [i a 

and composts as will tend to husband in your | }:nown, having male thorough and careful ex- Gd 

soil abundant resources which trees may draw | aminations among the crevices of rough bark i { 

upon as wanted for the perfect developemnt of| a4 branches of our trees, without finding a ff ‘i 

sap wood, heart wood, bark, foliage and fruit, | single cocoon. These examinations were made | ee 

so that the trees never come to a’ stand still, or | the Jast days of February and first of March, " 

go intoa state of decliue. This coccid seldom | We are inclined to believe that our’s harbors in | fi 

attacks a perfectly healthy growing subject. | mother earth—finding it, perhaps, more comfort- 8 

; The Apple ‘Worm. jet than a paper house, exposed to our north- |] { 

Sb | west winter winds. i 1 

astern orchards have been more or less in-| We are almost confirmed in this opinionfrom — j] i 

| fested with this plague, which has for a few | having observed the past summer, that orchards | “4 

"years past, been rapidly on the increase. This plowed early in May, planted to corn and pota~ a 

| last season this, or some closely allied species, | toes, and well cultivated afterwards, have almost] ‘ 

has committed extensive depredations upon the | entirely escaped its ravages;-while those in }J HM 

| scanty product of our young Western orchards, | grass or neglected early in the season, in the 3 

|| whieh has stirred a spirit of inquiry among cul-| same neighborhood, had a worm in every se- 4 

| - tivators, as to means of preventing his ravages | cond specimen ; which fact seems to confirm 

| in-future. We give the following from Mr, Bar- | the above expressed opinion, and suggests the
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| a eee 
] following theory: That this grub, like the cur- | For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer. | 

| culo, burrows in the earth through winter, and | Cultivation of Fruit. ] 
until after the blossoming season, (but slightly Se 
buried, of course, as the moth could not bear Mr. Eprror:—I Propose to make a few Sg 

the pressure or overcome the resistance of an marks t2 the fruit growers and farmers of this ] 
inch or two of heavy soil,) when the perfect in- | Tegion, hoping they will return the favor by 

] sect, having undergone its transformation, wings | giving us the result of their experience. Imay |} 
its way upward and deposits her eggs in the | be rather enthusiastic on the subject of Pomol- jj 

| eye or calyx of the expanding fruit. | ogy, as most young convertsareapttobeonany {J 
This theory true, and the remedy suggests it- | subject whatever. ] 

self: Plow thoroughly early in May, turning | In the course of my medical practice I dis- |] 
with the spade the soil around the tree, which | covered, that one barrel of good, ripe fruit |} 
cannot be reached with the plow ; plant and | would do more towards preventing bilious dis— | 

cultivate well—hoeing once, or, at least, using | eases, than a ship-load of pills. But the fruit 
| the cultivator just before the young fruit is fair- | is not to be had in any adequate quantity, or jj 

ly set, to cover those which have the only chance | at any christian price. Why are weso behind | 
] of emerging—those which the first plowing left the times in cultivating fruit—many families | 

] near the surface ; and. pick up every morning | using native crab apples, after living on the |} 
] the fallen fruit, in which search forand destroy same farm for 15 years? Not so with many | 

] the grubs. jother business enterprises; for instance, the | 
| Will cultivators notice the habits of this moth, | jron rails are laid in the receding foot-prints of }} 
| during the coming season, and give the results | the Indian pony; and | 
| of their investigations to the readers of the | “Behind the squaw’s frail birch eanoe ] 

Farmer. i ‘The steamer raves and smokes.” 

| Meng oe : Simply and solely because the all-absorbing ] 
] ae eee — ee wish of man is to become “suddenly rich.”— ) 

] eerie Yet the most promising prospects of wealth are || 
] We have two species of “Tent Makers,” | not always the mostlucrative in theend. Had 

which damage the foliage of our orchards — | some of the first settlers here (15 years ago) | 
| This, the early Tent Maker, must be attended | put out 40 acres of good grafted fruit trees—at 

} to in May or early in June. The eggs, 200 or! the rate of 85 to the acre—and taken care of 
300 in number, are deposited under a hard, glu- {them afterwards, they would now be worth 

| tinous substance, projecting from and encircling | more than a seat in Congress, besides doing a 
| the branches. They begin to hatch with the permanent good to community. 

| appearance of the young foliage, and are about | Believing there will yet be a great demand 
| aneighth of an inch in length, when the young | fo» fruit, 1, last spring, set out 1000 trees, and 

colony become visible in the sun’s rays from the | intend to set out 1000 annually, until I think 1 
} — webb covering ye on tmme- | have got enough. And, I hope no one who 
1 diately ee = and enlarging owns 50 seedlings will be freightened about 

=), aethe colony expend in size, [the business being run into ground. If any 
| Examine all trees in the sunlight. While the | are, 1 propose the State donate them an auger 

elie = a4 Sent is ae a) ines af |to bore out their business caliber with. | 
| move and bruise or crush in time the - : “ | 
| . é My trees were set according to the advice of |} 

yey. eee ete ed —_ e an oye such fruit growers as Downing, Thomas, Cole, | 
|| age most convenient, returning when satisfied eo. Aad 1d hi srk, that ] 
| tothe common tent, until they are 2 inches in . And I woelt here Famer, any jae 

H] length—about the last of June—when they sep- who has 10 trees, would do Well to purchase a | 
| erate, each individual spinning a cocoon, and standard work upon the’subject, and read it, 

l| passing into the paper state. In August or |! | 
i] September it comes outa yellowish brown mil-| Though the v eather was very dry in April | 

ler, lays its 200 to 300 eggs, and dies. and August, yet I lost only 6 of the 1000, and jj] 
| eee would not have lost them had not the roots been 
| {Six majestic elm trees, in front of a|cut unmercifully short in digging; and here is | 
i} dwelling in Marlborough, Mass., have been in- | the great trouble about transplanting. Nurse- 

sured by their owners in the sum of five hun- | rymen know that good roots are necessary, and 
dred dollars, against loss by lightning or fire, {are generally anxious to give them; but one }
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man cannot dig, label and pack 500 trees in a| there will he nolice on wood grown after that qi Fy 
day. Alas! I pity the man who has got to do| time). The application will kill many of the 3 ¥ 

anything with hired help in Wisconsin. But) buds. I tried three trees last spring which a 
hire he must. That help very soon discover, | were all in bearing. 1 thought I might as well Be 
that the sooner they get up what trees are| havea dead tree asa lousy one. They allbore || is iP 
needed for the day, the more leisure time they | fruit last season, and threw out more growth |, fi hi } 
will have. of wood than they had done for the last three oa 

I shall hereafter buy 3 year old trees, as| years altogether, and there is no appearance of | [/ AG 
there isa better chance of getting a root in| lice on the new wood, and the old ones are all f ie 

proportion to the top. dead. But, I think this remedy will be of no | a 
My Plums and Standard Pears did well—| use to trees standing in grass, any more than | Sa 

jj] the latter making a growth of 4 feet after| it would to put snuff on a lousy calf and stone a 

transplanting. I planted cornin my apple plot, | him. j oe 
and got it too near the trees. It won’t do to} This preparation should be applied in the { i} i 

attempt to raise a full crop of grain and a full| spring before there is any appearance of the } i He 
|. crop of trees on the same ground at the same/| buds starting. O.S. Rarusury. \ 2 FE 

time; and I hope Assessors will hereafter un-| Brookfield, Wis., April, 1855, na Wes 
derstand, that a piece of land is not worth its --— j ay 4 
full value as a wheat field, and its full valueas| Remarxs—We would recommend caution in ff tg 
an orchard, at the same time. the use of Mr. Rathburn’s application. The | ea { 

I have adopted the low heads—many of them | buds were killed by being encased in an air- i is : 
beingjless than two feet ; but, if they are much | proof case. ] 3 an 
Jess than two feet, the rabbits are apt to bite Trees perspire through the bark as well as_ fi} i rae iy 

the small limbs off. My soil is high prairie; men and animals through their skin; and this ke 
sub-soil, clay and sand, rather compact. perspiration through the pores of the bark is ‘ ry 4 

I hope, in the course of a few years, to give} believed to be essential to a healthy existence. Hy | ey 
something more practical than the foregoing| The composition, perhaps, peels off in time to | ee 
embodies. Joun Tinker. | save the tree. \ f 4 Ce 

| Clinton, Rock co, Wis., April, 1855. ee ae 

He we vont fie Reegeing en ‘Tue GREENING ON A Sweet Srocx.— | fet 

tions were not received in time for ine april Thosssaho bare badiexpasesqors grafting, 2 Pri’ | are aware that the stock hassome influence ff Pa | 
Tauebere Many. of one ao farmers are| 0), the fruit of the scion which is put in, j Bn 
quite too fearful of getting an overstock of| 14+ some varieties are more influenced than | 4 4 
fruit trees. Of good sorts, the market hasney- others. We have noticed that the Rhode }f ea 

ex.been supplied. Island Greening is often changed more or ae 
In cultivating eee in the eo the trees | less in this way. H 4 

should havea wide row to themselves; or, at Pte ine eee tnereenceak thei den j me 

oe SED c nee ate) Bae Soren ce the peer catgeel Secinty. pon | a eI 
3 published, we met with the following state- |] z 

if Mr. T. can find something occasionally as| ment made by John B. Eaton, one of the fj 4 i 
practical as this eommunication, we hope he| N. York committee, respecting the Green- ff 4 

will not waite a “few years” before letting us| ing. i a . 

pee I have observed, says he, the Rhode Is- i 
For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer, | 20d Greening to change itscharacter much } ie 

Remedy for Bark Lice. when worked on a sweet stock. It be- jf a 
a comes highly colored, being often a beau- jj { 

Mz. Eprron:—There hag been a great deal tiful yellow, with a red cheek, and loses of 
said and done to rid apple trees of barklice. I| much of its acidity, becoming, however, ff ee 
will give you my. experience, after trying ma-| more tasteless when kept late, ‘than is usu- : 

ny remedies: I put equal parts of tar and lin-|al. The difference isso marked that it has | 4 

seed oil, melted them together, and applied to| been considered a distinct variety. Itis, § 
i] the tree with a paint brush, going over the| however, beyond a doubt, occasioned by | ’ 

H] whole trunk and limbs, (with the exception of|the influenced of the stock, as has been a 
} the wood that grew after the first of July, as| proved by experiment.— Maine Farmer. | / 
} |
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a 
| For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. Sexvatity or Poants.—The doctrine that 
| To Prorect Trees rrom Rassirs.—Mr. Ed- | Plants a eee sary = which con- Dee * y , . | stitutes the foundation of the Linnean system, | 
7 ner *— Pho en Rabbits peeling y: jeune SP though but lately established upon the basis of | ple trees is over for this season, but I will send logical induction, is by no means a novel doc- 
|} youthe best preventative that I know, except | trine. It appears to have been entertained even 
] abox. Take old lard or grease—the older the “ae eeoccieias! oe io the Se 
} better, and stew some tobacco in it, and once in Ae oul a Saal oT heophaee, ee ae 
} three or‘four weeks rub the trees with it as| doctrine of the sexuality of vegetables; and 
| high or a little higher than a rabbit can reach, Pliny, Dioscorides, and Gaden’ adopted the 

and 1 think they wont hurt many. I had three | division by which plants were distributed into | . oa °, male and female ; but chiefly upon the errone- | or four peeled a little this winter in an orchard ous principle of habit or aspect, and without 
; of fifty or sixty, and that for the want of be- | any reference to a distinction absolutely sexual. 
| ing properly greased | think, (for the boys done et oe admit _ eaactee of sex a 

1 ; ., 4 * + all plants whatever, and quotes the case ofa } it) lf you think proper to give this an inser- palm tree, as. exhibiting the most striking ex- 
tion, and if you or any of the readers of the ample. Linnwus, reviewing with his usual 
Fazmer know anything better, or have ever | sagacity the evidence on which the doctrine 

]__ tried it, let’s know your success. rested, and perceiving it was supported by a | Ss. A.W multiplicity of the most incontrovertible facts, |} 
] E f ~ _ | resolved to deyote his labors peculiarly to the 
| Massonville, Iowa, April, 1855. investigation ofthe subject, and to prosecute 

} ee ean his inquiries throughout the whole system of | Luporrance or Forest Trers.—The follow- the vegetable kingdom: which great and ardu- 
|} ing isanextract from a paper read by Dr. | ous enterprise he not only undertook, but ac- || i lished with 1 to th | fore the Gi hical Society of | complished with a success equal to the unex- 
] Eo ee See NS RENEE MON TOT 1° ampled industry with which he pursued it; so | 
] iter ve that by collecting into one body all the evidence | “Civilzation uses a vast amount of wood, al-| of former discovery or experiment, and by ad- |] jj though for many purposes it is being fast su- ding much that was original of his own, he |} i] perceded: but it is not the necessary us. of wood | found himself at length authorized to draw the 
}] that is sweeping away the forests of the United important conclusion “that no seed is perfected ] | States so much as ws wanton destruction. We| without the previous agency of the pollen; that 
| should look tothe consequences of this. Pales-|the doctrine of the sexes of plants is, conse- ff ij tine, once well- an vated like a gar- Ct! a 25 jj tine, ll-wooded and cultivated like quently, founded on facts."—London Farmer's }} den, is now a desert—the haunt of Bedouing ; Magazine. | 
lj Greece, in her palmy days the land of laurel for- i | i] ests, is now a desolate waiste ; Persia and Bab- : —- | ylon, in the cradles of civilization, are now} Gas Tar ror Insecrs—The Michigan || 
ij covered bee apr end pideerrt produced | Farmer throws out some si tions upon |} 
i} by the eradication of their forests. It is com- this point worthy of t ‘al_th f i : . poi ry of tri: ie use of gas paratively easy to eradicate the forests of the z * 
| North, as they are of a gregarious order—one tar, to peeve plants from insects, a 
i] class succeeding another ; but the tropical for- |to be attracting general attention. We | | ests, composed of innumerable varieties, grow- | have noticed several statements, where, ac- |] 
| ing nee in ee ee cidentally, the odor of this substance had i} equality, are never eradicated. Even in Hin- * * 
ij dostan ail its many millions of population have the sag of keepi 2S a i from: in- i 
|] never been able to conquer the phoenix-life of |S¢cts. In one instance the. plants were | jj its tropical vegitation. Forests acts as regula- | wattered from casks in which this gas tar 
jj ‘ors, preserving snow and rain from melting | had been previously kept; in another, the 

we fis ees pronlacing ee rafters of a green-house had been painted | e flow ofthe rivers draining them. en | iF : 
| they disappear, thunder-storms become less with the tar to Preneres them; and in ono i] frequent and heavier, the snow meltsin the ther, the tar, in a diluted state, was applied | jj first warm days of spring, causing freshets, and | with a swab, fastened toa pole, to destroy |] , 

ae a ee Ss sah a caterpillars’ ness which it did effectually. | | igable. ese and droughts also i E | produce the malaria which is the scourge of ty f ‘ould this See wi theef- | | Western bottom lands. Forests, although | fect of preventing the ravages of the cur- 
|| they are firstan obstacle to civilization, soon | Culio, if sprinkled over the trees at the pro-..fj | become cgreaep: wd its eee te ri-|per season. If it has such an effect in fj ] ers, not having their sources above the snow'| green. it may be supposed it fl | line, are dependent on forests for their supply ee ieee ont ae ‘doors = 

|| of water, and it is essential to the fature pros- «19 pie ae. 2 ]_ perity of the country that they should be pre- |D0t worth atrial? It should only be tried} j] served. by the water of the tar, and not the tar it- jf 

——__— = —_____— fi ee 

ts
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| }} self, which would be apt to kill both tree | the tree. When the fruit is ripe, no robin ae 
|} and insect at the same time. |or any other bird that comes there to eat a 

1 | nner the cherries is allowed onemoment’s peace, i 
! The Wren, vs. Cherry Birds. a by the pugnacity of the little pair who oh 

| ! oT hia onniitacne licson cao wliiclatis have built their nest upon the tree, the a 

| known to everybody on account of his live- BES acd Honey © MaQaeens, oe 
|| ly song and his pugnacious habits, is found| Peeling the Basket Willow. | 

sila pemaic® the Untied iiaies ake xa Mr. Brown :—I have lately witnessed |} a || indefatigable destroyer of insects, “The : yee gen eae : ae 
_ A the trial of a machine, invented by Gzorcz 16] || immense number of insects (says Alex. ic f Jonesville, Vt! f ¥ 2 the ee 

| Wilson,) which this little sociable bird re- | 7- Couey, of Jonésville, Vt» for peeling the can 
Rae cera franethe garden and fruit trees, basket willow, which is destined to become ate 

* . . f great importance in this country, It } oy ought to endear him to every cultivator, | 9° 8% . | ae 
|} even if he had nothing else to recommend does oe Nok m pine Pere Tae ' ae 
| him. But his notes, loud, sprightly, tremu- | 8 OPC?! ot ay PbO 3 and ee ae 

lous, and repeated every few seconds with | Ba yoda s ead PU ss 2 i ra 
|} great animation, are extremely agreeable.” | i : i “ae 
St eoetecea anes, al | Sm. Yeten See cee, arpa One we ae 

_ |] while supplying the wants of its young, it | !"¥@ AS Woo In Ens asin He. ole. CORDET, ap 
|| destroys,on a moderate calculation, many | ant Se mare Ber ee Sona a r op 
| hundreds a day, and greatly circumscribes | PY the manufacturer in preference to the fe 

the ravages of these vermin. The wrens| imported. There are annually imported to} i 
| nes edt thn 4 | the United States over fiae million dollars eg 
}] are not confined to the country. They are | orth, besides the manufactured article, | “is |} tobe heardon the tops of houses, in the| “). 9? . : of 
|| central parts of our cities, singing with en- which amount is very large, all of which J hae 

) ) ergy. Si ly a house or acottage in the aun in this country to great |} ; 0 Me 

}} country is without at least a pair of them. Sexe col | eR 
I iris eid by a friend to this litle bird, that deme is te say Pcie aah oe 
t ? i Bal 

| the Cee ae les ae — ne - scarcity of labor required to peel it for |} wea 
| cma ne P he oe ah iy | market, as it must be done in the spring, J} ae 
f] Prodution® of insects by a few pairs of these | during the short period that the bark will |} ey 
| The wren is often seen running over the a — Rs ha ee | ‘ a , 

7] a 7 ed , rr 

gee ee ee ee | for peeling by hand, is about $40 per ton. }} a] 
| creeping in and out of holes and the crevi-| That objection is now removed by the in- ] 1 
| of of irene pone a and Kinds | cation’ ofa "wiachine for the purpose. I | “i 
 Cripsects particularly forspiders and moths, | doubt if there is any business that will | ie 
Borie ube th celerity wh which | Yield the husbandman as a profit as} a 
She ivees sae th hans expedi. | the cultivation of the willow, by those who | i 
Hg e pi hike : bird th at jg | have suitable soils. It will thrive well on Es 
ofa tise Sethe a a ea jg | Most of our soils, or any that are rich ‘and ff i ‘ 

I - dri . ist, or what is termed good grass land; | Fy 
ee ee bot that is'best adapted whichis waturl fi | er birds that intrude upon w! Te- meee eaittas } i 

] gards as his own premices. This trait in [$9 Curative willow, and willyicil an aver 4 
|| his character may be made to serve a use- | “©. 3 : ! g 

|p Sa purpose, rendering hime guardian of ur Puce for the willow iG cents per pound) YP 
] cherry trees during the ripening of their ger than the aigely . } i 

fruit | Place @ wren box upon the cherry |" "The best willow for cultivation of which ff | 
} will Sate fail to a cf wee or I am acquainted, is the saliz viminalis; it |} if 

Thon Tate Bede nn hee us -°. | grows in this locality from eight to ten feet 4 
{ wrens —These little birds, from that time igh, caiveryuaitblhe res frat katte and | q 

regarding the cherry tree as their own Pro-| never branches. ‘There are other varieties [f + perty, will not only devour all the insects - j i 
that 3 -» | that are valuable for hedges, or live fences, i 

infest its Jeaves and branches, but will | iin will yield an annual profit for-Oviers: i 
also drive away every bird that alights upoa ae Seeks a the NY 2. Fave.
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- jyour household. There is too much neglect 
‘| Domestic Economy. | about this business. A foul cellar is the most 

il eae eee ee eee eee ee « : ii he about th 

Work for the Month. | ae = nein cate H 

Most of the sowing and planting for the pres- | to make it foul as the decaying refuse vegeta- |} 
ent season, have by this time been done. Corn, | bles that are generally left after planting. Ev- 
and — at eee aes ee or thing cS the kind should be ong up 

j excepted. e believe about the 20th of ty, | and carried out to the manure heap. XS, 
j in this latitude, is the best time to plant corn, barrels, and cubboards usually kept in a cellar, 
| unless the soil be light and dry, and eyen then, | should be taken out, cleansed and aired, and 
i}. the 15th is saferthan earlier. A cold wet storm | in the meantime the bottom scraped, dusted 
| is more to be feared than frost. Corn will lay | with a little air-slacked-lime, and the walls { 
j] in acold wet soil but a short time before the | thoroughly whitewashed. Then, if properly « fi 
}} germ is destroyed. The practice is too common | ventilated, the air will be pure and healthy,— | 

| to plant corn before potatoes, and worked well | the meat, butter, milk and other fixins always 
: | enough before the rot made its appearance; but | fresh and sweet. 

jj since, it has become a pretty well established | Look out for the caterpillars and other in- | 
{| fact, that early planting does the best. Corn | sects that infest your trees and shrubs. There} 
i] ground, if plowed in the fall, or even ten or fif- | are various ways to rid trees of catterpillars 
|] teen days previous to planting, should be thor- | nests. Some shute them off, more however t 

oughly harrowed the last thing before planting, | for the sport it afforded than any particular de- 

]cPsvnlly when the ground is fou, It will|sire to see them exterminated. But the best | 
|] thoroughly tear up all weeds that have started, | and most economical plan to dispose of them |} 
{| avd you will not be compelled to enter the field | is, to take a pole long enough to reach the nest 
i] with the cultivator so soon after the corn is up, | with, the top end made a little rough, insert it | 
lj by a week or ten days, when the rows can be | in the nest (after the insects are farly develop-_ 

eer erie epee ei te 8 
| weeds in and about the stalks and which cannot | which should be burned. You can’t destroy | 
i be reached by the cultivator without endanger- | them by pounding and stamping them in the ] 

i] ing the corn, We regard the cultivator as the | ground. } 
i] c ment | nnn i 

i best implement for use among corn——we think | “Scrarpre.”—I observe a call for a receipt 
H flat culture the dest, and would never disturb | fo, making “Scrapple,” and some other homely } 

! the ground after planting, ata depth of over four | dishes. Here is one that has been a favorite, |] 
4 —! and an terse fhe male attain- | with two generations. F \ 

1 = ee ee anenen 78 a - __| Boil two or three pig’s “faces,” a liver, chine- | 
t te re nacht b aod a both require | bone, &c., (or omit the liver, if you choose.) till 
4 fe 2 ee ao _ a and ieee = this | the meat comes off the bones and will pick to } 

i , trimming and hoeing | | - shy. 
IJ: must now be attended to. Cabbage and To- | Pos TOMPiiy: «Toke ont.tho uments, saga kale | f | thicken the liquid with indian meal, which al- 

matoes should be transplanted out—beets, car- | low to boil. whilst fick thi thi 
ions, éec., partially thinned out—cleaned | }°7 1° DOU: Wouls’ yon Pick the meat off the sete pane, Sc, pare : | bones, and chop the liver fine ; then return the 

of weeds, and the soil between the rows stirred | Xs aes i 
I | meat &c., into the pot, and stir in buckwheat fj 

i] updéc. The hoe should be freely used all over ia il it is thick as thick h. This d | 
4 the garden; all unproffitable vegetation should | "°"" Rane Seer ser ON ERA 2 = SE 
i] be kept down, and never allow a worthless %°28°? she wixpire mits pognencesis eal sper: 
i woed to soalare ile send. | dered sage, and put it into pans to cool. i Next | 

i From the 10th to the 15th isthe best time to MOTD e ee peers imapons) aot ~ tore’ } plant cucumbers, squashes, beans, and &c., that | children will not decide that the “waiste is the 
are liable to be injured by light frosts. | best after all.”—Correspondent of R. N. Yorker ' 

The cattle and other’ stock have now been | A very nice paix Rice Poppixc.—Take 

4 turned out for the season,see that they are oft- (half a teacupful ofthe best rice, put it in a \ 

en salted, clean out the stables and yards and small pie-dish with three tablespoonfuls of i} 

ij all other neglected places about the premises.— ' moist sugar. Fill up the dish with milk and 4 
Attend to your cellars, see that they are well | Water in equal proportions, and bake very slow- } 

fj cleansed if you wish to preserve the health of|ly. It is eaten cold. }
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Wasuxe Burrer wits New Micx.—A wri- {of twenty-five years; let one take his bread ; a 

ter in the Boston Cultivator, over the signature | and butter with a cup of tea, and the other a 4 

of “Many,” says he finds in a French work the | hearty meal of meat, bread, potatoes, and the oa 

following remark, and asks if any of the butter- | ordinary etceteras, as the last meal of the day: “pa 

markets in this country have ever tried i:, and | and I will venture to affirm, that the tea-drinker a itt 

if so with what result. The remark is as fol- | will out-live the other by thirty years. a {i if 

lows :—To procure butter of an excellent fla-| Wasutneron Caxe.—One cup of butter, % al ii} 

vor and extreme delicacy, it must be washed | ofsugar, 5 of flour, 5 eggs, the yolks and whites jj t a 

| finally with new milk. The cream of the milk | to be beaten separately, 1 cup of sweet milk,1 an it 

| is incorporated with the butter and communi- | tea-spoonful of soda, 2 of cream tartar. i 4 ia ; 

cates to its sweetness and delicacy.—LEz. To maxe Lemon Drors.—Grate three large | et 1 iY | 

The practice of washing butter with new | lemons with a large piece of loaf-sugar; then | ie 

milk is not new, or common only te Frane ; a|scrape the sugar into a plate, and add half a | “aH 

large trade is carried on in and about London, | teaspoonful of flour ; mix well, and beat it into id 

in very choice fresh butter. Thedealers pur- | alight paste, with the white of an egg; drop | a i 

| chase in the country butter that has been sal- | it upon white paper, and put in a moderate oven. ae 

ted, but is otherwise sweet. This is churned |on a tin plate. | ana 
in sweet new milk, and comes out indue time! Brass vor Sovr—To provide an exellent | Al BI 

| a very delicious article, which is sold daily at | ginner—healthful, palatable and nutritious— | a f i 

} avery high figure. It isa capital process for | take a pint of beans, with one gallon of water. | i Bi { 

| renovating butter. and the beef bones we areaceustomed to throw] Rs 

Crranstnc Winvow Buixos—Soap or strong | in the street. Boil all together, (adding afew a i 

soapsuds will destroy green paint more readily | potatoes, if convenient,) until the beans become vee 

| than any other color ; the lye has the same ef- |Soft—add salt and pepper to suit thetaste, and | F 2 
| fect on oil paints that it has with grease, many | the dinner is ready. Such a dinner costa next | 0 y is 

|| painted rooms are spoiled by carelessness or ig- to nothing; and willrest easier upon the stom- jf if ae 

| norance of washwomen, in the application of|ach than venison steaks, quail or patridge, jj Pn 

[| soap or strong soap-water; when it does not | washed down with champagne. | a 

| destroy the paint, it may affect the lustre. A piece of Se thrown into the pot, will | as 

} ive a pretty flavor to soupe porridge, or oi 

i Posasant Perrume anv Morn Pazvenrive.— mae a dish asl have named, But if you want } oe 

| ae oli ness, Seaee ee nutmegs, MACe; | the genuine flavor, use bones, such bonesasare |} hy 3 
} cinnamon, and re ao of each one | usually thrown away. There isa flavor ob- | id 

} eee fhe 0 oe Be i lorentine orris-T00t | + ined from the bones which is not given from |] a 
} 88 will equal the other ingredients put toge- solid meat—N. ¥. Journal of Cmmerce. } ae 

) ther. Grind the whole wellto powder, and Ponelaca!=onishfoundlboeionas leroce iE i 
we . > - * 

1 then put it in bags, among your clothes, &. miltolangarna tec Water V6) Gea beativolee: | a 

Cur Caxz.—One cup of butter, 2 cups of su-| and whites separately, 3 table-spoonsful of | S | 

\ gar; rub them together, add one cup of milk, | sweet eream, 2 table-spoousfal of rose-water | Rt 

| 4 eggs, 4 cups of flour ; stir in the flour and eggs | 1 tea-spoonfal of cream tartar, 3 tea spoonful | i # 

| alternately, without previously beating the} of soda; drop on tins, and sift sugar over them ye 
| eggs, and just as it goes into the oven, 2 teas | before baking. | oe 

| oa Soares tartar and one of soda, dissolved To Improve Tes—M. Soyer recommends | a 

ine little milk—Am. 4g. house keepers to place the tea-pot with the dry | ae 

Licur Surrers —One of the great secrets of | tea in it upon the hob fora little while before [f ia 

health isa light supper, and yetitis a great | making. This plan certainly improves both |} { 

| self-denial, when one is hungry and tired at the | strength and flavor, Rain-water, when pure, {i yy 

| close of the day, to eat little or nothing; Let |is the best for makifig all infusions, including {j a 

| such a onetake leisurely a single cup of tea | tea of course ; since the solvent powers of water { 
|} anda piece of cold bread with butter, and he}... in proportion to its freadom from earthly {| 3 

|] willleave the table as fully amen with —_ sate | i 

}} self and all the world, as ifhe eaten a hea- } 

| vy meal. and be tenfold the better for it the beet craeaa pes | ae aie oan 1 y 

|} next morning. Take any two men under simi- | cents per dozen) use none, but put inthe place jj ] 
!} lar circumstances, strong hard-working men, ! of them soft crackers powdered fine. H 4
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| € is no more similarity, either in taste or looks, 

| Edifors Lable. between oes there is between thecom- |} 

| mon reed cherry and the peach. The HuskTo- || 
Exrranatioy.—All articles written by the| mato is a tomato distinctly, and nothing else. 

Horticultural Editor and published in any | Ir taste, it has more the flavor of a pleasant 

| other department of the Farmer, will be known | acid apple than the common tomato, } 

by thesignature B. And those of the general! C,rrors, Corx, &c.—There is yet time to sow 
Editor, under the Horticultural head, by the| Carrots, Beets, and Parsnips, also to plant the 

signature M. Old Colony Corn. We find in refering to our 
| Jaxvary Nexnrr—We have been out of the | garden diary for 1853, that we sowed carrots, || 
} January No. for six or eight weeks, hence those | beets and parsnips, and planted old colony 

who have not and do not hereafter receive it, | Corn between the 25th and 29th days of May 
] will understand the cause. We can furnish no|and all ripened well. We harvested 154 

} nore subscribers with this No. for the present | bushels of carrots from }g of an acre. The | 
year. All who have ordered the paper since it seeds _— prepared for sowing * directed in 

|| run out, and also all who subscribe hereafter, the April No. except the corn which was plant- 

] must commence with the February number.— ed dry. 
The January number for 1856 will be sent to Ep. Faruer :—Would it be possible to place 

i} all such to complete the 12 numbers. your “Worx ror rHE MoxtH” one number 
| We printed a larger edition by 1000 copies of |in advance—i.e., the “work” of June in the 

the January number than we expected would| number for May? . : 

be required for subseribers—calculating to dis-| The Farmer does not reach us till the mid- 

] tribute 400 or 500 gratuitously, and have about | dle or latter end of the month whose name it 
| the same number of full vols. for binding atthe | bears, and consequently your valuable articles j 

close of the year—but not 20 copies have been | are practically useless. On the other hand the 
distributed as samples, nor are we able to make proposed arrangement would give us a week or 

! out 15 complete setts from January. two to arrange our business, so as to take full 

i Premicm Sexps.—Instead of sending Jersay | advantage of your valued teachings. Thus we 

squash seed to some of the 2d and 3d class | ™*Y° ‘ } 
clubs entitled to them, we have sent to 2d class oe Bou snout ere Se eee dete, 
clubs the Husk Tomato, and to 3d class clubs! So neither this travel may seem to be lost, 
the Gherkin. We suppose the substitution of! Nor me to repent ot this trifling cost.” 
these rare and choice seeds in place of the | Arex. Orr McGowan. 
squash will be very satisfactory. The change| Willow Creek, Wis, April, 1855. 
was made because we had not squash seeds} Ryyarxs,—You shall have the, paper hereaf- 

i} enough to supply all. It has taken double the | ter in time to profit by the suggestions under 
4} amount of seeds to square off premiums to} the head of “Work for the Month.” 

clubs that we calculated when the prospectus | e i e 
for the current volume was sent out, for we did = Some nae (ineog) has sent us a poem an 
not at the time, anticipate half the number of | ™BuSeript, purporting to have been written 

| subscribers that we now have. We have not by James Barlow. We think it much behind 
sold twenty packages of any kind ofseeds. We his namesake, “Poor Billy’s.”. We decline |} 

P have returned over two hundred letters con- | Publishing it. 

taining money and ordering seeds, because we | Stare Suows, 1855.— 
could not spare them. Our arrangements for| New Hampshire,........... Sept. 12 13 14 
raising seeds this season are on a much larger | New York,.-..---...-..-.- Oct, 2 to 5 

jj scale, and if ordinary luck attends our efforts, | Virginia, at Richmond,...... 
|| we shall be able to supply 30,000 subscribers | Maryland, at Baltimore,..... Last week in Oct. _ 
i next season and in larger quantities. Canada West, at Coburg,.... Oct. 9 to 12 

Peace Ramo Nea ae cen Canada East, at Sherbrook,.. Sept.11 to 14. , 

this fruit nothing more than what is called the; Miwavxer & Warkarown Rattroap.— 
{| ground cherry—found growing wild in many | Me. Brodhead, ‘the Chief Engineer of this | 
l] places, and which is about the size of a com- | road, advertises for proposals for the building 
i mon red cherry, of a light straw color, and eu- | of the extension of this road from Watertown || 
i} veloped in a thin light-colored husk. But there | to Columbus, a-distance of 18 miles. 
H
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f ! Comixe Westr.—From whut we can learn | not rise and fall, never disturbed by freshete. hl i | from private letters of inquiry and from other —Waupaca Spirit. i ae 

| sources, the tide of immigration from the New Tue Wixter axp THE Sprixe ix tue BaRRa- Be | | England States this season, to the west, will be| noo Vartey—A correspondent writes from ay j] astonishingly large. A late number of the| Reedsburgh to the Sank County Standard : | Pe: | | Peterboro, N.H , Transcript commencesanarti-| «The deep snow has injured slightly, the } ‘ } jj cle upon this subject thus: lumber interests on the Lemonweir, as consid- | fi i | © Westword Ho!—Several of our citizens, | erable impediments took place in sleighing, but | ol } | and among them some of our more prosperous notwithstanding this drawback sufficient ae | ht }} farmers intend to go west in the spring. have been thrown into the river, to make four | ae | | A feeling of discouragement seems to per-} millions of feet ; parties are now occupied in | alk || vade this Sarming community. The pasture | floating them to the different mills. a |} lands are becoming nearly worthless, They | “The prospects of the farmers look cheering- ie I |} are so rough and rocky that it is difficult to im- | ly in the Lemonweir valley, large quantities of oe i }} prove them, and the general belief would ap- | Wheat have been sown, and thesnow remaining |} “ae | I} pear to be that it is folly to attempt it. The | 0” the soil eo late has tended much to preserve} Sa } drouths, for several seasons past, have cut short | the er ‘ops from being winter killed. } aR jj the hay and other crops, and the mowing and| “Millions of pigeons are hovering all over © } op tillage lands generally are becoming less pro- | ‘¢ ¥alley.”* | wt | ductive. Farms in this town, and as far as we| New Apyermsemenrs — } Pa know, in the adjoining towns, are cultivated by| _We would call attention to the advertisement |] ih Persons on the down-hill side of life. These| of Palmer & Williams’ self raking Reaper. We ff ey are the men who propose to leave their homes, have witnessed the operation of thie machine j rg : ~whether they can sell them or not,—and the in the field, and feel in duty bound to say that i} ‘eae graves of their fathers—which a Yankee don’t | it Petformed its work well. } y Pi, care a straw about—and try their fortunes in| Suaxesar Recs axp Curcxens—Chas. Smith, ae the prairies of the West.” of Waupun, tells you where to get them. We || . 4 
Iyrenestivé to Ewicranrs—The Council | b@¥e seen some of Mr. Smith’s fowls, and can | ae Bluffs Bugle says :—«Corn, for-the last few} "commend them to those who may wish to } a 

weeks hag had a decidedly downward tenden- | PYchase. H Vee ey. It is now selling from wagons at 25 cts—{ Aerievirvrar Warruvovse ayn Sexo Storr. | Fi There is a great amount in the hands of farmers | —E™ery Brothers, Albany, N. Y., tell you Hy i a who fear prices may rule lower. Wheat is | Where to get all kinds of seeds and Agricultural || teat worth $1, Oats 30 cts. Potatoes 75 cts., Butter | implements. They also call atiention to their | Re i, 25 ets., Eggs 20 cts. Pork fresh $4, Bacon 7 to| Rail Read Horse Power and Thresher. We ff °9 l0cts, Hay $5@ $6 per ton; Chicken per have heard these implements well spokenofby BE ¢ dozen, praine dressed $1,20, tame $2. Stock | Persons who have used them. { 2 yanges medium prices; Cows $25, Oxen $75,{ Wierrer. Meticx « Co,, tell you where to 34 Horses $60 to $100. There is an abundance of |get your Threshing Machines and fixtures— ff BP provisions in market for all the demands of em- | Their Machines are too well known to require | i igrants and citizens. Those who come here to|®y commendation from us. { ie Bp: settle, or who intend crossing the plains need} Cvntovs Disrase.—At the last adviees from. ff if have no fear of a scarcity of outfits, for our | the Cape of Good Hope. an epitemic disease H i prospects were never half as good. for plenty | was raging amongst horses, hundreds dying if 4 and low prices. “If your’e coming why don’t | daily. In some localities not a horse was Jeft ; you come.* i alive. 
I a Rounar Virtace, Wauraca Co—This isthe} An Easrens City.—The editor ofapaperin |} 4 name of a new village just laid out near June- | Manchester. New Hampshire. says, ‘Sixteen [f a tion Lake, in the south west part of Waupaca | years ago our city was 2 sand-bank, Concord l] i County, and preparations are being made to{square was. swamp for rabbits. Now, each i} 4 erect a-grist mill, and other important improve- | day, it manufactures ninety miles of cloth, ff i ments. The proprietors offer inducements to sheetings, shirtings, tickings, delaines, ete, ff ¢ mechanics and any others Wishing to settle | 5000 seamless bags, and six tons of newsand fi 1 here The water-power is abundant and uni | book Paper, besides innumerable articles that form, never failing and never freezing, and does | we will not particularize.” 
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} Winnesaco Co. Acnicutteras Socrery.—| low, but purchasers bought sparingly—hence 
| An Agricultural Society has just been organ-| it is concluded that the stocks in the hands of 

ized in Winnebago Co. city and country dealers are small. The de- 
| Foon ror tut Revuscrive Fanwen—An| mand from Europe will probably be increased 

] axe costing two dollars, with which a laborer|the present year, and large shipments will 
}] may cut fifty cords a month, is a cheaper tool | Probably be made thither from Cuba. The to- 
|} than an axe costing but one dollar, and with | tal crop of Louisiana sugar for the Jar nas 
| which he can cut only forty cords. 449,324 hhds. The average value of this arti- 
| A “cheap plow” at five dollars, costing in cle for the past four years is stated as follows: 

one season three dollars in repairs, and three | 195}, $5,495; 1852, $4,245; 1853, $5,45; 1854, 
| more in lost time to teams and men and by re- $4,99. % 

tarding crops, is a dearer plow than one at ten Farmers’ Girls. 
dollars requiring no repairs. x 5 : 

| A sinha ten dollars, whose milk but wean aa morning. carly, just.as the peep of 
| just pays her keeping, affords less profit than|Straining the milk in the dairy, turning the 
jj oneat thirty dollars, giving double the value Cows away. — : i 
i} of milk afforded by the former. Serre ee the kitchen, making the 
| A common dasher-churn at two dollars, used ) washing the breakfast dishes, dusting the par- 
| one hundred times a year, is not so AEC lorchairs; ~ | 
||} apurchase asa Kendall churn at four do! 4 z 
| requiring but half the labor to work it. aes caer mutes ee 

A ten-acre field, costing fifty dollars per acre, Cleaning ie turnips for dinner, spinning the 
/ and ditched, manured and improved at fifty stocking yarn, — > 

| dollars core! s0 asto give double crops, is much Sereading Oe Whilsning linen down on the 
| more valuable than twenty acres unimproved, Ransacking every ‘meadow, where tho red 

jj costing the same money. strawberries grow. 
} The laborer who wastes half his strength in : ieee) 
| working all day with a dull saw, because he perenne: pe nyt Sanday, churning ! 
| cannot give a shilling or afford half an hour to| Rinsing the Pails and strainer down in the {i 
|] have it sharpened, will waste at least twenty- , Tunning stream, i b: H 
} five cents per day, or $6 or $7 per month. F oa eenaahreaee turkies, making the 
} > The Legislature of [owa at its last ses- | Jogging the little one’s cradle, driving away 

| sion, appropriated $1000 annually to the State the flies. 
| Agricultural Society. Grace in every motion, music in every tone, 
| ‘Tue Bru Brav.—Few persons probably | Beauty of form and feature thousands might 

have ever heard of the Campanero, or bell bird neta eer Se oe roses, teeth the whit- 
| of Demerara. It is of snowy whiteness and est of pearls— 
} about the size of a jay. A tube nearly three| One of our country maids is worth a score of 

| inches long, rises from its forehead, and his city girls. 
| feathery spine the bird can fill with air at} Preservixe Swrer Porators—A convenient 

| pleasure. Every four or five minutes, in the| mode of preserving small quantities of Sweet 
depths of the forests, its call’may be heard for | Potatoes for family use is to pack them in hogs- 
three miles, making a tolling noise like that of | heads or boxes with dry leaves, straw or pine 

] convent bell. trash. They keep better if dug before the vines 
1 Tur Sucar Trape.—The New York Ship-| ate killed by frost. Those which are injured 

| ping List publishes its annual statement of the | in digging by being brujsed or cut should be 
| sugar trade of the United States, which shows| Used up first, as they will not keep. Let the || 

that the receipts into the country of foreign | Others dry a week in small piles under cover, 
unrefined sugar, for the year ending Dee, 31, | then put a layer of leaves at the bottom of your 

| 1854, were 165,925 tons, and the consumption | P°* then a layer of potatoes, and so on, alter- 
| was 150,854 tons. The total consumption of| D@tely, until your box is full, closing with a 

|| foreign and domestic cane sugar in 1854 was good coat of leaves. Keep the box inadry |} 
385,268 tons, being an increase of about 2} per ney a frog frost: Pig seen ort 

| cent.over 1853, Prices have generally ruled | when et Upaers Cultivater. 
| | SSS
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i (ae The Dover Gazette says a farmer in that | ta The New York Board of Emigration | i } | 

| neighborhood, suspecting that some one milked | estimates that $20,000,000 have been brought i ney || 
| one of his cows in the night, kept watch and de- | into this country, in the last year, by German {f ctw 

| tected two hogs in the act of sucking her. emigrants. i mh 
| Conscmption Barrisp.—Since the days of | ff ae 
] Esculapius, medical men have striven in vain PURE BLOOD H * oF 

} to conquer that arch enemy ofmankind. con- SHANGHAI FOWLS. £ We 
| sumption. Dr. Ayer, of Lowell, Mass. has, we Eee desiring to Procure eggs ofthistruly } ay 

| have every reason to believe, succeeded in at- wie tee an are oe zeae I salt be i i Li os * . ris em durin; e summer, at } Te | taining this object, nearer than any predeces- | rates much below the comes prices. I offer H ; +a bi / sor or contemporary. He calls his remedy | them delivered at my residence at One Dol- f ue 
| Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, by which name it has lar per dozen; packed securely and sent as L oy 

| been favorably known for many years in all diresed gh ask of the eee per i aK | : jozen, all have some choice Chickens for |] oe | parts of the world. [tis recomniended by nu- sale this fall; those desirous to know anything || a ; 
merous eminent persons as the best remedy for | about my Fowls, will please write to Marx ff (a8 
diseases of the throat and lungs extant. Dr. Mutter, Esq., the Editor of this Journal.— ' ‘ha 
Ayer, recently received a letter from Hon: | OS So meaniee dante Casu, fj i Ge 4 tate are received. ' Bhsg Daniel Webster, in which that statesman speaks | N. B. I keep but i variety ae meatal ! x a 
of the Pectoral in the highest terms, and men- | CHARLES SMITH. i ae 
tions that he is personally knowing to the use- | ‘Waupun, Fond du Lac Co., Wis. 4 ia 
fulness of this article in both America and “acum, Wrisht, Merrill & Co., f 3 te 

ee 3 GiHSsN > Ms i dB Europe—New York Sunday Times. oe EN } BELOIT BOOK-STORE, } ia i 

an ABLE TENTS. | Dealers in Standard, Classical, Theological i ‘i 
tr OF CON * Page. | Medical, Law, School, Miscellaneous, Blank i f Hee Agricuitural Implements, 134 | Books, and all the new Publications furnished § ae ‘Animals, Disease of 136 | 28 Soon asout; Publicationsof American Tract ‘Re 

Ashes in Agriculture 132 | Society, American S. S. Union, and Mass.S.S- }J : 
Apple Worm, : 141 | Society; Stationery, Paper Hangings, Draw- itis 
Basket Willow, Peeling the 145 | ing Paper, Gold and Steel Pens, Pencils, Inks, H Poe 
Bees, The Transfer of 134 | {nk Stands, together witha complete assortment ge 
Bark Lice, Remedy for 143 | Of Musical Instruments, Melodeons, Violins, f] _ ae) 
Bark Louse, 141 | &e., &e. - ; a) a 
Bees, To protect from Worms, 131; 3 Paper Rags taken in exchange for Books. H ee, 
Cattle, Facts about 187 | Beloit, March, 1854. ly H ee H 
Calves, to Divest of Vermin, 137 ae i : 
Cattle, fine—Demand for in England, 136 | JAMES LANGLOIS, 4 eee Chess, 130 | GENERAL DEALER IN de 4 
Editor’s Table 143) PAINTS, OILS, TURPENTINE, he 
Forest Trees; fmportance of 144| CAMPHINE, GLASS. SASH, PUTTY, ff eee Fruit, Cultivation of 142 BRUSHES, VARNISHES, ARTISTS’ [f i 'armers, Advice to 130/ BRUSHES, COLORS & MATERIALS. | pa Gas Tar for Insects, 144 Wall a } ee 
Greening on a Sweet Stock, 143 Paper and Window Shades 4 
Hard Water, Effects of upon Animals 137 of every variety and style, always on hand. ff] ee 
Hulless Oats, 13t| Ship Chandlery; ail sizes o fl it 
Hereditary Spavin in Horses, 139 ee Tan’ aca ee j Be 
Nlinois, Indiana, Ohio and Wisconsin— | 2 2 Be ere } ag 

The Drouth—Comparative Advantages | Mixed Paints always on hand. | 4 
for Seca, 129 JAMES LANGLOIS, i i Orchard Catterpiilar, 142. Sept, 1854 137 Main st., Racine, Wis. ff ie 

Plants, Sexuality of 144 | ———__—_____________ ff a Recipes, 146-147 SUFFOLK & ESSEX PIGS. } 4 
Sheep, Shelter for 137 | ses oe ? 3 
Saline Matter in Soils, 133 , S B. EDWARDS, of Troy, offers for i t 
Sheep Breeding—Fineness rs. Size, 138} \), sale a choice lot of Surrorx and Essex H a 

| Trees, to protect from Rabbits 144 | Pics, bred from stock imported by Lewis G. ‘J 
Vermin, 135 | Morris, of Morrissiana, N. ¥. They will be 1 
Why don’t he do it? 133 | delivered, if requested, at Eagle Centre Depot |j 
Wren vs. Cherry Birds, 145 | free of charge. 
What is Practical Farming, 132) Allcommunications addressed to him at East #f ; 

} Work for the Month, (Horticultural, ) 140 | Troy, Wis., will be promptly attended to. ¥ 
} Work for the Menth, 146 = East. Troy, June, 1854. iy f 5 
ee 
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| ALBANY are capable of threshing double that amount of 
| | oats, barley or buckwheat, per day, of ordinary 

j} AGRICULTURAL WORKS, | fair yield- Ifthe crops be extraordinarily hea- 
| On Hamilton, Liberty and Union Streets ; | vy or light, greater or less results will follow. 
i “ oes | These Powers, Threshers, &c., are warranted 

WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE ‘to beof the best materials and workmanship, 
| 5 and to operate as represented by this Circular, 
| Removed to 52 State Street, ' to the satisfaction of the purchaser, together, 

ALBANY, N. Y. with a full right of using them in any territory 
| Be actin elie cet sane e Paget | ofthe United States, subject to be returned 

| i | Within three months, and home transportation 
Ha sciadebaet i are above pe ae | and fullpurchase money refunded if not found 

| ee ing the sole owners and manufac- | acceptable to purchasers. 

j |. The public may rest assured the reputation 
|} EMERY’S PATENT HORSE-POWER, | heretofore earned for our manufactures, shall 
|} &c.— Aut Acnancemenrs wita orner Par- | be fully sustained, by using none but the best 

j Ties ror THER MANUFACTURE HAVING | materialand workmanship ; and by a strict at- 
| exrmep—have formed a new co- | tention to business, they hope to merit and enjoy 
j partnership, under the firm of | acontinuance of the patronage heretofore so 
} A e ; liberally bestowed, which we respectfully soli- 
| HH « H cit. 
| EMERY BRO i RS, N. B, Allarticles bear the name of “Emgry” 
| And will continue the sale of AGRICUL.- | in raised letters upon the cast iron parts, and 
|| TURAL IMPLEMENTS and MACHINE. | however much others may resemble them, none 
| RY, as heretofore, at the old stands of Emery | are genuine without this marx. 
| & Co. By this arrangement the united efforts | Full descriptive illustrated price Catalogues 
} and interest of the Brothers, long known to the | sent gratis on application. 
| public, are ee and no ocenen will be EMERY BHOTHERS 
}} spared to meet the wishes of those dealing in i 5 
| and using the om of implements they manu- | _ Albany MMA W-TIGkT 
|| facture—their leading branch being the manu- 13 
ij facture of the justly celebrated | W. W. MACOMBER’S 

] Emery’s Patent Changeable Geered | PRIZE POULTRY! 
| RAIL-ROAD HORSE POWERS, | SS eee : 

i writn the machines to be aoe by it as Notice to the Poultry Breeders 
| reshing Machines, Saw Mills, and Machin- and Fanciers at the West. 

* i] ery generally. . : | ([VHE undersignea is now prepared toffurnish [| 
These Powers having been submitted re-| G Chicks of ail the different Asiatic breeds, 

| peatedly to the most severe tests and trials to comprising Brahma Pootras, Hong Kongs, Im- 
| determine theirrelative merit and utility with | perial Chinese, CantonjChinas, White, Soo ; 

jj those of every known manufacturer, have with- | Buff, Black Dominique and Rea Shanghais, i 
out exception been awarded the highest prizes! Cochin Chinas and Chittagongs, and Sumatra | erect which were the follow-! Ebon Games; all WARRANTED PURE, | 

i] : and of the dest stock in the Union—bred from 
i New York State Agricaltural Society, 1854, my fowls which received FIRST PREMIUMS |/ 

] 1853, 1852, 1851, 1850. at the Michigan State Fair in September last, || 
| Ohio State Board of Agriculture, 1854, 1853, | and other exhibitions. ees | 

lj 1852, 1851. | pee to be acooespanes Bente sah { 
} ichi ‘ a and all Fowls sent warranted to be or the 
} coe Se eee aes | money refunded. Orders will be filled at the |} 

Indiana State Agricultural Society, 1853. shortest notice. ! 
Ilinois Staie Agricultural Society, 1853. Address, == W.W. BEES | 
Pennsylvania State a Nov, 1854. Barcelona, N. Y. i 
Maryland State Agricultural Society, 1853. { 
Missouri State Agricultural Society, 1853. Dr. L. ARNOLD, DENTIST, t 

] —— pastiiate Se 15. EXCHANGE BLOCK, MILWAUKEE ST. | 
i New York Crystal Palace, 1853. F i 
H Canada Provincial Society, 1852, 1851. | peal ae S THe a FER RES i 
| Connecticut State Agricultural Fair, 1854, WEBuRHiuGi: aoe a sa em: - } 
) in the line of Dentistry at- i 
|| Warranty,Capacity, Economy,&. E tended to. All Jobs warranted, Dr. A. |] 

/ The Two Horse Power and Turrsuer, is | flatters himself that he has no small share of |} 
jj capable, with three or four men, of threshing | ingenuity, which being connected with eleven 
i] from 175 to 225 bushels of wheat or rye, and years practice enables him to feel confident 
lj the Owe Honse Power from 75 to 125 bushels in pleasing all who may favor him with a call. 

of wheat or rye; or both kinds of power, &.,' Janesville, Jan. 1855, 

i
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Will stand this season at JANESVILLE on Privvy and Syrvnpay of erch week, through the : £ eS 
season. For his other stations, see bills. am 

Janesvilie, April, 1855. R. M. WHEELER ce . 
ee se = Tae 

ATKIN’S SELF RAKING sent free, on post-paid applications eae 
REAPER AND MOWER. AGENTS. suitubly qualified. wanted in all ; ae 

a here (hers edeue. ah [mee SEASON'S use of this ingenious, | “°°U0nS Were Mereare HON. err. Aa 
beautiful and yet simple Machine, furnish © Prattie Farmer” Warchonse. Chicago. a $ convincing proof of practical worth. Turxe Jan. Ist, 1855 a Bi Honprep scattered into 19 different States the — — as = pre past season, mostly in inexperienced hands, and “GET THE BEST He nearly all’ giving good satisfiction—cutting 9 WERSTER’S a from 50 to 600 acres, proves it not only strong / A Q ij YY Cty ON A RY | and serviceable, but also simple and easily ‘ : } iNa Jas ie managed. It saves not only the hard work of | Wht more essential to every fimly, count- a 4 

raking, but lays the grain in such good order | ing-room, student. and indeed every one who sf 
as to save at least another hand in binding. would know the right use of linguage—the 2 

IT IS WARRANTED TO BE A GOOD, meaning, orthography, «nd proneneiation of a 
DURABLE SELF-RAKING REAPER, and | words, than a good English Dicrioxany 2—~of | i 
T have also succeeded in attaching a mowing | daily necessity and permanent value. } * 
bar, so that I also warrant ir as a Mowrn. WEBSTER’S UNABRIDGED i H Uh 

i Price at Chicago, of Reaper, $170; of Mow- | isnow the recognized Standard. “constantly ¢i- | 13 
ing Bar, $30. Discount on the Reaper, $15,| ted and relied on in our Courts of Justice, im i IS and on Mowing Bar, $5, for cash in advance or | our legislative bodies. and in public discussions, | ey | | on delivery. -Price of Mower, $120. as entirely conclusive,” says flon. Jons C. 1 ta 

| Pamphlets giving att tue opsectioxs SpeNcer. t 4 |) AND Lirrieutrtes, as well as commendations, Can I make a betier investment? H 3 
t By —— — —————— a = =i ae 

i ! 
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NEW YORK STATE casa and arperieered partner, who per. || sonally inspects materials and workmanship.— ; AGRICULTURAL WORKS, We employ competent workmen, and eae ae | BY WHEELER, MELICK & CO., job or piecework done. In our Jeng experi- | ALBANY, WN. ¥. ence--our determination to make each article | 
=n the best of its kind—in our superior manufac- PEG ees): | turing facilities—in the regularly increasing || ] R\ FIA . WANN:: | popularity of our Machines wherever theyare || | Se 23 Ali ——/ PRUE } s) used, and in our unrestricted warranty, we de Sire Ws ———yok-peems|? | trust the public will continueto find the strong- || H a4 = wy rN ¢ | estguaranty that can be given, that our ma- { ea) \ ne chines are unequalled in the quality of their i} —— a1 8B work, durability, convenience and cheapness. 4 \ OF A MEDAL was awarded to WHEEL- q \ = ER’S POWER AND THRESHER at the i ba bi / recent Crystal Palace Exhibition in the city of ; ; Ee | — ee, «=| New York. } 

|, yu iy WHEELER'S 
i .. eee «6|s« Patent Endless-Chain Railway I | | eee = =a HORSE POWER. ] } iy AN ag y These Horse Powers, (represented in the || | Hi \ 2 % SF | | above cut,) are unrivalled for driving all kinds i] es a ies tate of Farmer's, Planters’ and other Machinery, | (he aoe AZ F 4mm | Which admits of being driven by Horse Power. || i H eee SAK po They are made for either one or two horses, . je Aas i] | and their superior merits, in point of durabili- |} H | i i I edt At. (and case of running, are fully established; || WTF fae _ MEM? | while their compactness and simplicity, light- | ] WN eG F tA | ness, and greater length and width of Treading || (It Dee Yee f | Floor and Stall. give them advantogesover oth- || i - i" Ne 1 8 4 er Powers, which are highly appreciated by | | is ul 2 [Seq #4 | those who have tried them. “Several thousands || | \ VA |b eS are in use, some of which have threshed- over || i] SSS 100,000 bushels, and though our present Pow- } ] ES | Rees ers are much improved over the old ones of the || : (Sif i a same kind, yet the latter are still good. Over 4 iS fst J ia 1000 of them were sold by us and our agents | SA) ae | ae the past season, (a larger number than in any | H SA) Ea ae previous year,) thus proving their increasing ! f Sof, Bs; t popularity. 

| uf.) 5 ae e WHEELER'S PATENT | | ie ae a ks Combined Thresher & Winnower || lj 2 Ls ae Ne This Machine, (also represented in the cut,) |] i V4 pS OR Ane om is a late inventioa. Lt was got three years ago, || i Vi SSS ae HAAN 3 | after a long series of experiments resulting in ’ VWs SS deg he a machine which perforins the three operations i = uh Dau ee of Threshing, Seperating and Winnowing, with ] 
as much dispatch, and as few handsand horses Encouraged by the preference which has} as are required to thresh and seperate only been given to our Machines wherever they have| with other machines, and although designed for } been introduced, we take pleasure in announc- | so complicated work, it is yet a model of sim- ing to the Farmers and Planters of the United | plicity and compactness. The entire running States, and to Dealers in Agricultural Ma- parts.are driven by the main belt and one small chines generally, that our arrangements for the| band. We have no doubt it is the most per- year 1855, are on a scale sufficiently extensive | fect machine in use for Threshing and Win- to enable us to fill our increasing orders, with| aowing. Driven by two horses, they thresh promptness and despatch. We shall continue | and clean from 150 to 200 bushels of wheat, or to adopt every alteration that experience sug-| twice that quantity of oats per day. gests, and thorough test proves to te valuable. We give a notice of it from the Valley Farm- |} Our manufacturing facilities, inclading steam | ¢r, published at St. Louis, Mo., and also two labor-saving machinery and tools, are unequal-| letters from gentlemen, whe have the machines | led in extent and completeness, by anysimilar in use, showing the estimation in which they ff establishment in the world; and ‘each’ branch | are held, premising that these two are aboutan || | |] Iron, Wood, Foundry Work, and Finishing, average of many other similar letters, which \ is under the immediate superintendence of a| we can show: 

——S—— a
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f 1 & 6. 
[From the Valley Farmer of August, 1853.] | and Straw Cutters, either of which are adapted ; f 

} } “Wuee.er’s Compinep TaresHER AnD Wiv-| to both our Double and Single Powers. } 4 

H | xowen.—We take pleasure in laying before} {(FAll our Machine are Warranted to give |) F i 
i || our readers the following extract from a letter | entire satisfaction, or they may be returned at pS 

|| justreceived by us from a very respectable in-| the expiration of a reasonable time for trial. \ A 
dividual in Cape Girardeau County, Mo., to © ' ota 

} |} whom we sold one of these machines about a PRICES, 1 ee 
| } week ago, with the understanding that if it) For Double or T'wo horse Power, ( gage 
i | did not work to his satisfaction he could return}; Thresher and Seperator including i oa 
i jj it to St. Louis atour expense. It willbe recol-| belt, wrenches, and oil-cans, com- } Pes’ ! 

{ | lected that the manufacturers warrant these} plete, $160 00 | op 
; | machines to thresh and clean from 150 to 200} Double power alone, including belt, 120 00 a ae 

!] bushels of wheat per day, or twice that quanti-| Do without belt, a | at 
| || ty of oats.” Double Thresher and Separator, = i P| 

alone, 40 i ae a. ‘Aprie Creex, Mo., July 18, 1853. Single,” of One Horse _ Power, | ol 

H | “Mr. E. Anporr: 3 ; Thresher and Separator, inclu- } aie 
| } _ “Dear Sir,—I have tried my Winnower and| ging belts, oikcans and wrehches, | ha 

} }} it has given entire satisfaction. I have moved| complete, ‘ 128 00 | 7 ad 
] |} the machine one mile, set it up, and threshed Single Power, alone, including belt, 9000 ff ae {i 
i || two hundred and forty-two bushels of wheat| po without. belt g500 | op) | 
{ in one, day, and have threehed forty bushels single Thresher and Separator, oi 
| ; on honr. It works finely, and is- considered pare ‘ 3ss00 fq oi 

| |} the best machine to thresh and save grain in| Clover Hullers 32 00 H i atte 

1 }} South-East Missouri. Straw and Stalk Cutters, for Horse 14 : eit ) 
; | IV CANT GO BACK TO ST. LOUIS. | | Power, re . 3200 § ae 

} }] {think I shall thresh from 8,000 to 10,000 | Cigewlar Saw Mill, with 24 inst Seon Bat 
; |} bushels of wheat this season . a¥, i San 

7 2 One Horse Power, without band atk 
/ Yours, truly, JAMES F. COLYER.” Sheet ? 80 00 i if | 
} } 2. } te) 

; | Another gentleman to whom we sold our| Churn Gearing, 1300 ff iat | 
! } Double Power and Combined Thresher and| Band Wheel, 500 | {aM 
| }} Winnower, writing to us from Orange county, | Band for Power, 500 ff Shae 

| i] N. Y., under date of Dec. 9th, 1853, says: Double Power, with combined ] ot 
| “Ihave received the Machine and used it} Thresher and Winnower, inclu- H ei 

| gives the very best of satisfaction that could be| ding belts, wrenches, Kc. * 245 00 | ; OS 
i] expected. Yours, truly, Combined Thresher and Winnower, 2 jie 

| HENRY J. HOWE” | alone, 125 00 pee | ne “iL be peoaspelg ike ea)! 
| Having sold between 300 and 400 of the Beata SS eee ee i a 
] ‘Winnowers during the past season, we could, if] 4 ddress i eee | 

|| Space permitted, give many other testimonials WHEELER, MELICK & Co. 4 
| to their utility, but the above must suffice. May, 1855. i ‘Atsany, N. Y. ! ae 

| aes — Cdr Js 
WHEELER'S PURE BRED STOCK AT PRI | ag | Overshot Thresher with Vibra- VATE SALE ies 

| nine, Soperater. Etherton Farms, West Needham, Norfolk coun- | ey i 
: This Machine is also our own invention, and ty, Mass., 12 miles from Boston, by Worcester 5S 
ij has been inuse 13 or 14 years, and its many| Railroad. i} 4. at 
|| advantages are appreciated by other Manufac- WR eee i oe 

| tzrers,as well as the farming public. Driven HE animals for sale in our catalogue for +84] 

} by our double Power, it threshes and seperates oe 1854, have been sold togentlementhrough- }f if 
1 from the straw from 150 to 200 bushels of wheat| out the United States, whose names willappear jf ag 
J} ot twice as much oats per day. in a descriptive catalogue just issued. It is il- ui a 
} For the Single or 1 Horse Power we make a| lustrated by our prize animals, consisting in ay 

|| smaller Thresher and Seperator, which threshes| part of Jersey or miscalled Alderney cattle, a 
| from 75 to 100 bushelsof wheat per day. The| and Suffolk swine, which we imported from  } Bi 
|| small Machine is adapted to moderate sized| England, and took the first prizes for in 1854 ] 4 
{ farms, and as the Single Power is sufficient for| and 1855, at the Norfolk Agricultural Society, {j % 
} sawing wood, churning, cutting stalks, straw, | Massachusetts. { 

| &c., and driving almost every kind of Machine| Surrorx Pies, 3 to 5 months old, $30 per | 
|} used by Farmers, and is capable, by changing| pair; or delivered to any part of the United }} } | 
| Horses and elevating the Power, property, of Btat free of charge, for $40. } i | 
jj threshing much faster than we stated above, it ace as above, | i 
| is a very popular Machine in some sections. JAMES MORTON & SON. | | 

We would also call especial attention to our or GEORGE H. P. FLAGG, i A 
} | Clover Huller, Portable Saw Mills, and Stalk| April,1855—2m — Boston, Massachusetts. | i 

a | a a i 
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| © Me | OASE BARB. 
The ab ve Rake is made and forsale at Fond ) Thorough Bred Horses, Hampshire South Down, 

du Lac, Wis. Short Horned Cattle, Cotswold, 
. Det Leicester, 

This Rake wag patented in 1849, and has Heteoras, Sufolk Pigs, } 
been extensively used in the Eastern States, | Ayrshire, Essex © i 

and proved to be far superior to any Horse! Aiderney Cows from the Berkshire “ 
Rake that has ever been used Where it has} Islands of Jersey and Merino Sheep from Spain 
been used it has superceded all others for the) Guernsey, Mules do 

| ease and perfect manner that it does the work. | Pure South Down Sheep, 
scar aa is fitted oe ripe eet ae at Messrs. BETTS & BRO. have Appointed 

| gle-horse wagon ; each tooth acts separately and |. ofthe most experienced men in England 
independently, as the keys of a piano—its head | oo tirely f aa | 5 =e : 2 2 entirely for purchasing 
being suspended by a rod or hinge over the 

] ee and one tooth only sete seared to THOROUGH BRED HORSES, 
| each head. ONKLIN, in Spai } B. SPENCER’ ae have also an Agent in Spain for pur- 

| Fond du Lae, April 1, 1855 3m Mules, Merino Sheep, etc. 

} Messrs. BETTS & BRO. have purchased x 
| ENG ] ISH G A TTI K ‘valuable Patent, which will prevent accidents || 
j Tiaiks a 414s occurring to Cattle across the Atlantic--they || 

} IMPORTED ON COMMISSION BY Ro yen “Tie Catile, will be ingured fom 
| Messrs. THOS. BETTS & BROTHERS, | Liverpool to New York, by charging a small 

| er centage. i 

Bishops Stortford, Hects, Euglaud. ie A fiteatoe will leave Liverpool with Cattle 
| — - i about the first of every month. i 

j Being much the cheapest and the only way! The Stock will be delivered at New York in | 
| of obtaining Stock direct from the breeder, | about six weeks from the time the order is giv- {J 

] which will give gentlemen an opportunity of @2 in America. f E | 
1} obtaining the best Stock, without having to} > Orders received, or for cireulars contain- 
|| pay anexorbitant price for them in America.|ing all information, apply to Messrs. THOS. || 

} The firm having had forty years experience; BETTS & BRO, or J. M. MILLER, 81 | 

| they feel confident of giving satisfaction, both | Maiden Lane, New York City, who isauthor- |} 

|| as regards price and selecting the stock from|ized to act as our Agent. i 

| the best herds in England. | New York, Jan. 1, 1855.: ly ‘ { 
i . | 

i! Sa
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| er ae ere ee er RE ne er een sre 1 1 

PALMER & WILLIAMS’ | of the trial at Bloomington ought to satisfy any : 
| Patent Premium oa of fhe nie of this machine. Below will ih 

e founda few ! { 
| SELF-RAKING REAPER! TESTIMONE ; / he 
|| Greatly Improved for the Harvest of ’55. as: uy 

| } ante Cuartuam, IL, July, 4, 1854. 278 

i GANSON, HUNTLEY & Go. J have purchased and am using one of Palm- wm 
i dubustoxt, ee i er & Williams Self-raking Reapers. I have | ; | 

Are Bow manufacturing 2 large number of a he ER ang ae aes ) ; an 
] }] these superior reapers for the next harvest— | ter than can be done by hand on srdianey reaps is i t} . 4 t cs iy on ordinary reap- |} ath 

| They are using the very best materia), employ- ing machines. ! We 
} ing the best rts and adding such im- S. M. PARSONS. | i A 

provements as three years experience in their : star i An 
|| use—and watching their aerial in the hands President Sangamon co. Ag. Soe, it | as HE 
| of hundreds of practical farmers—have sug- rs 1 3 
| gested. ‘Wuirs Rocs, Ogle to., Ill., Jan. 28, 1855. t he 
1 The advantages of this Reaper are: ist.) We purchased and used one of Palmer & | a ih 

i | Ithas the least possible amount of gearing to} Williams’ Self-raking Reapers last harvest_— i a 
|} do the work of a man in raking; in this it We gel oie thks ze of grain rik it, Rent | a Hy 
| one-third.of whi yas flat on the ground as a 
| Cannot be Equalied. it could have done had a log rolled over it— ial 
1 gat It is strongly made and durable. 3d./ The machine cut it and raked it of in good | ia H 
: = ml: ee ete sheaves, better than any man could haye done tae , t x 5 i it 4 | Walk 
|| buta few minutes to raise or lower the cut| —_— ’ RALPH CHANEY. | fae 

from 5 to 15 inches high, or to raise or lower OSBURN CHANEY. i ‘ ae 
the reel. Sth. Width of cut issix fect. 6th, : } ste 
Doing the work WELL by slow or fast mo- | E ! aa iy 
tion. 7th. Ease of turning square corners, and | From Weekly Dem. Press, Chicago, Oct. 14,754. 2a 

| having little, if any, side draft. Sth. The reel} The Self-raker of Palmer & Williams, N. | ie ie ; 
| being overhung, and having no reel-posts next | Y | which competed with Atkins’ Self-raker, at |} + a 
| the standing grain, cnables this machine to cw! | Bloomington, is a specimen of substantial work. |} en Ve 

} = arse legese ans tangled Grain better than muanship and Seen it Kee = feet in | ae) i 
. a width. It may we! cal Old Shark +o a ! i ue is warranted to be well and substontialy | Mouth,” for ee way it pounces on the unsus- | % ee 

i made of pecting bundle and sweepsit fromthe platform. ff Sia 
GOOD MATERIALS; | Mr. Smith, a farmer of Morgan Co., assured ff \ BN 

+ us that he cut 100 acres heavy wheat in five og 
| pay art ats Fe eee consecutive days, with one of these machines, |] 397 1 

Sand. The economy of using a reaper to se- and the work was done in the most perfect | He Hy 

cure the harvest is nolonger a question—the | ™@%u¢r- “Tans 
| a is, which is the BEST REAP- aa i ae A 

s th F ; Viapes, [ll., Oct. 6, 1854. ff eet 
When it isconsidered that in one or two grey { Mi 

harvests the wages of a manto rake will pay the | { bought -~ of Palmer & Williams’ Self- { ag 
entire cost of a Self-Raker, it is easy to decide | ***ing Reapers, for last harvest, I cut about 150 f 4 
which is the cheapest; self interst must canse | #¢Tes of cerain with it, The machine cut well, ff ‘ a 
all to decide in favor of the SUPERIORITY | 24 raked it off better than itean be done by jf ups 
OF SELF-RAKING REAPERS band. DAY, grain yas arvestod cleaner -\hen 1m ie 

‘This pstinn deatakens many S gmitnas at| Teyer had it done before. I think it saved JES 
+ . 1, esti ast 

Fairs, but as the harvest field is the best place Se ee wee eee ree dia | i oo 
to test the vaiue of a reaper, it is deemed only | not amount to 50 cents. I can cut 20 acres |} as 
RIORIE. ¥ of this REAPER, ne ee avn es perday. I believe it tobe the best reaper in i 4 bh 

the most thorough and severe test of reapers ae JOHN L. MORRELL } 1 
ever held in America, atrial of about one week, | Th 

|} from morning till night, in heavy and light = : i} FS 
grain, some of it so heavy and lodged that the! . The undersigned, one of the inventors, hav- ff : 3 

owner was cutting it with hand sickles, a trial | ing the exclusive sale of the above reapers for jj a) 
| appointed and held by the Mlinois State Agri-| the Western States, is prepared to furnish to ff 7 

|} cultural Society, at Bloomington, in July last, all who order in time. Those wanting reapers fj 
i the and not on by his teaverr agen can * | & See i | secure them by addressing him by mail. Itis }} # 

|| FIRST AND HIGHEST PREMIUM, | Jecived that cuders be set-in early, as they |] i 
was awarded this reaper. Any number of cer-} will be filled according to er 4 
tificates can be furnished in favor of this reap- 8. G. WILLIAMS. } 4 

}] er, but it is deemed unnecessary, as the result! Janesville, Wis., May, 1855. Im 4 

at : P ;
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i ? | AMlegan, Mich., 10th Jan., 1853. 
| AY ER ‘Ss | Dear Sir—No one, no, not one—man woman, 
| fi X fe = or child—can be found to deny that the Cuer- 
1 th ed ie Ler BE (-) » 3- ry Pecrorat is all thatit claims to be. There 
i a +) as e~ | is much used in this vicinity, although not 
\ of CEN VS PSs known until recently. The community should 
} WY SS fifa Fa know its virtues. Yours truly, 
} hat Ss <> ae 9 } JOHN R. KELLOGG, M.D. — 

! a Bt 4 et SS Ame eee 
: 4= = 

, i) Let Gentlemen of the Legal Profession mark 
i RS AV PH < a on am | this an i 

| Sk an | ; i ie Williamsburg, L. L, Sept. 3, 1853. 
as SS amr Dr. J.C. Aver, 

| Dear Sir—Over application for the past 
} CHERRY PECTORAL, three years to my duties as an advocate 

+ brought on some eight months ago a severe ir- 
For the rapid Cure of roug: gat gO a 

, ritation of the bronchial tul which was a 
COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS, | constant annoyance to me, ae fast becoming a 

BRONCHITIS, WHOOPING-COUGH, source of great apprehension. Every remedy 
i ‘A, AND | tried, failed even to relieve me, till 1 used your 
1 CROUP, ASTHMA, | Currey Prcrorat. This has not only reliev- 

CONSUMPTION. | ed me, but, as 1 trast, wholly curedme. I care 
f batt | i 2 oe for the reputation of advocating Pa- 
i We invite the attention of the public to the / tent Medicines, and this is at your service. I 

certificates appended below, and bespeak for | shall recommend it to members of the bar, and 
them that candid consideration which their) Cheeni may meaty laboring geder simi- 
honest frankness deserves. | rp cae oor JONES. 

} Men in such stations as many who volunta-| eee septa Sha ee 

rily bear witness to the efficacy and value of | aa y Ce ee in-all that 
Cuerry Pectorat, do not wantonly trifie with, | = hy eat Ty Ved remedial 

| or distort facts, nor overstate their convictions. Soa sg = "es if sos 
Judge then, whether this is not the medicine agent for all iseases of . Vee =i tke 
to trust when you! must have relief for the = eeperiennie ae e 
throat and lungs; judge, too, whether every | SU°) 8p we submi kg gc vine, 
family ought not to have it by them as a safe- that its virtues will fully maintain its reputa- ) 

| guard against the everywhere prevailing ene- on: 

|| my, which steals with fatal frequency upon al- | PREPARED BY J.C. AYER, 
i most every flock, and carries off the lamb from Cuemist, Lowell, Mass. 
| many a home? | Sold by Carey & Gordon, Beloit; Holden, 

i Kemp & Co., Janesville; J.K. Eilert, Monroe ; , C. A. Si City, 0O., _ g Ge 

aerate Negoateee meee John Wright, Madison; E.R. & F. A. Utter, 
Dr. J.C. mie - = Elkhorn; T. Mason, Dubuque, lowa; E. E 

Sir—The Cnerry Pectonat is much in-| Gay Burli Iowa; and by all Druggists 
quired after. Several of our best a a Santi? cama cakes: ell } 
have used it, three eee in their own case, ever : in 1 
and always with thehappiesteffects. The nu-| ~—— — ERG 2 == 
merous patent medicines always before them. The New Edition of | 
load to incredulity in regard to ed ete i\LAPHAM’S POCKET MAP 
edy; and it is only after undoubted evi ence | 
of value in =y arse ees like a ed Bae CONSI ebiwing the sayeyentttc 
geueral confidence can be excited. lenomonee Lands, ~» May Now ad a 

The unrivalled excellence of this combina- ee Rote or by upset zorempate 
tion of its, (in the Ch Pectoral,) prov- the cash) to the undersigned. will be 
a raat epeatel teal ae Their sent by mailto any address ae the receipt of 

own observation, has compelled medical men} onedollar. Aliberal discount made to dealers. 
| to proclaim abroad its usefulness. It isheyond : I. A, LAPHAM. 

all doubt the best general remedy we have for | Milwaukee, January, 1853. 
the Pulmonary. Affections of this climate, at} —@£@@—@ ———_________—"| 

} the same time sedative and expectorant—a rare L Moses, 
| combination of properties. . 7% 
i In the hope that it will prove its own reward, MR Secte Comes ommemutite me waed | 

{ : PRT a ia t | Metalic do. furnished to order Shopon the | 

poceinliy.genr ob tacey ss \ west side of the River, Janesville. | 
JAS. H. C. MILLER, M. D. % |
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FOR THE HARVEST OF 1855. He 

| eae 
J. H. MANNY’S PATENT ADJUSTABLE : ae 

’ : ee 
REAPER AND MOWER COMBINED! | cat 

AND $ Se 
Bess | | SINGLE WOWBA a eo aa 

ee —————————————— ge i 

Secured to John H. Manny by Nine Patents in the U. S.; also Patented in Europe. i He 
—————————— er 2 

MANUFACTURED BY MANNY & CO, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. i i 

wn eee hth 

These valuable Machines are constantly being manufactured. A large number are being 3 i 

made for the coming harvest. Over TWO THOUSAND were constructed during the past j a Fi 

season, and used with ENTIRE SUCCESS, yet the demand was not half supplied. FORTY 5 
FIRST CLASS PREMIUMS have been awarded to Mr. Manny for the superiority of his} 4 a 
Machine over all others, in the frequent trials it has had with them, including every machine } ‘he 
that has any claim to reputation. is ti f 

A Warranty is given to cach purchaser that the Machine is well built, and of good } au / 

materials; and that it will Mow as well as can be done with the Scythe, and Reap as wellas |} if a 

can be done with the Cradle. The Machine can be drawn by two horses, and managed by one ! Mt 4 
person for Mowing, and two persons for Reaping ; and is also warranted to cut from ten to fif- e! Be 

teen acres per day. Sa 
‘The NINE PATENTS of John H. Manny for Reaping and Mowing Machines embrace 3 ew 

Adjustability, the Guard Fingers, Dividers, Arrangement of eects, of Platforms, Trucks, | 2 eA 

Levers, Braces, Frame Work, Gathering Wings, Oblique Platform, Joints, Positions for At- | feet 
tendants ete., ete—all these being exceedingly valuable features, and in most sueccessfal é Rela 

operation. : Ca 

The only successful and perfect Combination of Reaper and Mower in the World, ae 

| as well as being the best Single Machine for either purpose! : * + Mi 

H All the various kinds of Reapers and Mowers have endeavored to compete with this ma- # AB i 

i chine; the result in every instance hasshown its superiority, and though the Sel&Raker came vot 

up With boasted ingenuity and boasted labor-saving advantages, yet itis unable to win A 3 

PRIZE OF FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, but is decided by an honorable Commit- See ; | 

tee (as 4 Reaver onty,) to be inferior to the best hand-raking machine; to say nothing about eae 
their additional price, nor their not being rdspted to mowing. But their complication of ma- ec 

| chinery, wasting the grain, and irregularity of the gavels, far more than neutalizes their claims 2 

tolabor-saving. While MANNYW’S MACHIENE excels all others in simplicity of con- ey } 

struction, in facility of management, in lightness of draught, (requiring only two horses,) in acl 

having no side draught, in its adjustability to uneven ground, and in being readily adjustable ea 

to any height from the ground when reaping, by means of a LEVER extending to the driver’s if 

seat, and under his control. It also excels every other implement in cutting lodged or tangled ha f 

{ grain or grass, and also in cutting all kinds of grain or grass, whether wet or dry, without as Fe 

H ging. It will cut flax close tothe ground, or gather the seed, and will also gather timothy BS 

andclover seed. TWO KNIVES—onea sickle, the other a smooth edge—are furnished with By 4 

| each machine, either of which may be used as required. ‘ # 
| THE COMBINED MACHINE isconverted from a Reaper to 2 Mower, and vice versa, Be gst! 

by simply removing or inserting a loose platform, which may be done in less than one minute. “ene 

NUMEROUS CERTIFICATES, Recommendations, and Testimonials to the great value a 

of Manny’s Machine, has been received from all parts of the country, and are published, to- : i 

gether a alarge amount of other information, in » pamphyet, which will be promptly sent by ay 

mail to all applitante. : ee 

TERMS SAME AS HERETOFORE. Machines delivered where ordered, with trans- }} f i 

portation added ! i 

For Two HorseEachine, of about 4 feet cut, Cash Price, - - $125 00 i 

Half Cash and the other half on 1st December, - - - - 135 00 i 

For Four Horse Machine, of about 6 feet cut, Cash Price, ee 135 00 ‘i 

Half Cash and the other half on the ist of December, - - - 145 00 | B 

(2H Orders should be sent in season to secure Machines. To meet the wants of those who |} 4 

have on hand certain kinds of ae that will not Mow; or who may only wanta MOWING ‘fj a 

MACHINE, we will farnish our shine adapted say and exclusively for Mowing, at a | a 

Cash Price of $110; half Cash, and the other half on the first of December following, $120, - 

DEALERS SUPPLIED BY WHOLESALE. Farmers within reach of Waddam’s | a 

grove, Ill, can be supplied by P. MANNY, of that place. ! F 
i> SEE NEXT PAGE. gt MANNY & CO. } 

|
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Premiums Awarded this Ma- SALE OF IMPORTED 

| a oe a ion _ the SHORT HORNED CATTLE! 

pes South Down Shecp and Suffolk Hogs. 
\ Chrystal Palace, N. Y., BRONZE MED- S38 ee es 

| AL. Trial at Geneva, N. Y., with eleven oth- WILL sell by Auction, at my residence, on 

| et Machines, $50,00as the best Mower, and [ Weanestay, 20th June next, my entire |} - 
| $30,00 for Reaping, over McCormick and oth- | Herd of SHORT HORNED C. ATTLE—con- 

| ers. Ohio State Fair, a SILVER MEDAL. | sisting of about. twenty-five (25) head of my 

|| Chicago Mechanics Institute Fair, a GOLD | choice animals. Nearly the whole of them are 

| MEDAL, over McCormick and others. Illi-| imported and their direct descendants. 
| noisState Fair, $10,00, over eight other Ma-| Also, about seventy-five SOUTH DOWN 

| chines. Indiana State’ Fair, SILVER CUP,|SHEEP. These are imported from the flock 
} over six other Machines. Trial at Louisville, | of Jonas Wells, Esq., of England, and their 
|| Ky., $20,00. Missouri State Fair, $10,00.— | descendants. 

| ‘Trial at Mt, Holly, N J., $20,00 for Reaping) Alo, a few SUFFOLK HOGS, bred from 
| © over McCormick and others. McHenry Coun-| the importation of J. C. Jackson, Esq. 
) ty Fair, Ml, 1853, $10,00, and 1854, $10,00— | CATALOGUES, with the pedi and fur- : 4 B eee 
| Putnaw County Fair, in. $10,00. Loursville | her particulars, will be ready about the 20th 

| Mechanics Association, DIPLOMA for best | of April, and can be had at the offices of the 

|| Mower, DIPLOMA for best Reaper, DIPLO-| different Agricultural papers in this State, and 

i" MA for best Reaper and Mower combined, DI-| Ohio Cultivator and Indiana Farmer, and by 
PLOMA, with special recommend. Trial in| application to me. 

| New Jersey, 1854, $10,00 for best Mower, $10 TERMS OF SALE. 

| | for best Reaper, and $10 for best Reaper and) 1. 511 sums under $100, cash ; over $100 to 
Mower combined, in competition with nume- eee hee $150 ‘to $300, six 

| rousother Machines. Rock County Fair, Wis., dear ogee ye 8 5 sre — neice 

| DIPLOMA for best Reaper and Mower. Du-| ™onths; and all over ee 
i months’ credit, on approved notes with inter- 

1 pesewomny Fair, Il, $3 for best en and 7 |. M. SHERWOOD 

‘ower. Winnebago County Fair, NL, FIRST est. = pe Males N'Y. 

a for best apes Mower.— April, 1855—3m. meer 
tephenson County Fair, ‘Il, Post Cffice Re- 

port for best seen and Mower. aaaee| BUTTER MAKERS, ATEN Tene 
County Fair, Iowa. Certificate for best Reaper Paes on ey Se Oe 
and Mower. Michigan State Fair, $10 for! Davis’ Patent Adjustable Churn 

best Reaper and $5 for best Mower. DeKalb | AND 
County Fair, Ill, $10 for best Reaper and Mow- i 

| sales tere cage con | BUTTER WORKER ) ty Fair, N. ST . Fulton 
County Fair, N. ¥,, FIRST PREMIUM — ean bdo 

ontgomery County Fair, N. Y.. - i is Chi ii h that 
MIUM. Pennsylvania State Fair, $10 for best ne See anus nec ai 

Reaper and Mower, and $10 for Reaper, and| 4.4 with one tenth the labor, than by any oth- 
$10 for Mower. Middlebury County Fair,| .. mode. It is truly a labor-saving machine, 

Vt., FIRST PREMIUM, and many others not performing all the operations of churning, 

necessary to enumerate. gathing the butter, working out the butter- 

SPECIAL NOTICE mild ae i it, the ee 

ishereby given to C. H. McCoranck, that I oe fi . ee che anekewathy Polly dispens 

shall hold him accountable for all his infringe- ing with the use of the hand ladle. | 

ments of my rights. He says in the Albany |” J, the New England States, New York and 
Cultivator, of December, 1852, “Satisfied from | onic, or wherever introduced, the Adjustable 

} the experience of the past harvest of the OM) Churn has taken the place of all others. | Be- 
| POSSIBILITY of constructing the same Ma-| +1) extremely simple in its construction, hav- 

chine, both for Mowing and Reaping to the best | ;5° no pearing attached—strong and durable 
advantage, a SEPARATE Mowing apparatus a one eps clean. The best xecommenda- 

for the next harvest will be sold with my Reap- | tion that can be given, is the use of it, and it is 

ex” Now, my dear sir, make your separat | varranted to gives atisfaction. 
| Mowing apparatus, but do not infringe my] Persons waning to purchase or engage in 

elaims, as 1 shall hold you strictly accountable | +5,6 manufacture of churas, should not fail to 
| for so doing. JOHN H. MANNY. | examine the merits of the Adjustable Churn. 

| _ Rockford, Ill, March, 1855. Manufactured by the subscriber at Berlin, 
ii Wide aan inn Senreae i icle can be 

BOOK, CARD, AND JOB PRINTING Marmueticcount, Wit, Me" Nowron, ta_| 
Of every description neatly executed at | Janesville me) & i 

| this Office. All orders promptly at- I> For testimonials of its merits, see circu- |} 

| tended to. Terms, CASH. lars and bills. Agents wanted in every coun- 

GB Office on King Street, opposite the “Mad-’ ty in the State. G. N. SMITH. 

i ison House,” Madison, Wis. Berlin, February, 1855. | 

SSS SS 
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VoL. VII. MADISON, WIS., JUNE, 1855. Noe | an ee a ee ee 
MARK MILLER, Editor and Proprietor. been unsuccessful in their attempts ; he has i y i 

i J.C. BRAYTON, Horticultural Editor. been successfulin his. Youcan succeedas well a I i 

TERMS,—50 Cents a Year im Advance; aone au af _— peiliio: thus 1 ae i} 

Five cones ir, gu ifrecedigoneFowOiceandai| | There’ yet time to traneplant and sow the ant 
| Sovcommence withthevolume and back numberssap, (seed this season—though rather late for the | oe 
oe ee former. We are told the last of May is the ff ae 

Head ontaegucnt insertion, Toes in aueret @S inatr| Best time for. transplanting—perhaps the late- J Lae 
} preemie ae each subsequent ae ness of this spring will allow it to be done ear- aNd | z1 

page, $30; quarter Page, $13 v cighh-page, $103 one | 4Y in June, hence we will give some directions £ oH 

fare eerie eer: |Me ermmenen: a 
! tartion, S0cts. 3 : ee | Prepare the line of yourhedge by deep plow- ff a 

(CF Bills for Advertising to be paid quarterly, | ing (trenching with a spade is of course still bet- jj i Hi 
ae | ter), three feet, or even four feet wide. Set § +h 

| Osage Orange Hedges. | your plants either in one row or two, accord- a i 

| We are well aware that considerable pre- |ing to your fancy. If in one, 8 inches apart-— ; t i ! 
] judice exists against this species of live fence, | If in two, a foot apart, breaking joints, thus— \ : He 

i as not being adapted to our climate and soil;| * * * * * * H ie oe 
| and that this prejudice is entertained by many : * - . . { ‘See 

| who are supposed to have experience enough | the two parallel rows being about 4or6in.apart. fj i i 

1 in such matters to give their opinions good au- | Cut down your plants early in the season (in 4 1H 7 
| thority. We have never felt certain of the val- August,) to three buds. Again, in the fall, eut ie 
| ue of this hedge-plant until of late, and have | them down, not to any particular height, but so ee 

; i therefore recommended a trial of it more as a | that the lateral branches of one plant may in- ae 
y proper experiment, than as a certain and valu- ; terlace with those of another, and form an im- ff Sat ] 

i! able investment. Now, however, we have be- | penetrable mass, so that you cannot thrust your jf a) S| 
| | come well satisfied that this plant is well suit- | open hand through. As the base, close tothe + 

|| ed to the climate and soil of Wisconsin and Io- | ground, becomes dense, allow the plant to rise, |] gal 
| wa, and we will give our reasons why. bo keeping lateral branches running out and } ; a 

A few weeks since we happened to call at the | interlacing. After they have beenset twoyears  }} ba 
| house of Mr. Wx. TruxspEtt, in the city of they willrun up the height of an ordinary jf ta 

|} Janesville, and were shown a young Osage Or- fence in six or eight weeks after pruning. We jf ii Pi 
ange hedge, three years from the seed, and hav- | think, in one year more,a very insufficientfence ff 7 y 

| jj) ing stood two years in its present position. It | will, with the aid of the hedge, be sufficient q ? 

i had stood uninjured the twolast very hard win- | protection ; and, in two years more, you may f a 
| ters—not one plant in fifty having died either take away all fence, and leave the hedge asa | ‘i 

|| winter, except where some plants were exposed | protection, that will last half a century. } ap 
|| on the edge of ahigh wall, with little soil to| I pruning down asclosely as we have recom- 5 k 
|} guard them. The plants were alive to the very mended, you lose nothing, forthe uprightstems jf M3 

H bud below where they had been pruned, which | Will instantly grow up to a sufficient height for ff a 
| was about twelve to fifteen inches above the | Protection, and the tops will not be winter- } } 
| ground. If these plants, then, can thus stand | killed. Remember, however, that the line of ff “| 
| two such winters, and grow thrifty and rapidly, | Your hedge is to be kept perfectly clean and ti 
|} they can stand every effect of ourclimate, We free from weeds. This will require very little 4 

are well aware that others have not been so for- | labor after the first year, as the plants oversha- 4 oe 
tunate as Mr. Truesdell, but they have not used dow the ground too much to allow any great } 

| the pruning shears as liberally ashe has. They | Stwth of weeds. i 
have attempted to raise walking-sticks, while| Tue Cosr.—A gentleman in Janesville, de- "i 

he has tried to raise a hedge. They may have 'sirous of forming such a hedge, told Mr. Trues- 7
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i dell that an offer had been made him, to set out | be sent to different Manufacturers to be tested, 

and raise for four years, at seventy-five cents per | before its value can be settled with certainty. 
rod. Mr. T.insisted, that by buying the plants |The mineral resources of Wisconsin are but 
at four dollars per thousand, and paying cash |little known. We are constantly hearing of 
for all the labor, it could be done ‘at twenty- | new discoveries of mineral wealth; and hope 

| five cents the rod. This may appear low, but the difficulties about the appointment of a 
{ by raising the plants from seed, it could cer-| State Geologist will not delay the survey and 
| tainly be done for that sum, if not for less. consequent developement of this vast store- 

If you get the seed, get that that has been | house of future wealth now hidden beneath the 
| raised as far north as it can be well ripened — | .9i)_ 
}| | The colder the climate the seed is raised in, the Se 
4 better it will fit a cold climate ; but with close For the Wisconsin and Jowa Farmer. 

| pruning seed will do well, eyen if brought from Preparation of Soil for Wheat. ~ 
| Texas. Plant immediately. . Se 
| i Mr. Epitor :—I saw an article in your paper 
i For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. Reedel © iawees bus Mibcnins Waser 

; New and Valuable Clay. | Cuururs,” in which the writer asks: First, 
} Mr. Mitirr:—I have for a long time been |“ What condition should the soil be in for sowing 
| desirous of communicating on the subject of a| eat?” J answer—for fall wheat, to prevent 
{| very singular kind of clay which it appears to |it from winter-kill, summer fallow and plow 

}| me—judging from what J have learned of it—|the ground in June; then sow the wheat in 
} ought to be publicly known. It is situated in | August, and plowit in, and levelit down with 
| Township 13, Range 1, East, close by a small | harrow and roll the ground. 
|| branch of the Baraboo River. Though Tama| Fourth, he asks,—“ What is the cause of smut 
| resident of the same township, I have not ex- |i wheat? I answer—sowing wheat when the 
i} amined the clay on the ground. It is made in- | Weather is lowery and wet, there is a fair pros- 
| to pipes by the lady who ownes the land, and |pect of a good crop of smut; or when the 
|] her neighbors smoke tobacco in them without | ground is wet. } have tried putting blue vitrol 
1 being burned. I have heard the opinion ex- | on wheat to prevent smut, and it had the desir- 
|| pressed, that when burned, the vessels made of | ed effect. i 

{] it will be capable of enduring more heat than| Fifth, “‘ What is the cause of Chess?” Lan- || 
f} iron, and that oar might be smelted in them.— | swer this question from experience. It is pro- || 
i} Ihavea couple of cups made of this clay—one | duced by the ground heaving up, and loosening 
| is burned. The unburnt cup is handsomely | the roots of the wheat, when it will turn to 
|] green, the other is white. The green is much | chess. To satisfy yourself, go into the wheat |} 
jj the handsomer cup. There are layers of clay | ficld this spring and mark the spot, so that you 
f| of different colors; the upper strata to the | can findit the next harvest. Take hold of the 
] depth penetrated by water is green. The sup-| spears of wheat, and start the roots a little, 

H} posed value of this clay has induced me to ex-|and see the-next harvest if you don’t find || 
1} hibit this much interest in bringing it into no-|chess. I saw chess and good wheat al! in one |} 
H tice. This township is in the deep woods, pen- | /¢ad inthe State of Michigan. 
 etrated only vy the State Road from Winne-| The Rio Grund Spring Wheat is the best f 
H bago to Prairie La Cross. Eighteen months |that we have here. 1 have raised it three |} 

ago there were only two families here, now | Years, and it has yielded from 30 to 33 bushels i 
{| there are about twenty, and they are coming in | per acre. A. B iy 
}} faster than ever. I am under the impression] Bad Ax, March, 1855. 1 
ij that there isan abundance of iron and copper Re ne 

4 oar here. Joseru M. Martie. 3 Timber should be cut while the tree is__ |! 
{ Township 13, Bad Ax Co, May, 1855. in its most rapid season of growth, and near the |] 

/ - — close of the growing season, when the terminal {| 
Remarxs:—The letter we give above an-| bud of each limb is fully formed. Saw-logs |} 

nounces a new locality of a valuable kind of} cut in winter always decay on the outside more | 
clay, which must be something like the sacred | or less if left over, while summer cut logs keep 
and much celebrated “pipe stone” of the In-| sound for years, Hickory cut in winter soon || 

jj dians from the Coteau de Prairie, in the interi-| suffers with « powder post.” If cut in August | 
or of Minnesota. Specimens of the clay should | it will keep for ever. 

cara it i
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} “The Wheel Hoe. i 
—— i} 

An inquiry is made in regard to Li : 

this implement—« What kind of | 

} an implement—how worked—by " 

| hand or horse power,” &c. The gata? H 

| cut given above, and the remarks Cee i ; 

| which jfollow, will explain the a aS. | 
| ze i 

| whole thing : Baa \ 

| « This is an implement of which Ds ___ See i 

j| we can speak from a practical ex- aj ——— i 
| perience, baving used it personal-_ = Se eee SC 

i ly for two or three years, with SSS SSS { 
the most satisfactory results. In : | 

{} good hands it will perform five times as much’ where this fruit has long been cultivated. } 

| service in a given period, and, where every thing This variety is stated to have been brought fj 

| is favorable, do it nearly as well as the hand hoe, | thither from that part of Armenia which | 

|] “It is an implement which, after long and borders on Persia, where it grows in the ff 
|| thorough trial, we unkesitatingly recommend greatest perfection and abundance. The 
H] to the farmer and gardener, as one which will | flesh of this melon, when fully matured, is] 
l| save a great deal of unpleasant labor in weed-| delicious, and may be eaten with safety, 
}] ing, and enable him to raise ten bushels of car-| Without injury to the dyspeptic or those of ff 

| rots as easily with it, as he could fire without it, the weakest stomachs. The form of the | 

In order to give the operator perfect control of canteloupe is snot roundish, with a ff 
i it, there should be a cross-piece on the end of rough, warty, or netted outer rind or skin. . 

| the handle, about eighteen inches long.—N. ' The size of the plant is rather small, and i 

} E. Farmer. | the flesh for the most part of a yellowish 

| They are manufactured and sold by Nourse color, though with some it is _green—Pa- 

| &Go,9.and 19 Commercial strect, Boston, at|“™ Ofice Report. S 
H] $1,25 each. | Advice about this Year’s Crops. j 

| History or tHE Meton.—The history | A correspondent of the. Richmond Zn- i 

| of the watermelon, so much esteemed for! quirer, writing from Liverpool,gives Ameri- J 

| its sweet, delicious and cooling juice, as well | can farmers some advice, predicated on the jf 
| as that of the muskmelon, or canteloup,| continuance of the war with Russia. He - 

| which is equally prized for its rich aroma-| says the spirit of the English nation is 
| tic pulp, may be traced back to remote an- {unanimous for its prosecution, and that | 

I tiquity. The former, which is generally|men and money will be voted for its con- | 

: | considered as the melon of the Jews, men- | tinuance. The rumored alliance of Aus. #f i 

H tioned in various places in the Bible, is be- | tria had not, at the date of his letter, trans- ff 

lieved to have originated in Egypt, or pired. There are those, however, whothink 

Southern India, where it has been cultiva-/ that the effect of the Austrian union with ff ; 

li ted from time immemorial. It would ap- | England and France will be to drive Prus- jf 

| pear that it was unknown to the ancient |sia over to the Russian interest, and that ff 

|| Greeks and Romans, as no definite informa-| thereby the war will be more probably con- I 
tion respecting it can be gleaned from their | tinued and made European, than stayed— ff 

authors. The muskmelon, which is repre-) We subjoin what the Enquirer correspon- 
I} sented to have been a native of Asia, was dent says to American farmers.— Arthur's i 

known to the Greek and Roman physicians, Home Gazette. - | 

and its properties and uses described by| «Yet when England is drained of her f ' 
them at length. Linens when so many thousands now en— |] 1 

The kind of muskmelon most esteemed | gaged in peaceful pursuits are taken away, ff q 

among amateurs in various parts of Ku-|and the labor of the country thus mani- | 7 

| ae and described, is the “ Canteloup,” so| festly lessened, who; I pray, are to furnish 

led from a place about fourteen miles | meat and bread for these vast armies, and |f 

from Rome, the country seat of the Pope, | the population that yet remains at home? | 

: 
7 

q
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There is not a mouth less to feed, and ma- big, I apprehend, would make but a sorry |] J} ny less left to produce the necessary food | plowman, yet the world has listened to his | for all at home or abroad. Russia will send teachings. In all the arts of civilization |} nothing from the Baltic, and the great this division of labor is recognized. ‘The | Wheat growing country on the Danube, and | anatomist points out, from his knowledge 

4 that which is watered by the many rivers] of the hoof, the best mode- of shoeing |f i] entering the Black Sea, isravaged by deso- | horses, but no one would think of employ- | lating war; and all that the people of that ing him to put his own principles in prac- } vast and rich country has for years sent a-| tice. The chemist informs the tanner of | broad, and to England especially, will find | those substances that contain the largest j] for its diminished production consumers at| amount of tannin, and explains the ration- | } home. Already are these considerations| ale of all his processes, yet the chemist is | pressing on the English wheat and flour rarely expected to be able to produce leath-_ |} }]/ market, and keep up the prices, even after|er from the raw hide, nor is the utility of i} a good crop, wile hes been secured in most | knowledge called in question on this ac- | admirable condition, Let our people make | count. 
] lesstobacco and less cotton the next year,! Now, let this but be properly understood f| and millions of wealth will be drawn hence amongst us, and there will be an end to the tous, it for these now staple articles, wheat, | sneers at “book-farming,” nor shall there jj corn and provisions be substituted.” be any longer cause to complain of the } f Ser TR RT proverbial tardiness with which practical Why the Famer should give Heed to agriculturists avail themselves of the dis- |] { the Man of Science. coveries of chemical science. j ; Sab RTE, 3 It only remains for me, in conclusion, |} = eae neem: eee none gentlemen, to bid you God speed in the || x Sone on enable leoture:by Prot. “0 | great work that you have commenced, of lj ™mey, upon Chemistry as applied to Agri- construeting for the South a Southern sys- | culture: tem of agriculture; everything around you |i { In conclusion, allow me to say one word | calls for it—your climate, not less than |} } Upon the apparent indifference with which | Your staple productions, calls for it, You | agriculturists, as a body, listen to the teach- | can searcely apply to your soils the experi- 4 | ings of science. ence of any other country. You must 

| Rural pursuits are far less favorable to | Conduct experimental researches for yo ] speculative states of mind than those of| selves, and upon those, guided by the will- |] | the. manufacturer, and hence whilst the| ing hand of science, you may erect a sys- jj latter has pressed chemisty into his service, | tem that will elevate the agriculture of our | the cultivator of the soil is too often con. country to the position that nature has } tented to pursue his own chance-directed | Plainly indicated the South should occupy. i | processes, unaided by the light of science. So ee I } This unnatural divorcement of science} ABour Bre Morus, Wurar Wezevi, |] i] and agriculture has often arisen from not|Poratoz Ror &c.—Dxar Sm: I sent you / }| distinguishing between agriculture as a/a pamplet, last winter, and am in hopes |} i] Science and agriculture as an art, The that you have had some of the statements Hh jj _™man of science investigates one department, | it contained tried, so as to reward me for | J} and the cultivator of the soil practices the|the same; and I will now give you some |} i] other. Odium is often brought upon what | More particulars, é&c. i]s called scientific farming, by the failure of| In the first place, if people would take a {fj men of science when they attempt the large tub full of water at night, and set it [} practice of agriculture. Now, I believe near the bee hive, then set a glass lamp in i | that, in general, it will be found that it was|the tub of water, so as to have the light | }} not the science but the common sense of beaming a little above the water, the |f | such men that was at fault, The practice| millers and roaches will fly for the light, |} | requires. different training, and however | and hitthe glass and fall in the water and sound his wager 29 the mere man of sci-| drown, and ina little time they will be des- } ence fails for want of it when he attempts troyed. We didn’t know that roaches || } totry his own principles practically. Lie-| could fly, before— Ohio Cultivator. 

eee
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For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. Drainage, 

Who shall Decide when Doctors Disagree. = 
— : There are several beneficial effects result- 

Mr. Eprror:—lI have lived more than half a ane fi ‘adici t f drai | 
century, and have just commenced farming. 1 8 rome a 2 cee Soe Oe eee 

| am a mechanic, and find myself ignorant in the principal of which I shall enumerate: 

many things; and when I ask my neghbors| 1. It prevents an accumulation of wa- 
|] how to do, one says, do this by all means; an-| ter in the soil, whether rising from below, 

other says, if you do you will be sorry, and a| or falling from the clouds. 
third says something else. Now as 1 wishto| 2. The surface-soil of drained lands 

take the best course, I have concluded to go to | acts as a filter and retains any nutritious 
the fountain head, (Editors are expected to|™atter that may be contained in the sur- 
know everything.) and get advice from the | face water, when passing to the drains. 
Wisconsin Farmer, and then “obey orders . 3. Drains carry off any noxious matter, 

| it breaks the owners.” My trouble is this:— | Such as oxyd of Iron, etc. which water ris- 
| Ihave a piece of last year’s breaking on open- | from below, may hold in sollution. 

ing which 1 wish to putin to wheat. Shall [| , 4 It inducesa regular circulation of 
cross it—back set it—or drag in the seed with- = through the soil, whic h acts cee the 
cat aiher? sulphates, carbonates, silicates and phos- 

|| Will draining spoil my marsh? Will Tim- -— of mr = ar oo 
|] othy, red top, or any other tame-grass catch fad. _ jee = 

and grow on the marsh without my first killing 5 eva of water in the soil prevents 

eras 4 vee i cael! ghia thalant the decomposition of the organic matter 
Reuse Snow: wenn oune tae mc? | contained in it, which produces carbonic 

f ij bediateatedcne of may apple frene more than s: acid, ammonia and other nutritious sub- 
foot inlength. The tree is about two inches aisuren. 
in diameter. Can it be saved? and in what 6. Draining renders a soil more easily 

way? I have tried an experiment on it, and / worked, and enables the farmer to pursue 
when I know the result I will tell you. his avocations immediately after the rain 

Luzerne, May, 1855. A Reaver. | ceases to fall; the crops can be put in ear- 
oe lier, and will, consequently ripen earlier. 

Remarxs:—If your ground is intended for 7. It has the effect of warming the 

fall sowing, we should drag after the weeds and | goj], by removing the water, and thereby 

grass have got fairly up—cross plow when they | lessening the amount of evaporation. 
are completely started the second time—drag} 3 The removal of an excess of water 
and sow early in Sept. No weeds shoul! be/is egal to an actnal deepening of the soil, 
allowed to seed. as the absence of superfluous water from 

Draining will greatly benefit your marsh ifthe sub-soil, enables the roots of plants to 
it has a good depth of soil—but if shallow, penetrate deeper in search of food, when 

and lying on a tenacious sub-soil, we should | some of the fertilizing matters may have 
try it only as an experiment at first. Timo-| been deposited by the rains. 

thy and redtop may be worked into marshy | 9. Wetness prevents the action of ma- 
land if it be not too wet. Burn off the old nure, by excluding air and heat ; without 

| Srass as soon as it can be done in the fall—sow| which those changes, so essentially neces- 

your seed and drag in thoroughly. We have| sary to produce food for plants, cannot take 
seen excellent meadows of tame grass made in place. 

three years by this treatment—scarcely a vis-/ 19. Qn moorland districts, the sub-soil 
tige of the native grass remaining, is rendered hard by the deposition of fer- 

_ The Hort. Ed. will answer the remaining ruginous matter, which is easily broken up 

inquiry. by draining and sub-soiling. 

ae 11. The general health of the country | 

&@ By a recent decree of the French| js benefitted by lessening the amount of || 

government, 100,000 francs, about $20,000, | evaporation, which produces fogs, mildews | 
are devoted to encourage the manufactue|and marlaria of different kinds—W. Y. | 
of draining tiles for agricultural purposes.| Zvening Post.
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How to Make One Farm Equal to Three. | bility, paying enormous rents to the pro- | 

h —— prietors, besides heavy taxes to the govern- i] 
Ina recent address by G. T. Stewart,| ment, ‘Taxes here are comparatively light, 

| Esq. before the Ohio Agricultural Society, | and our farmers are their own landlords. 
he thus speaks on this subject: Hence they have been able to pay three-fold jj 

! Many farmers are destroying the pro- | Wages for labor to those in Europe, and 
|| ductiveness of their farms by shallow work. | P8Y - — ae er yetun- f | -Asthey find that their crops are diminishing, — the British farmers in their own 
| they think only of ars their acres of | arket. 1 

surface, as if they supposed their title deeds) guy anllOccnasecee Ane ten | 
| only gave them a right to six inches deep of years ago, my father had, inone of hisfields {| 
] carth. If they will take those deeds, study |fo7¢ an acre of Canada thistles, in the form |] i }| their meaning, and apply the lesson to their of ahalfcircle,and he adopted the follow ff fields, they will soon realize in three-fold ing method of destroyin ¢ them: \ 
| crops, the fact that the Jaw has given them Early in June, the whole field was plow- i 

J Saree Harms whore they. supposed they had |. and arrowed. As soon asthe titles fl | only one; in other words, that the sub-soil, : H I brought up and cousbined with the top ai. seeret fore creed, Se Semeneek I 
i} and ae with the atmospheric influ-| j0. O¢ Jul a ‘Angust, re iece of thie. fi 

ences, and those other elements which agri- tle ground was plowed carehally atone 
] cultural science will teach them to apply to moe ace raked or shoveled out, ex; | | their ground, will increase three-fold the ing to the sun every particle of root as in H 

measure of its productiveness. = as the plow was permitted to run. About |] To show to what extent the fertility of the middle of September, the field wassown | 
| the soil can be increased, I refer to a state- witha hea! The are harvest, the thistle 

ment in the last Patent Office Report. In ground, which had been plowed so often, | 
the year 1850, there were nine competi- was not harvested, for it produced nothing | tors for the premium corn crops of Ken- Batches. (Ithad previously borne a hea- 

i tucky, each of whom cultivated en acres vy crop of thistles and leon wheat) The } Their average crop was about 122 bushels remainder of of the field produced a heavy i per acre. At that time, the oe COP licen of clean wie f 
| of wheat per acre in the harvest of Great The Suatt) difmentions tee the thistle | 
| Britain, on soil cultivated for centuries, a- ound “could: ‘be! marked’ sby the-chens H 
bout double that produced on & ve Rot a single thistle has since ventured to } soil of Ohio. Why is this? Simply adorn the old spot, nor has it ever since [J || cause British farmers are educated men and produced a good crop of wheat—it is usu- } 
apply work wisely. They pay back to the aly one-half or two-thirds chess, | earth what they borrow; they endeavor by} 7] am now convinced, from this and from 

}/ every means in their power to enrich their |, van oneen CocmnreneGs Phat cineca Ga: I 
ground, and in turn it enriches them. If stances, wheat will produce chess:—B. Par- |} our farmers, instead of laboring to double Tee Gn eR or i 
their acres, would labor to double their | *™* emer u | 
crops, they would find ita vast saving of} Droppep Ece.—For a person _recover- ! 
time and soil, and an inerease of profits. ing from sickness, and not able to take meat, i} Many of them never think of digging 10 | this is an excellent article, and much light- | | inches into the soil, unless they have dream- | er for the stomach than eggs cooked in 

| edabout a crock of gold hidden in the| any way. Puta saucepan of water with 1 
| earth; bnt if they would set about the work | some salt in it, upon some coals, as it boils 
| of digging in earnest, every man would find up, drop ina fresh egg, not beaten; as | his crock of gold without the-aid of dreams | soon as the white is hardened, take it up | or divinitation. |carefully with a skimmer, so as not to 

; We have great advantage over British | break the yolk. Have a slice of toasted 
}| farmers in the fact that our farmers nearly | bread ready, dip it into the water in which 

all hold the lands which they cultivate, in | the egg was boiled, put it upon a plate, | 
fee simple, while in England they are | spread it with a little butter, and lay the i 
chiefly tenants, hiring the land of the no-|egg upon it. | 

a at
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Tue NATIONAL inbactemmtehdBes eee a eek roar ! 

—At their late meeting in Washington, = th Z ‘llowit fon oe <= | 

—_— vee officers for the cur. | lin: ——— 
i 

rent year: M. P. Wilder, of Mi [ ES Sheree at gai oe 
State and Territory. The Executi ; aa a 

i 

| *. ne Cal of Messrs. eas cf = sifes” an veieete a ' 
ae ? g Ayo aie 8616 t 

| cee er eee , 
|| ware ; Elroyn, of Penn; and W. Saale eee id, whose shells 

i 

| of lino; W. S. King, of as oon es 
H retary; B. B. French, of Washington,| of —— 

reasurer. After a 
ey 4 

‘Tree At warm debate the asso- Guten ie 

} ciation passed resolutions objecting to th Th é i es 

doctrine of free trade for Banc poe ped os os 
es le me time gave of ashes, 348,52 

! P Jon of other interests. é Compost of carbonate of wat 

Poult " ume, 39,3, 

se try Dung. Phosphate of lime, jaa sees 

Save this;—if not quite as good as gua- Silica, 124,6351 

no, it is nearly so; if properly eacinnd Thus voiding in eggs : 

kept outof the weather, 600 Tbs. of it will| Spd exerements: 
an acre of ground so as to raise 20 arbonate of lime,  315,0606 

| or more bushels of wheat, or 50 bushels of | Phosphate of lime, 202,1 323 

| reo ner en a the soil through a a thisis 172,257 grains of silica less: 

f crops. and in round numbers 110 ins of phos- 

oe to the analysis of M, Giradin, phate, and $16 grains of carbonate of lime : 

the exerement. of the ince foal Gone hee than the food eaten contained. Pro- j 

sists of Water, 72,00 bably in all such experiments, where con- i 

Anytized (nitrogeneous) vegetable fined to food different from usual, and de- ; 

et fie Hak 16,20 ee oe a Prema! habits, all animals ! 

er, 5.24 , and in such cases may be sai t 

Insoluble matter, sand, &., 5.66 ; eat Hoga The daily ee j 

ne dust, however, which S 

: 99, 10. produces in her various rane Ag dyae 

bi t should not be exposed to moisture, 18} grains, and of carbonate of lime, 39, ; 

ut packed away in Nacecla aniaed omit or an annual amount in round numbers f ! 

pulverized charcoal, or plaster, and kept in these two salts, of 1 pound 8 ounces. ‘Ee. | 

h 2 oe place. 
timating the salts only, it is found that the | 

| ae ce the value of hen dung, Dana has agricultural value of a single hen per an- 

ofl ming remarks: = —— - salts contained in several |} 

_“The dung of a domestic fowls, and of nancies ore Beat : 

_ in general, contains salts ——- to ' en 

| those in guano, an d while this subject is| Corx Coss.—Permit us to advise you 

| un der consideration, the fact may be men- | not to sell your corn on the cob, but have 

HN tioned, that it has experimentally Teens shelled, and keep the cobs for your cattle. | 

H proved, that the dung of pigeons 2 otlbs By erushiag and steaming the cobs, when i 

] strong ce qhandhoradthnanure:. And ia mixed with cut straw or hay, they make an | : 

r = mulberries, vines, peaches and cabet nimi nite ie 28 cate, aad ot ’ 

H plants, the dro i a quart of me e added to each iv | ) 

| ppings of the barn-yard : . ab Puees ae 

fowls, 1 part, to from 4 to 10 of water: Res and made into slop, @ milk cow will firive , : 

}| been found to produce excellent results; meld contribute generously to the | 

the eee having me dL ond ae two cace pail— American Farmer. | 

| the most thy and luxurant appearance 2° Plas er, V i 
ane p ter, when used in thi i 

ccnp re ane, De = be — be sown on the crops eh oo ae 

] mer, & 1 ve i i : 

| food. How much asingle hen can ee lier the sr a ee ee a 

sills ccemmmiies : RB \
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ee i | t fall much below the latter. This view may 
| Stock Register. seem absurd and very wide of the mark by | 
| For the Wincomsin & Iowa Fam, | some of the breeders of improved stock, but |] | Bore Wiecowia ds WOwA Peet. | sicee hiweres:<will,we shank tully contra it; | | American Native Gows—No. 1. and asthe proof of the pudding is in eatingit, |] 

| THEIR VALUE FOR THE DAIRY aS COMPARED witH| will lay before you some facts where fare | | THE IMPROVED BREEDS OF THE DAY. trials of both have been had. In the year "45 | ! — the New York State Agricultural Society of- } The great length of time which has elapsed ferred a premium to the best five cows without || | since the first introduction of neat cattle into regard to breed—setected from the same dairy | 
}) this country, together with the abscence of all! ‘This attracted the attention of that celebrated | ; j] | records, make it quite impossible to give a Te-| breeder of short horns, E. P. Prentice, of | j | liable account of the pedigree of any native Troy, who selected five from a herd of twenty | | | breed brought into this country by the first set- | ¢a7) blood short horns, on the one hand, and E. } ] tlers. Each family bringing with them some| p. Evans, of Marcy, Oneida Co., with thesame | ; Zavorites of their own herd, or from that of his| number of native cows on the other. The re- || | neighbors—as many different breeds of cattle sults as reported to the Society, were as fol- | |] Were introduced, as there were different kinds lows: Mr. Prentice’s cows produced in thirty || of people from different localities. Some wri- successive days 202 lbs of butter. They gave l ters have attempted to trace the origin of our] jp one day 102}.qts of milk, weighing 213 lbs | ] common cattle — particularly those of the 7oz. Mr. Evans’ Cows produced in the same {| | Northern and Middle States—chiefly to the/ time 217 Ibs of butter; they gave in one day | jj English Devon ; and it is, at least, highly prob- 77} qts of milk weighing 137} Ibs. As these || able that this breed did mingle largely in the trials were both made in competition for the || 

first importations, from the fact that many of premium of the State, it is but reasonable to | a . eee aaa suppose that each party did their best; and it 
where ie Dae : t fits vod 9 ‘te ea per oe ene a eens | ree peeser ee © - more tween our best native cows and the best im- i Popular breed, also many of the Pecaliarities proved short horns; and here let me add, that || of this variety, such as horns, white nose, color, | the native cows of Oneida Co. are, as a class, | etc, have always been the favorite ones among very much superior to those of our Western | 

] i People ef the northern states. The Dutch States, that have come under my observation. _ [| in New York, and the Sweeds on the Delaware Darien, April, 1855. Joun Jeryens. |] } brought with them the cattle of their respec- Bae eons 
tive countries; also our black and Polled cattle] ggg It is a fact that all domestic animals can | give good evidence of their Welch and Galo- be improved in size and value. One hundred | way ancestry. The above different varieties| and fifty years ago, the average weight of cat- | 
with others, no doubt, soon became intermixed, | tle at the Smithfield Market was not over 370 | 
the product of which is our native cow. The] pounds, and that of sheep 26 pounds. Now, mode of breeding persued by many of the first] the average weight of the former is over 800 || 
settlers, and many of their decendants was| pounds, and of the latter 80 pounds. | such and still is, in many parts of our Western] The average weight of cattle, Properly term- States, that it is quite uncertain that we have| ¢d beeves, in the New York market, is about improved them as a race to any great extent ;| 700 pounds, and sheep fifty pounds. i but that they can (and have in afew instances)| _The average live weight of the heaviest drove by a judicious course of breeding and feeding of beeves of 100 in number ever brought to { to compare favorably with any other breed of| this market — 1,097 pounds, weighed from | cattle; none, 1 think, eandeny. But we must| 2°Y feeding, in Ilinois, last spring — Whe Al. % acknowledge that but a small portion of the] ™@"@¢ =p scones } cows of our western daries can boast of supe-| Anoruer Sneer Srony.—We learn from Mr. rior excellence, No doubt in almost every} T. C. Dousman. that the sheep of his which neighborhood, a small dairy mght be selected} we spoke of last week as having five lambs, has that would compete with good herds of improy-] given birth to eleven lambs in three years.— | ed stock in point of butter and cheese, but in] This is the largest “issue of stock” that wo || size and beauty the former would be sure to have heard of for a long time.—- Wau. Plaindealer- 
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Blackwood on Sheep. is still the wool, in England it has become 

| ar z the accessory, and meat is the object of 

} | Wecopy, froma review of a French | greatest consideration. ] 

work on aed Rural Temas of Great feck RRL SO | i 

Britain an nd,” in the last number of i tagge: 3 

Blackwood’s Magazine, the following para- he ene at 7 

H graphs : There are so many things in the last j 

1 England has ever attached the greatest | number worth noting, that Iam doubtful |} 

|| importance to the rearing of = Its | where to begin. But as I have opened at |} ; 

|| importance is symbolically expressed in the |“ Blind Staggers,” Tll give my views on |} | 

|] “woolsack,” upon which the Lord-Chancel- | that dreadful malady. Last year I had a 

} Jor sits in the House of Lords. Mutton has | very valuable young mule suddenly taken |] 

] been so esteemed for ages, that in the |with Blind Staggers. I held her aslong |] 

lj foundation statutes of some of our great |as she could stand; blistered between the |] 

| public schools, as Winchester, it is specified |ears; cut an X in her forehead about the }j 

as the scholars’ food, and so continues to |curl; put in garlic and salt, and took a | 

li this day. It is not known where the ori- |stitch on it; gave one ounce of ammonia 

gin of the race is to be found. But we | (Hartshorn) with a pint of lard. The mule 

fave reason to believe that it has been so |recovered, but was not able to do any work } 

altered by the cultivating care of man as | for some months. | 

| almost to be. considered as his creation. In| {tis an old saying, that “every body jj 

}| all its varieties, itis, an animal of seeming |{nows a cure for a sick horse ”; and gen- } 

| contradictions of instinctive character. Pro- | erally in our ignorance and anxiety to cure, h 

Hl yerbially harmless aad inoffensive, it has | we try so many things, that it is next to |] 

}} both courage and skill in protecting itself. | impossible to tell what effected the cure— |f 

They have been a byword for stupidity, yet |Tn this case I am rather disposed to attrib- |] 
few animals are more sagacious, whether | yte the cure to the bleeding, although a |] ; 

in the selection of their food or in foreseeing | writer inthe Southern Cultivator asserts |] i 

and providing against the inclemency of | positively, that the ammonia and lard will jf i 

} the weather. They are hardy, able to en-|cyre. It is evidently an inflammatory dis- | Z 

dure the severities of climates, yet subject | case—a tendency to inflammation of the |f 

| to diseases which require the constant care | brain—and bleeding certainly would seem = jj $ 

of man. to be the most effectual. During the last { i 

| We have somewhere met with a curious | year, a tj many horses in my section j . 

| remark, that the two creations, wheat and | died of Bind Staggers. It was attributed 

| sheep, seem more than any other to have | to their having been fed on corn which had 4 

| been purposed for the use of man, and to|been submerged by the August freshet, i= 

f] he perfected, each in its kind, solely by his |and become soured; but such was not my 

} care and industry,—that, in fact, neither |case, nor was it universal. I am_ satisfied 

H can exist without-continual human atten- |that it is a species of epidemic. It is no i 

) tion. It has been said, that if any given | uncommon thing for it to go through a | i 

H country were sown with wheat, and left— | whole neighborhood and kill every horse in { 

and so with flocks of sheep, and they were | it. Many persons have lost every horse they § 

left entirely to themselves,—after not very fecal a neighborhood not far from me, i 

many years, neither a grain of wheat nor |this spring. “An ounce of preventative is |} f 

f asheep would be found in that country. | worth a pound of cure,” is a trite old say- |] } 

There is another noticeable peculiarity in |ing with a good deal of truth in it, Af | ; 

| the sheep which fits it for man’s use. The | ter my mule’s attack last spring, I bled ev- } 

wool, which in cold countries supplies the | ery horse and mule on the rat two 

i} human race with clothing, ceases and be- | gallons, measured—(never b leed without a | # 

comes a rough hair in hot climates, measure—-stick a pin there)—then gave a |} 4 

4 Although England has for many hun- |table-spoonful of saltpetre,and a day or | i 

| dred years been celebrated for its sheep, | two afterwards one-quarter pound sulphur jj 

| and chiefly for the roduction of the wool, |to each, mixed ina little bran. In addition jf i 

| for acentury past ike object has changed ; | to this, I always give salt and ashes, or salt} 

| and while in Brace the principal product | and lime once a week to my stock of all | 

= 
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kinds. I have never lost but three horses: 
| one from a kick, one from old age, and an- | 

other from cholic; and I attributed much . 

| of my success to the salt and ashes. “The 
| fatality among horses,” described by Mr. 
] Bibb in the same number, I have no doubt , 

is of the Blind Stagger class. The symp- 
toms are identical with cases known to us— 5 

| Cor. American Cotton Planter. a 14 ¥ 
an é s 

i How to Destroy Ticks. * 

‘Ticks, when very numerous, greatly annoy| The above are magnified figures of the dif- 

| and enfeeble sheep in the winter, and should | ferent stages of theSheep Tick. Figs. 1 and 2 

| be kept entirely out of the flock. After shear- | show the pup attached to the wool, which are 

| ing, the heat and cold, the rubbing and biting | laid by the female. Fig. 4 shows the Tick per- 

} of the sheep soondrive off the tick, and it takes | fected, and the other figures the intermediate 

| refuge in the long wool of the lamb. Wait a |stages of its growth. 

| fortnight after shearing to allow all to make ————~~— 

| this transfer of residence. Then boil refuse} Turninc out Stock Earty.—Most far- 

] tobacco leaves until the decoction is strong | mers greatly injure their pastures by turn- 

] enough to kill ticks beyond a peradventure— |ing their stock out upon them too early.— 

| This may be readily tested. by experiment— |They ought to wait till the ground has ke- 

| Five or six pounds of cheap plug tobacco, or |come so firm and compact that the cattle 
] an equivalent in stems, &c., may be made to | Will not poach it; and the grass should be 

Subwertec 100 deme: sufficiently high to give thema good bite, 

j 3 without ego” to gnaw down to the 
/, TR roots. Woodland pastures are the only ex- 

S&S Wf; Sa___._| ception to this rule. On these it is no mat- 
} 4 TAS Vif wy ter how early stock is turned. The grass 

BS W NS he here is not so valuable as on open lands, 

Vly T£e YY and the leaves still upon the ground of the 

Ree Gy ley fh previous year’s forest growth, are generally 
SS Wj "44 sufficient to prevent its being poached : be- 

' isSSReE yy sides it is necessary to turn out early on 
SS FE jsuch pastures, in order to give the stock 

= s= |the benefit of the browse. 

= = = == When the early grass is eaten off too 

fe ff == | soon, it leaves the roots exposed to spring 
— frosts; and if dry weather follows, the _ 

s - = ture will scarcely recover all summer. But 
g let the grass get a good thick start and 

DIPPING BOX. then ifnot overstocked, it will keep grow- 

‘The decoction is poured into a deep, narrow | ing till late in autumn, unless it happens to 
box, kept for this purpose, and which has an / pe particularly dry. 

inclined shelf one side, covered with a wooden Sufficient attention is not paid to our pas- 

grate, as shown in thecut. One man holds the | tyres, They ought to be harrowed every 

lamb by the hind legs, another clasps the fore | spring, with a fine, sharp-tooth harrow, all 

legs in oue hand, and shuts the other around |the manure droppings beat fine, and grass 

the nostrils, to prevent the liquid entering them, | seed sown over all bare or thin spots. Af- 

and then the lamb is entirely immersed. It is| ter this a heavy roller may advantageously 

immediately lifted out, laid on one side on the | follow. Good pastures pay as large an in- 

grate, and the water squeezed out of its wool./ terest as meadow or mowing lands, and 

It is then turned over and squcezed on the oth- | equally good care should be taken of them. 
er side. The grate conducts the fluid back in- eo eas should never be pastured in 
tothe box. If the lambs are annually dipped, | the spring; the hay crops suffers sadly if 
ticks will never trouble the flock—Randall. | they are—American Agriculturist.
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THOROUGH BRED HORSE “ST. PATRICK.” 

The above cut is a correct representation of] FounpER IN Hoxses.— Mr. Tucker:—1 send 

| this horse—formerly owned by Mr. G.S. Ruse, you a recipe for founder in horses, which I have 

i f Beloit, but a th > | never seen in print. I have used and recom- 

a of Beloit, but now owne y & gentleman 1 | mended it for fifteen years, and se far as my 

i Towa. He has been a great favorite with many | experience goes, it is a sure aad speedy remedy. } 

li inthis State, and his absence will be regreted | Take a table-spoonful of palrenees jum, pu! 

I] by his admirers, | the horse’s tongue out of his mouth as far as 

1 Thi ate 2s Z | ible, and throw the alum down his throat ; 

Hi is horse” received the first premium for | fot go of his tongue and hold up his head until 

H} thorough bred horses, at the Rock County Fair| he swallows. In six hours time {no matter how 

Hin 1853; also the sweep-stake premium. He bad the founder) he will be fit tor moderate 

}| has a finely set on neck; deep, fine shoulders ;|Service. I have seen this remedy tested so of- 

| short back, flat 1 hort fi fe Ente ten with perfect success, that I would not make 

| short back, flat legs, short from the Knee Cown-| five dollars difference in a horse foundered (if 

i] wards; a beautiful muscular development, with | done recently) and one that was not—E. L. 

lightness of step and exceeding gracefulness of| Penuaw, m Alb. Cultivator. 

H ©=movements. | eee 

iH Prpicrer.—St. Patrick was got by the cele-|| Ferp Lissratty.—It is generally acknow- 

{| brated imported horse St. Patrick, grandson of ledged that cattle of any kind, when well fed 

I the English Elipee, who was the best horse of Rd looked after, 7=Poy much more fully the 
i 3 a 3 judicious outlay incurred in keeping them | 

i] his day, and produce: more winners than any|ylive. Profit is derived only from the excess |} 

H| other horse. Eclipse was bred by His Royal|above that which is absolutely necessary; the 

| Highness, the Duke of Cumberland, and was| quantity of nourishment which just keeps an |} 

got by the White Turk, son of the great Go- a ee aang fetarebertiaey we want j 

! wets e say is gen know! re fl 

H dolphin Arabian. Therefore, by the sire site: sorry to say, not so generally practiced upon. jf 

#] no horse can be of purer blood. St. Patrick’s| Rural New Yorker. i 

} Dam was by the imported horse Scipio, out of eo | 

i the famous Eclipse mare, owned by Judge Mor-| New Yorx Carrie Travs—During 1854 i 

=o ut ME nosice Woe there were sold in New York, 154,796 beeves, 

! [a The first cattle brought to America, from 41,086 cows and calves, and 470,817 sheep and | 

H Europe were imported by Columbus aniaataet eae was about eleven i 

cond voyage, in 1493. and half millions ef dollars. | 
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Animal Strength. was in the overstrain of the muscles in | 
} === starting the cars; the draught after the 
} The expression ‘horse power, is one in} cars were in motion not being so injuri- |] 

daily use, and we are constantly hearing of | ous, | 
engines, particularly steam engines, of such} _ We have never been able to ascertain the | 
= such horse power. The term has be- } limits of efficient — which areassig- || 
come common, and yet it is perfectly cor-| nable to the horses in the omnibusses. 

| rect tosay that after all it is not one of! As railroads are coming into use and stage- 
much definite value. Engineers prefer | coaches are ing out, it is now of less con- 

| making their calcu‘ations of the effective | sequence silo the results of their speed 
force of an engine in another way. But as|on the turnpikes. A splendid article which |] 
it so generally prevails, we may as well en-} appeared some years since in the Quarter- |{ 

| +deavor to show its meaning. ly Review, gave the rational of the whole 
} The labor of a horse is usually reckoned | system. 2 

}) as being equal to that of five men. In a] ~ The horse is not the only animal whose |} 
| previous article we have shown at what the strength has been made tributary to that of 
| labor ofa man may be estimated. Yeteveu|man. The ass is cousin at least to the 
}} then, the rule is not a perfect one ; for a| horse in usefulness. He is a machine which | 

horse is always considered as an eight hours | costs but little in keeping, and inthiscoun- }} 
worker, while a man works but ten. A try can travel twenty nae a day, with two 
horse can carry more and longer than he| hundred and twenty pounds upon his back. || 

} can draw, and yeta e pedestrian can | In warmer climates, as in Spain, his conse- i 
| easily beat a horse in along journey. It is quence is increased by ———_ of ff 

calculated that a horse cannot draw by| condition. There he will move riskly,un- {f 
continued exertion more than one hundred | der a heavier burden. The ass and the | 
and forty-four pounds, but he can carry on | mule are also the favorite subjects of the 

| his back six times that amount. For ex- | Spanish romance writers. 
| ample, the pack horses of Yorkshire, Eng- | Dogs, which are a fortune in Kamsckat- 
| land, carry over a hilly country four hund-' ka and other of the frozen regions of the 
}] xed and twenty pounds with ease ; inma-| north, are worthy of our notice. Here |f 

| ny parts of England the mill horses of the they are a nuisance, generally considered, | 
| country carry nine hundred pounds at aj and the sovereignty of the people is invok- } } time! The formula which is adopted as ed for the annual extirpation. H 

| authoritative, is a simple one, and yet rare-| Now and then we see a doginapicture, 
| ly considered. ‘The most advantageous as in that last painted by Mount, whose | 

load for a horse is that where his speed can een cahie appearance, sleek body, and well |] 
| be greatest in proportion to the weight he | spread legs, (with a view to maintaining H 

| carried.’ . | the centre of gravity while the artist is J 
The common estimate of horse power is| making a ale iy and fifty dellars out of 

| entirely hypothetical. It is considered to his “counterfeit resemblance,”) may excite |] 
| be his ability to raise 33,000 Ibs, the height | our respect. The spaniel and the pointer #f 

| of one foot a minute ; or in other words, ' also have their uses, and their Pam F 
} raising one hundred pounds a minute, at! makes them agreeable companions in { 
|| the rate of four miles an hour. | the season of shooting. The noble New- |] 
] The destruction of the life of horses is | foundland, who seems to know the value of {f 

] very certain in cases where the load they / fuman life, and plunges in afler thedrown- 
draw and the work they perform is above | ing child, has our deep sympathy. The jf 
this rate. We hear of coach-horses doing little terrier, whose untiring industry in ff 
their work for more than twenty years.— pursuit of the vermin of the cellars and }f 
The writer of this article knew of a pair) pantries, discovers a zeal in the cause of J 

}} that worked until they were twelve years; housewifery which gives hima strong hold 
] old without having their speed or condition | upon our common sense and rd. i 
}] in the least affected by their daily work, “But we know nothing of the feelings ff 

| during that period. The horses used on! which possess the Laplander, who has an 
the Harlem Railroad do not last —— ‘entire fortune in_a train of dogs’ Itis fj 

} two years. One of the conductors in ‘orm | strange that our friends downeast have not 4 | edus that he considered the great difficulty ' made shipments to the icy regions of An- {
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ON nar Ae wee ee EN EON 
‘| taretic, where dogs are so highly esteemed. Jacob, as a Sheep Breeder. 

|) We presume they would have done so, if ae : 
‘| there were any _ else butice and snow| The first, and, indeed, only improvement 

H to pay for them. ‘The dogs of these north- | in sheep breeding which the Sacred Book } 
| erners are anoble race. Hartnessed in a| informs us, is relative to the fleece, the col- jf 

‘] line of -sometimes eight or ten, they move or of which, it is generally believed, was ff 
I] over the snow or ice with a speed, a stead- | Originally tawny, or dingy-black. Although } 
l| ines; a perseverance almost surpassing be-| the fleece is now so generally white, yet} 
lj lief. Capt Lyon, one of the Arctic dis-| istances are not uncommon in some of the f 

|] coverers, had a team of nine dogs, which | best-bred flocks, which indicates the ten- 
|| dragged a load of 1610 pounds at the rate | dency to return to the original color. This - } 
| of a mile in nine minutes for seven hours | is perceptible in the legs and faces of the jj 

| on astretch; and with a less weight they | distinguished South-down, (but from no 
|} would perform thirteen miles an hour— | !termixture of blood has become a_per- { 

True Sun. manent characteristic of that breed,) more jj 
3 $e ahs Sniff ssbb) so in the Norfolks and black-faced sheep of 

How 1o Darenuins tu Heionr a| the Scottish Highlands, and especially sof 
Cour wi Arrary wuey FuLL Growx.—|™ the s\fricen.and Asistio breeds, i 

i ‘ . The motive which prompted Jacob to at- H Mr. Jas. ee of Lexington, Kentucky, tempt. a change of fn Ea originated in i 

ives out the following upon this point: : . 3 ; 
8 “I can tell you low an cae pees on |S bargain between himself and Laban, that jf. 

4] within half an inch, the height a colt will oe former es nies the speck- fj 
attain to when full grown. The rule may bes ae spcaam oe cid i 
not hold good in every instance, but in compensation for his services, oe Ht 
nine out of ten it will. When the colt| hitherto have been very few—and were of 
gets to be three weeks old, or as soon as it | COUTS® accidentals—or the selfish and ava- jf 
is perfectly straightened in its limbs, meas- | "“!¥S father-in-law would not have con- } 

from the edge of the hair on the hoofs to rented fie momen It was inom - i 

the middle of the first joint, and for every | °° i ae all as Hees $ wy f 
inch, it will grow to the height of a hand oe do Masher vd pi am the Pan i 
of four inches when its growth is matured. ciple upon which he acted was drawn from. ff 
Thus, if this distance be found sixteen | ‘Be experience of the female of the human 
inches it will make a horse sixteen hands | SPE1€S ®% exbibited in instances where the f 
high. By this means a man may know imagination of the mother caused deformi- 

| something of what sort of a horse, with Hes, or pa ——— — = her - Y 
proper care, he is to expect from his colt. ae ef has wi forth ~ aa a9 “ 
Three years ago I bought two very shabby Mee a = me ee a a a Hy 
looking colts for twenty dollars each, and | © ancergens.& a 5 suena bi e i 
cold them recently for three hundred dol-| *¢heme was crowned with success, whic! 
lars. - So much for knowing how to guess probably induced others tofollowhisshrewd 
properly at a colt.” exampie; and subsequently, by selections | 

2 Se SS elope SR in breeding from mae and female * ae f 
a —- » | as the est rtion of white ff 
Foor Rot.—The‘ Country Gentleman” | + papas = pi os — ial commie 

states that the following remedy for the wholly so. In David’s time, he likens it ff 

foot rot in sheep, has been used with great] to snow; and Solomon speaks of the teeth ff 
succes by H. Howland, of Aurora, Cayuga of his mistress, as resembling a flock of ff 
Co,, for the last thirty years: sheep just come up from the washing. i 

‘ _ . Jacob’s policy inculcates a lesson to bree- 
Mix flour of sulphur with the salt gree ders of all kinds of domestic animals which ff) 

to the sheep, in a proportion just sufficient] should not be neglected. Itestablishes the 
to discolor Peak the salt, or about} supremacy of art, and the ease with which 
en part. Sulphur may be had at} both the form and coat can be moulded to 
a wholesale price at a cost of not over two} the will of man.— American Shepherd. 
cents. Where local applications are neces- ne ; 

| sary, we should much pefer a solution of | 6a Weeds should never be permitted 
chloride of lime, to any other application. “to mature their seed on a farm. ’
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; ‘. These untimely severe frosts are frequently i 
i 0 i) ic Y j t u r e. fatal to young orchards and newly transplant- | 

“J. ©. BRAYTON,............EDITOR, | 4 trees, especially the Pear—causing what is |] 
PEON | Usually termed blight, or, fire blight. Many | 

The Season. trees were thus lost last year, and we should i 

Winter lingered doggedly in spring’s lap, this not be surprised if many more of the different }j 

year ; butshe cast the hoary old fellow ay Kenge of “fase Pere, especially. newly, km 
about the middle of April. When young spring planted ones, had received &: shock from: this ; 
had things all her own way for a time, she frost, which would result in their death during jj 

breathed so warmly and lovingly upon her the coming summer. , 2 F i 

children, who, being overjoyed at her presence, These unseasonable frosts, Ga connection with 1 
would fain dress themselves quickly to return badly ‘drained soils, are the principal cause of I 
her greeting. In green, rose tints, and white, | Plighting or killing down of the extremities of \ 

stood Cherry, Plum, Pear, and Apple, early in |®™7Sery and orchard trees—usually termed || 
May, looking lovely indeed, tossing gaily their blight or winter-killing ;—called the latter when h 
tresses as fanned by the warm breath of spring. the result is sudden death, and the former when 1 

> The grape, less assuming, seeing the others ar-|it produces disease resulting in death. It is { 
rayed, as spring breathed upon her, too, shot not necessary that the foliage should be ex- f 

forth a little cautiously, but tenderly, her sum- | Panded ; the result often happens when the { 
mer arms—all forgetting that winter left unwil- |"*P commences to flow, before the bursting of { 
lingly, when their mother spring looked so joy- the buds, when the winter takes the blame. In H 
ful. But winter did come back, growling hoarse- other cases the leaves shrivel in mid-summer, | 

ly, and for three days and nights held undispu- when 16 is called Sire bughe. ; H 
ted sway, destroying as many of Spring’s chil- ivatii t 
dren as his license permitted him. “caenty suf- eee ee i 
fered intensely, as she was all clothed in white ;| | Thorough cultivation should be attended to ff 
Plum had not put on all of her summer clothes, | uring this month in orchard and garden. Keep ff 
she suffered less ; while Pear and Apple braved | the surface stirred around trees and plants, ff 
his shocks as well as manly hearts could do, and | Which will allow the air access to the roots. — j 
we think with some success ; but Grape fell ov- Air 1s as essential as water. Exclude that ele- ‘ 

erpowered, avictim—what she may do in the | meut, by pouring on water daily, causing the ff 
way of recovering remains to be seen. Now | Surface to bake, and keeping the roots steeped ff 

she’s singed, helpless—apparently dead. therein, and the roots will as certainly perish as__ |] 
While we write (May 12th), the prospect for | if dried in the sun. Many kill their trees in ff 

a medium fruit crop looks any thing but pro- | this way, especially those newly transplanted, }} 
= mising. Had the frost held off one week long- | Who do not divine the cause. Mulching is f 

er, all would have been lost ; but blossoms, un- | much better than water. Stir the surface once ff 

H} opened, will endure very hard frost without in- | per month, and coat the surface around newly i 

jury. Here the Apple was not half bloomed | transplanted trees, for a distance of two or three ft 

i] when the three severe frosts of this week came | feet from the trunk, und the roots’ will get all [| 
upon them ; and the hope is now, that we may | the water they need, even during severe drouth. H 

have a fair crop of this fruit ; buta degree south | Try it this season, and mark the result. i 
of this they must have been fully expanded, if} Strawberry beds should becleaned of weeds ff 
so, they are gone, nearly, unless the frost has|a8soon as the crop is gathered; and, where ff 
been much lighterthan here. The second frosty | practical, a border prepared by deep cultiva- {i}; 

‘night (Tuesday) the mercury, at sunrise, stood | tion and manuring for the vines to extend upon i 
m at 26°, for next year’s crop. The Large Early Scarlet }}: 

The Plums, we think, are not all gone, as | will thus cover 5 or 6 feet- of space, on either i 
they were partly protected by the blossom.— |side of the bed, in July and August ; thus per- fj 
Had this covering been cast off, as it would have | mitting the cultivator to plow or spade under { 
been with one week more of watm weather, |the old vines in September, which in time |}. 
not one would have survived 6° of frost. should be énriched and prepared for the exten- 
; Strawberries are injured, but our prospect | sion of the vines by runners the next season. 
isgood for half acrop, Anorchard planted on| New plats for strawberries should be prepar- 
2 north side hill, would doubtless haye escaped |ed now, deeply cultivated and enriched, for 
unscathed. the vines in August. Lay out long strips of
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Fi 
i] land, where practical, with two rows 4 feet a- | reach and immerse themselves in muddy water, | : 
i } part, with an addition of 4 or 6 feet on each | and the tops encased in ice and water during ff i 
| | side for the ultimate extension and renewal of| winter, and the result will be, a good crop—if 4 a 
f ij the bed, as above indicated. Mr. Peffer’s directions are followed in destroy- i Sa 

b) Strawberries may be raised as cheaply as| ing the natural grass to give them place. i sa 
f jj any other fruit or vegetable, if people willgo) Grayxnsrxms Arrix, Pace 113.—Glad to find } a i ] 

} } at it in the right way, and procure plants of a) it praised by one Western man. We have not i |e 
} prolific sort. Leave out the pistillates, which | yet been able to find a specimen grown west of ia 3 at j 

j fj require another sort planted in connexion as} Lake Michigan equal in flavor to other varieties, f ig Ake 
Hl lj fertilizers. This is business, legitimate only to} of the same season. The St, Lawrenre we 4 ii ) 

} || those who have little else to attend to. | have found superior to it. t : | \ Ls 
Hi ti ————— | Is Mr. Matthews sure he has the true variety? i ae i Hl } i Retrospective. | The stripes upon the Gravenstein are brightred ; fe ail 

i } On page 52, February number, is a short ar- | Mr. Matthews describes the stripes on his as if ra a te | 

i ticle on the time for pruning trees, which the “pale red.” Eculee Z , ‘ ai i 

| H reader has doubtless attributed to us, as he had | The true variety is not difficult to propagate [f i 4 i { 
{ ij aright to, appearing in our department as it vee * good stocks. We have had pe coro | ha i 

\ does, without designation to show its author- - rock peatang - . Hales: varietica| have been § & OF i 
H ship. Not wishing the public mislead on a teen yey disseminated in the West. We re- H i 3 ae 
i point of such vital importance, and injustice to ceived and cultivated the Hoss Apple, or Fall |] ; ae 

{ the author, as well-as ovrself, we notice’the fact | @ueew- under the name for several years before} i Sia 
) ] that we did not write the article in question, and the error dadaee diecovered. wil Mr. + Matthews ff of Fl 
i were ignorant of it until our eye eaught it in the | Vor us with his presence and his apple, ne sah 

i] February number. Will the writer consent to F iain Growers’ Fair, in September, at Milwau- a re j 
} enlighten the public further upon the subject | *°¢* 2 = f 3 a 
H H of late summer pruning, if he please, over his Cultivation of the Dahlia. 1 i : Uh 
4 signature—or, at least give his latitude and : — } oe 

H longitude within adegree or so. Ourownopin-| These splendid flowering plants require a ‘Aas 
i ion is decidedly against late summer pruning in | deep, Tich soil, and good cultivation, to ensure ee i 

} this latitude and longitude, as exposing the | # profusion of perfect blooms. Plant four feet [f UA? 
heart-wood to cold, and the introduction of| part, with a strong stake on the north side, hae 

| water into the cracks made in seasoning, produ- within three inches of the plant. The stakes ff 2 ae 

cing corruption of the heart-wood, ending in should stand about 234 feet above ground; to ff ik Hes 
bark-blight, and ultimately in premature decay | this tie the Dahlia about one foot above ground, eda 
and death. If wrong we havean interest in be. | #vd again near the top of the stake, Keep the |] DST 

} ing set right. The month of September is not soil loose about them, and perfectly clean of 1 et 

a busy time with us Nurserymen. If weshould| Weeds. If the weather is dry, use water inthe fi ne 
be employed in pruning, let us know the fact, | €Vening about the Tuote, first removing an inch ff ae 
by all means. = two of earth, replacing it immediately after ff : 3 eae 

e wal Ome 

Tae Pix on tHe Wien Stoo, Pace 82—| we poet requested to give directions for H a 
But few sorts will live long engugh to produce | 1,- cultivation of the Daklia. The above con- ff : i EI 
fruit, if grafted high on the wild stock. Work: | tains all we can give which isseasonable. They ff ew 
Seyi acaananes ames or eos should have been planted out in May ; the first Bs 
eese ie sakeckeetpeatares days of June will do, if not previously done. i Hi fs 

lj be produced upon the European stock, in our Foruics Frerrs—West Indian oranges ar- ff f 
opinion. Avoid high working—they will all|rive in New York city in October, and are ABS 

i] be out the way ina few years. most abundant in January and February. Ba- ff ae 
< . {Nanas and pineapples begin to arrive about the ii 

H — Onansenny Curtcs—Omthe same page is/ ¢,-+ of April, and are most plentiful during the 5 
f at article from Me Gen. PLP effer, which We | three succeeding months. Cocoa-nuts arrive all a 
H heartily omnnees to all a try meee the year around. Mediterranean oranges, which | 

| band in the cultivation of Cranberries. This! come in boxes, and are most extensively shipped i 
jj Plant will no: flourish on dry land—Eastern to different parts of the United States, begin to | 
{j Jumbugs to the contrary, notwithstanding.— | be received in January, but not creak un- ff s We 
i Give them their native soil, where the roots may | tit April or May.--Sdlacted. 5 : § 

See eee 

“t - t
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; APPLE—THE BOURASSO. 
; Synonyms—Rozxbury Russet, Golden Russet, Whitney's Russet. 

| This is likely to become a pop- 
| ular fruit in all Northern Wis- i 

consin and about Milwaukee,— 
}| about which city we have seen it | 
i) larger and fairer than any where i 

else, except in the towns of Sum. f \ 

i] mit and Delafield, in Waukesha : i 
iH} Co. Thisis the apple noticed in Nl co eae \ 
i] January number, as being iden- Pe eee \ 
| tical with a stray, cultivated by | f- ae . | 
i} A.R. Whitney, Franklin Grove, i \ : ‘aoe 

ii Lee county, Illinois, and having i } J } 
| been by him disseminated some- \; : / 

} what—in theabsence of any oth- My gl / 
} er, it is known in connexion with te eg 

his name. Though we are of Pa eee. oe 
H} ©6opinion that E. Harkness, of Pe- a x fe | 

oria county, had it in his orchard H 

six years ago, and then thought x 1 

to be Pomme Gris, which it re- : - H 
sembles somewhat in the peculiar richness of | bringing the tip out of the ground in an upright J 

its flavor, though much longer, as grown in| direction ; fill up and press down tightly, andj] 

Wisconsin, than that variety. Fruit, medium, | the work is done. , | 

round or ovate, conical, slightly ribbed, often| A Transplanting Trowel is a convenient in- H 

irregular. Color, orange russet, tinged red|strument in making layers. After culture 
on the sunny side. Stem, very long, rather | should be thorough, the roots being formed in {jf 
slender, inclined. Cavity, deep. Basin, nar- proportion to the growth above ground. 

row, small. Culiz, prominent, closed with re- lee meae eS 

fiexed segments. Flesh yellowish white; fine Ser ovr Timsex—lt is perhaps gener- 
grained; very rich, but in some specimens a ally known that most, if not all kinds of jj 

i] little tough. Season, from Dec. to March.— timber will flourish well upon our prairies, 

; Tree, a fine grower, rather upright at first, be- if Seon: pains be taken to transplant them. | s 
| comes spreading; shoots light brown, with - nee bears aoe aes ae 
— grey specks, polished ; leaves large, cre- once savers forest Gf soteore, which an ae 

| It may prove not to be the Bonrasso ; but oe eci any Ce following from 
jj we think it is, from such descriptions as we ° 

i] have at hand. Ours is taken froma specimen} A Sucar Bus on rue Praiies.—An 
handed us by A. Curcps, of Summit, and grown old Pioneer in this town, by the name of ff 

] by him, and will be found to differ somewhat | Samuel Pierce, has growing upon his farm, || 
i} from the descriptions found in fruit books of about a mile from our vise maple trees 

that variety, set out by him, that he tapped this 
$e spring, obtaining sufficient sap to make 

Lavine tHe Grape axp Curnant.—The last | quite an amount of maple sugar. Some |! 
of this month and first of nextis the right time | of his maple trees are 6 inches in diame- | 

to put down layers of these plants, and many |ter, having been transplanted only about | 
others. The Grape and Currant strike root} five years. } 
readily the first season, if the operation is pro- Se: 

‘ly performed. Our plan is simply to take ii 
aden or vine of this ae xs Bae 3 scoop] Hy SF a BON era Way a 

out asemi-cireular bed, with the bottom. about | U5 8ave the millions paid to foreign coun- 
4 inches deep ; lay the vine or shoot across this, | tties, now almost lost to our nation.
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; VICAR OF WINKFIELD. i a 

This is a French Pear, said to have been dis-; cooking. The specimen from which the above H a: J 

covered in the woods. It received its name out was taken, was grown by Col. M. P. Wilder, be i 
] from the fact of its having been introduced in-| of Boston. M. } bi 

Hl to England by nee = Winkfild —| Tax Faurr Trape.—Some thirty vessels are [f ij ‘ 

| ren mimes Car, Monier La Car Ctin| ery meen re ae ee 
: } Kumas and Bourgermester. | trade in fruits is carried on with ports in the | es, 

j This Pear ripens late—in the latter part of| iediterranean, which supply annually some- iq 
} autumn—and continues in early winter. It is) thing like seventy or eighty cargoes—princi- 4 i 

a good grower, productive, and excellent for| pally oranges.—Selected. i 

1 4 
—— —— — 7% 
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i Errata- strings around the branches of the trees might || 

i) F —_ - : take too much time, and therefore this method 
tI We have had no opportunity of revising] _.. . ff 

\ proof of our editorials for April or May, and | Will only be good for the owners of a few fruit || 

l/ must therefore beg the reader to bear this in trees, who can well attend them. Twouldsug- || 
i mind, and supply words making sense, in place gest;then, to prune very little, but to put the 

I of some which appear, which are of the contra- strings around such branches as the trees can | 

i} ry description. Hereafter proof will be revised. well spare, and leave free those branches which 

In April number, page 109, first line, for must form the shape of the tree. 

Hj “sides,” read ridges. Page 111, second para- I have not experienced yet whether a string 

graph, first and second lines, for «B, A, T,” which is embodied in the bark of the branch 

| read B, A, F. will ultimately kill it; but 1 don’t consider 

| The cuton page 115, second column, is all that an objection, if we apply it only to branch- 

right, only appears in an inverted position. es which otherwise we would cut off. 

Other typographical errors occur in this and I had one tree which had to be tied to a pole 

l] other numbers, which the reader will find no|to keep it in a straight position. This tree 

ii difficulty in correcting. shows more blossoms,than its neighbors; and, 

i One other perhaps should be noticed. Page | I don’t know but the strong string tied around 

i] 116, second paragraph. 4th line, for “bud,” read | had something to do with that. But if we 

bend. Yet another:—page 112, second para-|adopt this method on the stem of a tree, we 

graph, 3d and 4th lines, for “cresiate seriate,” | will have to be careful and cut the string loose 

fj read crenate serrate. as soon as we see it will get into the bark. 
In May number, page 140, seventh paragraph, A. E. Dupox Bousquet. 

2d line, for “ fat,” read plump. On same col-| Pelja, lowa, May, 1855. | 

umn, 2d line from bottom, for « Animals,” read fea, = 

Annuals, (weeds growing from seed). __ = For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. 
Page 142, Oncuanp Catrenrmiar, 2d para-/Plym on Wild Stock—Pudding—Bark 

graph, 9th line, for “ paper,” read pupa. B. Louse. 4 

- — te 

For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. Mr. SS a siete I set a plum 
scion into a wild stock, which grew (measuring 

How to Make Fruit Trees Rear. the branches) thirty-six feet; main stock six 

Eprron Faruer:—In your February num- | feet one inch in length, and four and three- 

M ber is an article on “Stocks and Grafting with | fourths inches in circumference, at the bottom. 

a view of promoting Productiveness ;” and in| Now, May 6th, said graft is nicely in blossom. 

addition to that article I would say that if your | Now beat that and I will try again or knock 

fj subscribers have apple trees which having been | under. 

} transplanted from a poor to arich soil—grow| Inthe Feb. number p. 53, you speak of a 

H too luxuriently to bear fruit, they can force | cheap and quick pudding; well, our worthy 

the formation of fruit-buds by simply tying a | Post Master’s wife says, if you will substitute 

string around a branch This makes the branch | corn meal for flour in said pudding, andif you |] 

swell above the string which disappears wholly | do not like it much better, she will think you 
= in the bark. are no yankee. 

It is ouly the second year I have practiced! Now, Mr. Editor, there is one thing I want 

this, but I can show two trees in my garden | you, or some of your correspondents sho'd tell 

i which have each one branch bearing blossoms, | us, and that is how to destroy the bark louse on H 

4] and that isthe one withthe string tied around it, | apple trees? If you can’t tell us how to do 

i I have noticed this mode of thwarting the | that, just give us the history and Auman nature i 

\§ growth of the trees and forcing them to make | of them (if you have it,) so that we farmers i 

4 fruit buds on pear trees. and even on black | can study out some preventative or cure: Well 

and red currants—the former of which do not | I guess here is enough for the first grist. 

bear much with me, on account of the fat soi! R. L. Bacury. H 

If I do well recollect, I have read longagothat! Dodge's Corners May 6, 1855. | 

this method of binding strings around branches —_—— i 

' will make them bear larger fruit than they| Remanxs :—We'll try the pudding by all | 

would do otherwise. 1 know very well, that|means—and due attention will be paid to the | 

when a man has a great orchard, this putting | bark louse. H
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i For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. —_/ meets, and even deposits its eggs intheir nests, ft ay 
i Entomology. that its voracious progeny may procure nour- { ant 

ft ae ishment more easily and in greater abundance. } 4 hal 
H ., Wve begin with this big word, for by the en-| Well! this insect multiplied itself with a ra. { aA 
yj lightened policy of our Legislature, every Pidity truly astonishing; and the caterpillars H aR }j School District in Wisconsin is now supplied disappeared, without those who were witnesses j Ve 1 
} With a copy of Webster’s American Dictiona- | to the destruction having the least idea of the am Pati | | *y, in which technical and scientific terms are| canses which produced it. M.Boisgiraudthen || Be Hi j defined as well as those of more common use. | gives it as his opinion, that the neighborhood H # Ng i lj The subject is brought up just now by the re-| of the city of Toulouse is so little ravaged by |} fares 

H ceipt of the last volume of the Natural Histo-| the Melozontha vulgaris which is so destructive H ae i ry of New York, containing descriptions of the | in other parts of France, because the Carabus | Bas i | more common and injurious species of insects, | aurgtus seizes and devours the Melolontha pre- a ii i 
i} by E. Emmons, M.D. This isa very valuable | vious to the deposition of its eggs; and that it j Poh i! publication, but rather carelessly printed; ma-| is more fond of these, than of any part of the av | | vy of the references to the plates, &c., being} insect. You see then that it is indispensable } Wie 
] wrong. Although it does not satisfy the ex-| to study the manners and habits of destructive i i an  pectations either of the farmer, or of the ento- insects, that their instinct and address may be fi i i i 

mologist, yet it is, as. said above, a very valua-| successfully employed for the destruction of j u ay | lj] ble work. Weare informed that the special | the species able to do usinjury. Theninplace ff ae study of the insects of New York has now been | of barbarously crushing the useful species H q ef ie 
committed to Dr. Asa Fitch, under the diree-| which have the misfortune to be not always |} aad te ' 

jj tion of the State Agricultural Society. ornamented with the rich colors of the butter- jj E i ae i The following extract from the work of Dr. fly or the Buprestis, we will endeavor to protect i is a iat } H Emmons will be read with much interest by | them and propagate their race. We will find ; at ty 
i every intelligent farmer, gardener, and nurse-| auxiliaries in them the more valuable, os they fa: oe : 

#} ryman; “There is, says M. Boisgiraud, a nu-| increase with our adversaries, ‘and as they i iB ic Py i merous family, composed of carniverous species, | alone are able to rival the cunning of thesein- ff aa H most of them robust and very voracious, which genious enemies.” | # oF ly ‘| ] may be multiplied with impunity and without! pyi, extract is sufficient to show how impor- ; 3 tea 3 
| fear in our gardens. They do not feed upon | tant is the careful study of insect life. If our # a AR 4} plants, which they are called to protect: on the young readers will begin a course of observa- ff ae a is 

jj contrary, they and their larvee make great ha-| ion and study of those species that they find [ ies Hi voc of the herbiverous insects, Who would injuring the crops, fruits, and garden products, [4 i th 
i] believeit? The greater part of the cultivators and will note down the results from day today, fi: oe aime} } crush these powerful auxiliaries with a kind of We should soon be in possession of facts that [f i d 5 

avidity ; while the butterfly, which is to give might lead to important discoveries, and per- 5 na : 
birth to numerous catterpillars, which after- haps to certain remedies for their depradations, ff 3 a i 

| wards devour their plants, is the object of their ‘We are not quite sure that all our readers B 
jj dmiration, and frequently of their protection. spend their leisure hours on things of moreim- teat i } A multitude of noxious insects, after having portance; and therefore have no hesitation in eat committed ravages upon our property, disap- | calling their attention to this matter of insects. | Ht ] peared suddenly, without our being made ac-| jpstead of spending the time listlessly at home, a 

i quainted with the cause. In looking more | 4, in bad company abroad, the young people of aS 
i closely into these matters, one might be assur-| Wisconsin would do well to turn their thoughts ae 
} ed, that in most cases, an enemy of the insect | u5on the beautiful and interesting products of Bt l which has disappeared, has produced the happy nature around them. By so doing they will | H i 

H result. I can furnish some proofs in support of| 5.4 an agreeable and useful way of occupying 3 
q this opinion. their spare time, and have the satisfaction of ai i “A thick foliage of a fine avenue of poplar knowing that they are adding to the great sum ' 

| was all at once attacked by an immense quanti- | o¢ human kuowledge by which the world has i AR 
ty of caterpillarsof Bombaxdispar. Ithought| been so much advanced within the last fifty i & | lj of giving them thecalosoma sycophanta for com- |or one hundred years, te We on aM i I) . pany; as, like them, it passes its life upon the | I. A. Larzam. H : Le 

i fj] trees, feeding upon the caterpillars which it | Milwaukee. May 10, 1855. 4 Pk 
\ 

rt ' 4 ——————— = ——— = = st ie } 
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MISCELLANEOUS. change either from the sky, the barometer, or | 

, ean ———-—— | any other cause, be, if the leech shifts its posi- | 

] Trees.—The work of ornamenting New| tion, or moves about sluggishly, the coincident |} 

f England with shade trees, on an extensive | results will undoubtedly occur within twenty- 

| scale has begun. Some five ycars ago the four hours. } 

4 first ornamental tree association was form- G sae a as i 

l] ed at Chelsea. Since then others have|, GB#at Propucrs— We copy the follow- 
1} been formed at Boston, at South Boston, ing from the Granite Farmer, in which they 

| Haverhill, St. Albans, (Vt,) ete, for the] 5” none . see known ss Ji. 

| purpose of planting trees on every street] + me of Mr. Brown’s facilities for | 

}]_ of the places. The results have been most raising great crops, it is true, are nobenjoy- J 

happy. Take East Boston alone. Within | ¢ by inland farmers, but_ it is well for us 

H three years 1250 forest trees have been to see what others are doing, and to en- 

planted, at an expense of about $4000, or ae what extent we may do the like. 

H a little more than $3 each. The change r. B’s results relate to the year just past. 

in that part of the city is wonderful, and Ina statement made by Mr. Ephraim } 

the rise of the property on some strests| Brown, of Marblebead, to the trustees of 

i has advanced five per cent. through the| the Essex Co. Agricultural Society—it is 

i} trees alone. said by himself, and the foreman on his | 

eee farm, which is situated on the Neck so 

Auimat Weatner Proruers.—By carefully called, nearly surrounded by the Ocean, ff 

| noticing the-changes in the conduct in certain that the following crops were grown the 

animals, a person of ordinary sagacity will be] Jast season to the acre: 

able to form a tolerably correct opinion in rela- ais 4 * 

tion to the stateof the weather. It will be seen Be a ais x more come of which H 

by the following extract from an English Me- hi 134 1a for 835 } 

terological Journal that those interesting ani- sone es, — 135 tona— sou for, 250. per i 

7 mals, the spider and the leech, possess in & = i 

remarkable degree the property of predicting in i tons—sold for $10 per ton i 

cen el er ‘ : Onions,—400 barrels—sold for $2 per ! 

i “Spiders generally alter their webs once in| }.+re] in Bost 

twenty-four hours ; anda rule has been dedu- — ae 

ced from this, by an attentive observer of these Turnips,—30 tons. i 

natural peogpostics, phenehy se ace) the} Potatoes,—260 bushels. i 

coming change. If they thus alter their web + i 

b witnees ax und na in the evening, there The ae sales of vegetable P roducts \ 

f| will! be afine night; if in the morning, a from thirty acres cultivated, exceeds $7,- ff 

H fine day ; if they work during ae — fine 000. 
] 

| weather, and the more active and buisy the = . i 

i} spider is, the finer will be the weather. If spi- Mr. B. employs 8,08 10 foreign laborers, i 

der’s webs (gossamar) fly in the autumn with through the season of cultivation, at an av- | 

a south wind, expect an east wind and fine wea- | Crage cost of $10 per month, and their liv. § 

“q other. If garden spiders break off and destroy | ing—no intoxicating drinks are permitted : 

H] their webs, and creep away, expect eontinued | to be used on or about the farm. f 

rain and showery weather. 
Z a i! 

‘The leech also possesses the peculiar proper- Successful drainage, and abundance of 

ty of indicating approaching ae of the|sea manure, are the springs, that produce | 

4 weather in a most eminent degree. In fair and) these crops. i 

| frosty weather it remains motionless and roll- 
i 

| ed up in a spiral form at the bottom of the ves-| There may be other farms more produc- 

sel; previous however, to rain or snow, it will tive, but they have not come to my knowl- 

H creep to the top, where, should the rain be hea- | edge. 
k 

vy or of long oes = wiil a for a ore 

considerable time—if trifling, it will descend. * 

H Should the rain or snow be accompanied “Well Sambo, is your master a good far- | 

H ‘with wind, it will dart about with great veloci- mer?” “Ees, sah, he be berry good farmer; 

ty, and seldom ceaseits evolutions until it blows he make two crops in one year!” “How f 

hard, If astormof thunder or lightning be ap-| is that, Sambo?” “Why hesélls his hay ti 

peseching, hates be exceedingly agitated, and. in the fall, and makes money once; den in | 
express its feelings in violent convulsive starts A F 

at the top ofthe Fe an Titan Sgnarkable, that| ‘be spring he sells all the hides of the cat- | 

| however fine znd serene the weather may be, | tle that die for want of hay’and dus make 

H. and to our senses no indication of a coming| money twice.” 
p
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Micurean Strate Acricutturat Scuoot. |and Timothy. For “soiling” the twogras- jj i hl 

|| —We are pleased to learn that this young |ses are admirably adapted, starting early in J yee 

{| and enterprising State has, at the present | spring, and then iromediately after sowing. }f , A 

session of its Legislature, passed an act es- pee thing in favor of Orchard grass jf 5 “an 

tablishing a State Agricultural School.— |is, that it will grow finely in the shade un- jj 2 i ean 

When will the Empire State do the like|der orchard trees, and if sown in woods 4 4 aa 

for this great interest ? partially cleared, makes capital pasturage. |f iid 2 

The provisions of the Michigan law au-|—Quercus, in Bucyrus Jour. } § af i it 

thorize the Executive Committee of the ee a Bt i 
State Agricultural Society to select a farm Facts asour Mirx.---Cream cannot rise { 1 1 i 

of not less than 500 acres, nor more than through agreat ae of milk. If, there- ff Ee 

1,000 acres, within ten miles of Lansin, the fore, milk is desired to retain its cream for 3 a i 

capital of the State, subject to the approv- | times it should be put into a deep narrow ERY. i 

| al of the Board of Education. Twenty- dish; and if it be desired to free it most / an 

two sections of salt spring lands, or the| completely of cream, it should be poured , Se 
|| monies arising from the ale are appropri | nto a broad, flat dis, not much exceeding sea iH 

ated for the pay of the purchase, the erec- one iuch in depth. The evolution of cream 3 hale iF 

tions, farniture, library, &c. The School | 8 facilitated by a rise, and retarded by a MG 
is to be under the direction of the State| depression of temperature. At the usual Be tit 

I] Board of Education. From $5,000 to| temperature of the dairy, 50 degrees Fah- 13 iy 
} 6,000 per year appropriated to pay the renheit, all the cream will probably rise in 2 tan 

teachers. Tuition tp be forever free, to| thirty-six hours; but at 70 degrees it will >: 
pupils from the State. perhaps rise in half that time; and when nn 

| } SS the milk is kept near the freezing point, 2 

| Rat Proor Corn Crrs.—A friend ‘has | the cream will rise very slowly, because it et sitet ; 

|| sent us the following directions for build- | becomes solidified. In wet and cold wea- a iid 

| ing a Rat Proof Corn Crib, a building that | ther the milk is less rich then in dry and g bade it 

is much needed on every farm, especially | warm, and on this account more cheese is 3 e STE 

| where corn is so scarce and rats so plenti-| obtained in cold than in warm, Le not 4 54 ei 

ful. Try it: in thundery weather. The season has its @ cat i 

“In framing let the sleepers into the| effects. The milk, in spring, is supposed to shall 

side sills so that the top of the sleepers and|be the best for drinking, and hence it oe 

sills will be level; joint your flooring, drive | would be best for calves; in summer it is ee 

up tight, and nail down fast, and you have | best suited for cheese; and in autumn | 

i} a floor that will neither loose your scatter-| the butter keeping is better than that of {ee 

ed corn, nor let in the rats or mice. summer—the cows less frequently milked, Scan 

Neither use stone or brick for under pin-| give richer milk and consequently more 45G) 

ning, for the rats will certainly undermine | butter. The morning’s milk is richer than aE 

! them, and your sills settle; but use good | the evening’s. The last drawn milk of Cee 

blocks, two feet long, brought to a square |each milking, at all times and seasons, is Hat 

at the top of the size of your sill. Use| richer than the first drawn, which is the Jf B Bas 

| these precautions, and I will guarantee you | poorest. 4 al 

‘i acomplete riddance from the rat tribe, if ae , i 5 wy 

‘you do not let them in at the door..—| Bomep Cusrarp Pupprxe-——Boil apint # a 

|| Farmer and Planter. of new milk with a little lemon-peel anda ff K lat 

er few laurel leaves; pour it (boiling hot) up- ft a a 

Ciover anp Orcuarp Grass.—All far-| on five eggs, walk beste sweeten itto ei 

mers know that Clover and Timothy donot| taste. When nearly cold, add a desert- ¥ 

ripen at the same time, and often the Clo-| spoonful of French brandy. Butter a bas- i] 

ver is lost, i. e. its best qualities, in order to|in or mould, and boil it for half an hour. a 

les'the Timothy mature. Now I have had sr F 1h 

three years experience with a field sown) Sa Sandy lands can be most effectual- ff i 

with Glover and Orchard grass. I have|ly improved by clay. When sach lands #) ha 

found these to ripen together. I have| require liming or marling, the lime or marl ne 

found the Orchard grass yield a larger|is most beneficially applied when made in- ; 

amount than Timothy, and I also find that| to compost with clay. In slacking lime, ; 

my cattle prefer the hay, to that of Clover! salt brine is better than water. i 

_ a — SS ee acca emeeren nie —— SS nn e i 

ft
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: plant with oiled paper, descending into the soil 

i Domestic Economy. about three inches. 

. 205 Se ee ee Look out for the striped bugs. The most ef- | 

H Work for the Month. fectual way we have ever found to preventtheir }} 

| sco gt ‘ . ravages is, to go among the hills with a couple 

Sg Sune with lle porns sin, CFS atch and il chem The bet 
Spreads life o’er nature’s vast domain, timeto do it is just before dark and early in the 

In every varied grade. morning—eyery one visible can then be caught. i 

{ No month in the whole twelve requires so | Remove all grass and weeds from about the 

much vigilance on the part of the farmer and | roots of fruit trees. ! 

H} ©gardener,as June. The labor will mainly con-| Your pie-plant and grape vines should re- 

H sist in the tillage of the growing crops. The | ceive all the soap-suds, sink stops, &c. 

‘weeds will maive for the ascendancy, and time-| - pegs axp Savsaces.—Boil four sausages for 

ly exertion will only keep them under. —_—_| five minutes, when half cold cut them in half 

ro potatoes, and all other eer aris lengthways, put a little butter or fat in frying- jf 

or hills, must be attended to with the greatest | pan and put the sausages in and fry gently, | 

are. Start the cultivator.as soon as the rows of |}, oa% four e ges into the pan, cook gently and |} 

the growing crop can be followed—before the | serve, Raw sausages will doas well, only keep 

weeds are large enough to offer any resistance, | thom whole, and cook slowly. 

or begin to sap the soil. Recollect, that one - 

hour’s work among the weeds, ina warm, sun- A Very Nick Rice Pop pixG.—Take half 3 | 

ny day, will do more to eradicate them, than teacupful of the best rice, putitina small pie- fi 

half a day’s work on a damp or cloudy day.— dish with three table-spoonfuls of ment SUEST- 

Ever remember the old adage, “A stitch in Fill up the dish with milk and water a equal | 

iene weeds nine proportions, and bake very slowly. It is eaten | 

Sowing turnips for fall and winter use is fre- cold. | 

quently done too late—it should be done by Worrn Kxowinc.—A young lady of this city, 

the middle of this month, instead of the 20th | While in the country some yearsago, stepped on 

or %5thof July. We have always failed with |#Tusty nail, which ran through her shoe and 

late sowing. Sown early they get the bene- foot. The inflammation and pain were of course q 

fit of the wet and lowery weather more fre- | VeTY great, and lock-jaw was apprehended. Af 

quent in July and early August, than later— | friend of the family, however, recommended | 

Let the soil be deep, mellow and rich, The the application of a beet taken fresh from the i 

best way is to plant in drills—rows 15 inches garden, and pounded fine, to the wound. It ff 

apart. Carrots, which we regard very much was done, and the effect was very beneficial — 

superior to turnips for stock, will do well sown Soon the inflammation began to subside, and by 

the early part of this month. aed on - — a for a 

REE EES ay op ery ba | eet crated eterna apis 
oat eo Shek amma ened. will oom, ae paired, a speedy cure was effected. Simple but | 

Se eat aes The Pe ee ee ee A 
vil, which deposits its eggs in the blossom of the every body.—Phil. Eve. Post. 

pea for propagation, is limited to a certain pe- | _{NvisipLe Crxent.—Isinglass, boiled in spir- 

riod—thus, late sown peas escape its attacks— its of wine, will produce a fine, transparent ce- | 

Peas sown after the 15th of June are safe. ment, which will unite broken glass so as to i 

The garden and orchard should now receive | render the fracture almost imperceptible and | 

special attention. Wherever seeds have come | perfectly secure. 

up too thick, thin out and fill up vacant spaces To make Fine Pan-caxes, Friep Witnour 

by transplanting. Peas for succession should | Burren on Lano—Take a pint of cream and 

be sown. Beets and Carrots sown early this | six new-laid eggs; beat them well together ;— | 

month will be betterfor winter use than earlier | put in a quarter of a pound of sugar and one 

sown. Plant Cucumbers, for pickles. Trans-|nutmeg or a little beaten mace—which you 

plant Cabbages for winter use. Cabbages are | please, and so much as will thicken—almost as 

often destroyed by grubs, which eat them off | much as ordinary pan-cake flour batter; your | 

just below the surface. Watch them—destroy | pan must be heated reasonably hot, and wiped 

the grub, and replace another plant. We know | with a clean cloth; this done, spread your bat- 

of no better protection than to encircle each | ter thin over it, and fry.
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Hints vor a Houssnorp.—For the greater| Homtny.—We know the value of this artiele | tam 
| proportion of households, throughout our whole | as an economical, palatable, wholesome, nutri- ff ae ie He 

country, are managed without theaid of much | cious food ; and we wish we could induce every jf ae 1 

hired help, by the females of each family. The | one of our readers to try it,as we do every morn- | ¢ “a 
maxim, “If you would be well served, you must | ing for breakfast. Hominy is coming more and ff : Ste 
serve yourself, has considerable truth in it ; at | more into use in this city every year, but not ff a4 f iF i" 

} least those familias who serve themselves, es- | half so much as it wouldif better known, and i 2g | 
| cape many vexations of spirit, because if the | particularly if our cooks knew how to prepare jf os 4 ; 4 

} work be not very well done when we doit with jit. Nothing can be moresimple, and that per- ‘ Hi i if 

our own hands, we are more apt to be satisfied. | haps is the reason, because it is sosimple nobo- jf a Be q 

There are some sorts of domestic work, that of |dy can undeastand it. We give the formula: jf ¢ j id +f 

dairy work is one, which no hired help would| Wash thehominy, if youthink you must— ff 4 ag H iy 
be cumpetent to discharge. This must bedone|though we should as soon think of washing ff a o i 

| by a wife or daughter, who feels a deep person- | flour before using it—and put it insoakin three f ai Lay 
| al interest in the property of her husband or | times as much wateras you wish to cook of i Si 
i father. Many of our farmers’ wives are among hominy, and set it where it will become a little i G A t 

{ the best housekeepers in the land, possessing | Warm—Itshould soak at least twelve hours. : a i! 

| i} that good sense, vigor of mind, native delicacy Boil it in the samo water ane Porcelain Yined i o Gag 
}} of taste or tact, and firm conscientiousness, | Kettle, until it is soft, stiNleaving each grain f q Blot 
}] which gift the character with power to attempt | Iite whole—Be very carefulto keep sufficient aad 

} i] anything that duty demands.—These are the | Water in the kettle to prevent the mass from 3 
| i} “noble matronage” which our republic should |Sticking, or it will burn. When done, allthe $ is 

I] honor. It is the sons ofsuch mothers who have | "ater will be absorbed. Never add aalt, or bat- ff & ie 4 ! 
i] ever stood foremost to defend or serve their |te?: oF meat to the hominy while cooking. ff 2 Tee 
1 country— Season it after it is done or leave every one to \ e ¢ a i 

i} ‘With word, or pen, or pointed steel.” add salt, batter, or meat gravy fe his liking. i ae H Fi 

: I One of the greatest defects in the present The original way of making hominy, vis with ff a “4 a ki 

| system of female education, is the almost total & wooden mortar and pestle, —the improved cae ay a ae ! 
i neglect of showing the young lady how to ap- chine, a shaftarmed with files, steam-driven, ff 8 He ! 

_ ply her learning so as to impzove her domestic inside of a cylinder, where the corn isentirely Soe 

j ; f ea 
i economy. It is true that necessity generally freed ofthe a : EB " Rar He! 

i teaches, or rather obliges her to learn this sci- = = oe she asicls a hae Sa t en \. i 
i] ence after she is married; but it would have sa- SOND, PE ee Se 
| ved her from many anxious hours, and troubles of hominy only given tothe productofagrind- J ‘ od 

Hl if she had learned how to make bread and cof- ing mill, which cracks the corn, which is after~ ' ‘ a i 

fee, and cook 2 dinner, before she left her fath- pel winnowed of the hulls, and sifted sate i 4 a 

H er's house ; and it would have been better still, | 1iferemt degrees of coarseness. Thecoarsestis ff | 
if she had been instructed at school to regard always the best. ‘ Tt costs atpresentabout three cae 

i] this knowledge as an indispensable accomptish- cents & ponnd ale cuconer eat bere ioe A 

HW ment in the education of a young lady—Mrs. | Tees tt is a good aaterieaes for potatoes ; ant } ee 
il Hales Cook Book. $3 worth ofhominy will go fartherthan $10 jf eg 

j To Coron Nanxeen.—Take a pail full of pty or Pe ee ¥. er dent I ne 

] weak lye, and put intoita piece of copperas| 1° MAKE URINE VINEGAR-—A correspondent £ 
} half the size of a hen’s egg; boil it and it will of the Ohio Cultioater vouchea for the merit of #f a 

H] producea fine nankeen color that will neither the following recipe for making vinegar. Take ff At 

i wash or boil out. This isa good color for the and mix one quart of molasses, three gallons of ff aca 

H linings of bed quilis, comforters, boys pants rain water, and one quart of yeast. Letitfer- ff i 
i = ae ’ z ment and stand for four weeks, and you will ff as : H &e. 3 

s best of é i 4 
i A Goop Satve.—A friend who hag tried it ae ee oes A ‘3H 

gives us the following recipe :—Boil hemlock taki woud milk did Wiateclienét dove i ag 
bark until you obtain its strength, then strain Dealt cough fo esti ci milk aa ; be 

i i k i Ft . the liquor and evaporate down to the consisten- flowy tomaketatbelaes® 4 the whites of the ff aE 

cy of molasses ; to this add an equal part of eggs toa froth and stir it in when you com- i MA 

lard. This is valuable for chapped hands, | mence to bake ; Sex ae much better than the i Be 
| lips, &e.—Maine Far. common way of making them. i Sie 

| i r 
| SS i 
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i « Tar Growinc Waueat Cror.—From al] 

E 0 ‘ t 0 fr 8 ag a b j e. | a we have the most flattering accounts of 

; —_____________ | is, growing wheat crop. The soason, so far, 

{ Saxe or Snort Horxs.—We would invite | has been better for this than any other crop.— 

the attention of western stock men to the sale| The weather has been cool—causing the plant 

of Short Horns, by J. M.Saerwoop, of Au- | to set strong before making much growth abcve. 

burn, N. Y., to take place on the 20th of the | With a moderate degree of wet ; anda fair sea- 

present month. We have no hesitation in say- | son for harvesting, we may anticipate the best 

ing, that Mr. Sherwood’s stock is fully equal | crop that has been taken from the ground for 

to any that can be found in this or any other | many years. The prospects are that prices 

country; and we regard Mr. Sherwood as one | will rule high, but don’t be too sanguine —[Ep 

} of the most honorable dealers that can be} Farmer, 

found. We speak understandingly—having Our spring is very forward up in these high 

dealt with Mr. S., and seen some of his stock. | latitudes, the forest is getting quite green, grass 

Corresronpents.—We have often requested is coming forward with a rush, the most ofour ff 

} that correspondents write upon one side of the spring sowing is done, and the promise we have |} 

paper only. It is a bore to have a communica- of a bountious harvest of winter wheatis such as | 

tion of four or five pages written upon both | never was had in this part ofthe country these [ij 

sides, If any Graek and Latin, or other eight years, (that is since the sound of the fj 

“Know Nothing” words, be thrown in, write woodman’s ax was heard in this partof the | 

# and spell them out plainly. land.) James Stone. | 

Fimsr Save or New Wueat.—Under this Winooski, Sheboygan Co, May — 

head the Rochester, N. Y., Union says, one a P. S. I would say the Fanaer is well re- ff 

the most extensive farmers in an adjoining | cieved in this community, and is highly spoken 

town has contraeted his growing wheat crop at of by all that have formed acquaintance with 

$2 per bushel to a country miller. it It is just the thing for this part of the 

If this was a bonafied transaction, why are Western world, being, as it is, the experience ff 

not the names of the parties given? We are | of thousands of our western farmers. If well jf 

inclined to believe it a sham report for specu- | read, and its precepts carried out in practice, 

lation. | it will prove the best investment ever put out i 

Hors.—What kind of soil is best for grow- | Fe ie er ‘ us 

ing hops? An answer to this question in the |. Cuore —Everything promises well for the jj 

HM Farmer might be interesting to many of your | coming crops. One thing we are happy in be- jj 

| subscribers. E. F. _| ing able to state, and that is, a greaternumber 

i Hudson, St.Croix Co., Wis. | of acres is being put under cultivation in this ] 

7 Remanxs:—Hops will do well on any land |eounty this year, than ever before—Racine 

| : . Democrat. 
f} suited to corn. A deep, rich, warm, Joamy 

soil is the best. The land should be plowed Tus Encuss Wueat Cxor,—The last num- 

H| from ten to twelve inches deep, and if not nat- ber of the Mark Lane Express says that the 

H} urally rich and strong, should be made s0 by | Prospects of the next wheat crop are a | 

manuring. pomee prices cannot go higher, and that the 

i Tue Carona Cuntivaror is the title of a stock on hand will last ai hares ] 

new monthly Agricultural Journal, of 32 pa- Eh" The Monroe Sentinel says that wheat 

| ges, from Raleigh, N.C. The number before | Bever looked better in Green County than it 

| us is very handsomely done up, both mechani- does this season. 

| cally and editorially—is filled with matter} Crors—Never did winter wheat look any 

| evincing the right taste on the part of the edi- | better than it does this spring, in this section 

tor to make the enterprise successful. Letthe | of the country. There is every prospect now 

| agriculturalists of North Carolina and the | of the most abundant yield which there has 

|} South, bestow upon it the requisite support | ever been, and our farmers are feeling good in 

$1 per year, Mr. D. Cook, Editor and Pub- | proportion to the prospects, astheyhavearight |, 

lisher. | to —Montello Young American. l 

(CF We live on one another. To keep the Tue Growmc Wueat.—We believe there || 

| birds, Nature made worms. has not for many years been a spring whenthe || 

a 

i °
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wheat throughout the country gave such prom-| Mapison.—Mechanics, of all kinds, are as H 

|| ise of an abundant harvest as it does now.— | busy as possible. Houses are going up as by i 

| From all quarters the accounts are of the most | magic; and the only difficulty is, thatthe lum- 

| cheering character. ber yards cannot supply the material half fast 

/ From all parts of our own state we have the|enough. A house, which may be built for 500 ff 

\| same intelligence. The fields of Iowa and | could be rented for 200 dollars. The popula- jf 
|} Missouri are also very promising, and we re- tion now exceeds 7000, and by next fall we i 
i] ceiye none but the most favorable accounts | confidently hope to have more than 10,000.— , 

from Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, and |Much of the prosper.ty of Madison isowing ff 
|| the wheat-growing portions of New York and | to the public spirit and business tact of many | 
|] Canada. The only exceptionstothe unusually | Of her citizens. Ex-Governor Farwell, whose ff 

encouraging prospects which have come under | 2ame is familiar in almost every family in the } 

| our notice are in portionsof Virginia and Ten- | State, is a thorough business man. He spares 
nesee. If the season continues as favorable as | 20 expense nor pains in promotingtheinterests 
it has begun we shall have a most abundant of Madison. His house and out-offices which i 

harvest.—Chicago Democratic Press. are now in process of erection will not only be 
Grant County—The Grant Co. Herald | ments to this city, but will be models to i 

I) thus sets forth some of the advantages which |e State—Capital Gazette. i 
that county possesses for settlers: Returwep—Mesers. L. A. Cole, L.R. Cady, ff 

: “ As to the Agricultural resources of Grant |@0d J. S. Baily, have returned from their trip | 
|] County, a region nearer perfection cannot be | © Kansas. From what we have heardthem ff 

{| found in the West; we lack no part, whether | Say of their trip, we should judge that Kansas H 
i| of soil, climate, timber, water, rock or other |#8 the place to spend money not to make it— ff 
H essential. : Chronicle. j 

“Mining is a permanent and substantial in-| @3” To make a real experiment—anintelli- 
i] terest, from which an annual cash revenue is | Set one—the nature of the scil must be un- | 

fH derived, equal in amount to about $30 per | derstood; the nature of the crop proposed to ff 
j| head for each inhabitant of the county, or be- | be raised must be known; and the nature of } 

} tween 500 and 600thousand dollars The mines |*he manure intended to be applied, and all 
I] pay larger the more they are worked, and when adapted to each other. If there isnosuch mu- |] 

l| a better system of mining is adopted they will |‘™#l adaptation known to exist, the result will ff 
| pay such better. The lead product of Grant |e am accident, instead ofan intelligent gaining |} 

County will always keep money plenty, no dif-|f an object. And then the produce must be i 
|| ference if every bank breaks from Maine to carefully weighed and measured. And the | 

i] Texas. Every kind of tuilding material, thing must be so conducted, that it will be H 
I] stone, and clay for bricks included, are plenty knomn, that the result must come from the means l 

i] and of perfect quality. We have any amount |¥S¢, not from some accidental cause, or the ! 
j] of blue limestone—said to be the best rock ma- | P¢ration is no experiment,— Oxford Dem. H 
jj terial in existence, except marble; alsoplenty| UH. A. Wise says Virginia “hasaniron ff 

of lime and sand. chain of mountains running through her cen- 

Pork Brine Poisonous.—A correspondent of tre, which God has placed there to milk the | 
i] the Milwaukee Sentinel, writing from Dane clouds and be the source of her silver rivers.” 

|} County, gives some information which may be Milking the clouds to make silver rivers beats | 

i] of intercst to some of our readers: the Durhams.— Bost. Post. 
j “By inserting the following you may per- Yea, the Durkams may be beat thet way, but | 
I] haps do a service to your numerous readers. can the milk-men? In these parts they milk ] i 

“A neighbor of mine, Mr. Henry Wight- | the clouds and sell the milk.—Racine Dem. | 

man, lost three cows by giving them old pork (> Grasshoppers are eating up thecrops in jj 

brine mixed with water, early in the winter. |S°me parts of Texas, and flocks of plover on ff 

|| Another neighbor lost a calf from the same | the prairies are eating up the grasshoppers. 1 
canse—another case of two or morecows, near| So says an exchange paper. Why don’t the ff 

/ Halena, in Richland county, came to my |Plovers cat the grasshoppers first? j 
knowledge, where the cows sucked the brine| ga§7 The Reaper cases have been decided in | 

|| from the ground where it kad been thrown |the U.S, Court in favor of McCormick’s Pat- 
|| from the barrel, and died soon after.” ent.
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é Ovr New Masters—Wno are Tney?—At; Kaysas—The St. Louis Republican learns . the ratio of emigration westward, now pro- | from Washington that the land offices in Kan- « ji gressing, it is evident that Wisconsin, Iowa | sas and Nebraska will not be opened yet fora || 1 and Minnesota rule have their moral, industri- | year or more. 
| jj aland political keeping in new hands before Two residents of this town, Messrs. Hub- || jj another year. But for the laws requiring of | ard and Barney, returned from Kansas last |! H] settlers a year's residence, the legislatures of week, disgusted with that country. They were |} the states and territory named, would be made | unable to find a spot worth locating on. All q | by a new set next fall. What our new keep- | the locations on which there is either timber || | ers are to do with us, is the next question.— | or water, are in the hands of claimants orspec- ff i What new elements will they introduce into | ulators. It is also a fact as stated by Missouri |} | the new compact of fun, fancy and fashion, and papers, that no rain has fallen there this sea- i i will they try to mend things at M .dison by | son, and none of any consequence in a year.— | i hoisting a new and better set of men into pow- | Travellers find it very difficult to obtain water _ || ! er? Are the new comers of a higher standard | for their horses —Plain Dealer. | |} of principles and morals than the old set, and} Great country that. Our opinion has ever |} bh §6do they smoke Pipes as the old onesdo? We | been that the man who leaves Wisconsin or any i notice that all we see are well behaved, smoke | of her adjoining or neighboring States to find } f| good cigars and eschew rot-gut whisky. They | a home in Kansas will wish himself back again. | all inquire for farms, and talk of living by] —[Ep. Farmer. < i work. Very few mechanics are coming in, and ta Twenty-eight hundred and seventy-six || i no professional men. The quality of persons dollars worth of butter, the product of Canada _ || i arriving appears to be of the highest order. and Nova Scotia, were entered at the custom || | —Grant Co. Herald. house, N. Y., per bark Halifax on last week. 4 i Ss Mr. Cramer, of the Wisconsin, appends! To cer Riv or Grain Weevits—The sim- to our notice of the Governor’s visit to our plest and most effective remedy is the salting High School the following opinion of it: of wheat at the time of housing it, say one “That School is one of the Institutions of pound of salt to every two bushels of wheat— || Racine, and we do not wonder that her citizens | T¢ this precaution be used, no feer need be en- | feel proud of it. We were shown through it | tertained in relation te the insects referred to, last sutumn, and we then thought that not an for the effectiveness of the means spoken of i Academy in the State of New York could com- | has been proved by practical experiment, as to 4} Pare with it; and yet, the Racine school is in put beyond all doubt certainty of success.—J. fH «6 place which was a wilderness twenty years Payne Lowe, in Working Farmer. | ago. Such is progress in Wisconsin.” — Racine < - 

j Paty 
G3 We are gratified to announce to our i z readers a Catnartic Pitt, (of which see ad- : Sranr tux Binvs—The Fireside Journal vertisement in our columns,) from that justly Says: Teach your children, in merey to spare | cctebrated Physician and Chemist, Dr. J.C. F the nests of the harmless little birds, and if you Aver. His Cherry Pectoral, every where ] | have a heart to be thankfal, it will rise up in| known as the best remedy ever offered to the F unison with the little songster’s carol, to think public for coughs, kc, has prepared them to {| your lot is cast in such a vale of flowers and | expect that any thing from his laboratory H} singing birds. These are some of the many | would be worthy of attention. As no one H things provided to lighten the toil of labor, and | medicine is more universally taken than a Phy- y it isa vitiated taste acquired from a false *¥S- | sical Pill, the public will be glad to know of H tem of education, that prevents us from deriv- | one from such a trustworthy source. Wehap- |i | inga great deal of happiness from such small | pen to know, and can assure them that this ar- accompaniments of the journey of life. ticle has intrinsic merits, fully equal to any : "Hens and chickens should never be al- compound that has ever issued from his cruei- i lowed to amuse themselves. as it always results bles, and consequently is well worthy a trial H in fowl play. 

whenever such a medicine becomes necessary. | The Baltimore American says the cost | —Racine Com. Ado. | of living in that city is fully one hundred i, &# Difficulties ure whetstones to sharpen || jj] | ent higher than it was ten years ago. our fortitude. 
| 
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i Apvice to Tue Grrts.—Dr. Beeswax, in his} Davis’ Patent AdjustableChurn [j a ae 

| admirable “Essay on Domestic Economy,” AND i ee 

| talks te young ladies after this fashion: “Girls, BUTTER W ORKER i Z \ i | 

do you want to get married—and do you want COMBINED H ‘ ef ii i 

i} good husbands? If so, cease to act like fools. a So _ | : a i 

/ u ide ii e did ELNG pow in use in the northern counties ff Sgn 
| me = pride Se eraictens- By orthe Sista it has in nocase tailed tosive fl 2 ee 

jouse-work—never cooked a pair of chickens— | cstisfaction. It is warranted to perform asfol- ff ¢ aay 
|| never made a bed, and so on. Don’t turn up | lows: 14 + ae 

i} your pretty noses at honest industry—never i Exegace the Butter as easily as any i he's | 
. 7 other churn. } 1 ER 

tale ae mae nee 2d. Gather the Butter after it is produced. H Bae Hh t 
work. When you go shopping nevertakeyour| 3). Work the Butter into a roll, and expel ff ete 

i} mother with you to carry the bundle. Don’t | the butter-milk therefrom completely. H a ic a 

be afraid to be seen in the kitchen cooking é ie Salt the butter before taken from the ff 2 Gee 
} » urn. I an 
a 5 It is one and durable, easily cleaned and | 2 a i i 
Se —————— | kept in order—simple in its construction, and fj A Tea 

| TABLE OF CONTENTS. scientific in its operations, , j gf a b 
ae Page.| The article will be introduced as far as pos- ff eee 

| Animal Strength, 172/| sible into the different counties of the state, the ] 8 Um i 

Apple—the Bourasso, 176 | present season, and on examination and trial if | * ie 

| Agricultural Society, Michigan State, | 191 |asked for it. Manufactured at Berlin, Mar- bo eae 

jj Animal Weather Prophets, 180 |quette Co. The Rights of Counties for sale. | 5 ane 

| Bee Moths, Wheat Weevil, Potato Rot, &c. 164 G, N. SMITH. H = Bl i | 

| Blind Staggers. 164| Berlin, Marquette Co, June, 1855. } Hts ih i 

4| Colts, how to determine the height the: aS Sa * ORS 
| will attain when full grown, . _ 173 SALE OF IMPORTED Lt 2 i i 

Corn Cribs, Rat-proof, is1| SHORT HORNED CATTLE! } i lea 
| lover and Ore Tass, 181| South Down Sh d Suffolk Hogs. ¥ tea 

| Cows, American Native, No. 1, 168 ee = oe ss ie ae | 

| Cultivation, Thorough 174 I WILL sell by Auction, at my residence, on ! a Fe! } 
Clay, a new and valuable 162 Wednesday, 20th June next, my entire ff ai Ay 

| Drainage, 165 | Herd of SHORT HORNED CATTLE—con- ff 5 
j| Dahlia, Cultivation of the 175 | sisting of about twenty-five (25) headof my | Rie | 
| Editor's Table, 184 | choice animals. Nearly the whole of them are ff & jhe 

Errata, 179 ae and their direct descendants. H i 
[| . Entomology, 178 Iso, about seventy-five SOUTH DOWN | z a ae 

Foot Rot, 173| SHEEP. These are imported from the flock J oh et 
|| Fruit Trees, how to make them bear, —-179| of Jonas Wells, Esq, of England, and their © aed 
{| Founder in Horses, 171) dcacemsdante: 7 i 2 On 
| Farm, how to make one equal to three, 166] Alo,a few SUFFOLK HOGS, bred from | ] Re 
|| Great Products, 7 180 | the importation of J. C. Jackson, Esq. i 1 iF ts 
fj Grape and Currant, Laying the 176| CATALOGUES, with the pedigreesand fur- eR 

fj Hedges, Osage Orange 161 | ther particulars, will be ready about the 20th TE | 
i Horse “St. Patrick, 171 | of April, and can be had at the offices of the ff Re 

| Jacob as a Sheep Breeder, 173 | different Agricultural papersin this State,and i es! : 
j) Melon, History of the 163 | Ohio Cultivator and Indiana Farmer,and by jj af 

} ma = Sie $ Hes application to me. H ‘tad 
a 

b te EDR 

| Pear—Vicar ef Winkfield. 177 TERMS OF SALE. : aie 

i} Plnm on Wild ‘Stock—Bark Louse: 179| For allsums under $100, cash; over $100 to 2 SoH 

Retrospective, ; 175 | $150, three months; over $150 to $300, six aa 

Recipes, 182-183 | months; and all over $300, six and twelve mn y th 

| Singular Occurrence, 166 | months’ credit, on approved notes with inter- Ff ooh 

I] Sheep, Blackwood on too lest. 5° M. SHERWOOD, | ee 
lj, Stock, Turning out early, 170| April, 1855—3m. Auburn, N.Y. i sf : 
|} Season, the 174] —"anRRoLK & ESSEX Plas ai i 

| This Year’s Crops, Advice about 163 SUFFOLK & ESSEX PIGS. H a 
|| The Farmer, why should give heed to the S B. EDWARDS, of Troy, offers for J 4a 

| Man of Science, 164 » salea choice lot of Surrorx and Essex ff a 

Ticks, how to Destroy 170 | Pics, bred from stock imported by LewisG. |f aa 

ij Timber, set out 176 | Morris, of Morrissiana, N.Y. They will be jj i 
\| Trees, 180 | delivered, if requested, at Eagle Centre Depot id ea 

Wheat, Preparation of Soil for 162 | free of charge. } My 

Wheel Hoe, 163| Allcommunications addressed to him at East jf Hey 

Who shall decide when Doctors disagree, 165|Troy, Wis., will be promptly attended to. i Me 

i} Work for the Month, 182! East Troy, June, 1854. iy ett 1 

—$——————————— ————— — it j i i 
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{ DELANO’S INDEPENDENT 
i H 

WORSE BAK. : 
{ The above Rake is made and forsale at Fond | Thorough Bred Horses, Hampshire South Down, | 
i} du Lac, Wis. ee Horned Cattle, Cotswold, i 

Leicest. | 
This Rake was patented in 1849, and has Herefords, Suffolk Pigs, ] been extensively used in the Eastern States,| Ayrshire, Essex “ i | and proved to be far superior to any Horse Alderney Cows from the Berkshire “ i i Rake that has ever been used. Where it has| Jsiands of Jersey and Merino Sheep from Spain | been used it has superceded all others for the Guernsey, Mules do i f we ee aes it does the work. | Pure South Down Sheep, + e Rake is fitted to the hind-wheels of a sin- 4 i i H gle-horse wagon ; each tooth acts separately and ao ees Bere Tt ee BO. save sppeinted { a: 5, : ore ofthe most experienced men in England f} independently, as the keys of a piano—its head entirely for purchasin 1 

f| being suspended by a rod or hinge over the| vee =e 
| es and one tooth aly Paine proses to) THOROUGH BRED HORSES, i 
H §= each head. ONKLIN, i if sf i B. SPENCER’ cane? have also an Agent in Spain for pur. 

t Fond du Lac, April 1, 1855 3m j Mules, Merino Sheep, etc. H 

BS eno sa oe, Se , | Messrs. BETTS & BRO. have purchased a_ |} 
H ENGLISH CG ATTLE “valuable Patent, which will prevent accidents {f 
1 9 occurring to Cattle across the Atlantic--they | 
i can now safely be imported any time during  ]} 
i IMPORTED O0_ COMMISSION BY |the year. The Cattle will be insured from |} 
(| Messrs. THOS. BETTS & Peete per ena to New York, by charging a small |} 
i 3 per centage. H 
| Bishops Stortford, Herts, England. | A Steuer will leave Liverpool with Cattle |] 
i eee ane aeeeeneeeees |about the first of every month. | 
t Being much the cheapest and the only way| The Stock will be delivered at New York in 1 
{ a eee Stock He from the breeder, | about ox weeks from the time the order is giv- 
#] Which will give gentlemen an opportunity of 2 in America. 
[| obtaining the best Stock, without having to| > Orders received, or forcirculars contain- 
i poy aaa: — for them in America. me all an foemena, apply a eats TAOS 
A ¢ firm having ‘orty years experience,;, BETTS & 0., or J. ~ » 81 

they feel confident of giving tatisfuction, both | Maiden Lane, Ni ew York City, who is author- 
} as regards price and selecting the stock from| ized to act as our Agent. 
] the best herds in England. New York, Jan. 1, 1855.: ly 
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|) ——___________________—_—_———_ |_| 
} ALBANY are capable of threshingdouble that amount of | eae 

: oats, barley or buckwheat, per day, of ordinary . ae 

| AGRICULTURAL WORKS, fair yield- If the crops be extraordinarily hea- } tae ka 

On Hamilton, Liberty and Union Streets ; vy or light, greater or less results will follow. | & Nae 

} Ee These Powers, Threshers, &c., are warranted : Hit 
; WAREHOUSE AND SEED STORE | to beof the best materials and workmanship, & 

R d St St | and to operate as represented by this Circular, : & 

emoved to 52 State Street, | to the satisfaction of the purchaser, together, | aad 
ALBANY, N. ¥. with a full right of using them in any territory = am i 

ues —_ United States, subject to be returned 4 tit : 

| The Proprietors of the above named estab- within three months, and home transportation 1 TRS 
! a being the sole owners and manufac- | ee oo i + ete 

turers 0: } 5 a 
y The public may rest assured the reputation OO ae 

EMERY’S PATENT HORSEPOWER, | heretofore earned for our manufactures, shall 7a aa 

0 &c. —ALL aca sete WITH OTHER Par- be falls suaipies by Caan bie ; | aa 
i ‘kmanship ; - 4S 

f Te ees ge, Teme haa ieee tention to pens ot hope to merit and enjoy 8 ie ! Fi 

{ partnership, under the firm of nominees ae e ieee —— = ieee |i 
liberally owed, which we respec! ly soli- jj . ba i 

f EMERY BROTH RS, |“, a 
| N. B, Allarticles bear the name of “Empey” She 

: And will continue the sale of AGRICUL- | in raised letters upon the cast iron parts, and eh aikan 
i t 

} TURAL IMPLEMENTS and MACHINE- | however much others may resemble them, none 3 haat 

RY, as heretofore, at the old stands of Emeny | are genuine without this mark. 4 5 i; Ur 

& Co. By this arrangement the united efforts Full descriptive illustrated price Catalogues ; a 
|} and interest of the Brothers, long known to the | sent gratis on application. & tote 
[| public, = —— a aoa sel be EMERY BHOTHERS ] . al i 

|} spared to meet the wishes of those dealing in a 5, fe ee 

and using ae soy of implements they manu- Albany, N. ¥-, April, 1855. eate is PRE 

| facture—their leading branch being the manu- 7 ‘bea 

Cae | 1 EMR 
Emery’s Patent Changeable Geered 2 2 a 2 

1 RAIL-ROAD HORSE POWERS Dealers in READY-MADE CLOTHING, jj :Es ete 

f mithiake cieskines: 0) 00 led b: " it, 2 CLOTHS, CASSIMERS, VESTINGS, ee i i} 
y wi mi es to prope! yy it, as jolie 

} Threshing Machines, Saw Mills, and Machin- TRIMMINGS, &e. &e. ue iA 
| ery generally. 3 i Corner King and Morris Streets, |: Gia MM 

i These Powers having been submitted re-; MADISON, WIS. | ee 
i peste ioe most severe tests and trials to 2s | Sa 

letermine theirrelative merit and utility with i i B ee. 
| those of every known manufacturer, have with- teen, ABh cterd ail] meee ite Er & va } bid 

|| out exception been awarded the pianos prizes Riki rc Atpged ibe ein, Fs i a TESS 

\} for superiority—among which were the follow-| 7.77. 77 I is Sage 

: DURHAM STOCK | | | 
} New York State Agricultural Society, 1854, FOR SALE. is Lay 

pes pr ee ane Valuable DURHAM BULL, 3 yearsold fe Hi: 
] hio State Board of Agriculture, 1854, 1853, aluable 2 ne | 

i) 1959, 1651. Ss a ‘ e A anda COW 6 years old, for sale at the i at 

) Michigan State Agricultural Society, 1853, | f4°™ at Ee en Kishwankee—10 ein 
1852, 1851. : z ae ; Beri 

] “ites Sate avira Say, ssn, | Suda ioe see ane 
i Illinois. State Agricultaral Baris y, 185s. to 7 year old good Work Oxen, will de taken CA eR Ag. Soni eo aul ime s ane f | tet 

1 arylan gricultural Society, 1853. ; 3 ia HI 

| Miers aetener Soca, 20, SEDIORER OF THE BULL ts aM 
i ee Hnsttbnte, 1992, 199) 1855, and bred by Capt. A. Root, of Huron co. °) a 
| ew York Crystal Palace, 1853. Ohi; sired by Corsair; dam, Artemesia, by : i 

I Canada Provincial Society, 1852, 1851. 103 BH ry 3 y f be 

} i joultural Pair, 1854, | St. Alban, (157); g.d. Lucy Ann, by Earl of Hale 
i Connecticut State Agricultural Fair, - | Darlin ston . (1944); gg. d Ann Lee, by Nica Hen 

i Warranty,Capacity, Economy,&c | nor (114); g.g-g.d.Brindle Shaker, bred by ae 

The Two Honsz Powsr and Tunesuzr, is ee are ae ears it and BS 8 
capable, with three or four men, of threshing ress the sul ri © or cal BR 

1 from 175 to 225 bushels of wheat or rye, and | stock on Mr. Johnson’s farm. Wi | gS 

} the One Horse Power from 75 to 125 bushels ROBT. E. GILLETT, La Crosse, Wis. He 

| of wheat or rye; or both kinds of power, &c., June, 1855. 2m j aS 

= | i | 
ee — : 
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J. H. MANNY’S PATENT ADJUSTABLE ; ; 3 } j REAPER AND MOWER COMBINED! 
SUNGLA WO | waa. | i [Se 

i H Secured to John H. Manny by Nine Patents in the U. S. 3 also Patented in Europe. jj i SS 
i } MANUFACTURED BY MANNY & CO, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS. i Raa nee 

i BI These valuable Machines are constantly being manufactured. A large number are being h i made for the coming harvest. Over TWO THOUSAND were constructed during the past Hi | season, and used with ENTIRE SUCCESS, yet the demand was not half supplied. FORTY } FIRST CLASS PREMIUMS have been awarded to Mr. Manny for the superiority of his ff Machine over all others, in the frequent trials it has had with them, including every machine |} that has any claim to reputation. 
i A Warranty is given to each purchaser that the Machine is well built, and of good materials; and that it will Mow as well as can be done with the Scythe, and Reap as well as ‘ can be done with the Cradle. The Machine can be drawn by two horses, and managed by one f person for Mowing, and two persons for Reaping ; and is also warranted to cut from ten to fif- |} teen acres Ee day. 
i The NINE PATENTS of John H. Manny for Reaping and Mowing Machines embrace “ Adjustability, the Guard Fingers, Dividers, Arrangement of yineels of Platforms, Trucks, ff Levers, Braces, Frame Work, Gathering Wings, Oblique Platform, Joints, Positions for At- tendants, etc. etc—all these being exceedingly valuable features, and in most successful i operation. 

i The only successful and perfect Combination of Reaper and Mower in the World, # F as well as being the best Single Machine for either purpose! : ' i All the various kinds of Reapers and Mowers have endeavored to compete with this ma- I : || chine; the result in every instance hasshown its superiority, and though the Self-Raker came t | up With boasted ingenuity and boasted labor-saving aeenees yet it is unable to win A ; PRIZE OF FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, but is decided by an honorable Commit- i | tee (as a Reaver onty,) to be inferior to the best hand-raking machine; to say nothing about. {| their additional price, nor their not being rdspted to mowing. But their complication of ma- ff chinery, wasting the grain, and irregularity of the gavels, far more than neutalizestheir claims ff tolabor-saving. While MANNWS MACHINE excels all others in simplicity of con- {} struction, in facility of management, in lightness of draught, (requiring only two horses) in k| having no side draught, in its adjustability to uneven ground, and in being readily adjustable | i] to any height from the ground when reaping, by means of a LEVER extending to the drivers ff FH} seat, and under his control. It also excels every other implement in cutting lodged or tangled fi grain or grass, and also in cutting all kinds of grain or grass, whether met or dry, Ef 7 ging. It will cut flax close to the ground, or gather the seed, and will also gather timothy y andclover seed. TWO KNIVES—onea sickle, the other a smooth edge—are furnished with |} each machine. either of which may be used as required. { THE COMBINED MACHINE isconverted from a Reaper to a Mower, and vice versa, by simply removing or inserting a loose platform, which may be done in less than one minute. ! NUMEROUS CERTIFICATES, Recommendations, and Testimonials to the great value |i of Manny’s Machine, has been received from all parts of the country, and are published, to- H gether wich alarge amount of other information, in a pamphyet, which will be promptly sent by mail to all applitante. 
TERMS SAME AS HERETOFORE. Machines delivered where ordered, with trans- portation added ! : ; For Two HorseEachine, of about 4 feet cut, Cash Price, - - $125 00 i Half Cash and the other half on ist December, - - - - 135 00 } For Four Horse Machine, of about 6 feet cut, Cash Price, - - 135 00 i Half Cash and the other half on the ist of December, - - - 145 00 3 | &#” Orders should be sent in season to secure Machines. ‘T'o meet the wants of those who I} haveon hand certain kinds of Reapers that will not Mow; or who may only wanta MOWING | MACHINE, we will furnish our Machine adapted sey, and exclusively for Mowing, at a Cash Price of $110; half Cash, and the other half on the first of December following, $120, H DEALERS SUPPLIED BY WHOLESALE. Farmers within reach of Waddam's | grove, Ill. can be supplied by P. MANNY, of that place. || © &F SEE NEXT PAGE. MANNY & CO. | 
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cae —_—_____—_—_______——_——— ff 3 ae 

Premiums Awarded this Ma- ATKIN’S SELF RAKING \ ae 

chide, samosas. at she REAPER AND MOWER. | 4 ae 
t 7 ee . f : 

corps Pn, Rone sD-|/THREESARONS ws ee emis, | 
AL. Trial at Geneva, N. Y., with eleven oth- conan coat os aaa wecatiee Funke it ote | Ne 

er Machines, $50,00 as the best Mower. ae Hoban onilared into 19 different States the | esi! 

S20 fee Hoenig, rer ea | Past season, mostly in inexperiencedbands, and |} aay 
i i ir, & E 1 sos * : 2a wee it 

hinge Mecinnies Insitute Pai, GOLD #000 (Orne Sec ient oly arene ial 
MEDAL, over McCormick and others. Illi- and*ocesideubl et also deck pts Rane ; if ii 

passState Eats, ae Pua . Seen ean managed. It 2s not only ieiecd work of (| Meh 
4 Cl . in a e Fair, *, % + tbe 

\ over six other Machines. ‘Trial at Louisville, rare nes oe anes hi ae good arian i 2 Mahan 

| Ky., $20,00. Missouri State Fair, $10,00.— | 96 ae en a aa dGoop f ya 

Meiala MUL ay, iota eae | DURABLE SELF RAKING REAPER, and be | 
° ormickandothers. Mc: ‘oun- . bai 

ty Fair, Ill , 1853, $10,00, and 1854, $10,00.— -[ have also succeeded in attaching a mowing : Sa 

H Putnam County Fair, {11, $10,00. ‘Louisville | bar; so that I also WARRANT 17 AS 4 Mowrr. 2 en 

H Mechanics Association, DIPLOMA for best| _ Priceat Chicago, of Reaper, $170; of Mow- ff Page| 2 

Mower, DIPLOMA fur best Reaper, DIPLO-| ing Bar, $30. Discount on the Reaper, $15, ff baie 

| MA for best Reaper and Mower combined, DI- and on Mowing Bar, $5, for cashinadvanceor f 4) 

PLOMA, with special recommend. Trial in| om delivery. Price of Mower, $120. + 

\| New Jersey, 1854, $10,00 for best Mower, $10 ay Pamphlets giving auu THE oBsECTIONS =e i! bd 

| for best Reaper, and $10 for best Reaper and| AND LIFFICULTIES, as well as commendations, ess ibs 

Mower combined, in competition with nume-| sent free, on post-paid applications. = Fe th 

rous other Machines. Rock County Fair,Wis.| AGENTS, suitably qualified, wanted inall j {ee i 

|| DIPLOMA for best Reaper and Mower. Du-| sections where thereare none. _ ; Big iy 
| page County Fair, Ill, $3 for best Reaper and J.S. WRIGHT, it 2 Na 

1 Mower. Winnebago County Fair,IIL,FIRST| «Prairie Farmer’ Warehouse. Chicago. : i il i : 

PREMITM for best ope and Mower.— Jan. 1st, 1855. 4 aie 

Stephenson County Fair, ‘1:1, Post Cffice Re- meniaieee onl se a ie ti Ha 

Bemuey Pate, lors, Cortifeate fo ea See. | oF ir, ~ ificate for best Reaper Hi 2) ae 

and Mower. Michigan State Fair, $10 for WEBSTER’S if @ a 

best Reaper and $5 for best Mower. DeKalb ATO DICTION ARY i a Pai 

County Fair, TIL, $10 for best Reaper and Mow-) ' N ' i ae 

er, and $5 for best Mower. Cambridge Coun- What more essential to every family Coen. Hl ear i! 

| ae eee ae i ing-room, student, and indeed every one who i e i It ; 

Wee Ne . ‘i 2 ea 

Montgomery County Fair, N. Y.,FIRST PRE- would: snow ibe =ene ure 08 claneengs the i Lae 

MIUM. Pennsylvania State Fair. $10 for best | 7004, eo ee Bagtish 5 tot & elt 

] Rosner and Sower and S10 for caer, endl OTIS tan. Et ae 
i} $10 for Mower. Middlebury County Fair, |°"'Y ane Pere E i 5 oe 

| Vt., FIRST PREMIUM, and many others not WEBSTER’S UNABRIDGED i 8 ee 

iy mecessary to enumerate. a the recognized Standard, “constantly ci- F i fe rahe 

H ted and relied on in our Courts of Justice, in - }} ts 

Ht SPECIAL NOTICE our legislative bodies, and in public discussions, i & ae 7 

| is hereby oe to C. H. McCormick, that I} as entirely conclusive,” says Hon. JounC. a Fes li 

| shall hold him accouniane for all his iene Spencer. r S dl 

ments of my rights. He says in the Albany “ i: 9 i © haa 

Cultivator, of December, 1852, “Satisfied from ee Emake a betler gevestmnent f t eos 

| the expeueeets the past harvest of the ei March, 1855—ly fe \ ok 

4 POSS! of constructing the same Ma- 3 a a 

| Shine both or MovingandRespingiothebes:| AMES LANGLOTS, ; ia 
| advantage, aSRPARATE Mowing spas" | GENERAL DEALER IN 4 a 

i] for the next harvest will be sold withmy Reap-| PAINTS, OILS, TURPENTINE, 3 . oe 

i} er.” Now, my dear sir, make your separate Ss. SASH PUTT } me - 

|| Mowing apparatus, but do not infringe may | CAMPHINE, GLASS. * TY, i] ra 

|) claims, as 1 shall hold you strictly accountable BRUSHES, VARNISHES, ARTISTS’ t af 

f} for 20 doing. JOHN H. MANNY. | BRUSHES, COLORS & MATERIALS. jj i 

H Rockford, [ll., March, 1855. Wall Paper and Window Shades i aa 
Se ee ge i alwa; hand. sa 

| BOOK, CARD, AND JOB PRINTING | cre"? variety, ant a oe | 
| Of every description neatly executed at Ship Chandlery; all sizes of Ropes; 4 

4 Pitch, Tar, Rosin, &c. &e. MW iS 3 
4 this Office. All orders eee at- > iW aa 

! tended to. Terms, CASH. Mixed Paints always on hand. {|}: an 

i SBT Office on King Street, opposite the “Mad- JAMES LANGLOIS. } Hi 

| ison House,” Madison, Wis. Sept., 1854 137 Main st., Racine, Wis. | an , 
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y of the body, and restore the wasted or diseased (ese ates energies of the whole organism. Hence an XS a=. 32 Tm occasional dose is advantageous even though no 3 Se aS \ serious derangement exists; but unnecessary = a ast Ty dosing should never be carried too far, agevery FE a purgative medicine reduces the strength, when i y —/ taken to excess. The thousand cases in which ee =< a physic is required cannot be enumerated 
here, but they suggest themselves to the reason 

9 of every body; and it is confidently believed AYER’S PILLS, Gecko ncues Gs thing which has hitherto been available to man- FOR ALL THE PURPOSES OF A ale When their virtues are once known the 
1 public will no longer doubt what remedy to F 'AMILY PHYSIC employ when in need of cathartic medicine. | 2 oes wrapped they are pleasant to [J i oS Ae ee eee or take, and being purely vegetable, no harm can i] ‘There has long existed a public demand for | aris? from thereon, es Gane 

} an effective purgative pill which could be re-} Foy minute directions, see the wrapper on lied on as sure and perfectly safe in its opera-| the box. i tion. This has been prepared to meet that de- winiched ae j mand, and an extensive trial of its virtues has 
conclusively shown with what success it ac- Dr. JAMES C. AYER, E } pepatines the Eatpuss dasigoes. It is sony t0 PRACTICAL AND ANALYTICAL CHEMIST, j make a physical Pill, but not so easy to make 
the best of all Pills—one which should have , LOWELL, MASS. i none of the objections, but all the advantages |?#!C® 25 cents per Rox. FivF Boxes FoR $1. 
of every other. This has been attempted here,| Sold by Carey & Gordon, Beloit; Holden, and with what success we would respectfully | Kemp & Co., Janesville; J.K.Eilert, Monroe ; submit to the public decision. It has been un-| John Wrist, Madison; E.R. & F. A. Utter, fortunate for the patient hitherto that almost | Elkhorn; T. Mason, Dubuque, lowa; E. E every purgative medicine is acrimonious and | Gay, Burlington, Iowa; and by all Druggists | irritating to the bowels. This is not. Many everywhere. v6n8:1y:c6 H | of them produce so much griping pain and re-} i vulsion 5 the ee as to more than ae PURE BLOOD Ul : balance the good to be derived from them— i t These Pills produce no irritation or pain, = SHAN GHAI F OwLs. less it arises from a previously existing ol HOSE desiring to procure of this trul struction or derangement of the bowels. Be-| ‘T Hosni te Fowl, are informed that I shall be ing. purely vegetable, no harm can arise from| 16 to furnish them during the summer, at j] their use in any quantity ; but it is hetter that | P4425 mach below the ordinary prices. I offer [i any medicine should be taken judiciously — them delivered at my residence at One Dol- | Minute directions for their use in the several lar per dozen; packed secureiy and sent as }] diseases to which they are applicable are given| dire ted—ar the risk of the purchaser—$1,50 per jj onthe box. Among the complaints which have dozen, I shall have some choice Chickens for been speedily cured by them we may mention sale this fall; those desirous to know any thing ] } Liver Complaint, in its various forms of Jaun- about my Fowls, will please write to Marx || }] dice, Indigestion, Languor and Loss of A ppe- Miter, Esq., the Editor of this Journal.— tite, Listlessness, Irritability, Billions Head-| Orders must be accompanied with the Casn. ache, Billious Fever, Fever and Ague, Pain in and will be filled as they are received, * the Side and Loins, for in truth, all these are N.B. I keep but one variety of Fowls. but the consequence of diseased action of the ur CHARLES SMITH. liver. As an aperient, they afford prompt and Waupun, Fond du Lac Co. Wis r j sure relief in Costiveness, Piles, Colic, Dysen- nie ei 2S ee eee a het aR tery, Humors, en — Scurvy, Colds, ae Wright, Merrill & Co., with soreness of the body, Ulcers and impuri- z ty of the blood; in short, any and every case| aa BELOIT BOOK STORE, [| where a purgative is required. Dealers in Standard, Classical, Theological, They have also produced some singwarly Medical, Law, School, Miscellaneous, Blank successful cures in Rheumatism, Gout, ropsy | Books, and all the new Publications furnished Gravel, Erysipelas, Palpitation of the Heart, | as soon asout; Publicationsof American Tract Pains in the Back, Stumach and Side They | Society, American S. S. Union, and Mass. 8. S: should be freely taken in the spring of the | Society ; Stationery, Paper Hangings, Draw- year, to purify the blood and prepare the sys- ing Paper, Gold and Steel Pens, Pencils, Inks, [ tem for the change of seasons. An occasional | Ink Stands, together with a complete assortment dose stimulates the stomach into healthy action, |of Musical Instruments, Melodeons, Violine, | and restores the appetite and vigor. They pu-| &c., &c. i }} ify the blood. and, by their stimulant action Oy Paper Rags taken in exchange for Books. |] on the circulatory system, renovate the strength' Beloit, March, 1854. ly | i 
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| WORTHWESTERN GULTIVATOR. | ane SS SS SS ——— if ‘ie : } 1 | Vou vi. MADISON, Wis, JULY, 1855, No.7. | ha | 
et ees if 5 CaTRSG | MARK MILLER, Editor and Proprietor. _j your wing brush the bees off of theedgeof the | tae J.C. BRAYTON, Horticultural Bditor. "| halfbushel.se-as mot to érush any; set your | a a ni 

mabeioeuit ica, .6 , Old hive on.the stand where you took it from— |) 2 Coa 
i ‘ } ire capecioy gh raterus pene on Obes let your. half-bushels setas they ares4or5 ] J i } 

} ‘orcommence witmhersiume and back sumbersicn: |minites, or till abont half of the bees hove |] it 1 Nacteapresitd cious ade 90s for | 8°! ito the: top half-bushel;;take your half | SEY 

surtesge en ue pate pert nd at hem up edgemys ach ff | inlintone ea oSs ase Gu meres geet one separate) agunst x tre; sick of wood or | a J] Page, $703. ,ausrion pape, $18 soleil tages 918; one fence, out of the sun ; take your spoon andthe ‘}} 3 uM tat 
] one yea, firstinsertion, $2,00" for each subseqvent in- | half-bushel that was on top, (for the queen will © a iH sera. merrier | be most likely to be in the top-one,) and com- | 2 ig Fit H © Bills for Advertising to be paid quarterly, | mence on the lower side of the half-bushel and | ax an i j 
— SSS stir them up to'the bottom with the 2 As » Tah 
| > How ‘ae cn hinooene eee ;you stir ee up they will ranin aid Minpchinns k j aN | 
] xs i Teinate: | towards the top of the half-bushel—keep your | 5 th 
1 Mz. Eprron:—As the season for having bees | eyes open,’ for the queen is what you are now ie vel 4 { 
|| swarm isat hand. I'send you my plan of man- | looking for, As youpokethemover,keepturn- || & F eu 

i aging them. In the first place, I have two half } ing the: measure gently until you have’ gone | 4 ia dh i 
} bushels. a table-spoon,a wing or quill, a.com- round,or. until you find the queen, or are gatis- | 4 ee 
4 mon table-cloth, and a pipe filled with tobac- | fied that she is not there. If you donot find | * ¥ hi ae 

0; andia man to use it (for Ido not use tobac- {hen in the first half-bushel, you must. go thro’ © oa H 
co), arid a dlean empty hive for the reception | with the same uperatino with the, other—she | . g Ve Fae 
of the young swarm. Now, all things are in | is almost certain to be in one of the other. As | |] . ee 
readiness tocommenceoperations. Light your | soon as you have-found her, set the halfbnshel | » Jen 

Pipe, and: puff 12 or 13 good strong puffs of | that she is im on edge again, and take theoth- || i iat 
tobacco smoke into the bottom ‘of your hiye, | er pile of bees, and put a sufficient quantity of ‘ #2 Cy , | which we will suppose is well filled with’ comb | bees with thé queen for a goodswarm; andthe | fe ae ae | andibees. Now take your hive and turn it | remainder put back with the old swarm: ‘Now | } Lah ; 
bottom up:on the ground; place one of your | you have a.swarm of bees in: the -half-bushel, i a lH | 
half-bushéls on the hive, bottom up ; ‘take your iwhiek you can treat the same as you'woulda © | e ol 3 
tablecloth and wind it around where'the hive | swarm that have come out in the natural’way | ai aH 
and kalf-bushel comes together and secure it —) is, hive them and'sét them where they || = 5 He 
so that none of the be¢s can come on the out- | are to stand all stmmer_. If the weather is un- | SRR 
side; take two sticks, one in each ‘hand, and | favorable forthe Bees to gather honéy, they 3 Be 

}/y commence rapping on opposite sides of the hive} must be fed’ with molasses or honey for a‘ few | ; i : 
—eontinue the:rapping, with short-eessations, | days. : ae hi ‘a 

}), for 10 or 15 minutes; turn your hive right ov-| Now, the old swarm has.no’queen, amdithey || ao 
|| ¢t, with the half-bushel still in its-place; take nei go to.work and make'one, and | A ; 
|| alluptogether and give two or three good jars }sometimes more. If they make morethan one, _ ' on i 
| on to theground—but not, sufficient to'start the | and theréis. sufficient quantity, of bees, they | ah 

comb, for the queen may be still-on the bottom-|-will swarm in-15. or 16 days from the timethe | || a 
|] of the. comb, ‘in a cluster of bees, and those first. swarm.was drove out, A Person notac- * |} de 

Jars ere.to, jar. her off into the: half bashel—|.quajnted with'this operation ,will suppose: that»). aay 
| Then. unwind. your’cloth and take-off the, the bees will all ly-away, but they, willnat; (]] ag 
| hive from the half-bushel‘and put your .empty | neither will it; irritate: them, .or) make. them | i an 

half-bushel: bottom up, on the-qne: containing:| cross in the Jeast., Theiwhole operation will _ || ete | the bees, with their edgés together, and with not take.over25er 30 minutes... Anothenthing, i 
| | = ; I : &
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it can be performed under the shed, on a wet |plan is, to have your land sufficiently under- 
day, when you cannot beto work on the farm | drained; another, manure with coarse barn- 

toadvantage. In this way all the anxiety of) yard manure, and pass over. the whole with a 
the bees swarming and flyingaway when you}heavy.roller. Me ah o eon 

are not watching them, orare not at home,is at| | have noticed iu.the northern part -of Indi- 
an. end. ; ana.and Ohio,..a plan adopted by. the farmers, 

Now for the next operation : If you want to | o¢ drillingiin their winter wheat when cultiva- 
transfer your old swarm to a new hive, puff in| ting their corn for the last time, and of leay- 
your tobacco smoke, then turn your hive bot-| ing their stalks standing, for .adefence to the 

' tom up, and set on your new hive right side up, crop during winter. From what I have seen 
and wind around your cloth-as directed in the of the plan, it: works Well. If there-is any 

first operation. Take your sticks and drive | now falls, it is kept from blowing off, in a 
the bees as you did at first—15 minutes is suffi- | measure, by the standing stalks. Séil which 
cient time to give them; ‘take off the hive con- | i oids.an excess of water, should not be used 
taining the most of the bees, and set it where | soy winter wheat, as the action of froston such 

i the old hive stood. Jf there are any bees still | .oj15 will destroy the plant. 
remaining in the old hive, set it bottom up in’ Euisua Fucrer. 
front of the new hive and they will soon leave. Middlebury, Vt., June, 1855. 

| ‘This operation must be done just 22 or 23 tte | 
days after the first swarm, with the old queen, Farmers by Adoption. | 
drove out—for then there will be no eggs or We know a great many farmers in Grant | 
young bees in the cells, for the eggs and young county whoacquired @ training in other pur- || 
brood left by the old queen; have all come out suits, yet sueceed better than those who were 
(except there may possibly be a few drones not | raised on a farm. They soon acquire a mode | 
yet come out of their cells): The young queen Fe ees do at ere 

| has not yet commenced breeding; and-the bees | they turn to farming because they have a love i will have new comb ready for her by the time |-for it, = sheep —_ they eld bie 
' she wants'to use it, consequently there is no | most zeal; theirsuperior pusiness tact acquirs | ime lst or bees destroyed Ifyou want o| ty Dersie  appied othe farm with take up any'swarms in the fall, drive them out. | youth, and also with better profit. Another 

} take away their queen, and letthem stand for | peculiarity about those who have but recently 
24 hours, then you can put into your other eee mis a ey’ ogee 

ee ie ig going = ——e over; @! ers of agricultural Galceumecee follow | few in each hive. or allin one. It is a much | ali new suggestions, forsaking the old, with as 
better way than killing them. This method of| much pleasure asa dandy lays by his Not quite 
making swarms cost me $2, so { need not make paca coat for a ent of the? Tatest 

| uy “excuse for giving it to the public... Pi Yes sean eee ey aicat Peme 
Exiena Gatror: | at thirty, adopts also the farm books the Wis- 

5 Metomen, Wis., June, 1855. consin Farmer—and the Hrratp — Grant Coun- 
| TN ae ty) Herald. 

Wiet: Wicks spe torn Eaines: There is more truth embodied in the above 
> Vinter ling. paragraph than is often to be found in one of 

Mz. Eprror:—I will endeavor to answer the |the same length: It is literally ‘true, every 
} second Question propounded by Geo. P. Peffer | word+-we have daily illustrations of the facts 

—How shail Wheat be sown so as not to have it |it contains. The idea is too prevalent among | 
Winter-kill 2 Wheat sown on new land, full | farmers who have been brought upto the’busi- © 

| . of stumps and roots, is less liable to Winter-kill | mess from their youth, that they know the 
| than that sown on a very mellow soil’ Why?| whole, without resorting to what they sneer- 

‘because the stumps and roots prevent the heav- | ingly call “(book farming.” Such farmers’ are 
ing of the ground by frost. The tender roots | scarcely a-step in advance- of their’ ancestors, 
of the wheat plant can not withstand the, com-| who used ito go.to mill with'a stone in one end 

] dined action of weather ‘and frost: Then lay |of the bag to balance the grist in the other— 
your land into narrow beds, and keep the dead | When askedto’ subscribé for ‘an ‘agricultural 
furrows well cleared’out to give the water, if| paper, or to:purchase an’ agricultural book— 

| in-excess,a chance to ran ‘off. Another good | the excuse’ is,-my ‘Tather got ‘along without 

it. | 

sits
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r WISCONSIN AND IOWA FARMER. 195 : 

either—did n’t believe in book farming. On| good means of introducing poisons and. medi- : 
the other hand, the man who turns his atten-| cines into the circulation of the plant gradual- li - g 
tion to agricultural pursuits, after haying spent | ly, with as little organic lesion as possible.— ‘| § 
one-half of an ordinary life-time in other em-| For this purpose I prepared a series of small i i 
ployments, supplies himself on the start with| glass pipettes or tubes, of various capacities, || 
two or three agricultural papers—the best | according to the size of the plant and the. con- | é 
treatise on the various departmentsof his busi-| centration of the material to be introduced— } 
ness—looks out for the best and most approved | The drawing represents one of these : | 
implements, and the best stock—hence the se- } t 
cret of success. It is atrite saying, “that he i ; 
who thinks himself the wisest man is general- if 5 \ i 4 
ly the greatest fool.” SN | 

eee eee Y i 
A fa ta er old sore te se = > 

that he was offered 40 cents'a bushel for his . i # oats at home, but that “he had hauled them to 
Galena for a higher price: He sold his load in ' : Galena for 35 cents a bushel, vowing to never 
more be without a paper from which he could i 4 learn where the highest prices are paid — Grant } 2 Co. Herald. | i} t 
Theabove reminds us of a case that came } 

under oar observation at Janesville, in the ‘ i i ; 
|| spring of 1852. A mancamein from the coun- g ie | 

try to mill, and with his grist brought along d Sei # 
a few bushels of beans. The miller asked him af hi : 8 
what he expected'to get for them? He thought y @ ] ‘| 

| they ought to bring him about six shillings per a. i 
}/ bushel. A bargain was closed on the spot, at ‘ i 
| his own offer. Before he left town, however, | ° p 

he learned that the market.price was $2,50 per | 
|| bushel, quick, and scarcely none to be had at| fi 
l| that, It was ascertained that ze took no paper. | 9 1 {| reer | 

f Plants Poisoned. H : 
} Ixeuencr of Poisons anp Mepictxau AGENTS | 3 | § 

on Pranrs. a, b, is the pipette; d, a cork, inserted into the fj Z 
| eae jouth ; its one end drawn out toa | 3 | We have received from Dr. J. H. Salisbury, | saa ae means qriGos at b ve y uitall- | ; 

| late Chemist to the N. Y.State Agricultural A small puneture’is now made with a small, |f i 

} Society, of New York—in pamphlet wee smocth, round, sharp awl, or other instrument, |] ; 
f *me'interesting: experiments on plants, which ina direction downwards, making an angle a 

‘}] Mlustrates the analogy existing between animal with the stem of the plant of about 15°, and i 
}] and vegetable physiology. Dr:Salisbury made perforations just beneath the inner bark. As |] | . 
| experiments on the Sun-flower, Lilac, Horse- soon as the pointed instrument is withdrawn, jj i 

}] chestnut; Castor Oil Plant, and some others— the capillary end of the pipette is carefully and | 
| Weegive the experiment, with illustrations, snugly inserted into the puncture, as repre- ff ° a 

}} mde on the Sun-ftower. sented. The pipette is now nearly filled with |} » # 
} These experiments were made for the ‘pur- the poison or medicine, as the case may be, and 
|} Poseof determining more accurately the action the cork, g, inserted. The liquid material | 
} of poisons and medicinal agents upon living, gradually passes from the tube into the plant i 
f) (reahined matter; by administeringto theplanly |p saints the puligture; ¢, the capillary'ex- | 4 
j] than iteould be when given to the animal— tremity of pipette; f, the height of the materi- 4 

‘he structure and organization of the plant be-| 51. and , the cork, which is fitted in to pre Fi | ing much more simple than that of the animal. weit evaporation. i ‘ 
|| Dr. S. proceeds with his first experiment : Exreninent—Selected a strong, vigorous, }} 
| “The firet consideration wasto fix upon some | Sunflower plant (Hélianthus annuus), four feet | ' 

i 
———————————— . .
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six inches high. The tube, after being tightly | year I ent & pile on the longest day in June— 
fitted into the stem, was filléd with concentra- | [ have just returned from that spot. I found 
ted sulphuri¢acid. This was done Sept. 6th, at | the ground ‘lifted up around the stumps by 
li a. um, At 1 Pp. w—two hours after—the young shoots pushing up as dig as your finger. leaves in the immediate vicinity of’ the point | The result of my experience is, that if @ man where the sulphuric acid was inserted began to | has a sickly patch of grubs which he wishes to droop At 3'r. m., these hung down almost in a cultivate; just let him find out of his neighbors 
line with the plant, and’others farther removed | when it kills them to cut them, and whack them |, began to show signs of the influence of the | down at that critical juncture, and he will have ; poison. At 6 Pp. m.,one leaf below the incision | shade trees quicker than by any other process. 
and six above it, were quite wilted, and had | J. W. Woon. 
fallen down in the direction of the stem, being | Walworth, May, 1855. 

| no longer able to support themselves. Four or | TT set : : five other leaves had commenéed wilting— | Transactions of the Wisconsin State }, Death had advanced farther in the, stalk and | Agricultural Society. 
petioles than in the-leaf: Dlades. | We copy the following notice of this work 

ca es “et ee ee ne Ra Alleges Jeubuiisteuies isthe leading ‘ i} point where the Poison was inserted, and ee Scientific Journal in this country. ‘The com- || 
ee Ht, “wore quite (eae aifthe base of a pliment to our fellow citizen, I. A. Laruam, of } 

f) Petioles, a = soem Soe Ee Milwaukee, is well deserved. Mr. Lapham down beside the stem, with the leaf blades r z cat : may be classed among the early settlers of the | quite wilted. The stem was quite dead to the | St a a a tune tothe staan ot i | distance of cight inches below the ~ ound and | >{#t® 4”! Aasverds Pie eee S Pek ihe : 2 oe eee ne | its Botany, Entomology, and Antiquities than |. twéntv-two-inches above it, and bleached to a other - Jed z " gray white, tnd considerably shruskén. No | 927 3 x shes E sour tasté.Sha be distinguished teed | “Tae Grasses of Wisconsin and the Adjacent 
| 2 f es; by I. A. Larxam, Milwaukee: in parts. The sap gave'an acid Teaction-Wwith test | the Transactions of the State Agricultural paper. Six rp, a—Thedeath of estem has | © Society, vol. iii, for 1953. Madison, 1854. | "|] advanced singe morning up» get six} Both as to'the matter ‘which they contain, } inches. The petioles of eight leavesaire entire- | and the manner in which they are edited and 

|) ly dead, and bleached nearly white, and the printed, the ‘Agricultural Transactions’ of the 
leaf blades of the same quite wilted. young State of Wisconsin compare midst favor- Sept. 9th, 6 r. m—Almost entirely dead above | ably with those of any-of 4 ‘the older States.— 

| the wound, {and for eight inches below it. | The communications which make upa large | Sept. 11th, 9 a. m—Entirely dead above the | part of the present volume are of a better, more H wound. Deatli has not advanced downwards | correctly scientific, and truly practical charac- H 
} any sincethe 7th.” ; tSeey than those which we. generally meet with | ‘i Rue Fee j in such ie where in pneeni of chaff 
| 2 is apt to be grossly disproportionate to e.grain. 

sa) tine so iet Gribe. Weare much struck with the amount.of Jearn- 
Mr. Eprror :—It being desirable for farmers ing and the.general scientific aecuracy, as. well 

], to communicate any valuable experience which | as the practical good sense, of those we .have 
they may obtain, to each other; and, being my- | particularly examined ; such as the articles on 
self in possession of a little—the value of which | the Potato and its diseases, by R. W , Wright. 
will soon appear—I feel free to make it known of Waukesha ; and on Vegetable. Physiology 

| through your paper. It relates to the time ‘as applied to Farm Plants, by J. Townly, of of cutting off grubs, best adapted to Killing them. Moundville. At the close of, the.volume near- 
|} Mine.are of 10.or 12 years growth, and vary | ly 100 pages are occupied -by Mr. Lapham’s 

| from the size of a man’s thumb to his leg, and | faithful and excellent account of the grasses of 
are of all kinds. “promiscuously arranged.”— Wisconsin, prefaced by a. general account of T cut on July 9th, 13th, 25th, 30th; Aug. Sth, | the family, and a convenient artificial arrange- 

], 22d, 26th; Sept. Sth, 16th, 28th, 1853, and kent | ment or key: to. the genera of the grasses of |} record of times and places. Thenext spring | the Northwestern States. . The speciesare well 
ij. Llooked the ground over carefully, and if I | described in plain botanical language, their ], hadokilled one I could not find it. The: next! qualities and uses indicated, Good 8yo. plates H 

ts
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WISCONSIN’ AND IOWA FARMER, 197 i "i ii pe ee ge = eae of elevemspecies!are given; ‘eachaccompanied | elytra.’ "The Oicind-la may be found*on any z ae || by magnified analysis of the parts of fructifi- warm, sammy day along unftequented roads é i | ail || cation, and similar analysis of as Many ‘more | and paths, especially where the soil is ‘a little te aH | species are given on'another plate. Thesé are sandy. As you walk along, they rise on the oa ‘4 ri H | credibly executed from original drawings, by | wing and fly rapidly a short distance before a i) ay |} Mr-Lapham himeelf; andthey will afford in- | you—a movement which is repeated two or ha ia ad | ‘valuable assistance to the student of this diffi-:| three times—the cunning little fellow always 4 a } cult, but very important natural order of plants | alighting’ with his head towards you to see | i ei il | —tmost important to the agriculturist, since it | whether you will again disturb him, when, if — ¥ ae Mi | furnishes the principal subsistance of man and your walk is-continued; he takes to the grass 178 Lae }} the domesticated animals.” and weeds by the road-side, or makes a circuit . Aa | a te. around you to the place’ from which he was ; Se For the Wisconsin & Iowa Fariner. first disturbed: With a gauze bag-net, formed || a hea ! F oe Entomology. on a strong Wirering—about a foot indiameter. ¢ ae if } Cstisias Etkbibienié Sav and fastened to the end of a stick—you may | ? a Bi . x easily secure these beautiful and often brilliant 3) ; 1 2 3 insects... When caught, they may be'putintoa | 3 i 4 it | ef i ‘small phial of ‘aleohol, or strong spirits, which : ish e ! \ é “/owill kill them very quickly, and preserve them jf) a a ri | i fromdecay. ‘Inthe same manner you may col- i id sal aa Hi ; : Jeet and preservea large number of insects of i] a4 a a 1 . ; b the beetle tribe (Coleoptera). When collecting | ae i insects, or indeed any objects'in nataral science, i] 5s} ay ¥ } 4 ‘ the student. should not confine himself to a ‘sin- } e a A 4 a i { ig gle specimen——two or three are needed for ¢om- / # $e Yt | fon | parison and study—they may be injured or lost i ath a . by accident; and at least half a dozen good | as Li i | 33 specimens should be laid aside tobe sent todis- |) - ee Bie 2% Mil copes Yength - | tinguished naturalists at the East, or in Eu- Ad ; | 3. Wing-cover of the female. rope. Such. persons are always anxious to. ob- | eae 4 | °oDhe insect here figured, was first taken by | ‘tin good specimens of the natural productions i al Hye ! 
Mr. Thomas Say, in the Northwest Territory | of the West,-and can usually make ample re- ] ; at det) |} —a8 Wisconsin was then (1823) called—and | turn in the shape of-useful information in re- H ‘ ai! F | described by him under the name of Cicindefa | gad to the species sent them, or to the subject } ¥ he 

}| Zengiladris, in the Appendix to Keating’s Nar- | generally. A. few specimens should also be f}- 4 ial }] tative of Long’s expedition to the source of the | Sent to Madison, to be preserved by the Wis- | te Mt } St. Peter's river. Tt has since been found in | cousin Natural History Association, of which i Beat) New Hampshire, on the north shore of Lake | L.J, Farwell, late Governor of the State,is f} 4 allt Ta : vege . i i | whee } Superior, and in British America, as far north | the President, Dr. Thaddeus W. Harris... of i 3 ae | as fines 52°." It is a very rare speciesfhow- | Cambridge, Massachusetts—to whom, we are H au iby 
| ever, and but little known, even to those who | indehted for the drawings from which the above i i By) make insects their special study, with whom | Cut was made—is a Naturalist to. whom speci- ; Bt Het} l] specimens of this small animal are in very great | mensmay be.sent with much adyantage to the (ae i 

|| demand. It is of ablackish color above, mark- | sender, His Treatise on the Insects of N, Eng- } 4 tae || edon the wing covers, with white. spots. as. in |Jand, Injuriousto. Vegetation (1852), an aeharo | GHA | | the figure, Itis easily known from all other | volume of 513. pages, may be consulted with 4 4 Hy 
I] species of Cicindela,.bynot.having any white | profit by every farmer ind gardener. . » 1 at || Spot om the-tips, or points: of ‘the wing covers. , The young larve of the Conroprenra, or bee- ts | Wegive this figureasia type of the ‘genns ot tles, are usually known by the name of grubs: ie | carnivorous insects, to which it belongs, and 4 while those of Lerinorrera: or ‘butterflies, are 7 ea | which we haveseveral other species, someblack | called caterpillars? ameof Dirrers, or flies. , : ih } Sethe green, or blue, eoppery red, &e. ‘It! alea are called maggots. _ The larvie; or grubs, of ag || Convéys i good-ided’ of ithe genetal ‘eliaracters|| the Cicindela liye in small round holes they dig ae OF the Coreoptérors Citas of inisteta oF deetles;’| in the ground to considerable depth ; and when E ga i ated by thitir hard wing cavers, ealled'| hungry they lie with their heads jasteven with |} t
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the surface; thus, while concealed, they are Long and Short Manure. | : || veady to spring upon and devour any insect or i cet | 
| Worm that may beso unlucky as to come with-| _ We find, in looking over an old volume, | imits reach. In this way these grubs destroy | that in the statement of the. committee on 

|. perhaps thousands of noxious or injurious spe- Farm Management for the New York State 
| cies. After attaining the, mature form of the Agricult Society for the year 1847, it 

|] perfect insect, they still continue their destruc-| #8 papioned at. 9 the pompepiors for | | tive habits. it would be curious to know wha Pa toe ms eee Srrepon & ea pica 
t | speciesof insects are destroyed by the ‘Cicin- or ed ee while the latter a | dela, and to make some simple experiments to ee : * 

ascertain whether they could not be led to re- ferred using it after it had rotted. Now, | 
| lieve us of some of those that are ni in our opinion, ope cord. of Jong Se } ] now so. much | tod manure willl be found to possess:a val- } | the dread of every farmer. A little intelli- ue far superior to a cord of the same after || 

f] sent observation, and s few easily made'exper-| it had rotted down to a state of muck or } 
i a aaa =e but very little'time, | short manure;,,and,this opinion, we think, |} I jorpcrtagt ce ne neet, im this way teadto | is clearly indicated by both theory and | | important results. If by cultivating or en- practice, During the process of decompo- | 
| couraging the growth of these or some other sition, a very large proportion of ammonia || | beetles, wecould rear upa natural enemy of | will be released, and escape into the atmos- || the weevil, for-instance, it would be the means phere, thus depressing the mass of one of 
}} of saving millions of dollars every year to the its most efficient manurial agents, and of ; wheat-growing States. He who secures a pa- course greatly diminishing its value as a | tent right for such an invention, would secure | stimulant of the soil and crops to which it | to himself an ample fortune. Who will un-| is to be applied, Besides this important 

jj dertake the work? loss—for an important one it undeniably is 
| Insects were made for wise pur nodoubt | —the saline matters will also be separated ] purposes, 7 3 ae || but these purposes—at least in many cases— | and washed ‘into the soil, where it 8 al- } seem ‘past finding out.” Of what possible use | lowed to remain during the decomposition. 

is the mmusquito? says the sufferer from his | But we ascertain from the answers of Mr. 
tiny bite. No one can give a satisfactory an- | Delafield to the interrogatories of the in- | 
wer to the question, and yet we have faith to; ee aay commytice in this case, that he | 

|] believe that, as they were created by an All- | varies nie ons successfully, 2 by ee | i] Wise being, they must answer some important ie palrigcmene's hid, rn f SNP 
| ends in his great plans. At some fature day OREN OF = ¥ al So aes 7P redone e f} ome Franklin, Cuvier, or Linnwus wi ais. | Nastage of the ¥ ete | y} cover the importance ot the musquito; and | a ©. OEMS, HUE BoGurES He gase- | lj then the wonder will be that people had not | US Products of ammonia by absorbtion; | . i Laer 2 not | thus preserving both, and adding also, at i} seen it before. A little weevil can do more| Pp * S 4 28 * | nm | the same time to the bulk .of his manure || arm to the farmer than the most unruly beast | by the enrichment of the muck or loam, | 

gf] the-cntsworm’ cut destioy’uttre'cora "th “he! hd tanchiernéd info dnemsllent cea ira nnecrnr yea Pulled up by black-birds alent by the diffusion of the volatile ot || in a number of years; and insects of various | pint products of the decomposing mass, || 
species do more injury in our gardens and or- | ‘his plan, has, doubtless, its advantages, ] 
chards, than all the other animal creation—not and managed thus, short manure may be | 

| excepting thievish boys! It is clear, then, that! as Valuable as long. As commonly’ man- | | their study becomes one of importance, and aged, itis not— Germantown Telegraph. | should therefore be encouraged by every agri- — or 1 ] culturist, gardener. agricultural soviety, and Cuay ror Maxurs.—Mr. Editor: 1 || even by the State: 1. A. Larnan. | thought .I would give you a little informa- | Milwaukee, June. 1855. tion concerning clav manure according to || | 0) Qa “Tay experience. with ic. In the spring of || | snc Nen Wed daring ascPaSingoy.2SS4 1 fale for manure fo my crm be- | | ashe, being the largest amodat mananucta- ‘0P@ T got my pices planted. I. went to J} ea in any one year, and an increase of 400,000 | # clay m aha Aad ot some fi ij bushels over the previous year. | asrank.clayas J id find, and. hauled. i E 
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oe Tus. <i a4 a i 
| into'wry field and puta shovelful of it into | is evident to any one who is possessed with | a | a’hill, the same as I would other manure, | a scientific knowledge of Nature and her |} i || and cover it with the soi I then put my |laws.— Zz. | i || corn on and covered it. ‘The first. part of enn 1 y the season it was rather backward, but in A New Plan of Cultivation. | i alittle while it began to grow, and through 3 oo ite . | f the drought of Geen theichen hak: Ata one meeting in London last win- ff i 

ed green, and in the fall it was as stout as ter, Mr. ilkins, patentee of a new plan of | j }} some grown on hog manure’ by its side.— | “Wtivation, being called upon by pemons i | Itwasa rocky piece of ground. I expect deeply interested in his experiments, and in | £ | to try some more this season. : agricultural progress generally, made a | : | If you have any more information you detailed statement of his method and its i 
| can give me, I should be glad to hear from results. ; i} : : ly ete He hoped no one would take alarm at | 3 you. . Curtis, | gan se ang the name of patent, his disposition was to 4 Nors.—Friend Curtis says his land on license at a rate not worth thie thcadlese and | ; |] which he used the clay was rocky, but was|™0St contemptible infringement. Hecom- | i | it sandy or loamy? a menced with the cuttager—say rent, of | i 

| Hoepat aoe eae nape Th te pete; like conapery ie | ji i i 3 rS Wu / 4 
} oo - aan ‘nol Would soon take things to market His 3 | sar the com might want a cooler be- Principle was to convey air and liquid a i ‘ }} fore the summer was out, he sent more than | ¥T¢ to the roots of plants, etc. One im- as }] amile and obtained.a load of clay from a| Portant part of the means was a tray bot- | 1 brick yard, with which he manured his) tom, viz.: water tight bottom and sides— ¢ | om, patting -shovelful in.» hill. 1t lad | S97 sides four inches high, and other meth: i reEy : ods on the same principle. ! 

| sen eens seveirch Weer Farmer, | He showed ae te ae he had sent a |} How to Prevent tar Porato Ror.—| to Reading for—two mangel-wurzel, grown +4 While there are many physicians and an-/ on the patent principle, and two grown on . || tidotes to restore to health the ills which the old system; also Jeet-root grown on | i | flesh is heir to, there seems to be none, or} the old and on the new system. Those on af | have been none to cure and eradicate that| the patent principle, sown in May, weighed fj x | dire and mysterious disease consequent upon | twelve and fourteen pounds each; on the | fe one of the best and cheapest alia ios of| old system about’ one-third the weight— |} ts the farmer—the potato. Though the po-| The crop of mangel-urzel was at the rate i l| tato rqt has bafited the skill and research of of sixty-nine tons, two quarters, and twen- 5 |. Many scientific persons, yet the means for| ty-two pounds per acre. Of peas the pro- j i | its prevention is very cheap and simple. | duce was about eight-fold’ in comparison to ; The modus operandi which I have found | that obtained from the soil by ordiaary eul- # 80 efficient in the restoration of this valua-| tivation. Carrots were very large and 4] } ble esculent, is as follows: In the spring, | straight, and of excellent quality. { }] 48 early as may be, I plant my potatoes in He also exhibited Italian rye gras, fifth a7 }} hills or drills, on tolerably dry, light land | cut, first year’s sowing, and one cut only, i } with a common tablespoonful of unslacked | first year’s sowing on the old system. He } lime to each hill, When they are well up, | had also tested various seeds on his system, j } that is, when they begin to unfold their) which came to perfection; on the old-sys- |] ‘ leaves, say two inches high, I put upon them | teu, in dry weather, they never vegetated, i a spoonful of common salt, and then hoe| and did not come up. Indian corn was Ph | them, by placing ‘around and over tliem| grown to considerable perfection; while by 
}] good fine soil to the depth of five or six in-| the common mode of ‘cultivation no ears ; | ches. This is what I call “salting down.” | were produced. A geranium grown in a x }] In due time they will-again come up, when | box, flowered continuously; and the beau- f }] they will grow healthfully and vigorously | ty and perfume of flowers in general were | : till the time for digging'them up comes, greatly improved. “These: astonishing re- if | When there will be many | potatoes in | sults were obtained in many cases from soil |] f each hill. The philosophy of tits process | from which'tio’ produce could be obtained | 
Sa a ha Seri ate - = ] : 
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by ordinary cultivation. The quantity of| employing liquid. manure is effected—a || 

the milk given by a cow. fed on the: roots | waste which is often equal to seventy-five | 

grown by the new procéss, was fourteen | per cent.—and the diffusion of the disa- |] 

| per cent. greaterthan-when, under similar greeable odor in the atmosphere is pre- | 

| conditions, the animal wae fedotrroots of| vented; while avery large increase of pro- 

| the same kind grown in the ordinary man- | duce is obtained. At the same time the | 

ner, and its quality was considerably better. | surface of the soil—instead of being sod- || 

The celery was exceedingly delicate as well | den or caked. together, as it is when the | 

as abundant: {Vinter broccoli put into| liquid is thrown over it—is left loose and 

the ground after a very fine crop of pota-| open to receive the influence of the sun 

| toes, came. to perfection in six weeks, and | and the atmosphere, by which vegetation || 

was succeeded by an excellent crop of|is very much promoted. | 

; Savoy cabbage—the third crop from the! ‘The apparatus for applying the liquid i 

| same soil since last May. manure is simple. A flat water-tight sur- | 

He would shortly exhibit the new vases | face is laid from sixteen to twenty inches | 

| in which flowers would come to perfection | below the top of the soil. It is made with | 

anywhere; also a portable garden, moved | tiles, etc., united at the joints with cement. | 

to the sun from east to. west. He had|It is laid in widths of five feet, with per- | 

| grown. potatoes on the top of his window | pendicular edges four inches high, and may | 

i a flower box) ona slate, the earth from|be of any desited length. There should | 

Wokingham Common—two sets produced | be’a gentle inclination from end to: end, 

108 potatoes; one ash leaf kidney, in sand | but from ‘side’ to side this “tray bottom” | 

i from a sand rock, produced .84 potatoes, all | should be level.» Along this’ are laid two | 

free from disease, spot, or defect, He|drains at equal distances from the center 

| (Mr. W.) would shortly give a lecture, and| and from the -sides, formed by half drain 

j |. produce indisputable proofs with the hemp | pipes of burned clay, placed end to end, | 

j and flax, potatoes, roots, etc., at the city of} the open side downward. The rows: of | 

London Tavern, he hoped next week, of| vegetables, etc., are placed overthese drains. | 

; | which he would send notice to the Times, |The liquid manure is introduced into these 

Gardener’s Chronicle, and some other pa- oes means of a perpendicular tubeat | 

pers. His motto was, “Do good and com-| one end, and escapes under the ypen edges | 

i municate.” f and between the junctions of the pipes, 

] Ina communication to Gardener's Chron-| until the soil is_moistened to a sufficient | 

| | icle, Mr, Mechi, of Triptree Hall, states that height; and this is ascertained by looking 

in the beds which he inspected at Reading, into another tube open below, in which the i 

which bad been cultivated on the. new | fluid rises to the height to which it has ris- } 

method, ‘the excess of quantity produced jen in the earth, Another perpendicular ] 

over that which was obtained. from similar | tube with a plug below passes through the | 

beds sown with seeds from the same par- | water-tight surface, by means of which, by 

eels, and cuitivated.in the ordinary manner, | Taising the plugs any excess of moisture 
was from 400 to 600 per cent. may bé let off when requisite. It is found 

Mr. Wilkins’ Paterit extends to the Unit-| that the penetration of air under the roots 
ed Kingdoms, also to France and Belgium. | of the plants by means of the drains when | 

: b \the liquid has passed. out of them, is ex- | 
His system, as before stated, is to con- | tremely beneficial. to, the growth of the 

} vey air and liquid manure to the roots; | plants. Mr Wilkins calculated that by this ] 

| liquid of the filthiest description was thus|glone their growth was accelerated two | 

entirely deodorized by the unerring laws / days in seven. ‘The same principle is ap- | 
| } of nature. | plied to flower-boxes .and Averett and | 

| Valuable as the sewerage of great towns | he exhibited. representations... of several} 

| —now permitted to be a source of so much which were exceedingly ornamental. Itis } 

| annoyance and disease—was before known | found that, the crops grown by, this method | 

} to.be, its capability. of usefulness immense, | re free from, the “grub worm,” often 80 

] ly increased by this new mode of applica: | extensively destructive, and whieh is intro- ] 

| tion: .A very considemble. saving of the| ced ‘into the soil with the, solid manure. | 

waste incurred in the. ordinary mode of|—J. Y. Life Illustrated. i 

ses = Pee 
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| Definition of Terms Used in jspring, and so on for a- number,of years, as_ | 4 
- Agriculture. rhubarb, horse radish &e. } 

’ _ Pkoatiae Sors—such as éxist in early ff 24 
}  Anasce Hussanpry—where the rais- a of the globe, and destitute of or- e4 
| ing of grain is the main object of the cui- | ganic reltblng!™ Bully Far, Companion. ¥ ‘ 
| tivator. - aaa sieiesemaasanabes cs ] 
] Anorcutrure—eultivation ofusefultrees} A wertcan MappEr—The experiments ] 5 

| -and shrubs; rural embellishments. which have of late been made with home- 
AssIMILaTion—in animal and vegetable grown madder, haveproved that when pro- | 

}} economy; the hidden process by which ani- | nerly treated, American is equal to the best f 
| mals and. plants are enabled toconvert mat- | french madder. Like Turkey, Dutch or et 
}| ters for which they have the affinity, into | Alsace madders, the American requires the 
}| their own substance and nature. addition of a little chalk to produce the | i 
| Brenwrat Prawts—such as flower and | best effects. 

l) seed the second. year, and then die, as the} During the past winter, the Merrimack | 
|] cabbage, carrot, onion. : Company have used with great success, }} 
i Cancarzous Soms—such as will effer-|some madder grown in Montague, Frank- |] ; 
vesce with acids; showing the presence of |}in County, Mass. and are now about to : 

lime. é ¥ dye some calico with this Massachusetts | 
| _ Cenear Grarys—those raised for bread ; | madder to be exhibited at the New York 
lj ascorn, wheat, &c. Crystal Palace. Within a few days, the i 

pane aa Eee. the general term for | Merrimack Co, have received a small sam- |] 
| allgrain convertable into bread; in the ple of madder grown in Georgia, which || 

| United States, the term is particularly ap- | proves to be.an excellent article—quite equ- | 
} plied to maize. al to that of Massachusetts—Lowell Cour- |} 

Corrtepons—seed-lobes, or the two | jp, | 
halves which separate in the act of sprout- oo j 

| ing, Lavor 1 Irary.—What the Italians of ||| i 
Curmary VEGETABLES—such as are | his day lack is invention, at leastin the |] 

H raised for the table. fod arts. The inventive faculty seems to 
i Ferrverovus Sors—those which a- have run out, as the creative spark has gone | 
bound” in ‘iron, out, with the light of past ages. Nor will j 

|  Herpacr Puanrs—clover .and other | they adopt the inventions of others; they | 
plants cultivated chiefly for the herb, to be jare so suspicious of innovation on old | : 

| used either green or made into hay. usages, A modern'plow would be here’ || : 
|  Inorcanrc Marrex—devoid of organs; | eyed as an irisurrectionist; or the motions }] i 
|| pure earths. of a labor-saving’ saw or scythe’ as demo- |j 4 
| -Isozanre Marrer—not -dissolvable by | cratic movements, to ‘be at once’put down. | § 
| the waters of the soil. Tt makes one’s back ache to see two’ ablé- jj ' 

* Larrer Maru, arrer MATH, ox Rowen | bodied men sweating away "at a hand-saw, | 
terms’ applied to the second crop of |their very foreheads’ sending forth” steam ; : 
grass. enough, meanwhile; to saw’fifty boards to |] 4 
Lay, Ley, Lza—terms applied to mea- | their one, ifthey did but know “it; of one |] 4 

dow, pastures, or~sward,~ poor man tugging” single-handed at some ; 
Legumixous Crops—peas, beans, and |slow . instrument: ‘of. barbarism; which | | ; 

the’ like; having a seed-vessel with two |takesmore time in fitting and‘ turning it.to | 
vales, in which the seeds are fixed to one | use, 'than is left for using it. To go forth 
side only. into these fields is to learn lessons of pati- 

| . Movtp—organic matter in a finely divi-|ence from man and beast—to meditate 
ded and decomposed state, with little ad- |whole'sermons.on reform, whilethe-super- | 
mixture of earth, as leafmould, peat mould, }anuated plow “drags its slow length along” 

| &. ; in the track of. its forefathers Corres- 
Oreanitc Marrer—animal or vegetable |pondence Newark Adv 1 

matters ina greater or Jess state of decay Ee eis aie oT i 
Perensrat Pranrs—those that do not | £8” The crops throughout the State of | 

| generally flower the fifst ‘year, bitt die down | Pennsylvania are said to be in a most pro- | 
to the ground, and grow up again the next  mising condition. ™ |
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: | done, to.go and dolikewise,, While the native é | 8 to ck R eg is 7 @ r. cow is nA inferior to;the Short Horns or | Bit | i Ths AT Tao geen ep einns Teatwanee Herefords in beauty, size and fattening prop- | Ta } ba a "| erties, past experience puts it beyond a doubt, he H American Native Gows—No. 2. that a proper course of breeding’ and crossing 

f | rusin vatue ror-ree-pater-as COMPARED wiru | With improved stock, where the case appears to ; } THE IMPROVED BREEDS OF THE DAY. require it, would in'a short time bring forth a 
; | — race of cows not surpassed, if equalled, in the ; {| Another trial of the famous short horned | world. Col. Samuel Jaques, who lives near | 

| cow, “Raby,” owned by S. P. Chapman, of Boston, has a breed of cows to which he has i : i] Cookville, Madison Co., N. Y., and a native given the name ofthe Cream Pot Breed, which || t jj cow owned by R. Donaldson, of Blithwood, he raised from two remarkable cows selected 
I | Dutchess Co. Mr. Chapman made from his| from the native stock of the country, and the #} cowin twenty days 40 Ibs 2 oz, or a fraction | celebrated Short Horn Ball Celebs. A gen- 

| over two pounds per day. Mr Donaldson’s tleman who examined Col. Jaques stock not ' lj} cow produced 38 quarts of milk per day5| jong since, in speaking of them says, the Cream } ! which, in two days, yielded 6 Ibs. 8 oz. of but- Pot cows are distinguished for the quantity, | 
}} ter, or 3 lbs.4 oz. perday. No doubt the result and particularly forthe richness of their milk; |] i} |] of twenty days would have been somewhat less, particular trials have been made with somein- || , T have been personally acquainted with the| dividuals of this stock, and they have given at || owners of several native ‘cows that have been the rate of from 17 to 21 Ibs of butter per 
| very great milkers, and produced! from 2 to 4! week. The shape and points of these cowsare | i Ibs of butter per day, through the best of their remarkably good. They are very large bodied, } f | milking season. Mr. F. Comstock. ot Kirk- short legged, with long wide and deep hind | Jand, Oneida Co., had, and 1 think still has'a quarters, a rich yellow.and mellow skin, with } } | cow, that produced from 2 to 23 Ibs per day all large milk veins and udder. Their color is } i | through the season tntil'grass began to fail—| gark red, with head and neck not quite the | it | Mr. William Babcock, of the same place, hada! gneness of some of the pure Durhams or Ayr- } ] native cow that would yield full 2 Ibs through shires, but their body, especially the hind quar- f | the summer season ; to these L might add some ters, is very nearly right. But in conclusion | 

} jj] that belonged to my own dairy, that nearly! would ask if the farmers of Massachusetts and |} 
came up to the above figures. I might add| New York have been thus successful in im- ; { quite a number of similur imstances were it proving their native stock. cannot we of Wis- || i necessary; but I would inform my western] consin be like successful? Have we not all || friends that the above results were not produc-| the advantages they possess? Is not our cli- | 

: ed from cows that pick up their living on the| mate at least equal, and our soil very much | roads and marshes in the summer season, and} superior? Then let us teke courage and with | 
jj Winter by the side of a straw heap, living on the| » determination and perseverence show to our || 
l] same. The cow, either native or improved, eastern friends that our stock of cattle is equal || ‘ | must be properly fed and cared for, in winter, | to our advantages, and that we do nottoolight- | ! as well as summer, if you will have the above ly esteem the American Native Cow. } 
i} results. Noman can reasonably expect a cow Darien, April, 1855. Joun Jerrers. 
}| to-do well through the summer that gets poor g ~~ eae Tee | 

|} and weak during the winter. Making cows the NE Ce uleitator pited the following leire: 1 
i] barely live through has a depreciating effect| Take a heaping Shieiponhanse powdered al- | |} ‘pon our race of cattle, perhaps beyond any um and ‘burn it slowly. Fill a quart poltie | 

] stb ams, for poor cow wit not produce a Wit one pat bef rie one pat algo) and] jj ®trongand large calf, and a poor calf will not.| stom, and wait for the latter to dissolve thor- |] | asa general thing, make a good animal. spat ei Sasa . } 
| ‘The foregoing facts ‘in relation to triats of rie oe ae eee nf heer | 
lJ . Cows, was by no means introduced for the dis- the above described decoction. If our friends | 
] paragement of cultivated breeds, for the writer] or any. of our readers will try this, they may | 

is a great admirer of animals of the various Etc Se. i 
H improved varieties ; but to stimulate ourown ly. We that we have tried.it often, and || 

- #f countrymen by fairly stating ,What has been it never fads to effect @ cure. | 
———————————————— 
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| | Lamba Killed by BeardedGrass. | Goon''Honsr “Paovzxomii—The best | eet ., _| Provender that we ever gave a horse was | & | A. Cuoate, of Port ire ©. W., writes | 4 mixture of two-thirds oat meal and one | 
|| tothe Wool Grower:—«I had last spring | third-corn meal. The oat meal has been } }], some 40 lambs from thé finest. Merino ewes, thought by. some physiological chemists to i || by: very fine-wooled French buck, which | contain much- muscle, or flesh forming mat- ' with some 80 others of coarser and looser ter, and the corn meal to contain more fay |} ‘ wool, I fed upon pea straw, cut a little green, forming material, and therefore, when com- | and poorly thrashed, [which we consider| bined together, we get both principles com- |} ! good feed for lambs, until February, when! bined. Our experience with this feed. cor- | T found some: of the’ finest and tightest | roborates the above theory. | i }| wooled lambs were so poor and light that} 4 writer over the signature of W. W. | e 

a good wind would blow them over; and B,, in the Rural New Yorker, recommends | : in spite of all efforts to save them they | mixture of oats and rye for horses. He died. “And in pulling off the wool, I found | think his plan of raising the two together ; || the cause to be, the riper parts of this grass | pretty good, and therefore we copy it. || had broken short with threshing (there be- |, \ 8 ciate? 5 3 Thad,” says he, “a conversation with 
ing a good deal of it among the peas, and |. man latély, who was an experienced farm- 
the short bits had worked into the wool | or, having farmed both in this State (N. 5 and‘ through 'the rp aa as ‘deep ae Y.) and Ohio, and his manner of raisin; ; 

flesh oa § of an f. 4 Coan en horse feed. was this: I take about oF : 
} these in a ate ’ Gay mb. m bushels of oats, and mix with them’ one 

2a 8g ly with the eee _— y bushel of rye, and sow this amount to the 
|| _ the: — reves a1 his ~~ a acre. The rye will support the oats in case 
| The grass is! bearded, and this shows the| op 4 heavy growth, and prevent lodging. || impropriety of allowing tight wooled lambs |1,, this manner I have raised sixty, seven- : | ebrdet in' ia yard) where 4 kind “of ty, and even eighty bushels per ‘acre.”— 

| bearde hired seiko mpoaitha : The soil must have been very strong to do | H Cosr or Kexeine Sumzr.—The yearly that, but the mixture is about in the right ij 
| expense of keeping sheep in, Vermont is|Proportion—Marne Farmer. t a } stated by a writer in the Patent Report at ae SEES, Sees H $1,80 per head... In Wisconsin itis put at) © Catrze Crop or Oxn1o—tThe follow- i 
|| 50 cents a head. In Missouri at 50 cents; | ing statistics of the exports of Cattle from ‘ 
| ining at $i in Virginie ade a some of the principal counties in Ohio, H 
i er ety In Kentu rai e : 5. “ \ #5 
} cost there at from 50 to 76 cents per, head: o Papel oo SAE ee large | Fe 
| Woor.—Purchasers have Been actively | Pickaway, $500 head Trumbull, 8,000 head | i engaged in many parts of the country, | Ross, 5,000 head | Wood, 3,000 head jf 34 [seh den of cyrn,in taing vp Kec, tte at [gmetad P| y the wool from: first hands at improved’ Gnampen,10-000 head | Higsiamd, 7000 heat {| 4 | Prices; they have paid, generally; from 30 = H 14 

| to 38 cents forgrade and full blood....Prob-|  Wangips ov Carrun—These are grubs} 14 
}] ably.the average. will not. fall below 35! which lie under theiskin upon the backs of |] if }}, cents. The movement first, to. stock their neat cattle; and as they grow, swelloutinto [if - 1 lj mills, and next to depress prices; so that large protuberances. They are the larve ff #4 }}, they can get the next clip, at a low figure | of the Gad Fly-—Ocstrus Bovis—which | t 
| We see no reason why wool should be had lays its eggs in the backs of the ‘animals | i | under 40 cts. There is, however, so large in August and Sepie malice. dibeon they H rs 

ademand for coarse, wools, for making | patch and grow until the following spring, i 
jj army cloth, that the finer wools have been | when they emerge through a hole which |} | neglected, and it may therefore help to they make in the skin. ~~ . ° i keep:down our better wools. We think Pe eM Gea? A 

that the price will range from 33 to 45 f ae 5 | ie cante es to full blood, dependiag ae _ last _— is a machine for | / 
a ig sheep. It will shear one in five | : }]. 3Pon quality and condition, more than any minutes. Pray, what next ?. : || previous year— Wool Grower. x 
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1 Hollow Horn—Staggers in’ Sheep. | To: Ghoose.a Good Milck Cow: ~ 
t ; .| » If we were'about selecting a milch cow, 
' ees =, ee eae oan | we would endeavor to get one out of such 
' ee ee ee a herd of good milkers : one witha soft, sateen Rslat enue aio ei sttiliy Sulla shia tats cnia fae: tooe the ‘Hollow Horn’ in cattle ; “he says, red . 
t know some’ will say it'is the hollow belly, ee oe es on 
t or want of attention.’ He further says, ‘I ne Hi caer nite nrdedsddade, slantesin, 
t always -keep my oxen in good order, well Sever aces a ge ni called ale 

' fed and not abused.’ This last I cannot os ee belly. “Aboie all this}, ‘select i deny, but I do say to a ‘A Sunscrren; iene 2 oa a ‘gloteite aisleinten, 
that it is the hollow belly, and nothing else. i, roe a ae icine keos, 

:F A fat ox or cow never has the ‘Hollow | 2ec@use & a ey 
> achat - [| lous as to be worthless. Do not look for 

i Salen ee ee flesh, as the best cows are'seldom fat; their | think in the brain. Some two years ago, ha atc ssobaaeatie Nakina 
|| one of my neighbors had a ‘very fine fat ‘saany uhh Seen ie 

cow down on the lift. He. with .others aoe x fy sees ra Se menigs 
; ' thought -it the ‘Hollow Hom, " aan idles na 
: a gimlet hole on the under side. o each | oe a 
ti horn, about middle way, ‘and put in some lis, ~ ae — wield pe “ an 

i. |} salt send crates which. igithe only. semody; a cow that will average five quarts of milk | I know or haveever heard of.). In a few Sa iasuthouagilgsthooss cies Shaan 
minutes she got up, en — — Sientaae a iiearhaers — at 
ty yards and feil dead. He cut her 4 ers good cow. 

4 sae (he says) and examined her brain and a wens [ane se se 
. - found very offensive matter all around the meer$as pe . - dinsione sthat inieia 

: brainyiand siiMiokaxsrty dilicns waa more than an average quality... That would 
j ditowe ef A Bovsenstanel orem thshey lina 1,200 quarts-a-year; which at three 
t wets vit good. ,ondens whiek dhe. any: leag cents a quart, is $36. We believe the Or- 
k eS . : ange county milk dairies average about $40 : “There is another disease that cattle are | per cow, and the quality of’ the cows is 
f subject ‘to, both fat and poor ones; ‘that is | considerably above ‘the average of the i the ‘Hollow: Tail and will kil i€ mot at-| Some” 
, tended to immediately. To find out if aj. 1¢ ig as important to keep a cow good’ as 
f cow has the ‘Hollow Tail, if the end of | it is to get her good. This can never be 

f the tail feels soft and cold, then she has dona by a careless, lazy milker. ° Always |} 

t got what is called the ‘Hollow Tail’ For! jin, your cow quick and perfectly clean. 
aioutep) et sie with: a thenbkasinor wets 4 it onde pull aout cow. Kod you will haye i about ten or twelve inches from the lower a gentle cow. Select well, feed well, house 

end, ‘well, milk well, and your cow will yield || 
“TI also see in, the same number, page| well___W._Y. Tribune. : { 

oan < > The ~ Solis _ habe Skevine Cows bo As 40% Secure Mave i - This in | 
1 ee mokeaeiie res if attended to it or Femare Carves.—It will be recollected _ || 

i time. “As soon*as'a sheep has the staggers,| that a French gentleman, Cotnt de Gour-° 
i hleed it by cutting some of ‘its tail -off and | cy,’ has tried the experiment in France by 

i | some off of both ears; put it in aclose pen putting te bull with the cow before milk- 
; and feed «it well with fodder, aJittlé com| ing, and he secured’ a large “proportion of 

and ‘some’salt; Jét:them be-sheltered on calves ; and by ptitting the bull aft- 
! i bad weather;vand they will soon get'as well ee rene he secured a like proportion of 

i . : : , jail calves. Le ; 4 jh as ever. aoe , °B.OV. French, Esq, of Braintree, ‘Mass, 
} Errscts or raz Great Drovru.—Dur- | writes “us February "8: “T “to-day have 

ing the past: winter '8000. sheep, andj 250 | examined my account, where T was certain 
| cattle died.of starvation in Hampton, ; Lo: | of impregnation of cows: 8 ot ek 

| rain co., Ohio. « jxec sede vex od bags brought 8 ball calves. 27 with ‘f a i 
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bags brought 18 heifers 9 bull calves. So] my knowledge. , Some prefer mixing fish- |] 
the choice is in favor of heifer calves, when | oil with the:tar, but I-used it alone, andI ff 
impregnated with a full bag, but not. so] believe it to be entirely sufficient, if the | 
much as I expected. I shall continue this} article be good pure tar. I would have ! 

|| method for a while longer.’—LZz. no faith in-the.caal tar now in use insome 
rr ” i 

H Farm Teams—Brerpine Marzs vs Ox- pecs eet | 
| war rear ree from Huron} Prog or Bear Carrie ix N.Y.Ciy. | 

Co., O., says: I would like to give my views} _- Ze 
} upon the ibgest of the Best’ Baain fr far- sie . is -“ ae 
|| ming; whether horses or oxen are to be pre- market at prices ranging from $90 to $180 | ferred. I was raised on a farm in Connec-| per head—good beeves selling at the rate | 

ticut, and grew up with a strong prejudice} of 15 cents per.pound on foot. In view | 
in favor of oxen, but have since changed| of this state. of the market, the Tribune 
my mind. I have for some years past done Of- May-14¢h aapa 2 

| the work of my farm ‘of 200 acres, with y ; ys “ breeding mares, and find it more’ profita-|__ “This is the highest market ever known | 
ble than any other team. ‘have now on| i this city, and probably in any other of jj 

}| hand a pair of young mares five years old this country. ‘The cause must be apparent 
|| and-past, which have done the most of my| t© every one; the supply is not equal to fj work for’ the last: three years, and. raised| the demand. The average weekly con- f 

two colts each, worth at 5 months old, $40) Stmption “last _year was 3,257, and the | 
| pereolt. ‘These mares are very large, one| Stpply this week is only 5,054—1,203 be- | 
| weighing -1,500 ibs, the other, 1,600 ibs.| low the actual demand. ‘The supply last 

We consider! them. equal to. two yoke of| Week amounted to but 2,174, and with a | 
oxen for farmer’s purposes. It is thought] Single exception, the weekly supply has j 

|| by some that mares in foal should, not be| been below the average'ever since the first || , Worked, but I-have had better success with| Of January. Choice cuts of beef will “be |] 
| mares that have been regularly worked| Fetailed this week at 25 cents a pound, and_ |] 

through the season, and. raised better stock| how long those who buy to eat andieat to || 
than from those which have lain idle. My’ live'can bear this, remains to be seen: It _ |} 

| mares, last spring, drew the plow up to the unfortunately: happens that the price of | 
|] very day of foaling, and were hitched to} Mutton is Sta in proportion than : 

the plow again when the colts were three| that of beef,and thus is absolutely beyond ff 
| days old. Ihave a yearling which will] the reach of many. 9. ciel» | weigh 1,000 fbs. There is but little-hope in any immedi- - 

Seen e-e-eeea ee ate improvement in these prices to the con- ff 
5 Tar, A Remepy ror Horse Distempsr.| sumer, as there is at present an actual ] 
|] —Thos.'W Lapp, of Smithfield, Ohio,| scarcity of beef cattle throughout all the 

|] writes the Ohio Farmer that he has found) country. ‘The drain to California, during jf 4 : fi » ;_| several years, the former low prices inthe |] 
a remedy and cure for “distemper” in West, before the introduction of railroads, 1 

] horses: and the neglect of farmers to raise cattle 
“Having three colts, sick with this dis-| to meet the increased demand which rail- |} 

jj] ase, an experienced farmer told me to use} road facilities occasioned,—these. canses, | 
tar,.and he thought that the sick colts} taken in connection, with the recent drouth 
would’soon recoyer, and that those who had| and consequent increase in the price of | 
not taken the disease would not have it at| corn, have combined to produce the pre- 
all, or but lightly. I followed his direction, | sent condition of affairs.” : af 
to my entire satisfaction. I gave the colts oO : HH. 
morning and evening, as much as I could} Sprair or Tar—A useful application | 

] readily get into their mouths with a “pad-| to the feet of sheep in foot-rot. It also dle. ““After a few applications, the sick] has great effect when applied to the parts | 
ones commenced ritnning at the nosé, their that have ‘been struck by the fly, Itde- jf 
appetites returned, and in_a short time they} stroys the maggots already formed, and no | | had entirely regained what they. had Jost] fly will deposite her eggs where this liquid - 

i} from, disease, “the others meyer took it to! has been used.— Randall. ° 
i}
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: if a leading shoot is left to itself, it makes 

\ Horticultyre. wood in one direction only; if stopped by 
f | J. C. BRAYTON, ___.......EDITOR, | Pinching, several side branches, from the buds 
; LLL ALAA AM NI Nn | at the base of each leaf-stalk, are immediately 
i ] Pruning—Forcing Fruitfulness. pushed into growth, enabling the operator to 

1 Races ae recguniend grr ane the formation of the heads of young trees 
ee es ._ | at the precise point where wanted to suit his 

: } ning, pruning! as the grand remedy for all dis- ° 7 
i cers. Mikihn aoc aes itfalness. We faney. In case of two leading upright shoots 

i |} recollect an article published in this paper a Sarting fom He. ame point, one fag be 
i ; year or two since, in which the writer rep- stopped by pinghing, which will give pe sther 

| Néants'his «jack: knit fe? aa! thing in pain’ ta the lead and convert the one checked into a 

: } . side branch. 
t pruning an unpruned orchard. Bee EER: wll 

| Pruning is supposed to induce. fruitfulness, Root praning perhaps the least injurious 

f | to promote growth, and tend to health—alj | (Peration which eam he.cperformod upon,.trecs 
i of which is false and fallacious. We would | ensure thedevelopement of fruit buds, and 

| advise that the “jack-knife” be left. to suffer, | Basten om the bearing state, when this becomes 
} i] rather than such operator: as possess these un- desirable. This operation should be performed 

} | ruly knives be let to inflict suffering upon your | UP” those trees which have grown to the full 
: Sareea! e bearing size, with well formed heads, and thrif- 

} | Under our clear sunny skies, trees must have ty and healthy. Exoavéte with: the spade a 
}] | well developed head, shading the trunk from Sem/-cirealar trench, half around the tree and 

] the fierce rays of our summer sun, or trees will | '¥° feet therefrom, to the depth of 18 or 20 
j not cease putting forth their energies to the inches, canting off all the side Toots met with 

d | accomplishment of that object, and will not a sharp knife. {f none of the 
lj therefore, be in a state to develope fruit buds, large ‘roots are met with, dig deeper, anti to- 
| flowers ard. iruit. wards the tree, until two or three of these are 

’ ; Whonver, isnot siliiefie oF the .dernestnres found, and severed in like aaanRel- It is not , 

f | of our remarks on this point, we would recom. | 2°°eSS2rY; but injurious, to dig entirely around 
ik } mend tosatisfy himself by experiment. Take the tree, as recommended by some. Fill the 

I} two subjects (trees) of the same variety, and excavation with rich, mellow earth, and add 
i Has nearly equalin growth and other respects, | S°™¢ well-rotted manure, with ashes or lime, if ! 

i i a8 possible; prune one according to directions convenient. From the first tothe middle of ff 4 

; i of these jack-knife men; let the other alone, ex- July is the proper time to root prune, to in 

t | cept to remove decaying and interfering duce fruit bearing the following year. H 

fi | branches, and carefully note the ‘after growth | The sap not needed for the growth and ex- jf 

Hand productiveness of the twosubjects. Until | tension of the severed roots being elaborated in | 

; jj} thisis done, and the result noted, we claim a| the tree as usual, is used in the formation of } 

i] . right to be heard upon thissubject, havingcom-| fruit instead of leaf buds. Checking the |} 
|] pleted the experiment. downward cireulation by a ligature, or ringing | 

{ Ht Our unpruned trees grow most rapidly, are | the branches, as heretofore recommended by a 
| i most healthy, and produce more fruit than | correspondent, will produce the same result. 

H i} those pruned accordingto Eastern and foreign | but not with equal safety to the tree. Even 
1 : f notions. We find that removing many branches | this, perhaps the safest of all means of forcing | 

i H at one time, even if they are all interfering | fruitfulness, if followed up, is apt to dwarf the i 
i ones, is followed by diminished growtk and un- | tree at the expense, of course, of its future | 
! productiveness. productiveness. If only practiced once on the i 

| Pinching back in mid-summer the most ra- | sametree, one crop is produced by the forcing 
pidly growing shoots, although quite reasona-| process ; after which the tree will remain bar- 

i ; blein theory, does not seem, in practice, to|ren, if well cultivated, as all hardy trees 
4 i} promote the formation of fruit buds in trees | should be, until that state of maturity is reach- 
¥ not in bearing, but increases the number of | ed which would have brought it into a bearing 

ij fruit buds in those in a bearing state. Pinch- | state without forcing. 

ing back should be understood, however, and acsh Canes hee tae aac | 
|| practiced as a simple means of giving form to| §@ Goodfruit isa great luxury, in which 

I] young trees. wemay freely indulge, with advantagetohealth. jj 

i \ 
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} Girdled Trees. Hawthorndon stands at'the top of the heap for ] 

| Ansmer to inquiry in June number, page 165. my ene. r | ; 
1 : — I will give any one scions from my trees next fi ¥ 

| Trees completely girdled by mice can only | springyas 1 know they cannot be had from ma- j 

l| besaved by connecting the bark above the| ny of the Nurserymen yet. T. Smuira. } ia 

| wound with that below, by living scions. For! Brighton, Kenosha co, June, 18595. | a 

atree 2} to 3 inches'in diameter, take the eee _ 

straight pieces of wood from another’ tree, 3 For the Wisconsin asd lowa)Former. | 
|| inches longer than the Jength of the wound;| Grafting the Wild Plum Stock. 1 

split each of these in two parts—they should ear » } 

be about three-fourths of an inch in diameter; | Mr, Eprror:—AsI “file? aay agabers of | 

shave down the wood without marring the bark, |theF aoe ious he must lack bestagahat — i 

until they aréghaped like a cectidaiofa bar-|2°t) Sr reference, I havebeen overhauling § 
rel-hoop, with the kark on. Sharpen each of them this morning. On page82,intheMarch | ; 

the ends from the wood side, leaving the bark |"wnber; J. McCreedy recommends ‘grafting 

| longer than the wood part. Next, shape a flat | 8}0S of the plum in che top of large wild 

} place on each of the four sides of the tree, from plum trees, Now, my advice is, don’t do it— | { 

1 the bark below to the bark above the wound— they will grow, it is true, tremendously, but | t 
i the pieces of new wood should lie flat’ upon that is the trouble—the growth overlaps the | 5 

H these surfaces. Slit the bark above and below stock on which itis grafted, and someday when } j 

}| far enough to receive the ends of the prepared old Boreas reigns triumphant,your choice grafts i : 

I] pieces which must be pushed entirely under tat may Bate grown 5 of 6 feet high. foots = 4 f 

] the bark. Having, in this manner, laid each be found Tow in the dust. It may be said that 

of the four prepared pieces in their places, with we must not let them grow up 20 tall, but cut 

|| their ends under the uplifted lining bark, bind them off. : Well, this helps ; but, according to 

} alldown closely with-soft matting, or strips of |™¥ lexperiérice, 1s riot Always sure. ‘The frdeh 
| cotton cloth, or candle wicking; cover the is, the grafts grow 80 fast, and have so little to | i 

i whole with grafting wax, and bind on paper support them, that it usually takes but little to | { 

li outside, loosely, to prevent the wax from becom- break them off. One other disadvantage is, ff it 
ll ing displaced by the heat. the old stock being wild, does not grow so fast i" 

iia. aia 
| S quence is, a tree that is ill- —a spindling . 

| The Hawthorndon Apple. stem fora large head. Splitting the bark of | F 

! ‘Mr. Eprror:—I should like to acquaint my | the stock helps, but after all, the tree looks : A 

H friends and the’ public with a'variety of Apple|bad. Now, if you want good trees, cut off the | et 

jj that is, in my opinion, well ‘Adapted for new | tree just below the ground—split the stump— } BG 

lj © beginners of orchards. put inthegrafts right—take care of them, and | . 

i The Hamthorndon is an ‘apple that is but | in a few years you will have a good sound tree, } OF 

I] yet very little known—and, in fact, some of the | handsome and thrifty. Mr. Peffer won't agree | : f ; 

H} Nurserymen do not know of such a kind.— with me, | suppose. CuHarctes Smits. i : hf 

| By great search amongst the Nurseries, I have ‘Waupun, May, 1855. | f 

|} managed to secureten. It is a fine apple—me- © nnn — 1 ie 

H dium size ; color light, with a blush on the sun| = £4’ Mr. Longworth, of Cincinnati, says the | Be: 

l] side; flesh white; rather inclined to an acid, Charter Oak grape, sent to higy from Connecti- iy 
| The reason why I recommend: this apple to cut. is of no value; unlessfor bullets in timeof } Bi. 

H new beginners is, because it isahead of all’oth- | W8?> when lead is scarce, yet the roots are sold iy 

| er varieties for early bearing. Most people from $2 to $5. i ie 
| who plant trees-areanxious to see the frait— ote ey Fass Wel it tela ie j i 

= Prous ae at ce ie as He call of our exchanges, that the fruit in i ij 
ne risconsin has been killed by late severe frosts. 4 

] larger than a common whip, that will bear this |Sach may be the case in some sections, but it 1 

I} year. Ihave one that is not as big round at | does not apply to Walworth county. Wehave — ak 
the top as. an umbrella, thnt matured 40 good made the examination ourselves, and are told i 

ge Sop. g00d | by those interested in fruit raising, that the eH 
} sized apples last year. 1 have something like | forthcoming crop is not injured at all, not even ihe 

i] 70 different varieties in my orchard, and the | peaches.— Reporter. / j 5 
ie 
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| BUDDING OR INOCCULATING. 

i 1 2 3 4 
| a f siHl?) | (0 Hs | (ita 7 i i, | AME BM NRE | i m Mi Ti Hi 

i] ant it i ‘ een ae) } / 
‘ BL 3 iH | u ae Is : 

} | yi NEL { wa i A Deh ae t i Lp Nay 
j ae Tibi | = BWA A i = . I NG Ws Ve ES | 1 an Wy h h f 3 | i a : | ri ] | aa ; 4 Win Hi | i | i at ia HN i 4 7 1 a1 ey) Ve A yt | aa 

} Me AY Hi i m ee i ld 
} EXPLANATION OF THE In.vstkamions.—Fig. 1 shows the bark of the stock eut in the form 
| of T. Fig.2,represents the bark raised from the wood and rolled back on either side, to : 

receive the bud. Fig. 3, the bud in its place ready for the bandage. Fig. 4, the bud tied in |} 1 its place. 
: } Fig. 5, shows the bud tied to the stock after it has started to grow, and the line 2, where | the stock is subsequently to be cut off. Fig, 6; shows a bud with the wood taken out Fig. 7, a bud with the wood in, Fig. 8, represents a shoot, having upon it two buds, and’ the manner _ {| 

jj of cutting them off. The knite should enter the bark at ¢, about three-fourths of an ineh |} f i] above the bud, and come out about the came distance below ate. The dotted line along the |} f jj base of the bud 4, indicates the depth of the incision to be made in eutting the bud from the. }] i} shoot, 
: { -. { 5 

|| 

ol hi 8 7 eee ' i ia 
! 

fi } Qa i Wi 
i Sa . 9 ! ! we oy , | apy i 

! QY ee uA } 
= he \; H we Ws Ri ow | 

| a eg nl f } a e 4 ] j i : ; 
i at + 3 

| f Bi SS 
a | 7 

| 1 ? | J j , t { i 
; 

| This is one of the mest important operations pertaining to Horticulture. For the speedy 
i] and sure propagation of trees, it has some decided advantages over grafting, as it Tequires only | } 
] a single bud ; and if a bud fail the first time, others can afterwards be inserted the datne Sea- 
{ son—or, if the operation fails entirely one season, the growth of the stock is tot lost!as where | 

ee J) 

; 
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} WISCONSIN AND IOWA FARMER. 209 ‘ ii i —_—_ SS aT SEENEEee eee . = a al grafting fails. The two conditions of ;lants in- | arid lifting it up, taking care not to pullouttke || ; ata ¥ dispensable to success ‘in budding are—I, a| root of the bud. Having ascertained that it is | eae l] thrifty growth of the stock so that the bark will | about the Fight length, lift up the bark atthe | el 1 H peel easily; 2, good ‘ripe buds, which may gen- | top of the cut and insert the bud, which, with |} ape erally be known by the perfect development | the aid of the footstalk, should-then be pushed a ah of the young buds. at the base of the leaves,|down to the bottom of the incision. If the || i ay }} and-by the shield or bark to which the buds| top of the bud reaches‘above the cross-cut, it |} a a ] ste attached, separating easily: from the ‘wood ‘should be gut off go.as to ft exactly, as in Fig. |} (ad | i) —and, in short, by the general firmness and|3. A’ bandage, as in Fig. 4, should now be tied |} : i ti j | ripeness of the shoots. Those buds near the evenly and snugly over the whole (saving the || el Lh i middle of the shoots are most esteemed. bud and footstalk, which must be leftéxposed). |} i iat i j ] __ Plums should be budded early, whilst peach- | extending a little aboyé and below the wound. |} baat } | es and cherries do best when set the latter part | Care aud expedition must be used in the ope-_ || ic j | of August—and, in fact, are often budded in| tation to have it succeed well, as if the parts SH |] September. : are bruised, or suffered to..become dry, they |} calf | | Apples and Pears can be set from the com- | Will notunite. If the footstalk remains fresh ‘ | 
mericement of the budding season—that is, if| 20d green until it dropa, or “Gt the end of about te te ; i } the buds be ripe—until the last of August ;| two weeks the bud is seen to be very plump, it ee ten | ‘W though the first half of August is generally the indicates that the bud has taken ; but if it i o ad 

| best time. The time. for commencing opera- | withers up it shows the contrary. In two or fs fi 3 j tions in the budding line varies considerably, three weeks, or as seon as the union between eet i ; } according to the season—it answering as well | the bud and stockis Perfect, the bandage should : im Ae } ] to begin the 15th or 20th of July, in some sea- | be loosened, and if the stock has swelled much Heath 
| |] sons, as the firstof August in others. it should:be one ote off. yt band =< i 3 / | i . < aah toremainon thecherry longer than on any oth- +e ae 1 Before commencing operations, it will be ne- | ao i In the iis. a the bursting of |] Be |): cessary to have your stock in readiness, and to Soca: es 7 h half thei ei). } provide yourself with a thin-bladed knife, and | PGS tothe time when leaves reac! er a | } a supply of strings for tying up the buds. size, eit off the stock in whidh the bu is godd i ot iy } ] } 1, Aes to within two or three inches ‘of the bud; and || +. ] A opieaeh or other matting, muck as is user around | sien <he bad haeatirted; tN akties OH the | Pi | Serie the inner bark of trees like bass, lin- it to the stump, as tepresénted in Fig.§, Pinch || é I i len or elm, may he used for bands ; also, cot- | og the sproute‘from the stock’so as to throw #8 hie ton. wicking, woolen. yarn or strips of cloth from all the growth into the bud: ie i 4 

j the tailors. Matting and bark should be Wet) We have endeavored to explain the process Abe oH | f; inofore using, 1p budding, the first thing is to | or yadding ao fally'aid) plain, that wilh the aid te i | Prepare “a stick of bude?—that is, to take off | of the iNlustrations, any person of ordinary un - | ae 
i & thrifty ahootot this year’s growth, and after derstanding need not doubt’ his ability to per- | f Wl ite I f caine off the EPD&I.—ABEpe portion of it, £0 | form the operation successfully ; and we most |] ; ba if + : ] clip off the leaves;leaving about three-eighths earnestly urge our ogricultural friends to make |} - i ra ; : 5 ee 4 | x Ln race ee foot-stalks on the shoots, 381 themselves practically familiar with the sub- ' a i | in Fig. §. Having selected a smooth place in ject. oer f ie | the stock—preferring the north or north-east |)°°" 4 ; } if a | Ds eee ead 7 ia eine: i ee } i side—make a perpendicular incision through the Pruning Grartep ann Buppep Trees.— | Ba) 2 H bark, an inch or an inch and a half in length, and 3 ms ; ' . iY .| Pruning newly grafted and budded trees should 1 ‘chp H | at the top of this a cross-cut, so that the whole be “atteided to doting this “wohth “afte } ans | | shall forma T, as in Fig.]. With the point of = — ae gets <a | EAR | ~ knife blade, or with the haft of your bud- which it is better to let the suckers have their | “oy De nha ogee + 7! during the growing season Even in eh B | ding-knife, if you have one, raise or loosen the | °¥" Way oe s ¥ 3 i A i ‘bark from the stock each side of the incision— J une and July it is not well to remove entirely a 

| being very careful not to bruise the bark or sap all suckers from the stock, as is often recom- | Aig i 
1 ‘wood beneath—as in Fig. 2, As speedily as ates Our plan isto letas many leaves re- fi 4 

} H - possible, and with a clean smooth cut, take off|} “upon the stock as can he left without | 4 t 
a bud, as in Fig. 8, from your stick of buds na the graft or bud to keep up the cireu- fi ue | with a thin slice of the wood. attached. When | ldtion of sap, as essential to the vigor and a }| this wood is loose itis better to remove it, which } health of the stock—bearing in mind, that a ] ou 

; may be done by putting the edge of the knife | healthy graft cannot be grown for any consid- Ls il “under the ‘wood, between it and the bark, and erable length of time upon a stunted or diseas- oat ; a I an sg ssi es ee —~ fh, i } ————————————————————— —————$$—$————— ee | : / 
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i ed stock. For the first summer we only pinch stock ten days afterwards. For starting this 
i the leading shoots, when they have risen so far | season, always remove the wood, and do not set 
tt as te intrude upon the space allotted to the| after the middle of the month. 

t i : ——— 
{; i ea me a Nut Bearing Trees. 

i Praning and Budding Knives. Hickory, or, Suevi-park Watner—(Cauga 

Hi 4 3 2 1 Alba).—This species is one of the most yalua- 
it j ble of our native trees, furnishing a timber of 
4 sn ; unrivalled toughness, and a nut equal in rich- 
f \ ih Dy ness tony of those imported. It is not-easily |] 

; | i i i @) transplanted, having a long naked tap root, and 
; . hy ] Hy 1} | but few side roots ; but is less in the way of 

' | Hi WLAN | the plow, and less susceptible of injury by the 
F i | f | | | team, than any other tree—having, even when 

TH i] i young, a bark of almost iron toughness. In 
; e nT] : gu about ten or twelve years. young shoots, if left 

i Lue Bi) in medows and cultivated fields, will come in- 

> 4 to bearing, and will amply repay the owner for 
j ay the little trouble taken for their sakes. We 

b : 7 say, spate the Hickorys wherever they do not 
i seriously interfere with the operations of the” 
.. farm. This species may be readily distinguish- 

' yi mm ed_ from the Bitternut (C. amara) by its large 
{it buds, which are very late in breaking into leaf, 

iH ] Hi and by the hardness of the bark while young, 

j 4 i and its roughness when older. For prairie 
] Bs 4 plantiug, the nuts should be gathered and plant- 

ib pe | ed in autumh, where they are wanted to grow. 
} i j The thick Shell-bark (Cauga Sulcata) may 

| These instruments, as denoted by Nos. 1,2; / be planted with it, if the soilis deep and rather 
vi and 4, are of goed and conyenient.form for | moist. The nut of this species is about twice 

pruning young trees, and areymade strong and | the size of the former, and a little inferior to 
! ] heavy for that purpose. it in richness. We are not certain that this is | 

' im No. 8 represents the best and most approved | a native of Wisconsin, but believe it is. It is 
}} form for budding. The edge of the blade is] senerally found in the vicinity of rivers, and i rounded at the point, and will shut up as a where protected from fires, the bark being very} 
i pocket knife, At the other end is permanently fuflamable. i 
' fixed a thin flat ivory lifter, with which the —— / 
i bark is loosened and raised, after being cut to Layering- | 
| pore Sa hed, Roses, and nearly all sorts of garden shrubs, 

H} © Buppixe.—The article under this heading| 24 eee may bs propegped Be laying 
H is copied from the July No. of Vol. 4. Itisnot| ™°" y, ADP, NOME WEY, 5, eT i! 

} } just the thing, but as the illustrations are on and grape leyep may be Lae ey, pane aoe 1 D kur aise ” Pig, biicati . ing the month, and will strike roots this season 

3 2 We Pesmb: Mp re-pablicstion, with Pomel 24 mdmit of separation in autumn or spring — 
! | alterations from the original. Some varieties of the rose also strike rootsim- | 
i Asa general rule the stock should not be cut mediately, others do not. Those intended to 

close to the bud until the commencement of the} pe separated from the parent plant before the |; 
second season of their growth, Pareoff smooth-| next growing season, should be done the first 

{ ly with @ sharp knife, and cover with wax.—| half of the month. If shoots of the current 
" jj The cherry should be budded in August, and | summer’s growth are used, but an inch of earth | 
4 f} the wood left in. With the apple, pear, and] should be placed above the layer at first, leav- fj 

i plum we remove the wood, cutting the sheath ing-a cavity to be filled up gradually during | 
of bark as broad as possible. if buds suffici-| the summer, to the depth of three or four inches. | 
ently mature can be found they may be setear-| If all is filled in at once, they frequently die } 

4 ©6ly in July, and started off by cutting back the| from the pressure of earth upon their tender } 

: : 
i 

i i A
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pe a 

| stems. This caution should be remembered | Wash in a tub, and wash off the pulp, when 

and practiced with all trees and vines when| the seeds shonld be, placed.in a pit and mixed 

|| wood-of this season’s growth is used for the | with earth, for one year, then plant in the fall. 

lj layer, and they will germinate and grow theforthcom- | 

| Some cultivators make successive layers with | ing season. 

i thesame yine in laying grapes when the vine Fo ORR R | 
d | islong. We haye never succeeded an raising tw | 

| but one well rooted layer from the same vine;| . i | 
|| but one will strike good roots—generally the i 
jj one nearest the parent vine. | 
} one | 

Hedging 7 | 
| Thousands of acres now farmed in this State 

i} —tosay nothing of ten thousands not yet im- i 

|| proved and situated far away from fenciag tim- | 
|| ber—must he fenced with boards, atan expense 3 H 
| of more than one dollar per rod, when the pre- i 

sent rai! fences give out. Hedging can be done LETT, 

H} at a cost not. much exceeding 50 cents per rod 

m most localities ; but, before this work is com- The Apple Tree Borer. } 

I menced in earnest, experiments should be made} - . —_ ; i 

| with the different plants offered to the public We here give cuts of the Apple ‘Tree Borer. ff 
] ascandidates for their favor. These eéxperi- It is from the larva of the two striped saperda j 

| ments, to be of much value, should be made (saperda davitati). The weppe: part of the body ij 

{| systematically and in different localities thro’- | #8 marked with two longitudinal white stripes. 

H out the State, Northern Iowa, and Minnesota, | While the under side of the body and legs are | 

‘And, as what is the business of every one is apt| White. The upper figure shows the insect ina [J 
| to be neglected by all, we would suggest that perfect state, and the lower one, the full grown ff 

|| the different County Agricultural Societies ap- | borer. ‘ | 
H propriate a, fund from their treasuries, and ap- Cole 6 This beetle ener forth from fj 
I] point a committee or committees to test. the the tree in June, during the night, flying from ff 

hatter. tree to tree for food, or companions. In day H 
H "The following list comprises those which, in time it rests among leaves, on which it feeds.— 1 

H] inion should. be the subjects of the ex-.| 1» June; July, or early in August, it deposits 
]} our opinion shou! ij { 

periments : eggs upon the bark of the tree, generally ator ff 

| Osage Orange (Maclura Aurantiaca), a na- | the ground. Mr. Buckminster, editor, of i . 

| tive of Arkansas, succeeds well three degrees | the Massachusetts P loioman, who has given jf 

cotith of us, and. is’ partially :proved. farther | Sreat attention to this subject, says she laysten fj 

l} north. eggs ata litter, of the size of a common pin 

t Our native Thorns. although the seed does head, arranged thus: 03 $390. The-lar~ ff 

not germinate and grow until the second year, | ¥@ OT young borers, from the eggs; are fleshy, ] 

I] should by all means be ‘experimented. with.— | Turd: whitish grubs, without legs, tapering & 
| They will certainly answer the purpose, altho* hittle from the first ring. The head is. small, 4 

and brownish. | 
|] perbaps not as cheaply grown as the Osage Or- Teeny? is i 

}| ange, Buckthorn, or Washington Thorn. Which ‘This grab eats through the bark, where itre~ § 

]] two last, natives of the Southern States, should | MBI08 the first winter. The next season itpen- fj 
_ be in the list. etrates the wood, throwing out its dust or cut- fi 

| Of the natives, the White Thorn (Crategus| tings, by which it may be traced, generally as- 
| Coccinea and C. Punetata), are the most prom- cending, and boring deeper into thetree. Its fj 

ising The former grows rapidly arid upright, whole passage is usually about 12 or 15 inches. 

}] which will give it the preference for a“plashed” The third season, nearly two years from its en- 

H hedge; and the latter is most promising for | *t#nce, the full sized borer, ‘as shown in the fig- 
|] praning down, growing spreading,with an abun- | "7¢ approaches the surface of the tree, when it 

- dance of long, sharp, stiff thorns, peterates: its final transformation, and leaves ff 
| ie tree, as we have already stated. Those who 
] The apples should. be gathered as soon a8| say it remains three years in the tree, reckon | 
i] ripe, (Jast of August and first of September.)! the year of its ingress and egress.” 1
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For the Wisconsin and Tow: Farmer. | small handful of leaves. Let another man 
; The Borer—Big Jaw—Mad Itch. . eae with a barrow of heavy soi — | 

fi ee ing on just enough to keep the leaves from || 
# Ms. Renvos >» Aioh wo hemel yos.crome| blowing away. Two men in this manner 
# seg She) meptens cf your Rane Dee SOME hin plant one acre in one: day with ease. | 
i / remedy or a preventivefor*the Grub or Borer TE'thesd facla we" followed? ie¢will eave | 
5 | in apple trees. I found, lately, several in the ried abbr iwothe vs # 8 wosd | 4 

i roots of some of my trees. As fruit raising is id re = 
i || new business to._me, I want some information land. W: Howats, @ ‘Mine Fa i | 

if | on it, : Tue Cork Trex—about a hogshead 
hi I should also like to know if there is any| of acorns of the’eorkoakthavé been intro- || 
{ remedy for the « Big Jaw’ in cattle ; or for the| troduced from the South of Europe, andj} 
¢ « Mad Itch’ in cattle ?—as I have lost some with | distributed from the Agricultural division |} 

' the latter, and saw some die of the former, but| of the Patent Office, in the Middle and |} 
5 knew none to recover of either. 8. A.W. | Southern States for experiment, or to test ] 

{ Wassonville, Iowa, May, 1855. | their adaptation to the climate. The tree |} 
; i} “5 ae a in its native country, where it is an ever- |} 
: = _ ee osm mo a eee green, usually grows to the height of twen- 

t eae ated ck ‘ ei, oe ty or thirty feet, but in England there are |] 
j = oe aie. 33 as ‘ . The | Specimens which exceed fifty feetin height | 

3 | Se Spring. with a diameter of more than three feet. ue trees will be otherwise benefitted, besides pre- fs | 
¥ ing Gia athaend et tos We The substance familiarly known to us as | 

: Tage s ae 4 a "i poe eta cork, is the epidermis, or outer bark, and 
. 1 Dae alt fs oe treats al Toor Sh ea geared MORDERINES grows two or three inches thick. |} 
nf || in cattte, we are not ableto answer, Will some Should the experiment su 1 it will be | 

ii Cee peered, eee see subject of great national importance.— | 
i management of these specified diseases, furnish seers | 

for the Fanser the required information ? Nae 2 Et 

” ea Duration or Vecuraste Lire—Lord |} 
t The Best Mode for Raising Woods. | Lindsay states, that in the course of his |} 
B . . | wanderings amid the pyramids of Egypt, || 
Py Mr. E. Hommes :—Dear Sir—Reading| 6 stumbled on a mummy, proved by its 
a |} anarticle in the Farmer of March 8th, on hieroglyphies to be at least 2,000 years of || 

it | the nauk of wood,” it struck me at) aoe, In examining the mummy after it || 
ft }} once that many did not know how to pro-| wag unwrapped, he found in one of its || 
y | duce nut-trees from the seed. Now, a few) closed hands a tuberous or bulbous root—__] 
i || hints would set every one aright.» I have! +46 was interested in the question how long || 

i }] tried'a good many “years to raise Oaks;! vevctable life could last, and he therefore || 
| ie 0 and: other ny of a took that tuberous root from the mummiy’s 

y met with no success, plant —_ as hand, planted it in a sunny soil, allowed |] 
in drills, in common soil. Not one would! the rains and dews of heaven to descend | || 

H sprout. In the summer of 1853, I-no- upon it, and in the course of a few weeks, |] 
| ticed several sprouts as I'was working un-) 49 his astonishment and joy, the root burst. || 
i } der’a chestnut tree, and in digging down! 9.4); and. bloomed into a -beautiful dahlia, |] 
: through the leaves I cameto the nuts from} __armer’s Magazine. } 

i } which:the-sprouts:came. I took the hint,) Who after this will credit Mexico with || 
fy | and-the next fall procured a quantity of being the birthplace of Dahlias— Work- |} 

| nuts, thinking [-would imitate nature.» I ing Piaw : 4 

Ht Pcl —— re bet ae Mr. J. Houghton, for many years past i | ly on top of the soil, covering them volts near iClemelandsJOlfio, ives sa | 
| with leaves. Allthe nuts came up and! account of the peach prospects in that wictnity. | 

{ | are now doing. finely... This manner of} He is largely engaged in peach-growing; but |i 
‘ i planting is to be observedonly for those ine yi aa Mole Mout aster aiden nega El 
i || trees*that are designed for transplanting — " Seen e | 

|} For wood-lots I. would-recommend the fol-|_ggy Every one who has aspot of Iand should 
| lowing ‘mode’ of planting.” =Select a” still eerie tae oe ane migsicke } 

\ day. Let one. man drop the seed eight fit for one’s own use ; and where there isa good |] 
i lj} feet apart each way, covering them with a’ market, they are profitable for that purpuse also. 

i 
I
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} MISCELLANEOUS. Astronomical Discovery. a 
Set een -— ae 

| Tue Basin or tHe Aruantic Ockan—| ‘THE universally accredited theory, that PG 
| The basin of the Atlantic Oceanis a long | the moon is tininhabited, beéatise she has [{ . Ratti 
trough, separating the Old World from the | no atmosphere, has received, from a re- [| ne fk: } 
New, and extending probably from pole to | cent discovery, a blow that will unsettle it 1 ay 

4 pole. This ocean furrow was probably | at least. That the moon, as far aswe have {f 1a 
scored into the solid crust of our planet, by | been able to examine her, has no atmos- ff aa 
the Almighty hand, that there the waters | phere, or at least none of sufficient density {f tA 

| which He called seas might’ be gathered so | to conform to our optical laws, and the de- |] Re 
]} astolet the dry land appear and fit the mands of any animal life known to us, is |] } 4 ai 

earth for the habitation of man, From the unquestionable. But this can be positively f 1 a H 
top of Chimboraza to the bottom of the | affirmed of only one side of our satelite; jj yeti 
Atlantic at the deepest place yet reached | for, as will be remembered, although she |} PET 

| by the Plummet in the northern. Atlantic, | revolves upon her axis, she coratindly pre- jj aeiih || 
} the distance in a vertical line is nine miles. | sents but one side to the earth. Now it has | Ah i 

Could the waters of the Atlantic be drawn | been discovered by calculation, and demon- |] ig Hi 
off so as to expose to view this great sea| strated as a geometrical fact, that the tee 
gash, which separates continents, and ex-| moon’s centre of form is eight miles nearer me ib 
tends from the Artic to the Antarctic, it} to us than her centre of gravity, through | | ee 
would .present a scene the most ragged, | which, of course her axis of revolution must } ; a iy 
grand, and imposing. | pass ; oF, in other words, this side of the } polka 

The very ribs of the solid earth, with the | moon is sixteen miles higher than the other. |] a 
foundations of the sea, would be brought If, therefore we suppose that the moon jf ‘¥ ye its } 
to light, and should have presented to us,! has an atmosphere such as ours, it would |} ) a 
at one view, m the empty cradle of the| be of such extreme rarity on the only side |} ae Bie 4 

| ocean, a “thousand fearful wrecks,” with | exposed to our observation, that, for opti- at 
that.dreadful array of dead men’s skulls, | cal effect and animal life, it might as well | | Hae 

| great anchors, heaps of pearl and inestima- | not exist.. For mountains upon the earth, yi, 
| ble stones, which, in the poet’s eye, lie| none of which are over five miles above the | fe eo bi 

| } scattered: in the bottom of the sea, making | level of the sea, have been ascended toa f ae 
it hidious with sights of-ugly death. The | height at which life couldnot besupported ff Sa: 

}]. deepest part of the North. Atiantic is pro- | for any length of time, and still mountains ae 
| bably somewhere between the Bermudas heve stretched above the panting traveler, 3 na ied 

| and the Grand Banks. ‘The waters of the | What, then, must be the atmosphere at four _{] © 
| Gulf of Mexico are held in a basin about a| times such an. elevation ?, The conclusion [fj one 
| mile deep in the deepest part. There is at} scewsinevitable, that although the higher oe ae 

. | the bottom of thesea, between Cape Race | side of the moon is. uninhabitable for want || { A, ts 

| in Newfoundland and Cape Clear jin  Ire-| of anatmosphere, the--remote side may be} i Hel 
land, a remarkable steppe, which is already | perfectly adapted to animal life. Itisat }} i Lay 
known asthe telegraphic plateaw. A com-| least certain that the mere want ofan at- jj i oe 

|| pany is now engaged with the project of a mosphere perceptable to us, isno longer } . 
|| submarine telegraph across the Atlantic, | conclusive as to the uninhabitableness of ff ae 
| Itis proposed to carry the wires across | the planet that rules the night, We an- | ae 
i} this plateau from the western shores of | pounce this discovery on the authority of }} ere 
|| Newfoundland to.the-western shores of Ire- | n¢. of the most eminent mathematicians | oe 
| land. ‘The greateircle distance between | and astronomers in the world. It willsoon jf ay 

these. two. shore lines is 1,600. miles, and | be formally,declared in a scientific quarter} iH 

the sea along thisroute is probaby nowhere | Cour. and Enquirer. , ae 
| more than 10,000 feet deep.—Prof. Murry.| It is, perhaps, not improper to.add. that ff i 
| anne the‘diseoverer of the aboxe interesting fact i 
1 Higu_ Patces or, Pgoytsinns,—There is a| in Science. is Prof. Peirce, of Harvard Col. ff MW 
l} general complaint in Nova Scotia, of the, fam- | lege. y : at 
} ine prices of produce... Flour. was. selling» at | ee : i aM 

} Halifax, on the Sthof May, at.sixteen dollars fa Poverty wants some; luxury many, ff Hl 

ff barrel, hay at thirty dollars, a ton. | and avarice«all things... ‘ otw i i; 

a ; 

it
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i £ ‘The garden and orchard should not'be forgot- ty D omestic Economy : ten in the hurry of haying and reaping. Weeds a , oom oo a ae” «| insects must be watched. Don’t allow those i | Work for the Month. fruit trees, which have cost so much labor and it | é wis a fields, money; to be destroyed by the caterpillars. i us lr mb Gases ab erseyik, <= | Shedim sapnldhrpesbaaona tele eeae gE | While nature seeks repose, mints too numerous to. mention, Take a turn i | aul Tague shes nee aive: bean, among the trees often; and examine them close- i Whore Copal wate foes eat, ly. Recollect, that every weed allowed to es- 
i Jvty isa busy month with the farmer. It | “*P® See caltivator this month will mul- ] | is th ner ment of the harvest of the | tiply itself an hundred{fold. Keep the ground 4 | Fn Somence: busi f the | Well stirred around the growing vegetables in & J) Year. Haying is the mai business of the the garden ; allow no crust to form on the sur- tie | month, and taxes the strength severely,— face of the ground. If you want a strawberry : Sat Ye tee. 9 emetine shared he. Mowat | as asses eee on ats aitaaTG totes f to pass unimproved. Rise early and retire | tortinalke st: 

4 | early— { - : 
| See that the reaping machine and cradle are ; ] 3 Night is the time for rest ; }in order and ready for the’field. i 1 To gather round the ene pet | Buckwheat may be sown during the early | t } e curtain of repose,— | part of this month. If you have a poorish Fa H Stretch the tired limbs, and aay! the head | piece of soil, give it to the buckwheat. When ie j Upon. one’s own dehghtful bed!” sown on rich soil it runs too much to straw.- @ | Lay down the grass for the day, while yet the | From two to three pecks of seed to the acre is ; }] dew is on ; it then cuts easy—the air is invigo- | enough, according to the soil—poor soil requir- Pid [} rating. Cut your grass as soon as the seeds are | ing the most seed. : 4 ! fairly formed and passing out, of the milk.— | Every farmer who has any tame grass, should " | Every day after this point, the. grass depreci- | sti his own seed—mind this hint, and you s | ates in-value. It begins to dry, and soon be- will know the quality of your seed, and not be | it i] comes an unnutritious, woody substance. The | imposed upon by buying foul seed raised to is | mording’s cutting should not be allowed to re- | sell. By doing this, you will keep your farms | Ri H} main in the swath or spread over night, and | free from many foul weeds and Srasses. When ip j| thus exposed to the dew, which injures new haying, leave a patch of Timothy for seed: of | mown hay materially. If not sufficiently cured | when ripe, cradle, bind up and shock, With i a I] for the barn or stack, put it into cocks’ for the | clover, the second crop should beisaved for i} \ || night. . See that your hay is not dried too nmeh | seed, and not the first. The first erop should | | me: exposed too long to the scorchitig effects | be cut'and taken off early, and the ‘field then f fk }] of the sun, much of its nutritive juices will de | left. unmolested to mature the seed of the sec- |} }]| destroyed. It is agood plan to salt hay some'| ond. Allearly weeds are taken off with the {] i when putiinto the: mow—especially clover. | first crop. . The second isso rapid as to'smother i 

f Clover hay is apt to get mouldy, when stack- } and prevent from seeding all that come upaf- ff 
|] ed out like other hay ; to prevent which we | terwards. In: fact, save all your own seeds, iH ] hbaveseen the following plan recommended :— | both field and garden—you will find your ac: ff 

i «When the stack, which is commenced in the | count in it. It will save you. many dollars— ff | | usual Way, is raised to about one half its'des- | Mark the best vegetables in the garden, and _ jj i }] tined height, the ends of long wheat or rye | save them for seed. . i fi lj straw are placed just on the edge of the stack, | nti f ft | so that when the next layer of hay is placed| To Maxe Soar —Mr. Editor: lt your read- |} ty } upon it, the principal length of the straw will | ¢F$ are not acquainted -with the following me- H : droop over the sides of the stack. Following | thod of making soap to wash easy, I would re- f this plan until the stack is finished, a complete | commend its trial : { , ] 2nd impervious covering is furnished tothe hay,| Take 5 lbs. bar Soap; 1'Tb/'sal soda,8 oz. bo- fi } }| that will keep it nearly as well as the best | rax ; boil in 22 qts. soft water until dissolved, }f t i barn.” j then add 1 oz. ammonia. q | Some of the cereal grains will require atten- ; Put the clothes in warm water to soak over | | tion the Jast of this month—winter rye mat night; add half « teacupful of soap to one pail i lj wheat will follow close on to haying. of water; wring out and put the clothes into i 
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i cold water—half teacupful of soap toeach pail! Linnwenr.—Mr. A. D. Burt sends us the 

| of water—let them boil 15 or 20 minutes ; suds| following recipe, which’ he. says is one of | 
j and rinse, and then hang out. This recipe has| the best ever used for sprains, lameness, | 

} often been sold for one dollar. &c., of man or beast. Its constituents are 
Muquanago, Wis. W.Beat. | certainly of the right kind, and the com- 

‘@ Aw emetic—Many lives might be saved by pound undoubtedly preerenrart bigs 3 oil | 
a knowledge of this recipe; a large teaspoonful orgaplum, 4:08, Agha, Amon, A OF. URC 

of mustard mixed in a tumbler of warm water | 'U7@ af opm, 4. pint epiriie camphor al- | 
! - cohol enough to fill a quart bottle. The | 
j] and swallowed 'as soon as possible, ‘acts a8 an} iinément should be well rubbed in when ap- | 
|} instant emetic, sufficient to remove all that is| ). 7 tr 

{| lodged in the stomach. plied dural Ns : a < 

« A New Disi.”"—Under this caption an ex- ou oh Sys ‘York iieste = 7 ch is oper ge = field ‘Ha: frequently done in the following manner, | 
Pane theca ol Ene wines “™| the quantity being one hundred pounds: |} 
| we reognty, mane z, e sane eee Take fourand ahalf pounds ground rock |! 
. 3 © Presume fhe union took piace on a *rt-| salt, four ounces saltpetre, and four pounds |} 
| 3Y- brown sugar; mix the salt and saltpetre, | 

To Restors Porx.—In warm weather, the| and with ‘it thoroughly rub each ham all 
jj brine on pork'frequently becomes sour, and the over, powdering it with the mixture, and ‘ 

| pork tainted. Boil the brine, skim it well, and pack down in a tight, clean cask, sprinkling | 

j| Pour it back on the meat boiling hot. This| over each layer its due proportion of sugar: 
}] will restore it even when it is much injured. | head the cask tightly, and after four days || 
! To Maxk Por-rme Crest anv wave rr Lrenr,| commence rolling it briskly back and forth, 
|} —To one pint of sour milk, add one tea-cup of| 8 that the surface of each ham may be | 

sour cream, or two-thirds of a cup of butter,| Wet with the brine spontaneously produced H 
| one egg, saleratus, and mix hard like bread—|—the rolling to be repeated three times a || 
|| Never roll it or cut, it, but nip it off in pieces day, until the brine is all absorbed, when i} 

of the size you wish, Boil half an hour, and| the meat is ready for the smoke-house i 

| you will always have it light as'a puff: Nice Pancaxes.—These are made of | 
To make Crackens—Take ten tea-cups of| @ flour and milk. The just propor- 

flour, one of butter, ateaspoonful of Sata ty eee are one table spoonful of flour to each | 

j] of cream of tartar. Rub them together until “ee: To make small pancakes, beat a cou- | 
f they are thoroughly mixed, add enough water | P'© of Tres thoroughly, and add sweet | 

| to make a stiff dough, which must be well| milk, Then take a couple of table spoon- }f 
i] kneaded. Form the dough into crackers with fuls of flour, uae ‘th ee and ; 

| ae eG 5s! ina quick oven, and then dry. one pes iz , ‘Giene aha’ pen ait i 

| a Hog .. ..,.| piece of sweet lard or butter, and stir brisk- | 
Qa” Every married man should let his wife ke to prevent adhering to the bottom. | 

have the management of the home.department,) When the under side is sufficiently brown- 
jj and give heras Secretary the control of the| ed turnit. Leave the cakes folded, with ff 
| different bureaux. Don’t let her have any sugar or honey and butter between ‘the ff 
|| thing to do with the War Department.—Ez- | folds, or sugar alone. Ifthisisfoundtobe | 

change. too solid, add more’ eggs, and use: less ee 

Hy Ecc Domettncs—Make a batter of a pint of flour. A slight sprinkle of grated nutmeg i | 
| milk, two well beaten eggs, a teaspoonful of wil! be an addition. 4 j 

{ salt, and flour enough to make a batter thick To Prevent Curiery From Rustinc.— ff i 

1 as for pound cake; have a clean saucepan of] Case knives, watch chains, and other small 
|| boiling water; let the water boil fast, drop in| articles made of steel, may be preserved 
|] the batter by the teaspoonful; four or five min-| from rust, by eersinlly ys gd use, = 

utes will boil them ; take them up with askim-| then wrapped in coarse brown paper, the | 
mer on a dish, put a bit of pepper and butter| virtue of which is such, that all hardware | 

Hl over them, and serve with boiled or cold meat ;| goods from Sheffield and other renowned . 
f} for little desert put batter, with grated nutmeg; | places of manufacture, are always wrapped 4 fF 

with syrup or sugar over—Granite Karmer. | in the same. I | 

i 
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een = 3 -_—— = i eee 
ia | 2. ed'and mailed in 26 days. The doing up and | 
bn E 0 ‘ i ors 4. 4 b ) ee _ | distribution of seeds also crowded im between 
if S| tie middle of March and April.’ The May No. 

if | TO _ SUBSCRIBERS. : was mailed between the 15th and 25th, being 
LE! Aro.ocy.—It is a source of gratification ‘that | delayed a little on account of the removal of 
te | were able to present this number of the Fars- |.our family from Janesyille and settlement here. 
# || =m to its patrons in good time, and we presume | The June number was mailed between the 28th 

if i] every one of you willrespond—Amen. We are|of May and the 7th of June.. We intend that | 
it now fairly out of the woods, and in justice’ to | this number, and all succeeding ones, shall be 

if jj ourself, we will give a brief explanation of the | in the mail at a much earlier date. # 
A jj causes which have interrupted the seasonable| These difficulties have been to us a source of 

F } appearance of the paper since January. much anxiety and perplexity, aside from the 
=. 1 It will be recollected, that the general edi- cousequent pecuniary losses sustained thereby. 

f |] tox of the paper (Prof. Larnnor,) died, after a| We have made the best of it possible, and hope, 
' ij few days illness, on the 25th of December.— | before the close of the volume, to make every 

; jj This, with the sickness of our printer, caused a | subscriber fel that he has received in the Faru- 
i little delay im the appearance of the January | rr an hundred-told for his investment. We have 
i number. About the middle of the month we | spared no pains or expense to make the Fars- 

Bs | were taken sick, and for three weeks confined | rx acceptable and profitable to al! who read it 

te jj to the house, unable to attend to any business. | to have it neatly printed, on good paper, and 
ie jf About theimiddle of February we got under | its subjects profusely illustrated with appropri- 

4 way again—had the Febraary number ready | ateengravings. We think all will agree that a 
i: ' for the press the 7th of March, and moved the | marked improvement has been made in its me- 

Be Retr etre penne epee go : | ir. B. Brown, of the office, | an no Periodi e day is better 

z (as early as December,) for having the press- | printed, and on better paper. It will be observ- ‘ | x r / 
i ij ‘work done on his Sream Power Press. The | ed that a very great improvement has been 

te press-work was promised in five or six days at} made in thecover. This paper is made express- 
fd most. But, in the course of that time, only, one ly for the Fanuzr, and is just what we have : 
% side was printed ; and, after Waiting two weeks | heen trying to get for the last three years. Our 

| #f Jonger, on repeated promises, we were very | paper, both white and colored, is manufactured 
it coolly informed by, the foreman, who had the by Messrs. Waicut, Merrit & Co., of Beloit, 
¥ jj work in charge, that it could not be completed, and we are safe in saying, is the best quality of || 

; \ or a power press and make a good job—that printing paper made at any establishment mm 
lj the paper had a arene Ee the West. 

tk | —and, with other equally as frivolous excuses,} « A " F 

H] declared ne would net do it—virtually admit- | $2 We must decline the: discussion, of. Mr. | 
: I] ting, that. the job had been so shabbily com- Willet’s communication from a. Boston, iL, | 

H] menced that he could not, or was ashamed to | through the Farman The subject is foreign to 
}] Ginish it. In the meantime the March number | the purposes of our paper. Should we chance 

id Hl had been made ready for the press. to meet friend Witter, we shall be pleased to 

i$ | “ reconcile (what seems to him) some of the in- 
¢ H We then went to Milwaukee and made ar- chiaistéalcies refdPrest “8h j 

+ 1] rangements with Mr. E. Cramer, of the Wis- , 4 

iM ] consin office, to do the press. work, On the 28th Tux Mexican Poratoz.—Early in May we || 

© || of March, the March number was put on, dis| obtained from Mr. H.J.Starin, of Whitewater, ‘|| 
i || Steam Power Press, and on the 31st (three days | a few of this variety for seed, at $2 per bushel. |} 
a || after) was printed, ready for mailing. The half! At the time, the price seemed rather steep ; but 
uf | printed February number was then taken from | after planting,we found that they were nearly as _ 

|| the Argus office and sent to Milwaukee, to be | cheap for seed at $2, as the pinkeyes ut 75 cts. |} 
it |} completed, (what of it could be—some five or} (the market price). For the table, the Mexi- ~ || 

? six hundred sheets being spoiled entirely.) | can potatoe is far superior to atly other we have || 
¥ which, from the miserable condition which | ever tried. We'reserved a few to test their j 4 

i || the Paper “i & Seon ae: at aa Vt anole ads at the’ present time of |} 
}} time. e April number was then printed, writing (June 8th), they seem quite equal to - 
| the mailing completed on the 234. The Feb-| any potatoes Wwe ever ate in’ autumn, when po- | 

t || ruary, March and April numbers were all print-| tatoes are in their prime, In fact, after being | 

mF — : ‘ a ———————————— 
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eee se z cere oe nt oe wee ee : 

| cooked, they have all the requisite qualities of | Srare Suows, 1855.— owe 

jj +2 good potatoe at digging time. We found that| New Hampshire, Sept 12, 13, 14. Bae |} 

1 one bushel of the Mexican potatoe would neo) Vermont, at Rutland, Sept, 11, 12, 13. in 1) 

|| as‘much ground as 214 of any other kind, ex-| Western Virginia, at Wheeling island, Sep- CEE 

] cept the Lady-finger.” We are told, also, that | tember 26, 27, 28. ae 
|| they yield more than any other variety. We’ll| East Tennessee, at London. Got. 23, 24,25. ; # “| Ht 

1 see, and report after harvest. We haye nine | New York, Elmira, October 2, 3; 4, 5. ! Tas 

l| varieties of potatoes growing—all planted on! Connecticut, at Hartford, Oct.9, 10, 11,12. fj eke} 
the same day and on the same kind of soi). | North Carolina, Oct. 16, 17, 18, 19. | ; ia i 

AcktovururaL Boriowon —The Legislature | Virginia, at Richmond. : | ea 
HH of New York has appropriated $15,000 for the| Tenmessee, at Nashville, first week im Oct. - -. iat 

|| erection of suitable buildings for the accommo- | Maryland, at Baltimore, last week in Oct wale 

I| dation of the State Agricultural Society, its; Pennsytvania, commencing Sept. 25. : Tk 
| Museum, Library, &c. It has also made an | Georgia, at Atalanta, os Sept. 10° : f Bt 

|} appropriation to the Society to enable it to} {Ilinois, at Chicago, seooud week in Oct. Le 

i] continue the examination of the.insects of the) ca at Columbus, Sept:'18 to 21. te H 
| State, under the direction of Dr.Fitch. Dr.) Mie ase as in Oct. }] : aa 

" ji | ) , Ovt. . | Peed 
f] Fitch has beew appointed Entomologistof the! 6, a, mast, at Sherbrodk; Sept Ii, 12,.13, ie Al 
i} Society. 2 | evans ? 7 | 4 4 i 

| e f Tit ae 

} Emscrarion ro tue Wesr.—The Oswego| Canada West, at Coburg, Oct. 9, 10, 11,12) Cunha 

i} dearest reaneaal as Sere by 2 meet Wacracca County—We learn from the | j red 
1} Outario, have been literally packed with pas-| 4 ‘ TW ie 
/ | northern papers, that this uew county is receiv- { il " 
ff sengers for the Far West, and that overa thon-| {ib tiitd Hecndnn ladetabooasion of Hew settee: ee 

H} “sand persons were carried through by way of | "S""'S arg ] he) 
i] that port, last week, for that destination.” | Waupacca county has much to attract settlers Pele 
} ra i | from the N. E.States. No county in the State 4 aH 4 

ql New Lissox Rervprican.—We have receiv- | is supplied with a better variety of timber— ff bi if 

i} ed the first number of this paper, published at| purer streams of water—a quicker and, more” 1 4 H af ; 
} New Lisbon, Adams county, by Bicstow & productive soil. It is reached by the largest al ; 

| Race—a good sized sheet, and well filled—Re- |-elass steamboats that navigate Lake Winne- ‘ia 
1} publican in politics. The Republican says of | bago, by Wolf river. 3 | yee 

| its home:—* New Lisbon is a new town, situa- a A County Agricultural Society was. organ- a I } 
jj tedon the Lemonweir river. Until last fa}l it) ized in this county, in 1853, and two fairs have ei 

i} could boast of nothing but a saw-mill and one) been held. The officers for the current year Ah 1 

|} dwelling. It now contains three stores, two! are— : j wen 

taxerns and another in course of erection ; ane Lyman Dayron, President. ; 4 

|} blacksmith shop, a shoe shop and several car-/. T. Carpwext, Vice President. ithe : 

i} penter and joiner shops. There are also sever- |. . J. H. Joxes, Secretary. by Me if aS if 

|} al large and beautifui residences. A largesaw |. S.C, Dow, Treasurer. Re 

| mill, with other machinery, is aboutto be built, The Executive Commitee consists of the ~ ie a uf t 
1} some large stores ; and there will, be built | President, Secretary,and the several Directors, i 4 ey 

| this season from forty to fifty dwellings. ‘who hold an annual meeting on the first Mon- ae H 
The country around is most beautiful; in- | day of June for the trafisaction of business. j Sah 

| a ee Ze eee Loss or rue Svear Crop in Lovisiasa— | ' te 
i Set 5 7 - | Owing to the severity of the drouth, there will, j ali } 
H , “it iseaid, not be over half theusual crop of sa- | he i 
| N.Carouina State Ac, Sociery.+The Le- | garinany part of Louisisna,andin some places | Bt 
i gislature of North Carolina, at its late'session, j it was thought that the growing crop would not | ied 

ij ° provided for an annual appropriation tothe So-| turn outas much caxe as would be required for © ty 
| ciety of $1,500. } ba les next year: la (oe 

} ga The New Jersey State Agricultural Ewicration.—Over two ‘hundred * families | as 
Society offers about.$5,000 iu premiums, toe | have settled in Menasha this spring. They | oi 

} awarded at its first Annual» Fair, Which isto | have all bought ‘lo‘s, and most of them tise ; a 
} © be held at Camden. ” * erected dwellings — Advocate.“ iy & j Pa 

a 
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aa —_ aor . esse ae = | 
ia | Russevt’s Improvrp Turxsner.—We would this labored perfection, they are offered to the 

Ne | invite the attention of farmers to the advertise- Fuatiedscanerancn waenaucwen i 

it | ment of this machine. - Its, great superiority | 1y +0 characterized as the consummation of Art | 
i % for business is acknowledged by the best prac-| in its line.— Morning News, Baltimore. 
ig tical farmers in the West. Thecost ofathresh-| posroy Woon Manxer, May. 9th—Fleece | 
¢ } er, as well as that of areaper, is no small item | and pulled wool are in good demand, the sales 
ae | tothe farmer., Ittakesa good many acres, of| of the week comprising 150,000 lbs. at fall pre- 
: | wheat to!purchase either—hence, it stands pur- | V!0US Prices. 

ti | chasers in hand to examine well and see that Ss okicca Sige iS ne e 
t ] they get the right one. The price of a Reap- do.’ three-quarter blood, 37440 i 

¢ er, Thresher, and many other expensive im- |. do. -halfblood,- - - 33435 | 
plements should be a secondary consideration| Common to 14 blood, = - - 28030 ] 

f with the purchaser. The capacity of amachine Palled, extra, - * x + 39043 . i tt do. 1st quality, - - 25.a30% ay \}. for doing work, both in the amount it will ac- do. 2d do, a en - 10220 | 
7 |} complish in a given time, and the perfectness | —————— 

ki }] with which it does it, should always be weigh- * ‘TABLE OF CONTENTS. Page | 
. | ed against the price. . " seer Z 
3 ‘The Messrs. Rubles are extensive, practical eect peciee » Transactions of the 196 
i || farmers—fair dealers—and we take pleasure in Agriculture, Definition of Terms used in 201 |] 

; | recommending them to the farmers of the West. Apple, the Hawthorndon. 207 
a | Sr, Parrick.—We are pleased to learn from eee Bee of the ais 4 

“ie | Mr. Geo.S, Ruble, that he intends to re-pur- Bees, how to Swarm at Leisure, 193 | 
di jj ‘ chase, if possible, the horse Sr. Parnicx, and | Beef Cattle, Price of in N. Y. City, 205 i 
Hi i] bring him back into this State. Sr. Parricx| Budding or Inoceulating, 208 

I] took the premiumat our lastState Fair. Heis Borer—Big Jaw—Mad Itch, ¥ ao ] Budding, 210 
td | a model horse. Borer, the Apple Tree al ff 
is | Tur Rees or Arr—In this wonderful age, Comp. serring mar weer eae oe FS 204 fi 
i ] Art lays her master touches on almost every| Cork Tree, 4 o 212 | 

fis2 | thing The ceilings over us and the car-| Cows, American Native. No. 2. 202 | 
tH ] petwetread on, are hallowed by Art. Art Gane ana New Plan of ae | 
ft | winds the railway through the mountains and | Entomol , % 197 |] 
' ij the mud; makes her machines of wood and| Editors’ ‘Table, 216 
ist | iron, to act as if with knowledge and annihi- — oe Mares vs,Oxen, 205 1 
hy jj late space with lightning tamed down to the prea Aioption, He i} 

tutelage of a boy. Nothing is too lofty for irdled Tr 207 | 
, jj. her touch and nothing too humble. A new| Horse Proveider, Good f 203 if 

j proof of this old conviction, has just fallen un- Halles Hers—Stieeeoai Sheep, 1204 | 
| | der our notice, in the shape of a Carnartic Huge Tar a Remedy for By H 
i | Pitt, from the Laboratory of that world re-| Fabor in italy, 201 |] 

IK }| nowned Chemist, Doct. J.C. Aver. peering 210 | 
3 | If we understand the subject, he has car- Meares unsiby Heavies Grass, at | 

ti jj] ried that article to the farthest perfection| Milch Cow, to Choose a good 204 || 
| j of which it is-capable Instead of employing] Manure, Longand Short =~ 198 | 

ki }] Drugs in its composition.as we had thought the Preseronadtes ah pe me } 
tt | iste Id: and only way, he has with consum-| Pruning and Budding Knives, hae 210 ff mate skill extracted the virtves of the medicines | Plants Boisoned, 3 é 195 i 
+ | to be employed. and sombined them alone: in Fonning, sti 8 

| / their: purity together. The votaposition is then 8 ie éo in Horace: 302 | 
} mixed together and rolled by machinery and| Vegetable Life, Duration of 212 Hf jj steam power, into a spheroid pill, which is Wont the best mode for raising 212 | 

|| wrapped in an envelope of gelatine, for protec-| Work for the Month, » 214 | 
"I tion from the effects of weather or time, and| Wild Plum eee the ww | " J Wheat—W inter-killing, : 104 t |} then thickly coated with sugar, to serve as its Wool, 203 

eb |] passport over the palate. Notwithstanding all! Wages in Cattle, “i 293 
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} RHODES ¥E SHAKERS READ!!! ] 4 f Hi 
| 7 ane = Onan i One-of the many testimonials received al- ; ORG 

| 1 FEVER & AGUE most daily in favor of Ruopzs’ Fever anp Acur aa 
} Cure, or Nature's  Infallible, Specific.| Cure, which has never failed! H a fi 
| ti Lewisburg, Union Co., Pa.; i fal a 

| oe pessoa snd care pe ER: Me 2.1855. , i 1 # ha 
a5 and. REMEPT: 5 My.J, A. Ruopes—Dear Sir: The box of | 1 ae 

VERS, FEVER ond ae snd ) medi¢ine yousent me was duly received on the j i Pu 
FEVER, DUMB AGUE, GENERAL DE- 1lth of April, and I hand you herewith receipt [f a if . BILITY, NIGHT SWEATS, and all other| 70, the sabe } ae 
forms of disease which have « common origin have sold about one halfof it, and so faras ff ¥ 4 a in Malaria or Miasma. This subtleatmospher- | ¢4¢ people have used it are satisfied that it has |} tai 
ic poison which at certain seasons is unavoida- cured them. Ithascertainly stoppedthe Agne tt i a 

|] bly inhaled at every breath, is the same in char- | i syery one who used it, and siz of the cases f hl g) ]] acter wherever it existe—North, South, East,| wero of long standing. My sister, who has [| ofp or West—and will every where yield to this + a iW ioaah i 8 . x, 2 had it for five or six years back, and coul og }| newly discovered antidote, which is claimed t0/ never get it stopped, except by Quinine, and att i i fase greatest discovery in medicine ever made. | that only as long as she would take it, isnow,I ff ian tte : t his specific is so harmless that it. may be think, entirely cured by your remedy. 1 eh i 
} ieee cen ete ee SS cea Jf it thus continues to keep off the Ague, as_ {i sere q ,} ir oni oS - 1 from n oy ee 
| others still Worse, as is too often the result in ley; eye Te a tie he i i 

] snd other pototoasor delterous dogs aot) sqypl Sins 70mS vergtealy iste 
H particle of any of which is admitted into this} “°7) °° 9 7" ®s DCT 1h 

tion. ‘| } Ua 
i The proprietor distinctly claims these extra- DURH AM STOCK. ] fae 

ordinary results from the use of this i | Sa 
Natural Antidote fo Malaria. ie BER 3s on ae | 

| at will cnuicoly protect any resident ea ia, A ReneS Dua BULL: se i ay | Sh 
eler, even in the most sickly or swampy i- ae | Paap ties, from any Ague or Bilious disease whator- a hes AN [it Jonsson Kishwaukee—10 Pe i Hf i 

Bl Tap Say eonestraee, constantly inheling, Man) Tae 7 Castle with be sold Tol Sead thai Chai aia 
| Tey will ee check the Ague in persons} intrinsic value A Foot Horse, or a pair of 5 ae i Ei 

who have suffered for any length of time, from | i tbat ay good Work Oxen, will ve taken i i b | one day totwenty years, a0 that they need nev- | in exchange. a { oa! Seer on ees |e 60! jireetions. a > a 
Tt will immediately relieve all distressing re-/1855, and bred Capt. A. Root, of Huron co. Cn { sults of Bilious or Ague ineseee, sneh as gen-| Ohio; sired by arasir som. ATnemte By, } ne de 

eral debility, night sweats, etc. The patient at | St. Alban, (157) ; g. d. Luey Ms y, = of ff Oe 
once dDeginsto recover appetite and strength, Darlington, (1944) ; £ g-d Ann Lee, by Nica Ky Dh 
and continues until a permanent snd radical | nor (114); 5.8. gd. rindle Shaker, bred by | ae Hey 
cure is effecte 1. the Shakers in Southern Ohio. | CNA 

Eanaly, its nse will banish Fever and.Ague| Address the subscriber or call and see the | ‘un 
| ne families oe classes. Farmers and all stock on Mr. Johnson’s farm. } dl 1} 
} laboring men, by adopting it asa preventative, a 2 rosse, Wis. fi Thal 
| will be free from Ague or Bilious attacks in Teo OEERS i § i q Lata that season of the year mhiae ot ale it is the) 0 ah 

| most sic! is the most valuable one to them. \ . fares ||}i)) 
| One pon vai will answer for ordinary JAMES een ! ‘ 1 1 

cases; some may require more. Directions GENERAL DEALER I a | Printed in German, French, and Spanish, ac-| PAINTS, OILS, TURPENTINE, - Se 
|} companying each bottle. Price One — i vai 

Liberal discounts made to the trade. Trade econ See EY 2 Pity 
circulars forwarded on application, and the ar- BRUSHES, COLORS & M ‘ATERIALS. || ne 
ticle will be consigned on liberal terms to re- f 4 

| sponsible parties in every section of the coun-'. Wali Paper and Window Shades ae 
try. JAS. A. RHODES, Proprietor, \of every variety and style, always on hand. |] I a 

: it RMN Re g Ship Chandlery; ait sizes of Ropes; £3 
Bae ors, SAY Be aciercaael to Sehetst Pitch, Tar, Rosin, &e. eo. ; BS } See Greene & Burron, Milwaukee, Wis.; ae b i" J. Sees g Clark street, Chicago; and| Mixed Paints always on hand, By 

|| Edward 8. Wheaton, St. Louis, Mo. JAMES een aca if 
|} Forsale by Medicine dealers generally. Sept,1834 "137 Main'st., Racine, " i! 
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: ] FOR THE HARVEST OF E855. 
3 eee 

ib | J. H. MANNY’S PATENT’ ADJUSTABLE . 
; F 7 
: REAPER AND MOWER COMBINED! 

, AND 

: | SINGLES WOWBA. | 
A Secured to John H. Manny by Nine Patents inthe U.S.; also Patented in Europe. 

] et Ae FO AR POTS Se MINEO TORTS ge tS ee ee 

i MANUFACTURED BY MANNY & COQ, ROCKFORD, {LLINOIS, 

4 ] These valuable, Machines are constantly being manufactured. A largé number are being | 
|| made for the coming harvest. Over TWO THOUSAND were constructed during the past | 

| season, and used with ENTIRE SUCCESS, yet the demand was not half supplied. “FORTY 
y FIRST CLASS PREMIUMS have been awarded to Mr. Manny for the superiority of bis |} 

, |} Machine over all others, in the frequent trials it has had with them. including every machine | 
a | that has any claim to reputation. . | 
Le ) 4 Warranty is given to each pucchaser that the Machine is well built, and of good 

a jj materials; and that it will Mow as well-as can be done with the Scythe, and Reap as well as 
a can be done with the Cradle. The Machine canbe drawn by two horses, and managed by one {if 

b person for’ Mowing, and two persons for Reaping; and-isalso warranted to cut from ten to fif- ] 
id teen acres per day. 4 } 

i The NINE PATENTS of Johu H; Manny for Reaping and Mowing Machines embrace | 
: Adjpstability. the Guard Fingers. Dividers, Arrangement of Wheels, of Platforms, Tracks, f} 

: | Levers, Braces, Frame Work, Gathering Wings, Oblique Platform. Joints, Positions for At- | 
| tendants, etc., etc—all these being exceedingly yaluable.features, and, in, most, successful 

4 operation. 
i | The.only successful and perfect Combination of Reaper and Mower in the World, 
ie j as well as being the best Single Machine for either purpose! 

$ All the various kinds of Reapers and Mowers have endeavored to compete with'thisma-  }} 
fies !] chine; the result in every instance hasshown its superiority, and though the Self-Raker came 

I }} up With boasted pagpnolty and boasted labor-saving advantages, yet it is unable to win A. } 
i$ | PRIZE OF FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, but is decided by an honorable Commit |f 
} tee (ss a Reapes onty,) to be inferior to the best hand-raking machine; ‘to say nothing about 
i | their additional price, nor their not being rdspted to mowing. But theit-complication of ma- 
; chinery, wasting the grain, and irregularity of the gavels, far more than neutalizestheir claims |} 
1a | tolabor-saving. While MANNW’S MACHINE excels all others in simplicity of con- 

) struction, in facility of management, in lightness of draught, (requiring only two horses,) in 
f || having noside draught, in its adjustability to uneven ground, and in being readily adjustable 

|} to any heightfrom the ground when reaping, by means of a LEVER extending to tlie driver's 
: |} seat, and under his control. It also ezcels every other implement in cutting lodged or ee 
' grain or grass, and also'im cutting all-kinds of grain or grass, whether wet or dry, without clog- 

if ging. It will cut flax close tothe ground, or gathér the seed, and will also gather ‘timothy 
hg andclover seel. TWO KNIVES—®nea sickle, the other'a smooth edge are furnished with 

each machine. either,of which may be used as required: 
th THE COMBINED MACHINE isconyerted from a Reaper to a Mower, and vice versa, 
ps by simply removing or inserting a loose platform, which may be done in less than one minute. 

ts NUMEROUS) QERTIFICA PES, Recommendations, and Testimonials to the great value 
if of Manny’s Machine, has been received from all parts of the cotintry, afid are published, to- 
ub gether wich alarge amount of other information, in pamphyet, which will be promptly sentby | 

' mail to all applitante, | 
TERMS SAME AS HERETOFORE. Machines delivered where ordered, with 'trans- |} 

5 portation added ! ; u | 
| | For Two Horse Eachine, of about 4 feet cut, Cash'Price, © -'° - $125 00 | 

i } _ Half Cash and the other half on 1st December, © - = = 4°" 18500 | 
FY | For Four Horse Machine, of about 6 feet eut,Cash Price, = -- = 135°00 = - i 

| Half Cash and the other half on the 1st of December, - “- -° 145 00 
| G2 Orders should be sent in season to secure Machines. To meet the wants of those who 
}| haveon hand certain kinds of Reapers that will not Mom; or who.mayonly wanta MOWING |} 
|} MACHINE, we will furnish’ dur-Macline adapted, wens and exclusively for Mowing, at a ] 

|| Cash Price of $110: half-Cash,\and the»othet half, on the first of December following, $120, | 
} DEALERS ,SURPLIED. BY WHOLESALE. Farmers within reach. "ot Waddaw- | 

ie / groves Til, can be syeptiet by P. MANNY, of that place, jal, . ‘ a 
‘ | "Ge see NEXT PAGE. ° MANNY & CO. \ 
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| | WISCONSIN AND 10WA FARMER. a il i 
{ | Seneca eae = 2 See | HE 
} Pe : = - ae 

| Premiums Awarded this Machine, and} . «Hi PRIEND ROT | ye 
Medal at the World's Fair!’ —— | oe 

SO ee N. i oan MED- MERCHANT TAILORS. 1 a a 

.. Trial at Geneva; N. with’ eleven oth- i } ae 

| er Machines, $50,00 as the Beat Mowe jad | eee eee CEAEEING, ia 

} $30.00 for Reaping, over McCormick and th CLOTHS, CASS -VESTINGS, | Ca 
| ars. Ohlo State Fain, o SULVER MEDAL, ee ae 

| icago Mechanics itute Fair, a GOLD a ies . hake 

MED Lore ms Conteh raat ii, |Corner Bam Streets, | a i 

y on : “$1 > over eight, other Ma- ADISON, -| ‘Ss jana 

| }] chines! ‘indiana ‘Sate Fain VER CUP, aa hh i 
over six other ines.” Trial at Louisville, Alborders will meet with, at- |} cate 

| | Seese ater aegis ane ee ! rial at ily, JN J., $20,00. for Reaping | ‘ue alt 

| | ater MiCointcknddothers: *MéHeniry Coun TH'T FC ral WAT T | 4 al ae 

H tr'air, I, 1869; 810,00, od 4984, $10,00.—| Fy GLISH CATTI B | alge 
| } Putnau County, Fair, fl,,. $10,00. Loursyille 2 | Sah 

i ] pele SSP ae birLoma ae best |’ IMPORTED ON COMMISSION BY | 4 hae 

| ower. for best Reaper, DIPLO- | tena 

| epee est Reaper, DIPLO | Messrs. THOS. BETTS & BROTHERS, | Be 
} i ith special recommend. Trial it i. | +e 

{ H New Jersey, 1854, $10,00 for best Mower, $10 eee Herter Eel oe 1 ‘ A 

| I] for best Reaper, and’ $10'for best Reaper and d Reh So Wane od; eu } K et 

| Mower combined, in competition with nume- Being much the cheapest and theonly way fj] qi ‘| i 

| | rousother Machines. Rock County Fair, Wis, /0f obtaining. Stock direct from the breeder. Cog 
i | DIPLOMA for best Reaper and Mower. » | which will give gentlemen an opportunity of |] Ps 

p er. Du. - Ea PI y 

} i page County Fair, Ul, $3 for best Reaper and | Obtaining the best Stock, without having to 1a i 

| ower. Winnebago County Fair, Ill. FIRST Ry, an exorbitant price for them in America. | ‘sus 

i | DREMITM for best Reaper and Mower— |The firm having had forty years experience, Te 

| |} Stephenson County Fair, Til, Post Cfiice Re. | they feel confident of giving satisfaction, both } \ sae 

j | port for best Reaper and Mower. Muscatine |®5 regards’ price and selecting the stock from  j} ae 

i - Comaty Fair, lowa; Certificate for best Reaper the best herds in England. * | 4 ay ig 

| an te Soamaes oe Se ae Thorough Bred Horses, Hampshire South Down, |} 5 Al ‘fi i 

| . a i PAB: 

} County Fair, I $10 for best Reaperand Mow. Shoat Herert Cattly.: » Seems | 
i} er, and $5 for best Mower. Cambridge Coun- | Herefords. Suffolk Pigs. | oe 

|} ty Fair, N.Y. FIRST PREMIUM. Fulton Ayrshire, Rieke i qe i is 

} cea Fain dy A Nag RST. oe Ak fog Alderney Cows from the Berkshire ‘* i =e 

ee En syerail a aad wat aOR Islands of Jersey and Merina Sheep from Spain | we : | 

|| Reaper und Mower, and $10 for Reaper, and | Pure ‘South Down sient a - | LARS 

I} $10 for Mower. “Middlebury County Fair, 2 a one 
} Vt., FIRST PREMIUM, and many others not Messrs. BETTS. & BRO. have pppeiased : ae 

| necessa} y, to enumerate. : ore of the most experienced men in England 3 f Wat 

SPECIAL NOTICE entirely for purchasing i ey 

| -is hereby given to. C. H. MeConaox, that'l Bd 
} shall hold him accountable for atkbisintringe- | 4 ene ae FORRES 3 ie ha 
| ments of my rights. He says im, the Albany ee ey have also an Agent in Spain forpur- Thad 

‘| Seer, of Pecaber, 1852, “Satisfied from nanes H § “i 

|| the experience of the harvest of the IM- Mules, Merino Sheep, et ’ ay 

posssiLity. of Mi muatd the’ same Ma- 2 Pe carn } He 

} chine, both for Mowing and Reaping to the best Messrs. BETTS & BRO. have purchased a} ny 
i} advantage, a SEPARATE Mowing apparatus yaluable Patent, which will prevent accidents {J RD 

|| for the next harvest willbe sold witht ray Reagh | Socurring to:Cattle across the Atlantic they ff SS 
} er” Now, my dear sir, make your separate can now safely “be: imported any time during | at! 

| © Mowing apparatus, but do not infringe my the year, The Cattle will be ingnged from ea! | i 

ij claims, as} shall hold you strictly accountable Liverpool to New York, by charging. small jf] DE } 

}- for so doing. JOHN FH. MANNY. | Per centage. e } a 
| Rockford, Tuy, Match, 1855. ; A Steamer will Ieave Liceepeamy with Cattle a 

SUFFOLK, & ESSEX PIGS... [heat their of cre ea i 
iz A f Troy, The Stock willbe delivered at New York in |] | 

S, wens oe gternney: Ofer 8 about six weeks from the time the order is. giv- ff ld 

| Pics, bred from. stock imported by Lewis G, en in America. i - HY 

|} Morris, of Morrissiana, a Y. They, wilt-be| | 07 Orders received; or forcirculars contsin- |] orl 

| delivered, if requested, at Eagle Centre Depot | in; all information, apply to Messrs. THOS. ea 

| free of charge... é ke BETTS & BRO. or J. M. MILLER, 81 hh 

All fomanppepions addressed fo him at East | Maiden Lane, New York City, who is author- 3 

Troy, ,, Will be promptly attended to. ized’ to at us our Agent. i 

Hast Trey, Tume, 1854. “jy | New York, Jan. 1, 1855.: 1y f i 
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id } ROCK COUNTY NURSERY, y TAP @ : JAYER'S « 
i | ae 1* ee 5 cE f 

A | ee . ieee ee 
i | “a a iS aP ie Ne iN ¥, 

; ei CA As Nese fant Sac pai 
iy | Co, as NY aa 1 eciee O27 2A: ES 

| aha | CHERRY PECTORAL ht lee CHE | 
A | Seige . are Sane Fer the Care of . 3 a = 

CE reg OT. es COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS, 

; ] pon tee r Rr a eae - BRONCHITIS, WHOOPING-COUGH. 
| Feat CROUP, ASTHMA, AND 

; I] | Suuated in the Southern Limats’ of the City: of CONSUMPTION. / 
oe | Janesville, East side of the River, on the eo pele 4 en Be 73 As Me 

i or; it. subscril nol ng re; ir ent 

4 l ie ere rete oe J iyo the sale of the above Sent Medisine, 
\ j SEL cate offer it to the public at the rate of SEVEN 

} WE take this method of bringing to the no- | SHILLINGS A BOTTLE, which is the | q tice of the public the fine stocx of Frurr and meenens price, ieealy themselves to sell ! 
e genuine article only. 

4 Sere hia Samus, — ae ned ‘Also, AYERS’ CELEBRATED PILLS, 
td which we have the pleasure of offering for the | sr sale at the Purnapetanta Due Store. | 

i Spring trade. 5 OGILVIE & BARROWS. ) 
i Our trees are of thrifty growth, in an ez- Janesville, Sept., 1854. ara! 

| posed situation, on the high prairie, which ren- 
] ders them hardy and or to any locality, WISCONSIN , | 

‘ and therefore of much more value than those} AGRICULTURAL* WAREHOUSE. ! 
grown in a protected situation. Mp eat | 

i Our stock is large, and embraces the best va- LE FEVRE & GREENE, 
rieties now in cultivation that will endure our | Vo. 81 Hast-Water Street, Milwaukee, || 
climate. From strict care in propagation and . 2 ] 

i ing, we feel warranted in r esehliay Desire to call-attention to their stock of } 

them tothe public. Farming Implements, j 
APPLE TREES--from 5 to 8 feet high, 16 |in which may be found almost every thingof | 

cents each. Dealers and Planters wishing one | use and benefit to the Farmer. We have con- 
i thousand or more, $120 to $140 per thousand. | stantly on hand, in great variety, / 

AEADDARD FEAR. TREES—from three PLOWS, HARROWS, : 
to seven yearsold 50 cents. ULTIV. HORSE ES. 

i DWARF PEARS—large variety—on An CULTIVARORD ae 
i ger’s Quince, five feet high, 40 to 50 cents. HAY and STRAW CUTTERS, . i 

; ; DWARF APPLE-—-35 cents. CORN STALK CUTTERS, H 
; | CHERRY TREES--5 to $ feet high, large CORN and COB CRUSHERS, | 

| variety, 25 to 50 cents. CORN SHELLERS, CORN PLANTERS, | | H GOOSEBERRIES—good variety, :5 to 25c.| SEED SOWERS, GARDEN ENGINES, 
; i RASPBERRIES—50 cents per dozen. and CHURNS of approved style. 

fh H GRAPE VINES—four years old, part of , 
i i which have fruited,25 too0 cedts, wpa Forks, Shovels, Spades, Hoes, Scythes, 

t ; Care taken to furnish articles of the best gr recim fiecicoen con ne t { quality and trae toname. 1 Bars, in almost endless variety. i 

| Nurserr Stocks. Sers, &c., furnished to Api pk of 
those commencing business on liberal terms.| HEAVY & SHELF HARDWARE, 

‘sf H Allinterested are invited to call and examine i 
for themselves. oso Building Hardware, anne oe | 

All orders, accompanied with the cash, or | &P® Stock, ‘Turning Lathes, "an cae / 
| satisfactory Toferences, will be promptly attend- Segen er vegan a eet and 

oh Pe ee ae ee deen aes "Sash tastevers of Wire Screnery. | 
vt Persons vistting Milwaukee are respectfully 

Letters of inquiry will receive prompt atten, | invited to look through our stock. 

tion. COLBY & WILLEY. LE FEVRE & GREENE. oe 
‘| Janesville, Jan, ist, 1855. : 1y Nov., 1854. Sign of the Plow. H 

‘ ,
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} “ECONOMY IN TIME AND. LABOR ENSURES’ WEALTH!” 4 by: a | 
i ig “ . i i + Pe j sheneaanive Sad iabies aD: & a ee | i Bit i 

i SSS d. Fe oe Ra H oy 
SSSA ‘ esitte. | arate agitate a “tre ARTE Br Ww oy Soe. | aR 
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| RUSSELL’S IMPROVED PREMIUM i i ; f i 

| | PMEABSHING WACHUBES | 
i I\HE subsoribers, for the last seventeen. years experienced threshers in Ohio, Ulinois, Wis- | } A ina Ps / consin and lowa, would inform those engaged, or wishing to engage in the business of oe ag j || threshing, that they have for sale Threshing Machines better adapted to the West than ever : air j 1 before introduced. Together with the manufacturers, we have improved from year toyear, ff } Fak 

i until-we have i 4 i i 
} The most Perfect Machine ever Introduced in the U, States. } fe ts 
i ‘The above is a cut of the Separator, which took the first Premium and Dagens at the first AS, 

Annual State Fair, in Ohio, held at Cincinnati, October, 1850; also, at second Annual State a! ei i ] Fair, held at Columbus, September, 1851; and at the third Annual State Fair, held at Cleye- Co es 
ij land in the fall of 1852, and at every County Fain, where said Machine has been exhibited. TiS H : i |} In connection with this Machine, they offer for sale es ‘ ine 

1 Ae RUSSELL’S IMPROVED DOUBLE PINION CLIMAX HORSE POWERS, 1 
H Heavier and stronger than any Power heretofore introduced ; also; RUSSELL’S IMPROV- ; 1a 

ED CAR, or, PITTS DOUBLE PINION PREMIUM POWERS,, which are greatly im- oe 
i proved by new portions one-third heavier than those heretofore manufactured. The shafts in Fe th ag 
| both Powers are large and heavy and are better calewlated for the West, where foundries are ha 
| than any heretofore offered for sale. Unlike the machines of other manufacturers, the ‘ah if | cylinders contain nine bars, and are warranted not to throw dust in the face of the feeder, he ia jj asitall passes out with the straw and chaff. The grain is conveyed from either side of the |} aie! i machine with an endless auger. The cylinders ren on steel pivots in brass or babit metal “tn | boxes... All the boxesand binders ip both Powers and Threshers are lined with Babbit’s metal. 1G 
i} Inshort,the subscribers are willing to test their Machines: with any other. manufacturers in RS 
| the United States. They are manufactured’ by C. M: RUSSELL & CO, of Masselon, Ohio, | RS 

who have been in the business 23 years... They have the very best workmen in their employ, jp Sh ie 
|} and take all the pains possible in selecting materials and improving their machi Thema |] Soa jj chinesare all ready rigged. for use, with belts, levers; rods and hooks. S3 H bd] 

The subscribers will assist the purchaser in setting them in operation, if Tequired ; and i a ' 
|} if they fail to give satisfaction jn.all respeots when put in operation, the purchaser will incur fj Beit 
|} -no obligation to pay, and the machines can then be returned. ‘ 7 i - 
} ‘These Machines may be had at’ Burlington, Museatine, Davenport, Rock Island, Galena, }] al 
jj} Dubuque, MoGregor’s Landing, St. Paul, and elsewhere on the Mississippi river, wherever ff (4 
j prs at Beloit, Wis ; at Chicago, and at points on the different Railroads from Chicago. H a 
i Address SIMEON or HENRY RUBLE, Beloit, Wis. ; or G.S. RUBLE, Roek Island, cay 

} Minois. © , : : oe 
Beloit, Wis:, June 1, 1855. ; t i 
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ef 3 i Rg) a gaa ea es eee 
LF i ~ yl of the body, and restore the wasted or diseased _ || 

‘masse Bemees ~ energies of the whole organism..Hence an_ || 
fee j 3 <= y mg occasional dose is advantageous even though no 
ie i a p v serious derangement exists; but unnecessary 
is | eas ae om tee dosing should never be carried too fir, asevery | E L es ti . ia ] purgative medicine reduces the h, when ies , —— taken to excess. Thethousamdeagesin which || E ! —= a Physi is required canuot’ be enumerated || ; f : ae here, it they Est t es tothe reason || 
t F > 944 of every body ; ‘ itis confidently believed 
Ue | oe P pay will answer a better purpose than any E i i le . Ags PPrp if | at thing which’has hitherto been available to man- 
2 } FOR ALL THE PURPOSES OF Afkind, When their,virtues are once known the |} 
ff ] FAT PETAL ~ | public will no, longer doubt what remedy to || 
4 FAMILY PHYSIC» |*aper aetio neetor catharie meiicne | 
a eee: | ie wrapped they’ are pleasant to |} 
iy a abel at ee e, dnd being purely vegetable, no-harm can | te There has long existed er aibs for} arise from thefr use in anyquantity. ] 

bi || an effective purgative pill be re-| “For minute: @irections, see the wrapper on f jj lied on.as sureiand. perfectly safe in its opera-| the box. | 
k i} tion. eg has beén wrepgred y meet sat de Sacra nab he 1 

mand, and an extensive trial of its virtues ous | 
8 7 ] conclusively shown with what success it ac- Dr. JAMES c. AYER, | 

ii ] Saeeliches ss ree eae Tt is easy a PRACTICAL AND ANALYTICAL CHEMIST, tt 
make a physical Pil/, but not so easy to make | Le I} theibest of all Pills—one which should have ae res MASS st 

‘ none @f the objections, but all the advantages) *#ICP 29 SENTS EER nox. Fivr Boxes For $1. | 
wa } of every other. This has been eee aa wey. Spel & eee Beloit; Holden, | i and with success we would respectfally | Kemp & Go., Janesville; J. K,Ril ae eos a | scbmit o fhe yal dasog dt tas been a John Weigh, Madan Ene A. Utter, | 
hg }] . fortunate for the patient hitherto that almost | Elkhorn; T. Mason, Dubuque, lowa; E. E 

| every purgative medicine is acrimonious and | Gay, Burlington, fowa; and by all Druggists | ie |. irritating tothe bowels.-°Thisis not. Many | everywhere.’ v6n8:1y: 6 | 
< |} of them:produce so much griping pain asd re-}- eae Mata) om 
i ]  valsion in the system as to more than counter. PURE BLOOD t 
He —-_f__ baluties the:good to be: derived ‘from thesi—)° “Sa aNGHAL FOWLS. ¢ |. These Pil/s produce no irritation or pain, un- ES 

i Jess it.arises from a , previously existing (ob- HOSE desiring to procare ‘of thistrul 
struction or derangient of the bowels. Be- * Ee sreinftrien thas shall be 

" ing, porely ‘vegetable, no harm ein arise from! she to furnish them during the summer, at 
a j (heit use im any qoantity ; but itis hetter that} rates much below the ordinary prices. I offer || 
ny | angmedicine should be taken judiciously—) them delivered at my residence at One Dol- j Whe Minute directions for their use in the several | jay per dozen; packed secureiy and sent as | 
1y digeases to which they are applicable are given | dirested—at the risk of the purchaser—$1,50 per 

: on the box. Among the complaints which have | dozen, I shall-have some’ choice Chickens for 
78 been speedily cured by them we may mention | sq}e this fall; those desirous to know any thing Liver Complaint, in its varions forms of Jaun-| shout my Fowls, will please write to Marx 
4 dice, Indigestion, Languor and Loss of Appe- Micier, Esq., the Editor of this Journal.— | 
} tite, Listlessness, Irritability, -Billious Head-| Orders must be accompaniedj with the Casi, 

it | ache, Billious Fever, Fever and: Ague,Pain in} an4 will be filled as they are received. 
ib the Side and Loins, for in truth, 'allthese are)" yy py keep but one variety of Fouls. 

7 but the. consequence of diseased-action of ‘the CHARLES SMITH. } 
1 liver. As anaperient, they afford promptand| Wragpun, Fond duLac Co., Wis. j ey sure relief.in Costiveness, Piles; Colic, ered SP aOYe Sl ee ede ele oe late |e 

hi tery, Humors, Scrofula and: Scarvy, Golds,’ caw Wrisht, Merrill & Co., 
f ] with soreness of the body, Uleers:and:impuri= z 
i i ty of the blood; in shorty any and’every case ies BELOIT BOOK-STORE, i} 
ve where a purgative is required. Dealers<in Standard, Classical, Theological, | 

3 They haye also produced: some ‘singularly | Medical, ‘Law, School, en Blank | 
successful eures in Rhenmatism, Gout, Dropsy | Books, and all the new Publications furnished | | 

1¥ Gravel, boy so Palpitation of theHeart, | as soon asout ;' Publicationsof American Tract | 
ue Pains in the Back, Stumach andSide They | SocietyjAmerican 8, S: Union, and Mass. 'S. S- | 

id should ibe freely taken in the spring of the |/Society; Stationery, ‘Paper. Hangings; Draw- |} 
} year, tig! dged the blood and. prepare the sys- | ing Paper; Gold. and Steel.Pens, Pencils, Inks, i 
|| tem for the change of seasons... An occasional | ink Stands, together with a complete assortment | 

y }} dose stimulates the stomach intohealthy action; of Musical Instruments, ‘Mélodeons, Violins, i} 
|} and restores the appetite and vigor, They pur | &e, &c. 2G 4 jad he | i rify the® blood, and, by their stimulant actien EF Paper Rags taken in exchange for Books. | 

va || on the circulatory system, renovate the strength’ Beloit, March. 1954. ey 5} a { ihe gs ia iia ee 
ae so Se ee ne SSS 
ce ih 
i 

i i _ °
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> | AND m3 
I | oo rr) on) (Gal rela Se) r) Shae r | | NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. | ft 

7 | re ! yi rH H 

| vor. vir. MADISON, WIS, AUGUST, 1855. no.8. | Ei 
| Q) oat 

al |] MARK MILLER, Editor and Proprietor. | plates, by plain botanical descriptions of the cmt iH 
: i J.C. BRAYTON, Horticultural Editor. different species, and by an artificial arrange- out als 
! TERMS,—50 Cents a Year in Advance; |™ot or key, I hopeI have made the subject so ott Si 

, } | Five copies for $2, if directed toone Pos: Office,andai | plain that any person interested in it can ana- | a 4 | 
ol | fageumtane wtiehernismensiiteck uuaneraes: lyze and determine the species of any grass he aN 

| | Peach dies a a may find useful, or in which he feels any de- Hi i} 

i} | cach subsequent insertion, ee tones eee alt gree of interest. On these plates the animate | ie Hie 
i} || page first insertion, $4; for each subsequent insertion, | parts of the flowers are represented as they ap- atk 
1} | less than one year, $3; one page per year, $50; half der the magnifier, especially such paitsi f ; aad ' 

] gastos Ciel olines oe lato per year, $080; tse ine |e 2s ae pied cae ah jaiad | crapeies firstinsertion, $2,00; for each subsequent in- |S it is necessary to examine in the determina- | £: : i 

| j| sertion, 50cts. i 7 ‘tion of the species. | yeaa 
| | 7 Bills for Advertising to be paid quarterly, {JE propose to make a few extracts from this | 45 | f 

i | ————___ "= | essay, that may be interesting to the readers of ee 
| eae eae Sed ome Panes | the Panans: aime to the work itself for a i i 

|| The Grasses of the Northwestern States. | : cy 
—— | further details. _ | ‘al hil ; 

! i] BY [. A. LAPHAM, OF MILWAUKEE. | The culture of the Graminee may be re- | : a 

} — | garded as giving origin to four different and | eS 
| i At the request of the late Secretary of the | distinct kinds of husbandry: (1). The cul- || oh I, ia 

j || Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, I pre-| ture of the grasses proper, for the purpose of | : ERTS 
|] Pared an essay on the Grasses of this State, | supplying food for stock. (2), The cultureof | i | 

} || including the wild species of our natural mea- | the grain-bearing grasses, mostly for bread. | ea 
} -}| dows and prairies, as well as thosethat are cul- (3), The culture of the aquatic grass,rice (Ori- || : A Ep i 

i tivated for hay or for pasturage, which was) -7 sariza, on which a very large proportion of | § Se 
| i] published in the Transactions of that Society | the human family are fed; and (4th), the cul | is 1% Bt 
{ i) for 1853. As the botanical treasures of our} tyre of the sugar-cane (Saccharum officinarum), te yea 
i } new State are but imperfectly known, I deem- | for the sake of its juice. It is only with the | Jonaey 
i ||| ¢d itright to include such species as are found | first two that we have any concern as cultiva- ! oe Pai 

| ‘]]_ in the adjacent country, thinking that many of | tors, in this climate—rice and cane requiringa || ae I ' 
} 1 them may hereafter be detected in Wisconsin. | greater average temperature thanishere found oa a 
| The essay includes no less than one hundred; Whether the culture of grain and the rear- : i) 1 Lt] 

] | and forty-nine species, of which twenty-two ling of stock, or the culture of grain, is the | ok 
| are only known in cultivation; the others are } most important and will yield the greatest | ie 

] j| native, or have become naturalized in the re for the capital and labor employed, at | he 
| Northwestern States. There are eleven spe-| any given locality, is quite an important in- || % iy i 
| {|} cies found in Ohio, which have not been found quiry. Usually upon the Grst settlement of a | esi", 
/ ‘|| in the other States named; five are peculiar to country or the first emergence of apeoplefrom | a H 1 

i} Mlinois; seven to the country about Lake Su-| the parbarous state the culture of grain  pre- | mitt 
}| Perior; and four to Wisconsin. Some of the | dominates; the cattle being allowed to shift for } BS t 

} grasses found here are natives only of the] themselves, and rely upon the natural grass and i 
country porth of us, while others extend only herbage. The culture of grass as food for stock ! re 

| to the south—Wisconsin being near sities i therefore an indication of a more advanced. |} a 

of the two classes of plants. state of the agricultural art. In this country }} ae 
The word grass is used in its strict botani-| there is a decided tendency towards the in- |} rH 

cal sense only, including the cerealia, the cane, | crease of the first, at the expense of the second | ay 
|| &c.; but excluding clovers, and other Legu-| kind of husbandry. In Holland, almost the re 
|| minose, which are frequently, though improp- | entire surface is devoted to pasture and hay; | is 

erly, ranked as grasses. By the aid of twelve! and in that country this peculiar kind of j i ] 

i Sisiainenieiamnaeliaamaiasaaeiiaetnean aaetnaiedacaeaieemmmnainamanemseammmaaaaeaa Bh! ,
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Fy } agriculture is carried to the greatest degree of | sowing oats or spring wheat immediately after 
4 | perfection. It is a significant fact (says Lou- | harrowing, or in the spring on fall grain, when 
i } don) that landed property is there of greater | the surface of the land is dry or frozen. The 
a jj] Yalue and commands ahigher annual rent than | Yield will be greatly increased by using plaster || 
4 } in any other country. on the clover, at the rate of halfa bushel to the |} 
n 1 The importance of introducing new grasses, | 2ere; in some cases it will double the crop, 

"e | and the efforts to improve those already cultivat- | Particular benefit will arise by sowing it on 
ty ] ed cannot be over-estimated. It is not at all | the young clover the first season—either in the 

ig i] certain that we have the best kinds, nor that | Spring or directly after the grain is taken off. } 
4 ij those we have are brought to the greatest | It will help the young plants to live through | 

fH degree of perfection. Doubtless, grasses might | the dry weather, which in some seasons perish 
| lj be improved by a proper course of culture, as| in time of drought. The second crop wr eu 
i || well as fruits and blooded stock. New and | Well filled with seed is the most profitable of 
a |] peculiar varieties might be produced, suited to | the two if cut for the seed. When the second 
f | different purposes, combining the excellencies | Top stands UP, much Jabour and time may be | 

; |] oftwo or more species, and thus adding large- | S2ved by using a cradle to cut it, by putting a } 
| ly to the value of our pastures and meadows.| finger between the lower fingers of a grain | 

iq This improvement would also extend to the | cradle, or by fixing a light cradle for that pur- H 
H l] stock fed upon the improved grasses, yielding | pose, and throwing two swaths together by | 
bah }} us a better article of beef, butter, &c. It is| backing up. It should lay on the swath from | 
bf f |} related that the introduction into the Island of | te to three weeks, or till it is well watered or | 

Me ] Jamaica of ‘a grass from Guinea (Panicum | Potten, otherwise it will be difficult to thesh the 
i jj] polygonatum) as food for birds, has been the | heads from the straw, and to separate the chaff | 
Mg j| cause of the increase of horned cattle on that | from the seed; it should be gathered when 
ie |] island, until it has a better supply, both for; damp into ‘Small heaps, (not wet) and taken in 

‘ J] the butcher and the planter than almost any | 25 $00n as it dries, 
iN i] other country. Few markets in Europe furn-| ‘There has heretofore existed serious objec- | 

ti | ish beef of better quality, and at a cheaper | tions to gathering seed, on account ofthe | 
Ht | rate than is done by the people of Jamaica. difficulty of separating it from the chaff. This || 
a | RAISING CLOVER objection will hereafter be obviated, as arran- || 

‘ } =_= gements are now making to have a number o! || 

iy i] Mr. Enitor, clover hullers with fans, brought into this | 
ie | I have been much surprised when travelling State this summer, that will hull and clean at 

A j through this State to see that farmers have so | °¢ operation in much less time than the chaff } 
| gi generally neglected the cultivation of Red |C#0 run through a fanning mill by hand after 
ie ij Clover. I have been familiar with the cultiva- being hulled. 

i ]} tion of clover more than forty years, and for! If the farmer wants to increase the fertility | 
tf | five years in Wisconsin, and from experi- | of his land, let him raise clover; if he wishes | 
i jj ence and observation, believe it to be on of the | to have a stock farm raise clover—if he intends } 
i “}]] most profitable crops that a farmer can raise in | to raise grain, he aught to cultivate clover and || 
j jj} this State. It will yield more hay to the acre | not neglect the use of plaster in either case. | 

+ | | aan a ae A elean clover sod turned under in the spring } 
i second crop of the season—when cut for ‘seed makes a good lay for corn, and turned under in 

THe | —usually yields abundantly of seed. 1 have August one of the beat lays of wheat.—Plaster ] 
i ; | known the crops of clover of one years growth | ° NOW be had at Milwaukee ready for sow- || 

j jj when prepared for market to sell for above | ™S- 
4 i] forty dollars per acre, (the seed being much the W.S. G. 

} i || most valuable) and this when prices were not | © Milwaukee, July 1855. ] 
\p | igh. arf 
ot é | To insure good crops, the land ought tobe| Canapa Wxeat.—Tle Hamilton Spectator |} 

1 e well prepared for the seed,—that is,—all other says that the Hessian fly is very seriously in- 
him grasses completely subdued—the ground in | juring the wheat in that locality. Prices must 
i | good tilth, and the seed sown at the time of] come down—fiy or no fly. 

| 
ng | ee — ———
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Bi | Toads—Cheese—Potato Rot. { 

| The toad having become quite a favorite | i 

i Hh of mine, partly on account of its bright } ; 

i] \ eyes, but more on account of its usefulness |} 

} to mankind, I have therefore noticed, with | 

! | regret, that they have greatly diminished | 

i HA in numbers, for the last ten or twelve |} 

KH Viz ans in sig care and vicinity; et ! 

Ly they seemed to be almost exterminated. 

! a4 ee few days ago, I was conversing with an | ; 

| [F 3 intelligent farmer = the subject. He i 

| ay aa said that at or near the time the ct rot |} 

| ZB made its appearance, the toads disappear- | 

} 4 A ed; that last year, potatoes were not affect- ! 

i A ee ed by the rot, and toads were more nume- | i 

i rous; and he infers from that circumstance, 

| that both may yet be.restored to their for- j j 

Platform for Stacks. mer position. Upon inquiry, I find that |} 

a In th aie foe eas th others have observed the same facts. Now, | i 

| ce saad we gave| the questions are, hasit been so generally ? i 7 

some directions for stacking grain. We) And what relation do they bear to each | 
| here give a plan for making a platform.—| other? To me, the only idea suggested, | y 

| Instead of the perpendicular open work, a| is that the potato rot may be occasioned | 

} large bundle may be kept [while building] BY an insect and. ee | 
the stack] at the surface in the middle} Gueese Maxixe.—. fi ago, a 

| and drawn upward as the stack rises, thus} J visited a lady friend in the country; her 5 

| leaving an opening for circulation entirely | table was continually supplied with most } ; 

|| through the center of the grain. delicious cheese, of her own making. I ‘ 

|| There is another important advantage asked, as a particular favor, bo she _— | 

in elevating stacks from the ground on commnusat®) 22 et poculian pesos 0 
m elevating Ere making it, and wherein she differed from { 

J | posts heto.xepeeecntsth especially if some-| others. She replied that she followed the | é 
} time is to elapse before threshing—that of,| method she had been taught generally, | i 

avoiding rats and mice. To do this you prepared the rennet in the same way, but 
have only to cover the posts atthe tap felt sure that she had discovered the rea- 

3 <a son why cheeses were strong, both to the ff 

with projecting caps. taste and smell, which consisisin thesingle J : 
; en eee et. oe circumstance of putting the curd to press, 

To xu Awrs.—Procure a large sponge,| warm. She did not use any artificial | | 

wash it well, and press it very dry ; by 80| means to cool the curd, but after it had ' 

|| doing it will leave the small cells open.| been chopped and scalded, allowed it to re- q 

Lay it on the shelf where they are the| main spread upon the cloth until it was as | ; 
most troublesome and sprinkle some fine} ¢99] as the surrounding atmosphere, and | P 

white men lightly over it two or three| thus put it to press. ; 

times a day; take a bucket of hot water to| ‘There isa great deal of probability inthe} 4 

| where the sponge is, and carefully drop| above statement, for I have frequently no- | f 

| the latter into the former, and you will slay | ticed that some cheeses from the same dai- | 

| them by thousands. ry would be strong and offensive, and |] 

| So | others mild and agreeable, which may be i} 

] £2 About a hogshead of acorns of owing to the circumstance of the dairy- |} 

| the cork tree was ordered from the south| Woman getting her cheeses to press early 

@ has x dadaie ns nde Te ee el 
1a i dle | ti) the curd had time to cool. It may be }j 

/ and southern states, to test their adaption| well for dairy-women to try the experiment 

| to soil and climate. so asto ascertain the fact—W.H. Farmer. j
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4 ; FINE SHEEP. 

We have hitherto and frequently spok- 
] A en of the enterprise of one of our citizens, 

al Mr. H. S. Hall, of Gaines, who is engaged 
| a in importing and breeding sheep. The 
n stock growers of Western New York and 

. Western States, are under obligations to 
\ him, for the introduction of superior sheep. 

; ; We think we are quite safe in saying that 

west of the New England States, there are 

) no more extensive, experienced or liberal 
| dealers in sheep than H. S. Halll. He un- 
} derstands his business thoroughly—makes 

dl it a point to buy none but the best animals 
A and what be says concerning them will be 

i found true to the letter. We visited his 
} flocks a few days since, and were well | 

t Improved Hay Knife—Ditching. paid for our visit. He has on hand about 
| I saw in the Farmer the improved Hay | 1300 fine wooled French and Spanish Me- | 

| Knife. Iam using one for double pur- | rino sheep, a greater part of which, as we 
 poses—first, I commenced cutting a ditch | Were informed, he intends to taking to Mt. | 

ina wet marsh and found the spade did | Morris, Ogle county, Illinois, in a few days. 
f -not do the work sufficient. I then tried | They are valuable sheep. The wool clip | 

the hay knife to my perfect satisfaction—I has come to be an important element of 
4j think doing four times the work the same wealth, and since the introduction of fine- } 

jj strength could perform with the spade— | wooled sheep, with the increased attention i} 

! 4] ‘Che hay knife cutthe roots with perfect | paid to the matter, the wool market 1s now 

; | ease when they would give to the spade. | of equal consequence with the grain mar- } 
| I first cut the sides and then two cuts|ket. During times of as great financial | 

through the middle, then cross cut and | embarrassment as has been the past year, |] 
| ‘hauled it out with a hook of three tines— | the wool clip has, by drawing money into i 
|} and after that there was very little to clear | circulation in the early part of summer, ff 

lj with the shovel) A man able to do good | proved a blessing. Much of this has re- || 
} common work, and myself (in my 61s¢|sulted from the introduction of sheep |} 

4 year) cut and cleared 65 rods in two days, | whose fleece is fine and heavy. In this | 
; | 3 feet wide and 18 inches deep by this |light, aside from the enterprise, such men | 
; ] process. Where it is too wet the oppera-/as Mr. Hall are benefactors—Orleans ] 

tor can stand on the’ side in very wet American: | / 

ae eee nee Beau cate Mear in France.—Late statistics show |} 
qf ened and narrow ones made wider without that. the average consumption of animal || 
4] going"in, by cutting with this knife and|fo94 in France is forty pounds a. year 

J using the hook. to each individual. 200 pounds would be 
: J. Horruaw: ae ees ——— sn the use a 
4 whole 1 - 

een cans ee et cient a cause "of the ‘contin 
2 The crops in Texas give excellent | strikes and demonstrations in the manufac- 

| promise. turing districts. 

/ 

a a tala
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| I For the Wisconsin and Jowa Farmer. _| into pieces from 12 to 18 inches long, then ] 

| Hen Hopple—Worm-Fence- split them as often as I could and made 

} sitet little hoops of them by nailing the ends | 

= Mr. Eprroz:—As/ together with one or two little tacks in | 

| Y Meer We often hear poor|each one. The hoops are easily and | 

| ff ; Biddy denounced for | speedily made. | 

| { PN | kicking up a dust, es- A. W. Davis. | 

| aH ioe aie pecially ifshehappens| Milton, June 1855. | 

: q CC = . a enna ——— 1 

| q La to’choose a hill of corn Northern Caravans. | 

; | > Be, or a newly made — ! 

; di i flower bed to act out - a cane we pleas- | 

i a i i ms ” — paper jj 
a it ea industriour hab- the following interesting account of the | 

A | a its, I propose ie caravan from the Red River settlement to |} 

t si your permission] to | St. Paul: | 

i ps inform the readers of Pea 2 miles ie oa ran oe came 

i x to the encampment of the world-lamous 

| | fee wae shore. o caravans from the Red River of the North |] 

bs © Paper, 4 Plan | a settlement in British America, about jf 

1. @ to make Biddy’s ope-|'750 miles North-west of St. Paul. These | 

| 7 & pcinardund = pepe ee 
q iss e apiece of toi - ff 

q ie eiaber . on ; an i mote regions of our continent, that wecan | 

a ae 7 say that we have long desired to meet i 

i Hy jong and about + of| them in their primitive fashions. We were | 

| i tf an inch wide; sharp-|soon in the midst of them, asking all sorts ff 

| ik en one end, and make | of questions from a people brought oe | 

| A ian a bow on the other far from what we deem civilization. From 

} i rf tti td of the |o™ of the party, Hugh Mathieson, an in- f 

} a cutting out 3 of the | teltigent Selkirk man of Scotch decent, we} 

| 4 Fa thickness of wood and |Jearn that the caravan started from the #} 

| i ea bending it around one | Red River settlement on the Ist of June, 

| i EA of Biddy’s legs loosly and arrived in St. Paul on the 26th of ff 

j i es and tying the end to June. During the past winter the snow fi 

| q i & was only 14 inches in depth—though they | 

H it E the main stem; then} gre ten degrees north of the latitude of 

| i hi when they make two| Milwaukee. They say that their growing | 

if | ia or threescratches over | crops promise well. They raise spring 

i | f ‘the hill of corn with wheat, barley, botatoes, “peas, &e. eith- | 

H q _“™ | er winter wheat nor corn thrives. They jj 

| the free foot, they fetch up the other foot declare that their barley in quality isa | 

| to do likewise; and when they look for the | ways good, and that their soil is as fertile 

j| products they find themselves one step in| 8 the rich soil around St. Paul. In some jf 

| oe f the object sought for of them, the Scotch blood is so over-mixed 

| | Phgsnerpeteaah cal sina Sempre | ago A et be of fi 

f] Last spring I was much annoyed Py 9")¢he original Selkirkers, They visit St. ff 
‘Ht army of little black thieves, commonly call-| Paul once a year, bringing what they have 

| | ed the cut worms, (I know of no other | for sale in the = of furs, d&c., and they | 

i saieindl ice to-| take back tea, coffee, sugar, stoves, &e.— Fi 

| ee oa : ae | Their ea one arabe innumber 

f eos 10US| "are constructed in the most primitive jf] 

|] ways to stop their depredations, but failed, | manner. They cannot afford to buy iron if 

i} until I built a fence around each plant in|—so they usethe wooded tire. They drive ff 

this wise : I took an ash hoop of a flour} cows, which afford them sustenance during jf 

WE barrel, the widest I could find and cut it! the long and toileome journey.” |
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ee é == remain unchanged for an almost indefinite | ria Re nee riod, } I ae ; ne “ADVANTAGES OVER THE ORDINARY i ; Frourr Cayn.—The advantages which the } x me. “self-sealing, air-tight can” possesses over } is | & : the ordinary tin fruit can, are: Ist. It may | a 9 Si be securelf sealed by any person, in a few } i F 7 moments, without the aid of a tinner. 2d. | iat <i It may cs speed as easily as it was es | } : a. ing | 224 without the slightest injury to the can, Bf Arthur's Patent Air-Tight Self-Sealing 3d. As the lid oven the abe top of the ‘3 . Cans: can, when it is removed the can may be || ie | We have just received from the paten-| cleaned as easily as any other open vessel |} i } tees of this valuable invention a nest of the | —the difficulty of cleaning the ordinary kh cans for preserving fresh fruits and vegeta-| fruit cans, through the small hole in the re bles, and which may be seen at our office. | P» is well known to all who have used te ) if these cans serve the ose for which |‘#e™ @ second time. 4th. ee, can 
' | : PRP sustains no injury whatever, either in seal- if | they are designed, and as well as recom- ing or unsealing, it will last for years, and | ‘ mended, (of which we cannot doubt after! is, therefore, far more economical Pa. is | f an examination, ) they are far preferable to| tdinary can used for putting up | ia ] Es i “ve ev ough the lat- 

Hi } any other method known for keeping fruits. or Tobe ae 
1 “The cans and jars are constructed with a I }} channel around the mouth, near the top, Substitute for Sugar Cane. “2 into which ‘the cover fits loosely. This — | FY | channel is filled with adhesive cement, pre-| We copy from the New York Journal | f : pared for the purpose, and allowed to har-| of Commerce, the plowing extract from a } i } den, In wr to seal the vessel hermeti- a mig to bead of the cmd | es cally, it isonly necessary to heat the cover| that pa er, by a Missionary in South | id dighity, and pore inte teen ie may be| Africa: e at |} opened with as much ease as it is closed,| I herewith send you a few seeds of a ft | by slightly warming the top. The ordina- plant indigenous to this country, for the hal ] ry tin cans used for the same Purpose for | manufacture of which into Sugar a patent | Ht | which this is intended, cannot be closed, | has recently been obtained in England by | i | as is well known, without the aid of a tin-|a gentleman from this colony. "Those in- } ie | ner; are difficult to open, and are generally | terested in the patent have no doubt of its | oe! }} so much injured in opening as to be useless | entire success, and that it will bring streams | i | for future service. of gold into. their pockets. i | “By this simple contrivance, the process The plant is aia Imfe (vowels as in | ie | of hermetical sealing is placed convenient- French) by the Kafirs, but they distinguish |} i | ly within the reach of every individual ; | some two dozen varieties by specific names, | i || and fruit, vegetabies and butter (ft proper- | I send you three varieties, with names on | | ly prepared) may be kept, with their natu-| each paper, viz: Ufatana, Umofwina, fa | ral flavor unimpaired, for an indefinite} 2hlosa. While growing it resembles Broom it | length of time. Corn, and produces its seed after the same ag | “Mzrnop or Preszrvinc Fresu Frurrs|manner. The natives of Natal ‘plant it it ; f axp Vzcerapies.— A great deal of mys-| With Indian corn, and cultivate it in the i : tery has been made of this simple matter, | Same manner, and it comes to perfection in || ti | and it is generally supposed that the pre-| about the same time, say from 3 to 4} i ue servation of fruits and vegetables, in a fresh months. They cultivate it wholly for its aa | state, depends upon sume process known | saccharine Juice, of which, under but Hf | only to the initiated. The simple agent in| slight pressure, it yields a much larger a j|, the work of preservation is heat. If, after | quantity than does the common sugarcane, 16 | the application of heat for a certain time, | but not of so rich a quality. Ishould say Vi | the article be sealed up hermetically, it will | that the same bulk of juice contained from ! | ] 

) 
Be = ——— ——— =
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} one half to three-fourths as much sugar as pied by our friend George, we noticed a ; 
1 the ath of common cane The rein grey trotting mare of excellent appearance, ! t 

ere wal Wiese Walaa ia ee: also the four year old chesnut Stud, Guzn- | 4 
is raised from the seed in four months,| CO, showing great activity of muscle— 

}] ready to be made into sugar; it grows on| At the barnsof Simeon and Henry, we ob- |] 
high lands as well as on low, and the abun-| seryed some powerful draft horses, also the 1 dance of seed it produces, may be used for stud horse Buck Shot, which has made his 

i p Bprener, for hoeeee: by opie: mile inside of two minutes. John has a 
| ! A Rock County ay 2 fine chesnut five year old stud, imported 

i ai from Canada—sired by Sherry Cobbler, | 
| On a recent visit to Beloit we took an| and out of the mare Gipsey, imported by 
] excursion about the neighboring country| Sir Geo. Arthur. ‘The Messrs, Rubles 

and had the pleasure of viewing some of spare no expense in providing their farm : 
the finest farms and crops, we venture to with the most improved implements— | : 

| 88¥> that can be found in the State. The| We could not but observe their variety of | j 
| soil about Beloit, for some distance, is a patterns and workmanship. : 
| deep, rich, sandy loam—resting on a grav- We, for the first time, saw Hill’s Combin- | i 
) elly subsoil—a kind of land—all things ed Planter, Harrower and Roller. This 
considered—most desirable for agricultural machine is operated by one span, or yokeof, }} “4 

RED ORCS, 28 at is less affected by drouth or| cattle and performs the work of sowing, ; 
y excess of rain than heavier or stronger soil. harrowing, and rolling by passing once id 

Tn looking about, we brought up among] oyer the ground. We also saw in their fe 
the Messrs. Rusizs, who are located about large store house—used for housing | 4 v 
three miles west of the village, and who} the implements of the farm when not | i 
are extensively engaged in all the depart-|jn use—a number of Russel’s Premium i} : 
ments of farming. Their farm consists of | Threshing Machines, which had recently ‘ 

} something over 1000 acres of beautifully, arrived from Ohio. This machine was first if 
i undulating prairie and woodland——750 of| introduced here by the Messrs. Rubles, and ! i 
| which lies contigious, and the remainder | is not excelled by any other, if we are to iS 

near by. The Messrs. Rubles are good take the opinion of those who have used ¥ 
| stock breeders and upon their farm may | them, They have the appearance of be- is 

be found fine horses and cattle of all grades. ing very substantially built, and we would | if 
}j They have about seventy head of cattle, advise farmers to look at them. An ad- Fd 
|| among which we noticed several of our vertisement will be found in another part es 

favorite breed, the Short Horns—consist-| o¢ ogy paper. ‘ 
} ing of bulls, cows, and heifers, purchased = NR = 
| from Ohio and Kentucky, last winter—| Inmrorranr ror Scuoot Boys—Walter | iy 
| Their sheep, of which they have a large| K. Foster, of Bangor, hasinvented and had 
lj flock, are of the Leicester and South Down patented an instrument which he terms the 4 Fs 

] breeds. Their stock of horses is large, and| pencil-sharpener, and which does the work Bie 
| in point of variety and excellence probably | of sharpening with great facility and neat- if 
H excell anything to be found on any other|ness. A cutting blade is adjusted in a i 
| farm in the whole West. They have eight| hollow cone of Zinc, and revolving it be- |} if! 

stud horses—thirteen brood mares—four-| tween the thumb and finger for a moment, Fa 
H teen colts, several geldings, besides some] it is brought to a point. By using a differ- | B) 
| six draft horses of the large Pennsylvania | ent blade, the principle is applied to a slate i 

| class. On that division of the farm occu , pencil sharpener.— Portland Argus. | i
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Woful Pa of Western N.Y. is stript so clean that it appears like an | 

‘armers. aed in the month of March. This is a 
Rrea, June 19, 1855, |remarkable season for insects and worms. 

2 _.. | Now if the Weevil come in their season 

Fruenp Mivor—It is some time since I) and take what little wheat that is now 
last wrote to you, still, I have not forgotten heading out, distress and almost famine 
my former friend. In my last, I mention- | wij] be sure to follow. 
ed my intention of trying some further ex-| You will percieve that the wheat is some 

jj periments with the weevil this. spring. | ten or twelve days later headin out than 

These I am sorry to inform you have prov-| ysual ; for the last five or six years it 

ed a failure. headed out between the 8th and 10th 
I brought a quantity into the house and | inst. 

kept them till April, when they began to} Apples will be scarce. If you have any 
shrink up, and before the last of April | peaches in Wisconsin please sen us a few. 

|] ‘they were completely dryed. When I saw | We shall have none. A. MC. P. 
this, I concluded the cold winter was the |— Watertown Chronicle. 
cause, and consequently we would have a Lr ana = ly of 
none thisseason. But it wduld have given| 1 sow in trenches, with a good supply ¢ 
better satisfaction to myself’ and others, if /Seed soaked or a eo _—s a 
Thad buried a few in the ground. —— pans ae ee Tose are 

pee aoa a oe ww: is, the insect | ¢ + wither, from the maggot working at 
; or Hemen fly. Ut has done great dame: tis. oot of the plant, I heat water in pro- 

ges to the present wheat crop, not only in portion to the size of the bed, throwing in 
is town and country, but throughout the while boiling a'quantity of tansy. While 

state, owing to the warm dry weather in hoi, pour the liquid from a sprinkler (with- 
jj ‘ne early part of the spring. The fly de- oat So roee} or a large coffee pot around 

| omeerhrgnally. sash. qipincestiin, a the roots, but care should be taken not to 

Srsijoint, andlithogiam; aonumernys shat ur it on the stock. I think clear water 
from ten to twenty can be found in many | P° th testsnmant 

]_ stalks, which crowd and consume the stalk ae eras) * senily tilled Rcnehes mae 
| till it wilts and dies. ‘They appear the | Deng tender 's &as les ee ah 
Se eee Detaaon the roots (canted by tho 

ie aa Oat af nokientlrely, deny menter’ whilé small) as large a8 a filbert, 
5 Soares GW Aoadlandss yerg. ch daar: which were saved by one pplication only 
) ed and Riga will not yield more than one- fthe'abot al x G.E.Cc 

half its usual crop. Now if the weevil is|0' U7? S00r7 Mumenr Pie 
a oo insect, as — suppose, and will | ~Maine Farmer. Pee 

| make its appearanceas they did last season, | )0,..4 Qo, Farr-—The next annual Fair 
} ancl destroy the fow xemining heads of | of the Dodge County Agricultural Society 
Dr ae Moe win be to the poor people Of | will be held at the village of Beaver Dam 
j) this country.—The corn isno more promis- | 5 Thursday and Friday the 20th and 21st | ing at presnet than the wheat ; it Is very | 1... of Sentember 1855. The Republi- 

small and backward, and worms desrtoy a ee the Soci i OP ] 
large shate on'most all farms about here, | C2" S878 this Society was never in a more 
ri} ‘ 72 prosperous condition. There are now || 

J} ane some picoos have even been ploughed |sormething like three hundred dollars of | 
| ROOD haste’ the society’s funds in the hands of the ] 

| } _ I have just heard, from R. H. Clayton, | Treasurer—prineipally made up from the 
| Mich. ; he says the insect and worms have | Jatg voluntary contributions and member- 

destroyed the whole The wheat and ships—which are sufficient to warrant the | || 
corn, and the latter has m planted the} officers in saying that all premiums this |] 

| ]] second time: fall, shall be promptly paid in cash. 
: We had a frost here Sunday evening, i> aes ASE ae 

j the 17th inst, which cut off the young| ##@7 Gen. James Irwin has given 250 | 
| potatoe vines, and with all this, the Army | acres of land in Centre county, Pa. to the || 
ij or Apple-tree worm have stript the Teares | Agrteuliaral Society of that State, for a ‘| 

jj and fruit clean from many orchards. Mine farmers high school. i
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| Sheep Breeding—Fineneess vs. Size |also pay some attentio" » to form, which is ; 

— i ‘ rm, i 

Wuoever, therefore, would obtain a large — anee than size, so far i 

and vigorous race {of merino sheep) should ‘ptation ar q value for mutton is { 

keep his ewes from the rams till they are three concerned. e Ifa ” Merino sheep measures i 

sees tid Rams are not usually allowed to| from the withers ’ (9 the root of the tail, and 7 

Fenp as Tens ce age.—Thaer’s Principles | from the wither 5 to the nose, Sad Ewie ¢ 

riculture, p. 536. fro i } 4 

| ~ ‘Paar the size of sheep would be enlar- hoof Se: wit zee down the fore leg to the ] 

| ged by the above course there can be no gether are the three lengths put’ to- i 

| doubt; but, allow us to ask, what are the| withers te al times the length from the: f # 

| advantages to be derived from increase in | round t? a oh root of the tail, being put a- j i 

| | size. Most assuredly zhe amount of wool | string aa aa lengthways, passing the | i‘ 

would be diminished in its proportion to thig’)s bs ah neck and around the } 7 

] the size and consequently to the amount of | §]] Ee Ride sheep is broad enough to jf i 

| | food consumed, ‘The principal advantage | j seat e ye be considered a very fy : 

i that I can perceive to be derived from the|"’ Bet ee 1 animal. | i 

| above course is in the increased longevity| which h ost important part, and that i 

| of theanimal. For, from my experier.ce | opinio = _ the greatest diversity of | i 

in. the matter, I am satisfied that sheep, ae a ea aoe When I first com- ff ’ 

| male or female, will attain agreater age by| years since, 7 Pee twenty-five (f ® 

fet being allowed tobreed until three years | Wool without ae. a : wt ecuche neat Te 4 

| old. If kept in moderate condition, get-| The first sate helt ay thing eke. j 

|| ting neither too fleshy nor too poor, they | did you he 99 (Ba a was “How much # 

will frequently last and be profitable till| people havert aie Shee woees; people have'taken the other cna 
| 

erextreme—The || 
| they are twelve or fifteen years old. I) great question now is, “Hi * 

H have now one ewe twelve years old, that they Pa ” ae Hy h ow much will ‘ 

| raised her first lamb at three years, and | tread on the toes’ Foden rit aie ea 
H 2 on of others, I will give a | ; 

} now has as good teeth asany in my flock, | description of such as would sui & i] F, 

| and is apparently in her prime except that| and such as I believe will a | 4 

| = become coarser and some- — for —_ sheep should be of me- d 

| . ium size, ewe weighi 3 

| But among the disadvantages, of pursu-| grown, from 80 to 90 naan canine S 

| ing the above course, to the wool grower, | 100 to 120 ibs., the skin loose but not rol ® 

| rose flocks must be limited to. a certain ling into folds, the fleece thick, particular- | 3 
number, is the small number of breeding ly on the belly, and extending oa doen j ; 

| ewes he will be enabled to keep in conse-| on the legs and face ; the staple of uziform ¥ 

| — of havingso mapy younger sheep, length—from two and a half to three in- ff : 

| e successful wool-grower will endeavor | ches when of a year’s growth—the curves | 

| to raise sheep, as well as wool, for sale. If plain and uniform as possible, from one i i 

| young sheep are kept so as to get twelve end to the other, and not Jess than twenty- ; 

|} ‘months growth ina year [which is fre- four to the inch—if more the Totter § 

|} quently not the case] shane is no difficulty | fleece sufficiently oily to render it soft to the 

| in breeding from them at two years old, | touch, and the surface alittle dark. Ifthe }} : 

} |] and raising a flock that will be sufficiently | fleece be entirely destitute of oil the woo) ff 1 

| large and hardy for mutton and wool becomes harsh and wiry ; on ‘the other || 

| growing purposes, and that will last and be hand, if there is an excess, it must be at the} : 

| valuable until eight or ten years old. Such|©xpense of the fleece, as well as carcass ; |] ; 

| a flock will produce finer Wool and more of| being made from the same materials, oud {i 4 

it in proportion to the amount of food, causing the fleece to be thin and light after |} j 

] than one forced to an unnatural size.| being cleansed, and the sheep hard to'keep. 4 

) Ihave used bucks at different ages, from Both extremes, particularly the latter, |} j 

| six months to five years, and have had as should be avoided—W.D. Drcxtxsox, in |] } 

| = ae and raised as good lambs| Wool Grower. 

| from those that were one and a half ‘ t 

] as at any other age. ey fa bath ‘A smart boy that, who asked his 

| Lar ther what kind of wood the board of i 
! Tn breeding sheep for wool, we should) health was made of. 5 

{
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| Crops and Prices. for the present year. The Price Current } | 
_ | makes the following estimates: | ] 

] In the principal wheat-growing States, __ 1850. 1855. i | 

] he work of harvesting this important crop, | us byshele» 8 fae RR 
} has been either completed, or is in a most LL iecaell tae pee | 

| forward state of progress. In the TiowS | Alabarns, i *904,000 *500,000 | i 

| southern latitudes, the new grain isin mar- | Honey Ai ae to } 

| ket, and in this section, it will also be|lows, ieee see OT 
| pretty freely offered within the Saenger 4,404,000 000,000 | | 

week. So far, then, as regards this crop, | Missouri, 2'981,000 4,000,000 | 
| we can calculate the result with a pretty | Fennessee: ee 

] full degree of certainty, there being no ; a | 
| Totals, 92,086,000 — 114,500,000 | 

| longer any danger from fly or rust. The | In the Best plas, Wiseuaulll pact | 

| weather, which two weeks ago was so Wel, 1,4, by from two to three millions. Ohio, 
| as to give rise to serious apprehensions, jas we learn from many of our exchanges, 

} lj changed about the time when danger | should be put down for twenty to twenty- | 

y | seemed to be most imminent, and it has [two —. Illinois, we Hs vier | 
a 1% . in, | Will produce sixteen to eighteen million, i} 
] sae bere mee fr — te oe tn so we might go ida the list. This t 
| and securing the crop. In some sections, | ,adition will bring it up to our estimate of ; 

t | considerable damage is reported as having \1. 50,000,000. 

| been done by weevil or fly, but we hear no | The next question is, can prices be kept 
' | complaint of rust, smut, or other misfor- | UP with such enormous quantities of wheat | 

bana in the graneries of the Sea We not t 
| | } only have a good crop of wheat, but we i 

| To ascertain the probable yield of] 51,5 have a good crop of other grains. 
| wheat, we must not confine our inquiries England has a prospect of a very fine 

| to the principal wheat-growing States, be- | harvest, and notwithstanding the probable 
| }] cause it is pretty certain, we think, that! cutting off of supplies from the wheat 

|] the increase has been chiefly outside of | orowing regions of the Black Sea, itis not 
} | those limits. Ohio, Pennsylvania, ro likely that with a large home yield, she 
i and New Youk, have heretofore been look- | wil} ” take any great quantity from us, | 

ee o a aa except at reasonable rates are, we must | | 
i e Union, ai e result of t look into smal . 
; | harvest in these, determined the estimates ae ae ye pies pooner 
; | os ~ entire country. In _ Tr In this aspect of the case, it may be 

! lor the present year, we must not con- | interesting to know the average prices of || 
; fined to the old wheat-growing States, for! years preceding the current one. These 

| it is probable that there is now raised out-| 40 shown by the following figures, each | 
side of these States more wheat than in year ending on the 3ist of August: | 
them. It is not an easy matter to ascer- idee “Wheat Flour | 
tain the amount of wheat raised in the per bush. per bush. per bbl. | 

| country, as the returns of the census have | 1848 a Seis 450 | 
been very incomplete. The yield in 1850, | 1g50 45 88 7 = | 
according to the census returns, was, in | 1851 38 70 3 35 

| round numbers, 54,000,000 bushels, in the peo a ke = sl 
States of Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York } 18954 52 1.30 67 | 

|| and Virginia, but, an average crop in those| Prices must drop from 20 to 30 per | 
|] States is now estimated at about 75,000,-| cent. within 60 days. We do not. see | 

} 000 bushels. how it can be otherwise. It may bovmid | 
‘The yield in these four States will be an| that farmers are able to hold their grain || 

average one, and if the other States that | and demand their own prices; they may 

| grow wheat to any extent, produces as) many of them be thus able, but it never | 

Y | much, we have 150,000,000 for the yield’ has been and it cannot be done. Neither |} 
|
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| | can dealers control a newly harvested crop, | carbonate of lime, and, consequently, the 

| as they now partially control what there is| berry will not only be defficient in quanti- 

} | left of the old one. The reason is evident. | ty but quality. | 

| | The old crop is in the warehouses, and| The following table exhibits the results 

| owned by ee few, while the|of the experiments of the distinguished 

| || new crop is in first hands—seattered from|agriculturist, De Raumer, of the effects 

| Hone end of the Union to the other. Far-| produced by an equal quantity of several 

| |} mers may prepare to sell the new crop at substances in increasing the flesh, tallow, 

} from $1,00 to $1,25. They cannot be in| and wool of sheep: | 

Detter business in this State certainly than a 

| || raising wheat at those prices. The mer- __weightof duced duced ff 

|| chants, the mechanics and the lumbermen ire, ee i sates 

l} must have bread cheaper than $10 per'| 1,000 tbs. potatoes, raw, with salt, 461-2 61-2 121-2 

] bbl. for flour, and we hope and believe} % {2 ee aes ore ee 

they will get it very soon— Wisconsin. oa whe, Veh St | 1S 

Sn o. = eae 
What Food will Produce the Most Wool?| a «peas, " BL 12 41 

iS do“ rye, with salt, 133 14 35 

| Peas, beans, vetches, ete., are useful for i « pesto a te sia wie 

the purpose of enriching the blood, by oe a, ao. = 

| furnishing it with large quantities of albu- These results are said to agree with 

men, which is its principal constituent. It) those of De Dombale, and with those of a 

| will be remembered that in the analysis of| number of other agriculturists. 

flesh and blood the relative proportions of| — It will be perceived by the above table 

their constituents are nearly identical; con-| that wheat produces the greatest increase 

}| sequently, whatever food contains nitrogen, in the flesh of the sheep, though but little } 

i} and the greatest amount of albumen, is| greater than oats; that peas, wheat, and | 

| best adapted to the development of flesh | rye, produce the greatest increase of wool; | 

or muscle, and is therefore the most nutri-| and that barley and wheat cause the great- | 

tious. Wheat, rye, barley, and buckwheat, | est increase of tallow. That, as an aver- | 

contain large quantities of albumen, es-| age, grain generally gives about three | 

] pecially the first two; while oats, it will} times the increase in flesh, that roots do | 

have been seen, contains ten and a half| when in equal weight; that grain produces | 

per cent. of its organic elements of albu-| about twice as much wool as is caused by | 

men, and peas and beans no less than| equal weight of roots, and several times |} 

twenty-nine per cent. What conclusion, the amount of tallow. 

then, is to be drawn from this? The| The legitimate conclusion from the fore- | 

chemical composition of horns, hoofs, hair, going is, that the flock-master, whose ob- | 

wool, and even feathers, is substantially | ject is wool only, must rely on good hay 

| the same; their organic elements are co-|and some straw, whose constituents are 

agulated albumen and gelatin, and their admirably adapted for the growth and per- jj 

i} inorganic, silica, carbonate, and phosphate fection of wool, with a moderate allowance, |} 

| j of lime, and the oxides of iron and mag-| daily, of ground peas and oats, and some 

jj nese. Hence it will readily i. that| potatoes as green food, for the greatest 

|| food given to the sheep which will supply|amount of wool; and those gross sub | 

! lj the greatest proportion of albumen, jn the| stances, oil-cake, corn-meal, ruta bagas, | 

| |] same ratio will increase the wool seerétions, | may be tarned. over the producers of fat 

; and, consequently,-be productive of the | mutton. This will presently adverted to | ‘ 

| I} most wool, recat however, ‘they’ also | again.— Morrell’s Shepherd. ; 

| i} hold in suitable combination the inorganic —_—~__> 

/ i substances of wool, without which they} Znvc 1v Wisconsix.—The Grant Coun- 

| assimilate mostly for the formation of flesh| ty Herald states that zine deposits are 

| or fat. ‘This may be exemplified thus: aj found in that county, in the vicinity of 

| soil may be highly productive of corn, as Highland. It states that an agent of a 

i well as a few of the cereal grains, yet for| Zinc Mining Company is now making ex- : 

the production of wheat it may lack the/ plorations in that neighborhood with a 

| proper proportion of the phosphate and view to investment. 

———————————
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eee eee 
t The Oakes Prize Cow. (duet = eee «5h « { 

aaae “14 es eee ic 
} So much has been written and said] « 21 - - . . . a “ 

about this celebrated animal, thatit has|_“ 28  - - - - % « 
}} been thought desirable to state what is|S° 4 - - - - -15 # 

}] known of her origin and history. “ a pee a ie | 
}} She was purchased by Mr. Caleb Oakes,| _“ 25 Sgeee ss 2 ig le | 
| of Danvers, in the year 1813, then five Oct. 2 - j= - 16% « \ 
| years old; having been originally bought) a aa ee | 
| by Mr. B. Goodrich. of Danvers, at the] « 29 ©. 7. 7. 7. ig oe ff 
| age of two years, from the drove of aMr./Nov. 7 - - - - -16 & 1 
| Copp, drover, from Randolph, Vt. She| “* 18 ~) HAs - 13 ¢ } 
| was recommended to Mr. Copp as being| |; Be oh aes Sy. cL we i 

one of a breed celebrated for its milking | p,. < eth des ued. a ss 
qualities. She was, of a dark-red color} #29 ~. . . . 4g « | 

}] rather under size, and described by Mr. — { 
| Goodrich * ie broad behind, hay-| Total - - - - 4844 i] 
| ing a straight large belly, small neck f 

ay tied: fine horns, baght as and in al? cote = ts ae —— | 
1 ts symmetrical and handsome.”— |2*\) 9S parc Tas pea aay: a | While th jon of Mr. Goodrich she | i2,the possession of Mr. Oaks she had four | 
jj had her first calf, which, at the age of four aime oi ret ooh of Shem at fonr i 

]] weeks, made firstrate veal, weighing over| vot ’o¢ milk ner day. ° The hatinr onde i . 
} twenty pounds the quarter. 5% Oakes ye he ae te Poehce se a aia | 
| made from her the first year, and without ee ee ty. 1 , 
}] over-feeding, no less than one hundred and This cow received the prize of the State jf 
} eighty poundsof butter. In the next year | Society at the Pe show, in 1816.— é 
| (1814) he gave her ten or twelve bushels She was purch of Mr. Oakes by Hon. jj 

|] of meal, and made three hundred pounds Josiah Quniney, who afterwards sold her ff : 
| of butter. In 1815 he gave her from to Col. Samuel Jaques, of Ten Hills Farm, jf } 

thirty to thirty-five bushels of meal, and Charleston. The cut which is here pre- -j ; 

made over four hundred pounds of butter. | S¢uted, is pronounced by these gentlemen ff j 
Tn 1816 she calved, on the 5th of April, to be an accurate and admirable Tikeness of | i 

} and the calf being very fine and fat, was this remarkable animal. It is well known ‘ 
| killed on the 8th of May; after which, she that she never produced offspring equal fi i 

} had good pasturage all the season, and was | © herself for milking qualities. The ef ff i 
|| allowed one bushel of meal a week, togeth- fect ‘upon her constitution, by surfeiting ] #4 
I er with all her skimmed milk. In June of| 4 erat eae El e 

|| that year, Mr. Oakes weighed her milk, and | Creasig. her milk, in all probability, mate- Hi 
jj found that she gave ten quarts at night, rially affected the character of herprogeny, f x 
| weighing twenty-six and a half pounds, | 20M€ of which are known to have. been i 
| and seven quarts inthe morning, weighing raised till after the year 1816,—Agricul- jf B 
} ees pounds; in all, fory-four and a { 
| ff pounds a day, an e 
| The quantity of butter made in the year| | Drarnace.—At a meeting of agricultu- i A 
! 1816 was as follows: rists in Fi ‘rance lately, the President is said 
lj Before the ealf waskilled - - 17 pounds.| © have illustrated the utility of drainage ff A 
}) May15 - - -- . + 14) « ‘inthis familiar manner :—“Take thie flower 

oo ~ + > + 16 « | pot,” said he; “what is the meaning of this j 
— Eb ONES 10g “|small hole ‘at the bottom? to renew the ; 

i BD iat fF wasle to. SRI water. And why to renew the water? 
8.19 - + + + 77 « | because it gives life or it gives death; life 

oa 2% - - - - +18 “  |when it is made to pass through the bed ff 
uly ae +> > + 18 “lof earth, for it leaves with the soil its pro- 
ee eek *,  |duetive principles and renders soluble the 
ee te ee ee ag it a nutritive properties destined to nourish the 

] ao ae ree tay hes hrs 16 plant. 

i
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i = cee i 1 i the crown of a growing apple—whether 
] — Forticyltyre. this attachmentto the apple was by design 

: BD ae Oe eee 2, EDITOR. | or accidental, further observations must de- |} 
" The Leaf Roller. |_| termine. | 

We have no description of this insect at For the Wicottn& tows Famer 
| hand and do not know whether or not, it Root Grafting. | 
} has been noticed by Entomologist. We] Ev. Farmer :—I find in one of my i 

| have noticed him on our trees for ten years] back numbers of the Farmer, an inquiry |p 
| past, and believe it is quite common and|—wishing to know the reason that root | 

rather troublesome in the West. The worm is| grafted trees are not good, or not better ff 
| readily discovered in autumn,or early spring, | than other modes of grafting—I would in- i 

} by a roll of dead leaves which forms his|form the inquirier that I am not in the i 
domicil or borough, in the center of which] nursery business but am trying to raise an i 
is found a brown worm about half an inch] orchard for myself. No doubt some kinds - }j 
in length. The last day of May, we found| of trees will do well grafted in the root-— _|f 

! a brown insect in the pupa state at the| I find some kinds will do well on common 
entrance of one of these leaf boroughs,| crab and thorn—then there are others that i 

| Which was suspected to be the leaf roller in| will hardly grow on good seedling tops— } 
j #8tate of transformation, and desiring to| which by the way is the best place thatI |} 

| see the perfect insect—placed him and his| can find to put a graft to grow. This I ff 
, borough under a tumbler in doors. found out by my own experience. I know 

Now, June 6th, we have, issued there-| a good many farmers in my vicinity who | 
}} from, a brown miller about half an inch in| brought root grafted trees from the east | 

| length, with the upper surface of the| and south before Ihad a twig on my farm, } 
}j} wings beautifully bronzed—outside mar-| and there are but very few of them bear- Hi 

i } gin rounded in the middle with a slight) ing yet and many of them are dead. I | 
i || scallop towards the remote point. Serrat-| think it safe to say that there is not one in 

j ed and fringed along the hinder margin| five alive and what are alive are bearing ff 
! | and inclining to glossy grey—under wings| poorly. I had to take seedlings raised in ¥ 
} i] light colored. this vicinity. The consequence is,I rais- |f 

) This insect would of course, if permit-} ed last season over two hundred bushels of |} 
; | ted to fly away, propogate its species by lay-] apples, while my neighbors who got their |f 

i} ing its eggs upon the leaves and die,| trees before I began, have had scarcely I 
ij leaving the egg to hatch, roll itself up in} none. j 
| leaves, and feed upon the foliage. I will refer our friend to Elliott’s Fruit i 

H To destroy this insect pick off and burn] book, page 54—grafting on smail pieces of | 
or crush these rolls of leaves, especially in] Toot may answer for growing of some. va- | 

i 1) Mayand September. It has been sugges- rieties in the nursery, but very few of them | 
h ted by some one to the writer, that this] When removed are found to have made | 

4] leaf roller was our apple worm. The rea-] much but small fibrous roots, and when j 
4 son for the supposition was this : The roll of} Planted out in the orchard require staking 

| leaves was observed tohave disappeared on| for years, and rarely ever make good trees. |] 
jj trees which had come into leaving, and the} The practice has been largely followed but 

: apple worm found troublesome in its stead.} is now condemned by most Nurserymen. 
The one which is the subject of this arti- B. E. Mack. i 
cle was found rolled in a leaf attached to! Turtle, Wis. June 1855. ' 

_—_—$—<—$—<————— ee eeeeeeeoOwWwwwooaoa>>—— oe
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} Remarxs.—Mr. Mack has about the | —all failing until I tried the tar and oil, 

y right idea of the true method of propogat- and I would advise those who have lousy 

| ing trees, especially many of our fine oe trees either to kill the tree or the lice. 

| which, forsome reason require the energy in- O. T. Ratapun. 

| herent in a young seedling stock to produce} Brookfield, July 1855. 
‘ a 

j| perfect trees and abundance of perfect fruit | ‘Tae Curcuzio.—l intended to have told 
A few sorts do well, a very few best upon . ‘ i 

you in connection with the hen hopple andj} 
their own roots—these of course may be . 

worm fence, how I kept the curculio from |} 
{| grafted upon pieces of roots or layered; s ! 

bs Eis ~’|my plums last season. I took a strip of 
ut the varieties are so few in comparison - : n 

: cotton batting about 2 or3 inches wide 
| to the whole, that no one at this late day s ! 

| should attempt or think of getting up a = OG: 8 inches kmg: and wrapped 

nursery except upon single seedling stocks. ingromn, Siesliedyror tage snd tied the 
| ‘Those which are hardy should be work- — of it with somesoft string that 

dat the collar (upper point of the tay ieuges Seve to'the gromeyct the tree, J 
| ex per pow P| then turned the upper edge of the batting | 

root) those which are not and those inclin- " : : s | 
Bt cd to adi ect worked out-ward, which makes a fence which Mr. |] 

grow. spreading, are Dest worse’) Cureulio cant neither climb nor j j 
| either by budding or grafting at or near Pe ee ce ee 
| A Milton, July 1855. A. W. Davis. 1 

the point where the top should be formed. ee tt 
ae i 

For the Wisconsin and Jows Farmer. Lice and Trees. 

Tar and Oil for Lice. Mr. Eprror:—I have seen two or three ff 

| Mn. Eprror :—I see that you have pub-|recipes in you last number of the Farmer 

| lished my remedy for killing bark lice on| for the purpose of destroying lice on ap- | 

apple trees, and in your comments, you | ple trees, but none of them meets my views 

caution the public how they use it; but I} so well as the one I have tried. A man 

would abvise those who are afflicted with | on Pleasant Prairie tells me that he applied | 

bark lice to be cautions enough to make|tanners oil on his trees that were lousy 

] free use of it I prefer practical experi- with wonderful success. He says there is 

] ments to theory. I did not make my |not one louse left to tell the story. This 

| remedy public until I had made the exper- induced me to try the experiment, for I | 

| © iments upon my own trees, and if any per- had bocome alarmed about my trees and as } 

| son is skeptical I would like to have them far as Ihave gone, I think Ihave had }j 

| visit my orchard and I will show them two equal success. I took a common paint 

| years experiments upon my own trees.— brush and applied the oil all over the tree 

| My orchard. is now clean of lice, and the| where the lice was and Ithink I have j 

|. trees are all growing vigorously—not one madea radical cure. I should recommend jf 

has been injured by the application, and I|a very small sized brush to operate with, || 

do not believe they ever will be. Mr. Ly-|for two reasons—first, because a small | 

| man Wheeler, of Wauwatosa, has applied | brush is a great saving of oil, and second, | 

| the tar and oil to alarge orchard which | because I think a small quantity will do ! 

has been set about twelve years. He has | the business and will be less liable to stop |] 

| painted every tree, and tells me that they | the pores of the tree. I was alittle afraid | 

| have grown more this season than they | of this at first, and only done about 70 or 80 | 

1] had for the last two years altogether. I| trees at first and they are all doing very | 

have given the public the last remedy that | well, so I now shall go on without fear. i 

I can fix up after trying many experiments Brighton, June. ’55. Txomas Surrx.
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f DUANE'S PURPLE PLUM. H 
j The Duane’s Purple is a large and beautiful fruit, of good but not first rate quality. ff 
| The tree is a free and moderately stout grower, with very distinetly marked grey wool- 

ly shoots, and bears the most abundant crops. It is cultivated, or was cultivated a few {i 
i] years ago, at, Albany, as the Red Magnum Bonum, a very different fruit in every re- 
j spect. Mr. Elliot gives the English Pond’s Seedling as a synonym, but for what rea- 

son we do not know. We are not aware that these two varieties have ever been con- ff 
} } founded. The English “ Pond’s Seedling” or Fort Hill Plum is a very large, oval, | | 

showy, reddish variety, like the Red Magnum Bonum, but has no resemblance to Du- | 
| ane’s Purple. This latter variety is now classed with Smith's Orleans, Imperial }. 

f ] Gage, Washington, Coe’s Golden Drop, Lombard, and other free-growing, produc- £ | 
| j tive, valuable varieties for general cultivation, though not ranking in quality with a | 

Green Gage or a Jrfferson. We copy from the Fruits and Fruit Trees of America |} | SS
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" Mr. Downing’s excellent description: — Utility of Leaves. | * : 
Horticulturist. oe < } i: 

c Every person conversant with vegetable } ay 
“ Duanz’s Punriz Frencu.—A superb- | philosophy, is aware tliat the all-important Bs 

looking purple fruit of the largest size, | requisite in the growth of fine fruit, is a } TE 
and of very fair quality,—occasionally, in| g00d supply of big, vigoro healthy:leaves. | u 

warm dry seasons fit rate. Tiwas im [205° moun die; ond fruit growing ure. 
ported from franco by Jas. Duane, Esq, of| branches which are deprived of” their ‘ 
Duanesburg, N. Y., but without name, and | leaves cannot ripen—examples of which 4 

_ is now generally known under the present |are furnished by the instant cessation of fff Ki 
title. . We have seen this fruit about Al- oe and ripening of fruit upon trees i 

|. bany, confounded with the Purple Mag-| Bich become stripped by leaf blight— jf, i : : n one instance a dense- mass of plums re- ; 
_ num Bonum. The tree is easily known by | mained half grown and flavorless for sever- | 
_ the grey appearance of the wood, and large | al weeks, in consequence of the premature ¥ 

leaves, which are unusually wooly on the dropping of the foliage—a second crop of li i 

under surface. It is.a highly attractive de- ‘Sagiaain lt tot eolte Gab aoe 4 | 
ek grow I 

sert fruit, ape rather before the Plum pening to honied sweetness. The ‘editor ff 4 
season, and bearing well.” of the Michigan Farmer mentions the fol- Rik 

“ Branches—very downy. Frnit—yery |lowing interesting case, illustrating the | ; 4 

large, oval or oblong, considerably swollen | $2™° panei. Mr, Moore of Detroit, hee } : 
on-one side of thesutyre. —Skin—reddis oan eee ne Serene nen 
purple in the sun, but a very pale red'im| September richly laden-with fruit. After 
the shade, sparingly dotted with yellow | the clusters were forined, a cow entered the ff} ; 
specks, and covered with lilac bloom— enclosure, ate the leaves entirely, but left Hi if 
Stalk—three-fourths of an inch long, slen- the fruit untouched. “The consequence was fj ‘a 

a - that upon that portion of the vine which | * 
der, set in eee Flesh—am-| was beyond the reach of the animal, there Hh oe 
ber-colored, juicy, sprightly, moderately | never were finer clusters, while upon the jf) aed 
sweet, adheres partially to the stone. Ri-| portion from which the leaves were remov- ff : a 

pens with the Washington, (or a little be- SAS Lonny det ek Oe ane have ff 
e at, too, up the very fF ae 

fore,) about the Le of August.” line of separation between the Huttate? } A's 
1 Grave Vive Grups—A small white | Portions —[Westem Agriculturist. ? 

‘ grub is very prevalent this season in grape BaGoro ete ays f By 
i SS. It makesits nest undera leaf which | g, eee eee z= ned ee r et 

] curls up and. screens it from common} town in. Windham Co, Conn, a mile of re 
observation. All those who have grape apple trrees along the highway, so that # 
vines will do well to give them a thorough | «the poor might have apples as well asthe | ; 

examination... A punctured. or curled leaf)...” Such benificence is well worthy of ff ! 
is a sure sign of its presence. The only | imitation. y 1 a 

| way to destroy them is to pick them off by pedi soles tapiess tees: i 
hand.—Scientific American. 2 MILES WER Woop Suavines.—Mr. 

ea aa 1 ersey, of Hingham, Mass, writes to the N. 
Tae Cunrant Fiy.—We can give n0| & Farmer that he has tried mulching fruit ff} # 

other name than the “Currant Fly” to an | trees with wood shavings for the last two | ‘ 
nee HO ee ag years, and finds it an excellent material — 1 Yy 
i . A 4 
ahr, Goodell’s garden, the other day, Brush from. evergreen | trées ia-al engen trees ia-aleo:.g i { 

|| dozens of fine Tiles as completely strip-| Ruston Apricots.—There is a species 4 
| ped as if in the middle of winter. The|of rust which sometimes affect theapricot 
H bug or fly eats off the leaves; and the cur-| and we think plums, shrivelling and render- 3 
| rents, left without the shade and nourish- | ing them worthless, It is sane caused 
| ment of the leaf, drops to the ground. by the unhealthy condition of the tree. i d 
SSS ?
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; ist Ui fp. have traversed the State of Wisconsin the 

} H Ar OA NT past winter, as we are credibly informed, ff 
) ri 7 Pan ON ey who atleast did not show their credentials jf 

7 when challenged. But we give place to [J 
LL Caen | ee! NE Mr. Barry: : | 

} | te “No pursuit or profession in life, how- { 
: \ ever useful or honorable it may be, or how- ] 

Hurdle and Moveable Fence- ever purifying and ennobling its tendencies, }f 
— is wholly exempt from the evils of dishon- 

f This isa cheap and convenient kind of|esty. Not even the most sacred of all hu- | ' | 

| fence for temporary use, in cases where it is |man vocations can escape this misfortune. |} | 

; || desirable to change the confinement of ani- oe dish a then, = - | | 

. | mals to different portions of ground. The pee Se cele ihe ae | | 

} mode of building it is cheap and simple. It| aad flowers? Surely not. A great deal } | 

| consists of seperate frames with a sharpen-|has been said about the dishonesty of nur- jf 

ed post at each end. It may be made of|Serymen, seedsmen, and florists; but if a 
| round poles split in two and fastened to rigid comparison were made between them fj 

; | the cross bars and with nails at the gud sexy other clees ot, desire 9 care Reet 
} s , S popetbel which, we have not the slightest hesitation 

t | points of intersection. It is supported by | in saying that the result would show that fj 
| driving the posts into holes made with a|no other branches of trade are, on the | 

crowbar shown in the cut. whole, conducted with greater honesty and j} 
} Fe ewe fairness. It may be said that we are anin- J] 

; } Hints to the Purchasers of Trees, _| terested party in this case, and therefore not} 
Seeds, &e. competent to judge; but we take it upon | 

| ee us to say that we are. We believe we are | 

} | There is perhaps no other subject on| 48 well acquainted with those who are en- | 

| | which our farmers and gardeners need in- gaged in horticultural commerce in. the i 
i ai ¢ : he) aslo neve United States, and have enjoyed as many | 

} SE eee ee ae | trees, | and as favorable opportunities of studyi: 1 

|, shrubs and vines, as practiced semi-annu- | their characters, as most other men; fe | / 

t | ally in the West and everywhere by aset/on the strength of this knowledge, we | 

; | of unscrupulous dealers, who swarm the |4re =e to place be _ oe. of | 
: . or ic and industrio > 

eountry with professed sanctity and hones- ye, und the ok susiefuliiens of theit lives, H 

i ty, who are guilty of every species of scoun- against any other class. We have no desire 

; drelism which they are capable of concoct-|to make invidious distinctions or compari- 

1 ing, solely to fleece the unwary and line |Sons, or to pit one classor profession against 
He their-own pockets. another, but we would remind those who |} 

; | We iciidid DAsTee Wuntte ds eustanods GIS ever prating about the tricks of nurse- 
| s e rymen and seedsmen, that there may beas | 

the basest frauds practiced by them in our many short-comings chargeable against | 

i midst, but shall content us for the present |their own calling, Who does not hear, 

; by giving in full the leader for the June |every day of his life, about false weights 

| No. of the Horticulturist, written by P. ond shors re va di soe tap 

| Barry, the editor et iat Soocrrenly, popular | sorts Pr cloths, af the substitution of one 
Journal. Mr. Barry is a practical nursery-| materia! for another, so that a person who | 

man, and one of the proprietors of the|is not thoroughly skilled in all their devices, 

“Mount Hope Nurseries,” Rochester, N.|is sure to be cheated. We have ourselves 

| Y. and is therefore well qualified to en-| ¥oo eel of te Sopuiion hat f 4 : i are so ir m that 
1 it lighten the public upon this subject, Self they would either knock acne or institute 

} constituted agents of this establishment) suit for slander against any one who | 
5 F i
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H} would question their honesty. Look at|dIfag grave-stones to-day, lightning-rods | ee 
i} the thousand deceptions in articles of food | to-morrow, patent medicines the next day, i oF ij and drink—in tea, coffee, sugar, wines and | and so on from one thing to another. The |] i 
} liquors of all sorts—and in tobacco. In-| country is filled with dealers in trees and 4 Hi 
h deed, one can scarcely think of an article, plants. Beyond a doubt many of them § Bi 

whether of use or luxury, that can safely | are honest and honorable—men who may a 
lj be bought from a stranger by an inexpe- | fairly be trusted; but it is equally true that 3 
} rienced person. The very saints of the|very many of them lack honesty, and will ¢ 
| world are engaged in this traffic in spuri-|not hesitate to misrepresent and deceive | Be 
| ous commodities unblushingly. Yet these | wherever they consider deception necessa- | ‘hy 

ij +same hypocrites will cry out about the dis-|ry to success. We have in our hands the } 3 
i] honesty of the poor nurseryman or seedman | most ample evidence of this. Letter upon jj bi 
| who happens by mistake or carelessness to | letter has been for some time past address- jf i 
ij sell one variety for another. ed to us upon this subject from all parts of z 
| Let us not be understood as justifying | the country, begging us to expose the frauds |] ; 
jj the frauds or errors of nurserymen or|and propose some remedy. Butwhatcan | A 
ij seedsmen; far be it from us to do any|we do? The world is full of credulous | BS 

such thing. We shall rather expose and|people, ever ready to be made victims to i ie 
| condemn them. But it should be remem- | the crafty stories of unscrupulous rogues— | B 
| bered that it is an easy matter for them to| people who read but little, and whom our | Bie 
j| make mistakes, and exceedingly difficult to | warnings will never reach, and who, even i f 

} avoid them. They are handling a great|if they did, would give them no heed— ] ‘4 
number of varieties of the same article, and | people whom even dear-bought experience | el 
their sales being huddled into a few weeks, | would fail to teach wisdom. They are H es 
renders impossible that leisure and circum-|penny-wise and pound-foolish, who. will |] y 

| spection which can be given to ordinary |run a thousand risks of being cheated for a | ( 
j| trade. A boy entrusted to attach a label, | single chance of making a good bargain. |} i 
ij may get it on the wrong tree or package, | The authorities of New York city caused jj ie 
i] and the error may eseape notice until too | flaming placards to be carried around the 
jj late. In packing, which must be entrusted | streets, in the most conspicuous manner, to i a 
jj toworkmen, there are-many chances for| cautior. country people against being decoy- | BS 
jj mistakes even where the most rigid surveil- | ed into mock auction rooms, where they are || i 

H lance is kept up. Indeed, throughout the|certain to be fleeced by a set of stool } be 
|| whole routine of their business—in propa- | pigeons; but while these placards are car- ! es 
| gating, digging, labelling, and packing—| ried up and down all day long, every mor- |] as 

jj there are an almost infinite number of|ning paper brings to lightsome mock auc- |} : 
small operations which require exactness, | tion frauds, and thousands are daily perpe- i & 

H and all of which expose to error. Be|trated that are never made public. All | Na 
jj charitable, then, and do not call every error|that can be urged against the folly and |] ie 
} trick or a cheat. Every year our profes-|madness of swallowing patent medicines a 
| sional nurserymen and seedsmen are be- | avails nothing; for we see the country full |}. ff 

coming more systematic and more careful, | of traveling medicine chests, and vast for- |] e 
i as well as more discriminating and skilful, | tunes realized from the business. All man- i ; 
| and thus the chances for error are rapidly | ner of frauds are perpetrated, day after day 4 
} decreasing, except among new beginners, and year after year, upon a credulous pub- 4 
| who have everything to learn. lic, and yet the last reaps as rich a harvest 
| There is growing up, however, in this|as the first. We have therefore’ but little j 
i} country, a system of desing for which res-| hope that anything can be done to stay |] ‘ 
ij pectable nurserymen are not responsible, | deceptive trading in trees, plants or seeds. y 
i] ‘and to which it is our present purpose to | Our correspondent “M,” of Maumee, Ohio, ¥ 

i} call attention. The extraordinary growth | related in our last number some of the ; 
] of horticultural commerce within the few | tricks of foreign adventurers in the West, : 
i] past years, has attracted the attention of|and we have teen the very same things { 

that large class of speculating individuals | done in this enlightened horticultural city { 
who are ever on the look out for a profita-| of oursa few years ago. 
ble field of operations—men who are ped- [ro BE coxciupED.] a 
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= ‘ " |ling of prices must inevitably follow the | 
Domestic Economy. | present harvest—war or no war. | 

row The ground should be prepared for win- | 
| mes a Month te wheat and rye the last of this month, | 

“ Forth to his task at early dawn, | and in our opinion both should be put in | 
The busy reaper now has gone, | by the first of September if not before— | 

| Ses he ue aaa ; | the wheat to get a strong growth so as to 
yu. ‘> : ° 

/ Sip boars Sse prstaee Cheates wtp | enable it to better stand the winter than | 
| That once adorn’d the plain.” |later sowing can—the rye that it may 8 ; 

: i - ._ | ford late fall feed after the grass is worth- ; The opperations upon the farm for this heenjund-aleb-seubylpeiny Gio tichassthe | 
| monthvary but little from those of July. game starts. ‘Rye sa que of fhe uot vale 

| Hoeying and harvesting ayaa" poe grams | able crops that can be raised. No farmer lj must extend somewhat into this month—_| should fail to have a few acres of it—espec- | 

ii ek pom iat all g be:peapeniy, ially where sheep are kept. We have | 
lj cured before stacking, and when you come thi } . cee more to say about the advantages of this 

to this see that it is welldone. The founda- . ics’ | 
tion of the stack should be elevated a foot or | “7h, "™ MDOvIer Place. . A | if he Weeds should receive special: attention |} 

#) more from the surface of the ground— iii. month. It will pay well on next year’s 
jj ™made with rails or poles laid loosely togeth- crops to go through all hoed crops—corn, |f er that there may be a free circulation of potatoes, the garden é&e, and cut down | 
}\ air underneath. If the weather be unfay- every weed before the seed is matured — } 

ij orable at the time of stacking (which is of- | Select vour garden sesds—herbs, é&c., and | 

jj ten the case) it might be a good plan to prepare them for safe keeping through the 
; jj ‘make smaller stacks and leave a flue or| winter. | 

Hj Very loose space up through the center as! The State and County Fairs are coming | 
: i} 2 ventilatior. We think a covering of hay along soon—prepare for them—be there | 

; i or straw secured in its place makes a better | with the best you have—stock, vegetables, | 
F top finish than can be made with sheaves, | fruits, grains and handy works of art— | 

; From all we can gather concerning crops We never attended a State or county fair | 
: }, of all kinds throughout the country, we ad-| yet without hearing the remark often | 

vise early theshing and marketing of wheat, | made:—“O! I could beat that my self—I } 
4 | for we believe present prices cannot be | have a better calf, a better cow or a better | 

| sustained. If we are to believe the re-| hog (as the case may be,) than is shown [f 
‘a ports which reach us from all sections of | here—wish I had brought it along—could 

the country, the best and most abundant beat the whole crowd.” Now, we would 
_ harvest ever had in this country is now be- | say to all such, no longer hide your light ff 

' | ing gathered. In many of the States the | under a bushel—fetch out your nice calves, jf i 'y y : 
i i) harvest, now (July 12) is already nearly | cows, bulls, squashes, butter, cheese, fruits | 

i} i and in some quite completed and the re-| and eyerything else, which soomuch excels | 
i | ports from all quariers agree that «it is| every body and let us see who has got 
H }} most bountiful throughout. In some par- | the best, oa } 
: | - os NE  —— i! 

; a See the wheat crop has suf-| gar It is said that walnut tea, a hand- ; 
: Se eee of tases | ot she name nbd na arith 
i } though not enough to weigh one straw 0n | water over night, and then ‘boil a quar |} 
: fl the general result. Tt now appears certain, | ter of an hour, applied with a sponge wher , 
i J}, that if the crops abroad prove fair, tumb-' cool, will keep flies from troubling ahorse. | 
4 EEE = UG
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&@ We were informed by Dr. Ward| ounces of sugar, a little cinnamon, mix ! 
]_ that the child of Mr. White, that was bit-| with two eggs and two gills of milk; boil ‘ 
} ten by a rattlesnake last week, has recover-| in either mould or cloth for one hour and | 
| ed. The remedy used was so simple and|a half; serve with melted butter, and a f q 
jj} obtainable by every one that it ought to be| little sugar over. | 
| generally known. The hand which was le 
ij bitten and arm was enveloped in a poultice To Cone THe (GAucer =< ) Wrter in 
l] of moistened ashes and the child made to the Ohio Farmer says that a cow affected ff 

drink freely of whiskey punch—Journal. ae Se piesa “e | 
} 4 : , 
i -_ ihe’, spi premium Was) i]; that one application is usually suffi- jf’ 

Sw fair of th M Wampole, at the cient, if done on the first appearance of the [f 
: — s vir age County Ag- disorder, and that two or three rubbings 
| -_ fol ety, a es cake, made will, in any case, effect a cure. He also | 

ay Ser 8 owing THE, states that he has seen cows from whose |f’ i 
| “Take the {whites of eight eggs: one|) 1, ¢ milk conldbe i ] gs, by reason of garget, no couldbe {f. 
| fourth pound of corn starch, flour and but- drawn, so far cured in forty-eight hours | 

} aetna iit a Peaanh, full of that they would give nearly as much milk #f' & 
| = ony h 3 aa toe all of ods. | a5 previous to the attack, and show no.fur- { 

\ lavor with almond to suit the taste. ther symptoms of the disease. | = 
H Rear Encusn Prum Pouppivc.—One 4 | ; 

ib. each of flour, beef suet, sugar, currant For Cuoricor Cuo.zramorsus.—Take ff ¢ 

and rasins; four eggs, one pint of milk, Ng eraaria§s of eer paves 

spice to the tase; tie in a) bag—allow no|/* 27° Pour Sis emer is 
| ao for swelling, and boil = wer it, lot it steep afew minutes, give the pa- # 
| This rule from an English family. nied half a tea a warm, eta Hl F 

| #2" Onions that are to:be fried, should |" * ““S* Once Neen Mine : 
| first be cut up in cold water; it sitll In severe canes of Billious Cholic, = : 
} much of their spirit, and makes them a Ts in warm water, Ares “4 hi 

1 pleasanter to the taste. ‘Take them from| Wem the pain is most seyere wi foun: " 

i water, and drop them into bailing lard | beneficial. ie 
or butter. Season as they fry, with salt,) Brsr Breap—The best bread is that e 

i] pepper, de. made of unbolted wheat four. In some f Se 

| Farxcn Rorts vor Beraxrast.—1 pint| cases a small portion of white bread may & 
of flour, whites of 3 eggs, table-spoonful be desirable, but the brown, after a short i 

| of butter, 2 large spoonfuls of fresh yeast;| time, will be found more palatable, and i 
i} milk enough to make it stiff dough. Let svelanre ti more mene aes — i z 

| it rise over night. condition of the system. It has as-) jf dE 

A Wierer Caxz.—Take half a cup of certained that/everr doge:/cannot: five Nery | p 
butter, two of sugar, three of flour, and fifty days fed upon fine flour bread oa 

|} one of thick sour cream, (instead of eggs) fers whedidted pon —- —— 
H get it ready for the!oven in the usual way, the whole or a large portion of the bran, ; 

then sprinkle and stir in a teaspoonful, of| Suey. are found. in no respect tosvien i 
soda, bake it slow. Waters Gave: Saureats g 

Sporrep Dicx.—Put three-quarters of a| Loar Caxe.—Two pounds of flour, one 4 
pound of flour into a basin, half a pound of of butter, one of sugar, four eggs, half-a ‘ 

} poefsuet, half pound of currants, two! pint of yeast, and a pound of rasins. q 
| 

q
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Editors Table and his usefulness, he has been called suddenly 
j gy Se GS les ee away. May that overruling Providence, who | 
OA eet MRR See has a purpose even in the fall of a sparrow, 

! DEATH OF NATHANIEL B. CLAPP. temper this affliction to the widow oot father- 

It is with deep felt sorrow that we learn from | less, and make it to all of us, while we sorrow, J 
i] the Kenosha Telegraph tke death of Naruanrex | @ lesson of profit. 

B. Crarr of that place, which occurred at Ba- ee 
tavia, N. Y., in consequence of injuries received || Sovrnenn Mivwzsora Heratp—We are in 

|| in falling from the Railroad train while in mo- | receipt of the first number of the above named ff 

; tion. Mr. Crarr was a practical farmer, and | paper published at Brownsville, M. T., by Wx. i 
] has done much to diffuse a spirit of improve-|F.Ross. The Herald is got up in good taste— [i 

ment among his brethren of the same profes- Its selections and editorial matter indicate the fi 

|| sion—especially in the breeding of some varie- | Tight talent of its conductor for making ause- 

i] ties of stock. He was an enterprising, energet- | ful paper. j 
ic man—of fine, generous, social qualities,| Brownsville is a new town on the west side 

i} which endeared him to all who came within | of the Mississippi river, between LaCross and 
the sphere of his acquaintance. We regard his | St. Paul. The Herald thus speaks of its loca- fj 

| death as a public calamity most sincerely to be | tion : } 

i} lamented. Brownsvitte.—There is really a remarkable y 
} The Telegraph speaks of this affiiétion thus: | peculiarity about this place, which is noticed } 
I We have not of late years been called upon | PY all who come here. At first sight, the site 
|] torecord an event more afllictive. To a fond | for a town appears quite slim—the bluffs seem- i 

| wife and family his loss is irreparable, and his | ing to threaten to crowd the town into the river ; 
many relatives and friends, (in which latter but the more one sees of it, the more he learns } 

H] category may be placed all who were acquaint. | that there is abundant room and facilities for ff 

r i] ed with him) we are sure will long remember | building a large and thriving city, and there is f 
; j and morn this casuality which has so suddenly | 20t_@ pleasanter site above Davenport. The #f 
i | removed from among them one so much loved | landing for more than a mile is superior to that ) 

lj and respected. of any other town on the river, and could not 

j Mr. Clapp was a man of large intelligence, e ee ee ee ae oe q 
i of great enterprise, and exceedingly active and | C™ing in at the lower end (of the landing.) is 

} }] industriovs habits. A farmer by choice, he had | "0a, high and dry, and affords a large area 
i always been active and zealous in advancing for elegant residences. This part of the town not | 
t i] the interests and elevating the dignity of his yet being much improved, is notiat first noticed 

i | favorite pursuit ; so much so, that his name had though it has several times the extent of build- 

i | already become familiar in the State and to |'"& ground afforded by that which borders on 
- i] some extent out of it, by his labors in that re- the river, and to which, improvements are at 

i I} spect. That interest has lost much by his | Present mostly confined. 1 | 
i death, a loss which will be at once felt and ap-| _ Wild Oat Creek, branching ‘outinto'the epun- 
i I) preciated by those who.haye been intimately try in different directions, furnishes excellent 

! | associated with him in the State Agricultural communications: with the interior, and the coun- 

t | Society and the Society of this county, in the | #Y back of here ” acknowledged to be Sape- 
Hl ] former of which he was a Vice President, and |™F to any in the West, consisting of rich prai- 

H of the latter, President, at the time’ of his | ies and excellent timber, nearly equally divid- 
i death. ed; and this being the only available landing z 

i 1 He was a man, too, of honor, honesty, probi- ie abe mY Tae PEEP Un DAP but ibe ; 

i ]] ty, and frankness in all the relations of life,| 8" important pointy and must have an exten- 
! which qualities had so interwoven him with all baie Pi wats 

} that is good and generous in the social and bus-| Towa ron Surxp—Theclimate of the Central 
} iness life of our community, that none could | and Northern parts of Iowa, seem to be par- 

have been taken from our midst whose Joss ticularly adapted to wool growing. The win- 
would be more keenly felt or more sincerely | ters are very dry and free from rainy weather 

- mourned. which is indispensable to a wool growing coun- 
In the prime of life, full of health, vigor, and | try. The sheep here look very healthy and 

activity, in the midst of his business, his labors | robust, and carry heavy coats of wool. 

4 —— SSS
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| More Nuxserres—Messrs. Colby & Willy, | those who have that they are O.K. We advise } § 

| nurserymen at Janesville, we are informed, those who want to improve their flocks to call i a 

| have been planting a very extensive nursery at and see them. j 

or near Mineral Point. They have a very large ‘Soous Wouen aus Yuen nes ‘Tonenxn_W. D. Bacon, | 
|] stock of trees, shrubs, éc., in their home nur-| .¢ Waukesha, tells you where to get a good } 

J sery. In passing through their grounds.not long | fhresher, Mr, B.has been in the business of | : 
| since, we observed a fine collection of apple supplying farmers with threshing machines for \ 

me mes from 3 to 4 years old—they were particu-| years and so far as we know such as have giv- |} 

larly fine. We are pleased to observe the man- | 61, good satisfaction. See his advertisement. | 3 
ifest prosperity of our western nurserymen |. ~ = Tr Oye? a t 

| generally. Surer Sueanine Macuive.—The Scientific } + 

} are American says a Michigan Yankee has invent- [j, 

| Goossernies—We are indebted to Gro P.|eda machine to shear sheep and which will | 

Prrrer, of Pewaukee for a fine bush of Goos-| probably put the old sheep-shears out of sight. j 

| berries of Houghton’s seedling, called by him | It thus descibes its operation : H $ 

’ |] —differing in appearance, however, from bush-| «The machine, which is small and neat, is f j 

es bought by us three years ago, bearing the| hung by a strapto the arm of the operator, and ! 

same nawne. We have also to thank Mr. Peffer| placed on the body of the sheep to be shorn. | 

for sample berries of several other varieties | By simply turning a handle back and forth, | 

|] grown by him from the seed, some three years | and moving the machine over the body of the |} hs 

old last spring—some of the berries are large| sheep, the wool is made to fly off in double jf , 

and of fine flavor. We find one variety about | quick time. It is well known that the most i 

the size of a large currant grown from the seed experienced hands at sheep shearing do not cut {ij sy 

of Houghton’s seedling, and about as insignifi-| the fleece even; and besides the skin of the |} BH 
cant in flavor as in size. ___|animal is invariably clipped out by the shears jf - 

| We discover some original notions in friend | jn many spots. This instrument cuts the fleece | (3 
| Peffer’s Goosberry culture. The bush referred rapidly and evenly, never cutting any partof A 

to, came to us alive, literally covered with ber-| the fleece twice ; and it avoids cutting the skin ! ' 

ries and growing in the skull of an Indian—the/ of the animal ; it is therefore a humane as well | 

) stem rising from the crown of the skull with | as a labor saving contrivance,” | i 

1} the roots filling and extending from the inte- ee ' - 

} shee New Nvrsery.—The Messrs. Drakes, of ey 

——— Janesville are commencing a new nurseryat | F 

Hanpwane axp AcmicunvmaL IrLeMENTS—| this place. They are extensively engaged in | s 

1} We would call the attention of all in want of| the business, having already in operation nur- || 1: 

i] any goods under this head to the advertisement | series at Janesville, Racine and Kenosha. They H ¥ 
of S. R.Fox. Mr. Fox’s assortment of hard-| jow have in their grounds at Janesville 170,000 | & 

jj ware is very full—we doubt whether a better} from 4 to 6 years old and 8 or 10 dwarf and # 

} assortment can be found in the whole west,| standard pear trees from 2 to 3 years from the BY 

! while we are sure there are but few equal, Mr./}uq, with a proportionate quantity of other | & 

F. has also a very extensive variety of. Agricul- kinds of stock usually found in a nursery. } ‘ 

tural Implements and intends to keep on hand a —————— | + 

}} full assortment in that line. We take pleasure | _ How to Kru Gorners.—A farmer in our vi- } : 

| in calling the special attention of our agricultu- cinity says that he was troubled with these ] 

}] ral brethren to this department of his business, pestiferous animals from the planting of his J 
| being assured as we are,that his plows and oth- | ©O™™ until by repeated experiments he extermi-. ] : 

: er implements are of the, very best pattern and nated and drove them entirely from hisgrounds. ]} 
: \} make. It is simple and within the reach and means of | 4 

\ rr - all, only costing a dollar for the article—strich- 

Horticutture Departwext.—Writers for this| pine, Take a small vial of it, which can be | a 

department are requested to direct their com-| found at most any of the stores, put into a pail ! 
munications directly to J.C. Brayton, Ed., Az-| of water, and pour this, after it has been well | 4 

|| talan, Wis., instead of to this place. stirred, over your corn and let it soak for an | q 

| French Sueer.—The attention of farmers is pen or 2 ua the crake me ei | ; 

invited to the advertisement of French Sheep] te” Sow it over your held where these unwel- 

7 for sale in this place by D.J. Powers. We ee Pee Pees f 

ij have not seen these sheep, but are assured by| Argus. | s 

] ! ee
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UNPRECEDENTED INCREASE. | 150 miles west of St. Cloud, in Minnesota, by | 
One of our subscribers who recently took! W. A. Ingersoll, who was attached tothe [jf 

a short excursion into the neighboring country, | Pacific Railroad survey—Mr. Ingersol! says, iH 
says that the same ground traveled over last | that around the edge of the lake the salt can ; ! 
year when there were no signs of road, houses | be gathered in baskets, and of as good a qual- | 
or civilization—now there is a well-beaten | ity as ever found in any part of the United } 

} road; and in sight of the road in going a dis- | States—Near the lake there are large beds of | ; 

] tance of twenty or thirty miles, he counted one | coal of the first quality. i 

j hundred and twenty-eight houses and shanties | snd Mok! Cn iia cartes Pr. our boiling wikeioa | 

| 0” their respective claims, All of these have | ori meal and stir it ‘well together, till all the | 
a ams modes: eT: andere ae meal is thoroughly wet and quite soft. Letit {f 

Bp tanking theipenisio thlompenilike sane? UNG «0. -t0 coc), and ed wie thie’ youns chick. | 
alt shuwkie Tight \epiitvand wwhioh\owe are!) Oa to heslthy and it toy beaitels cal, fi 
right igied to1sce, dn plougbinn ip their Mandis>) 710-4 tnat none ‘will dic of discmme--Osferd. [I 

} and although late in the season, many of them vie. | 
are planting and making an effort to have a —~_ i 

] crop this fall. Porators.—The rains fora few weeks past | 
On money Creek, fifteen miles distant from | have had a good effect on’ potatoes. We have fj 

this town, there has been a Grist Mill erected | this week commenced hoeing ours, and find [ft 
this spring which is nearly ready to go into | them generally in good condition, some of them | ‘ 

operation, and will accommodate the wants of | looking much better than we expected. Occa- ‘ 
the settlers in that vicinity materially, and save | sionally we noticed a hill missing, and remov- 
them much trouble and expense m getting | ing the earth to discover the cause of failure, if ) 
their grain to a ‘mill. lie were possible, we found in nearly every hill i 

At Rush Creek, four miles from the above) that instead of germinating the seed had |}! 
place, they havea mill in operationyand turns | actually produced new tubers, some of which | 
out the meal and flour almost as fast as the| were as large as robins’ eggs, and perfectly i 
grain is offered. But this fall and winter, | fresh and sound. 1f they continue to grow | a 
according to present appearances of the ex-/we shall soon have new potatoes. Is this a | 

} tensive wheat and corn fields, there will be a| common thing in potato growing? We shall } 5 

demand for another milL—Who will say that | be glad to hear from farmers on the subject. [f} 
i } Southern Minnesota is not to have her lands | —Granite Farmer. ; 

b claimed and under cultivation ere many years | Thema —— " : | ft 
iy hence, under the present advantageous oppor- ws emangre of cattle, summer soiled, is b 

4 } tunities that our settlers have which keep out | Bearly twice the strength of thet from the } 
; | the speculator, the actual resident thereby | Stalls in winter. The practice of soiling, |f 
' having the advantage, and is the real lord of | therefore, has this great advantage over pastur- | 
i A the soil? ing—the manure bejng all saved.—St. Peters |j 
A eC Courant. iH 
i | (@” The Canadian government has appro- —_—_—_—.- i) 
i printed £5,000 for the purchase of seed wheat Bru. THEY Cous.— During the past week H 

; to distribute among destitute seitlers. | quite large number of emigrants from Ohio |? 
| Seas and Ilinois arrived at this place, with teams, [i]! 

t A Honricurrunat Noverty.—The agricultu- | stoo of different kinds) farming utensils, &c., }f! 
i ral branch of the Patent Office has taken mea-| 314 have taken claims and are settleingin this |] 

t sures to get seeds of the Bun-ya-bun-ya, tree vicinity. They came on the new road” lately | } 
i } of the fir tribe, growing in Australia It! nae from this Place to Towa, and speak very ij} 
if flourishes in a region of not. much greater area | favorably of it. ti 

ip th an 30 miles square. It bears a cone rearly 2 a . i | 
\ feet in diameter, filled with seedsthe sizeofan| ggg" Itis a narrow and mistaken idea to ti 

; olive, and of flavor more rich and delicate than | imagine that the sooner things wear out, the 
i that of the pine apple. It is so much estimated | better it is for the trade. The grand princi- ff 

| by the natives as that they at times travel | ple isto make them so that an increased num- 
| hundreds of miles to partake of it— Washing- | ber of families or individaals are desirous to 

| H ton Star. have them. | 

| I ( Asalt lake has been discovered angie Farmers, nore tH1s.—In a cloudy morning, 1 

’ ae . ;
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i} itis matterof importance to the farmer to, private Collection of Insects in this country, § 

know whether it will be sunshine or showery | we presume, and in some departments he has a i 

ii inthe afternoon. If the ants have cleared | larger number of species than are to be found 

1] their hole nicely, and piled the dirt up high,|in the British Museum. He has lately re- E 

|| it seldom fails to bring a good day for the farm- | ceived from the President of the Entomological 

i] er, or even ifit should be cloudy till ten or | Society of France, and some of the members, a 

i} eleven o’clock in the forenoon. Spider-webs magnificent collection of several thousand %, 

| will be very numerous about the tops of the | specimens, embracing all their duplicate species 4 

grass and grain some cloudy mornings, and 50 | from all parts of the world, containing one or | : 

|| years’ observation has shown the writer of this | more species in every important genus in the | 

that these little weather-guessers seldom fail in | science (save Lepidoptera, which he is to re- 4 B 

| their predictions of a fair day.—South Cult, ceive.) This is most valuable to the Dr., asit | 

/ ‘A Farser’s Wire in THE Oxven Time.—Sir | Willenable him to arrange our New-York In- | 5 

i) Anthony Fitcherbert, Chancellor to Henry the sects without danger of falling into any im- | 5 

| VIIL., thus describes a model farmer's wife: portant error.” iS 

“Itisa wyve's occupation to winnow all) Tarr Warar.—Ourenterprising townsman, | ; 

j] manner of cornes,to make malte, to wash and | Col. McHenry, has left at our office several | 

ironing, to make hay, shere corn, and in time | stocks of winter wheat, known as the Soles i} 

of nede to help herhusband fill the muck-/ wheat, measuring six feet and two inches in | : 

f] wayne or dung-cart, drive the plow, load hay, | length, taken from a field of his containing | * 

ij] corne, and such other.—And_go or ride to the) fifteen acres. If any of our reader can beat this, bi 

j| market to sell butter, cheese, egges, cheykns, | we would like tosee themdo it. Wethink we | ‘ 
|| capons, hens, pigs, geese, and all manner of do not exagerate when we assert that Old j ; 

cornes.” ° | Washington can produce better wheat than — i 

Iwrortant to Mitx-Deaters.—Milk Dealer | any other county in the State. The prospect be 
A] ~—*Mr. Registrar, I comé to pay my bill for | Was never better for a great crop than now.— ts ; 

| water tax; but I would like to know why I am | [Washington Co., Organ, July 2. | a 

charged five dollars more than last year.” 2 { f 

Water Renistrar-—You id not keep milk for ee See eel iia ee | a 

5 see oh Ebelieve. come With too large expectations of success in mn 

h ee business whether it be Agricultutal, Mechan- | +3 

W: Be" You sel aso ical or Mercantile. They come with the idea ,” te 
i UM. D.—“I do” iat BGS Wee cache iz whatever they may f j : 

‘1 ; ‘ 7 ? i Fis 

| W. R—“Your bill's all right, ate Fire undertake will follow almost as a matter of | ae 
}] dollars a year for extra Cochituate to milk- * i “ei 

| ‘ * course. A correspondent of the Granite Farm- | oe 
dealers is a moderate tax.” fee ¢ % { ip 

y] Exit mi a er writing from Minnesota gives aword of | es 
H xit milk-dealer, looking as though he had bidtion ‘thaw: } 

4 been skimmed. ihe it ‘t 
j ¥ J i. if h 

i Cosr or Livine tn Paris.—The high cost of pone wenaishon} coming cP Paige set | i 
H) tivingi h bi = 1 ne tin P, I close. Those who contemplate emigrating to | j $ 

| living isas much a subject of complaint in F'ar-| the great North West, must not start withthe | | } 

i fens it is in this ‘country. Best* ous sare idea that this is a perfect garden of Eden, for | ; 

- ferns yee a ene a oe i they will be disappointed. Thecountryisrich _ ] 

i one ae recs Caren se i ‘UrkY | and fertile, yet there is poor Jand.as well as / ¥ 
| coststen francs. A leg of lamb, which a year good, and no man can come and live long in if) 5 

i ago sold for about three francs, is not at pres-/ Minnesota without working, and those who | a 

jj ent tobe had under five 5 fish has followed the | come with stout hearts and willihg hands, and i i 

i] ascensional movement in Proportion. The Ex-| , the western people term it, ‘ piteh in,” they 4 

i hibition ofthe World’s industry is one ¢ause of| 4:1) besureto reap arich reward. There are | i i! 

jj the enormous price of provisions. | thousands of acresiof fine farming lands. yet ft ' 

H OF The Journal of the N.Y. State Agri-| unclaimed, along:the rich valley of the San i 
| cultural Society, says of Dr. Fircu, who has| Rise, the, Minnesota; St.Croixand Mississippi, i 

| recently been appointed Entomologist to the| and forthose who wish to engage in farming i 

H society: — es better point can be found than the territo- | 4 
} “Dr. Frrom has already the most, extensive! ry of Minnesota.’ , | 

i, 
a4 
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/ Salt in Feeding Cattle. a higher price would have been obtained | ! The experiments of Boussingault have|in the market for the oxen reared under i] often been alluded to, as indicating that | the influence of salt.”—Southern Planter. salt by no means exercises a beneficial in- SS 
jj fluence upon the growth of cattle, and up-| Morar ror Cunmzys.—In building a on the development of flesh, to the extent chinmey, put a quantity of salt into the 
| usually ascribed to it. His more recent] mortar with which the inner courses of | | experiments, however, result in favor of| brick are to be laid. The effect will be |} 
y salt. Thus, two lots of steers, of three | that there never will be any accumulation each, were fed on hay for 13 months, one |of soot in that chimney. he philosophy |} F lot being allowed salt, the other not. is thus stated:—The salt in that portion 

The average weight per head of the|of the mortar which is exposed, absorbs |} salted lot, at the commencement of the| moisture from the atmosphere in every |} } experiment, was 655 pounds; at the end of damp day. The soot ee becoming | 
13 months, 2,090 Ibs, | Increase 1,135 Ibs. |damp, falls down in the fire place. In ] They consumed per head 15,972 Ibs. of consequence, there is never any accumula- | hay. One ton of hay, therefore, produced | tion, and as it is only a little that there is -ff 148 Ibs. of increase of animal. to fall, no inconvenience results. This ap- || The second lot, which received no salt, pears to be an English discovery. It is | 
averaged at the commencement of the ex- | ised with success in Canada—Lewiston | periment, 866 Ibs; at the end of 13 Journal. 
months, 1,890. Increase sot Te, Aad es ie | 
consumed per head 14,558 oa: An iron rrilroad car, constructed} Or one — of hay produced 137 Ibs. of ane plan, isto run on the Sixth increase of animal. Ae | i The steers receiving salt produced 6 Ibs. — road, N.Y., for exhibition and |] 

; more increase for each ton of hay consum- ee teen | & ed, than those which were not allowed salt. #Z An iron railroad car, constructed || 
, ed, than those whichred only a slight ad-| on‘ new plan, is torun on the Sixth Ave- | i This may be considece did not pay for the | nye road, N Y., for exhibition and trial. ] j 4 cost of salt; in this country, pier’ a Oe ee AEN WNT ] | where it is much cheaper, its use wil ABLE TENTS. 1 ; ] doubtless be profitable. Boussingault re- * or ot Page. | 4 i] marks, “the salt exercises no considerable |A Rock County Farm, 281 | } / influence on the growth, yet it appears to Clover—Raising of 226 Hi i exert a beneficial effect on the appearance | Crops and Prices, 234 |] ; and condition of the animal.” Up to the | Domestic Economy, 244 |] f first fourteen days, no perceptible iisaes Editor’s Table, 246 , was observed between the two lots; but in Farmers—Prospects of in Western f if the course of the month dollowing, the dif-| New York, 232 | E fereace was visible even to the unpracticed | Grasses of the Northwest, 225 | f eye. In the beasts of both lots, the skin | Hay Knife, 228 | i to the touch was fine and sound, but the | Hen Hopple, 229 | i | hair in the steers aa, salt, “was smooth | Hurdle Fence, 242 | ‘ and shining; that of the others, dull and Leaves, utility of 241 Wi. ‘ff erect.” As the experiment progressed, | Leaf Roller, 238 |i t these signs became still more prominent. | Northern Caravans, 229 fi i “In the animals of the second lot, after | Oaks Prize Cow, 237 | iN they had had no salt for a year, the hair | Plum, Duane’s Purple, 240 ] was matted, and the skin here and there | Sheep Breeding, 233. f i jj devoid of hair. Those of the first lot, on Self-Sealing Cans, 230 fi i} the contrary, retained the look of stall fed Toads, Cheese—Potato Rot, 227 .} i | beasts. Their liveliness and frequent ten-|Tar and Oil for trees, 239 : dency to leap, contrasted strikingly with |Trees and Seeds—Hints to purcha- i the heavy we and cold temperament ob- |. sers, 242 | served in those of the second lot. There | Wool, what kind of food will make F ‘ can be no doubt,” Bossingault adds, “that! the most. 235 ||
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RHODE’S YE SHAKERS READ!!! } { 
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FEVER & AGUE One of the many testimonials received al | 4 
most daily in favor of Ruopes’ Fever anp Acve i 

Cure, or Nature's Infallible Specific.| Cure, which has never failed! H i 

ne Lewisburg, Union Co., Pa., | i Bi 
oehee ae ana ent of INTER- May 2. 1855. oS % 

T and REMITTENT FE- we 
VERS) JF ENER, ap, AGUE, CHIELS, and] _ Mt2-A-Rusnes—Densics Cheyer oI 
FEVER, DUMB AGUE, GENERAL DE-| Medicine you sent me was duly rec ee receipt i 
BILITY NIGHT SWEATS. and all other mec April, and I hand you herewith receipt i 

2. : 2 -_-. | for the same. x 

Some eller ee Have scram orien 1 have sold about one half of it, and so far as \ i 

ie poison which at certain seasons is eavide? pe Se Leelee CS 3 

bly inhaled at every breath, is the same in char- . ee oe ssomatniy vers a A = { i 
acter wherever it exists—North, South, East, | wore of 1 tanding. My sister, who has ff i 
or West—and will every where yield to this had ab fe fas ee aeerrhacie ‘andi suai F e 

newly discovered antidote, which is claimed to| » oy, s See Saad ¥ t by Guinine and : 2 
be the greatest discovery in medicine ever made. ever, aetit stopped, Cx Pete ey ae cee R 

This specific is so h Neos ‘that’ (tauny be that only as long as she would take it, is now, I 5 

taken by persons of every age, sex or condi- ree ae ee a a8 
tion, ond it will not substitute for one disease | | think it wie a ue ees from ae tarwe 
es still aoa is too often the result in| \ jars, ny Se 5 Bs 

the treatment by Quinine, Mercury, Arseni 5 5 " 

and other poisonous or deleterious drugs, ee Jul am Bie Fone weg NLY. fF 
particle of any of which is admitted into this 2 Seao ie Beamer 
preparation. 
The proprietor distinctly claims these extra- 

ordinary results from the use of this DURHAM STOCK i 

Natural Antidote to Malaria.? 4 2 beaetie coud 2 a H E 

it will entirely protect any resident or trav- aluable . 3 years old, 

eler, even in the most siekly oe swampy locali- A and a COW 6 years old, for sale at the Ri 
ties, from any Ague or Bilious disease whatev- | farm of Wa. H. Jounson, Kishwaukee—10 th 

er, or any injury from constantly inhaling Ma- miles north of Rockford, Tl. * * 
laria or Miasma. i Said cattle will be sold for less than their 4 Ss 

It will instantly check the Ague in persons| intrinsic value A goed Horse, ora pair of 5 
who have suffered for any length of time, from | ° 7 year old good Work Oxen, will de taken £ 
one day totwenty years, so that they need nev- | 7 exchange. , ‘i 

er have another chill, by continuing its use ac-| PEDIGREE OF THE BULL.—Florence, }j 

cording to direetions. a red und white Bull, 3 years old March 29, ia 

It will immediately relieve all distressing re- | 1855, and bred by Capt. A. Root, of Huron co. g 

sults of Bilious or Ague diseases, such as gen-| Ohio; sired by Corsair; dam, Artemesia, by ‘ bi 

eral debility, night sweats, ete. The patient at | St. Alban, (157); g.d. Lucy Ann, by Earl of Cy 

once begins to recover appetite and strength, | Darlington, (1944); g.g.d Ann Lee, by Nica om 

and continues untila permanent snd radical | nor (114); g. g. g-d. Brindle Shaker, bred by fi e 

me? is effectel. z the Shakers in Southern Ohio. i * 

i inally, its use will banish Feverand Ague|} Address the subscriber or call and see the Ps 

i families aaa a aise Farmers and all | stock on Mr. Johnson’s farm. $) 
laboring men, by adopting it asa preventativ is. } 

will be free from Ague or Bilious attacks i ee pert ee ating } ‘ } 
that mare of the year which, while it isthe} “9? ~""" = assis petty 2M 4 
most sickly, is the most. valuable one to them. ji ni 

‘ One or two bottles will answer for ordinary JAMES LANGLOIS, ; q 

cases; some may require more. Directions GENERAL DEALER IN 

printed in SEER, Franch, apd Spanish. ac-| PAINTS, OILS, TURPENTINE, _ | : 
com ing eacl je. Price One Dollar.— 
Liberal discounts made to the trade. Trade| CAMPHINE, Se eee 

|| circulars forwarded on application, and the ar- ares 6 sige & \MATERL ‘ALS. 
ticle will be consigned on liberal terms to re- USHES, CO 8 = 4 
sponsible parties in every section of the coun- Wall Paper and Window Shades a 

= JAS. Le z | ofevery variety and style, always on hand. | 

1" | Ship Chandlery; all sizes of Ropes; jf. 
ta" Orders may be addressed to General Pitch, Tar, Rosin, &c. &. a 

Agents, Greenr & Burron, Milwaukee, Wis.; " » Mts ee F 
J. oo 69 Clark street, Chicago ; and Mixed Paints always on hand. | 
Edward S. Wheaton, St. Louis, Mo. JAMES LANGLOIS, : 4 

For sale by, Medicine dealers generally. Sept., 1854 137 Main st., Racine, Wis. j 3
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f | @moonscounrs) wumsie iW sapere soul ee iT ROCK COUNTY NURSERY, w A Z. E; 3 2 S 

} ‘| S 3 ae & ay 2 
E | a c ge 3 ¥ E32) 
A f Atte CA SS ir ieee PA f | k POA ao =e J eae Aye, Saal vps ary | f POR ois SS ti: $= ee as ca | | COR a ayes OS \\ eS ee SS | 

oT gets | CHERRY PECTORAL | | a? a= SME For the Cure of 
; } ES “ Be a ict REA is COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS, | 

: | ee gee Se ee | BRONCHITIS, WHOOPING-COUGH, || 
; | Wis tet ots as 58 CROUP, ASTHMA, AND 

f] Situated in the Southern Limts of the City of CONSUMPTION. } 
+} Janesville, East side of the River, on the Les iy - a HE subscribers not being regular agents fi 

| Telegraph Road to Beloit. ie for the sale of the above Sanat Medicine, ' { ‘aca aan ae offer it to the public at the rate of SEVEN ff WE take this method of bringing to theno-|SHILLINGS A BOTTLE, which is the 
{ tice of the public the fine stocx of Fruit and eee awa Pledging themselves to sell | 
| bearers Trees, Survzs, Prants, &e, Ais; AYERS?’ CELERR. ATED PILLS, | 

which we have the pleasure of offering for the | foy sale at the Puitapsuanta Diva Store, y Spring trade. i OGILVIE & BARROWS. i 
ue rece are of thrifty growth, in an ex- pears, Hebe 12K: | posed situation, on the high prairie, which ren- 4 ders them hardy and sae to any locality, WISCONSIN 

and therefore of much more value than those} AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE. ‘ wn in tected situati a 
: a stock is enka best va- a= Sa | r {| Tieties now in cultivation that will endure our | V0. 81 Hast-Water Street, Milwaukee, || 

; j ae on ane Desire to call attention to their stock of 
: || them tothe public. Farming Implements, | 

i } APPLE TREES-— from 5 to 8 feet high, 16 |in which may be found almost every thing of i ! cents each. Dealers and Planters wishing one | use and benefit to the Farmer. We have con- | re | thousand or more, $120 to $140 per thousand. | stantly on hand, in great variety, 
FS ! STANDARD PEAR TREES—from three PLOWS, HARROWS, 

iq - elke ced: = — an| CULTIVATORS, HORSE HOES, 
¥ —large variety—o: 2 
D | ger’s Quince, five feet high, 40 to 50 Oates: HAY ond STRAW CUTTERS, 

; DWARF APPLE—35 cents. CORN STALK CUTTERS, { 
% ] _ CHERRY TREES—5 to8 feet high, large CORN and COB CRUSHERS, i i] variety, 25 to 50 cents. CORN SHELLERS, CORN PLANTERS, |] 

f | GOOSEBERRIES—good variety, 15 to 25e.| SEED SOWERS, GARDEN ENGIN’ ES, 
i : RASPBERRIES—50 cents per dozen. and CHURNS of approved style. 
! i GRAPE VINES—four years old, part of Forks, Shovels, Spades, He i i i , , Spades, Hoes, Scythes, Hi ira Pepiront: as Snaths, Cradles, Axes, Chains, Crow 

i ; quality aadiede ernie articles of the, best Bars, in almost endless variety. . 
iF; i Nursery Srocxs, Sers, &c., furnished to ae ae 
i a eae conn on liberal terms.| HEAVY & SHELF HARDWARE, if interested are invited to call and i tt for themselves. or AgBE Set Speman colracing Halling Hardware, Gobings ak: 
Hy . . er’s Stock, Turning Lathes, and Tools for : ae eee ee <* |Carpenters, Blacksmiths, Millwrights, and } ed to and trees ached aie ee ; Sepes, of the most celebrated brands. : 
hi delay. P “= a anufacturers of Wire Screnery. 

i x Persons visiting Milwaukee are respectfully | Letters of inquiry will receive prompt atten- | invited to look through our stock. 

i ] tion. COLBY & WILLEY. LE FEVRE & GREENE, 
{ Janesville, Jan. ist, 1855. : ly Nov., 1854. Sign of the Plow. 
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Sage eee es ae 
i RUSSELL’S IMPROVED PREMIUM ] & 

| 
] : 

} 
i ei 

| PENRBSMUNG WACHIMES f eee Or, een | 4 
i HE subscribers, for the last seventeen years experienced threshers in Ohio, Illinois, Wis-- | i 

H *, ., + ht, :, , i T 

i consin and Lowa, would inform those engaged, or wishing to engage in the business of fj ¥e 

| threshing, that they have for sale Threshing Machines better adapted to the West than ever Hg 

H before introduced. Together with the manufacturers, we have improved from year to year, i 

| until we have : 

The most Perfect Machine ever Introduced in the U, States. | i 

] The above is a cut of the Separator, which took the first Premium and Diploma at the first ¥4 

| Annual State Fair, in Ohio, held at Cincinnati, October, 1850; also, at second Annual State fj rH 

i Fair, held at Columbus, September, 1851; and at the third Annual State Fair, held at Cleve- f 

| Jand in the fall of 1852, and at every County Fair where said Machine has been exhibited. b 

i In connection with this Machine, they offer for sale d j : 

} RUSSELL’S IMPROVED DOUBLE PINION CLIMAX HORSE POWERS, i . 

i) Heavier and eee than any Power heretofore introduced ; also, RUSSELL’S IMPROV- | “ki 

|| ED CAR, or, PITT’S DOUBLE PINION PREMIUM POWERS, which are greatly im- - 
/ proved by new portions one-third heavier than those heretofore manufactured, Theshaftsin || : 

i th Powers are large and heavy and are better calculated for the West, where foundries are ne 

scarce, than any heretofore offered for sale. Unlike the machines of other manufacturers, the i Ty 

cylinders contain nine bars, and are warranted not to throw dust in the face of the feeder, | |] A 

as it all passes out with the straw and chaff. The grain is conveyed from either side of the 4 

machine with an endless auger. The cylinders run on steel pivots in brass or babit metal a 

| boxes. All the boxesand binders in both Powers and Threshers are lined with Babbit’s metal. }j PS 

| Inghort, the subscribers are willing to test their Machines with any other manufacturers in ] ‘ * 

the United States. They are manufactured by C. M. RUSSELL & CO, of Masselon, Ohio, 1 rs 

who have been in the business 23 years. They have the very best workmen in their employ. |} £ 

and take all the pains possible in selecting materials and improving their machines. The ma- } m3 

chines are all ready rigged for use, with belts, levers, rods and hooks. i pe 

The subscribers will assist the purchaser in setting them in operation, if required; and _ }} i 

if they/fail to give satisfaction in all respeots when put in operation, the purchaser will incur 4 

no obligation to pay, and the machines can then be returned. a 

These Machines may be had at Burlington, Muscatine, Davenport, Rock Island, Galena, #1 

Dubuque, McGregor’s Landing, St. Paul, and elsewhere on the Mississippi river, whereyer es 

ordered ; at Beloit, Wis ; at Chicago, and at points on the different Railroads from Chicago. Pe 

Address SIMEON or HENRY RUBLE, Beloit, Wis.; or G.S. RUBLE, Rock Islsnd, es 

Niinois. 
SF 

| Beloit, Wis., June 1, 1855. | ae 

eee — ae a 
a 
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H | iy of the body, and restore the wasted or diseased ; 

| th ce oes energies of the whole organism. Hence an ‘| EY | LO 5 ea” ¢ qj occasional dose is advantageous even thoughno 5 ne PINES v serious derangement exists; but unnecessary || 7 = eens Sa a! dosing should never be carried too far,aseyery ||) ° 4 ee purgative medicine reduces the strength, when H 
i 7 —/ taken to excess. The thousand casesin which || 

| <a. == a physic is required cannot be enumerated 
' | here, but they suggest themselves to the reason _|| i | 9 of every body; andit is confidently believed |} | | AYERS PILES, (Sencienieres GES | : | which has hitherto been availabletoman- || ; | FOR ALL THE PURPOSES OF A Kind: Lt oa he a Oe known the | || | public will no lon; loubt what remedy to || 

F AMILY PHYSIC employ when in nestier eathartic medicine. \ 

| Snes ME link ant bing pen vege ae we # ni ‘ There has long existed a pee demand for wie from chet ade Eeccaee . } an effective purgative pill which could be re-|/ For minute directions, see the wrapper on |} i / lied on assure and perfectly safe'in its opera-| the box. 4 A | tion’ This has been prepared to meet that de- rkuraweD oe | 
mand, and an extensive trial of its virtues has 4 
conclusively shown with what success it ac- Dr. JAMES C. AYER, | 

/ complishes the purpose designed. It is easy to PRACTICAL AND ANALYTICAL CHEMIST, | ‘ make a physical Pill, but not so easy to make LOWELL, MASS | ; =the best of all Pills—one which should have 2 z é none cf the objections, but all the advantages | **!* 25 CENTS PER BOX. FIVF BOXES FoR $1. 
| of prey other: ‘This hasbeenattompted hers | , Sold by Carey & Spates Bevin uae } and with what si we wonld fa! emp & Co., Janesville; J.K. Ki e 5 submit to the public decision. It te uF John are Madison; E.R. & F. A. Utter, | fortunate for the patient hitherto that almost | Elkhorn; T. Mason, Dubuque, lowa; E. E i every purgative medicine is acrimonious and | Gay, Burlington, Iowa; and by all Druggists Py ] irritating tothe bowels. This is not. Many | everywhere. v6n8:1y:c6 

y of them produce so much griping pain and re-} —————— f ‘ | ee on arian more than — : PURE BLOOD | i } valance the to be derived from them.— 
; \ Thee, Pi produce no irritation or pain, un- te ts ata eee 

) ess it arises from a previously existing ob-| r/HOSE desiring to procure eggs of this truly : | ae derangement of the bowels. Be- T valuable Fow!, aly informed that Ishallbe jf 
ing purely vegetable, no harm can arise ftom| che to furnish them during the summer, at || ri ) their use in any quantity ; but itis hetter that; rates much below the ordinary prices. I offer |f i any medicine should be taken judiciously.— | them delivered at uy residence pt One Dol- a Minute directions for their use in the several pe) e F . : . . lar per dozen; packed secureiy and sent as tH diseases to which they are applicable are given @irected—at the risk of the purchaser—$1,50 per by on the box. Among the complaints which hive oxen, I shall have some rae Chicke: ae 

E been speedily cured by them we may mention | aste this fall; those desirous to know an; thi “4 ff]. Liver Complaint, in its varions forms of Jaun- about my Fowls, will please write to Mike 
i shes, Jndigestion; aptgamase Loss of Appe-| Mirren, Esq., the Editor of this Journal — i tite, Listlessness, Irritability, Billious Head-| Orders must be accompaniedjwith the Casu, 3 ache, Billious Fever, Fever and ee Pain in| and will be filled as they are received, b| the Side and Loins, for in truth, all these are} Ny BR] keep but one variety of Fowls. i bat she noneauncans of se action of =a SS CHARLES SMPLE. 

i | liver. Ag an aperient, they afford prompt an 
Hl «sure relief in Coatioente. Piles, Colic, a od Nene Sete Par eee SATE ailbod be ig Sphere Petes pet ar Colds, Wright, Merrill & Co., 

i] | With soreness of the ly, Ulcers and’ impuri- Ay a if } ty of the blood; in short, any and aera case BELOIT, BOOK-STORE, it | Where a purgative is required. Dealers in Standard, Classical, Eig 
i They have also produced ‘some sin larly | Medical, Law, School, Miscellaneous, Blank f | successful cures in Rheumatism, Gout, mesa Books, and all the new Publications furnished 

Gravel, Erysipelas, Palpitation of the Heart, | as soon asout; Publications of American Tract 
jj} Pains in the Back, Stumach and Side They Society, American S. 8. Union, and Mass. 8. S- i i should be freely taken in the spring of the Society; Stationery, Paper. Hangings, Draw- k | year, to purify the blood and prepare the sys-| in; Paper, Gold and Steel Pens; Pencils, Inks, : } tem for the change of seasons. An. occasional Ink Stands, together witha complete assortment] 

| dose stimulates the stomach into healthy action, | of Musical Instruments, Melodeons, Violins, | fe and restores the appetite and vigor. They pu-| &c., &c. 
H 6 rify the blood, and, by their stimulant actien| [> Paper Rags taken in exchange for Books. : j on the circulatory system, renovate the strength’ Beloit, March. 1854. ly # 

a 
a
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{ WISCONSIN AND IOWA EARMER. settler? Shall they never be made to yield | i 

J sou sas sa or vice soem, [Aare Merete ratsand ices of Pf 
i] BY MARK MILLER. y besten those miniature forests, which, ere the I ; 

B . peteeMna SO urine Moe Se Serene | eeu contnny shall havo Gaged away, will 9 t 
f] the same rate for a larger number. All subscriptions overshadow the bubbling fountain and mean- 
: hie maar gedaan age hea} and back numberssup- dering stream, the cottages and the herds of | 

fi ADVERTISING.—One page, first inseruon, $6; for | the distant prairie desert? It is well known, ' 
each snbsequent insertion, less than one year, $5; half ., - | 

F] vage, first insertion, $4; for each subsequent insertion, | that in some portions of the Western country, [J 

| Paes $20; duarier page, SIs Sih pepe ele a the timber land bears but a yery small propor- : 
i SEE ira nenyeas eee _ cS — tion to the prairie ; in fact, it is probably not f 

| sertion,S0cts. ee a een | suficient to supply the country for five years, ig 
t] OF Bills for Advertising to be paid quarterly, | Were the population as dense as in the Eastern h d 

1. . _____ { States. Those lands must and will be cultiva- 
F| For the Wisconsin and: Iowa Farmer. | = = 3 

; Growing Timber upon Prairies. | ted. They must have timber—and they will 
s — | not ultimately depend upon transporting it from} : 

} Messrs. Eprrors:—I noticed in the June/a distance. The inhabitants must raise their k ¥ 
}] number of the Faxmer an article in relation jown timber. The great obstacle which now 5 
fH} to the subject heading this article. There is impedes the progress of settlement upon our 2 
| no doubt in my mind, that the only way in | extensive prairies, can thus be overcome. A Ss 
t which the extensive Western Prairies can ey- | few years hardship may be endured by the j 

er be fully supplied with timber, is to cultivate | pioneers, but the comforts of declining life will | i 

the timber upon them. There are thousands | richly repay the outlay. Ten years time will i @ 

and millions of acres of the most valuable land | suffice to raise a grove of timber, from which h + 
in our country, so remotely situated from for- | fuel and fencingcan be supplied. It is not the i ta 

est and grove, that it will be utterly impossi- | labor of a lifetime. A grove of Locusts, Cot- : i 
fi ble to supply it with timber, for the various) tonwood, or some other timber that might be I ' 

fi purposes of life, except by growing it upon the pened, will furnish a prairie farm with hi a 
i land itself. T’o some persons it may seem to | timber, from the seed, as soon as an orchard i 

1 be impossible. But, if they will only call to | will furnish him with fruit. In traveling thro’ a 

mind the rapid growth of the trees which, in | the northwestern part of Missouri, a year or {j fi 

# youth, they planted in some favored spot upon two since, I saw some cottonwood trees but six \ t 

H the old homestead, they will cease to number | years old, which were six inches in diameter. 3 
| such an undertaking among the impossibilities | Locust will grow with equal rapidity. In | ie 
+} of life, and set about it as they would the plant- , eight or ten years they can de quartered for i 4 

J ing and culture of an orchard, or the shrubbe- rails, and the tops, when dry, make tolerable | 
i ry and ornamental trees in their gardens and | fire-wood. A 

} yards. And it is certainly far more necessary | Were I to settle a prairie farm, one of the | i 

i to the comfort and convenience of life in first objects which would engage my attention, 
f} prairie country. All the facilities for trans- | would be the preparation of a plot of ground q 

{ portation which the Present age affords, can- | for planting timber; and then, an orchard. I 4} 4 

H not furnish the inhabitants of the boundless | never would, for any length of time, submit to { b 
H prairies of the West with fencing, fuel, and \the drudgery of drawing wood ten or fifteen | 

H lumber for building purposes, even with the | miles through prairie mud, orthe driving snows | 
¥ present limited demand, when all the now va- | of winter, when, by so slight an outlay, I | 

| cant lands upon our prairies shall be occupied | could furnish myself with timber at home, 4 
Hj} and improved? Shall those lands never be! where I could prepare it for different purposes i 

1 - _ a —___— -
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at my leisure. The peach tree is said to furn- For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. } 

| ish fuel, upon a small scale, sooner than most Clovers—Late and Early Varieties. | 

other trees. Jt can be planted among other Messrs. Eprrons:— Quercus” says, in the |] 

te | timber of a less rapid growth, and will farn-| yun¢ number, page 181,—* All farmers know | } 

|| ish fuel several years in advance. Four years that timothy and clover do not ripen at the || | 

, growth produces a peach tree of good size—| me time; and the consequence is, that the ; 

; When dry it makes good wood. The neglect | sect qualities of the clover are lost in waiting ) 
| to piant timber upon prairies is only one of the | gor the timothy to mature.” Now, | claim that ! 

sins of omission which the inhabitants of | .3:) « Quercus” is mistaken in one respect, at 

i} new country are guilty of. Fruit is shameful-| ).05¢— for I claim the title of farmer, and do ! 

4 | ly neglected. Poverty is often assigned asthe |. o¢ xnow what he asserts. 1 

; reason. This will not answer. If the settler Some kinds of clover ripen sooner than tim- 

in a new country cannot conveniently transport othy—others, I think, do not. Among the 

fruit trees from a nursery of his own culture, | Groen Mountuins we raised a variety of clo- 

| or cannot afford to purchase them from others| yo, which was called—discarding Botanical 

| until he has spent ten or twelve years in rais-| names—the large Northern Clover. This va- | 

| ing wheat, he certainly can pocket a few seeds) yiety was considered quite as tate as timothy, 
; of apples and other fruit, when he leaves the} ..q yielded more fodder to the acre in most || 

East; and when he arrives upon the spot where | circumstances, than any other kind of grass— || 

: he isto make his future home, with a spade he} have seen but very little of this variety in 

| can soon imbed an embryo orchard inthe earth; | Wisconsin, most of our clover being of the |] 

and, when be would otherwise—at the end“ of) smaller and earlier sorts. Another character- || 

De ee eee a buy | istic of it is, that in Northern latitudes it sel- |} 
Some fruit tress,” he would have them growing | dom blossoms the second time, if the first crop 

| at his door ; and, perhaps enjoying the rich re-|;, not taken off prematurely. I have just | 

| turns of their fruits. been looking at a small patch of this clover | 
| A little labor ‘bestowed upon that depart-| which a neighbor has, and which is now just || 

(| tment, at the beginning, will furnish many lit-| ready for the scythe; while the small kinds 

| tle luxuries which high prices and the difficul-| are in the stack, and the fields from which they 
|| _ ties of transportation often compel the inhabi-| were taken, in many instances, in blossom with iz 

f ‘| tants of anew country to forego. Some por-| the second crop. : Rar. i . 

, | tions of our country make up that deficiency! Jefferson Prairie, Wis, July, 1855. | 

ii i = part, by supplying an abundance of Wild) 4 sour Gnixpsronxs.—The following is from f 

fruit. But, in the prairie country, this ismore| a correspondent of the Progressive Farmer: i 
: | seldom the case. “I have no time,” should ‘ I speak So oF oS oe ae 

i {| say that more tl one million dollars have | 
‘ j never be rendered as an excuse for the neglect been lost by the farmers in the United States, 

t | of so importanta part of good living. A man’s] guring the last half cenvu: by their poor 
; 2 : S ry, by Po 

f }} first daty is to himself and family ; for by so| economy in the use of grindstones. Many a 
# doing he is not only worshiping, but accom-| farmer, by using a poor grindstone, loses tH | s iz, s a W. 

P? || plishing the great purposes of his creator; and enough in one season to bay a good one. We 
: Bae - ni will suppose that the work can be done’ one- 

i j in no way can he so satisfactorily discharge) ¢nird quicker on a good stone than on a poor 
j || that duty as by collecting around him, and those | one; we next suppose that thetime spent by a 

i | dependent upon him, those little comforts of| farmer and his hired man in grinding ey 
Ft N life whi thin bi during the year, amounts to twelve days; then, 
Ks i] life which nature has os cages as reach. if onethird of this eoulll be saved by using 2 

7 Be jotomon LoxnseD. | pood stone, here is a loss of four days. These 
ie | Greenbush, Wis. July, 1855. four days’ work, together with board, cannot 
'e | OT be less than four dollars, which would buy a 
i" i Uses or Tozacco—In the United States, | stone of the first quality and all its fixtures— 

1 |} physicians have estimated that 20,000 persons But the loss of time occasioned by grinding on 
A | die every year from the use of tobacco. In| poor stones is far from being all the loss that 

; 1 Germany, the physicians have calculated that| arises from the use of such stones. The tools 

i jj) of all the deaths which occur between the ages | cannot be ground near as well, therefore the 

i ‘| of 18 and 26, onehalf originate in the waste of| workwan eannet perform as much labor, nor 
Hy ) the constitution by smoking. They say that the] doit as well, as if the tools had been properly 

if 4 article exhausts and deranges the nervous pow-| ground. In my opinion, many a farmer in this 

by |] ers.and produces a long train of nervous dis-| country Joses from two to five dollars every 

a | eases, to which the stomach is liable. year by using a poor grindstone. | 
“ 
My LI 

a 

i
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] For the Wisconsin Farmer. ; t 

| Wild Rice. ge ff 
| | Zizani a. “ito, tt, ] (Zi pane ] te KE as 

BY [.A. LAPHAM, MILWAUKEE. + ||| Ree lee oie j 

— : Mt SA, ew SS pee 4 

Annexed we giveafine view ,! Weg 4 S wa SSS =\\ ? 3 

of Indian women gatherin; | , y SS SS S 
: " g is aay ae SEs SS =WwN ui 

wild rice on the borders of | }/ (tai $t F SS —S | 4 

the lakes and rivers of the |)/ Miia a SSS ae H 8 

Northwestern States, from an fy) | |p h a jee SS i a 

original drawing by Capt. lif iM ea /F a i 

Eastman, of the Army. It | | le ‘ceil | ] —— = i 

will be seen that this is done | || el Z 

by drawing the heads over)’ i i ff ae Ba 2) SS —— { t ; 

a canoe, and beating out = | {ail 1) ——— | i 

grain with a light crooked | | i Hh Wy | SS sane | 
stick. ht Bey i i. = os 

Inthe month of June one } ih | Bi aM a —_— Ss r 

may see the long, flat, yellow- |}; Ii a SA ———— it <i 

ish, grassy leaves of this im— i i Min V2 SS ———— | 

portant wild species floating H \) i | 7 ——= SS. >= | : 

|| onthe surface of the water, | /#/Ri iM a ee a SS SS, : y 

the blades being yet too weak }\| 7 NW Yt UD } i. 

to stand erect. After a few} \ ee |S a ili fp é o 

weeks the stem appears and {}jp) ij | y hs i)" mints ik 

the leaves assume a more up- ti i ig PS Se)! , ii 1 bi 

right and natural attitude—¢ Ay i * % ee { | Z 

About the last days in July 2 5 i AM We “ty, Ds hj pated | f 

or early in August, the flow- aM Y { ay re ‘ine , y ¥ 

. ers begin to appear, and the 4x1 Da oa iy i ae ie i Wes Hg i i i i 
grain ripens in September.— h | Wy ie op f bo A at Hy » 

The staminate and pistilate a Mee 4 S Pree ic 1 § 

flowers are separated, as in § } a } Z = = =i i bY! 

| the Indian corn; but there is a 4 ee i a : Bs 

| this important difference be- > a Ml | = 

tween these two allied plants: tH > Sen rm ma | + 
ALK i ! t 

in thecorn the stamens are —* : | : 

placed at the top of the culm (forming the tas-| hundred and sixteen millions of these grains. | bs 

sel), and the pistilate fowers (silk) lower down; Yet the wonderful power of the microscope | ® iy 

while in the rice the stamens are below, and has detected their structure. Each grain is | Be 

| the pistils, with the fertile Howers are above.—| found to be a sack composed of two coats or 4 

The reason for this difference of relative posi- coverings, within which is contained a transpa- i E id 

tion is found in the specific gravity of the mi-, rent fluid filled with particles still more mi- H . 

nute pollen-grains, which in comm is greater|nute! When moisture is applied to the pol- | ’ 

than the atmospheric air, causing them to fall | len-grains, the inner coat expands and is pro- | 

|} towards the ground, while in the Zizania they | truded through an opening or weak place in 4 

are lighter than the air, and consequently rise | the onter coat, and the contents are discharged 

up like so many little balloons. To cause the with an explosive force. The minute grains | Z 

plant to bear seed or grain, it is necessary, in|thus liberated from the pollen sack will be J a 

the economy of nature, that these small, near-| seen (when very highly magnified) to have a i a 

|}. ly globular grains, which are found in the sta-| constant motion, resembling the motion of some i : & 

meng, should pass to and fall upon the stig-| living animals. i: 

|| mas; they are so minute that six hundred of} About the middle of September the grain {/ , 

|] them placed side by side would only extend | ripens; and.as it increases in size and weight ! ae 

} one inch; and acubic inch would contain two| it would soon-bend down. or perhaps break off 

_ Se eal ee eee eS sh Se i ae : G 

EEESEeSeaeSeEaae65uqQaqaqaqqaqaqaqQqQqqoumueeeeeeess—s—ssssSsSsSs_eeu“wsauTo9 4
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i the slender branches of the panicle, were it | the jd vol. (1853) of the Transactions of the 

‘ not for a bulb that gradually forms in the axil Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. 
BA or crotch, united both to the main stem and Milwaukee, July, 1855. ‘ 

4 to the branch, thus forming a sort of brace, ae Neen gr 
4 and giving the branch sufficient strength to | 5 Rye eee : | (| 

{ hold up the ripened grain. We have thus, in} The importance of this crop seems to be it- i 

| the wild rice, some of those wonderful adapta- | tle understood by western farmers. Wethink 

} tions and contrivances which the careful ob-| if its value as a crop was better known, its cul- i 

server of nature is constantly called upon | atin would be general—that every farmer i 
z admire in the works uf the All-wise Creator. | would have his rye field just as much as his i 

Jf erase icine nsemipto fats cr a rae eT : ing current of clear water, about three feet - i 
: deep, where = eee is covered se in soft eae Oe csaganaven ane N M 

i i ud. The seed must be gat! i 

oe it is ripe, for it al — = ce < making ‘qualities. Von Thaer = s—«this i 

H H sily drops off and buries itself in the soft mud ee Bee < facilitate pone, = H i 
jj atthe bottom. It is an annual plant—that is, Be ieee = ing an | fl 

it grows from the seed each year. It has at- Z : Ente | f 
{ Gana much attention of late, though we do cr bb ae . eee ee { 

{ = wa = A a teat a ss rust. The ane is bright and strong, which 5 H | of any efforts to introduce it into our sys! a : Hi 
: y of agriculture as an article of human food.— aie * betted cee rhea Lage: a | nS 

If any such experiments have been made, we ing out in the winter and litter for horses t 

| hope the results will be made known through Sad cate, ga farms stocked with cattle and | k 
} the columns of the Farmer. The grain is said sheep—especially the latter—the pEreee value H 

| by some to be equal in quality and flavor to ee crap bes not lie in theg-ain and Sane / ; 
|} the rice of the South; while others rank it as ee ome enon of pastecnn eat | f 

| quite inferior. Itis not probable that it will affords eee ee sheer emer alk cam H 

ever be very gencrally cultivated, yet it may eappliss are gone. - It makes excellent feed in 

j be necessary to resort to it in cases of extreme Sse “oe cae gn peehonaens entirely worth- k 
scarcity ; and itis proper that measures should leqs; oan 20 ee Spine, ov moon asthe saom 

if be taken to find out and make known to the|*® ee. ne ae ata y 
Ht ublic what are its real merits and d iin | eePe. a ee eee er 
) “ta culture under water will be sfteided vim enough ig ane ae ae teed; par -dpes this fall H ‘ZB 

i || many difficuities, especially where we have not and spring feeding injure the crop for grain. } Hy 

{ 1 the advantage of the ebb and flow of the tide; Rye is usually ready to oat before. winter } i 
f ; | and its great inferiority to wheat and other et ee = = way hetare themhnry | 

fi ee} easily cultivated grains, seem to indicate that |" ae ao isRetisaniskemas. | r 

j i the wild rice is destined to be neglected, and 1 as % ee f th 7 Ee ay a } tf ; perhaps forgotten. loam, t jough no one of the cereal grains wil } 7 i 

7 hs te eek bel te cee. adapt itself to a greater, variety of soils. It ff H ' 
H i SHWRS OREO . Pre- | will do well on a rich loamy soil—not at all H ' 

i ff) sents a gracefal and elegant mpEoprenrt: The suited to wheat—its stronger stem enabling it {f 7 
i # anh iadf = spreading ; pach grain is to sustain itself under a luxuriant growth— i 7 

I rt ee oe with a very long awn or}amen again, it will make a better return ona H 

hi ' use lease og ae Ahab a light sandy soil than corn or-any other crop. 

i 4 branches. The rice fields ees afford an Mie Rhye iceea dodtyaests Seen ee 
it i F geetca oo faethe a a ei from recently viewing a 40 acre field of rye | 

if Peoria en ene ene nnaian tribes of on the Messrs. Rurix’starm near Beloit. With } 
| | the north-west, but innumerable flocks of aqua- them it is a standard crop, and they seem to i 

jj 1 ba cen other birds depend gpon them for their appreciate its value. They have raiseditever 
i a since they came into the state ani before— |} 
'g H The reader will find a full account of the They consider it the best kind of feed for hor- ff f 

i fl wild rice, with drawings representing the heads, | ses—either cut, green, or ground with meal— ff 

i and details of the parts of the flowers, &c., in They value four quarts of rye meal, mixed ff 

'
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i] with one peck of finely cut straw, equal to one; hive of aneighbor. On a fine locust, near the | i i 

peck of the best oats, and better than any other | a see hee wets son eee jens beuge | me 4 
. ae . .| any effort could be made to hive them. y \ 

f grain for feeding sheep through the winter | caiman flying, and all returned to the old Re 
It has always proved a good crop with them— jhive. Nextday they came out again, and a Bas 

j yielding from 25 to 40 bushels to the acre.— | man who knew something of bees was sent for ! ia f 
] The price usually ranges about double that of |? hive them. He called for a long woolen | SABRE 

i t Th a tee 1 jae the stocking, and drew it on to the end of the pole, +) SS 
Beene: PY NBS EOE, REY PONE | and placed it where the bees seemed thickest > ae 

bushels of sced to the acre and for late sowing | near a tree, as ifthey had selected itas aplace | Jom by 
He 14g. where to light. He held it a few moments, and | P Fs 
| The Messrs. Rusirs can supply seed to any | the stocking was very soon covered completely } ha 

< with the whole swarm. I She 
| one who may wish to purchase, and we’ would | "4 table had been spread with a white cloth |] ; d 
lj advise those who may want, to purchase ot and a hive all ready. He laid his pole or rath- | og 

f} them, as it is very clean and pure from foreign | er stocking of bees upon the table, and then |] * ARS 
P| seeds. | put the hive over, while he carefully drew out }f ey i if 
tl 4 —e— oo the pole. In an hour or two the bees were all \ a 
Hy How to avoid the Bee-Moth. in the hive, and placed in the bee house—and i i 
Fi —_ | in a short time more, they were at work fur- [i +) a 

Messrs. Ep:rons.—Being a constant reader | nishing their new home. While they were ff ae 
of your valuable paper, and seeing that you | Upon thetable, they “cleaned house” and dis- jf Ss ‘th . 

f} wish for any information that may advance the Peo cr ee mee ae | i % iH 

fj Progress of husbandry, I take the liberty to) [pn twodays more another swarm came out 5. ane 
fj Write you my experience with bees. 1 will of the old hive, andin the same manner the | ‘En 
i give you a side view uf my hives; which 1 find | $0 and females of the family secured, in this | : iat 
i te  ginmanls. Th simple and easy way, another fine swarm.— } At 

b Cr Saree a | The ladies told me, as I watched their move- is hi 
i been raising bees for some | ments, they could now do it any time alone— | a 
i 20 years. [ have at this’ Cor. Farmer's Journal, | + 3 { 
' time 33 hives right in the iy poietic, Okie | j oa i 
H midst of the bee-moth, and Amount or Manure arpiiep rex AcRE— i . ae 

i all doing well. The following, from the Rural New Yorker. | > Rr 
; It is known that anything displays the minute quantity of concentrated i i 4 } i 

f “that gets into the hive, the + | manure which falls upon a neue yard of sur- | # q 1 : 

bees will attack and drag out. The bee-moth ee ee - eae pee 2 feet, | : i f A = 5 | =a fi appears to be something they can not kill, but 4,840 square yards, or 160 square rods. By ! ak 

when they get them loose in the comb and they | those who have usei guano, it is said 300 Ibs. Re 
#} fall, they will strike on this inclined bottom | is sufficient to manure an acre; 202 pounds fi " 

] board and never stop rolling until they get out | Would give just one ounce avordupois to the jf a 
i of the hi eek ] ide of the | St22re yard. One cubic yard would give a tri- jf] ian 
HO fhe Dive—they have only one side of the | fe over one cubic inch to the square foot. A i ed 

hive that they can get in at; and find! this | cubic yard of highly concentrated manure, like f a | 
mode of hives far preferable to any other I| night-soil, would, if evenly and properly ff ae 

H have seen.’ * * * represent where the bees | SPread. manure an acre very well. A cubic | Ba 
H the hi Mey Bees hate Geta 4 yard of long manure will weigh about 1,400 ff | 

enter he hive. My bees have done better in | Hounds; a cublic foot not far from 50 pounds. | Ee 
these hives than any other, and better than any | A cord contains 128 cubic feet; a cord anda | ie 

4 of my neighbor's bees. I have had, this season, | quarter would give about a cubic foot to the } 4 

Has high as four swarms from one hive, and all| 4uare rod. If liquid manure beused, it would |} eo 
8 take 170 bbls. to give one gill toa square foot jj 44 

% © doing well. Tuomas Warrens. upon an acre, which would be equal to about s 4 4 
Wassoxvirte, Iowa, July, 1855. | 50 pipes or large hogsheads. It would bequite ff # § 

——_—_——_ useful if farmers would be a littlemore specific fj a4 
Hiving Bees. as to the amount of manure applied. i 

—— | rr F 9 

If not already known to your readers, the). [> One pair of pigs, according to Allnutt, q i 
following recent incident may be useful: will inerease in six years to one hundred and ff 4 

I threw open my blinds a few days since and | nineteen thousand one hundred and sixty-nine [J a 
raised my window, to inhale the pure air and —taking the increase at fourteen times per au- ‘a9 

take a morning look at the gay flowers that}num. A pair of sheep in the same time would ff “Sy 
were in full blossom under the windows, when | be but sixty-four. 1 ay 

|} I heard a most unusual humming of bees; not See " ! iy H 
seeing any on the flowers I looked into the air,| ¢3§~ Among the Romans, it was the highest |} 7 

_ and just over my head they were in agitated | praise that could be bestowed upon man, tosay #f a 
f} commotion preparatory to swarming from the he was ajudicious and industrious farmer. j € 

as
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| collect in companies, and set up a chatter- : i 
} f ing noise.” ] 

; i These are the general indications of a 
| TIARA | storm :—* When a missel thrush ( Zurdus 

; } WT | viscivorous) sings loud and long, on which H 
a) | account this bird has received the name of } 

} : | storm-cock—when sea-gulls come in flocks 

i i | on land, and make a noise about the coast— 
i . | and when the porpoise (Phoceena commu-_ |} 

; | » Bs H | nis) comes near the shore in large num- i 
| 4 | bers.”—Spirit of the Times. ] 

i } E EN) aa a ‘ | 
} v4 ae : rag sy hearse agi as { 
} = = | formed by Mr. Chamberlin, of the City ff 

) Oe c | Mill, that the farmers of Vermont are in |] 
[ | pea > | the habit of heading the movements of ff | 
1 se = 7 ae | the weevil by a a process. The | 
} — = = | next season after it makes its appearance fi } 
} Hydraulic Ram- they go through their wheat fields, about | | 

; | a8 ares ees the time the wheat is heading, immedi- }} I 
| This is a useful machine, the principle ately after a shower, or while the dew is |} | 

| of which is but partially understood and | on it, and scatter newly slacked lime broad-_} | 
|} valued. To bring the hydraulic ram into | cast, so that it will adhere to the headsand - } 

operation, it is necessary that there should aon =e grain. They use about a bu- jf 
. oe é shel to the acre. \ | 

Bip = teed or body cot maten jas 2 0 Good tars cliould be accuredari elec” eee 
supplied by a running stream, from which | ed by sprinkling a little water over it,-so i 
afall can be obtained. Practice shows/ as to retain all its strength. 1A paddle f j 

| that a ten-feet fall will raise a column of) may be used in scattering it. The reme- | i 
|| water one hundred and fifty feet high, at dy has, it is said, been so effectually tried, | i 
| the rate of five quarts per minute, or one | as to leave no doubt of the result. Strips | i 
i aoart *snieall ‘to leloven erased hers hel large wheat fields left untouched by the | | 

( ‘ ex is easly nipnlisd bys Cosi ase | lime, for experiment, have been entirely de- | 
i a eee 2A SOIR EP "| stroyed by the weevil, while the grain on [f 

Signs of Wind. | each side was all saved. I 
} — | Since this intelligence was received, Mr. |} 

A i Perhaps our readers have not had an op- Jesse Allen, of the Center Mill, has receiv- 

| portunity to observe all the above signs. | ed corroborating information from a Mus- H 
| Those which mark the approach of wind} kingum county farmer, who had seen the | 

are very similar, and our author does not | same practice and results there—Akron |] 
Fs | give us any rule to distinguish between the | (Ohio) Beacon. j | 

classes of signs. i Deanne i} 
“The approach of high wind may be} Fis as Foop.—There is much nour- | 

i | anticipated from these general prognostics: | ishment in fish, little less than in butcher’s ff 
t when cattle appear frisky, and toss their] meat, weight for weight; and in effect it fj] 

i | heads and jump—when sheep leap and may be more nourishing, considering how, | 
| play, boxing each other—when pigs squeal, | from its softer fibre, fish is more easily di- i | 

he | and carry straw in their mouths—when gested. Moreover, there is, I find, in fish | | 
i the cat scratches a tree or post—when|a substance which does not exist in the } 
i geese attempt to fly, and distend and flap | flesh of land animals, viz: iodine—a sub- 

| their wings—when pigeons clap their wings | stance which may have a beneficial effect 
} | smartly behind their backsin flying—when | on the health, and tend to prevent the | | 
# | crows mount in the air and perform somer-| production of scrofulous and tubercular 1 

: sets, making at the time a garulous noise— | disease, the latter in the form of pulmon-" } 
Me | when swallows fly one side of trees, be-|ary consumption, one of the most cruel i ; 
Ed | cause the flies take the leeward side for | and fatal with which civilized society, and 
| safety against the wind—when magpies'’ the highly educated and refined,are afflicted. | 
: ; A a =
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Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. | GENERAL RULES. ; 
Se = The Judges shall, in all cases, withhold pre- |} i 

REGULATIONS FOR 1859. | ates where the animal is not worthy, even |} } 

The days selected for the Fair are Wednes- | though there be no competition. { Tei 

day, Thursday and Friday, the 3d, 4th, and} Should any individual enter an animal in |} AL 

| Sth days of October, A.D 1855. Wednesday any other name than that of the donafideown- [fj i i. i 

|| will be devoted to the reception and arrange- | er, the person making such entry, shall not be fj : i 

ment of articles and animals, and to the organ- | allowed to receive a premium, even though re- |} an f 
ization of the Committees of Judges; and al- | commended by the Judges. a 

so to the trial of harness horses on time—the| Removar or ArticLes anp Ayimacs.—Ar- ff Oa 

place for which, the hour. and the regulations! ticles and animels removed fromthe ground f are 

| for this particular portion of the exhibition | before the close of the exhibition, (except by | a 

will be fally set forth in the bills of the day. | permission of the President,) cannot receivea jj Ns 

Thursday, the examination by the Judges will | premium, even though awarded. He 

| take place ; and on Friday the annualaddress | Dj scremoxary Preurums.—No viewing com- ot 

will be delivered, the award of premiums an- | nittee, with the exception of the Miscellane- 4 

nounced, &c., immediately after the address. \ ous and Discretionary, shall award any Discre- |} LH | 

} Apmussiox.— Members of the Society, and all | tionary Premiums, without the previous permis- i 

|| who may become such at the time of the Fair, | sion of the Executive Committee expressly given by st 

|] bythe payment of one dollar to the Secretary, | through the Secretary. Whenever articles of i x H 

‘| will be furnished with a Member's ticket, which | merit, superior in their character, are present- ti | 

jj will admit them upon the grounds at all times | ed, and which are entitled to special commen- ' 

i] during the continuance of the show, together | dation, the Judges are requested to notice them ee 

‘ i i} me their pee and children under twen- pee and peer phen tt oe considera- i 1, ; 

iy-one years 0: se. ‘ion of the Executive Committee. : j BH 

Single Tickets, ten cents each, admitting one| The Judges on Discretionary Premiums in a if 4 

-person, will be in readiness on Wednesday | making their awards, will recommend Diplo- | Bea Ly 

- “morning, at the Treasurer s office on the show j mas, Silver Medals, Certificates, and Transac- | ee 

grounds. tions or Money, as the merits of thearticles [| Ske 

} Exhibitors will have a ticket to admit their | may require; and, in all cases, the Diploma of =} | 

| -hired man, but not transferable. the Society to be awarded only as evidence of | 1 Ae 

i Exuisitors must Bae their snes and an- | superior merit. | +t / 

| imals entered on the Secretary’s books, on or aes cae SuaTe— 1 a 

4 before the morning of Wednesday, October 3d. Comexci0n ar Seuleital Implement: he 
wi The premiums for Agricultural Imp’ a | Ht 

j} After the books are closed on Wednesday | Manufactures other than domestic, Machine- ah 

| morning at nine o'clock, uo see will be re-| > Miscellaneous and Discretionary articles, ia te 

| ceived under any circumstances Ww! ESTEE will be open to competition from without the | | 

i Articles and animals ne be bought ie State. | a 

ij inthe enclosure on Wednesday, October 4th, $ < : yy 

i Ayxvat Appress—The Annual Address | Pi 

ee ee in cee SRE ERENT UD) before the Society will be pronounced on Fri- i | 

The Executive Committee do not wish to | day stern aes 2 seloek, under the Society’s i Bi 

shut out any article or animal from competi- large tenton the grounds. = me | 

|| tion for premiums. but justice to the Officers Awaxp axp Payment oF evra e ii 

| and Judges, as well as to those who comply | award of premiums will be read by the ore | ay 

with the rules of the Society, demands that | tary immediately after the close of the address, : 

these rules be rigidly enforced. after which the Treasurer will pay them at jj _@ 

No entries will be received unless the re-| the business office till the close of theday,and - a 

|} quirements under the appropriate head in the | on Saturday at the Rooms of the Se | 4 et 

premium list be first complied with. aero of ay mises wt be published in | Ot 

Exhibitors who have several articles or ani- | the Transactions of the Society. i { ‘ 

mals designed for exhibition, will save inuch It is specially desired that the premiums be | a 

inconvenience and trouble by having a list of | called for at the Fair. All cash premiums will ff ae 

their articles or animals made out in writing, | be paid and delivered at the Fair, if called] <4 

| which they can hand to the Clerk at the time ae ne Metals ane Dingoes Seeder | “ 

| of making the entry. ered at the Society’s Rooms, at 4 m, as ii 4 

] pais must contain the exhibitor’s name | soon as they can be engraved or prepared, and |] i 

and residence, and the name of the animal of- willbe forwarded as directed to the person en- | By 

fered. titled to pie » Me aS, / fe 

Persons are desired to forward to the Sec-} Persons to whom premiums may be awa ! 2 

retary, previous to the 3d of October, their en- | are informed, that unless they call for their pre % 

| tries, (accompanied by the information requir- | miums at the Fair, application must be made at {} 3 

i) ed by the notes to the various numbers in the | the rooms of the Society, where the book of ie 

j premium list,) which will greatly facilitate the awards is to be found. : { Re 

4 business of the show. For this purpose, the The Secretary will forward any premiums } t 

i books of entry will be opened at Milwaukee, | that may not be received at the Fair, in such | fa 

H on the 25th day of September. at S.S. Dagget’s | manner as may be directed by the pérson en- fj * 

jj} office in Martin’s Block. titled to the same. = 

H 
t : 

— - —— —$ ee i 

i
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f i 

4 ‘| Norice ro Exursirors.--The Executive Com- j Horticultural, and Mechanical pursuits. ‘ b 
| mittee will take every precaution in their pow-| TRansporration.—Arrangements have been | Hi 

F ij er for the safe preservation of stock and arti-| made with the different Railroad Companies, 
cles on exhibition, after their arrival and ar-| by which passengers will becarried to Milwau- H 

i} rangement upon the grounds, but will not be| kee and back during the week of the Fair at f 
: 4} responsible for any loss or damage that may oc- | half price, and articles and animals for exhibi- | 

i} cur. They desire exhibitors to give attention | tion free. i ! 
| to their articles, and at the close of the Fair} ‘The grounds selected for the Fair are with- i 

i ij to attend to their removal. in the city limits, and of easy access, being with- } 
i q Exhibitors must see to the delivery of their | in walking distance from the Hotels. 4 

i] articles upon the grounds, and to the Superin- - ae ee i 
sf ij tendent of the appropriate department, and the Ashes in Agriculture. 

| Society cannot in any case, make provision for —_—- f 
i} their transportation, or be subjected to any ex-} Wood ashes is one of the most important fer- ff i 

j pense therefor, either in their delivery at, or | tilizers. It is easily obtained in any quantity ff 
i} return from the grounds; but all expenses |and at little or no expense. Take them care- ; 

é jj. connected therewith, must, as heretofore, be| fully from your hearths and save them until § i 
4] provided by the exhibitors. your corn and potatoes have arisen two or three f 
| ForaGe ror Srocx.—For the convenience of | inches from the ground, and then take a bas- 4 
| exhibitors, forage, consisting of hay, oats, corn, | ket on your arm and from it takea small hand- H 
}} and straw [for litter], with water will be sup-| ful of ashes and cast it at the root of your i 
|} plied upon the grounds without charge, so that | plants, and hoe them soon. so asto cover the ff | 
ff animals on their arrival may be driven to the | ashes. i 
j show grounds, and need not be removed till| Ashes contain all the inorganic substance of § 
ij the exhibition is closed. Grain will also be|the wood or plants which are consumed; part i 
| furnished for swine and poultry. The Exceu-| of these are soluble and part insoluble. But j tl 
i tive Committee trust that this arrangement |thesoluble substances mixed with water will § t 
f} will obviate any objection which may be made | dissolve the insoluble. Thus dissolved, pot- | i. 
i] by the exhibitors, who have been subjected to | ash will dissolve silica and prepare it for glaz- / i 
H} more or less inconvenience in procuring feed | jag she stalks of cane, corn, wheat, &c. i i 
j for their stock, and to no inconsiderabl: expense.| Nota particle of ashes should go to waste. 

i | Forage will be furnished to all stock kept up- | 4eached asheshas parted with most of its pot- ff 4 
|} on the grounds and no other. ash, but it still retains its phosphoric acid and ; 

j Comaurrer or Arrancements—Samuel S. | most of its lime. Soe Fs | | ©6Daggett, E. W. Edgerton, and Gee. O. Tiffany. | Ashes neutralizes acids in the soil; they | ki 

i Comairree ox Recerrion or Gests.—Hon, | Warm cold, messy, wet places: they are very i i 
] Elisha W. Edgerton, President of the Society; | destructive. to insects; they assist to break } 

Hon. J. B. Cross, Mayor of the city of Mil. | own and dissolve the coarse fibres and stalks bi 
S  waukec. is jin compost heaps; render hard. clayey soils ff H 

i Genera. Svreeinrenpent or tae Grovxns | Paw ee : H EW Racin ie Mea ee The potash, so material to most crops, can ff i 
| Senne pores Giaate be obtained her, ony, eas ee a granite i 4 

eee ~ | regions, potash is obtained from the dissolution 
iq | Cattie Department—Enoch Chase. ofthe a aspar: but we have none in this re- } é f Horse eee ie Hinckley. | gion of country. 

i Sheep Department—A. D. Kirkpatrick. i A ; fl i 
i Swine By; Poultry—G. W. Sldughter: fs ee nae ae nee Up E See OU DUE a H 

Firming Implements and Mackinery—a. ©, | Fifty-nine per. cent. of the ash ‘of cofn i Ray. S ? is sembouste of poet one-half or the earthy t 
a = part of Irish potatoes is pure potash. i t 

ee te a t—Mark | Save your ashes, therefore. as carefully as 
A Miller. “ teagan | you doyour eyexaul ten pee plsoes SEPly + i 
H = | to your crops with careand you will find them I 
| wean he S Dt 2 |of arich,deep green color while growing and 
NH A raphe Rie WS aveee Boe Pee ok | heavy with nutriment at harvest.— Ancient City. 
| Gate Superintendent—A. F. Cady: | NGS Wa OF eee uy H t | Srate Acriccrturat Ropmws—The Society | Mountain Crimpixc.—Horace Greeley says H 

p has spacious rooms in Madison. Every infor- |“ Mountain climbing isa very wholesome ex- | 1 
4 fj} mation requested in relation to premiums, or on prea used to enjoy it, and can still hearti- _j] 4 
ie lj] business connected with the objects of the So- | 1y recommend it to my young friends as exile- ff 
a ] ciety, will be furnished on application to the | ating to the spirits and favorable to digestion i 
i i} Secretary either personally, or by letter— | —but, by those on the shady side of forty, this, : 

M i] Farmers are desired to communicate freely | like many other pleasures, will naturally be ‘ 
if i] with the Secretary, and any aid he can render | enjoyed in moderation.” r : 

: ] them in procuring choice seeds, valuable im- Se ee S 3 provemenis, or stock, will be most cheerfully | 3° 'There isa greater variety of grasses on | ‘ 
it ] performed. Itis desired to open a correspon- | the Pacific, than onthe Atlantic sideof thecon- ¥ 
4 dence with all who may wish to do so, with a | tinent; they are alsomore heavily seeded--when | 
ot } view to aid in forwarding the Agricultural, | ripe they are very nutritious for fattening stock. | 

i i Se 
rl
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ee ee = See pr Bereta —____-_____— ff 

b 8 to ck R eg i ster. pecan shall occupy a period of three 

; —__________________—____|" 2. Each candidate shall furnish evidence | ‘ / 
Boston Veterinary Institute. | that he is twenty-one years old. | ay 

This Institution was chartered by the Legis- | a ES oat nave eave oo pea i ah 
] lature of Massachusetts, at its last session — | Lectures; one of wi ich, however, =yome 5 aah 

eit 2 lace in any other incorporated university. ‘ Bs did 
; en ceenieaet oa ee bees stecess see | 3 4. He shall furnish satisfactory proof that ff eh : | 
H day secekbe Ot 8 panels coma hs rules he has been cngaged in the study of medicine i Qh ' and regulations of the Institute. This is just dusigieeuaast ledikka twelse quactia, ae : 

#} sueh an institution as has long been wanted in | Site cation sbacdion Seats i abe 

ey his conntey an eae weiner co | whose certificate will be considered satisfacto- } 4 4 the high standing of its incorporators and Pro- | eatiikatsce i ‘ 4 

i] fessors, will prove eminently successful. Dr- | ty aaa Peat pas eseseceaseha gas H ak 

Sg ees Ones a eS cee core A vec | vious to the time appointed, notify tie Deas of | 4 
By tity, fom Whom poy informe don dest peatn xe | his intention, and furnish the documentary ev- | Fu 
4 gard to the Institute may be obtained. For idenieolet intent madeTiceeG Eee: A 
lj the information of all who may feel an inter- feces. 7 I 4 j 

i eet pine ae, Ro copy, tie following ules The candidate having complied with the pre- 4 * 
i and regulations : ceding regulations, shall, on the day appoint- | 4 
: The first session of the Institute will com- | ed, be examined by the Wacully and beard of : i 

easiest ee a November, and | examination, on the various branches of Vete- ¢ if + 
fj continue four months. Tickets for a full| rinary Science. At the close of such exami- 1 

Bi course, $75 snoluding the peyilegs Os ai coutae | nation, thedecision of the Faculty and exam- i j al 

el Gay Sore = | inersshall be declared ; if favorable, it shall be } 4 i { 
i BORIS SES SI ; recorded by the Dean, and the severe] candi- | : q H a 
t Lecrures or tne Facutry.—The Professor | dates are then entitled to the degree of V.S., j ; i 

] of Anatomy and Physiology will lecture on the | and shall be furnished with a Diploma bearing ig 
various tissues, organs, and structure of the the seal of the Institute and the signaturesof | | rt i 

H body of the Horse; Demonstrating at te same | the President, Faculty, and Examiners. Should ff det 
] time their mechanical and vital properties, | the decision be unfavorable, the candidate must | a i 
| their adaptation, design and functions; their qualify himself in whatever branch he appears ff ae 

ij position, dimensions, connection and crganiza- | to be deficient, and present himself for re-ex- ff i Hi 

tion; which will be illustrated by means of the | amination at such time as the Facultyshall di- fj and 
lj French model, skeleton, diagrams, and by wet | rect. i | i 

H and dry preparations, an extensive collection | fone Wena ae H if 
of which has already been secured. | Mad Itch. i # i 

“Fhe Protea ot Theery, and Frnatice wil | Messrs. Enrrors:—I wish to learn through ’ i ! lecture on the general principles of Therapeu- he F how iheneaditic cg i j 
J ticsand Pathology, and on the History and | Sees aeeeey tae Fe ad! leh affects: cattle; 3 
} Treatment of Diseases of the Horse. He will 3 een eae me or something else that By 

describe the various remedies used; point out fa ony cow last spring. I thought by her bf 1 

fanaa mal prope and) MDE Sule Tele etttonmiet FY 
@ mode of administraion. a : RS ; 5 

The Professor of Cattle and Pathology will ay ier aa ay sac: 4 
i} lecture on the various diseases of Neat Stock; ha an ; a GS ie zs = = nos = ae is 
| the treatment of.the same; and the various| “°" © ae ea one aa Ss va en. ee Fl % 
if remedies best adapted to their peculiar organi- ot tae a ae seas, ge is 

op sesone make a winter cow; and if the slop caueed it, ; * 

B+ _ Clinical lectures will occasionally be given | 1 win) wet her mess with something else. 
_ by the Faculty, on cases that occur in their W.M. open 8 

practice. In fact, every arrangement will be} Memee, Wis., July, 1855. e 

made to secure a thorough and scientific course Hor tac Wieenins- ane lates ‘ce § 

of instruction, Messrs, Eprtors:—A corresponden; of the : . 
Conpitions or Grapvation.—1. The course ! Farmer enquires fora remedy for the Mad 4 

eee = 

5 iw 
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' | = z = a 
| Itch in cattle. I know of no remedy; but as| which may beof use to some of our readers— _ | 
| a preventive is considered equal to a cure, I | The writer says :— 
|| will just say to him and all others concerned,| “TI had a valuable yearling heifer attacked | 

that if they will keep their cattle from where | by the following symptoms: When found in | 
|| they feed their hogs with green corn, cut and| the morning, she was lying down, broadside, | 

| Put over the fence, they will not be troubled] where she had apparently lain through the ! 
| with Mad Itch. Ihave seen many die with | night, or longer, and was nearly helpless. One | 

| that disease—all of which had been suffered to | shoulder was considerably swollen, as far down 
|] eat green corn with hogs. las the knee-joint. With the assistance of a_ || 
t W. F. Morean. | neighbor, I raised her, and with considerable |} 

Steady Run, lowa, July. 1855. | urging, induced her to walk slowly a short dis- 
— |tance. She scarcely bore any weight on the 

Remanxs.—The reason why corn-stalks (after | affected limb, and when she moved it, it pro- 
| being chewed and thrown aside by hogs) will | duced a slight crackling noise, similar to that 

|| produce Mad Itch, is, that the fermentable part | produced by wringing one’s fingers. She re- 
of the stalk—the saccharine matter—havirg | fused food, but took a little salt. There were { 

|} been extracted, it contains no nutriment to} some sweat-drops on the end of the nose or | 
give fermentation to enable the animal to ru-/ muzzle. I amthusparticular in describing the jf , 

| minate—little or nothing remaining but the | symptoms, because I don’t know certainly what ff ] 
| woody fibre—about as indigestible as so much | the disorder was. Several farmers saw her, |} 

pine shavings. It lays dormant and inactive | and said it wasthe black-leg, and thought she |} 
|| inthe stomach, producing fever and derange-| woulddie. Others thought she had been bit- 

|. ment of the system, which ends in the death of | ten by a rattle-snake; and others again, that i 
the animal. _ the swelling was caused by the animal having }i 

Symptoms.—A wild stare of the eyes and | been hooked by another; but no wound was } 
|| restlessness; rubbing of the nose, head and | perceptible. Well, we took a sharp knife and i 
| neck against whatever can be got at that will | cut 9 gash through the skin from the knee-joint | 
| lacerate the skin and flesh the most. upward, about six inches. Under the skin || 
i — | there were numerous little bubbles of air.— | 

For the Wiseonsin & Iowa Farmer. | We batfied the limbin strongbrine, and thrust - |] 
} Black Leg. + | some salt into the wound. Sometimes we bath- ~ |} 
i Messrs. Eprrons:—Will you, or some of | “ oa mae ae ca ae ae re — 
| the readers of the Farmer, inform me what | oneaeen eer. Sipe eeepc aes er i 

will cure the dise:se among cattle called Black | She ete nothing furiseveral'days; except Hr Leg, or prevent it. I have lost some cattle | tle salt, and appeared very dull. Aftera week 

| with it. They were healthy, to all apperrance, | — ROWeTeE; ene era ee ee her see = i 
| until within eighteen hours befere they died. tite, cating a little grass, and icewiderante acy h ] RD Avass: Eee from a small patch near by, which had i 
; Merton, Wis., July, 1855 been lately plowed. She continued to improve i 

——— slowly, and when nearly well, the leg began to Hi 
: Tue Bracs Lec.—Will some of the corres- swell below the knee; but this was slight in || 

|| pondents, through the Farwer, inform us of a/ comparison to the first attack, and finally dis- i 
| cure for the Black Leg in cattle, if there is any | appeared of itself. The animal soon improved ' 

known. 0. B. Burrows. in fiesh, and grew finely through the remain- 
Windham, lowa, July, 1855. | der Of the Summer: 

aa “Whether the treatment above described . 
Remanxs—By some oversight the above in- | was of any service, is more than! know. But }} 

quiries have remained in the copy drawer long- | in the absence of better information,I shall cer-. |} L T er than they should have done. We have nev- tainly pursue a like course under similar cir- i i 
* cumstances. F 

| er seen a case of Black Leg, and are ignorant ee i 
|} sto its cause and treatment. Can not some| Cazzaces ror Cows.—The editor of the Ag- | 

|| of our readers throw some light-upon it from | 7icultural Gazette (Eng.), estimates one acre of ff 
Seene? Wi coppiin the “Gt t's | CAbbages to be worth three acres of turnips for i 

pes eee, stants) cows. He recommends sowing seedsin beds |i 
Hand Book,”’a case, and its treatment, which | either in autumu or spring, and transplanting. }} ‘ 

|] We suppose to have been the Black Leg, and | toward the end of May. i 
i Wy 

ee
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THE TEETH OF SHEEP. ry 

The sheep has 24 molar teeth, and eight Eastern States; and, as it is a matter of ! 
| incisors. The latter are confined to the | little practical consequence, it will here be ; | 

“ll lower jaw, being opposed to a firm, hard, | adhered to. ee 
E j elastic, pad or cushion on the upper jaw.—| Fig. 5 gives an inside view of the inci- }} bh 

i) The incisors are gouge-shaped—i. e., con-|sors of a three-year-old-past—an outside | tea 
i cave without and convex within—which | view of which is given in fig. 4. The two ; 

i] enables the sheep to crop the herbage clo- jremaining lamb teeth are here shown, 4 
}| ser to the ground than our other domestic which in the outside view are concealed | Hy 

ruminant, the ox. by the last pair of permanent teeth. From || ; | 
The lamb is born without incisor teeth, | their being thus concealed, the three is of- a 

or it has but two. In three or four weeks! ten mistaken for the four-year-old-past, by : ; i ; 
Hl it has eight small, shortish ones, as_repre-| those who do not count the permanent teeth, Tey 
i sented in fig. 1. When not far fromayear| At six yearsold, the incisors begin todi- |} He 
{| old—though sometimes not until 14, 15,|minish in breadth. At seven they have | ata 
f) or even 16 months old—the two central lost their fan-like shape, being equilateral, | ae 

incisors are shed, and their place is sup-|long and narrow. At eight, they are still _ |} TE 
plied by two longer and broader teeth, as| narrower; and this year or the next re- | Hi 
in fig. 2. The sheep is then termed, in| versing the flaring or divergent position in }} et 
this country, a yearling, or yearling past.| which they are shown in fig. 6, they begin } ait 
Two of the “lamb teeth” continue to be/to point éx toward the two central onex— |} Ay 
annually shed and their places supplied / Their narrowness and inward direction in- i 
with the permanent ones until the sheep creases for a year or two more, when they 4 Fi 

| becomes “full-mouthed.” Fig. 8 presents] begin to drop out. Sheep fed on turnips |} i 
the teeth of a two-year-old-past—fig. 4 of] or other roots, lose their teeth earlier than a 
a three year-old-past—fig. 6 of a four-| those which only receive grain, hay, &c., _ | 4 { 

! year-old-past. The four-year-old-past, is|in winter. At 12 years old, the incisors | wa 
in reality, nearly or quite five years old,/ are usually gone, with the exception of one | at 

| before it obtains its whole number of ful-| or two loose ones. And here let me re- | a 
i] 7y-grown permanent teeth. The two-|mark, that when the incisors are reduced © ye 
| year-old and three-year-old also about! to one or two, they should also be twitch- ff as 
| reach their next year before their addi-|ed out with a pair of nippers. They are | $ 

tional incisors are fully-grown. Hence, | useless for the purpose for which they were ff § 
the English writers all speak of two broad| formed, and they prevent that contact of ji # 

| i] teeth [meaning fully-grown ones] as indi-| the lower gum with the pad above, which H 5 
cating the age of two years; four broad |is now the only substitute for teeth incrop- f ‘ 

i teeth, three years, six broad teeth, four| ping grass. When all the incisors are gone, fi i 
l| years; and’eight broad teeth, or full-mouth-| the gums of the lower jaw rapidly harden, f i 
lj ed, five years. I prefer the English ar-|and I have known ewes to live for years, f ; 

. jf} rangement as more accurate, but the oth-j keep in fair condition and rear lambs, with- » |} ; 
4] er is the common one in the Northern and| out an incisor in their heads! i fa
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The above remarks are more particular- | How to Manage a Horse. | 
larly applicable to the Merino breed. The | ree cae F 2 . other breeds, so far as my acquaintance | subscriber sends in the following arti- { f 
extends, lose their teeth, or become “bro-| ele, and asks its publication. We cheer- q 
ken-mouthed,” somewhat earlier; and they | fully give it a place: ft 
dwindle away and die soon after they begin | The following instructions from that ff ts lose their teeth— Randall. | splendid paper, “ The Spirit of the Times,” | | 

Brans ror Surcr.—Bean straw is valuable as | ate worth the subscription price many times j ' 
food for sheep, and when properly cured they | OVer. This is the best article of the kind / 

i] eat it with avidity. Ina chemical analysis of| We have ever seen; and it is to be hoped | | 
beans, it is found they abound with a greater| the advice will be remembered and prac- | ! 
quantity of the elements of wool than any other | ticed upon by every reader owning a ff 
grain or vegetable; to make sheep produce heavy | horse.—Ezchange. ? it 4 

| fleecess, they are therefore particularly desira- | My secret for taming vicious horses is 
}] ble as food, and such is their natural fondness | gentleness and patience, which removes — 

for them, that they will eat them with avidity | fear, and gives the animal confidence in 
whole or ground, even in a damaged state. ‘Yo| man. Rubbing a horse in the face will : I] our store-flocks during the winter scason ve| cause him to present his head to you, and # 

I] generally gave a pint of beans per head, per| talking kindly to him will attract his atten- 
|| day, and when we had not these, we fed peas,| tion. After’ having cleared the stable or | 
f] oats and potatocs. Corn is good for Sattening | paddock of every thing (dogs, chickens, 
}] sheep, but not so valuable as beans, pexs, oats,  c.) that will tend in any way to frighten 

and most other kinds of grain, for the produe-| the horse, drive him as ‘genily as possible» { 
|] tion of wodl.—Am. Ageiculturalist | into a corner, and approach him by de- , ! i} SE ee : grees, that he may sce there is no cause of | 
| Or Wovxrs.—Wounds are of three kinds,| alarm. You must now rub his face gent- ; 

viz: incised. punctual, and contused; among the | ly downwards, (not across nor against the f 
| latter are included gunshot wounds. The first| grain of the hair,) and when he becomes 
H step in all wounds, is to stop the bleeding. If reconciled to that,-as you will perceive by | qf 
} the flow of blood is but triffing, draw the edges | his eye and countenance, rub his neck and i 
| of the wound together with your hand, and | back till you come to hus tail, repeating the; jf 
jj] hold them in that position some time, when it! operation several times, ull he will permit) jf 
|] will frequently stop. | you to handle his tail freely. You may 

| {BF It has been ascertained by experiment, | NOW lead him out, and call upon him con- | 
] that a cow will drink about eighty-seven pounds | Stantly and in a steady tone, to “come a- | fl 

of water in twenty-four hours. | long;” (whispering the word to some: 
| ee , horses is better than to speak loud,) and, 
| Growru or Aytmats.—The following |i about ten minutes or less, he will follow 
| table in relation to the goowth and ages of| You about quite tame and gentle. if 4 animals, is from M. Flourens: iv | _ In breaking a horse to harness or sad-' 
| «=: Man grows for 20 years, an] lives 90 or 100 pes you must be very gentle with him. — t The camel, 8 do do 40 |For the former, you may commence by The horse, 5 do do 25 throwing a rope over the back, and letting | | a a3 . ge do ear? | it hang loose on both sides; then lead 

| Thedog, = 240. do— 12 to a5 _| him about, caressing Lim as above, until he 
i The cat, 13 do do 9or19 | becomes satisfied that they will not burt | Thehare, 1 do do 8 jhim; then put on the harness and pull f| | Theguinea-pig 7 months do Gor7 | gently on the traces. In a short time, by i — | this kind treatment he will be prepared for B gees Revteees Tis tos pee never | ac | 
I avis a mixture of two-thirds oat-meal and] . In breaking for the saddle, you may be- ; | jj one-third corn-meal. The oat-meal has been| gin by showing him the blanket, rubbing © j jj thought by some physiological chemists to con-| him with it, and throwing it on his back.— | | peace ec forming mater and) I a short time you may lay the saddle on i} e ct i=] \ e . . i 

i} terial; and therefore, when put iagiitions we and after fond ling him * few minutes, you f i i] get both principles combined. ; may fasten it and ride him with perfect. | 
ee = =
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safety. It is better for one person to stand | the bridle no more than you can help; iy pe ‘ : ) iP; y 
by his head at first and keep him quiet, and | turn him to the right or left, until he starts ff Hi 

4 then to lead him along until all danger is |—as he will be most apt to start at the se- eit 
over; if he is dangerous, you may exercise | cond or third motion; then continue rub- | / 
him for some time, by leading him, and bing in the face, talking to him as in other an 
leaving him, ashe beeomes more and more | cases, keeping quiet by leading him about. H iy 
gentle in working. You can then manage | Continue to rub him in the face, and use a 
him with more safety. It is better to work | the same tone of voice. r) ty 

i] a horse to make him very gentle; but if; Zopreventa horse or mule from break- , a i 
} this cannot be well done I would recom-|ing his halter— First, strong halter him i AP 
i} mend the use of bit and harness, that he| with one that will not draw, as that will fj ae 

may learn to be governed by the bridle.— | make his jaw sore; then fasten him to ff ie 
Be careful not to get his mouth sore. Put}something that he cannot pull loose, and i 
on at first a loose harness, and let it remain | let him pull until he is unwilling to pull any «A 

f} on for some time; if the harness is tight,)more. You then get on and ride him a i 3 
fit will make an unbroken horse sweat and | mile or two, and tie him so again, and let i ih 
fj faint. we —s - ee of - be re Qe stand = By ore ee i i 

cious horse, side line him. In a little time| while, in regular use, you may turn i i 
he will pass a carriage without shying, and | loose any where, and hg will be safe. By as 

{| will not caper in gear or under the saddle. | the use of a good halter, a horse may be 
H If a horse lies down and will not get up, | turned loose in a prairie to feed all night, ‘ 
H drive a stake in the ground and fasten him and cannot be “stampeaded,” or run off 

down for ten or twelve hours; then loosen | by wild horses; hundreds have thus been 3 
1 him, work him for about an hour, water andj lost. Those who have no halters, may ia} 

feed him, and he will “know better sect | wil ease blindfold a horse, and then he q i 
time.” will rot run. abe 

. | To prepare a horse jor hunting, snap id To teach a horse to lie down.—First, ae 
i few percussion caps about him, before and | with some soft handkerchief or cloth, tie jj i i 6 
i behind. By degrees increase the loudness | up one fore leg; then with a stick tap him eRe 
i of the report, and e half an hour you can | on the poe and = < — —— i} 4 Hi 
H firea cannon near him. | y rubbing him on e ead, and patting jj ie 
i A vicious cow may be cured by the same | him on the leg, you will induce him to lie 2 ij { 

7 treatment. down. It appears all horses are inclined }j a 
i To make a horse follow you.—You may | to obey you, and will do so when you teach i 3 ; =| 

make any man’s horse follow you in ten|them that you will not hurt them. You f WE 

minutes, or sometimes less. Go to the| will have to employ some time and atten- fj ati 
horse, rub his face, jaw and chin, leading | tion; you had better take him by himself. jj Bi 
him about, still saying to him, “come a-| Hepes, trial a or four times, and ! FP 
long.” A constant tone is necessary. By jyou wi successful. i ae 
taking him away from persons and horses,} 7 accustom a horse to the use of a ' a 

H repeat rubbing, leading and_ stopping — gun, umbrella, &c—Commence showing }} ii 
j Sometimes turn him around all ways, and | your friendship by rubbing the horse’s face i WW 

y Keeping his attention, by saying “come a- | with your hand; then snap and explode ) ‘a 
long,” put your arms around his neck, |percussion caps with a pistol. Let the § i 

M whispering in his ear, “come along.” | horse frequentiy smell the powder and fj % 
|. Suppose in some horses it is important to}smoke. Then you will fire small reports, ff 7 

i ee. Aa = on the secret, om | until you shall see fear removed; then ov- |i f 
jj} gentles the horse. You may use any word | erhead, and behind the horse, until all is §f 4 
H you please, but be constant in your tone of | free. it you have a very wild horse, place | 5 

De a pears tlie aainparbed leon 2 ee a f i Ww. : fe u face,|him safe; then fire a gun all aroun ‘im, 44 5 

i you ig better put off taming him until he | and go often up to him, speak to him, and ‘ 

} is well. jrub him in the face, and then fire the gun jj : 
i To manage « contrary race horse—lIf| again, until he is free from starting. “To Hi 

‘HY he stops or sulks, go to him, and speak kind- make a horse used to an umbrella, walk be- ff 
H ly tohim. Rub him down the face, using] fore him, raising it up andshutting it again. | |} 

FF 4 

iz
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Let him smell it, and rub it over his head.| Zo make a horse stand still while you 
Then get on, gently raise it, and ride him | mount.—Get on and dismount four or five | 

i) along until the fear is over. It is, in all | times before you movehim out of his tracks, 
cases, better to take the horse to some new | and by repeating this any horse will stand 
place, away from home; for if you go to | still. 
the place where he has been spoiled, you In conclusion, I would advise all breed- 
will find he is apt to prove unkinder there , ers to be kind and gentle to their foals, and 
than any where else. Sometimes horses , by so doing I will venture to say; they will 
will remember, for four or five years, places | seldom have vicious horses to tame. : 
and habits, both good and bad. You must —_—_——— | 
rub your horse on both sides; for he may Value of Mules. 

on one si e+ Tran, =o on one side, and none on the | In regard to am ules—having handled 

How to manage a kicking horse—First | them most of my life, I give your readers 
make a stall ur pen, for your horse, in which S0me of their qualities. The mule is a re ! 

| he cannot turn round, and with slats, thro’ |"Y hardy animal, fit for pretty hard mre 
which you can put your hand to rub him, at three years old—does not mature till 
‘Then commence by rubbing him in the | ight—requires a great deal of exercise— | 
face, and all over, two or three times, rais- | Should never be over urged when young— 
ing his tai] gently, three or four times; then | 2d if tired out when breaking in, never 

| touch one of his four legs, and say “foot,” has good spirits afterwards. If they are “foot,” until he shows willingness to raise | #lways treated kindly, are the kindest of . 
his foot. Raise the foot up, and put it animals, never stubborn. A mule will al- 
down some three or four times; then go all | ways pull in the harness, from the first— 
round, until all fear is removed. All you |— Will at three years of age do as much 
wish a horse to do ought to be done three | Work as_a horse one-fourth or one-sixth 
or four times, repeated two or three days in eave, on from one-half to two-thirds the 

succession. ‘ amount of grain. They are not half so 
pik Gees » Sib har toons | liable to injury as horses, and recover from 

Re en ane se ae jaccidents much more rapidly than horses. : place, so that you can rub her all over; | Tbas quite snportant tn oer iba res. 
then salt her from your hand, feed her from | _,.° 8 quite Pore Nee me ‘curtiand, on halt’ feed’ “aud ia thiss de “g/d in pairs, of even spirits. A lazy mule 
peti 5 rae = U at “ith h = Reb cannot be made to do his part—a spirited terete oyna er ab ceil awage roti pie a agoa effect ~ a | over-urged. They are more suitable for 
> See ew yw Wy .,, _; the draught than the road, though I have | 

Something like “animnl magne tism.”— | seen them superior to the best road horses. 
Take a chicken or a turkey, and lay it on They are easy in their gait for the saddle, its back; then, with a piece of chalk, draw | put generally the shoulders are too low for 
your hand along before its face, to the | the comfort and safety of the rider. : 
length of your arm, and it will lie still for | When steady, every day work is requir- 
some time. Then stand the chicken or ed, no animal can compare with the mule; 
turkey on its feet and draw your hand down he thrives better on his steady, hard work, ° 

its bill, or draw a mark round it, and it will if not over urged, and well fed, than he 
remain in this “ magic ring” for some time. will in the stable. 

In breaking a shy or skittish horse, nev- They are more unruly than horses, re- | 
er strike him for swerving; but if he s|quiing more exercise; and having a more} 
frightened, be gentle. Get down and rub roving disposition. , 
him in his face, lead him to the cause of They become attached to home and nev- } alarm, thence back where you got off, and | er kick a kind master. No animal is more — |j 
then ride him back again to the object.-- observing than the mule. Were I tobreak | 
Repeat this in the force of his habit, and| in one thousand mules, I would not use a i he will be submissive. If an old horse, whip in any case, and in all cases would ff you may mend his habits. In training gain their confidence, and then the work is | horses to go over bridges, it is a good plan | done. ! ; to lead them over some three or four] If used for heavy work, they should be ‘ i) bridges. driven upon a walk—as also should horses. ff
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Fifteen hands high is the best size for team | any other person, and manifested, by caper- |) it 
or farm-work. [ing and proubly marching with his head || ae 

If any of your readers would like to| erect when I was on his back, his knowl |}. a 
know where they can see young and older | edge that he bore a person superior to the | Bi 
ones, they can call on Mr. James Bucke- |othaed by whom he was surrounded. Nei- ay 
lew, at Jamesburgh. 3d the Camden and | ther would he allow any other person to ti 

{ Amboy Railroad, who have one or two/mount him, except one groom who con- " u T} 
hundred on hand at work most of the time, | stantly took care of him; and when ridden |} ed 
or the Messrs. Bishop at Jersey City, who, | by him, his motions were far different, and x Hl 
also dealin them, Our finest mules are | such asseemed to say that he was conscious i . 
brought from Kentucky. Mules 15 hands | he bore an inferior. When I lost my way, “a 
high, 3 years old, are worth from $300 to | I was accustomed to throw the reins down | . F 
$500 per pair, and some extra ones readily | his neck, and he always discovered itin |} i 

| command $600. Davin Lyman. places where I, with all my observation i MN 

Sraratny wirn Stock. —Do not believe |2°4 beicae priee pris gd | | 
that they are so dull as not to understand CO eee eee co ee eee He 

7 5 alink between all animals. Plants are so 3 and appreciate your kind feelings. Last nimals who eat and’ @vak!anibith 4a 
week a noble horse got loose upon the farm eee one ii ag ah ages ei On 
and for an hour gave the astonishing neigh- | **° S" satis up wo ms) whos One Be 

5 ee t perfect of them all. The same spirit 
bors the most wonderful specimens of mes Z "s all i Sateen Tos’ a Ee i 
“ground and lofty tumbling,” they had ana oe eee wa eeree fe 
ever witnessed. Coming to spots in the | Rlack-Foot, or Hoof-ail- ‘ 
garden where the loom was light and deep, | — #1 
he would plunge into it, roll, then se | The Ogdensburgh Sentinel says:—“The ‘ple 
shake his sides, and with nostrils red and | cattle in this vicinity are suffering severely ay 
expanded, with mane tail, ard heels flying, | from the black-foot or hoof-ail. We hear | } H : 
showing his shoes nearly ten feet in the air, of many farmers who have lost ten, fifteen F i 
he bade defiance to his pursuers and their |and twenty head during the winter and || Fig 
long poles! He gained the centre of the|spring. The disease has made frightful He 
field, and then stood snuffing the gale from | hayoc among the daries, and in anticipation +a 
every point, the noblest animal of creation, | of a short crop of butter at some future pe- || g Ke iis 

| next to man. A boy approached him with riod, the price has advaneed beyond the |} ae 
outstretched arm and gentle words—“Poor |reach of short purses. The quotations ee 
fellow! Come here. I will not strike | ought to frighted a millionaire.” a 
you.” These were more potent than the| Several of our cattle were badly affected * 
poles had proven; the horse met him, rubb- | with the hoof-ail in the month of March, s i 
ed his nose against the boy’s jacket, and | some seventeen yearsago. They had been it 

|] said as plainly as he could speak—‘T’ll | fed more or less on coarse hay all winter, a 
trust you; we are friends,” and was led which grew on a wet meadow. Upo Fi. 

| away to hisstall. ‘The animals of the farm | closely examining this hay, we found er . Fi 
| soon become acquainted with the looks and | in it. We attributed the foot-ail t a 

| manners of ‘hose about them, and will|poisonous substance. We imr #8 iF 

|, unusally return such treatment as they re- stoped feeding this hay, and = semen #4 

|} ceive —W. E. Farmer. timothy and clover entirely sabstitu : 
‘ ies eee oe -_ j.,|then washed the cattle’s f for it. We 5 
| -Navorgon’s Horsz.—* There is a link 7 affected in # - e warm soap-suds, smeare? #8 
||. between animals and the Deity,” said Na-| 5. thom small doses 2 with tar, and | 
| poleon. “Man is merely a mere perfect file meal. They +  alphur daily in a 3 
| animal than the rest. He reasons better. siete ik b5. ‘ a well rapidly’; and i 

| But how do we*know that animals have |}. 5 ‘a eae # doe Share to food omit | : 
|] nota language of their own? ~My opinion po sto aor’ + Sneadow ince, we have j a 

» is, that it is presumption in us to say no, |W, jogt ats Foot-ail ‘ 

| because we do not understand them. A of the foot-all. wotéseadl | 

i son from several swine and fowls or : i 
horse has ‘memory, knowledge, and love.— i ar esac the screanings of! 

i _ He knows his master from the servants, ry’ .. . feeding them which, upon sub-;, 
| though the latter are constantiy‘with him. Lad other grain, fee found ergot.—! 4 
lj I had a horse, myself, who knew me from sett investigation, 2 % 

= Ae My Agriculturist. i 

a 
i
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i a aan ; : i : | 2d best six autumn apples of any variety, F Horticnst ube. | “named, labelled, «e, 100 ; a - Best six varieties of Winter Apples, not J. C. BRAYTON,............ EDITOR, less om three, &e. 500 

Fruit Growers Meeting in Milwaukee. [Bex three varieties of Winter Apples, i ‘ —_ .| _ not less than three, &c. 3 00 i The Second Annual Meeting and Fair of the’| 94 best do. a 200 | 
i] Wisconsin Fruit Grower’s Association, will be Best twelve apples of any variety, 200 | jj held in the city of Milwaukee on Tuesday, | *d best do, res 100 ff 
{| Wednesday, and Thursday, the 18th 19th and | Best and greatest variety ae d pears, ; 
i 20th of September next. | not less than two of each variety, i i We cordially invite all interested in fruit eul- res and labelled, 2 $ { i Rees seen “ith | 24 best do. i ture, in this and adjoining states to meet with FE Lib atdbivia ob ae t th fl 

us, bringing, where practicable, three or more} ee, ae en 500 
i] specimens of each variety of good fruit for ex- | 2d bestdo, 300 ff 
d hibition. Promising seedling varicties should | a a varieties of pears, &e. 2 “ q i ona ani keel 1 lo. q yj notbeneglected. Our best varieties were raised | Best twelve specimens of any variety 200 4] from seed, one and all. | 2d best do, 100 ij 
i The names applied to fruits in our orchards he PLUMS. | 

| and gardens are in extreme confusion. Many i Best oe i of good plums, 7 } 
i] different names standing for the same variety jQa best ae ee 3 4 { 
| in some instances ; in others, different varicties | Best six varicties of good plums, &e. 300 
i] have the same name. We propose by the judi- loa bestdo, “ 2 00 
i] cious selection of a committee on synonims to Heb atte tie oe Ave i ¥ ected d ed, S j} correct these errors in presence of the contribu- Best twelve specimens of any rate 1 00 
i] tors for the benefit of the public and ourselves. } ete 
jj In short to disseminate correct pomological | Rest exhibition of good peaches, (a dis- 

} knowledge among the people. | eretionary premium.) 
i We publish herewith our premium list for! vee | GRAPES, 

the year 1855, which from the almost unparal- | i pene) of good varicties, named 438 | 
i leled succes of our endeavor last year, we have | 2d beat do, 200 Wl 
WW ventured to enlarge. Then, all who attended | Best twelve bunches of any variety, 200 | | were satisfied the time was profitably spert, aS best do. : : 100 |] 
! and we confidently anticipate a more profitable, | Best one bunch of any variety, 1 00 H 

i] if not amore attractive season in September. | = 4 QUINCES, i 
|, Contributors, should, if possible arrive with j (A discretionary premium.) f 

| their fruitson Monday evening, to enable the | _Norg.—In addition et those enumerated, a H | 
ik committee to provide table room and to arrange | discretionary premium will be awarded or such 

} the fruits upon them at an carly hour on Tues- | meritorious collections of fruit as may be pre- i : sented for exhibition from other States. i ij day morning. | ; 
Papers friendly to the enterprise will confer | RULES AND NOTES FOR EXHIBITORS. | 

i] a favor by copying this notice. ; Competitors for the premiums offered by the ff] 
5G Bees Mai ee | Aston are required to present with their \ Cuartes Girrorp, © ci fruits, a list, on which shall be written the } i A. G. Hanzorp, 5 | names of the varieties entered by them ; which t aera NAS Ee shall co. nd to names or other dis- PREMIUMS FOR 1855. snes ore er R nee tinguishing marks affixed, (when practicable) . 

; Best and greatest variety of apples, not to the fruits themselves. i 
less than three of aon variety named Fruits for Exhibition only will be received at Hj on gee * o any time ; but those entered for competition 

Best six varieties of Auturan Apples, not suet be delivered in charge of the Executive { 
less than three, &c., 5 00 | Committee, before noon of the first day of ex- ff 2d best do. 7 3 00 | hibition, 5 
—— varieties ot Ae, Apples, 3 00| Tuite entered for competition must have been : aimee ae three, dc. 2 00 | grown by the competitor. ti 

Best six autumn a of any variety But one premium will be awarded on the fi ~ named, labelled, 2 00 | same fruit, ‘ 

, : + ~~ z Pe
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i Competitors are required to designate in their quantity obtained from one branch, their delic- ff 5 
H lists, the particular premiums for which they | ious flavor, éc., &c. Upon reading the commn- : y 

| wish to compete—as “Best and greatest variety | nication from U, Aprrax, Michigan, it occurred AS 
| of good pears,” “Best Exhibition of good | to me that it might be after all the Bamble, and bP 
ii plums,’ etc. have been imported from England with shrub- a ath 
i Fruits donated to the Association will be dis- | bery by the former proprietor of the farm,where oe 
@ tributed or exchanged among its members, or | the plant was discovered.” iy 
{sold at the close of the Exhibition for the ben- | ve mee ied hee 4 b 
if efit of its treasury. = ram apa eeaoasege ; abe H When the grower cannot accompany his fruits, Girdled Trees. 3 

if it be carefully packed and directed, ee Eprrors Farwen—Agreeable to promise, I 1 
consin Fruit Growers’ Association,” care of Ca- | will now give you the result of my experiment +g leb Wall, Esq., corner of Wisconsin and East jon my girdled apple tree. About the middle 5 | Water streets, it will receive prompt attention. | of April I took appletree limbs about an inch 3 

H A letter of direction should accompany the | in diameter and about three inches longer than i 
} | package. | the space where the bark had been eaten off, H fy A Convention will be held in the Hall. on the and split them in half and fitted the ends un- o 

forenoons of the second and third days of the | der and to the bark and wound it up tight with ¥ 
} Exhibition, at which the merits of tlie different strips of cotton cloth dipped in grafting wax, ff i 

varieties of fruits, and the modes of culture | The result was that the tree leayed nearly as He 
i best adapted to the soil and climate of the State, | soon as any one I had, and sproutsgrew two or é te fH} will be discussed. At these Conventions, ar | three inches long. But the fore part of JuneI Hf 
#} rangements will be made by which the mem- jsaw that the tree was dying—the leaves had Be Wj bers will be afforded the best facilities for the | turned yellow or some of them were entirely ff Hee i comparison and examination of the fruits on| dry. H | 
I Exhibition. | Now why did I fail? I think there were ae l] Certificates of membership ean be obtained | three things which tended to prevent success. } I] by enclosing one dollar (with name and ad- | First and perhaps foremost, Iam not used to ff “Eh il dress plainly written), to R. W. Parker, Trea- | grafting ; we will see in the end whether that. J Ni : H surer, Milwaukee. The Certificate is good for | was the reason. Next, I think it was too early % fe : j the year in which it is issued, and entitles the | in the season; the bark would not slip at all. “i | : lj holder to free admissign to the Exhibitions of Lastly, I think the limbs should not be split, F 

i} the Association; the privilege of competing for they dry too easy. i! 
#} premiums, and copies of all publications issued. On the twentieth day of June I took off the a 
i Wine ee ae cloth and wax and found that not one of the : j Imposters—The Lawton Blackburry. pieces had fastened to the tree and but one of ; 
i Under the above caption, a C. Hubbard of | them had any green on them. I then took five a 
lj Detroit, closes a communication to the Horti- | crooked limbs from 14 to 34 inehes in diameter 
i] culturist with the following remarks in reffer-| and cut the ends of each on a line with each j 

i} ence to the Lawton Blackberry. other, so they would fit on the body of the tree ff aR 
i «A word with regard to the Lawten Black- | without forcing. Then I split the bark of the ff fi t 
lj berry. We had a large pot of these Black-| tree above and below where it was girdled and y 
4) berries in the green-house this spring. which | raised it the same as in budding, and inserted el 

was observed by a Scotch gardener whom we | the ends of my limbs under the bark and bound xs 
had just employed; aye he says, and here you | them frm with strips of cloth and wax as be- z 
haye the Seotch Bramble. No, I said, it isa} fore. I know you will say the wood should be 3 
new variety of the Blackburry; a: seedling, a} fitted to the wood of the tree, but will the weod : 
very superior kind. Aye, but it is the Bram-| crow together. There was not a particle of # 

_ ble; I know it; I have seen them filled, just | bark left on the tree to unite with the bark of x 
| filled, with fruit as big as that (measuring off] the limb. What has been the result this time i 
| two-thirds of his thumb); aye, he says, you|In a few days I could see that the leaves were ‘ _ Would have to make two bites to every | regaining their color, and now, July 20th, one a 
| berry. He went on then describing how it | new sprout that has grown since I fixed it the i 
| branches out, and how it was completely filled | last time, and which I have just measured, ig 

with fruit, so that the branches would’ bend three and a half inches long. 4 
over to the ground, and described the enormous| Luzerne, Wis. Reavm. 3 

ee ee ¥ 
eases ; i
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For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer. | cent pieces to secure his services in any emer- 
Fruit Tree Peddlers. | gency.—x. 

can 1 —_—_— Oe 
j Messrs. Eprroxs—The State is being overrun | For the Wisconsin & Towa Farmer. 
| by a class of blacklegs in the shape of tee| Tar and Oil for Lousy Trees. | : 
| peddlers, soliciting orders for trees to be deliv-/  \frssns, Eprrors.—I tee sulthe (Oennkon ne 

lj cred the next fall or spring. They usually buy | Advertiser, edited by R. L. Gove, that he had 
up some one in each town to go with them and | visited Mr, A. H. Gairrix’s orchard near Wau-_ {i 

| recommend them. When you sce one of your kesha, and seen that all, or nearly all, his apple | 
| neighbors recommending such a stranger you | trees were killed by the application of tar and |} 

|} may know where to gu to buy a cheap witness oil, recommended by A. G. Hanrorp, in the | 
| in case you should get into any trouble your- papers for killing the bark or scale louse, and 

self. that said Haxprorp recommends cures, which | 
| I got bit a little last spring, but some of my | he himself would not try on his own trees, &c. 
| neighbors got pretty effectually laid out. We! T have tried the same mixture on seven of my 

received some magnificent promises at the time | trees, which were partly covered with the bark 
of making out the orders but when the trees! or scale louse and have effectually cured them, ff 

| 2ttived they were nothing but the fourteenth | and did not kill or even injure any of the trees. ff 
j} ~cullings of some eastern nursery. They would | qt appears on enquiring of Mr. Griffin, and also 
| live of course but would never make good! on examining his trees, that he applied it on {i 

: | thrifty trees. We paid 25cents for refuse apple | nine or ten trees, and he had the tar very thick 
; trees—such as our Wisconsin nurserymen would | and applied it rather warm, in order to spread 

be glad to get rid of at from 6 to 10 cents | it with the brush. Some of those trees that 
piece—and all other kinds of trees equally as} were nearly killed, (there are none of them |i 

|] poor, and it will always be so. The best trees| entirely dead and some not injured at all.) he 
are sold east and the poorest are sent west by | had scraped with a knife before using the mix- 

|, peddlers. ture and by so doing had broken the outer bark [! 
i Now, many of the readers of the Farmerare| on some trees. The warm oil and tar burned 
| in want of fruit trees and I would advise them | them to the wood on those places. On ethers . 

to go to the nearest responsible nurserymen, | not scraped, he applied it to thenew wood, up fi 
who does business enough to pay him for doing | to the ends of the little limbs, and by so doing, | 
things right, and tell him whet they want, and | Killed the buds, but the stems are alive and are | 

|| if the nursery does not contain all the rarities throwing out new shoots all along the body and |! 
|| Wanted, let the proprietor when he goes east in large limbs, and they will mostly recover in a 
| the fall pick out good thrifty trees and have | ghort time. 

; them ready for his customers by the Ist of! J wil) here state my experiment, in detail: | 
: April. I took as recommended in the papers, half tar |} 

Tam not a nurseryman and have no self in-| and half oil and dissolved itby heating. When |i 
|] terest in writing the above. Jonx Trvxer. cold,being too thick to apply with a paint brush, | 
| Clinton, Rock Co., Wis., July, 1°55. 1 added a little more oil, until it would spread | 

Rewanns—We are glad to hen: from friend | freely on a rather cold day (the Jast week in 
|| ‘rveen on the subject referred to in his com-| April) 1 put it all over the trees, except the | 

munication. We have often take» occasion to] extremities of the new wood, on which there H 
= the Sa st spies auy a ee were no lice above the fourth or fith eye from ith tree rs, for we have long unders' i 
the rae they ractice. We iow of no| the cae of last year’s growth. i 

BE inuincss Gat bears Ge appearance of legitima-| Now, (the 16th of July,) the most of the ff n 
cy in which so much fraud and residality is| mixture has sealed off—lice and all—and left fi 

| practiced as in the sale of fruit trees and other | the bark in a very green looking, smooth and | 
| nursery products by peddlers. These tree ped- | healthy condition. . 

page not deserve the respect accorded to! Some persons recommend any kind of oil or. jf 
horse thieves. The loss of a horse can be re- | grease as it will kill the lice. ‘So it will; but ‘| 

i || placed at once, while a fraud in the purchase | the material will stay on the trees, fillup the jf 
| of fruit trees may not be detected for three or| pores and bind the bark, andin time will injure 

four years. We agree with friend Trvxzn,infthe | the tree, unless it is removed some way or oth- é 
| estimate he places upon the character of any|er. All I have to a, about it is, that itisa § 

man, who may be found giving aid or counte-| sure cure for the bark or scale louse, and a safe 
nance to one of these sharks. Such a man can| one, if the user will exercise a little — 

} be bought for a more af sum than Judas} on applying it to his trees. __ Gro. P. Parree. j 
| sold his Masterfor. It would not take30three! Pewauke, July 16th, 1855. me 

. er
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EARLY RED. SWEET JUNE. / |. ‘ 

re le 
i Sweer Juxe—Summer Snweet—High Top Junc.| Horticurrure as A Bustyess—If a |} Z Hh 

| —Said to be a native of Plymouth, Mass—/young man wants to engage in business Nat / 
H Fruit, medium to large, round ; color light yel-|that will insure him in middle age the kt 
i low, with greenish dots ; stem long slender : greatest amount of leisure time, there is 4 re 
! ealyx prominent closed; flesh yellow white,|nothing better than horticulwre. If he | d i 
f] tender, juicy, sweet, excellent for baking, and a/ wants to engage in a healthy occupation | tha 
| very good table apple. Season, August. Tree [Jet him till the soil. In short, if he would BRU 

arapid upright, strong grower, and abundant| be independent, let him get a spot of earth; ‘e 
carly bearer. Good root grafted, if planted on| keep within his means, to shun the lawyer; } ae 
a dry strong soil ; should have a seedling trunk | be temperate to avoid the doctor; be hon- $n 

|] if planted on very rich or moistland. Onetree| est, that he may have a clear conscience; | ak 
of this variety is believed to produce more fruit|improve the soil, so as to leave the world | ae 

H than three trees of Sweet Bough of the same|better than he found it; and then if he | Wy 
| season. cannot live happily and die contented there j in 

Eansy Rep.—Form, round, varying toround-|is no hope for hm.— Monigomery Ledger. | ah 
conieal. Size medium. Color, Red, overlaying} ARR | hi \ greenish yellow in stripes and marblings. Ex- Fonusp: Pau. Teesa—For preventing 4 { £ 

}| posed specimens are entirely dark beautiful red. forked fruit trece from splitting under the | 
1 Calyx closed in a moderate even basin. Stem weight of their fruit, I Lewis, of Hop- jf yl 
i] short in a narrow rather deep cavity. Flesh kinsville, Kentucky, has given ws his plan. ; | 

i tender white, seamed red. Flavor pleasant sub «My plan,” he writes, “which I have. fol- | a 
tl acid, “good.” An early bearer. | Tree, rapid | jowad thirty years, is this: When I find a i a 

(| upright grower, becoming spreading. Season, forked tree that is likely to split, I look for ! § 
t Sth to 20th August. asmall limb on each fork and cleanthem f 

: i 5 The next annual meeting of the North-|0f leaves and lateral branches for most of jf ’ 
}] western Pomological Convention, is to be held) their length. I then carefully bring them ; : 
|] in Burlington, on the 25th of September. It is together and wind them round each other ; 
}| the first time that an anaual meeting was ever |ftom one main branch to the other. In : 
i held west of the Mississippi. twelve months they will have united, andin ff 7 

i ——— two years the ends may be cut off The ff 
| — Lvcy Frren’s Srepiine Srey is de-| brace will grow as fast as any other part of ff 

itnes: -fold S . " Hl clared by a competent witness to e a four. the tree, and is a perfect security from split- 
ij better bearer than Hovey’s Seedling, Early] ,- A 
ij Scarlet, Burr’s New Pine, or any other sort he | "23- Thave them now of all eRe and I i ds tried. searcely ever knew one to fail to grow.” {
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2 | 
Hints to the Purchasers of Trees, {to Tennessee. Here is a piece of villainy f 

Seeds, &c. |for you! Such men richly deserve the 
- —-- ‘penitentiary, and we cannot understand | 
(coNTINUED FROM PAGE 243.] ; how any honest man could conscientiously jf 

Large quantities of the merest trash} reftain from exposing them, and thus aid jj 

were sold at exorbitant prices to persons/ in bringing them to punishment. f 

l} who were never known to patronize respec-| In every partof the country people have — H 

| table nurserymen and florists at their own| been outrageously deceived by itinerant 

doors to the amount of a dollar. A short! grafters. They traverse the country, and | jj 

|} time ago a gentleman from one of the east- | take orders to do grafting at so much | ff 

i] ern States called on us, and inquired for a’ apiece for all that live. When the season 

person who he said had sold large quanti-| of grafting comes, a few workmen come 

| ties of Apple trees in his neighborhood, re- | along with a wagon-load of scions, contain- | 

Ij presenting himself to be the proprietor of ‘ing every variety that could possibly be jj 

lj one of the oldest and most extensive nurse- | ealled for, all procured from the most re- | ff 

] ries in Western New York, and represent- | sponsible source; and as a proof of this,a 

ing also that his trees were propagated by | catalogue of some well-known nurseryman jj 

some superior method which was known! is exhibited, and, it may be, a forged bill or | f 

} to him only, and which gave them a deci-| invoice, while the scions were most likely ff 

| ded superiority over trees grown in the or-| cut from some of the orchards they had ff 

| dinary way. On inquiry, we found this | been grafting in. Thousands of orchards }f 

] man did not owna single foot of land, had have been ruined in this way. We have 

H never been a nurseryman, nor had he any | now one in our possession which the pre- 

|] interest whatever in any nursery establish-' vious owner had had grafted by one of |} 

i} ment, but bought such trees as he could | these rogues, and instead of having some © 

| make the largest profit on. He was acrafty | three or four select sorts, as he had order- | 

rogue, however—pretended more than er- ed, he had a collection of vile rubbish, 1 

i dinary piety, and victimized the religious! mostly natural fruit, and in some cases ff 

}_ people of New England handsomely. A. three or four different sorts on a tree. H 

f] few weeks ago a nurseryman of Rochester | We might go on and cite cases of this H 
I} received intelligence that he was represent: | sort which have come to our knowledge | 

ed in some parts of Ohio by a person who enough to fill a dozen pages of this journal, fj 

caimed to be hisagent and son, while he| but it would be a waste of time and paper. f 

not only did not know such a person, but In this part of the country people are more i 

had never seen him or heard of before,! cautious and careful than formerly, and 
_ ff and he was compelled to incur the trouble | few men now are willing to trust aan } 

and expense of advertising him as an im-; irresponsible persons with the important] 
poster. Is not this 2 high-handed piece of | duty of grafting their fruit trees. Not so, 
deception to be attempted in such a busi-| however, in some parts of the West and 
ness, and among an intelligent people?) South, where we are informed the specu- Ff 

} The man who will do such a thing is nota) Jation is in full blast. We hope this word | 

{| particle better than he who counterfeits al of warning may find its way there, and — | 

H bank bill or a silver dollar, or who will prevent at least a few from allowing them- 
H forge a signature to a bank check. Wel selves to be victimized. It is but just to ff 

H have it from perfectly reliallc authority, | say in this connection, that there are honest } 
i that a company of tree dealers, hailing from men engaged in this business of grafting— f 

i} Ohio, purchased at a small nursery in West-} men in all respects worthy of confidence— 

] ern New York a quantity of seedling .Un-/ and the service they render to fruit-culture H 
}| worked fruit trees, (Peaches and Cherries.) | js very great. What we have said will be 
| knowing them to be such—for the nurse- no detriment to them, for they have char- }f 
|| xyman we believe to be a perfectly honest | acters to sustainthem and inspireconfidence. 

| man—and they took them up, tied them| Quite as bad as any of the frauds we §J 

jj in parcels, and attached’ labels to them| have mentioned, is that of palming off in- ff 
bearing the names of all the best fruits in| different and worthless varieties of fruits 

lj the catalogues. We were informed that| and flowers, as something new, extraordi- 

f| these spurious articles were to be carried! nary, and valuable, at the most exhorbitant 

fs
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prices. Crafty fellows perambulate the|to-day and there to-morrow ; they seek i 
country with exaggerated colored drawings | patronage but once. j ee 
and bombastic descriptions, and thus de-| Our advice to all parties who desire tof ee 
ceive thousands of people. The common! purchase trees, seeds, plants or flowers— } a 
Alpine Strawberry has been peddled for} anything pertaining to hordculture in which a 

| years with the word Mammoth (very cap-| frauds are or canbe committed—is to place | jf ahi 
N tivating) prefixed. The Charter Oak | their orders in the hands of men whom a hd 

Grape—a great fox grape, utterly worthless | they know to be trustworthy. Reliable | “is i 
except, as Mr. Longworth says, that it| tradesmen are well known, and those of. i aha 
might serve for cannon balls if lead were| them who have traveling agents, provide fj ‘: 4 

i searce—for two or three years has had a| them, or should provide them with the re- ff AG 
i fine run in almost every part of the coun-| quisite testimonials with which they may , 3) 
i try, at three to five dollars per plant. The| give the fullest satisfaction to those whose |} i 

og Excelsior,” and several others puffed and | patronage they solicit. On this: head ai\ ab 
H paraded about, are no better. | rigid inquiry should be made. No state- jf f Vi 
' Strange to say, very many of those who} ment should be listened to that «ppears }f oi 
i purchase such articles, could not be per-| anywise suspicious —{ Concluded. } | f 

suaded to purchase pees of real merit——| te Onanren Oak Gnare—Mr. J. D.| ; | 
H Nothing else will serve them but to be} y I writ hat thi Res bean’ * 

humbugged, to use a vulgar but expressive ngewe ee = aS einee eee / Bi tara shi | one = his Se ee sold ff . 
=x Ss vues j at a hi; rice by “ humbugging pretend- | f re 

Wy Somes zeal thempelveny snvatting: | ers as : sa meseat; si on to five | ff 4 i 
i} ly, as a general thing, to these frauds, aud dollars a root, according to age and quali- | Hal do a great deal of harm. The family|°,) ea Mapes Ad Nana it “ «ac. | ty! This grape is utterly valueless, and bit newspaper is looked up to as authority; th TeoG fe atcimd hi ti {aa 
} and when these speculators get their glow- ‘Ih re ne rae es Sane ee if ans 
] ing descriptions published, their work of | !?™or™m seas Ms Pass fee ei aes 
i deception is half accomplished. HW Co wee SP ass peep eetarg ts i Tey 

The only thing that can remedy this evil | 44°” Me / Ahi 
is the disseminating of intelligence ; and] Correr.—Asparagus is waxing potent ff Ag 
we call upon the friends of horticulture enough to threaten a usurpation of break-| | it 

and of honest and honorable dealing, in all| fastdom. Hear what experimental philos- i 7 Tes 
parts of the country, to lend their aid in ophy pronounces on the coming revolution. } | ie 

(| exposing and arresting this system of fraud. “Liebig (the illustrious German chemist) ah 
It isa disgrace to the trade and to the |says that asparagus contains, in common ff be 
morals of the country. A most unplea-| with tea and coffee, a principie which he 4 
sant duty it is for us to give such a subject calls “taurine,” and which he considers es- - 
this importance ; but we cannot shrink| sential to the health of those who do not fh Fi 
from it. Ours is not the only country | take strong exercise. Taking the hintfrom f Ah 
where such dishonesty is practised; the| Baron Liebig, a writer, a writer in the Zon- ( i 
same game iz played on a smaller or larger| don Gardener’s Chronice, was led to test} | 
scale all over Europe, as the pages of their | asparagus as a substitute for coffee. He } 1 
journals prove. says: The young shoot I first preparred ff ij 

i If there be anything about which peo-| were not agreeable, having an alkaline ' 
ple should exercise extraordinary care and| taste. I then tried the ripe seeds, these / 

H caution in purchasing, it is that of trees,| roasted and ground make a full flavored + 
{| seeds and plants. What a loss of time and) coffee, not easily distinguished from fine 

|| money, and what a disappointment and} Mocha. The seeds are easily freed from ff a 
{| mortification, to be deceived in these mat-| the berries by drying them in a cool oven, ff i 

| ters! It is not difficult to avoid impostors,| and then rubbing them ona scive. In ff 
}| if we but determine on so doing. There} good soil asparagus yields seeds abundant- fh 

}| are honest tradesmen enough everywhere, | ]y; and if they are charged with “tourine,” 
i) from whom a supply can be obtained—| and identical with seeds of the coffee plant, | 
| men who have a character at stake, and asparagus coffee may be grown in the Uni-' 
i who feel that their success depends upon} ted States at less than half the cost per 
}] ther good reputation. These harpies who! pound of the article now so largely im- 
i go about the country deceiving, are here” ported— American Cotton Planter.
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| MISCELLANEOUS. embarrassments, and the career of the State || 
] —-—-—_- oo — | must be upward and onward, until it shall | 
I The Harvest Hymn. take its place beside New York, Ohio and 

| God of the rolling year! to Thee | Pennsylvania in population, wealth and sag 

i Our song shall rise, whose bounty pours, | provement, and riva’ Massachusetts in in- | 
H In many a goodly gift, with free telligence, manufactures, and the liberality 

| Romtanes. beet, om gaptuinn Seren 3 of its provisions for the education of the | 
No of our flocks we 9 ie 

Sto wuatin elects ef Tsbense ee | youth. A few years more and the surface 
But on thy hallowed shrine we lay jof the country will be covered into a net- 

Onur grateful hearts in sacrifice. | work of railroads, which will vastly add to 
; ' the value of the real estate within its lim- 

lap of > < ope, 
Bre heaped ith Det a inuetn Bower: its, and so increase the facilities of travel 

] And ee summer joyed to bring and transportation as to make us nearer 
\ aohe vs ine so the gene atowers |the commercial metropolis of the Union 

And autumn’s rich luxurian A | % ° 
ae aie ened, the bursting shell, than Buffalo was thirty yearsago. As yet 

The golden sheaf and laden bough, only a small proportion of the really valu- |} 
} The fulness of thy bounty tell. able lands have been furrowed by the plow 
| x. : ae ar ee, | or reclaimed from the wilderness of nature. |] 

eee A wide attractive field for the industrious || 
But many a fair and peaceful home | emigrant is still to be found here, and such |} 

Hath won thy peaceful dove a guest ; as can be found, all things considered, no | 
See eee |where else. A bright future lies before |} 

No myrtle shades or orange bowers, | 2 s! 2 f | 
But Sadi meads of golden corn, us, and we have only to go right straight | 

| ‘And fields of waving grain, are ours, forward and take possession of the good || 
Hf Gutsinanyicce islanicoaps o'er | things in store for all who make this their 

i Oar Manis anil beads as stay ; | home and abiding place. It is a rich heri- 
| No tyrant master claims our store, | tage; let us prize it as we ought, and do 

No ruthless robber rends away ; what we can to beautify and adorn it— 
; No fierce voleano’s withering shower, | (Watertown Democrat. 

No fell simoom, with poisinous breath, 
Nor burning sun, with baleful power, Ts ee 
Awake the fiery plagues of Neath. To Carystanize Flowers. ‘The expert 

{ jment is simple and can be tried without 
And here shall rise our song to Thee, __—_ difficult. Dissolve 18 ounces of pure alum 

} Where lengthened vale and pastures lie, (jn 3 quart of soft spring water, (observin 
And streams go singing wild and free, | a f so i J * 

Beneath a blue and smiling sky : | proportion for a greater or less quantity, 
Where ne’r was reared a mortal throne, | by boiling it gently in‘a close tinned vessel, 

Where crowned Spprenenes raver trod, jover a moderate fire, keeping it stirred with 
: iheg at the throne of heaven alone, ja wooden spatula, until the solution is com- 

Shall man in reverence bow to God. | = = 
| —London Farmer's Magazine. plete. When the liquor is almost cold, sus- 

ere | pend the subject to be crystalized, by méans_ ff 
Population of Wisconsin. | of a small thread or twiue, from a lath or | 

ee | small stick laid horizontally across the ap- 
Judging from the returns that have al- | erture of a deep glass or earthen jaras be- ff 

ready been made, the population of Wis-|ing best adopted for the purpose, into | 
consin can not now be much short of Fivs | which the solution must be poured. The | ‘ 

|| Hunprep anp Firry Tsovsayp inhabi- | respective articles should remain in the so- ff . 
ij} tants. No State on the Atlantic slope of| lution twenty four hours; when they are | 

‘ the Rocky Mountains, has ever been more | taken out, they are to be carefully suspend-' |] 
‘i] rapidly settled than Wisconsin. In fact,|ed in the shade until perfectly dry. When f 

} this State has had no infancy. The time] the subjects to be crystalizedare putinthe ff 
i} has been so short since the tide of emi-|solution while it is quite cold, the crystals #f 

| gration began to break into our majestic] are apt to de formed too large; on.the oth- ff 
| forests, and spread over our waving prairies, | er hand, should it be to hot, the crystals will _ fj 

I] that it is quite difficult to realize the fact,| be small in proportion. The best tempera- 
| that twenty years ago all was silence and|ture is about 95 Fahrenheit’s thermome- 

solitude. We have now reached a stage of|ter. Among vegetablespecimensthat may ff 
*]] progress that places us beyond all further! be operated on, are the moss rose of the }f 

Ds po
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| gardens, ears of corn especially millet seed, | all these excitements, we do not become a | Bt 

| and the bearded wheet, berries of the hol- | nation of reckless adventurers—gamblers, iia 

ly, fruit of the slowbush, the hyacinth, pink, | perhaps, would be the proper word—if we ff Bat 

| furze blossoms, ranunclus, garded dvisy,and | do not cut ourselves entirely loose fromour } 4 ay] 

| a great variety of others; in fact, there are | ancient moorings, but still hold fast tothe |} all 

| few subjects in the vegetable world that} integrity, our very countenance will prove } Fa] 

} are not eligible to this mode of preserva-| that there is still some sterling virtue left. | mf) 

| tion. The fitness of the solution for the| For never was there so much reason for the i 

| purpose may be ascertained by putting aj prayer, “Deliver us from temptation.” Af Ohh 

| drop of it on aslip of grass, and seeing if it | ter all our conquests, the most difficult yet | ar 

| crystalizes as it cools, if so, the solution xs | roma ane vietory over ourselves. We ! He 

| sufficiently strong. Then twist around a| have now to answer, under untried difficul- i 4 

| sprig of a plant, acilinder or wire ornament | ties, that gravest of questions, “ What con- \ ; 

of some kind, some cotton, or, still better, | stitutea State?” And theanswesmustbe i ab 

preset worsted. After ae sees. Vs like that which was given long ago: j ' t 

ready directed, the surface of the whole | .. ee & dis | bat 

| will be found covered with beautiful crys-| Ne oat ee atiares atte i if 

1 talizations—Selecied. ~ | Not cities proud with spires turrets crowned; She 

| aaa | __ Not bays and broad armed ports, H Wha 

| The Want of the Age- | Where, laughing at the scorm rich navies ride; ul 

| The great want of the age is moderation. | No—men, high-minded men. th 
| ‘The lesson we should draw from the survey * * * * * » ( 

we have taken, is neither to be absolutely a ain wee de See : i 

f conservative nor rashh essive. The at now err ri Ss, an nowimg, dare main- A ae 

| danger is that we shall eons intoxicated | nin Teles, Waller: it 

| by our amazing physical triumphs. Be- Toads.—Their Value. ‘ iH 

| cause, within the memory of most of us,the | —- - i : i 2 

| lightning has been harnessed to the news- | ’ A correspondent of the Cambridge Chron- H ey 

| man’s car, and the steam engine has not on-|icle puts in a plea for toads, and justifies }} ty 

|| ly brought the ends of the earth into prox- | his partiality by the following, which wef ae 
|| imity, but has also provided a working pow- extract from his communication: i The 

| er, which, requiring no nutriment and sus-|  “ We have in our garden a small nurse- ff, 7 if 

|| ceptible of no fatigue, almost releases living | TY of plum trees, which have been nearly i ‘aha 

| creatures from the necessity of toil, because destroyed by the canker worms. Lastsea- s ! | 

| of these most remarkable discoveries, we | Son we commenced shaking them off. One ff ait 

| arein danger of believing that like wonders day we observed many toads about these jj He 

|| may be achieved in the social and moral | trees, that on our approach became fright-: jj ea 

| world. But be it remembred that in all | ened, and retreated in great haste to their 4 Fi 

our discoveries, no substitute has been found | retreats in the neighboring bushes. Soon |] aot 
for conscience, and no machine to take the | finding that they were not pursued, they ff Hi 

place of reason. The telegraph cannot leg- | commenced hopping back and eagerly q | 

islate, nor the locomotive educate. The caught with avidity each canker-worm as jf a 

1} mind is still the mind, and must obey its| it decended on its tinny thread. Wecount- }f HH 

. || own higherlaws. Our most pressing reeds ed at one time thirty immediately arround Te 

+] are such as no mechanism can supply.—|our feet. Day after day we fed them with } 

| What we most lack is true, earnest, sincere, | their favorite food, and they became so ff ] 

| faithful, loyal, self-sacrificing men. With- | tame as to follow us, watch our hand, and jf | 

out these, it is in vain that we extend our| take the worm from our fin; rs.” | 

| territory from ocean to ocean, and quarry| This is new to us, hoagie it may not be» ff 

: } gold as we do rocks. These physical ac-| to many of gur readers; but whatever taste {f 

}} cessions, coming so suddenly upon us, do|the toad may have for canker-worms, we i 

| but increase our peril. Adversity we might | are quite sure that it does a world of good’ fj 

bear, and be the better for it. But how}ina eu by destroying earth worms, of |] 

shall we bear this gush of seeming prosper-| which it eats large numbers. We once’ J 

ity? Seeming, I say, because time alone tried to surfeit a toad with earth-worms, 
can determine whether it is real. If with|but our patience was exhausted before its 

~
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i] appetite was appeased, and we have always | is seldom visited withdroughts,andyetmore 
held that to destroy one of these disgusting | wheat is raised to the acre than any where 
looking reptiles was doing one’s grounds a|in the world. Why is this? Simply on 
deal of injury. There is no charge brought | account of the universal practice of drain- 
against the toad but its disagreeable ap-|ing and keeping the soil in a highly pulver- 
pearance, and it might well quote the old |ized state. When the soil is kept porous, 

i} saw to those who —— it without seek- | it absorbes ammonia and carbonic acid gas 
i} ing to learn its real value—looks are noth-|from the atmosphere, and when rain falls 
| ing, behavior is all— Newport Mercury. | there are carried down into the soft porous 
H 2 Roe soil, and are taken up as food by the plants. 

Droughts and Pulverising the Soil. | If the soil were hard and caked, the rains 

i] The State Agricultural Chemist of Mary- ree Ce a e ee 
land, Mr. Higgins, has published a paper a eda P es pa 1 The plas 

H showing the necesity of droughts to replen- sth sshited ah aoe a . ke ae A 
H ish the soil with mineral substances, carried TORe ge ae ee th ‘1 ena eed afi ‘de f 
i off to the sea by rains, and also taken up riv ‘rom ceeping: e soil of cultivated fields ; 

1 by the crops, and not returned by manure. well pulverised and open, cannot be too § 
| These two causes, always in operation, highly extolled—Sci. American. 

i would, in time, render the earth a barren ft Ove of the curiosities to be sent 
| waste, in which no verdure could quicken, | from Prague to the Paris Exhibition is a 

}} and no solitary plant take root, if there was| mite of jewelry, consisting of 14,000 gar- 
fj not a natural counteraction by drought, | nets, which vary in dimensions from the 

H| which operates to supply this waste in the| smallest size to such larger ones as are no 
jj following manner: During dry weather, a | jonger to be met with in the trade. Add- 

continual evaporation of water takes place | oq t the garnets are 6,000 other stones, 
i from the surface of the earth, which is not | and the workmanship is said to be exquis- jf 

H| supplied by any from the clouds, The |ite asunique. The Grand Duchy of Posen ff 
H evaporation from the surface creates a vac-|is to furnish a carpet composed of 8,542 

}] uum, so far as water is concerned, which is pieces of skin from animals found in the § 
H at once filled by the water rising up from Duchy; it is stxty-four feet squire, and in 
H the subsoil of the land; the water from the | the cenire is a splendid star, of the most 

}j subsoil is replaced fron the next strata be- | various hues, and on the sides and corners 
4 low, and in this manner the circulation of | jmilar constellatory adornments; the bor- 
} water in the earth is the reverse of that| ger is an arabesque, imitating ce ae 
H which takes place in wet weather. With| Zyening Post. = 
| this water also ascend the minerals held in ene : 

solution, the phosphates and sulphates of} Pxzasures or Piantinc.—Planting ff 
lime, carbonate and silicate of potash and|and gardening,” says Dr. Fothergill, “sup- 

H soda, which are deposited in the surface | ply a fund of entertainment, the most last- 
| soil as the water evaporates, and thus re-|ing and reasonable of any oa. in 
H stores the losses sustained as above stated. | this life, pleasures not to be purchased ff 
ll "The author of this theory appears to have} The trees which we ourselves have planted, ff 

iH} taken considerable pains to verify the fact | the fruits we have raised, the plants we ff 
by a number of interesting experiments.— | have cultivated, seem to be like our chil- ff 
The subject is worthy the attention of men | dren, a kind of new creation. Their shade, J 

|. of leisure and of education, who pursue the | their taste, their fragrance, and their beau- ff) 
i} rational system of blending chemistry with | ties, affect us with a richer repast than any 1 
} agricultural science. other. Whata pleasing scene lies open to ff 
| [The above is from the Philadelphia|a young man of fortune, devoted to such i 
| ‘Ledger, and contains evidence within itself |amusements! Each succeeding year pro- 

_ of correctness. In connection with this, let | duces new shades, other fruits, fresh beau- 
us point out the benefits of keeping the soil | ties, and brings besides most eertain profit, fF 

} Sol pabeorionld or cultivated, to prevent the|To behold the rising groves, barrenness f° 
' mineral and other food uf plants from be-| mode fertile, our country improved, our- 
~ ing carried away with rains. England has| selves made useful and happy, and poster- ; 

a moist climate, subject to great rains, and | ity enriched!” j 

Ee ____________
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Seep Cory.—Do not fail to go through the a 

Domestic Economy. corn field and select your ‘ea for the next ff ; 

eo —|year. We would write along chapter on this |‘ # 

q Work for the Month. ia item, if we had room, for it is awfully ne- 9 i } 

“Beyond bleak Winter’s rage, beyond the glected by almost every farmer in the land.— H a 

{ Spring, Weean only say, select the soundest, earliest, | +1 

j a rolling earth’s unvarying course will/and most perfectly ripened ears—trace and a a i 
‘i = 3 t 

7 6 Who tills the ground looks on with mental eye, hang hem upin a dry and ae ae 3) ‘ q L 

And sees next Summer’s sheaves and cloudless| Winter rye and wheat, if not already in, atu 
; sky ; should be sown early this month. 4 “Ha 

#} And even now, whilst Nature’s beauty dies, The fattening of hogs should be commenced i 

H Depoeite seed and hide new Enesco this month. We venture the assertion, that ia 

if No month in the whole twelve affords the| twopecks of corn fed this month, will make | ik 

f| frugal and industrious farmer more enjoyment | more pork than three pecks fed in December. i 

thanthis. The golden harvest for the year is | Commence fee‘ling as soon as you have thema- | H ! 
now finished—all the principal crops, except | terial. { ‘ 

H cornand potatoes, are gathered. The orchard| Cowsshould be fed from the corn field It he 

fj and garden now yield their choicest luxuries, | will pay well. Go through the corn and take | i 

}] to gladden and rejoice the cultivator. Most of| out all the suckers and earless salks, and feed jj 

i} the State and County Fairs will take place this | them to the milch cows, or the cattle intended ] if 

i} month; and we ean assure our readers, that a| for stall feeding. By doing this, as the old ad- f i 

W few days devoted to their attention will be well |age gocs, you will “kill two birds with one ff i 
fj and usefully spent Do not be content with] stone” The removal of the surplus stalks | He 

i merely attending these annual festivals, to see | benefits the standing corn, and the cows will j He 

| and be seen—do something to assist them,which | reward you with an overflowing pail. This | q } 3 

f| will contribute both to their interest and use- | thinning out and feeding should be commenced | of 5 

Fl fulness. They are the festivals of the farmer, | as soon as the corn is fairly tasseled and eared. i . i ij 

above all others—affording both amusement | Try this, and seeif the results do not astonish J 4 1 

i and valuable instruction. : you. - - Fh 

i Weadvise early threshing, and the;digging | Warrn-Proor Bracxic.—The following rec- if iW: 

H] of potatoes as soon as ripe. After the potato | ine is sent us by Wm. M. Standish, of Mee- J ; | i 

{| vine is dead, the sooner the potatoes are dug] me, Wis, who says there is no cheat about | UP 

i and stored in the cellar or hole, the better—for | it: Take one ounce of India-rubber and dis- fs i 

{j when suffered to lie in the ground after a hea- | solve it in a gallon of lamp oil, in a bottle kept fi ae 

f| vy fall of rain, the quality is materially injur- | in the sun for three or four days ; then take half “ff \ 

t} ed. if placed in the cellar—after the storage | an ounce of gum-arabic and dissolve in a little J ; | H 

{ is completed, the top should be covered with | rain water ; adda table spoonfull of molasses q Ble 

H sand, or some other material that will exclude | and enough lamp-black to make it the consis- J ] \ 

i] theair. Wecan assure you, that the quality | tence of paste; then the whole must be thor- J ae 

, of the potato for winter and spring use, de-| oughly mixed and you have the cheapest and | | 

‘ pends very much on the maner of storing in | best water-proof blacking ever made. fi 4 

i the fall. The digging should be done in dry] Onance Syrvr,—Take an orange with a thin 4 

4 weather; but they should not be exposed to | rind;express the juice and strain through a cloth, 4 ; q 

f| the sun or air a longer time than is necessary | or fine sieve. To every pint of clear juice, add | | 

to dry the dirt which msy adhere to them—| one anda half pounds of clean, well pulverised | 

i] | These remarks will apply to other root crops, | sugar; boil slowly over a clear but moderate i 

i] such as carrots, beets, &. In the fall of 1853, | fire, and skim carefully as long as any scum ris- 

jj we put 50 bushels of carrots into the cellar,}es, Itmay then be removed, cooled and bot- i 

4 which necessity compelled us to cover with on-|tled. Of this syrup, a couple of table-spoon 4 

H ions and potatoes to the depth of two feet or|fuls, mixed with melted butter, make an ad- 4 

4H more. About the middle of the following April | mirable sauce for plum or butter pudding. The © 

“they were taken out, and found to bejust as| bottles in which this syrup is kept, should be © 

M fresh as when taken from the ground, Were-|securly corked, and set in a refrigerator, or in 

| _ peat—if you would have your roots fresh and | some cool place in the cellar to prevent fermen- _ 

i} nice, exclude the air from them. tation.—Germantown Telegraph. 

a
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| To Cure THE Scovrs 18 Cours—Keep the | the mixture with flour looks very much like 

l] mare off of green pasture; take 3 eggs, halfa | white pulverized loaf sugar. As it is such a | 

} pint of whiskey or other spirits, 2 0z. of brown | deadly and instantaneous poison no more than 

sugar, half a oz. of Laudanum; mix well, and half a grain should be purchased at a time; it 

jj pour down the coli. Twill insure a cure. | should not be allowed to pass out of the hands || 

| (ha ceee Beata: sn Betiel oP Gases | of the head of the family for a single moment. 

che, Vt. says that this disease may be cured by This mixture should be placed in aroom the | 

Ml cutting an incission in the “little hallow” above | ast thing at night, the door locked, the key 

M the foot and inserting Wruised gatlic, He had | Put in the pocket, and removed the first thing 
H seen it done, After inserting the garlic, sew | in the morning, by throwing chips and all into | 

i] up the incision.—N. E. Farmer. ; the fire, washing the hands well after doing so, 

; ee ven ee ge | as also after first mixing it, for a great deal less 

Be ea sates at ie es a hee | than a grain would kill a man, if it happened 
e-sting may be at once relieved,and the sub- | és 6 ae eincielor oat finger" Fials Journal 

sequent swelling prevented, by wetting the of Health : = } | 

part with spirits of hartshorn (water or ammo- | “ 4), __This icacant hevisapetiayae sade 

nia.) The sting is hollow, and there is a little bis Fea 314 Ibs: ea one a y 

f} drop of poison at its root that is driven through | ter3 aR a eines: pane add 3 Poti 4 

{| it by the pressure of its insertion, and deposited Br feaiteds id di 1 El Bae 

jin the wound. The poison is said to be of an ee Cee eee eee eee ye unaDe See 

Be, gish vatave Ghd th “be d’stcayed by cis volb- lis Se 
er aa B - 

i eee i with half a tumbler water, stir in half a tea- 
H e pain of tooth ache, also is relieved often- | al cof ‘he-carbo anal a drink “fl 

| ‘er bya few drops of hartshorn on a bit of lint oe a Eeccaroornte oF sbemabaica 

7 inserted into the cavity of the tooth, than by | storing eServonenr: 

any other ‘application. Keep a vial of it well | Ruvpare Marwatape.—P: are and cut into |] 

(# * corked: in the house, and if you are fortunate | V°TY small pieces 2 Ibs. of rhubarb; add 13g _ || 

enough to need it for nothing else, use it to re- Ibs. of loaf sugar, and the rind of one lemon cut |] 

4) store the color destroyed by fruit stain —Am. nerieeonn ree TL ae j 

psscaberist. whole into a dish, or deep vessel, and let it 

a Curr THE SwELLING on QuinsEy in Hoes. aS a aay: oo ore ne oie 

7 —Cut the knot or kernel open at the jaw; fill the | 5. a odd ns er eh a 

cut with salt, and let him go. ee tan ates 
The above I have tried, and nevor knew |? eee onl maen sate auteot an 

ai R — an out - 

ee : _. | glass, dissolved in a little water, then put one 
POIskNING Rats—And with small probabili- pint of good cream, sweetened to the taste; boil 

i] ty of their dying in their holes or other uneome- | i¢; when neatly cold, lay some apricot or rasp- |] 

atable places, berry jam on the bottom of a glass dish, and 
. Spread a level teaspoon of flour or cornmeal pour it over. This is most excelent. 

on a chip or swall piece of dirty board, sprink- | Tp Raises Cnoxed Cxrra--DMix wi 

le over this half'a grain of strychnine; it kills) 5,1 ¢¢ epeeanaay cig age ee 
the rat before he can get to the nest. .. 

It would be wrong to let this statement pass, | = asa Selene saan ee any 

in a journal like this, without cautioning the —— See eee ener 7 i 

reader that strychnine is a fine white powder, lightly, chuck the ball of lard and powder im 

sete Hike our, suede truss Siclwess olin tran {O™ere wey See totes seat 
4 which looks like an orange, growing on a mod- done. — ae ue oe and it produced 

Wf © erate-sized tree in the East Indies, in the island | immediate relief in every instance. 
(# “of Ceylon and neighboring islands. A sixth of Ivrramaarory Ruevwatism.—A gentlemen 

“A © agrain of pure strychnine will kill a dog in half | wishes us to publish the following for therelief 

5 a minute. One grain, which would easily lie | of suffering humanity. Hesays he has known 

| HP‘ on a three cent piece, or even less, may prove | ® number of cures made by it, and all of them 

M fatal toa man. Hence the reason for not mix-| in a short time: Half an ounce of pulverized 

i] ing more than halfa grain at a time, and by | siltpetre, put in half a pint of sweet oil. Bathe |}! 

f putting it ona chip or dirty board, it would not | the parts affected, anda sound cure will speedi- 

‘HE be likely that children would taste it, although | ly follow —Buffale Republic.
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{ . tI | Onmotion, the Association then adjourned to |] i 

| £0 \ 7 ors 4 b | & | meet again on the first Saturday in August next, | Pa 

} Exnata.—First article under the Horticultu- | at the Whitewater Exchange, atl o'clock Pr. ff tha 

| ural head—Aug. number—last paragraph, for | to transact such bussiness as may come before fj st 

| «leaving,” read bearing. | them. z i i i 

] ggg We invite attention tv the Rules and) writes, fe EN ee ae 4 i 

Regulations found in annother place, for the itewater, June, 1855. j a bal 

next State Far to be held at Milwaukee Oct.} County Fams.—The Green County Fair will ff ea 

3d, 4th and 5th. The premium list is publish- | be held at Monroe, September 25th and 26th. qi « | 

|} edi pamphlet form and should be circulated | The premiums offered are liberal, andwe doubt 

| in every neighborhood in the State. Persons | not will call together a large collection of the 7] j 

} wishing a copy should address Geo. O. Tiffa- | Agricultural and Mechanical products ef Green | 1B 

ny, Secretary Madison. Jeounty. On Wednesday, the second day of the i 

| We would add, that the preparations for the | Fair, a public sale of articles exhibited will ff bs 

| next State Fair are being made on a large scale \take place. | t i 

} and it is hoped that there will be a large turn- | Rock County will hold her Fair at Janes- \ hha 

| out. Arrangements have been made with the | yille,on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, ff q “ 

| various Railroad Companies centering at Mil- | Sept, 25th, 26th and 27th. We have not seen | if 

waukee to carry all stock and other articles too | the premium list, but will warrant it right ; for Ha : 

and from the Fair free of charge, and also to | there is no half-way business about the doings | : I | 

d transport passengers at half the usual price— | of this Society. ‘ei é i 

i} half fare. 
oe AH 

| The first day will be devotedto a grand trott- Tez seagull Sots Eerie ahs HI | 

{ ing match and the reception and arrangement Annual State Fair, for the State of Illinois, is ... ah 

| of articles for exhibition. Now, we say to all to be held at Chicago, during the second week }- Ve 

who want to spend two or three days pleasant- of October, 1855—Exhibition days: 9th, 10th, -f} a ; 

] ly and proffitably—be there. Send to the See- 11th, and 12th—Trueaday: Wednesday, Thurs- ff ale 

retary forthwith and get « copy of the premi- day and Friday. Hh an 

um list and regulations. Then go about pre- Hon. David J. Baker has been selected as he 

paring something to help make up the show.— the orator on that occasion. He 

| It will be seen that liberal premiums are offered The following are the general arrangements: P i 1 ts 

| and the range larger than heretofore—there Articles will be received from the ist to the Wy 

| being a 3d premium in most cases. 9th of October, inclusive, till 12 o'clock pre- ff Hi 

; Wisconstx Faraer’s Civs.—At an adjourned cisely. Atthat hour the Entry Office will be a 

|| meeting of the Farmers’ Club, held at the Ex- | closed. h ae 

| change Hotel, in the village of Whitewater. | Examination by the judges of articles exhib- | H 

| HJ. Starin offered an amendment to the Con- | ited, October 10th and 11th. : ah 

stitution of the Club, changing the name to General exhibition for the public, October \ it 

| «Farmers? and Mechanics’ Club,” which was | 9th, 20th, 1ith and 12th. i a 

adopted. By this amendment, the third section | Genera! sale day, Friday, October 12th. ; 

| of the Constitution is changed to “all kinds of | The address will be delivered on Thursday Wi 

Stock, Farm and Mechanical Products. jafternoon, the 11th of October, at 3 o'clock, i yy 

. On motion, the Club proceeded to elect offi- | precisely. 
i } 

cers by ballot, with the following result: It-will be observed. that the Ilinois State [f. : 

Prolene oe Fair comes off,the week following that of ours. i 

Vice Presidents—Wm. Mulks, J. Cobb. We likethis arrangement, for it gives the citi- j j 

Recording Secretary—M, E. Conger. . e = ei 

| 2 zens of both States, who wish, an opportunity 5 j 

Corresponding See.—S. B. Newcomb. ta sttend oth: A. 

Treasurer—H. J. Starin. : e 

| Executive Committee—Joshua Thayer, N. P. Muvnzsora—The Winona Aryus says: “The ff « 

Parsons, H. D. Converse, E. M. Rice. census of this county has just been taken, and “Ho 

! On motion, Messrs. Wm. Birge, Rufus Che- | foots up a5 follows: Males, 1,405,; Females, 1- [ « ; 

ney and H. J. Starin, were appointed a Com- 021, making a total population of 2,426, whichy 

| mittee to obtain suitable grounds for the Exhi- | We take it, is pretty fair for a county that two i 

I} bitions of the Club, with instructions to report years ago contained but a dozen or so of fami- 

at the next meeting. lies.”” 
| 

ee 
alt q
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i Macmixe Suor anv Founpery.—We under-; Aw Irex ror Burren Maxers.—A corres- 

jj stand that Gov, Fanwext has made arrange-| pondent of the Rural New Yorker recommends 
# «ments with Messrs. Conant & Co., of Ohio for| the following plan for keeping milkfrom sour- 
i the establishment of an extensive machine shop | ing in hot weather, says he has practiced it for | 
i and foundry in this place. One of the princi- | years with good success: 

ple articles of manufacture will be steam en-| “Milk in tin pails, and set them into fresh 

 sines. The opening of the Milwaukee & Miss-| drawn water from the well, and let them stand 
} issippi road West to the Mississippi will bring say ten minutes—long enough to become what~ 

i us in direct communication with an extensive | jg called luke-warm; then strain the milk and 
i] country; and Madison is destined to become an you will have much more cream and of much_ fi 

important business and manufacturing town at better quality. By this method of raising cream, | 
no distant day. In the matter of manufactures | we seldom have more than one*poor batch of ff 

mj cpecially we are rapidly improving. butter in a sesson. Reader, try for yourself; ff gf The establishment ralerred to is tobe com | i yin] Gost nothing, bul will give yous good | 
i menced forthwith. It will be ot brich, and 128) return in good butter.” i} 

i 2 meee ets pone | gag” The wheat crop in Upper Canada was } 
4 Cucuxs.—For the last three months we have! never better than this year. Double the usu- |} # = =been using Davis’ Parent ApsustaBLe Cuurn él aiatant of land ls evwn. 

Ap Burrer-Worker, manufactured by G, N. 
f Smith, Berlin, Marquette county. Weare pret-| Hocs Roortye —To prevent hogsfrom root- 
| ty well acquainted with the various kinds of|ing, cut across the nose, just above the gristle | | 

j. | churns now, or which have been in use for the | of the snout. by which you will sever the ua- | 
fj last twenty years, and we have no hesitation in | sal tendon, by which the operation is perform- | 
d saying, thet we would not exchange this for|ed. Then split the gristle of the nose up and 
i} any other. We advise farmers and others who | down the face, and the work is done. For the | i 
if] want such an article, to obtain one of these | long-nosed, flap-eared breed, cut the nose off | 
f} churns. Persons in the vicinity of Madison| eighteen inches above the snout. | | 

fy © see these churns at the Dane County Store.|  MeprrernaneaN vs. WHITE Wuear—By a i 
b Eprrorraz Cizaxcr.—Mr. Mryor who has been | letter from the southern part of Michigan, one | 

| connected with the Watertown Chronicle forthe | of the principal wheat growing regions of the 
past two years, has just retired from the chair | State, says the Elmira Republican, we learn } 
editorial. In his valedictory he speaks thus of his | that the fly has ruined large tracts of White [f 
Successors: “ From this date the Chronicle will | wheat; so much so that no attempt will be made | 
be published by Messrs, Cullaton & Rose, both | to harvest, and that many of the fields have 
practical printers, and young gentlemen of su-| been plowed under, and summer crops substi- 

fj] -perior business talent. The Editorial depart-| tuted. On the other hand, equally large tracts 
| ment will be conducted by Mr. Cullaton, who| of the Mediterranean, growing side by side 

has already seen considerable service’ in polit~| with the White, have been left untouched and 
jerl « warfare’ in the ‘Buck-eye State.’ From | are looking thrifty, with the promise of a hea- [J 

| our acquaintance with these gentlemen, we pre- vy yield. iy 
fj dict for the Chronicle a prosperity second to no} "This is an important fact to farmers, and jj 

| weekly newspaper out of Milwaukee.” will lead them to consider whether the advan- 
} Cuixese Vecrrasters—The Chinese Potato tages claimed for the White over the Mediter- i 

| —Diosourea batatas—is now successfully culti- ranean, are notover-balanced by the risk at- | 
vated in France. It is said to be free from dis-| tending its culture. ‘| 

"ease, and yields several tons of tubers to the} ggg Plowing and sowing too much is the 4 
‘acre. Experiments are being made with this| great fault of American farmers: We need ff 
‘vegetable in this country. A new and valua-| more and better grazing lands. Whena field ff 
ble pea from China has also been successfully | ceases to produce a fair amount of grass, it may 

4 tried in France. become necessary to plow, till thouroughly, and ff 
t# A baker was recently arrested at Pitt}seed again ; and it must be confessed that a 

burg, on a charge of selling bread two ounces | large portion of our grazing lands are less pro- 
lighter than standard weight. ductive than they might be made. 
. (Communications should be sent in as| {@” Heavy rains have prevailed in western 

#) early in the month as convenience will allow.' Texas,with prospect of injury to the cotton crop. i
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Frexcu Merixo Bucxs.—We would call , the purchase of fruits, which can be supplied {J i i : 
J the attention of our farmer friends—and es- | from our own farms and gardens better than ff ae a cally. th Ho ki a to the fine |2®Y where else. h ay 
ey ee ee eee = Cr © the One|" Weinvite ageneral attendance of thelovers ff “aes French Bucks advertised in this number— | ¢ good fruit from all parts of our State, and h e 

fl | They arejust what is needed to enlarge the | from other States. Bring along your fruits— ff a) 
i] size of our sheep, and double the weight and thens specimens of each variety, when practi- . ff! 2 i ‘ mi “ - ] ea i = pe is co deitaethe val Liberal premiums will be awarded tothe con- ff by 

i tis no uncommon thing to double the value | + ibutors of the best fruits of the different va- i} ne Ps i}, of acommon flock of sheep in two or three | rieties. For particulars, see Premium List. } ; 
4 years, by using the right kind of bucks; and| Contributors should arrive on Monday eve- a HS 
j that these ave the right kind, there is no mis- | ning to enable the Executive Committce-to ar- 4 
 take—as weight and fineness of ficece, and size | "uge the fruits upon the tables at an early | 4 iH es hour on Tuesday morning, y , | of carcass for mutton, are the great desidera- J.C. BRAYTON, 3 i : i 

tum. Allof which advantages are combined | CHAS. GIFFORD, ie i bit 
| in the French Merino, together with ample | . A. G. HANFORD, ‘ i i i 

hardiness and adaptation to our climate. September, 1855. | Ht 
Wf = We would advise our friends to buy of resi- | i : apa 

dent, responsible men here in our own State, | TABLE OF CONTENTS. Page. ff ! 4 
| instead of transcient peddlers, whose veracity | Apples—Sweet Juneand Early Red, 275 4 

" | and responsibility, to say the most, is always | Ashes in Agriculture, Be i} 
H]. questionable. It is an undeniable fact, that | Avimals, Growth of ee 268 Hl ik 
* - : Agricultural Society, State Regulations | iy 

F' the frauds practiced now-a-days, in the sheep | “4, 1855, ? 263 | j 1 
trade are unprecedented, and farmers cannot } Bee Moth, how to avoid 261 i { Abe 

W exercise too much caution in purchasing im- | Bees, Hiving 261 ft. i i 
ME! norted atock Black-Leg, 266 ; the 

Raper: ._.; | Black Foot or Hoof Ail. on We : We have nodoubt but the sheep advertised | poss for Sheep, 268 Ff FR 
\ by Mr. Powers are just what they purport to | Clover, late and early varieties, 258 fl, at 

q a i , v i ane ib be. They certainly show well for themselves. { Coffee, a substitue for r 277 Bi aba 
eee Drought and Pulverizing the Soil, 280 ie 

i} WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS’ | Editors’ Table, 283 HE 
; ASSOCIA Fruit Tree Peddlers, 274 «= i 

. TION. .. | Flowers, how to Chrystalize. 278 fl’ Thal ) . The SECOND ANNUAL FAIR eae Fish aa Wood . ? 262 | apa 
Association will be held at MILWAUKEE, in ; ae. Aer 2 a 
Youne’s Hatt, on Tuesday, Wednesday, and eee Mocting in. Milwaukee, ao | _ 

| Thursday, the 18th, 19th and 20th of Septem- Timber, Growing on Prairie 257 Hl pale 
| ber. at poet 58 fh. ae 

|| _ The objects for which the Society was organ- ee Oak a7 ; i 
i ized, are:—To correct the nomenclature of our H sec ciss Bors . 262 } 3 

|| Western Pomology, as preparatory to the cor- Hors hair ie ie: anage 268 i i 
rection of our lists for general culture; which | F5™” wrooleon's o71 a 

4} can only be effected by Conventions, with spe- ‘Harven Hon o7s fl yy 
t] cimens of the different varieties of fruits in cul- Iinest Te Black! 273 1 a ene . * z postors—Lawton Blackberry, 2 { yy .. tivation, accessible to all its members; by the Lousy Trees, Tar and Oil for 274 } a 

| free interchange of thought, and comparison | yjanore amount applied per acre, 261 ff a 
Ht of specimens, and by the appointment of a ‘Mules talue of i 270 «te 4 

|) Board of Judges, well posted in regard to the | Mag ifen 265 fi! Th 
|! different varieties; to correct the names in | Dionting, Pleasures of 230 tui 
/} presence of the contributors; and by printing Rice, Wil a 2 259 I 

}} the result of their labors. .. |Rye, its importance. 260 fl 
H| __ To decide upon the merits of different varie- | poo? : 281, 282 ff. 

H} ties; so far‘as practicable with peculiarities of Sheep, Teeth of > 967 
|| growth and other characteristics ; to aid the ig- Stock, 8: thy with 271 } 
}} norant and unwary in detecting the frauds of |). 07 SHue to Purchasers 276 
| itinerating tree dealers and self-constituted | 7, ‘oads, their value _ 279 

agents of respectable Nurserymen, who make Silesia camel 258 ° 
f their annual visits among our communities— | yo 77. y Institute, 265 

And to inspire among all classes a desire to Winds. Signs of . 262 
cultivate liberally the best fruits, as increasing | 7 evil, Remedy suggested for 262 
the comforts and attractions of home, as con- Want of the Age 279 

| ducing to health, and as tending = seweeal Wisconsin, Population of 278 
| prosperity by retaining at home the tens 0! 281 
| thousands of dollars annually sent abroad for Weekiye, the Blanch, 

= ee
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Seen 
Raspberries, Gooseberries, Apple | WISCONSIN i, 

Seedlings and Potatoes. AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE. i 

| Pa “ ones RIVER = i LE FEVRE & GREENE, ; 

ERP RASPBERRIES—very produc-| j~ x Sa ea i 

tive and good—fine market varieties. Price, | No. es East- Water Street, Milwaukee, } 

| $1 per dozen; $5 per hundred; $30 per thou- Desire to call attention to their stock of 

| se OUGHTON'S SEEDLING GOOSE. Parming Jmplerecets 
| « m S - in which may be found almost every thing of 

BERRY (true)—wonderfally productive—al- | use and benefit to the Farmer. We have con- | 
] ways free from mildew. 25 cents each ; $2.50 | stantly on hand, in great variety. i 

per doz.; yearling plants, $1.50 per doz.,$10 neat, aoe tge 2 : 

hundred. ; ; PLOWS, HARROWS, i 

APPLE SEEDLINGS—Two years old, $5 CULTIVATORS, HORSE HOES. 

thousand ; culls, $2 per thousand. | HAY and STRAW CUTTERS, 

| SEED POTATOES of the following choice CORN STALK CUTTERS, 

varieties, at the prices annexed, if ordered be- | CORN and COB CRUSHERS, ij 

} fore the 10th of October, to be delivered this; CORN SHELLERS, CORN PLANTERS, ff 

ij fall: Mexican Wild, Yam, Hall's June, Ash| SEED SOWERS. GARDEN ENGINES, | 

} Kidney, Black Pink-eye, and Black Imperal— and CHURNS of approved style. | 

$1 per bushel. Early Manly (the best early Forks, Shovels, Spades, Hoes, Scythes, 

| peietp: in cultivation) and Purple Chili, $3 per Snaths, Cradles, Axes, Chains, Crow 

| Each parcel will be carefully packed, | Bars, in almost endless variety. } 

I marked, and delivered at the Railroad Depot, | A full stock of | 

|| Express Office, or otherwise, as directed, after; HEAVY & SHELF HARDWARE, j 

f| Which they will be at the risk and expense of | embracing Building Hardware Cabinet Mak- |] 

jj the purchaser. Orders, to avoid disappoint-| er’s Stock. Turning Lathes, and Tools for 

i] ment, should be sent early and accompanied Carpenters, Blacksmiths, Millwrights. and 

i] with aremittance. Money promptly returned | Coopers, of the most celebrated brands. 

|] when unable to fill orders. "i | Manufacturers of Wire Screnery. j 

] se os A.G. HANFORD. | Persons visiting Milwaukee are respectfully 

Rept, 1655:3m ‘Waukesha, ¥ Wis. invited to look through our stock. § 

_ HORSE POWERS, THRESHERS. Noy, gg, 0e REV RG Send oP iow. | 
i! GRAIN DRILLS AND BROAD-CAST -~_—___- eo 

|: SOWERS. SHANGHAI FOWLS. | 

4} TP\HE subscribe: a SiG ts for Richa: .f HOSE desiring to procure eggs of this truly | 

[UE suteeribes ae Agents for Richard HT "Vatoable Fort, aceinformed that Tshallbe 
| . HORSE POWERS,” Threshers, Seperators | able to furnish them daring the summer, at 

}’ and Saw Mills; also, “Seymove’s Preaium | Tates much below the ordinary prices. I offer 

Graix Daitt,” with or without Grass Seed | them delivered at my residence at Ome Dol- 

(| Sower. All of which are for sale at the man- | lar per dozen: packed secureiy and sent as 

| ufacturer’s prices, adding freight. | directed—at the risk of the purchaser—$1,50 per 

iq Samples can be seen at our Ware-rcoms, where dozen, I shall have some choice Chickens for 

} wehave, also, a large display of AGRICUL. sale this fall; those desirous to know any thing 

| TURAL IMPLEMENTS, in endless variety. about my Fowls, will please write to Mark 

f I> Mlustrated Handbills mailed to any ad-| Miter, Esq.. the Editor of this Journal.— 

ij dress upon application. Orders must be accompaniedjwith the Casu, } 

| LE FEVRE & GREENE, | and will be filled as they are received. 

| $1 East Water Street, Milwaukee. | - B. I keep but one variety of Fowls. 

Sept, 1855:4m ; ery . tga eee 

ee = a aeeaag crs ‘on 0., Wis. | 

LANGIOD & LAINE, | ac a Cen 
| GENERAL DEALERS IN GEeY tevor Merrill & Co., 

|} PAINTS, OILS, TURPENTINE, | Sastans BELOIT BOOK-STORE, | 
jj) CAMPHINE, GLASS, SASH, PUTTY, | Dealers in Standard, Classical, Theological, 

j BRUSHES, VARNISHES, ARTISTS’ | Medical, Law, School, Miscellaneous, Blank 

i} | BRUSHES, COLORS & )MATERIALS. | Books, and all the new Publications furnished 

| ‘Wall Paper and Window Shades | 2° S00” asout; Publicationsof American Tract jf 

} | of every variety and style, always on hand | Society, American 8. S. Union, and Mass. S. S- } 

} : i poocienyy Stationery, Paper Hangings, Draw- | 

. Ship Chandlery; ail sizes of Ropes; | ing Paper, Gold and Steel Pens, Pencils, Inks, | 
| Pitch, Tar, Rosin, &c. &e. Ink Stands, together with a complete assortment it 

i Mixed Paints always on hand. eri Instruments, Melodeons, Violins, 

i JAMES LANGLOIS. J, D. B. LAINE. TF Paper Rags taken in exchange for Books. 

| Sept., 1855 137 Main st., Racine, Wis. Beloit, March. 1854. ly 1 

} Fg 
ET
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i RHODES’. ; m4 cee nesious re pee robe 7 } : i 

L e offspring either 0: e medical princip! aba 

FEVER & AGU E ‘2 of mercenary quacks. The onlyremedy in ef i 

j 4Lv | existence, that is both sure and harmless, is aha 

t CURE, | RHODES’ FEVER & AGUE CURE. aa 

- General Agent, GREENE & BUTTON, im) 

R the prevention and cure of INTER- Milwaukee, and for sale by respectable dealers — a ae 

i MITTENT and REMITTENT FE-| everywhere. | ne 

VERS, FEVER and. AGUE, CHILLS and | July, 1855: 1y ch sept. | a 

| FEVER, DUMB AGUE, GENERAL DE-) - 3n a 

BILITY, NIGHT SWEATS, and all other} ger OF Wd 

|] forms of disease which have a common origin | AEG a ae it 

| in Malaria or Miasma. EF gee ni »? * 4 

This isa NATURAL ANTIDOTE, which | ee SS a 
| will entirely protect any resident or traveler, K) = ££ Rear pe a 

| evenin the most sickly or swampy localities, | if bine 4 _ ea i 

|| from any Ague or Bilious disease pale ata or | FUBS re A | Erin ea 

| any injury from constantly inhaling Malaria or | Cae i Ss i + aE 

i Mica : 2. i | SS i + i 

I 1t will instantly check the Ague in persons | : a - Te 

|] who have suffered for any length of time, from | CLEAR THE TRACK! Asa 

| one day totwenty years, so that they need nev- Fall Arrival for 1855 of —— | ‘9 

er have another chill, by continuing its use ac-| HATS, CAPS, FURS & FINDINGS | ie 

| cording to direetions. The patient at once be- | HE Cars have arrived and have brought |] i 

|| gins to recover appetite and strength, and con-, . the largest stock yet offered in this market, He 
\ ane until a permanent and radical cure is ef- | consisting = part of * i 

rected. | : ; i | 

[oer ecemo te it anwar gins ORIERD PRUE ad WOOLHATS 2 fl NE 
H alae < . of Fur, Plush, Velvet, Cloth, Mo- © 4 
| see ed pxench, and Spent ee | hair, Glazed, &c., in every variety of style now j \ 4 ; 

i ps s dott “— | worn. | bie aH 

Liberal discounts made to the trade. FURS.—Muffs, Victorines, Wristlets, Pela- |] Ah 

i !JAS, A. RHODES, Providence, R. I a Fur Gloves and Over-coats. Over-shoes, | 4 i 

i Br a fancy Sleigh and Buffalo Robes, Down and } ‘Sree 

PROOF OF SAFETY, Pur Trimmiugs, &c, all of which we have, || Le 
z New York, June 11th, 1855. | some of the finest qualities, and a great variety. | q \ 

j I have made a chemical examination of} LADIES’ RIDING HATS and GAUNT- | He 

i Ruopes’ Frver Acve Cure,’ or ‘ ANTIDOTE TO LETS, Zephyr C d Hoods; Mi | ie 

|] Maxarta, and have tested it for Arsenic, Mer-| ooo. tte ah ei — He 

| cury, Quinine, and Strychnine, but have not eaver and Helt Hats. eth | et 

found a particle of either in it, nor have 1 Gent's Findings. | ay 
found any substance im its composition that} Shirts Stocks, Cravats, Collars, Suspender y iF 

wee prox eure é - constitution. ae and Worsted ae a good supply. | #| i 

4 J «5 N, M.D., Chemist. GLOVES and MITTENS, superior to any |} ah 

— : thing ever yet offered in this market—a full sf] he 

PROOF OF MERIT. supply. - yy 4 i 

«aco. Uni ‘The subsetiber will endeavor to make it the }] Me 
page Pe Pa., i interest of ae individual to purchase of his | 15 

\ * stock, by selling a article, low for cash, }j HH 

Mr. J. A. Ruopes—Dear Sir: The box of} and will take ee in aiceing his Goods }j Hi 

medicine you sent me was duly received on the! to all who may favor him witha call, at the }} ] 

1th of April. SIGN OF THE BIG HAT, on the west side |] a 
1 have sold about one half of it, and so far as| the river. : | ; 

the people have used it are satisfied that it has} ([> Hats and Caps made to order. i 

cured them. It has certainly stoppedthe Ague| [> Cash paid for Shipping Furs. \ 

in every one who used it, and siz of the cases; Jynesville, Nov., 1854. J.R. BEALE. | 4 

were of long standing. My sister, who hes} Se 2 eee ; 

had it for ie, or es years ae and could SUFFOLK & ESSEX PIGS. i 
never get it stopped, except by Quinine, and Hy 

that only as long as ‘she would take it, is now, I S. = pgm, pan ot AE sore Se i | 

think, entirely cured by a OINLe Pics, bred from stock imported by Lewis G. | 1 

i oe * | Morris, of Morrissiana, N. ¥. They will be 1 

delivered, if requested, at Eagle Centre Depot i 4 
CAUTION TO AGUE SUFFERERS. free of charge. s Po | 

Take no more Arsenic Tonics, Mercury,| Allcommunications addressed to him at East 3 

Quinine; Febrifuges, Strychnine, or Anti-Peri-| Troy, Wis., will be promptly attended to. H 

: odics of any kind. The well known inefficien-| ‘East Troy. June, 1854. iy { 

ee
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j ROCK COUNTY NURSERY, | UH. FRIEND & BROTHERS, 
‘ = | MERCHANT TAILORS. ‘ 
i a | Dealers in READY-MADE CLOTHING, 
i PPR Soe .~ | CLOTHS, CASSIMERS, vasTINGs, | | 
f = 8 aie Se KSEE | TRIMMINGS, &c. &e. ; g ORS ete i | er x. eS 2) Ry Corner King and Morris Streets, | 4 i oo Oe as GES: ; MADISON, WIS. 

| te =, a ag fel, A orders will meet with, prompt at- H 

{ a Sen CARTE ee EN 1 1S + WW 7 , se GLISH CATTLE, | 
Bf Situatedin the Southern Limus of tie City of} IMPORTED ON COMMISSION BY li if 
’ Janesville, East side of the River. on the Messrs. THOS. BETTS & BROTHERS, i | | 

f a ik ae Bishops Stortford, Herts, England. H if 
j WE take this method of bringing to the no- oad is etek 1 ] 

tice of the pudlic the fine stocx of Fruir and oe Bepeminch the ol meee aie whe only why, ; 
Oxnamentat Trees, Sueurs, Prants, &c, | which, will give gentlemen an opportunity ot 

i which we have the pleasure of offering for the | obtaining the best Stock, without having to H A pay an exorbitant price for them in America. / eres rede. The firm having had forty years experience, | | Our trees are of thrifty growth, in an ez- they feel confident of giving ‘satisfaction, both . i | : posed situation, on the high prairie, which ren- | as regards price and selecting the stock from ff iy ders them hardy and adapted to any locality, | the best herds in England. fi “and therefore of much more value than those ‘ iS f grown in a protected situation. es Poet ee, Siempshire South Down, H 
4 

et ¢; Our stock is large, and embraces the best va- cis EER 8 ee? H ff] vieties now in cultivation that will endure our Horcfords. Suffolk Pigs. i i climate. From strict care in propagation, and ‘Ayrshire, Besextae : i | rearing, we feel warranted in recommending | “g7derncy Cows from the Berkshire © hi iy 
| eee care from 5 to 8 feet high, 16 Gane,  Eahe de! Mae lial” feo, ——from 5 wernsey, Mules lo i cents each. Dealers and Planters wishing one | Pure South ‘Down Sheep, 

thousand or more, $10 to $140 per thousand. : Messrs. BETTS & BRO. have appointed }] | STANDARD PEAR TREES-from three | ore of the most experienced men in England {f | to seven yearsold 50 cents. | entirely for purchasing i i f DWARF PEARS-—large variety--on An i ®  ger's Quince, five feet high, 40 to 50 ‘cents. THOROUGH BRED HORSES, i i DWARF APPLE-35 cents. And they have also an Agent in Spain for pur- H 
CHERRY TREES--5 to § feet high, large | Cb*sing | x variety, 25 to 50 cents. | Mules, Merino Sheep, etc. iy 

j GOOSEBERRIES—good variety, 15 to 25e. | Messrs. BETTS & BRO. have purchaseda ff | q RASPBERRIES—50 cents per dozen. valuable Patent, which will prevent accidents ay 
GRAPE VINES—four years old, .part of | ecurring to Cattle across the Atlantic--they i | 

which have fruited, 25 to0 cents. can now safely be imported any time during jj i 
Care taken to furnish articles of the best a ae a sini tis sree =o I 7 quality and true to name. ape to “New York, by charging a’sma! | 

} Nourserr Srocks, Sers, &c.. furnished to |? el ; ij / @ those commencing business on liberal terms.| _4 Steamer will leave Liverpool with Cattle i 
Allinterested are invited to call and examine | #bout the first of every month. eng i | @ = for themselves. 4 : The Stock will be delivered at New York in 

: Allorders, accompanied with the cash, or about six weeks from the time the order is giv- } | 
@ satisfactory references, will be promptly attend- | &2 in America. ‘ 4 i i ed to and trees packed and forwarded without | . [> Orders received, or for circulars contain- | 
i delay. |e all information, apply ee i. THOS. jf { 

Py . : 4 BETTS & BRO, or J. M. MILLER, 81 jj { 4 Letters of inquiry will receive prompt atten- | Maiden Lane, New York City, who is author- i i 
tion. COLBY & WILLEY. | ized to act as our Agent. 

# Janesville, Jan. 1st, 1855. : ly New York, Jan. 1, 1855.: iy - } } 

tS
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: BY POWERS & SKiNNER. pas ee mel at 
Soda, 034.35 30.63 il 4H 

TERMS—$1.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE. | Chlorine, * 520 181 i + 
} i. pba —- — ih Va 

Rates of Advertising: 99.77 98.73 } Ve 
| One:page one yeqjuges :00 | Gesfoe® one year, $49 0 | The muskmelon contains a very large per |i {RH 

% 3 Qe ~ ons § —. ce lines, ata centage of phosphoric acid and soda, and con- \| | eh 

i Half page half year, 23 | eachsubsequent m., 75 | siderable potash; the watermelon has a very i wt 
— a oe to Be paid for in large per centage of soda and potash, and is al- [ij . 

D. 2 POWERS” EW. skier, | 8° quite rich in phosphoric acid. The oecur- {ih ‘ae 

———— tl | rence of these bodies in such quantities, in i ; : 
| i} Forthe Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. _| these plants, explains to us why dead animal | jj : 
| | - Analysisof the‘Musxmelon (Cucumis melo), | matter, as flesh, bones, &c., and common salt il hi b 

ay and Watermelon (Cucurbita citrullus). and ashes, have such a marked influence in pro- } i a ae 

| - > os moting their growth and productiveness. i i ome. 
- He > Me. Dy S < 4 2 2 | He BY J. H. SALISBURY, M. D., OF SAE ne Pea 2 Organic Analysis of Fruit : f } j 4 

| } ‘The varieties examined were the Nutmeg) _ _ 10 Ds Sara La ae i “oe 
: : y Fresh, 7 Fresh. - i an 

| einige the Tong. Island Red-flesh Water-) atbumen, 0,918 10-219 0,572 11,403 | ae 
| | meton. The fruit only was examined. Length) Casein, | _ 0,442 4.952 0,004 0,080 J] | 

| of muskmelon, 6 inches; diameter, 53-4 inches. | Dextrine, 1,142 12,800 0,318 6,340 . oo 7 
Length of waterm 14i + di Starch. trace. trace. none. none. ie 

| ae clam, 14 inches; diameter; 6 | <ooar Kextrt 5250 98,952 3,020 60,267 | i ae 
| Chlorophyl, 0,004 ° 0,044 cond 0,120. ff a 
\ Percentage of Water Dry Mat : Fat,waxXresin 0,038.6, 0,415 0,0: 0,440 ff es 
t ase of Sage enc ene Citrie acid, trace. trace. 0,007 0,140 i - 

*» M.melon. W. melon} Malic acid, 0,007 0,077 0,009 «0,180 jf ie 
i Per centage of water; » 90987 94.898 | Tartaricacid, 0,005 0,055 trace. trace. ff | oa 

a dry matter, 9.013 5.102 | Fibre, 1,123 12,393 1,058 21,030 ff x é 

{ 4 ash. 0.271 0.248 Sor tiga Ty! a ee a if 
» ; : Dry matter, 8,929 100 5,016 100 = i] &: 

“ -ashin dry matter, 3.007 4.861 Witer, ” 90,987 94,898 if i 

{i ‘The muskmelon contains but a trifle more — ae ‘y a | 
‘| water than the beet. The watermelon con- weieee sent = j Fa 
(|| tains more than the muskmelon, and less than The large: percentage of albumen, dextrine Br 
|]] thé cucumber. One ton of the fresh fruit of| and sugar, with asmall quantity of acids, shows i 
i the muskmelon has 174-84 Ibs. of organic mat-| US the reason of the peculiar rich flavor ofthe jf “sy 

|f] ter, and 4-96 tbs. of inorganic matter. 36,900| fruit of the melon. | ' i 
|} ‘lbs. “OP muskmelons, and 40,322 Ibs. of water- Ultimate Organic Analysis. ] He 
|] melons, contain each 100 Ibs. of inorganic mat-| 100 pars of dry fruit of the Muskmelon. Watermelon. || Bee 
{ ter, or ash. Yield of Nitrogen, ee 1,739 i i oF 
{ 100 ths. of < Oxygen, 43,90: 43,187 i i. 
| | a of Maskmalon. of W stermglon. “ Carbon, 44820 43,764 ne 
#] Carbonic acid, 11.55 11.42 « Hydrogen, 6,832 a | iy 
} Silicie acid, 2.20 1.21 The melon furnishes a mild, but very plea- i 

}]_ Phosphoric acid, 25.40 14,93 sant liquor; for this use the muskmelon is ff it 
i} Sulphuric acid, 3,90 1.63 much superior to the watermelon, i { iff 

OSS a. a ee wa ) 
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| Wisconsin State Fair. 3. “Gray Stranger,” 3.06 1-2 || 
The fifth annual exhibition of the Wiscon- : Nee America,” (Ist premium,) 2.50 ! P= z . 5 jarney Boreum,” 3.06 1-2 ] sinState Agricultural Society, took place at 

] Milwaukee, the first week in October, and we ae cpp g as 
| are pleased to record the fact that it was much | he lack W easel; . _ sat ; 

more suceessful than any previous exhibition. e es Green see Boy! (Doy! Je) 3.31 i 
Our time was so occupied during the Fair, in | > Red Henbenj 2d, premium, lt | 

attending to the duties assigned us, that we | “James Bird,” broke and came in | 
were unable to take but a hasty glance at most ee es Meo - 
of its departments. Notwithstanding the e ee Devic BN F = ne oe | 

| Weather was unpropitious, the crowd of visit- 6. “Speen Mountain Boy; Utley— 1 
ors was large, and all seemed pleased to witness je =A ae? a oo | 

] sofinean exhibition of the handi-work and|7 “Young Boudin,’ a i 
} productions of our State. SINGLE GELDINGS, TIME. 
| Honses.—The show of horses was magnifi-|1 “CornCracker,” 1st prem. 2.50 1-2 | 
| cent—not only large in number, but most of|2. Brown Horse, Rouse, 3.07 | 

the animals were of superior stock and make.|3. Dutcher Horse, 3d prem. 2.56 ] 
| The trotting match came off on Tuesday, the|4. “Nelly Bly,” 2d premium, 2.51 1-2 } 

| firstday of thefair—at which the follomingen-} This feature of the Fair created a good deal | 
tries were made: of interest, and was most suecessful. Wedoubt 

A. Gallineau, Milwaukee, one stallion under | Whether a finer display of horses has been ff | S years, “Young Boudin.” made at any State exhibition than was seen at |} 
| P. Doyle, Sun Prairie, 1 stallion, 5 years, this, tl 

“Green Mountain Boy.” Carrir.—This department waswellsustain- || 
| G.W. Nickerson, Mil, 1 stallion, (James | ed, compared with previous exhibitions, tho’ | 

1 ! Bird,) 1 grey gelding, (Corn Cracker.) wedo not think much better. It was made up |] 
| John Gale, Merton, 1 stallion, (Bucepha- | f Short Horns, Devons and Grades—the first 

lus) greatly prevailing in numbers. There were ‘S}] 
D, J. Woodward, Beaver Dam, 1 stallion, | many handsome specimens. | if] “Yankee Bill” Suzer.—The show of Sheep was ot so large ff 

| W. H. Needham, Oak Grove, 1 stallion, in numbers as last year, stillwe regard it more |} ‘ ] “Gray Stranger.” creditable to the State, as all the sheep were | 
i A. Armstrong, Mukwonago, 1 stallion, (Da- | °Wned in the State, and with but few excep- } 

vid Hill.) [ tions, raised here; while last year the exhibi- |] 
| C.J Bullock, Sauk City, 1 stallion, (North | tion partook largely of foreign stock. ] | America. ) E, M. Danronrs, of Summit, showed some | 
| G. Dutcher, Madison, 1 bay mare, 1 bay or | 40 full blood Spanish and Freneh Merinos, | brown horse. with their crosses; also, 5 bucks—very supe- | 

W.L. Utley, Racine, 1 bay stallion, Green rior animals—one a thorough bred French 
Mt. Boy. Merino, imported from France. We never 

| 4.8. Nosher, Delaware, 1 bay stallion, (Red | 84W better specimens of sheep than some of | 
i} Reuben.) _| these bucks. 
} S.B.& J. Davis, Milwaukee, 1 pr. matched | E. W.Evcrrrox, President of the Society, | | horses. showed some good sheep. Also, H. D. We, | 

| C.H. Porter § Co. Mil, 1 pair trotting | Of Greenfield, five pens. | I horses. Swive.—This department, we must say, was | 
| J.D. Hathaway, Milwaukee, one trotting | YeTy meagre in numbers, though there were a | 
mare. few good hogs. J.Carrenrer, of Waukesha, 

8S. B. &J. Davis, Mil, 1 ‘stallion, (Barney | Showed a one year old Suffolk boar—a fine 
Boreum.) specimen of the breed. J.S. Rogers,of Bur- | 
Order of trotting, with time annexed, lington, showed good hogs of the same breed. | 

} OLD STALLIons, TIME. Fows.—There was a great falling off from 
) 1. “Bucephalus,” (3d. premium,) 1.59 | last year in this show.’ This we anticipated, . | “Yankee Bill,” (2nd premium,) 2,57 for the hen-fever has turned, and we thinkits | 

—— ———<<—————_!|_-—_—_——— SSS
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eee i 
subjects pretty safe froma relapse. With the| The grounds were well chosen and contain- i j 
exception of a coop of Shanghais and a coop of | ed about forty acres, enclosed with a tight board 2 
Bantams (both first rate) presented by J.| fence. The stalls for horses'and cattle (some | ae 
Carpenter, of Waukesha, this show was hard- 500) occupied nearly three sides of the enclo- || t 4] { 

| ly worth looking at. sure; builtin a substantial and comfortable { Bait 
There was agood show of Dairy products, | manner. Each stall was designed for a single || ce 

alsoof vegetablesand grains. This part of the | animal alone. They were about seven feet | a 
Fair was much better than that of any previous wide—separated with tight board partitions, : a 

} one. and covered with water-proof roofing. The oo 
One of the Society’s tents was occupied with | pens for sheep and hogs (about 200) were ar- | HW } 

carriages and cabinet work, among which we ranged in two lines near one corner of the 4 
noticed many fine specimens. grounds, in front of the cattle stalls. Three ey | 

In the floral line, we have to notice two very | halls, constructed of timber and canvas—each i ae 
| beautiful designs, presented, one, by C. Gif}}75 by 200 feet—were occupied—one with [J a 

ford, and the other by R.G. Parker of Mil-| fruits, vegetables, grains, grasses, minerals, &c, H i 
waukee: . —one with mechanical productions, and the } 4 

] Frurrs—The large double tent of the Soci-| third with manufactures—all filled to over- st 
| ciety was devoted to fruits, and the point of| flow. Near the centre of the gounds, stood the i 
| attraction. The show was large and most temple of fine arts, very prettily designed. but | j : 3 

magnificent. We do not believe that so fine a not one fourth large enough. A little distance | ' 
show of apples has ever before been seen in| from this, stood the floral tent, and near by, a , \! | this country. We are not alone in this opin- building for thetrial of machinery by steam ff} i : 

| ion, for we heard the remark made by many, power. The agricultural implements, with a - | # ae 
| (who said they had attended like exhibitions large number of miscellanies, were displayed ‘ i 

in the eastern States,) that they never before | on the open ground Thus we have given a | oe is 
|} +4had looked upon such apples. There were al-| brief outline of the ground arrangements, by || ‘ i ' 
}| 80 peaches, pears and quinces, hard to cxcel— | which the reader can form some idea of the |} ae 

mong the principal exhibitors, we notice the | extent of this grand Industrial Exhibition. t i! 
names of D. Mathews, Burlington, John Bell,| We should be pleased to enter into a detail- | ae 

| Gardners Prairie, A. G. Hanford, Waukesha, | ed account of the various departments would | Sse 
|| J.C. Brayton, Aztalan, R. Gilbert, Wauwato-| our limitspermit. As it is, we can only say, fi = 4 
| sa, L. M. Burdick, Lake, More Spears, Brook- | that the whole Exhibition was successful. A! i ce 
| field, J, C. Howard. the arrangements seem to have been wisely 2 

| G. P. Perrer madea fine display of pre-| plannedand faithfully carried out. The weath- | Si 

served fruits, taken from his own grounds—| er was lovely, and the number of visitorsex- | % 
| Plums, Peaches, Goosberries and Cherries— | ceeded all expectation. i nat 

|| ‘They were neatly put up in glass jars, and ad-| We must say that the show of cattle was 3 
ded very much to the show of fruits. magniffeent. We would alsoalludetoa valua- | Ms 

| Fixz Arts.—The building erected express- | ble and interesting contribution made by the | 

ly for this department was crowded with a pro- | Illinois Central RailroadCompany. It consis- ! i 
fusion of fine specimens of art. ted of specimens of the grasses, canes, woods, | & 

oo minerals, soils, stones, §-c., of Illinois,—collec- | | 
Illinois State Fair. ted forthe Company, by ason of Dr. J. A. f i 

™ eet . . | Kennicort. In this collection, might be read ! oe 
a ep ce ee something of the agricultural capabilities of | -$) | State Agricultural Society was held at Chica- the State i Hs | . es i | go, the second week in October. We spent | i 

) twodaysatthis gathering, and found ample County Fairs, ie 
| employment in viewing the various depart- — | Hs, 
| ments. The show was a splendid one, and} We have not been able to attend any of the \ i 

| elicited the admiration of all who were pres-| County Fairs. We learn, however, through ‘ 
ent. Agricalture and the Mechanie Arts were | the local papers, that many of them have been ie 
represented in a manner that the farmers and | very successful, and manifested an increasing ! im 

mechanics of Ilinoishave cause to be proud | interest in agriculture and the mechanic arts. ik 
] of. Rocz Counry.—The receipts of the Rock il 

ee i Pe i
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| County Society were nearly $1,500, which Grecian Farmers.—We are told in a | 
]_ shows an excess of five or six hundred dollars | lecture on Life in Greece, by Prof. Fexron, A 

over any previous year of itsexistence. This|Of Cambridge, that the love of rural life | 
Society has established fair grounds, andisthe| Was one of the deepest passions of the ||| 
most flourishing one in the State. The Ga- —— heart. The early Greek philoso- | zelte enys : phers carefully observed the phenomena of | 
“No previous one has elicited so great an in- | the heavens, and were skilled in the arts of 

terest, attracted so large an attendance or the ee The habits of animals, the | i 
equalled it in general excellence and merit. A fate weer and their adaptation Ee i) 

.}| larger number of entries were made than last sear a: _ mag wee? ee a 
year, and in some of the departments there aa" tees Tees ee ear ae ae i } 

|| Wasa marked improvement in the number and farm oF in its viewhity. and the wba adeed i 
| quality of the articlesexhibited. A want of was ohoesa sail ca: Corn was ground ‘ 

room, both ae ieee and visitors eS 90-150 a “anbrtar with a pestle, and in later 

| eee ey ais remedied an-t icines in amill, The list of other imple- 1 i} other year, when the society fit up their neW | ments, such as scythes, saws, spades, use | 
| grounds in the southern part of thecity.” ._|of guano, sea-weed, and commoner sub- || 
| Watworrn County.—We are told the Fair stances, was perfectly understood. Land — 
] of this Society was the most successful it has| . 5. allowed to recover its strength by ly- | 

ever been. The receipts were about $800.— ing fallow. The time for mowing was care- | 
Fair groands have been located and enclosed at fully determined, and the hay-ricks made | 
Elkhorn, for a term of years. with due precautions against both damp | i Green Counry.—This Society isin a most and spontaneous combustion. When the ! }] “Hourishing condition. It has established Fair | time of harvest cams, the SlaborarssefaA. | 
grounds at Monroe. Thelast Fair is repre-| thens ranged themselves round the agora | sented to have been better than any previous| and waited to be employed by the farm— | 
one. ers. | } Jevrenson Country.—We learn from the The grain was seperated from the straw 
Whitewater Gazette that the Fair of this Co, by horses, oxen and mules, in a circular |} 
Was meagerly attended, not for the want of in- threshing floor, ‘usually placed on an emi- | 
terest among the farmers, but on account of the| nence in the open field. A pole was set 

| Wet weather, rendering the rosds so muddy | up in the centre, and the cattle fastened to __ 
] that stock could not be driven in. it by a rope reaching to the circumference. || | Kenosua County,—The Kenosha Democrat They moved round it until they were bro’t 

||} says of the Fair held by the Society of this up at the centre by the winding up of the | 
| County : rope, and were then turned into the oppo- | 
| “There wasa large attendance of farmers site directiou till it was unwound. Some- 
jj} and business men of the County., And the|times a rude threshing machine, toothed 
| exhibition of stock, agricultural implements, | With stones or iron, OF 8 flail, was employ- ff 
| fruits, and fancy articles, was all calculated to ed. In Homer’s time a winnowing ma- | | 

] give astranger a correct idea of the advance-| Chine was used also. When the harvest | 
} ment made by Kenosha County in the elements a vee the hae red celebrated by | 
| of wealth, comfort and progress. a lestival. Ihe culture of the vine was a 
} “It is well known that no county inthe State | Subject of importance, and the selection of 

| can show handsomer blooded stock than Ken-| Spot for a vineyard, the direction of its | 
| osha, and though there was not so large a dis- | °XPosure, the effects of climate and partic- 

play of cattle as usual, there was yet sufficient al winds, Lhe ee sly ponsidered = ij 
|] to keep up the reputation of the County. ge eee we the -potiing, oat a He 
| “We have never seen finer fruits in any we ryent b fe vihe ty vine Vi nee } 
lj] market in the country. Apples,Pears,Peaches, waters before the time of Virgil. ; 

- eer reece ees £2 Hop vines grow spontaneously in |} 
| t The decline of our foreign imports }Kansas, and in some places are so abun- 
| within eight months has been twenty-four|dant, that they might be gathered with | 

jj millions of dollars. profit as an article of commerce. | 
! sss 

} 
= 
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4 Small Farms. charge, Cressian produced his plows, carts, | x 
Most f; ane ially th h and other implements of husbandry, and * ia 
Se aS ane ise ene | iutroduced his daughter. “These,” said ig 

are just commencing li ie, are am! itious of he, “are my only emplements, and.indus- i a 

possessing large farms. Nothing short of try my only. art.” In our own country ri 

a hundred acres will, suffice, and rather| similar results have been experienced— va 
than not be gratified in this, they will in-| Small farms are always more productive, A 
volve themselves in debt-whieh: will press jn proportion to their superficial extent, | ay 
upon their energies like an incubus, all) i.) larger ones. 
their subsequent days. One thing which a ei) 
ought always to be taken into considera-| Waar To’ Excranp—Tbe consump- fa 
tion by young men is, that he who possess-| tion of wheat in Great Britain is reckoned 4 
es, even in fee-simple a large farm, can| at 160,000,000 bushels per annum, which A 

}| never cultivate it so thoroughly as he could] is about 53 bushels per head, or 2 bushels iH 
} asmaller one. The greater the number of| per head more than the consumption of |} ‘ai 

acres, the greater of course will be the|the United States, according to the results ae 
amount of fencing. The taxes, also, and| of the census of 1850. The average full att 
the,interest on the capital invested are| produce of the United Kingdom is'by the a 

| to be deducted from the often meagre ac-| best authorities given at 120,000,000 quar- a 

cruable profits of the soil. As there are| ters. The result is thus: | ht 
few large farms that produce enough to| Full average crop, bush. 144,000,000 Ue 
manure them properly, the owners are un-| Less for seed, 24,000,000 ‘§ 
der the necessity of purchasing large quan- ——_ ie 
tities, or contenting themselves with slight 120,000,000 Ae. 
and unremunerating crops. ‘Where oné| Usual consumption, 160,000,000 ; ( 

i} bas a small farm, which involves but a com- —_—— _ ]] 2 
] paratively small expense for it is not im-| Average annual deficit, 40,000,000 | f i . 

possible so to concentrate energy and cap-| ‘This Jeaves 40,000,000 bushels to be at 
ital, as to keep all parts continually Progress-| imported in ordinary years of good harvest | fs ia 

|| ing; liberal applications of highly efficient] and usual production. We may therefore || ah 
and stimulating manures can be made to/count on a ready market for any surplus || ie 
the arable portion, and remunerative and! which-our farmers can produce. Nor will |} ae 
even affluent crops secured from the very] there be any necessity for converting the || ie 
fields, which, were their number or super-| «staff of life” into intoxicating liquors— ff ag 

| ficial extent to be doubled or even trebled, | But it will ald be wanted for Breav.— Life : if 
would scarcely compensate, by their pro-| 7//ustrated. H oa 

| ducts, the labor of fencing and carrying eo | ie: 
Danube In very many cases when but} Breap rrom Grown Wazat—For the . ie 

asingle acre has been cultivated the profit] benefit of our neighbors who have sprout- . oi 
has exceeded'one hundred dollars, which| ed wheat, and also a mercy to the miller, i 
is more than the industrious and hard- please insert In your oper the following re- om 

|| working farmer often realizes from forty.— | cipe for making bread from grown wheat= oe 
| A Roman citizen who owned but seven| Place the flower in a pan under the ' 
i} acres, which were cultivated by himself) Stove, or where it may become hot and =i 
} and an only daughter, flourished and keep so for five or six hours, until thorough- | 
| grew rich. The people wondered, but| ly dried oe Knead the dough har-_ ff i 1 
|] how was their surprise augmented, when| der by working in more flour, and bake ff at 
| upon dividing and disposing of one half| slower and longer, so as to: dry out the ff i } 
jj his freehold, they perceived that the annu-| moisture, and you will have light, dry, q fi 
| alamount of hiscrops, instead of diminish-| white dread. A little alumn will improve |] aa 
i} ing im the ratio of the diminution of his| it, if the wheat was badly sprouted. 1 | 
| poreree. actually increased. They attri- 5 H. J. G | i 
| uted this, to them, astonishing phenome- [We have seen samples of bread, made | it} 
i] non to magic, and Cressian was arraigned | from new, gsown wheat, according to the ff id 

lj before the proper tribunal as a necroman-| above recipe. The bread was free from ff Bs 
ij cer who prospered through his knowledge clammy moisture, and of good quality— ff it 
] of sorcery or the black art. To refute this! Western Chron. } HY 

| 
: 
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FARM GATES, 

We copy the following plans and description of two Farm Gates from the Tranac- || i} tions of the New Hampshire Agricultural Society : | 
Mr. Assahel Smith, of 

<= } Hanover, presented two 
fy , plans for a gate, a full Sa Se E | representation of which, a a iA by engravings, paren = i SS 24 nies this report, with an |__—_ ss ES ; taplanation. (by: Mr. 8., _===s Ss yw } i} of both plans. = ———— Ba | Srrcrrication For a | __ | Toe A, | Yarp Gare.—Let the SS SSSSSSS=!Z wee H bar tree be of good tim- SS 

| ber, 4 or 5 inches square, i ae i aT gd ae oe f | into which tenon put the bars and make them fast, The brace, to be 2 by 3 inches, || | halved into the bars, with a foot inserted into the bar tree, The bars are supported |] by an upraght (B) at one third the length of the gate. The improvement claimed is_ || | the'manner of ‘ixing the brace, which is effectual in Preventing the gate from sagging || | in its use for more than 18 years. 
| Farm Gare,—The up- 2 | ] rights, 1, 5, and 3, are dou- a ES L = Mint | | ble, recetving the bars fasten- — 59] ——— at fa (4 aa mM | ed by a screw bolt, and arene feesteemmsemnieil fetimeemmeend |e Saat it lk ry, tenoned into a horizontal tim- r 1 eer eee Rea Usa || | ber, long enough, by the ad- ee Ns mM | dition of asxal veight, 0 OO =——SS==a ee coe balance the gate. The improvements claimed, are the manner of fastening the bars | between the uprights, and fitting the gate to a stone wall, as shown in the plate. | 

HW tofore addressed you in relation to the suk-| without respect to the moon; the reason ; | ject of Mediterranean wheat, stating its ex-|of this is, that in May the sap flows up || emption from the attacks of the fly, and the] out of the wood and gathers under the || jj facts of its superior yield. The late har- bark and in it; so that timber cut in May | ij vest has given me another opportunity to}is not subject to the rotting influence’ of |} l] test its qualities in these respects; and I am| the sap, which in February or the winter | | | happy to say that most favorable expecta-|time has returned into the wood, filling jj) tations have been realized in regard to it. every pore. Some think the sap goes j While nearly all the wheat of my neigh-| down into the roots of the trees in winter, |} i} bors, of other varieties, suffered more or less which is evidently not so; for cut a tree || jj severely from the fly, my Mediterranean | in the dead of winter, let it be until May; || | escaped entirely, and has yielded me an av-|it will then peel off its bark almost as well |" erage of 27 bus, to the acre.aI am con-|ae $f it had been cut after the sap begins | vinced that, taking all things into account,| tp flow; which proves that the sap lies im- | this is the best and safest wheat that can be| bedded’ in the wood during winter—and | sown at the present time. I have a quan-| timber eut when it is in that state is sub- || 3 | tity of the wheat yet on hand, in an excel-| ject to rot, or be eaten with worms.—f[Cor, 1} lent — for ae, re will & of Pa. Farm Journal. | |} commodate farmers w a @ marke’ Yea ]}Price—A. Y. Moons, Scnooleraft, Mich, in| #2” By the Hudson basset, on Mon- | the Kalamazoo Gaz, day week, there were received at N. York | ——e 17,500 bbls. of flour, 41,000 bushels. of | Toe to Cur Trweer.—I know by ex-|corn, 20,000 bushels of oats, besides the | perience that timber cut in May will last |arrivals kept private by the forwarders. 
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Dg ee eee 
! Farmers Study your Profession. tive body in the Union—to yon who may sayto || » iB 

— them, Legislate for us, encourage our profes- |] +o 
We invite every reader of the Farmer, es-|sion, attend to our wants, do what you can at a | 

|| pecially those who follow Agricultural pur- ear peal usin eee ue a 
H 4 3 ( ir 3 ; 

| suits WE. & business—to read and ponder well it shall Se our most imperative city to act the t Hf 
H the sensible, wholesome advice.contained in the | part of Cromwell—to throw you out of our | i 

{] following communication, copied from the Ten- | employ, and place those in your stead who will | iW 
| _nessee Whig. The writer drawsa perfect por- | 40 our bidding. We say to you, the question i 
H] “trait of the condition of his brethren of the |i *S*ed—Shall this state of things continue, |} ir } - - z so longas “water runs” and mankind are born : ae 

| plow, There is no calling of life more honor-| with the demand of food stamped upon their || a 
able than that of Agriculture; yet, the great corey sens» We ues more con ieien ee and | i 

] mass i . | faith in growing intelligence of American farm- |} i 
i . of i a see ae Ee eee ers iiontts believe that such a system of things | ae 

i tian, regard Ebemeelyes as forced into it by er | ony long be permitted to exist, Farmers, a- | TH 
] cumstances—as mere “hewers of wood and | wake! behold your dignity and yourstrength! : ae 
| drawers of water.” But not so with the in-|Exercisethe newer: so have far your see best ff ie 

j ; ies hi i interests and the good of the race, and your oe 
] ee eho a pita wants will not be neglected. Every farmer or ff i 
| men.of the 0 a pEAreastons oor © | tiller of the soil may aid in this great work. i pa 

feels no degradation or drudgery in his call- If your library consists of but half-a dozen ti | 

} ing. volumes, let one at least be devoted to agricul- | We 
j Mr. Eprror:—It is somewhat strange that|ture. If you obtain and read two periodicals, J An 

| the little time farmers devote to literary pur- | let one be devoted to agricuitural topics. And ff Fi 
suits they spend in acquiring political in pre- | since farming is your profession, if you should 
ference to agricultural knowledge. We now | read four or more papers, let two or more be ; 

] address the farming community : devoted to the same subject. If inthe future |} i 
The lawyer spends his time in pouring over | youshould contribute your mite for the erec- | } 

his law-books, acquiring a knowledge of juris-| tion and support of two institutions of learn- | 2 
H} prudence. The physician dissects the human | ing, let one have an agricultural education, if | ; 

body, ascertains the precise location of every | one can be had in America—if not, patronize } ie 
| artery, vein, muscle, nerve, bone, &c., &c.; ac-| the schoois of the “Old World.” If you at- } ; 

quires a knowledge of the condition of health, | tend conventions, fail not to attend theagricul- pee § 
and the cause of disease. The minister pon-|turalconyentions. If one or two associations ff ah 
ders over the Sacred Scriptures, and reads|are to be attended, political or agricultural, ff i i 
works that will afford him knowledge of divin-| patronize the latter. When you cast your | ie 
ity. In short, they all “ study their profession.” | vote into the ballot box, let it be for one who | ee 
Now, how is it with the great mass of those | will advocate boldly and faithfully the interest |} oe 

who devote their time to tilling the soi!? You | of your profession as here set forth, orasthe |} a ih 
profess to be farmers—agriculturists—and yet | minister to his text, how long, think you, it | | 

{| almost the sum total of your reading and study | would be till the farmer’s calling would be as a: 
} is of a politicalcharacter. We are denomina- honorable as though he were classed with the | i 

!| ted a nation of farmers; yet we patronize and | titled nobility ? How long, think you, it would |} t ay 
|| support about three thousand political and but | be sought by the educated, the talented, and } A 
{| sixty or or seventy agricultural papers—about | the wealthy ? How long before his occupation | a 
h| in the ratio of forty-five toone. The greatest | would be loved, desired, admired and sought? | ie 
i} source of our nation’s wealth and prosperity is AYounc Farmer. i o¥ 
} in her agriculture. Dee eo eo collect ees | of 

| for disseminating a knowledge of the profes- | ‘4 
oe law, neilaine and divinity, are numerous Prcutar Property oF ,Gtass—A | / { 

}] (all well enough); yet the whole nation can| writer in the Scientific American says:— |] I 
I} scarcely boast of one such institution for the | “There is a peculiarity in common glass I - |} i 
|| spread of a scientific knowledge of agricultu-| am unable to explain as yet, and which, | if 

|} raloperations. We read with delight and ad- erhaps, if thoroughly understood, might ] Hs 
1] miration of our vast exports of agricultural P eee f gn) k al } Mh i 

products; yet, dolittle or nothing, in the ag-| be the means o making known a principle Th 
gregate, to keep up the productiveness of our | of incalculable worth to the world. It is ! ie 
virgin soil. We boast of our privilegeof hay- | well known to many that glass may be ea- } 

| ing phi in eicoeen ei eras i Jet] sily filed, sawed, cut, drilled or turned by ee | 
| vote for men unskilled in s . Fy 

} will legislate on any and every subject save keeping, ihe edge of the tool aoe wet. | | 4 
that of spreading about scientific knowledge of with spirits of turpentine. On, MEE is i 
agricultural pursuits. Each State, county and | the action of the spirits of turpentine? Is ie 

| town throughout the Union, almost, hasits reg- | jt electro-chemical, produced by friction, or M 
TSS a isit merely chemical, only dissolving the y 

| Now. fiemene: our appeal is to you—to you carbon or other hard ingredients in its com- ii 
| who have the power of swaying every legisla- position ?—Zzchange im) | 

u
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i « For the Wisconsin and Iowa Farmer. 

§ t 0 ck R @ g §s q @ r. | Messrs. Eprtors:—In looking over the Sep- 

—————--— ———______ | tember number of your paper, I see inquiries 
For the Wisconsin and [owa Farmers raised about the disease in cattle, called Brack 

Black Leg. Lec. I offer the following as my experience 
ra with that disease among my cattle: 

q Messns. Evrrons:-{ have, from time totime,! 4 per some had died, I tried to save one; a | 
Gn the columns of the Farmer, observed nume- | chojce yearling heifer. She had laid about 

| fous inquiries for information in regard to the eight hours, whenl returned home. Ifirstgave |] 

matare of, and antidotes forthe Buacx Lrc.— | her one teaspoonful of Davis’ Pain Killer, one | 
My experiece with that disease is not of recent | of Bristol’s Nerve and Bone Liniment,and one fj 
date, but extends back some twelve or fifteen | o¢ spirits camphor, in a half pint of lard, and = |] 

i] Years, while I was yet living with my father, | halt a pint of strong soap suds. I found that |} 
in the State of New York. At that timeit ap- | there was aycllow sediment settling underthe || 
peared almost in the form of an epidemic.— skin, which, when tapped on with the end of |] 
Simultaneously it attacked cattle in all parts] the finger, had the appearance of being air. | 
of the neighborhood, and in every instance! 4 out the skin and let it discharge all it would ; 
proved fatal, until they began to use the reme-| then bathed the parts affected with the pain || 

| dy which 1 give below. killer and liniment combined. After repeating 
| The first symptoms we observed were, that | this oace—she having previously commenced || 

the victim commenced kicking with the leg af- | to swell and bloat—found it- necessary to let 
| fected, in a manner that showed that its pain| the air out, which I did with a common pock- 

‘es excruciating, with a peculiar wildness that | o¢ knife. After letting out the air, she com- 
‘was not to be mistaken. A valuablecow of my | menced to get well, and in eight hours would |} 

father’s was taken, and he tried all the means he | eat some. After themedicine operates thereis |} 
could think of—such as cutting open her flank | yo danger, only keep them dry. I have pursued i 

and washing it with every cooling application | the same course since with others—exeept let- | 
hhe could think of, ending by cutting a gash to ting out the air—with good success, and lost 
the bone and filling it with salt. On the sec-| none under it. 
nd day she died, and on opening her wasfound| To prevent the Black Leg, give plenty of | 
to be mortified, even to the spine and kidneys. | soot and salt. S. Suara. | 
Tam thus particular in describing the symp- Lafayette county, Wis, Oct., 1855. | 
toms, as I have seen no case of Black-Leg in —_—— | 
the West, and possibly might have been a dif- ee ee ee 
ferent disease. The knowledge of the remedy PREVENTION OF Brack Leo.—Messrs. Edi- | 
we got from an intelligent Irishman, recently tors iI have seen in the Farmer articles from] 
from the old country. twodifferent individuals, asking foracureor || 

e preventive of Blackleg in cattle. I have had i 
Take of hog's fat, aboat paren or less, (2¢- | some experience, and think it my duty to cir. 

serine ein saaina or ler ot [cute what THnor, This dan wave | 
ee Y °F | lent in the county where I resided, inEngland, |] 

yarrow as you can crowd into it—steep until ics ikensatlire: i 
all the strength is exhausted; strain, and give S : a 1 
it as warm as you can without burning. Preventive.—Take spring calves in themonth 

x . ; ., ._ | of October; cut a small incision in the hollow 
Biever, in any cate pee if applied in above the foot—on the top of the flesh a small 

al ered ech sei tenes ® SPee-| blue vein appears; tale a crooked instrument, |} 
a rt = It isa’ very simple the shape of an awl, and put the point under |] 
we Tat oe dita et tar, ™Y | the vein, raise it up so that it can be cut, aud |} 
aie a wae babe brery osnklicios due take about an eighth of aninch out of the vein- } 

| ronda bo aa Be fal her % Don’t sew up theincision. It must be done on 

re all the four feet, | 
i I think it is the duty of every farmertocon-| | have cut many hundreds, and known of 
] tribute all he can, towards the diffusion of| thousands being cut, and never knew of one 

jj Keowledge. connected with agriculture in eve-| dying with the above disease, after being cut. |} 
ry form. Hiram Waicut. Matuew Towers. ' 

t Lewiston, Columpia co., Wis. Oct., 1855. Omro, Winnebago co., Wis. Sept., 1855.
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of the Silesians, is the only one who has | to renovate the tissues, but also enough for 
| given notice of his intention to take a share | growth and development. | 
] in the proposed test. “The adult, however, requires a greater || 

| So far as 1 am individually concerned, I| variezy of food than the latter, to support || 
| care nothing for it, as it would involve a|the integrity of his organization, conse- | 
| great deal of expense, as well as care and | quently, as you have fed your horse on 
| anxiety; but so far as setting at rest the |corn and cob meal all winter, there may || 
| contentions, in a great degree fruitless, I} be a disproportion between the amount of |} 

| should be glad to see the experiment carried | carbon, fa the form of food,}and the oxy- || 
| through. We should much prefer to have | gen respired, hence his digestion must be || 

some person like our friend Dickinson, of deranged, or carbon, in the form of fat, is | 
| Victor, undertake it, for he has the time | deposited in the various tissues. 
} and could give it his personal attention, and| “A fat horse, of course you are aware, 
| certainly has such ewes as no one could ob- | is not the one for fast work nor fatigue, and, 
H} ject to. Perhaps he will consent to take |the emaciated excepted, is more likely to 
jour place. What say you, brother Dicxrs- | become sick, from the least exciting cause. 

} soN {—P,in Wool Grower and Stock| “Onthe other hand, an excess of car- 
| Register. bogancons material deranging the stomach 

————————— —it holding sympathetic relation with the 
I Corn and Cob Meal for Horses, ane ad in feeminate in staggers ay 

| : oe sho' known orsemen, that an 
Soret ade eee Yeoh, ane adult horse ought not to increase in weight 

] and cob meal, as horse feed, for a couple of rm est te yous soe tk Ey DEIN, fl | BS c .+ | portioned to work; any increase of flesh or 
| months, exclusively, and with the foliowing fk Sea BonaT tn ding lightas Hand aek 

i results. After one month’s feeding, fe- 8 Oy EPS era aakaee cf 
: _~, {meal bag; thatis, if you want to keep dis- 

brile symptoms were occasionally observed |... 7 a y ’ --, | ease and death at bay. 
| in one of the horses, such as short and quick |“, T fi y Bl breathing ic. ‘Tt ei to — pote ont and 

} On stating the case to Dr. Dadd, the es het Coase ore alae is and 
| skillful veterinary surgeon of Boston, it 2 y y. . on : sch | aa A a spec, to fatten horses; for among such 
| clicited the follow ing valuable letter. The have the most practice, their disease being || 

importance of occasional change of food | nore difficult to control than when occur. 
H} which it recommends, is not sufficiently at-| -— ae s ] 2 a | Ting in others, in fair working order. 

B® tended to by our farmers in feeding ‘thelr = As regards corn and oh meal, 1 think 

grt regards your horse, I would (if he it operates injuriously on a great many 

is no better) change the diet immediately. ho t 
He is probably suffering from acute or In the first place, they do not always 
chronic indigestion, which is very apt to eee it properly, it being soft and east- 

i} occur in animals when kept too long on 2, ra aps 2 th aor } ] _ : ; runs into fermentation, 

YL No act in iettios is better ctablsh- | Stlling in fatulent or spasmodie cholie 
I} ed than that of the impossibility of long] “In order to obviate the difficulty, the |} 
| sustaining health, or even life, on one kind meal ought to be mixed with cut hay or || 

H of diet. It fails to support nutrition—| straw, articles that must be masticated ere 
j| (See Liebig and Carpenter.) The animals|swallowed. Should the digestive organs | 

| experimented upon, after a certain length be deranged, meal ferments very rapidly, || 

| of time, seemed willing to endure starva- | inducing flatulency, i 
tion rather than live on one kind of diet.| “I should not object to giving a horsea |] 
As regards the adult horse, however, he|feed of corn and cob meal occasionally, | 
will exist for some time on highly nutri-| mixing it with cut hay and a little salt— 
tious articles, such as oats, barley, corn | Salt is a good antiseptic—prevents fermen- 
meal, &. They do not require so much | tation—affords, by the decomposition in 
of the flesh-making principles as fe yous the stomach, muriatic acid and soda; aids f}- 
and growing animal, which not only re-} digestion and prevents the generation of | 
quires sufficient carbon in the form of food! worms. * | " E 

a = i 

a ee eee
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“The best remedies for restoring the di- | they are sheared the shepherd carries them 1: 
gestive functions are: off to be marked with tar, usually with the |} fe i 

“Powdered Gentian 1 oz. first letter of the name of the proprietor; ie 
do, Salt, 2 oz. and each sub-division is denoted by the on 

Powdered Ginger, 4 oz. part of the animal on which this letter is { i 
do. Charcoal, 1 0z.’ placed; andas this operation is necessarily ath 

“Mix, divide into 8 parts, and give one| performed upon one at a time, it gives a ' i with the food, night and morning.”—[Pa. fair opportunity to cull out for the butchery ie Farm Journal. t ~ the a of the flock which have lost se 
eee their teeth. , 

Sheep Shearing in Spain. ; “A man can shear twelve ewes in a day, ' i wa or eight rams.. The fleeces of three of i We make the following extract from the | the latter often weigh, in the dirt or yolk, i my 
forthcoming Agricultural Report on the prey hay which is equivalent to || } | sheep husbandry of Spain: ‘our wethers or five ewes. The reason of i. ps i co 2 Seach in Spain, the difference in the number of sheared in fH 
like. the! harvest and the vintage in corn|* Ca¥ is not only because the rams have | ; Bi 
and wine countries, is a time of “reat fes- fee ete are strong, and have may F vat 
tivity and rejoicing, both to the proprietor fest ae — ‘iG oe i | Hy 
a a — perience has taught them that a bold, rebel- | 1 f the flesh of the culled sheep, and it weal lious ram would struggle even to suffoca- |} He 
seem that the slaughter occasioned by this | #0” thus confined under the shears; con- | ‘ 
season of feasting would be sufficient to |Seduently, they generally lay him down; f ie Conta wliols Baas stroke his belly, and actually beguile him H 

«The operation of shearing commences | °C of his fleece. ii on the Ist of May, provided the weather be| “The sheep that have been shorn are al- in 
fair; for if the wool be not quite dry, the lowed to go to the field if the weather is fine ct) 

| fleeces, which are piled close upon one an- | in order to feed during the day, and in the He 
other as soon as they are taken off, would fee they oe the _— in — | ie 
foment and rot, It is for this reason that | the shearing house to pass the night, an Hs 

| the business is performed in large spacious if the weather be cold or cloudy, they are >t || buildings called ‘esquileos which are usu- | Sheltered within. Thus they are brought oH 
| ally so arranged as to receive entire flocks | by degrees to endure the open air and their a of twenty, forty, and even sixty thousand | first day’s journey from the esquileos to the | ea || sheep; and: besides, the constitutions of |™ountains is short.” of | ewes are such that if they were exposed, ns 1h, | immediately after shearing, to the air of a|__Recrezs ror Wovxps zm Horses— / Wy bleak, stormy night, they would all perish.|Mr. H. T. Wiii1ams, Burr Oak, furnishes | me ; “ A certain number of ¢! are Ba in-|the accompanying recipes to the Michigan |} a tothe great slaughter house, Pr in the|Farmer. He says he has fully tested their | y 

: | form of a pavallsdogian; four or five hun-| Value in extreme cases: | aH 
dred feet long and one hundred wide, where} For 2 fresh wound in a horse, from what- ] yl they remain during the day. As many |ever cause, take Sal Ammoniac one pound; | ty sheep as it is judged can be dispatched by | High Wines (or whiskey) one quart; put re) | the shearmen, the next day are driven into together and dissolve, and apply tothe | ee a long narrow passage, called ‘sudedero,’|wound several times a day, car a cure | lg | or sweating place, where they remain all| wil! be effected speedily. A neighbor's | bs: | night, crowded as closely as possible togeth-| horse, he said, under fall's speed, ran against | i | er, in order that they may profusely sweat |the sharp end .of a rail, which tore the |} iy j which is Pinte e wool for the ‘Shears, | flesh in such a manner that the shoulder | } ij and, as | shepherd says, ‘to oil their | bone oe cntinetgpare The above | i | ges. compound was applied diligently, and in || i | “Ee degrees, the next morning the sheep | less than six “eelibe ts hae “ai work, if j} are led into the spacious shearing room, | though the neighbors declared at the time i which joins the sweating-place. As fast as| that he could not recover. oil
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Accidents will often happen to horses,| An Epipemrc amone Horses.—During || 
says Mr. W., when we are traveling, a dis-| the present season an unusual and severe 
tance from home, perhaps, sueh as cutting | epidemic is said to have prevailed in cer- |} 
the feet and legs with the shoe-corks, | tain portions of Vermont, New Hampshire, || 
a very common accident, and it is very con- | Maine, some of the Western States and | 
venient to know of some easily-to-be-found | Canadas, which has, in some cases, been } 
remedy to apply in such cases. ‘Take one | attended with severe losses, ! 

! ounce of gum camphor, one pint of vine-| The disease has most nearly resembled |} 
|, gar; not needful to be very nice about the | what is known as the stomach staggers, in || 

proportions, apply this three or four times | works of -veterinary practice, and is attri- |} 
a day and yout horse need not stop work. | buted to the use of meadow hay, or hay 

eee from fields that are occasionally overflow- |} 
Hors Suors anv Suorrc.—We gave | ed, and in which a weed of qualities nox- | 

along and excellent article on the text |ious to horses abounds, and is inseparablé [ 
above, in a late number, from a good little |from the grass. Horses that have been ly }j 
London book, by William Miles, entitled, |ing idle during the winter, preparatory’ to |} 
“The Horses’ Foot, and How to Keep it |the summer travel, have been the most | 

Sound,” which every horse shoer and ey- | fatally attacked, and many’ very valuable |} 
ery horseman ought to have. ' animals have been lost. The scarcity of | 

Among the earliest memories of our|good English hay has been the cause of re+ |} 
boyhood is the recollection with what in- | sorting to substitutes that have been ‘thus 
terest we watched our Yankee father, who | deleterious. _ The suddenness, severity, and } 
was famous for his skill in horse-shoeing, | novelty of the epidemic, ‘too, have baffled | 
while he carefuily plated out the iron, shav-|the most experienced.—[Ex. | 
ed the hoof just nght, and then nailed on eee aaa | 

j} the shoe with as much precision as a gal-| Wyxpsprivxtes—This disease, so fatal 
J) lant son of Crispin would fit a lady's gai-| among horses, has made’ its appearance on |] 

tor. In the first place, no man is fit to] several plantations in the neighborhood of |} 
}| shoe a horse, who, in addition to being a] Rik Run, Md., and is assuming a most ma- | 
} anaes does not love and respect'a lignant:type. ‘Three cases out of five are | 
| horse; and we have comparatively few | fatal, | 

4] good horse-shoers in this country. After E i 1 
} closely examining thousands of specimens In 1817 it broke: out in England, and 
i} of horse shoes, we do not wonder at the |Spread throughout. the British Empire— 
!} many hoof-bound and otherwise damaged |The Duke of Wellington lost more than 

| feet which our roadsters present. half his stud (87,) among them the far | 
| But what we set out to say was to call |famed dancing: stallion Arab-bood, then | 
| the attention of Agricultural Societies to|cousidered: the -handsomest. specimen off 
| the improvement of this department. of horse flesh alive. _ He was, pure Arabiahj | 
| mechanics, which so intimately affectstheir |and having borne the Duke through many | 
i} interests. Premiums would be well be- | successful campaigns, was buried with all } 

| stowed in exciting competition for the best |the hoffors of war, in ‘Westminster Ab: f} 
specimens of horse shoes and shod. horses. | bey(!) : His epitaph reads from right-to  {f 

| i We have seen this at some fairs. In Lick- | left, being in Arabic. . Copious drenching 
| ing, we remember especially, were some | With Tartar water was found to’be the most 
| fine specimens. of shoeing, and. pretty. fair effective remedy.—[Ex. 

specimens of shoes; but the best lot of pees: 
| shoes we have seen in Ohio, were at the| Drorsy.—This disease’is induced by |] : 

Hamilton County Fair, at Carthage, last | long exposed to the’eold and wet’ weather | 
year, made by a Cincinnati man, whose | Tapping is condemed by Blackléék, unless || 
name we would be glad to give if we knew | performed by a. skilful wel 7. The | 

| whohe was. In_the mechanical depart-| best: plan is to, bleed freely, pe = a | 
ment of some other, fairs, we have seen | three doses of Epson salts. It is better, | 
shoes which were only worthy of being | however,:in general, to kill the sheep at} 
cursed for their mischievous and ill-shaped | once,,as rarely a permanent ¢urscan be af: | 

|} forras— Ohio Cull. (| fected] Morrell; » i |
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Healthfulness of the Farmer's Life. |seem to justify them, if anything can, in i } 

a z : taking “a little something” to steady their | H 
In Massachusetts, each town is required | porves and to wake them up. The doctor || a 

by law to report to the Secretary of State) has no patient that needs it more. Here || he 
|, the number of births, marriages and deaths |<. ; deed a ‘real case of sickness” But ff i 

| Which oceur annually, and that officer pub-| 4. the remedy touches not the disease, the i 
 Jishes an abstract of the returns thus made. patient finds that the more he doses, the || | | 

The report for 1853, contains a table which | tore he must to keep comfortable. Poor |} | Ha 

shows the number of deaths during nine | f.jjow, what are large wages to him, now ' H 

] | years, in the various professions, and from | that his medicine has become his master? |] Mi 
| that exhibit, the following ae ta- as | Le 

| ble has been prepared, showing the com- - ‘ i 

| | paritive health fulness of the professions: Cane comes Suske- i 

Averageage At 20 years old may “ Oh, the trouble folks have taken 1 

|... Occupations. at death, expect ue To smoke and spoil their bacon.” ie 

i) | Asctontinniety, ce To smoke the best bacon, fat your ho; ie 
Hy aebentee®, a 2 early and fat them well. By aiune oe i | He 

| | Blacksmiths, 51 31 ly you make a great saving in food,‘and | if 
| | Painters, 42 22 well fattened pork. Then kill as early as ff | Hi 
| [piss ‘ = 2 the weather will allow, and salt as soon as He 
| |'Tailors, is 43 93 the animal heat is gone, with a plenty of ( 

i Factory operatives, 33 13 the purest salt, and about half an ounce of 3 

||, Printers, 36 16 salt-petre to one hundred pounds of pork. uf 

|| A writer in the New England Farmer,| As soon as the meat is salted to your a 

i | commenting on the resu!¢ exhibited in the | taste, which will generally be in about five i} 

| | foregoing table, appends the followingsen-| weeks, take it out, and if any of it has t 

sible observations: been covered with brine, let it drain a lit- jj is, 
‘Nor is this all. Short life is not the| tle. Then take black pepper, finely ground, | k I 

1) |lonly penalty for violating the laws of health ; | and dust on the hock end as much as will} | : 

| but a the ills “that flesh is heir to” when | stick, then hang it up in a good, clean, dry, t ih 

| |abused, follow close upon the heels of the| airy place. If all this is done as it should 1 é 

| |transgressor. 'T'o wear out in twenty years| be, (it ought to be done now,) you will | | | 

| -|m constitution that was made to last forty,| have no further trouble with it, for by fly } = 

) requires nosmall amount of headaches and | time in spring, your bacon is so well cured | at 

i |foul stomachs, of darting pains and twitch-|on the outside, that flies or bugs will not] | fi 

1} jing nerves. The full-blooded, stalwart disturb it. : il { 

\ fate boy is not transformed into. the] Curing bacon islikethe Irishman’smode |] | i 

| |pale, debilitated, city mechanic, without ad-| of making punch. He said, “ Put in the | i 

| \monitory remonstrances of his physical| sugar, then fill it up with whiskey, and ev- ff | | 

| system, by pains and lassitude, that ought| ery drop of water you put in after that | oa 
'to be heeded as “ warnings,” but which he] spoils the punch.” Just so with curing | 

|| |too often attempts to allay by stimulants.) bacon, after following the directions given |} ; 

| And here, by the way, we find perhaps above, every “drop” of smoke you put _ jf a 

| {the reason of a~fact which has ezcited| about it, spoils the bacon—Portage Dem. } i i 

| |some wonder, viz: that the more unhealthy Taree | i 

land short lived any class of mechanics,| ALExaNpER Van Houmporpt who was |] | i ; ; 

! the moré dissipated they are. The causes| known all over the world for his learning, | S| } 
|] which aDarten life produce a condition of| before we were known at all, now resides | id 

| \the nervous system that can scarcely be| at Berlin, Prussia, aged 85 years, still vig- 4 
| gudare but which stimulants will! for the| orous, still seeking after wisdom as a hiden | | 

’ di time being greatly relieve. Glass blowers, | treasure, still writing books to increase hu- a 

} [printers of morning mi and others| man knowledge and letting his light shine. y 

| iwho work of nights, as they rouse them-| He has a massive mind; a wonderful per- | 5 

| \gelves from their morning nan, experience] severance. His education is not complet- if 

feelings of real misery, which, if they were|ed. Noble old man! May he celebrate bh 
| not the result of a criminal abuse of health] his centennial on earth! His name will SH 

that ought to be abandoned. at once, would! never-die—Manchester (WV. H.) Mirror. |f ff 
: : { a 

i
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t lee Here again we predict the Pear, the Plum 

if 0 i) i Cu | i Y j 0. and the Grape will find a more congenial home 

J. ©. BRAYTON,............EDITOR, | than anywhere else in the Great Northwest,— 
PN IT AP NIN PRAT NRTA NL AEE NE The Peach also, if it does well anywhere, will 
Editorial Notes from North Western | fourish and bear fruit on their summits and 

Fruit Growers’ Convention. along their eastern and northeastern slopes. 

This body held its 5th annual meeting at} If we had one such bluff rising 150 to 200 
Burlington, Iowa, Sept., 25, 26, 27 and 28. feet from the margin of our river, no price con- 

This was the first meeting of the kind held | sidered reasonable would tempt us to part with 

west of the Misissippi. And we felt not alit-|it; and yetin the regions where they exist, 

|| tle happily surprised in finding ourself safely | East, West, North and South of us, they near- 

landed on theother side of the Father of Wa-| ly all lie as neglected asif they existed only to 

ters, in the young but beautiful city of Bur- | fill an otherwise vacancy on the surface of our 
lington, creeping majestically up over and | globe. 
through the mighty bluffs with which the| When will our people, and especially our 

wesern bank is here lined. Through the} Horticulturists, learn that the mighty Archi- 

bluffs we say, for the good citizens, not content | tect of the universe designed these summits as 

with the elements slow operations in civil en- | 2 crown of beauty and excellence to overshad- 

gineeringand grading, have taken the matter | ow and bless our goodly‘ land. We wish to 
| intotheir own hands, and are making easy | impress upon the minds of our readers the ne- 

slopes where nature left nothing but headlong | cessity of planting trees upon these hills, be- 

precipices, divided by almost impassible rav- | lieving, as we do, that if ever the time comes 

ines. when fine fruits shall be produced in measure 

These bluffs abound, as we understand, all | With the increasing demand, that it will be on- 
| along the upper waters of this mighty river,pre- | ly when these elevated sites shall be generally 

senting rather a forbidding feature, perhaps, to | covered with fruit treesand vines. But to re- 

| the eye of commercial traffic, but are matters of turn from this digression. 
no slight interest in the eye of the Horticultur- The hallchosen for the exhibition of fruits 
ist. Nowhere, except around Milwaukee, have | 2nd for our discussions was commodious and 

| we seen west of Lake Michigan, such sites for the tables were well covered with fine fruits, 

| fruit gardens as their summits, and less precip-| especially the apple, in great variety, and the 

itous sides present. Here the Pear may be | largest growth we ever saw of many of our 

grown with little danger of “wet feet,” that | best varieties—of the Pear, but few varieties 
| bane of the pear tree, and futile source of| were exhibited comparatively, but very fine 

all its diseases, and that too, without under- | and well grown; some varieties entirely bey- 
| draining, an operation which only a few can be ond the possibility of recognition, although 
| induced toundertake. The Plum here finds a| ld acquaintances. The few varieties of the 

home on which the curculio trespasses but little, | Grape on the tables were well grown and of 
from the difficulty which its young find in pen- | fine quality. 

| etrating the firm unyielding soil. The best we saw were raised on the bluffs 
} In acountry like Iowa, where, west from in the vicinity of Nauvoo, of the Catawba va- || 

|| these bluffs, within a few miles the whole coun-|Tiety. This, under a sun which will ripen?it 
| try isone nearly continuous prairie, too rich | Perfectly, is doubtless the best hardy grape, | 
| and moist for the safe culture of these fine | 2nd the Isabella next in quality,ripening farther [| 

] fruits, these respected “ Bowers” should be north from being two weeksearlier. TheClin- |} 

| held in high esteem by the fruit gardner —| ton, from the garden of Dr. Chamberlain, Bur- 

] Should any one require of us confirmation of| lington, were the best of the variety we have | 
} he foregoing opinions, we refer you to the few | tasted; but are too poor in quality to be wor- | 

| gardens which we had the pleasure of visiting | thy of cultivation; his Missouris were better |} 
| in and near Burlington, and we were told oth-| flavored, but too smiall. | 

|] ers quite as interesting existed in the city] His Alabamas, we recognized ag Isabellas; |} 

which we did not see. This bluff region ex-| Very Well ripened by trainingagainstthe south | 
|| tends, weare told, alongthe Mississippi valley | wall of his dwelling, which gave them maturi- | 

}} upward and downward for many hundreds of| ty two weeks earlier than those grown in an 
lj} miles, and often along its tributaries. open exposure in the garden.
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| Our duties as chairman of the committee on | so that they will spread over the ground in | a 
seedlings, and asa member of the committee] a couple of years. The best time to set out || q 

} on synonyms, prevented the taking of notes of| plants is in the fall—but almost any time | yy 
the discussions ; but these will appear in the| will do. The ground should be kept free i 
future pages of the Farmer in full, as taken-| from grass and weeds. The plant is of such || Hi 
by our reporter. a neature that it will grow and bear well || oa 

The address, by Mr. Barry, was in keeping] in clean,white sand, if kept sufficiently moist. _ |] te 
| with that gentleman’s editorials in the Horti-| One acre wil yield from 200 to 400 bush- ie 
|| culturist, and in fact everything from his pen—| els each season. This would be better } 

}| being full of practical matter for the Horticul-| than corn or wheat, or almost any other || te 
turist, from the beginning to the ending. Al-|crop. They grow well from the seed, | ih 

j] though rather lengthy, it was listened to with | which should also be sown in the fall. if | Ha 
much interest by a large and intelligent audi-| any farmer will signify his willingness to | tik 

i} ence. J.c. B, | undertake their cultivation, we will promise _ |] ie 
eee ae aid him all we can with such information | i ; 

| Tae Prum on tee Witp Srock.—Messrs. = bisa be able to give-—[Minnesota j f 5 
Editors :—In the June No. of the Farmer, epunean | i i 

| page 17S, in R. L. Bagley’s communication, isa} Tae Frowers or Texas.—The editor t 
description of a plum scion set in the wild) of the Texian Advocate thus describes the ui 
stock, which grew in one year thirty-six feet, | floral beauties of the forests and prairies of ie 

}| alltold ; and he closes by saying: ‘“‘ Beat that, | that fertile region: ie 
| and will try aguin, or knock under.” It is) “Texas is emphatically the land of flow- My 
| not for the purpose of having Mr. Bayley|ers; and April is the month in which they K 
| “knock under” that I give you{a description | exhibit their varied loveliness in the most ae 

of one I set the first week in May last, but to| ample profusion. Whilst it isnecessary for fe: 
have him “ try again.” the lovers of flowers in other climes to cul- | . ie } 

| The ninth of the present month, Mr. Prince, | tivate them carefully, to protect them from I i 
1] owner of the Sugar Bush cn the prairie, and| northern blasts and untimely frosts, our i ki 

| myself, measured mine. The entire growth is| prairies, and even our wood lands, are one ie) 
| onehundred and sixteen feet ; measuring s-ven| Vast flower-garden, of rare beauty and rich | F 
| and a half inches in circumference; and I haye| fragrance. During the spring months, our i ; 4 is 

|| plenty more that will measure fifty fect each. wild flowers present a great variety of col- “He 
| Gites Kinney. | 0rs—red, violet aud pink predominating. — | 

H Whitewater, Wis., Sept., 1855. But as the season advances, and the sun’s "I 
ep rays become more intense, yellow and white | 

Cranberries. become the prevailing colors, and are fre- i 
— , quently so brilliant and numerous as to a 

The cranberry is a most excellent fruit, | pain the eye of the travaller with the in- aif 
and would we think, repay the trouble of| tensity of their dazzling splendor. “af 
cultivating it. Although it grows abund-) “We love flowers. They are intimately 4 
antly in every part of our territory, yet the| associated in our rememberance with a hap- a 
demands are very great, and will increase ev-| py period of existence, when all scenes were af 
ery year. The crop this year is nearly a/ delightful—when the stern realities of life H a 
failure on account of the dry weather in the| were uuexperienced and unknown. i Cal 
spring. We hear of them selling at from} «Twas a lovely thought tomarkthe hours oir 

|] $3 to $4 per bushel. Now we believe that Asthey floated in light away, mi 
even at $1 per bushel they might be grown Pe laeon es plies — | i 

|) with a profit. Our marsh lands would an-} gy) Tot us live, so that flower by flower, } 
lj swer first rate. This is the plan to pursue; Shutting in turn may leave ¢ ! 4 

o and every good farmer should try it assoon| A lingerer still for the sunset hour, f | 
as he can prepare a patch for their culture. A charm for the shaded eve.” } fi 

Select a marsh, or wet place—a “shady Ot 4 

| marsh” would answer best—and haul white], #27In pruning trees men are as irregu- ff if 
sand enough on it to cover all the grass‘and —— i Pesce: Rey eae 

] weeds and prevent them growing. Plant i er h to a a ae at they hardly ; 
} she cranberry vines a short distance apart,| know where or how to begin correction. i 

i} re J 
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} Pear on the Quince Stock. is produced by trimming the pear tree in the 
H — same manner when budded on its own stock — 

There was an increased number of pears | That is, the head is formed low, the fruit spurs 
|} planted out in our State during the spring just | and buds are forced out, and the tree is also 
}} past. Most of them were upon quince stocks. | brought into bearing from the third to the fifth 
| Wehopethatevery coming spring will see an |.year from the bud; and which bearsas fruitfal- 
| | increasing desire to multiply this delicious fruit |ly from the commencement asthe other. Be- 
|} amongas. Pears on quince stock being dwarf- sides, if rightly pruned, it is as perfect and as 

|| ed come into bearing early, and if they receive | effectually dwarfed as on the quince. 
| good culture. as they ought and must tobe} Inshort, these facts are all established toa 

made profitable, they will add cssentially to | greater or less extent by the following recom- 
| (the variety of our fruit, and thereby to our in- | mendationsby theadvocates of the dwarf pear 

nocent luxuries. trees. 
] But you need not depend upon the quince} ist. They recommend that the strongest 
| | Toot for means to dwarf the peartree. It may | growing quinces be used only for budding the || 

be done on the pear root itself, and be not only | pear on, thus wishing to bring it as near the 
| | as prolific, but a great deal longer lived. standard growth as possible. 

Whoever visits the nurseries of Messrs. Ho-}° 2d. They recommend the setting of the tree 
i] | vey, in Cambridgeport, will see some fine spe- | deep that itmay root from the pear above the 
}|_| cimens of dwarfed pear trees, on pear roots— | bud, and say that it makes a stronger, better, 

jj | These bear abundantly, take up less room than | and longer lived tree.; 
| (full sized trees, and are thrifty and handy.—| Ifthe foregoing remarks are well founded || | 

| | Some very clear and definite directions for do- | would it not be well for those intending to |] 
jj ing this have been given by Mr. Stephen H. | plant the pear to give this matter due consider- |} 

|| | Ainsworth, of West Bloomfield, N. Y., in a re- | ation 7” j 
j] ‘cent number of the Rural New Yorker. These facts ought to encourage the farmers || | He prefers the pear stock to the genuine stock, | and horticulturists of Maine to muitiply their | 
| for this purpose, and gives his reasonsand facts | pear orchards. They can raise pear stocks || i} as follows:-- where they cannot quincestocks, and by a lit- || ' “Ist. The pear budded on the quince is | tle care and labor engraft them to such varie- || 

very liable to break off at the union which is | ties as are found to be congenial with the sort || || always more or less imperfect. Thousands of | and climate By dwarfing them as directed, } trees.are lostfrom this cause alone, one which |the bearing period wil be hastened, and of |] ; | has = influence on pears budded on their own | course an earlier profit is obtained from them. i 
toc’ _—— { 

i} 2d. The quince is always subject to the bor- | The objections enumerated in the foregoing | 
| 1 ee ee ee ae article, copied fron the Maine Farmer, are, we || rface, ill, without great . ; . | care, destroy it in two or three years—the pear think, not validagainst the Pear dwarfed onthe j 
| is exempt from it Angers Quince stock; but may be so against || 

i 3d. ‘The pear budded on the quince is much | *orking upon the common quince, as practiced | #/ more liable to the fire-blight, than wh 2n budded | until quite recently, and to some extent up to 
\ ere Th ee er ait: the present time. } 

| than bal? ah — aaa is less | His 7th objection to the Pear on.the Quince | 
| i 5th. The pear on the quince requires more | 8tock, we think unfounded ; . and, for the proof, | jj attention and sear culture at on its own | refer the reader to Mr. Barry’s “Fruit Garden,” » | 4) + roots to produce the same results. ages 1 

' 6th. After the first few years, and often af- ca ene We ee wes me 
| i] ter the firs: year, that the pear on the quince Tats Senos eminently She thee for, the } comes into bearing, the same variety on the pyramidal form, either on the free stock or on 

| pear stock in the same circumstances, will bear | the, quince. On thelatter, however, the trees } as much, if not more fruit than the other, and | pear much earlier, are more prolific, more man- 
| | aig eae Bo mecepane tn sjusniity yourty over sh ageable, and consequently preferable for small 

| 1 7th. By far the largest portion of varieties |S*7dens. Onthe Pear stock they sregusre cone 
are not improved in size or quality if as good |Stant summer pruning and pinching, and, in | on the quince as on their own roots or bottoms | some cases root pruning, to subdue the natural | }] With the same pruning and culture. vigor and induce early fruitfulness.” Again | It takes from three to five years from the bud page 191: “There are some dwarf standards } } | to bring the pear on the quince into bearing.— | on the quince, in our grounds here, and in gar- fi |) || And how is this done? The bud is eut back |densin this city (Rochester), that are now eight] wd | the first year to within a foot of the ground so years old, and about 7 to 8 feet high, with ff | ij as to form the head low. Each subsequent | trunks from 2 to 3 feet, heads from 4to Sfeet jf | year it is headed back about half of each year’s | high, and 3 to 4 feet in miei that have borne. |} i | jj growth; which makes a low bush top, and which | regular and heavy crops forthe last fourorfive |} | j + tends to form fruit buds and bring the trees | years, without any other care than thinning |] 4 into bearing. Now, precisely the same effect ' out superfluous wood.” \ ia 

i 
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A THE NORTH AMERICAN CRAB-APPLE. f ie 

: | Turs fruit is peculiar to this country. It day in a freak dug up an old apple tree || # : 
is indigenious in the Western and Middle| that did not bear, and planted it with the pa 
States, but is entirely distinct from the|top in the ground and the roots where Ble 
‘common apple generally cultivated. It|that ought to be. To their surprise it put a a 
is quite an interesting treein the garden, out limbs from the roots, which bore apples he | 

| asit is distinguished by dwarfish habits.| without core or seeds! Shortly afterward || 1 . 
‘It has beautiful rose-colored flowers, diffu-|I saw a letter in the same paper, from a an 
‘sing a verry pleasant: odor around. Its| gentleman in Ohio, who stated that he had ‘i i 
‘fiuit is green and fragrant, small and -ver-|severa: such trees in his orchard, and that ue 
ry sour, but capable of being made into|his method of producing them was to bu- va 
‘good preserves by the addition of sugar.|ry the ends of limbs low enough to reach ie 
‘It can bee propagated from seed, or by bud-|the ground, in it (or turn down the top of ry 

- ding from seed, or by: budding or by graf-|a scion), let a scion or scions spring up from } 
ting upon the stock of the common apple-|it, then cut away the limb, and take up and |} ti 

‘tree. : ; plant the scion afterward. In this way he i 
—— had produced them, and in this way’ the ‘i 

| | Appies witgouT Corgs or Sgeps.—| may = produced from any tree shee the 1 
Messrs. Hditors:—Seeing in your valua-| limbs can be made to reach the ground.— || ay 

j| ble poe recently a communication from|[Cor, Life Illustrated. | | 
| Mr. Brown in reference to a new or unus- bar A. Homtontronan. Novexty— } ae 

i ual variety of apples, I am led to some re-| ye agricultural branch of the Patent Of | ae 
marks upon raising apples without seeds or|fio9 has taken measures to procure seeds of | i 

j} cores. Extraordinary as this may appear,| the Bun-ya-bun-ya, a tree of the fir tribe, ; 
jj it can be successfully done, and by a very| growing in Australia, where it flourishes in | a 
i simple ore nerdy eee the}, region of not much greater area than thir- s 

usual order of growth in the tree, and cau- ty miles square. It bearsa'cone nearly two if 
sing the sap to flow in the opposite direc-| feet in diameter, filled with seed the size of 
tion, and the limbs to grow where the roots] an olive, and of flavor more rich, and deli- 
usually do, and vice versa. In illustration, | cate. than that of the pine-apple. > It is &0 i 

I 58m — years ee Saturday | much ‘esteemed by the natives, that they at 
| Hrening Post; an: account whore some mis |times travel hundreds of smiles to partako'of 
| — ” Reyecters » On¢ Tit. [ Washington: Star. I i 
SS _ _ _ _ —ESESESESESESESESSESEh \ SISSON ES j if | 
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} The Morals of Fruit Stealing. | would have preferred that five dollars worth || 
TT of grain had been stolen from his granary 

Under this heading our occasional corres- —and why? simply because he had waited || 
| pondent, E. A. McKay, Esq., contributes so long for them to grow—had watched |] 

the following sensible and seasonable article their growth with so much interest, and had_ | 
tothe Ontario Times. It is the right vein confidently expected (as he had a right to 

|| + tocorrect the lax public sentiment so preva-| expect) to gather them for his own use.— i 
lent in most sections of the country. The| Indeed the mere money value of the fruit 
remedy suggested in the closing paragraph | in the market is not the full extent of the 
is the great desideratum, and its adoption | Joss he has sustained. His disappointment 
would promote a healthy morality and pro-| and vexation are not included in this, nor § 

. tect the suffering portion of community—| the thought, that in spite of his utmost vig- i 
[Rural New Yorker. ilance in future, he has no reliable guaranty 

Judging from the universal laxity of mo- against a like misfortune the next season — h 
rals on the subject of fruit stealing, preva-| For growing-fruit can not belockedupand f 
lent in almost all parts of the country, it] protected with the ease that most kinds of 
would almost seem that the injunction, property can. 
“thou shalt not steal,” was generally uzder-|" So utterly at fault is public sentiment on | 
stood as not intended to have any applica-| this subject, that many who have depreda- 
tion to the various articles of property in-| tions committed upon their fruit, hesitate to | 
cluded under the general name of fruit — prosecute the offenders, when discovered, ! 
Parents who would shrink from the thought fearing that such a proceeding will hardly | ¥ 
that a son had been guilty of stealing a| be sanctioned by the community. Now we 
shillings worth of goods from a neighboring | submit that this is all wrong—that there is 
store, as from the icy coils of a deadly ser-|no good reason why the fruit thief, who | 
pent, too often look with stolid indifference prowls about in the night, when honest peo- t 
on the perpetration of a robbery of a fruit ple are asleep, tor the purpose of plunder- 
orchard to the amount of five or ten dol- ing fruit orchards should not be heid up to | 

lars. the scorn and contempt of the communi- 
In the one case, the idea of disgrace is ty, and placed in the same category as the 

always attached to the act, as it should be; sheep-thief, the robber of hen-roosts and while in the other it is not so, but only look-| the burglar, 
ed upon as a piece of innocent, if not praise-| There is great need of a change in pub- || 
worthy, amusement. But let us give the| ic sentiment, in respect to this matter.— 
subject a little examination, and see if we|'The evil is so prevalent in many sections of 
should not give the fruit thief quite as in-| the courtry as to deter many from at- | 
deliblea stamp of infamy as we do the Per- | tempting to cultivate fruit to any thinglike }} | 
son who is guilty of stealing any other sort! the extent they otherwise would. Let the 

.of property. A. plants a half dozen choice press, especially the Agricultural Press, 
pear trees, and stakes them, and prunes and speak out fearlessly on this subject, and let 

) nurses them for eight or ten years, all on the | all good citizens frown down the idea alto- dH strength of the hope of enjoying their de- gether too prevalent in community, that “it | 
tlicious fruit when they come into bearing.— | 3s not larceny to steal fruit.” In our opin- | | 
And at last he has thesatisfaction of seaing ion, the remedy for this evil is in the keep- 
a few fine specimens of fruit growing, and ing of the respectable portion of commu- || | 
finally ripening on each of them—he $0€S | nity, to a very great extent; for just so || | out one morning to see if some of them| soon as the robber of orchards comes to be | 
may not be ripe enough to gather, and} looked upon by all respectable people in | 
judge of his disappointment, you who wink | the same light that the robber of hen-roosts _[] 
at fruit stealing, when he discovers that a is, the fruit on the trees will become as se- i 

thief has got the start of him—that they} cure as the pullets on the roost—and not ff 
have all been stolen the previous night.— | pefore. j 
Now, supposing the intrinsic value of the Te ete | 

fruit ie sotaiose not exceed one dollar, se Tho Louisqille Journal says that 
ss three apples were left in that office recent- does the reader think for a moment that PP! : : ent ly, the largest of which measured 168 | that is the extent of the injury to the per- y ieee, andiwczphediGe en : 

son losing them? By no means, for A. =e ree ee es! | 
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Hy Nete CRORR@eGUESe rei cceLoteE ae Grehocec lait ener s Ce it 
DESIGN Lg A FARM HOUSE, of sethees it; —— ts 

We copy from the Genesee Farmer the {possesses the external irregular shape nec- ny 
following design for a farm house, with |@sary for the pointed gable, without ex- aH i ee ne posing that heavy roof which is so com- 4 P| the author’s remarks : mon in the country, wherever they are Hy i I send you a plan and description of my|made steep or square on oblong houses; ! first farm house. It has been examined by | and it is chiefly for this reason that I send ha a great many persons, and pronounced very| this for publication. Something of the aie convenient. It is built in the cottage style] kind seems to be demanded, and impress- { for which the ground plan is designed. It} ed upon the minds of the farming public. f fe 

ae | i bi r i fe 
o| ay 

= | 2 j 
oa ZN! f 4 5 | | 

ey | ES Z Be ae 
. 3 I < a 

i Maris a | | w | ao en | . st i 

' GROUND PLAN. | a A Gothic house differs essentially in all/a house is required 25 by 82 feet,—that | 7 }| its parts from one in any of the other or-|is about the common size,—and a stee ‘ ders of architecture, and cannot be engraft-|roof is wanted, say a half pitch, pee | i j] ed on a foundation oe ony to them. Its| would givea roof, 124 feck high and with i | foundation must be laid in the earth, and|the projection of the eaves, would make long, —. sides must be avoided, as/the rafters about 20 feet long. This would | fi _ i very ends should be- For instance, }seem to weigh down on the sides of the |
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} 

house so heavy that it would be painful for| It is one hundred and sixty paces long, (or } 
the eye to rest upon; and yetsuch houses| ten rods,) about twenty feet wide and for- f 
are being built and called Gothic! Oh!) ty feet high. Hj i 

| shade of Downtne, is this cottage archi-| In addition to the stock named, there || ; 
} tecture? The arrangement of the win-| are some 200 head of farm stock, 200 hogs |} 7 

dows, too, is very important, and no pleas-| and 300 domestic fowls. The dairy con- | 1 
|} ing effect can be produced with the com-| sists of one hundred and thirty cows and ‘ 
|} mon factory sash in such houses. If they] seventy calves. It requires twenty-five || | 

are beautiful at all, it is the beauty of out-| double teams in constant use to carry the |} i 
| line, rather than in detail, of costly work,| crops to market, and return the material || | | 

| which of course must be subordinate to} and stock wanted on the farm. The black- || _ | 
| the general plan. smithing shop employs three men, the || | 
} Descriprion.—No. 1, veranda—2, hall,| wheelright the same, and — day brings |} | 

| 9 by 15 feet—4 and 5, dining room and| new machinery into use; and as on such | 
| parlor, 16 by 33 feet, with folding doors—| a farm there will ever be repairs wanted, | ! 

; | 3, kitchen—6 and 7. bed rooms. the latter| itis economy to havea shop ready for any |} 4 
| with long window—9, pantry—11, veran-| emergency. There are ten miles of fence || | 

da—10, closet—8, wood house—14, ver-| finished, and six more will be added this i | 
} anda. autumn. This farm is one of the finest in || 
Sea America. It is also one of the best man- 

| A Large Farm. aged, everything has to be reduced toa 
t eee i system, the whole of which works with | 
| ante sprig et ea | dirancime tere the smoothness of well regulated machines. * |] | | 

Sie a Senna tac ie ose ronan A portion of the Generals wheat field gives .. |} | 
|] ness will challenge'the admiration of the| * P a anata Where i gy ' a world. sixty bushel £0 e acre. ere is Slin- y | 

} One of these farms belongs to General ao ale » inet mneiatavnt a 
| Huichirson, who owns 50,000 acres, the ae 4 erest abe orth year S866, | | } 

whole of which, in afew years, he intends emi ent a | 
to have seeded down with wheat, dairy- ne ie epmarorces HS / 

/ maids and short-horned durhams. At the} Tar Istamus Pzar—The Mango.— || | 

|) present time he has oe —— —_ Those who travel from Aspinwall to Pa- | | | 
1500acres. This is divided as follows: = ] 
600 acres in wheat, 500 in barley, and the gun = Syeerred the Mango. A | 

, balance in root and pumpkin crops, kitchen pone caret ates | i 
garden, &c. Forty plows and twenty har-| “The famous Mango, considered the fin- | 
rows are used in the breaking up of the |est fruit of the tropics in the world, re- i 
soil. ‘Twenty-five yokes of working oxen |sembles a pear so closely that almost any 
aud sixty horses are used in plowing, har-| one would swear that they were pears if i 
rowing, teaming, treshing, pressing hay | brought to our market. They are of the j 

| _ and other operrations that are constantly | size of a modern pear, say two and a half 
| carried on. Seventy men are employed | inches long, a little flattened, and evident- 

during the harvesting season; at other|ly attached to the stem of what we should 
.-° lj times forty. Seven reapers have leveled | call the blossom end. It is smooth exter- it 
| the grain, and two of Pitt’s eight horse| nally, and when green,a deep shining i | 

power threshers workin the fields, each| green. Within, it is a deep yellow, and | 
machine finishing seven hundred bushels/ until ripe having a disagreeable turpentine | | 
per day. Five or six mowers are used/taste. It contains a large stone, shaped Ht | } 
cutting hay and grain. Six hundred tons | like a large flattened almond. When ripe, 
of hay have been gathered in the finest, the color changes to a bright yellow, streak- i | j 
manner. The hay yard, with its hay press-| ed with crimson, precisely-resembling some j | i 
es, is in the very best condition: one stack | luscious sun-ripened pears, On removing | | iy 
contained nearly two hundred tons. Some) or biting through, the skin of a ripe one) | | 
two hundred have been pressed ready for} you find therein.a pulpy substance, resem- | { | 

# market; one hundred have already gone | bling in consistence the pulp of. paw-pawyo}} | | 
to maarket. The “large hay stack ” issaid | and flayored with all the good rich tastes i Hh 

| to be the largest ever got up and finished. | in the world. ‘i |
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¢ upon them negligence and disregard of ; 
i Miscellaneous. ee , ih 
| SS _ We mention these facts, and refer to the TH 

] University Improvements. past history cf the University because we Te 
i Aisthe gatone jovaas have often heard it spoken of and seen it aii 

The University of Wisconsin is situated | treated as if gold was showered down up- ty 
| on a beautiful eminence, one mile west of| on it from the first, and it was the solitary |] He 

the Capital. The grounds flank the Fourth | and only study of those connected with it, |]- Bi 
Lake, and are in full view of the Third— | to devise means to spend money. And || a 

It is universally agreed that a superior site | some very patriotic politicians have gone so | ie 
| for an institution of the kind does not | far as to offer to relieve them of even this || 4 

exist in the country. Some part of the | ittle trouble, to take the whole thing off of | iid 
grounds is covered with a natural grove, | their hands, and bestow the funds accord- | th 
and the remainder is planted with choice ing to their own ideas of financial man- || t 
shade trees, and—what strikes us asa most | avement, upon their favorite institutions— _ |] ‘a 
judicious arrangement, and one alike provi-| We deem the University now out of the || tet 
dent of the moral and physical health of} peach of all such puny attacks. No long- |} eT 
the students—several hundreds of differ- | oy ago than last winter its progress was | A 

ent kinds of fruit trees This will. render | severely threatened by a project of that na- || f 
the cultivation of fruit in that neighbor-|ture, which was only prevented from suc-. || it 
hood by the citizens, a comparatively prac- | ceeding, before the ridiculousness of the || i" 
ticable ‘operation. thing was perceived by the exertions of || ; 

Not many years ago when we used to|the talented Assemblyman from this dis- || ae 
take our “lonely walks” along the shady | trict. | ie 

|| banks of the lake, ascend the heights and| There are many worthy institutions of a || a 
look down on the plains around, then soli-| similar kind in the State, which we would | i ie 
tary unbroken forests of trees—scarcely a| gladly see prosper, in any legitimate man- |} Hf } 

' roof was in sight, west of the Capitol—|ner. But we would respectfully ask their |} 1 
Now the indications are that the Universi-| friends how they would relish a proposi- a 
ty will not be long in the suburbs. The|tion to divide their endowments among || {| A 
bustle of business. is on west King street, | their less fortunate neighbors? Now, we | ie, 
an@ a line of’ “country _ residences” | imagine it makes no difference in the jus- || ‘| i 
stretches as far beyond as the eye can|tice of the case, whether the donors. be an tina 
reach. In the general prosperity of the | association of persons or the U.S. govern- || i! 
city the University shares. At first it/ment. In either case the will and inten- || 
opened in a single room, and mustered on- | tion of the grantor is the governing char- || : 
ly a dozen-or so of students. ' But, it was | ter for the action of the trustees. 1 
fortunate in the possession of deterniined| The wise management of the Regents 

. men who were not,to be daunted by dis-| and officers of the University is now fully || 1 
couragements, but, notwithstanding the|shown in the constantly increasing pros- | 
inability, of the Institution to contribute|periy and improyement in the different || i 
even toward their necessary support, look- | instructional departments, and the acces- || | 

| ed forward to the distant future to perfect | sions in the noe of attending members. || a 
their plans and carry out their great and|The chairs are now nearly ox quite full, || ] 
wise purpose. . The university, it is. true, | the library largely increased, the apparatus Hy 
was in the possession of land, but like ma-| one of the most splendid ever brought to ae 
ny other owners of real estate, at that time, |the West, and the cabinet, though not as_ |} 
unable to realize from it without great sac- complete as it is designed to make it, as fi 
rifices, which the’ regents. and faculty, 'with |large a collection of subjects of natural || i 

| | a wisdom now apparent, forebore to make. | history as, in the limited time of its accu- 4 
}}_ This course called for a great. self-sac-| mulation, could be reasonably expected. ’ 
| | rifiee. on the part of the teachers.em-] An arrangement for the board of the 
ij ployed, which they willingly bore... We students has lately been made which we | 7 
} Ge they were for some time unable to/ consider of great advantage to their moral. |} 
jj obtain their salaries. It also brought upon | traiuing. tthe faculty, with their families, +} { 
]}_ them:the reproaches:of those'who, without | occupy the roomis of the south end of the |} oy 
i} taking the trouble to investigate, charged {new dormitory building, and, with such of |
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the students as choose to join them, have a| The Queen of England’s Visit to France. 
common table. The expense per student _ ay 5 | 
will not exceed two dollars per week, and _Wehave given quite full details of Queen || 

is calculated to fall considerably short of oe in, Paris. i ype s 
that sum. The restraining advantages of | S°Y time for'all Francé-—issituctt es the 
this arrangement will be readily appreci- honor of such a visit has never before been 
ind. = granted to France. British sovereigns have 

The Universlty of Wisconsin ought to, been in France, but never previously in her || 
and no doubt will, stand at the head of the capital, by friendly invitation. It 1s there- | 
educational department of the State— fore an important event in the history of 

Party bias or the bias of sect has never the nation. The arrangements made by 
entered it, and we trust they never will— Louis Napoleon were more princely than || 
Let the fountain head be kept pure, and ever before accorded to: a sovereign—lite- ] 

every educational fount of the State will rally nothing was Fe ube much || 
be pure. We think the people of this|i ostentation as in superb elegance, and 
country do not appreciate, as they ‘ought, good taste in every thing that was attempt- || 
the importance of supporting home insti- jed. There is no doubt that Louis Napo- 

tutions of learning. The character of the leon understands all the niceties of a man- 
western people is essentially different from milliner—for his omnipresent _ vigilance 
the eastern, and sooner or later, those who looks to the merest trifles in etiquette and 

have to do with them must assimilate to it. | Style. ; ud be 
If their education be acquired here, they The Queen was not only accompanied 

will be found far better able to conform to| by Prince Albert, but by the Prince of 
western life and manners, We think eve-| Wales her eldest-son, the heir, and her eld- 
ry one’s observations will justify this con- est daughter, the Princess Royal. We 

clusion. We have numerous educational | sider this a most fortunate'circumstance 
institutions in the State of a’high order, |% both nations, for the! French Emporor 
where the facilities fora good and useful | ®PP¢aTs to have devoted “himself. specially 
education cannot be surpassed, and our| ‘© give the Prince of Wales 2 favorable ||. 

people neglect their own interests when | "pression of France. “As one of the in- 
they sené their sons and daughters to dis- cidents of this attention, it is related that 

tant States, entirely beyond the saving in-| “While the whole of the royal and impe- 
fluence of home and friends—[Madison | tial party were supposed to, be enjoymg’ || 
Patriot. : their dinner in the Elysee, the crowd who 

oN pda se eeogton Ve waited in the Rue Rivoli to see’ them re- 
turn were surprised by the appearance of 

Porvrar Porsons.—Dr. H. Cox, of Buf- P' ve APP’ ; 

falo, Liquor Inspector under the Prohibit-|* — rg egos ae oe 
or Law, has inspected seventy-six quantities Be he nid AG S = a capea tio eae 
of various liquors in that city since he has he hing, end ‘aske “oy a Mock 

been in office. He has found some pure|'8 Brave Raa ata zs hl EAE tha « a 
liquor, but a great deal of low percentage, song wees sti 2 Tale oft het uel 2 cal 

| and some pernicious fluids. In domestic en aaa Te a and cle.” Th 

brandy and port wine he has found the fol- recor bale Abe et yee terse 
lowing ingredients, viz: Prussic acid, sul- young lad was delighted with his reception 

| phuric acid, cider, alum, beet-juice, (color- egy ete as he is to be po 
| ing) nitric acid, logwood, lead and copper !/| 8 S AG ands eee sr 
} : 4 young heart may eventually preserve the | 

| He inspected a cask of liquor represent- amity of these two great nations. Im- | 
| ed as domestic brandy, which was very | pression on children frequently influence 

strongly tinctured with sulphuric and nitric | the whole after life, and thus as we ho} 

acids, so much ¢0 that the drinking of a|+5 see France and England continue TD 
reasonable quantity of it would pee friendly alliance, we regard the visit of || 

seri0ur eT There was not a particle) Victoria and her Children as one of the 
| of alcohol in it. In this case but one man| memorable events of the age— Wiscon- 

| had partaken of the cr in the cask, and} 55, | 
| he was immediately taken sick after doing] ~ aan \ 

| so. So says the Advertiser. £2 A great fortune is a great slavery. ||
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. well attended to—fed with the most nutricious oe] 

| Domestic Economy. food and as liberal as may be without surfeit. 4 j 

DD | They ‘should also’ be provided with dry and # 

| Work for the Month- warm beds. The tools of the farmshould be on : 

|| “The forest-talks, at every rising gale, cleaned and housed. the treasures of the gar- | i 4 

| Roll wide the nither’d waste and whistle bleak. | den and all root crops of the farm should now iy 

he is the ae a ee fields. —_| be stored in the cellar and guarded against ot 

| Aad shrunkinto lr bte te dowery next. ‘Th garden sald be chaned—guter a 
Of stronger fruits fall from the naked tree, carefully into a pileall weeds that have been aay 

1 And woods, fields, orchards, all around suffered to go to seed and burn them—it will 4 

|| ‘The desolated prospect thrills the soil.” save you a site of back-ache, knee-ache, hoe- ug 

| The work for the past season is now being} ing, &c.. next season—clean your fruit trees iG 

l], closed. The farmer has toiled hard for many | from grass, weeds, or any kind of litter that ae 

}| months past. Beneficient heaven has crowned | will affordshelter to mice. This is very im- ae] 

his labors with success. His barns, and gran-| portant. Placing coarse manure around fruit Ay ‘ 
aries, and cellars, are filled with a fruits of] toes in autumn isa bad and dangerous prac- TR 

} ; the earth; his cattle come to their ‘winter home| tice, “We once knew a whole orchard of fine , # fe 

| Sleek and fat with tich ee while the/ trees completely ruined by it. Watch daily ae 
| lengthened evenings invite to kis cheerful fire-| ¢,. rabits, and see that they do not bark your ae 

| side delightful intercourse. “November may | trees, Ab B 

NH bea pleasant aud profitable:month to the far- i st HM 

mer. It hasits characteristics, but they are} Wuear Mraz Puppine—F ine Fravoren. i | 

not sad ones. It throws off its robes, as a|—Beat five eggs, add to them four cups sweet ; 

warm man his coat, because it no longer needs milk, one of sweet cream, with salt. Into this ie 

|| them. November winds and storms remind us | stir a cup fullof flour and wheat meal, suffic- Le 

| of the necessity of making our dwellings allj ient to make a batter a little thicker than for ‘ j 

tight and convenient for the still ruder winds griddle cakes. Boil one and a half hours— 4h ‘ 

|. and storms of more rigorous months.” The water should be boiling when the pud- i «| ; 

| The fine herds of cattle, sheep, hogs, ei, dings are put in, and kept so till they are done. aH ‘ 

|| which have now come from the pastures into} It is necessary to turn them occasionally. as Bet 

| winter quarters should be well provided with they will rise to the top. i) 7 

| shelter from the cold and storms. The: prov-} Srrewiyc Pomesis anp Maxiye Prrs.—Cut ! 4a 

| ender which has been provided with so much | them up and stew them until they are soft and ‘ 

| labor, to carry them thro’ the winter should be| dry; pound and strain them through a cullen- ; 

economically dealt out in needful quantities and | der; then grease pie-pans, and spread it on a F 

| at regular hours, in order that next spring] quarter of an inch thickand dry it; roll it up i 

may dawn upon fine, healthy animals. “If|and put it away ina tight box or bag, from H 

you would have a faithful and intelligent ser-| the insects. Each one of these rolls will make a 

|| ‘vant, serve yourself,” said Dr. Franklin. If|apie. Itis very easy now to makea pie— 

| you would have good animals thrive and grow | Putit in sweet milk, and let it soak about two i 

} through the winter, (the best of economy | hours; put inan egg a table spoonfull of sug- : 

| they must be kept clean, warm, and fed with|ar,a tea spoonfull of ginger, and one of all- i 

|\ regularity. Exposure to cold and storms—| spice; and if you are lovers ef pumpkin pie, | 

suffering for water and irregular hours for} as we are, you will pronounce it good—Ohio r am 

feeding—all tend to waste the flesh, check the | Farmer. i Te 

|} growth, and consume the profits. The custom Corn Caxe.—A special premium wasawar- || f 

i of feeding all kinds of stock on the ground is} ded to Mrs. Charles W. Wampole, at the late 

|; too prevalent. This should not be. There isa Fair of the Montgomery County Agricultural 7 

| great waste in it over proper feeding boxes and Society, for a corn cake, made after the fol- || : 

H racks, which every farmer can make with a{ lowing recipe —Southern Cultivitor. i 1 

} saw and auger. “Take the whites of 8 eggs; one-fourth | 

i There are many oddsand euds which require | pound each of corn starch, flour and butter; || 

special attention. All the farm buildings sho’d | half pound sugar ; one tea spoonfull of cream 

be put in order forthe winter. Cattleand|of tartar; half tea spoonfall of soda. Flavor i 

hogs intended for the butcher, should now be| with almond to suit the taste.” 
i 

J 
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Poison or Cuerry Leaves—A lady informs | Damp dwellings originate consumption in its ; 

us that the poisonous effects of cherry leaves | most insidious and resistless forms. | 

upon animals as noticed in the Fariner a week Iwevre Arr 1n Wexts—A correspondent | 

Seen eee be remedied, by giving me u-| of the Rural New Yorker, after trying several || 
ils eo neot Be Wie = ee pians to’expel the foulair in a well, says: { 
proportion of 1-2 pint of vinegar to 2 table z Aka BBs | 

spoonfulls of chalk. The remedy has proved = procured 2 kettle and filled a with light | 
elinindd du neversteisn 0.00 era. materials, such as chips and shavings, hooked H 

How ro Mare Yeast—Fearing that some it on’ to the Tope, and are itelowly down. Af- iW 
of the readers of the Dollar Newspaper may | ‘et remaining a few minutes I drew it uP, tried qf 
not know how to make yeast for their vinegar, | ™Y candle, and found it to burn as bright as | 

I will inform themthat they must take one pint | °? the surface, the foul. air being, completely | ; 
of wheat bran, and with your prepared eweet- eradicated, so that the well could be worked in | i 

ened liquid, or molasses and water, when as perfect salty, Whether this remedy has ev- | | 
warm as new milk, mix up your bran to the | & been tried by any one else I do pet know.— | 

consistency of thick, heavy paste, keep it warm If such remedy would have the desired effect | 

until fermentation begins, then put it into the |!" all Sake: when fried, it certainly, would be | 
J bag. valuable information to those digging or clean- 

Your fair readers must not think that I am | i23 Wells.” | 

infringing upon their department of knowledge! Wasuine Sitven Ware.—It seems that || ql 
in giving the above recipe for making yeast; | housekeepers who wash their silver warewith || iy 
the greater part of them probably know howit | sonpand water, as the common practice is, do H 
is done better than I can tellthem. J only | not know what they are about. The proprie-_ || { 

write for those who wish to be instructed.— | tor of one of the oldest silver establishments — || : 
Dollar Newspaper. in Philadelphia, says that, “housekeepers ruin || | 

! Rear New Enatanp Brown Breav.—Take 8 eer ee by washing it in sosp-suds ; i 
equal proportions of sifted rye and Indian | it makes it look like pewter. Never pat.apar. 5 | 
meal, mix them well together; add halfa tea- | ele of soap about your silver ; then it will re- } | 
cupfall of molasses, and two gills of good yeast | $42 ts original lustre. When it wants pol- | } 
to about three quarts of the mixed meal. Wet ish, takes Piece of soft leather and whiting, } 

this with good, new milk, sufficient to make a and rab it hard.” ; 
dough that caneasily be worked, even with| Resuscitation vrom Drowninc.—-The || 
one hand. For economy’s sake, milk that has | Glasgow Herald mentions a remarkable case of || 

stood twelve hours,and from which the cream | resuscitation from drowning. Miss Murdock, || 
has been taken, may be a substitute for the |a young English lady, was bathing with a girl || 
new milk; or water which has been pressed | named Shaw, when the latter got out of her | 

from boiled squash, or in which squash has| depth. Miss Murdock placed her out of dan- y 
been boiled, is a substitute much better than | ger, but herself sunk to the bottom. She lay || 
pure water. But warm water is more com-| there for fully five minutes, when the body was 

monly used. The ingredients should be thor-| recovered, cold and inanimate. A gentleman . || 
|| oughly mixed, and stand, in cold weather, for | had her conveyed to his house, where the body | 

| twelve hours; in warm weather two hours may | was rubbed with trandy, mustard applied, and 
|| be sufficient before baking. the hot bath put in requisition. To the sur- 

| If baked in a brick oven, a three-quart loaf | Prise of all, she gradually recovered. The |] 
i} should standin the ovenall night. The same | ©as¢ is mentioned as giving encouragement for 
| quantity in three baking paps will bake in | the trial of remedial measures, however cold 

| about three boark: and inanimate the body may be when brought | || 
| | Serve this warm from the oven with good, | ut of the water—excepting of course, in cas- || 

|| sweet butter, and we could feast upon it every | eS Where submersion has taken place such a |} 
morning for breakfast, from January to De- | length of time asto preclude all hope. } 

{| cember. t@ The New Orleans Delta says that in } 

| House Butupivo.— Wooden honsesate warm | ™ore than three thousand cases, during. the } 
and dry; and for the country as well as for | Present season, inoculation for the yellow fe- ji 
town and country, are greatly to be preferred, | Ver has been tested, and with entire success. |
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H ‘ How to i= Counterreits—The fol- | 

} E 0 ‘ i 0 rs . 4 b) e. lowing excellent “Rures” we copy from the © | H i 

| Clinton Tribune. By carefully examining |} uM 

i To our Readers these rules, and with such other information i 4 qe 

} i We would say to the patrons of the Fanurn, |** ™4Y be derived from the “Reporter;?.per- | ‘ yy : 

||] that with this number closes our conuection |*°0* need not be imposed upon with counterfeit ] a : 

| with it as‘publisher, and proprietor, By pur- bank notes : nav St 

(| cliase, Mr. E. W. Ssinwer became joint with 1. Examine the appearance of a bill. -The |] ae 

|] usin August. We have since disposed of our genuine havea general dark, neat appearauce. | ay H 

| | entire interest to Messrs. Powers & Sxinnen,by = Examine the vignette, or picturelimthe nd 

||| which they have become sole Publishers and middle of the top; see if the sky or back- Be 

||| Proprietors. ground looks clear and transparent; or soft | a be 

qi For the present our editorial relation, with and even. and not scrateby. F | i 

| | the paper willcontinue in connection with the 3. Examine well the faces, seo if the -ex- f 

| ee Pabiishors, Manx Murer. | Pression is distinct and easy, natural and life- ae 

| | es like. Particularly around the eyes. ay He 

} To the Patrons of the Farmer. 4. See if the drapery or dress fits well, looks oi 

| | - natural aud easy, shows the folds distinctly. j MW 

j}] The undesigned would announce to the) 5, Examine the medallion ruling and heads he 

| ; ane _ See ee and circular ornaments around the figures, &c. | i 4 

iH] said publication, They will ae it in its oe 3F, ST AS Segal Smgoth and were? i 

preasant form until the close of the year; but nee ean y This work in the genuine looks if 4 ; 

}} on the firstof January they will enlarge, re- may vied Se the, pase sad coco a 

| ei aa ee a te | ‘ 
| it inan entirely new and beautiful t : 1 tiayne of the Donk, Gee if thiy. are Serial | ie, 

a 1 eis Eypograph- | perfectly true and even; or if sloping, of a ‘rhe 

| ‘ical dress, and embelisiing it in the finest and | niform slope i 

i nt ncteall 7. Carefully examine the shade or parallel- | 

il] talent ni tlie higheat eae eae ae __ tal beg ruling on the face or outside of the letters, | | i 

TH ayecpertene are aa ca ee the ma | Gc, seo if it is clear, and looks as if colored |} fe 

trib = mackbeteaishid oa Matai ura con-| witha brush. Tne fine and parallellines in || Baia 

Fa seskios ii inter asada as al thegenuine are of equalsize, smooth, andeven; i 

Ea ane a a . - . Ina word, i0| counterfeits look as if done witha file. | 1 

| as metre a ee wee ies = a 8, Observe the round handwriting engraved } 

¥' 7 neararon Ae ecebe Saety fen the! belt witch should be black, equal in | ‘ 

ae ate ee eee ize and distance, of a uniform slope, and 7 ; 

i] Gxed intenti great nnrth-west will be our | smooth. Tnis, in the genume notes, is invari- i 

Dee eee te ubly well done, and looks very perfect. In | 

ccmplish Ae Cea sige ae xeene to ac- | sounterfeits it is seldom so, but looks stiff, asif ff 

| aida ‘ind co-ope- 7 . 
} 

1} ration. Shall we not have it? We are ae eae a DE caetite | 4 

we shall if we merit it. 9. Noticethe “imprint,” orengraversname 

I Our prospectus will asin: be before the'pub- which is near the border or end of the note, jf yy 

| lic; and more fally explain our plans for the and isalways alike, letters small, upright; en- H 

| 
| graved very perfectly. Counterfeiters seldom ) 

fature. D. J. Powers, + te 

| gis ? do this well, | J 

| : E,W. Semvane. Nors.—It was remarked by Stephen Bur- | 

| Skicret iN RaisinG meLtoxs—The reader | roughs, before he died, that two things could jj . 

will discover in auother place, that Mr. C. S-| not be perfectly counterfeited, one the dye q 

| Axeet, of Janesville advertises a discovery he work, or portraits, medallion heads, vignette, jf 

i] has made to. prevent the mellon from being &e., and the wet ie oa ruling above jj ’ 

destroyed by insects. Of the nature of his ea nt ee Mesa Write | 

i]. new proces we know nothing; but have known | ,; ght cockroaches add a gill of alcobi ol,a pint fj 

for years past that he had eminently succeeded | of water and a sponful of cider vinegar- If jj 

] in producing this delicious fruit. you want a heavier body, add more cockreches 

a 
——EE / 

q 
43 e
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Wisconsin Sweer Porarors—We are in-| [2 The harvest inGreen County the past 
debted to Mrs. Rev. B.C. Church, of Wyo-| year has been a bountiful one, and farmers are | 

| ming, Iowa county, fora lot of very large and receiving good prices for their grain. Next | 
|| excellent sweet potatoes, raised from seed |yearmuch more land will be tilled than the } | 

| Which she preserved through the winter in| past year, and if the season is favorable, great | 
thisState. Some of the roots were full ten | quantities of produce will find their way to 

{] inches long and eight in circumference, and | eastern markets from this county. We were } 
|| Were unsurpassed in flavor by auy we ever | led to reflections similar, but more extended, on | 
jj tasted. This demonstrates beyond a doubt, | Thursday of last week, at which time we drove | 

that this excellent vegetable can be raised in |on Sand prairie, between the villages of Clar- | 
Wisconsin almost to perfection ; and we should } ence and Decatur, along almost the entire length 
be pleased if more of our enterprising farmers | of about a half section of breaking, allin one 
Would commence its cultivation. piece, and so level that a boy on any portion | || 

Rey. Mr. Cuurcn raised this season some|of a piece, could see a boy on any other por- ff 
two hundred bnshels from seed, which he im-|tion. Supposing this piece to be entirely sown | 
ported from the South, and intenbs totry on a| with winter wheat, and the yield to be thirty | | 
more extensive scale next, from seed he is pre- | bushels perfacre; we have an aggregate of | ! 
paring to keep over. 9,600 bushels. At the rate of $1,50 per bushel, i 

Menino Sueer.—We would call the atten. | te Wheat would bring the snug little sum of 

tion of those farmers wishing to improve their $14,400. The good eee oe 
flocks of sheep, to the advertisement of D. J, | 2°W can see their way through all their embar- | Powens, on another page. rassments, and laugh at want.—Monroe Senti- ; 

t= The Sheboygan county Fair was held at cae | 
Sheboygan Fallson Wednesday and Thursday,} Pontic Sates or Pus Lanps.—The public H 
of last week. The{Sheboygan Times says we |saleof lands in town 28, range -17, (mostly } 
heard the opinion freely expressed by those | pine) came off at the Menasha Land Office on ] 

| who were at the State Fair last week, that the Thursday last. Quitea number of strangers i 
“|| exhibition of sheep and swine, was altogather | were present, and the bidding was spirited— | | 

|| better here than at Milwaukee, both as to num- | several tracts running as high as $24,25 per ff 
ber, breeds and condition. The show of horses | acre, and the whole averaging $8,00 per acre. | 
and neat cattle was much more respectable than | This is an extraordinary price, and the highest H 
was anticipated. that has ever been paid for wild land in this j 

The address was delivered by Jas. McM. | section.—Menasha Adv. | | 
Shafter. Some people would like to know how many ff 

| Tue Wurar Cror or 1855.—The Cincin-|of those bids were paid up, and how many jf : 
nati Advertiser estimates the wheat crop of|were forfeited? Perhaps the Advocate will } ! 
this year in the United States, at one hundred | condescend to inform the {public —Appleton | | | and eighty-five millions of bushels! Of this Crescent. | | 
mountain of breadstuffs, Ohio yields 40, Penn- S i} j sylvania 18, Virginia 13, New Yor 15, Min-| 4 Loxe Squasu.—Mr. Joun Router, of this | ois 20,lIndiana 15, Michigan 9, Wisconsin 11 | Village, has raised some long Squashes this sea- 

| millions of bushels each. Alabama yields less | 8°2- One of them, to be seen a, his shop, is 
| than two millions; Kentucky, Missouri and quite - curiosity in shape; zesembling the pon 
| Tennessee Yield sixtmillions each. The pro- saat third, quarter. ais chenie ane oe | 

| portion of Georgia, North Carolina, N. Hamp. | @#¢s length! Who can beat it ?—Appteton || 
| shire and Massachusetts, are not given. es, | C7escent Td 
BUSA discovery’ has been made of ‘a gum U A correspondent of the N. O. Picayune, | | 
similar to that of gum Arabic, which exades | S478: “I am told by thecitizensof Norfolkand || ! 

| from atreein the Northern part of Texas. It| Portsmouth, that most of the wharves were 
| is’said thata large extent of country iscover-|made or filled up with green timber, logs, | 
| edgwith these tress, which resemble the Mos: | brush, and low, marshy dirt, someyears ago— || i 
] quite. The discovery is pronounced in the| These have begun todecay, and many think |} | 

. | Washington City Star, to be second only to| this has produced the epidemic. The whole | | ] the discovery of gold in California. atmosphere is impure.”. | | 
ee i. 

ie
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| Apvutreratinc Liquors—Terriste Devet-| Live Srock sy Ram—A Buffalo paper / ] 

| opxents.—It will be remembered thatalate|says: “Yesterday morning, as we learn, there { i 
| State law created the office of liquor inspec-| were ten trains, of livestock—cattle, sheep and Hy 

tor. Dr.H. Cox has been appointed inspector | hogs—sent east from this city over the N.Y. oe 
| |} for this county, but as his authority to inspect | Central Railroad. In one train there were 20 ha 

without the consent of owners is somewhat cars, and in each of the others about 16. One ia 
| | doubtful, he has confined his duties entirely to | trainof heavy freight, about 20 cars, also ar- aie 

|] called inspections. rived at ngon, drawn or propelled by four lo- nih 
| Since he has been in office he has inspected | comotives.. The amount of live stock arriving fl i 

seventy-six quantities of various liquors in| here, both by lake and rail, and sent hence east a 

the city. He has found some pure liquor, but | by the above road is immense, and exceeds + 
a great deal of low per centage, and some most | what any one could imagine who was not ac- ay 

| pernicious fluids. In domestic brandy and! quainted with the facts.” ha 
port wine, he has found the following ingredi-| [7 Animals kept quiet, dry and warm, will ‘Ae 

|] ents in large quantities: Prussic acid, sulphu- | require much less food and will do more work, * i} 
ric acid, cider, alum, beet root juice (coloring), | keep in better condition, and yield much more aie 

nitric acid, log-wood, lead and copper. profit tham those exposed to the inclemency te 
He inspected one cask of liquor represented | of the weather: Do, kind reader, remember he 

as domestic brandy. which was very strongly | this fact. It isunkind to starve your stock, oie | 

tinctured with sulphuric and nitric acids, so| and, what isafar more potent argument, it is i ' Ho 
much so that the drinking of a reasonable | unprofitable, = | i 
quantity of it would produce serious injury—| Enormous Reczrets or Graiv.—The Buffa- He 

There was not a particle of alcohol in it. In} 1loCommereial Advertiser of Oct., 2d, says that : 
this case, but one man had partaken of the li-| during eighteen hours of Saturday night and +h 4 
quor in the cask, and he wasimmediastely taken | yesterday, 552,790 bushels of grain, and 10,- q i 
sick after doing so, 087 barrels of flour arrived at that port. ‘i 

As limited as the inspection has been, it is| [~The census of Chicago has just been | ta 

sufficient to show that liquors are manufactured | taken. The present population is 87,500; last || | 

|| andjsold in thiscity which are sheer poison, | November it was 60,140,, Increase ineleven || ‘ | 
and,it is a matter of regret that the law does | months, 27,000. The number of new build- Bie! 
not enforce a strict inspection of all liquorsa— | ings erected during the last year was 2,000, 4 i 

It would be well for those who drink too “look | many of the firs- class. There are now 138 | H 
well to their glasses.”— Cin. Times. vessels belonging to that port. | | 

(ae Rev. M.Choules, inan address onag-}| Wettinc Bricxs—Very few people, or even ; 
ricultural subjects, says: “I wish that we could | builders, are aware of the advantage of wet- ie 

|| create a general passion for gardening and hor-|.ting bricks before laying them; or if they are ; 
|| ticulture—we want more beauty about our) aware of it, they do not even think of practic- 4 

|| houses, The scenes of our childhood are the | ing it—for of the many housesnowin progress | | 
|| memories of our future years. Let our dwel-|in this city, there are very fewin which wet i 

| lings be beautiful with plants and flowers.”—| brickare used. A wall twelve inches thick, | i 

Flowers are,in the language of a late cultiva-| built of good mortar, with bricks well soaked, ! 
tor, ‘the playthings of childhood and the or-/ is stronger in every respect than one sixteen H 

namentsof the grave; they raise smiling looks | inches thick, built dry. The reason of this is, i 
to man and grateful ones to. God.” that if the bricks are saturated with water, ) 

| Anna, Puaxt—The Baton Rouge Comet they will tot abstract from the mortar themois- | i 
| says that Mr. P.F. Stanton, of Livingstone ture which is necessary to its orystalization 5 iE 

; | parish, in that State, hasa very singular plant and on the contrary they will — chemically 
|| in his garden, which seeng to be the connect- with the mortar and become solid as.a rock.—- 

| ing link. between the animal and vegetable On the other hand, if the bricks areput up dry, : 
world, The plant is about three feet high and | they immediately take all the moisture from 
its stamen reaches the ground. At the end it the mortar, leaving, it too dry to harden, and | 

|| is armed with a small, sharp substance, with the consequence is, that when a building of | 

i] which it pierces insects, and lifts them intothe this description is taken down or tumbles down ! 

i} calyx, where they are grasped by the plant and of its own accord, the mortar fromit islikeso || 

| appropriated to its support. much sand.—Scientific Amer.
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| tH A new kind of portable stove is said to} A Cuntosrry-—The Homestead states that be in use in England. It is made of thin| there is on the farm of C,R. Alsop, in, Mid- 1 j Wrought iron, without any flue, and may be| dletown, a curious freak of nature in theshape j used upon any table, or inany room. The fuel| of atree. It stands among a number of mag- |} | employed is cocoanut-stearine, in cakes, burned | nificert sugar maples, hasa trunk some three i} by means of six wicks introduced into each | feet indiameter, and to a casual observer pre- |] | i] cake, the cake fitting into a tin dish, made | sents nothing worthy of special notice. But | | || exactly to contain it. No smoke is produced, | upon closer inspection it is discovered that one and the stove is capable of boiling. baking and | side of the tree is sugar maple and the ether | broiling, and the whole is comprised in acube/ whiteoak. The body of the tree is round and | ij of about sixteen inches. smooth, and the junction of the two varieties t 
{ (a The New Jersey State Census is at| 18 marked by a slight ridge in the. bark, which | | length completed. In gross, the population of| Would hardly be. noticed. ; Some twelxe feet 
} the State at this time is 569,499, being an in-| from the ground, the tree divides; one side is ]] | crease of 80,160 over the aggrogate of the year | 1aple, the other oak. The maple throws out i 1850. a branch that has become entirely surrounded | 

: by the oak, and offers on that side the singular i Tel h* wires are being put up alon 5 : } Men ae the Illinois esta Rail pp PATA, ofa Ae ook f ree throwing asta | Road. maple limb. It is very singular, and worth i i ie is ie duwlaaice; theride from this city to see— Hartford Times. id 
| Be eee ee ee a The Democratic Press gives the re- | ee er York City paper, true or fabu- — of lumber at Chicago, - one week, 
[oe - «| at over 8,000,000, and for the season over 205,- | | There is a fine pasture all over the country 000,000. 

| ] now, and the price of butter ought to be down <s { | toashillinga pound. Why isn’tit? Because} 0% The Chinese pretend to cure the cholera | the women and girls don’t know how to make| >Y sticking a pin under the tongae, ‘below the | it. For twenty years past the girls’ butter- | "0ts of the finger nails, and in the pit of the | i making education has been sadly neglected.— moxanch’ Z - | | They can play the piano, but cannot churn;| "7 English papers express the opinion, 4 } an dance, but cannot skim milk; can talk a foutstod = carenil a oeretmmeaetl that Great | little French, but don’t know how to work out | Britian will require an importation of 30,000, 
the buttermilk. The women who made the | 900 bushels of wheat. : jj butter in Westchester, Dutchess and Orange| 7 In 1755 five Methodists settled in the } 
Counties twenty years ago, are passing away, | City of New York, and formed the first society | } and there are none to take their places. That’s|imAmerica. In 1855, just a century later, the ] why butteris high. Methodist Church in the U. S.,numbers over 

| Carrte rrom Sours America.—The Phila- | Ut millions of worshippers. ; ; | delphia North American says several partiesin| OF Mn. Tiworay Bartnotomew, of North- ; that city have goneto Venezuela to contract| ford, hasupon his estate a turtle which he 
jj} for cattle, and they propose to bring 150,000 | caught and marked with his initials in 1806.— ! l| head to that city. Should the enteprise prove| The turtle is often met with in the meadows 

remunerative, there will no doubt be a steady | of the farm. 
! importation kept up. Cattle are sold very low} A Swarr Womay.—A preacher not long since 
| in South America, where many thousands are | asking to stay all night at a country house was | killed annually merely for their hides. seamea ne : be . | ] 5 : member of the church and gener leas / 687" Shipments ——— ‘vised made) from to entertain ministers, he he to be Paul | Memphis, Tenn., last week, destined both for to her, hoping that @ id “understand by | } * < > hoping that @e would understand by | New York and Liverpool. The like had ney- this hint that he was a preacher. -He had’ | 
} er been known previous to the present season. hardly got out “for thereby some have enter- | 

| > The Methodist publishing house in| tained angels unaware,” when she said,“but |] j Nashville, Tenn, has been in operation only | angels, sir, would not come with tobacco in } |] five months, but it has in that time printed | their mouths.” The preacher left without fur- | fj 49,589,000 pages. ther ceremony. ; 
8888 SSS 

rr
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| i : Rock Counry State Tax.—The assessment; ¢3§~Theshell or outer covering of the Castor _ || 
] {| | upon Rock County for the State tax is $20,- | Oil Bean is very poisonous, and has been known j j 

i| || 458,82. ~The assessed valuc of land per acre, | to kill horses, cattle, sheep, dc. ( i 

i] $4.02, and the equalized value, $9,00. Total) g3§-Counterfeits on the Janesville City || Hy 
||] assessed valuation, $2,528,430 ; equalized val- | Bank have appeared. They are one’s changed | ay 

f i uation, $5,117,204. Two Counties in the State | to tens. This Bank has issued no tens. 4 i 
| | are taxed higher than Rock—Dane being put | ———W——____________,,_ i ; 
| j| down at $23,660,15, and Milwaukee $39,652,- MERINO SHEEP i vt 

| | 682 25 i : ¢ i 

| Puecesonsion or Wetis.—The “Scientific Te subscribee hes weplendid ‘ack of 1000 iy 

| American” recommends several means for the MERINO SHEEP, ranging from one-half || A 
| removal of Carbonic Acid Gas, the bad air eto anece teen 30 fine Merino {| OLE 

which collects sometimes at the bottom of neg- | BUCKS. Parcels of which he will sell to those jj 4k 
who wish to start good flocks, on favorable te 

I | lected wells, and proves fatal to peons des- termsas to price and payment; or he will sell ie 
if] cending into them. One plan is, simply to| or let a few of the Bucks, if epplied for soon. Te 

| | throw dewnsome fresh burned lime into the 2 . D. J. POWERS. ‘ Ht 
||| Water and stir it with a pole. Another is, to Madison, Wis., Oct. 1, 1855. } a 
||] take about half a paiifull of slacked lime, mix H. FRIEND & BROTHERS, i # 
| it quickly with cold waterin a small tuband| WKERCHANT TAILORS, | ir 

. j]] lower it down to the water with cords attached | Dédlers‘in READY-MADE CLOTHING, a 
| | to thelegs. Stir the contents for ten minutes,| CLOTHS, CASSIMERS, VESTINGS, wee 

i and then leave the vessel suspended for one TRIMMINGS, &c. &c. E 
ij] hour longer. Corner King and Morris Streets, | j 
Qh See ' MADISON)! WIS. ‘ | t L 

| TABLE OF CONTENTS. tH All orders will meet with prompt at- | aie 
| gt EF Pa tention. | Pie 

ge. | —$________________—_—-_ ff bie 
| | Analysis of the watermelon and muskmelon 321 WISCONSIN | b i } 

| Spee ree cere oot ete 331) AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE. | fe 
a . a eae. | ie 
eee 333| LE FEVRE & GREENE, i 
co Se Cob Meal for Horses, 330 | Vo. 81 Hast-Water Street, Milwaukee, i FS 

ranherries, ae 335} Desire to call attention to their stock of ied 

J camaro uesep gem Farming implements, ie 
|j Editors Table 345 |in which may be found’ almost every thing of ih 
| canes Study your Profession, 327 mse ana benef to the eae have con- | 

‘arm House, Design for 339 | Stantly on hand, in great variety; pe 
| Gates, Farm 326 LOWS, HARROWS, } 

| Horse Shoes and Shosing oe disrveaiies HORSE HOES Al {| Horses, an Epidemic Among 332 ? " 18S | 
i : HAY and STRAW CUTTERS, | || Healthfulnes of the Farmers wife 333 CORN STALK CUTTERS + 
| i: 3 y | 

ppt bang SS CORN and COB CRUSHERS, j 
Milk Fever 329 | CORN SHELLERS, CORN PLANTERS, } 

saa hore a Grower's Conven- i PEED. PONUBNS cr en isi Sele ES, | 
tion—Editorial Notes from 334 i] 

Plam on the Wild Stock, 335 | Forks, Shovels, Spades, Hoes, Scythes, | 
Pear on the Quince Stock, 336|  Snaths, Cradles, Axes, Chains, Crow Bs 
fae Isthmus se Bars, in almost endless variety. a 
eee A full stock of i State Fair, Wi: i 322} < ! 

yo Tineis 303| HEAVY & SHELF HARDWARE, || | 
| Small Farms, #325 | embracing Building Hardware, Cabinet Mak- | 
] Sheep Shearing in Spain, 331 = Stock, Paroles soe —— fox | | 

e Experiment, 329 | Carpenters, lacksmi' illwrig) an j { 

i The Maes of Fruit-stealing,| 338 | Coopers, of the most celebrated brands. ] 
| The Queen of England’s Visit toFrance. 342; Manufacturers of Wire Screnery. } 
| To the Readers of the Farmer, 345| Persons visiting Milwaukee are respectfully 
| University Improvements, 341 | invited to look through our stock. } 
| Work for the Month, 343 LE FEVRE & GREENE, 

Wounds in Horses, = 331 Nov., 1854. Sign of thePlow.
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FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES, ee _AUTUMN 1855. a= sa 7x 
UR new Wholesale Catalogue, or Trade ee rains 0 List, for the Autumn of 1858 is ready, | es Gas } and will be sent gratis to all who enclose A if R at te aren stamp. 

& The stock now on the grounds is of the finest Bevin! AM adobe } description, and by far the largest that has cv- (ee et) ee er been offered in this Sonalieye SS eee ———— Nurserymen, dealers and planters can be 
| supplied on very nieanieghous tas a they CLEAR THE TRACK! will find it their interest to consult our list, Fall Arrival for 1855 of and examine stock before purchasing. Our HATS, CAPS, FURS & FINDINGS || arrangements for packing and shipping are so — complete that we can forward packages to the f Naas Cars have arrived and have brought | most remote parts of the United States and the largest stock yet offeredinthis market, || Canada with safety. consisting in part of ] Any of the following catalogues will be sent FASHIONABLE FUR, MOLESKIN, 4 to all who apply and enclose a stamp for each: SILK, FELT, and WOOL HATS, No. 1. A Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.} CAPS of Fur, Plush, Velvet, Cloth, Mo- || No.2. A Descriptive Catalogue of Orna- | hair, Glazed, &c., in every variety of style now || i mental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, &c., &e. worn. ! No. 3. A Catalogue of Dahlia Verbenas, FURS. —Mnffs, Victorines, Wristlets, Pela- || | Petunias, and select new Gesec Sioa and | rines, Fur Gloves and Over-coats, Over-shoes, } Bedding Plants, published every spring. Fancy Sleigh and Buffalo Robes, Down and } No. 4. A Wholesale Priced Catalogue for | Fur Trimmings, &c., all of which we have, | Nurserymen and Dealers. some of the finest qualities, and agreat variety. || N oe: A Saaplenental Caeioene of Fruits! LADIES’ RIDING HATS and GAUNT. —containing prices of Fruit Trees for 1854 

x i and 1855, and lists of New Varieties, Lees Zephyr ae and Hoods; Misses ! ELLWANGER & BARRY, per ene Sel ine Oct.:2m Mount Hope Nurserves, N.Y. Gent's Findings. | 2h SS SSS RAFERIGA > Shirts Stocks, Cravats, Collars, Suspender } NOTICE TO WOOL GROWERS. Braces, and Worsted Goods, a mah sare: TS certifies that we, the undersigned, have| GLOVES and MITTENS, superior to any been appointed by Mr. Gro. Campzext, | thing ever yet offered in this market—a fuil ’ of West Westminster, Vt. sole Agents for the | supply. Z it ¥ F | sale of hisSPANISH, FRENCH, and SIBE-|_ The subscriber will endeavor to make it the } RIAN SHEEP, in the States of Wisconsin, | interest of every individual to purchase of his } lowa, and Northern IMlinois. stock, by selling a good article, low for cash, All orders addressed to us will be promptly | and will take pleasure in showing his Goods attended to. Specimens of the above breeds | to all who may favor him with a call, at the |] may be seen at Summit. SIGN OF THE BIG HAT, on the west side || EDW. M. DANFORTH, the_river. I Summit, Waukesha co. Wis. I> Hats and Caps made to order, Jas. C. Currixe, Lyme, Grafton co., N. H. ee Cash paid for Shipping Furs. } September, 1855. Jenesville, Nov. 1854. J. R. BEALE. | Sa ae a ee : LAKE MILLS NURSERY. HORSE POWERS, THRESHERS | i TS undersigned are prepared to furnish, at /@RAIN DRILLS AND BROAD-CAST || ; reasonable prices, Srayparp Tress of the SOWERS | leading varieties of a Angee } | APPLE, PEAR, CHERRY, PLUM, APRI- HE subscribers are Agents for Richard H. || ; COT, CURRANT, GOOSEBERRY. P Pease’s “EXCELSIOR RAILROAD H Also, a fine stock of Evergreens and Orna- HORSE POWERS,” Threshers, Seperators i mental Shrubbery, Flowering Bulbs; three of | and Saw Mills; also, “Srymour’s Premium ; the best varieties of Pie Plant and Asparagus | Grain Dritz,” with or without Grass Seed Plants; Acashia and Osage Orange trees, Sower. All of which are for sale at the man- t We would call special attention to our fine ufacturer’s prices, adding freight. i lot of DWARF PEAR TREES, bearing size;| Samples can be seen at our Ware-rooms where : also, twenty best varieties choice PLUM trees, | we have, also, a large display of AGRICUL- | large size, propagated on English stocks. We| TURAL IMPLEMENTS, in endless variety. | think we have the best the State affords. Illustrated Handbills mailed to any ad- | Please call and examine,at PLUMB & Co.'s gu as sate me yi | Nursery, Lake Mills. Jefferson County Wis. LE FEVRE & GREENE, | : J. C. PLUMB, 81 East Water Street, Milwaukee. Oct., 1855:6m K. ATWOOD. Sept, 1855;4m 
|
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i HOW TO RAISE two weeks earlier than any that 1 have ever 
| ¥ ‘ seen. This early melon can be grownas far || ie | 3 WG OW Se. north as any corn can be grown, for it isa rap- ty 

id grower and a profuse bearer, and the best ny |} AND HOW TO PRESERVE THE | melon | ever saw or enjoyed the pleasure of if i f | PLANTS WHEN YOUNG FROM eating. I have been to considerable expense || THE } BUGS AND WORMS. »* a exverimenting and in the selection of the. hy ] ce - choicest varieties of seed, and also the expense Eid 
| Fanens—We would call your attention to | o¢ advertising to acquaint you with dies ats t i | asubject which may interest many of you, and | anq | cannot do it without a cloe a 

| is of considerable importance to you all— f ae | } 1 
Which is on the culture of the Water Melon, | Farmers, I know thisis valuable, and 1 be- bi he 

| 1 have made this my sole business for several | lieve that you want it; and I cannot charge | Hi f } gpare—beliering that if I succeeded in grow- | you less thanadollar. Gentlemen, you that || lea take 
ing this desirable and delicious fruit, and | want this, send along your orders—enclosea_ |} Py mating it,by culture and the choice of soils | dollar, and you will receive inreturn, the se- || || Hi 

| best adapted to its growth, as sure as that of | cret for protecting the plant from its enemies hg 
|| other crops, and also to secure it against its en- —the seed, and the directions for their highest } i 

emies—the little yellow or striped bug, and | cultivation. C. S. Anger. { et 
the corn orcut worm. I am now gratified to| Janesvinte, Wis, Nov. 1855. 1m i te 

| beable to announce to you my complete suc~ | —-—-—______- | eee 
| es a the culture oe the melon. The culture} Raspberries, Gooseberries, Apple id 

that I have adopted makes it as sure and eas, bi 
| as the cultivation of corn, and any Roa Seedlings and Potatoes. Ae 
| adopting the same method will meet with like Saas ee een 1 
] success. I speak of this, because there are iHeworown: and NORTH RIVER ANT- We 

| many persons who have failed so often in the| 1 WERP RASP. BERRIES—very produc- i 
|| cultivation, that they hardly attempt to raise | tive and good—fine market varieties. Price, || iH 

them; whileif they perfectly understood the |$1 per dozen; $5 per hundred; $30 per thou- ! 
nature of this plant and its enemies, they could | sand. . | { a 

j enjoy this delicious fruit in abundance every} HOUGHTON’S SEEDLING GOOSE- e 
year. J BERRY ({true)—wonderfully productive—al- fs 

} oe Cae Chena eeeiens acm ways free on nine 25 aoe each ; $2.50 || ie H » is 01 unt rms, ia ; 5 2 i 
(of which, probably, you all have had sad ex- paces meeuing/ plants; $250) pee dor, $10 | if 

|} perience.) I have succeeded in securing the re 
|| plants against these pests, as safely as though | APPLE SEEDLINGS—Two years old, $5 | ie 
|| they were not in existence, and in a manner, | thousand; culls, $2 per thousand. U8 
] 0% perfectly in accordanes with nature. I! SEED POTATOES of the following choice ie 

|| have experimented rather largely on the old varieties, at the prices annexed, if ordered be- He || System of preventing the bugs from destroying | fore the 10th of October, to be delivered this ed }] the plants; but discovered that the plansadop-| fa): Mexican Wild, Yam, Hall’s June, Ash i | ted,if anything near effectual, would injure | Kidney, Black Pink-eye, and Black Imperal—_|| | the plant, or was too expensive, I adopted an | 3) per bushel. Early Manly (the best early } 
entirely new method, which is this: 1 watched potato in cultivation) and Purple Chili, $3 per | hae 

|] the habitsof the bugs, in order to discover | bushel. ‘ : i 
||; what food they preferred. When I discover- E Hat 
| ed this, I gathered the seeds from this plant} U2 Each parcel will be carefully packed, ‘tad 
| and planted them between every second | marked, and delivered at the Railroad Depot, 
| or third row of the melons. The bugs aban- | Express Office, or otherwise, as directed, after | 
| doned the melons for this plant, and they were | Which they will be at the risk and expense of } || left to grow as safely as though the bugs were the purchaser. Orders, to avoid disappoint- : not in existence. The expense is but trifling ment, should be sent early and accompanied 
| —being about two hours’ work on an acre.— | With aremittance. Money promptly returned Hl 
|| The method of securing the plant against the | When unable to fill orders. i 

corn worm is quite as simple. i) A. G. HANFORD, ; 
It is not necessary to say more on this sub-| Sept., 1855:3m Waukesha, Wis. Hae 

ject: but I now offer you the direction for the | — 2 -—-—-——______________ j \ 
highest culture for the Water and Musk Mel- SUFFOLK & ESSEX PIGS. ; 

i} on, and the secret of protecting them from es 
|| their enemies; and also, a sample of five vari- S B. EDWARDS, of Troy, offers for 
jj ties of the Water and Musk Melon seeds, |)» salea choice lot of Surrorx and Essex ; 

| which are, I believe, (viewing them in alll their | Pics, bred from’ stock imported by Lewis G. : H 
qualities,) the best grown in the United States. | Morris, of Morrissiana, N.Y. They will be |] ‘Three of the Water and two of the Musk | delivered, if requested, at Eagle Centre Depot 

l] Melons; oneof the latter beinga nut-meg or | (ree of charge. 
| conteps variety. The Water Melonsare so| All communicationsaddressed to him at East 
| selected that they succeed each other in ripen- | Troy, Wis., will be promptly attended to. 

lj ingabouttwo weeks; one of themripensabout| East Troy, June, 1854 
! Oe j
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AZTALAN NURSERIES. ROCK COUNTY NURSERY, } 
i WHOLESALE PRICE LIST OF » $2 A 

| APPLE TREES, 5 RS 
Including the Best Leading Sorts, mostly, our| Vo Sopl i BiSpee Yee | 

i Selection. as ee BN 7 A od Se ames aay A> \\\ i 
| Sto 7 feet, $54 per 300 ; $85 per 500; $60 © Ried way OS 
| per 1000; $450 per 3000. ‘ a ee if 
|| \_ For distant transportation to Minneésota'and | Si¥gegemermes | ag ee 
| Northwestern Wisconsin, we have the follow: | Sagimaman Bett apni Laat 
| ing,2to3 years from the graft: 3} to 53 fect, | Siar meas cake oe =e s 

|] thrifty trees, $125 per 1000; $350 per 3008. — = Pot Gee 2 = | 
il If ordered early this oe say in jee a crete GE eae | 
']] .suitnble proportion of the dollowm:; igles : vi : 

| will beadded at the prices named bale: =, | Situated in the Southern Linnts of the City of 
f Dwarf Pear, on Anger’s Quince, leading Janesville, East side of the River, on thé ; 

sorts, $31 per hundred. - Telegraph Road to Beloit. 
Cherries, leadirg sorts, $30 per hundred. ‘8 tiie ode Sat w 

; Peirson Pear stocks, 43 to 6 feet, $40 per} WE take this method of bringing to theno- |] 
we 2 eee —— cages ad tice of the public the fine stoca of Frurr and — 

oe sf . Oxnamentat Trees, Survss, Prants, &¢., 
\ * ar, oe oe tenes qatthalakow which we have the pleasure of offering for the © 

||| -in October or early in November, to enable u | Spring trade. i 
' to get them ready for fall transportation Our trees are of thrifty growth, in an er- 
\ Autalan, Wis, Oct. 1, 1855. posed situation, on the high prairie, which ren- 

J.C. BRAYTON. | ders them hardy and adapted to any locality, + 
rrr | and therefore of much more value than those [} 

grown in a protected situation. Hy 
DELAVAN NURSERY. ~ Our stock is large, and embraces the best va- i | 

7) eriory ae rieties now in cultivation that-will endure our | j 
|| Erait and Ornamental Trees, -|climate. Tyo strict care in propagation and i] 

rearing, we Yeel warran' in recommendin; 
/ TS subscribers have on hand on et fee them tothe public. - j 
i and best collections o :| APPLE TREES—from 5to 8 fect high, 16 
} ini ORNAMENTAL TREES tal eae BS |eents each. Dealers and Planters wishing oné |} , they wil a fee anette in seas thousand or more, $120 to$140 perthousand. | 
| yau, Wis, at the following prices: iene F BAL TRS ieee three | 
| «APPLES, Standard, from 5 to 8 feet high,| DWARF PEARS—la: ri | Seat - —-large variety—on An 

fei je papiniinteicine ea Rat. | ger’s Quince, five feet high, 40 to.50 cents. | 
DWARF APPLE—35 cents: i ! PEARS, Standard, very fine, from 4 toS | | H) ‘fect, 50 cents. Dwarf, three and four years| CHERRY TREES—s to8 feet high, large i! 

| old, 50 to:75,cents, variety, 25 to 50 cents. { 
l] . PLUMS, four to eight feet, 50 cents. GOOSEBERRIES--good variety, 15 to 250. 

CHERRIES, five to seven feet, 20 to'38 ct, | RASPBERRIES—50 cents per dozen. ] 
i} _CURRANTS—Common White and Red,| GRAPE VINES—four years old,” part of | White Red Dutch, White Grape, Black which have fruited, 25 to 50 cents, 17 
| Naples, do, fromone to three years)... Care:taken to furnish articles of the best | i} old, from to $3 per doz., well rooted. quality and true to name. eee 
| GOOSEBERRIES—The ‘best varieties, $2] Nursery Srooxs, Sers, &c,; furnished 'to 

per doz. those commencing business on liberal terms. [f 
GRAPFS—Isabella, Clinton, Early York, | Allinterested are invited to call and examine | 

| White and Native Connectiert—2 years old, | for themselves. a | 
i] 25 cents. All orders, gccompanied with the cash, or ff 

| The time for transplanting in the satistactory'vettreioes, will be promptly attend- | 
| int ie clitunte 1d trons the fret of ome ed to and trees packed and forwarded without 
l] December. Trees carefully packed and sent to | delay. eae 
| any part of the country. ~ ‘ Letters of inquiry will receive prompt atten- 
Sia eee has COLBY & WILLEY.-- 
spear eeee _ 2: Sauer 7” Janesville, Jan. 1st, 1855. : ly NS 

ire ‘
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WISCONSIN FARMER variety; whilst its fleece is much heavier and i] £ 
3. |more valuable. A good flock of three-fourth } | 

|. epBLismeD, oN THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, Merino sheep, properly kept, will average 4 a | ( Ibs.'a head, which will be worth threeshillings ff = y WADISO! WISCONSIN. ? | i } = . SDN oSY . per pound ; while an equally well kept flock / ea 
: BY POWERS & SKINNER. of common coarse-wooled sheep, willnot yield | ¢ 

| TERMS—$i.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE. cnet pounds —— of — _ - ! 
] Rex sibs upagessye i illings per pound. us, the wool produ | ; aoe on ¢40 00 | Of the one is six shillings, and the other twelve; 4 gy Ope pages rae A | Guscte “a lines, 2.” | While the difference inthe value of theirlambs : 
| deuerebes| ee ieee nce Fm 4 Halt half year, eacl qu | 1n the profits of a single year, as a sheep ff ts to be paid for in 3 

Ser etae =i eas Si costs more thana poor one. Hence, we say, i ves : 
——SSSSS__EE__ A |[sKart with good sheep, if possible, if you do | ®. 

Wool Growing. not have somany—as there is little profit in | i 
: oF : keeping poor ones, in this country even. Why fj Me ‘Would it not be well for the farming com- | start with old-fashioned, long-legged sheep, any ] 

tunity, who now aro exerting every nerve to! | ethan with old-fashioned, long-legged, andj] - increase the size of their wheat fields, on ac- long-nosed hogs? | ee 
count of the present high price of breadstuffs, Has some one said, they are hardier and bet- ai { to reflect that one extreme always follows an- | ter adapted tothe country? Wesay not,as | be 

other ? and that the time is probably not far | experience has amply shown that the Merino, ea By) Sas ebe ihe dnteenhndiesiont nt melee taro | ith bid thick: gone of wmgokiall WreeNie] hed og f] ing will produce an overstock, and oe the | and legs, stands our cold winters even better || Fs , 
price as far below an average, as it is now | than the coarse, half-wooled kind. Thesame |] iN 

above? is lis true of wet weather, as the oil and yolk in ta p Furthermore, wheat is, on the whole, a pre- | the fine wool prevents the water from pene- ms 
carious crop, and subject to frequent partial or | (Gsitdip 46 the witty ‘whine the! déabed “nite i 
total failure and some times even from year to | s 3 } a There idering all these facts, |#t once wet through. Hence, for these,and | m 
Sv eaasiae Vetch estes cote 1 : | other reasons, it has become a well established Ml 
wa i eee ae nc com oe aL numer | tact that the firle-wooled breeds are, on the f be ij who have got well started, and are properly anaes the'Héalitiidet 2 | ld 

| kPa Rela else laren In conclusion, we izepeat the admonition— i ing 7 f t 
vee oaere a o ee ae Gs aot | resets start your flocks of sheep, and look ty f such as will rapidly increase in nunibers, and well to them, that you may have a spring ai | i 

a) “Wish proper: cars, Haprove He a ened kee, well as a fall crop, and twostrings to your bow a when the change comes, which it surely will, | * ich mbt g | e 6 instead of one, which may at any time > i fj you will not be found standing upon one leg, sad Ware soa withbat sematee | i 
and tha‘ crippled. This strikes us as being hatha! Jelbheciett aie | ia 

i] the wisest course, and the present just thetime| [£3 It is stated that a company in Ohio is | ii 
i] to adopt it. engaged in making portable st2am-engines, to \ qi 
i} It is a well established fact, thafiyroo1 grow- | be used for various agricultural purposes, such i 
} ing in this country always pays as well, or bet- | asthreshing, winnowing, shelling and grinding ff J 
| ter, than any other business—even at mode- corn, ete. aan eee the oer ee an 
jj + rate prices for wool. This is more especially its omatig caubingl ithe Gberent sea The f 

true of fine than coarse wool; as it costs 2o | cost of the machines amounted ‘o nearly $2,- | 4 || more to keep the fine than the coarse-wooled 000,000. 1 ae | 

i» ————— ee —— a ;
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| For the Wisconsin and Iows Farmer. Now, sir, I had hoped ere this to have seen ff 

| The Chintz, or Chinck Bug. some notice of theinsectin your naan | 
} —— the fact, that they prevailed through the coun- | 
§ MBiheles. Moroes Piekye Gxpected Ro fie) try generally. they must have attracted general 

| in some of your late numbers, some notice of notice, and that particularly by some skilled 
| an insect which, during the past season, bas] +5) ogist. Are we to suffer their depreda- 

caused a considerable damage to wheat, and's0) 1-00 the coming season? If so, is there any 
1 rapid were its ravages for 4 while, that ae remedy? or, have they, like the locusts, their 
| farmers at the time despaired of their entire periodical season of coming, andjisthat, season || 

| crop. Some call it the Chintz Bug.’ Its length past? or, must we add them, year after year, | 

es Beaten endo Say sech, ae eee to our list of depredators—which is already 
| fall growth, of a lead color. It emits a disa- formidable—eating out the substance of the ff 

greeable affluvia when disturbed. Activeinits fartaer tiie eid iehire Aue | 

habits, and multiplies very rapidly, Beloit, Oct., 1855 ; | 
! I was first led to notice it last fall, when it Toe iin ligi — 

destroyad twenty acres of wheat forme. Af- Terra Culture. | 
ae | 

ter the wheat came up to about the length of We learn from the Monroe Sentinel, that 

= —— sa Se ene that unmitigated prinis of humbuggery, Profes-, |} 
ae the sean ae a eR eet sor (!) Comstock, is again in the West, enlight- j 

Ped Pee eee es ee oe ening certain select classes in a great secret, }} 
wea ee ee which he has been hawking about for the last 
inch, lerving nothing but the thin white film five years, all over the country, and probably 

} or skin, and then woud work downto the root, ai anaes many dinkinds ve cana wae. 

|] destaoying it. " y 2 x 
| __ ... |sofar as weever heard, has derived the least 

} I saw no further effects of them, until this practical advantage from it, Who, among his 

| last summer, when ‘they commenced in my) enlightened and numerous graduates all over" 
| spring wheat, at the time the berry was in the! the West, pretends to raise a bushel more of 

| milky state—the heads and stalks varnny yel- wheat or corn than their neighbors, by the ap- 
| lowin spots about the field, indicated their plication of this new system of Terra Culture? 
j Presence. On examination, the roots were As yet, we have not heard of the first man 

found covered with the insect, in every stage who pretends it | 
| of growth, while some of the larger ones were! r.. idea of asecret that every body knows | 
] clustered around the first and second joints, all about, as well.as Comstock bimself—the 
] extracting the substance from them: and so theory being simply to plant upon the surface | 

| repld did they ‘nrnltéply: = grow, eon ®PP&- | instead of covering the seed. 1s it not strange 

ay . ” . ee) teat meta aks daring that one hundred men can be found in the lit- jf 
} Phe Mie the berry) remained inthe malky,and tle town of Clarence and vicinity, in Green 

pulpy state, they spread over several yards a Co., who are Willing to pay a dollar apiese for 
ground—the lower joints and roots of every | being told what they already know? That ff 

| stalk would be covered by their countless num- | sum would. farnish Serh antuhee mite fet 
bers, entirely destroying it. I, of course, con- class agricultural paper for a year, in which 

| cluded, from the then prospect, that the other-j 21) the knowledge of the world is constantly 
Wise promising crop would be destroyed; but, | set forth—Terra Culture included. i 

| * eB) yond pani pathe was advanced | No doubt the patrons of this modern Solo 
ap he hey woultitaks to thoes stalks yet green, | mon, are mainly of that class who wish to ac- 
and when these became matured in turn, they quire knowledge without patient study, and || 
re their ravages to the grass upon such | who prefer to get suddenly rich by short, pa- 

Batks peers ee developing their seed, con- | jent methods; the same class who patronize the 
| ae themselves to the joints, blighting entire- | yonders of one hundred valuable receipts fora |] shies | 

| 1¥ the seed, as it did that of the wheat. dollar enclosed and post paid. His success in 
After the grass failed to afford them any finding victims from year to year. only goes to | 

] further nourishment, they attacked an adjoin- | establish the fact that Barnum has hitherto so ff i : E : ‘ ing corn-field, confining their operations to the | fully illustrated - that not a few people prefer fj 
Joints of the stalks, which invariably diminish-| being humbugged, on all convenient occasions. |} 

| ed its growth, and shriveled the ear. Wedo not expect any thing we can say will ef- 

| 
a
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q -fectually remedy the folly; but we feel con- Pennsylvania, and {where we have no stone for a | .Strained to throw what influence we have in| walls—we think hedges cannot be started too y i | the right direction; hoping that the rising gen- | soon. if they will grow, } '}]_ eration will be too wise to tolerate any humbug “Why is the cultivation of hedges not i 
|] Yenders ofthe Comstock stamp. more common among our farmers? There i pre are certainly no inseparable obstacles in 1 t Hedges. the way, but many inducements to the un- 4 | Dine the sedi aseot 3 dertaking. In most locations, the scarcity 5 | APS Fu? earlier pare o} me coming Year! of wood for enclosing land, begins already | f] _7¢ Propose to treat on the subject of Fencing, to be felt as a serious evil and its conse- H i] .in the various styles that are practiced m the quent high price has nearly placed it be- : West. aud especially to thoroughly Investigute| yond the attainment of many whose ne- t 

jj the subject of Hedging. cessities are pressing. When we consider |} * The Maclaura, or Osage Orange, has malnly | the ease with which a good hedge can be { |] -engrossed attention, asa hedge plant, for some} grown—its efficiency as an enclosure, and 
|] yearspast—long enough, at least, for many | its durability when once formed, it seems | ‘ ! among those who have tried it, to he able to! one ofthe most astonishing things in life j ! give us information as to how they have suc- almost, that so few have undertaken this f q |] ceeded—how extensively they have failed, and important agricultural enterprise. There } i from what causes. | are, at this day, more miles of railroad in ig We especially invite all who have been ex- | the United States, than there are of hedge K |] perimenting with the Osage Orange, or any oth- | I presume. Hedges are highly orsamental i er hedge plant, to any extent, to inform us, at/ and impart to rural districts an appear- | hs their earliest convenience, how they have ~ ance of quiet unostentatious elegance, | : ceeded ; together with all interesting facts in| Which nothing else can confer. Besides, I ve relation to the sulject, that may occur to them. when properly managed they are efficient jf My E, This will put the means in our hands of em-| —being impenetrable to most animals, and jj ay i bodying just that information on the subject @most wholly exempt from accidents in- | ae ! that the public need. 1f the Osage Orange | Vorring eats: expensive repairs. A | Es i |} Will grow a good fence, within reasonable lim. } ne sie Santee — ae endure for | nh x its of time and expense, and one tht will stand | ee agus et scares y . outlay of a * : aeeue iia ollar’s cost except for trimming, ji i 

! our winters, itistime our Prairie farmers un- | T really consider the introd ti hi i , derstood it, and the way it is done. But, if it} ~ Tey cons Nee IE af i 2 : s thing | SPCCies of enclosure. a matter of vital im- 4 cannot be done, as a safe and reliable thing, | ae cul d th i oy phar gs it spending money for the | Pottance te our agriculture, and tl more | z ee ae Sees y |Lreflect upon it, the more firmly is the ff ih seed or plants, and the time to plant and set conviction impressed. In some places, i a 
them. i | stones and stone walls will perhaps super- ff a If the more experienced among our farmers! cede the necessity of its introduction, but fj if will aid us in the matter, we think we can throw | contemplating the subject in its general ff iy }} considerable light on the subject of fencing! character and application, I am led to con- ‘y generally. And certainly it is a matter of the] clude that, ere long, throughout a very i th first importance. in a country as timberless ral preponderating extent: of our common coun- i 2 | ouvs, and when the necessary fences in Wis-| try, hedges must be the ordinary enclosures. i i consin. for the next five years, must cost at|'Timber, if it can be procured, will be too ff a least five millions of dollars. costly, and those who have no other re- | ig Will gentlemen be so kind as to inform us/cource will find the expense of erecting and jf " |] how they have succeeded in their endeavors| keeping up lines of wooden fence a most { ' || to grow hedges? We wish, by alittle timely | serious drawback upon the income of their | 5 attention to this subject, to save a million or so| farms. The thorn, the osage orange, and | Ri 

of dollars to our farmers in this important | several other shrubs, both desiduous and | 4 item. i evergreen, are used successfully for this ] 4 i The following article from the Germantown, purpose, and are all hardy and easily cul- jf on } Pa. Telegraph, is well worth attentive pern-| tivated.” i i 4 | | |} salby every farmer in Wisconsin. Here— —_—_—_— - H a lj Where timber is much more scarce than in| £2 Provide well for your flocks, | i 
| 

} i ed Hf
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SC 2 ed eae ea hee | : 

f Manny vs. MeCormick. of oats, standing up well, arid -was divided | } 
eat into lots i 0! ; ql 

{ It will be remembered we last week al- by: puratie baie = eae nee = i 

luded to the one sided statement publish- | distance parallel with each other; the Tl 

| ed in the Chicago papers relative to the] pieces were numbered, and a‘machine al- | 
] aa Reaper Trial £ Feit Pe ir lotted to each. f 

1 ial pains was taken to glorify the Mc- q 

aah machine and pitcitia al others, | . a pene - ee ore a j 

i} especially the Manny machine. We stat- rags i toget a & ng Se | 

} ed our belief that the article referred to, 5 ee Vinal & ui Babee |e 

which purported to be from the Paris A- ewell, aa es pees ae Pn iy 

l] + merican was an ez-parte affair, bought and = tal i Serna hai ei ki ee | 

> I paid for by McCormick’s Agent and that ae sa aay ke hes sine Ta oy i 

| an impartial report of the trial would put vate are ‘ a at ei pe oe ee Hl 

a very different face upon the whole mat- Cae Al pase ae 2 BS ae i} 

| ter. The following from the Paris Con- ne F “ edi hae aon = th ee yi 

| stitutionael, and the leading press of that aad Pe Bh re aa oe Seach ae | 

| city, fully confirms our suspicions, and hi Bere * cee sass ee di y. aS i 

i| places the inventors of the aforesaid arti- = Se ae oe eee = a oO 

} cle ina not very enviable position. We me ae aS . Ee an 2g - a | 

| take pleasure in laying it before our read- as aa va Th ch ae et ee ae 
l) ers:-—Rockford Register. was well done. e mechani | moveinent | 

| of the automaton raker of Wright's ma- — 

| om zoe chine was truly wonderful, and the opera- | 

| Peeneated from “Le Constitutionacl” | tion of the por was highly tel | 

| Great Trial of Reaping and Mowing | Bell’s machine, by Faurent, did the cut- |} 

| Machines— Under the Direction of the | ting and gathering of the grain in a very 

} Jury of the Paris Universal Exposi-| neat manner; the grain was delivered free-  } 

| tion,—American Ingenuity Gloriously |\y at one side of the machine for the bind- || 

| Triumphant—Manny's Celebrated A-| ers. | 

_ merican Reaper and Mower the Vic-| After the jurors had carefully noted the | 

{ eer: trial thus far, the signal was again given, | 

: | The second day of August having been | and off started three other machines—J. | 

| appointed for the final trial of all the reap- | H. Manny’s of Rockford, Ill, managed by 

| ing and mowing Machines in the Exposi- | his agent, Mr. Mabie, Bell’s machine, by | 

|] tion; it accordingly came off as expected. | Croskill, and a French one-horse reaper.— | 

There were 10 machines in the Exposition, | Bell’s, by Croskill, and the one-horse French 

| 9 of them were sent out by the Imperial | reaper both failed to cut their pieces, while | 

|] Commissioner to the place of trial, about | Manny’s done its work ir the most exquis- 

forty miles distant. (It may be here re- ite manner, not leaving a single stalk un- | 

| marked that the machines were sent and| gathered, and it discharged the grain in jj 

j| returned free of cost to the exhibitors.)— | the most perfe:t shape, as if placed by hand }] 

|} On the ground ef the trial there were thou-| for the binders. It finished its piece most | 

| sands of people assembled to witness the| gloriously. The jurors themselves could 

| novelty of the day; large tents had been | not restrain their admiration, but cried out 

i] previously erected, and a large supply of — Good!” “Well done!” The people 

refreshments procured for the occasion.— | applauded and hurrahed for “Manny’s A- 

The day was pleasant, and the excitement | merican Reaper—that’s the’ machine." ]j 

of the immense concourse of people was| Again, after the jury had taken further 

intense. The police were in attendance | notes of the trial, the signal was given,and |] 

| upon horseback, and the milita were in re-|three other machines started off on the | 

| quisition with guns and bayonets, to keep | contest: Hussey’s Reaper by Dray; Me- jj 

| the crowd of eager spectators off the grain. Cormick’s by McKenzie; and Bell's by Per- 

} Stakes were driven into the ground, and|ry. Husséy’s machine cut its piece in 30 : 

|]. ropes drawn from stake to stake until the minutes, McCormick’s in twenty minutes, 

| entire field of about 15 acres was surround- | and Bell's failed to finish its piece: Hus- 

} ed. This wasa field of an ordinary growth | sey’s machine did its work remarkably well, | 

: aaa = 
- oo —— ——
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: | cutting clean and smoothly, and leaving |like manner. Even if the two machines z : 
jj the grain in the track of the machine, in| were equal as to the quality of the work, | vi 
i] good condition for the binders. The ma-| yet it was observed that Manny’s would |f oe 

chine was conceded to be too heavy and| have the advantage of being the most com- q 
] laborious for the team, and leaving the | pact, less cumbersome, and of much less : 
} grain in the track of the machine was found | weight than McCormick’s, and in ianny’s | i 
} to be an objection, as it necessarily need-| there is no lateral pressure against the | { 
H/ ed to be bound and removed as fast| horses as by McCormick’s also of being i 

i as the machine did its work, in order| much the lightest draft, and more easily 2 
_ |] that the machine could pass around a/adjustable to different heights of cutting, i 

succeeding time; yet this reaper is unques-| and most easily convertable for the two % 
| tionably a good one, and may be used to/ purposes of reaping and mowing. This | eo 
| great advantage, as it would likely prove|seemed to be the only machine against iy 

| durable, being very strongly made. Me-| which there could be no objection urged. { 
Cormick’s machine performed its work well, | We could give no better evidence of the || 

i] cutting a close and even swath, but the ra-| facts above than the fact that Mr. Mabie | : 
| ker or attendant who performed the labor| had upon the conclusion of the trial several} 2 

of discharging the grain seemed to be very | very large offers for the patents of the ma- j 
|| much strained, being obliged to ride back-| chine, two of which we heard: for Franee | mt 
|| ward upon the machine at one end of the | one offer was one hundred thousand franes, | es 

reel, having to reach fully across the entire| and one of one hundred and twenty-five | i i 
width of the machine with a long handled | thousand frances. We have since learned e 
rake, to gather the grain and lay it off of| that arrangements have been made for the iz 

“the machine. The horses on this machine} manuiacture of qne thousand of these ma-_ |} ii 
were much troubled by a strong lateral | chines in this city for the next harvest— | & 

_ |] presure against their shoulders, occasioned |The decision and report of the jury will Ay 
|| by the tongue of the machine. The reap-| not be publishad until the latter part of Oc- Tae 

-f] er, on the whole, is much too cumbersome | tober; yet all the laurels, we are free to 5 F 

and heavy for two horses; however, it has | confess, have been gloriously won by Amer- i. 
proved itself vastly superior to any of the| icans, and this achievement cannot be look- | ued ; 
inventions of the Old World, and from the| ed upon with indifference, as it but plainly is 
fact of its success heretofore, particular-| foreshadows the ultimate destiny of the Ha 
ly at the London Exhibition in 1851, it) New World. He 
elicited a good deal of admiration and cu-| nanan if 
riosity. The contest was now fairly nar- | Traps iw Insects—Bugs are an im- 

rowed down to Manny’s, Wright’s and Mc- | portant article in the trade of Rio Janeiro. 
Cormick’s, but on starting Wright’s again | Their wings are made into artificial flow- 4 

broke down and left the struggle excla-| ers, and some of the most brilliant varie- ” 

sively to the other machines—Manny’s and | ties are worn as ornaments in ladies’ hair. 
McCormick’s. | One man manages to earn his living by |} 4 
The two machines were then to be chang- | selling insects and other specimens to stran- c 

ed in presence of the jurors from the ca- | gers who visit the port. Ha keeps twelve |} g 
pacity of reaping to that of mowing. Man- | slaves constantly employed in finding the y 
ny’s made the change in one minute, Mc-| bugs, serpents and shells which are most in i 
Cormick’s in twenty minutes with three|demand. The nearest approach to his bus- y 
men. Each machine made one cut thro’ | iness that we can remember is, that of the 5 
the field of grass and back, Manny’s doing | trade of fire-flies in Havana; the insect be- : 
the best of the two, Then the change was ing caught and carefully fed on the sugar- “ 
made again for reaping and in the same | cane, is used as an ornament_for ladies’ i 
time respectively as before, then both ma- dresses. Being twice the size of the Amer- : 
chines were taken into a wheat field.— | ican fire-fly, it is very brilliant at night— 4 
Manny’s machine cut three swaths, and} The creoles catch them on the plantations a 
with an ease of action and perfection of | and sell them to the city belles, some of i 
work which fairly placed it far beyond any | them carry them in silver cages attached 4 
further competition, though — their bracelets. They make a fine dis- of 

| reaper cut two swaths, and in a workman-| play by lamplight. | 
| i f 

| 
'
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/ Fig. 1. o |Plied. After the welt is thus pared, it is en ce (3 | again to be thickened up by hammering, Ge SS Prat ef pmEreEEeSN which again produces a rough surface, || >a & f which is afterwards made smooth by the ] A use of the Rand file; this instrument, as_ || B well as the paring tools, is very liable to || i} Be Be injure the upper leather, and it is estimated | '] S— > Ff by the largest manufacturers that all their | ‘ ae > job work is deteriorated to the amount of ten 

Fig 2 i eg oe or twelve per cent. upon its value by the 
eee = }) ee ee used to trim the ae | “ Qe Ce —_| eee) To remove all t! ese inconveniences, and to 3 = LF == produce an instrument which cannot pos- an sibty injure the upper leather, and which Trimming Welts of Boots and Shoes- may be operated upon the welt after it is 

sai = .,. | hammered down, thereby leaving asmooth The annexed views represent an improve- and perfect surface, without the use of the ment in an instrument for the above named Rand file, is the object of this invention, purpose, for which a pattent was granted Figure 1 is a view of the instrument ; cis a to Lyman Clark, on the 13th of last June, biped fiat guard formed by th . ‘y ’ i Baw: g y the extension = one half of it assigned to Josep! and flattening of the shank, d. Nearly at ms 5 : right angles with the guard is the blade, Figure 1 represents the improved cats ieee its cutting ake at g, set at an pa ment, and figure two shows its ap plication gle somewhat less than a right angle with and the manner in whichgt is operated in the surface of the guard facie nrnosace 
contrast with the common instrument now leaner the welt down as it is — The used . | Instrument is operated as at B, in figure 2. In pegged work it is desirable that the The guard, c, being inserted beneath the welt should show as thick as possible, while, welt which is previously haramered down, at the same time, as there is but little wear and the tool is worked rapidly without the upon it, it is generally made of inferior leath- possibility of injnring the upper leath- er, and in order that it may be prepared er even in the most careless hands, while for the head which it receives, it is neces-, the surface which it leaves is smoother and 
sary thatits upper edge be pared evenly | more even than is produced by any other andsmoothly. There are two ways which this | method of trimming the welt. 
has usually been done. In the first meth- More information respecting this instru- od the welt is first hammered down, and ment may be obtained of Sawyer & Clark the edge is then taken off with a shoe knife. South Royalston, Mass. ; This leaves a smooth and perfect surface up- See 
on the upper side of the welt, but is objec-| How ro Prevent rae Turnip Fiy.~-A tionable on the account of the danger of | correspondent informs us that two ounces : cutting the upper leather of the boot or shoe. | of sulphur, commonly called flour of brim- In the other process, which is the one com- | stone, mixed with a pound of turnip seed, |} monly in use at the preasent time, the in- | will effectualy prevent the fly from destroy- |] strument, A, represented isemployed. This ing the crop. This preventive is extremely jj tool has a small guard, a, projecting from cheap, the cost not e\ceding 2d. per acre. beneath the welting edge, 4, and is used as| In mixing, employ a little rape oil, which | follows: The welt in place of being thick- | will cause the sulphur to adhere to the seed ; ened up by hammering, is laid over towards | but care should be taken not to use too much | || the sole by the welt bone, which is inserted oil, as that would prevent the seed from - || | between it and the upper leather. This is passing through the drill- | | necessary in order to enable the pointed J te an ea ees or gard to pick pth edge of tho wall. The| Meer Lumen oy Larix Lana ays the ; latter is then trimed by apply: ing the instru- the secret of successful farming. and the more _ || | mentas shown. The point, a, however, is| we learn practically and theoretically of ag- | | very liable to injure the body of the shoe, riculture, the firmer becomes our conviction | | - particularly at the place where it is seen ap-’ that itis so.” |
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| . reasons, asI have learned from experience: “a 
| § f 0 ck R @ g § 8 f @ : If cut shorter than about an inch, it is liable } i 
i to “tip up” in the animal’s mouth, and irritate, h 

:. if not injure the gums ; and, sometimes they eat | 
Foot Rot in Sheep : me a arene appetite and swallow haa } } 

js| Sufficient mastication, which causes irritation, 
| Wess lately asked fone ea bis if not inflamation ofthe stomach ; but when cut i 

] unfortunate disease, and advise our friends, F.| shoutan inch in length, these mischiefs never i 

|| E.and W.C.S. to try the following, which/| follow. i i 

| seems reasonable enough. Should it prove Ihave observed that if coarse clover is cut i i 

I] successful with them or any other of our read- and dampened, that horsesand sheep eat it 4] 
| z ae readily; but much more so, if alittle ground Ny 
| ers, they will confer a favor by making it known| ,-ain js mixed with it; and the same observa- | 4 
|} tous: tion holds good with regard to corn-stalks; H ¥ 

| “Civis” writes us that the foot rot has bro-| they should be cut into lengths of about half jj } 

I] ken out in his flock of sheep, and sheep of his| an inch, and then moistened at least halfaday : 

neighborhoods and wishes to enor row eas peices feoaing, in order pate rhe josser ome 

e cured. It is a bad disease, and ordinarily it| well softened. Horses fed on these cornstalk 
!| it is more troubleto cure than the sheep are| will not be afflicted with the heaves, and if ‘ 

|| worth,after they have been cured; but if he| they have them, the stalks willcure them.— ff 
|} follows our prescription, he cansave his flock,| Ohio Farmer. _ i 

To every hundred sheep give half a pound of *. = i ’ 
| sulphur mixed in their salt, twice a week — Wind Sucking. } ‘ 
| Get Blue Vitriol and dissolve as strong as pos- < Gia i hog 
j sible,in hot cider, or vinegar. Pare the foot This detestable habit in horses may: be } ig i 

until the diseased part is all pared away, even | cured, so say contributors to the Ohio Cul- |] - 
ifittakes tne entire foot, and dip the fee: of the) tivator, by the following process: # 

whole flock, sound ones and all, in this liquid, Wind sucking is a habit, (like chewing |} if 
twice a week, until the trouble is removed.— b: cass ea than. fia } re 

In about three weeks after you commence tobacco) much easier aequin 
doctoring your sheep, select from the flock| gotten. It can only be practiced, however i? 
such as you trust are well, and put them into| under favorable circumstances—that is ae 
a clean pasture by themselves, and continue) when there is some object on which the }f os 

dipping their feet the same as the diseased | horse can rest his teeth, located about as ] Me 
ones. Foot rot is very contagious, and sound high aa hia) beaast he Be 
sheep will get it oy going intoa pasture where| high as his breasi—such as a common if 2 
diseased sheep have been months after they| manger for instance. The best remedy, oe st 
have been removed. Itis caused by wet pas-| therefore, is to place the feeding trough as iF 

tures.—Ohio Farmer. low as the ground or floor of the stable | a 
Cut Fodder vs. Uncut- and the hay-rack as high as the horse can ee 

— reach; and see that there is no object of an jf i. 

Mr. Eprror—I have deemed it not out of] intermediate height for him to rest his , 

place tocommunicateto you my experience iD| teeth upon to suck wind. Care must also j 
regard to fodder. I was “born and bred” a be,tak 7 t of the stable, that he is a 
farmer, in Windsor county, Vt., where they| be taken when out of the 2 MN 
school their boys, and teach them the “way | not allowed to stand near a fence or stump ; 
they should go.” I was there early taught, in| or any object of convenient height for prac- 3 

i a practical manner anak “a penny saved is as| ticing this habit. In the course of a few Fr 
good as two pence earned. < ve or Si ij i a 

Ihave resided in Adrain, Lenawee county, months, say five or six, apg forget the j a 
Michigan, during the past twenty-five years, trick. ATES | a 
and have been engaged in farming and the Awotner Remepy.—Tie acord around | 

Peano & briok, and have constant the neck of the horse sufficiently tight to 3 
ept a number of teams on hand, and have f * ae q 

been compelled to purchase a large proportion prey ent him from enlarging the throat, = 

of provender forthem. I learn, by experience| is done in wind sucking, but not so tightas jj r 
that I can save fully one third of the hay and|to obstruct breathing or swallowing. A ¥ 

: grain by cutting the hay and grinding the| tjoht halter, with throat strap, will answer 4 

eet eee ee this purpose. It will need to be worn two 
E two before feeding; then I put on the ground ; °F three months. | This remedy is easy, | f 

grain just before feeding. Horses and cattle| and I have found it quite effectual. | 
will masticate this mixture readily, and itis A Svsscriber. i 

|| certiainly more easily digested than if fed ene Soe er ay ee 1] 

|| tire. Thisisaproper length to which straw Gares IN Cutcxens—A lady correspondent 1 q 

|| or hay should be cut; but cornstalks cannot be| writes us that she cured a chick having the ef 

cut too short. About a inch isas short as hay} gapes by giving it half a teaspoonful of the 

} or straw should be cut, and for the following ' tincture of lobelia, two or three times a day.
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|} Sheep Racks and Feeding Troughs. 
| In answer to recent inquiries from new 1 
} subscribers, we republish from our last vol- ! 

| ume the following illustrations and des- f St | 
| criptions. If any one of our readers can | 

furnish new and better plans, we shall be | 
| happy to receive and publish the same: 

W — ' 
| foe \ A 3 14s teem | 
| We NZ Ze. A saa | 

| (hes ih D iy notches and nailed fast, constitutes the foun- | 
Ni it Z| dation. Ifthe rack is to be 14 feet long, 

| val | i YA i} three sills will be required. The ends of } 
i ‘See g\| the rack are made by nailing against the 
| i w= 2 a 7 ih side of the sill-boards that reach, up as high } 
| ye nN Al Hi as it is desired to have the rack, and nails jj 
i] ag aN Ah — driven through these end-boards into the 
i) of, oes Hi LA ends of the side-boards f, f, securing them. 
| +h i) FA The sides may be further strengthened by 
| if! { WH pieces of board on the outside of them and_ | 

| | 3 | y | fitted into the trough. A roof may be put ff 
i 2 Lj * over all if desired. With a roof the fodder | 

| spit is kept entirely from the weather, and no }f 
| Z SHEEP-RACK seeds or chaff can get into the wool. | 

This sheep-rack is the same as usual in ———— | 
| France, under cover, and is fastened to the | Saur—Sheep undoudtedly require salt | 

building. I use them altogether now, and |in winter. Some salt their hay when it is | 
|, consider them superior to all others which |stored in the barn or stack. This is ob- |f 

} Ihave seen. They are built similar to the | jectionable, as you thus constitute yourself | 
} common horse-rack and manger. ‘The |the judge, or controller in a matter, where 
} trough in front of the rack is to catch the | the appetite of the sheep isa much safer 

hay that may drop from the rack, and for|guide. It may be left accessible to them 
| feeding them their grain. It stands two|in the salt-box as in summer, or it is an | 
| feet high, and is seven inches wide on | excellent plan to give them an occasional | 
| the bottom. ‘The slats or uprights, are of |feed of brined hay or straw. This last is 
/ good oak timber two inches wide, three- | done in warm thawing weather, when their ff 
| fourths of an inch thick, and twenty-six in- | appetite is poor, and thus serves a double } 
| cheslong. They stand three inches apart | purpose. With a wisp of straw sprinkle a _ ff 
| inthe rack. No hay is wasted in this man- | thin layer of straw with brine—then anoth- 
| ner, and the wool is not worn off the head |er layer of straw and gnother sprinkling, ff 
| and neck of the sheep—S. W. Jewett. |andsoon. Let this lie until thenext day ff 

| The following rack has been used and is — ram ue be oc by the he i 
| highly approved by my friend, Grorcr |274 4 es re a = : ‘i ye as i 

| Gzpvzs, Esq. of Fairmount, N. Y., to Ra OE ee a ee i 
| Whom I am indepted for the drawing and| Qur native stock is capable of great im- | 
| description of the cut. It serves both for! provement without any resort to a crossing } 

a rack and feeding-trough: with foreign breeds. An intelligent fore- ff} , 
f « The following isintended to represent aj sight in selecting bullsof fine form and |} 
| section of what I think the best sheep-rack | color, and well developed muscles, and re- |] 

I have seen. A piece of durable wood about | jecting all cows wanting in any valuable 
| 44 ft. long, 6 or 8 in. deep, has two notch- | point, will ensure offspring greatly superior | 

| €8 a, a, cut into it, and two troughs, made It the common run of cattle now reared by _ |}! 
] of inch boards 4, &, 6, 0, placed in these | our farmers.
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Bi ecw. docile Slee be } A Plea for Horses. if readily obtained. Plaster of Paris (gyp- ; ee 1 A : : ‘ [tae a word w otro or aming| Smo, spas fie) ry gals 

— ~~ Tee ae ae substances increases the value of the man- | i rau; u be . 

| is ci of the most sensitive to sudden petcsereae oe ‘auan bce Ears : }/ changes of temperature, and to impure air ener y | 
| or want of cleanliness. We speak from ob- Wef, ‘l li | be 
| servation, when we say that not half the i ae a hee Bee and ion ] ; e 
| stables in the country are, at this season of | CO™™Mecee tor this, but these rapidly oe H | : <s . | compose the manure, and greatly diminish _ || 4 | the year, kept in a fit condition to be oc- | ‘ ine yi i : 

| cupied by horses even while put in but ats varue for applying to erope, and they | 4 an hour tor the noon feeding. should never be used unless with muck, or ] 
The droppings of horses, both liquid and — long pa ae ae be Tmmedi- : 4 

| solid, are among the most quickly ferment- | ‘fy oe mies ee they econ 
| ing, easily decomposed manures. In warm | 1 ing considerations, but they are really aw 
| weather the work of decay commences im- | or orca UnpoE ance: at 
| mediately, and in a very few days one-half | As before stated, horses take cold very or more of the weight goes off in a gaseous | easily. On this account they should never a 

| form. This keeps the air constantly loaded be turned from a warm stall, where they 3 
with noxious unhealthy matters, which are | have perspired for an hour, directly into a 4a 
just as deleterious to the health and vigor | Wet damp pasture. A horse should never : 
of horses, as to those of men. During the | be compelled to lie down over night in a iz busy season of harvest and seeding, cleaning | Wet, unsheltered pasture. Let them always if: 

: stables is scarcely ever attended to regu-| have a dry plot, or what is better, a shed a 
larly. The animals generally occupy them | OF stable to retire to when they have com- i 
ashort time in the morning, at noon, and | pleted their evening grazing, especially if ; 
perhaps in the evening for graining, but the | there be heavy dews, fogs or rain. A horse nl 
stables lie untouched for days or weeks— | Will never lie in an open field when a shel- a 
we have seen them lie thus for months. ; ered spot is accessible. Every one oo Ey 
The horse is tied up for an hour's feeding | have observed that they always seek the | an of 
and rest in the heat of the day, but instead | driest spot to be found, and generally lie 4 
of standing in a cool, sweet, well ventilated | near a fence. shed or tree—Oranex Jupp, | eg 
stable, ten chances to one, he stands sweat- | in N. Y. Times. F 
ing and panting, with scarcely a breath of Le ee es ! si air which is not literally loaded with the| Cure for Scratches in Horses. i 

{| fumes of his own decaying excrements, and Take good fifty per centrum, putin ag much ; 
. oS any —— —— pip copperas as will dissolve, and wash the horses of refreshed, to undergo the severe toils of | pce and le fi feel bi q s E 7 gs, as far as you can feelany bun- a 
drawing the plow during the sultry hous ches, two or three times a day. It will cure in ; 
_ ae fie eteere a Ir| afew days Iam no horse doctor, but always 5 

e rem ‘ doctor my own, and have as few lame as m the stalls do not have a free circulation of apubeer who employ a doctor. I have ee y 
air let a board ee be knocked off in commended it with perfect success, where 4 front or on the sides at the head of the} other remedies have fuiled. The scratehes, is 4 stalls; they can be easily replaced when | something you must kill, before you can heal q 
cold weather comes on. Let some such 20); that sang. will not brodkong ee Cop : eras and r: 3 gre e a lit- 4 plan be adopted, and ht aT. ie let the Re after you are sure the scratches are killed i tia be made as cool and airy as possi-| —",' Farmer, in Farmer's Journal. . 7 le. ran j 

Let all excrements, however small in} Corte 1x Suezr.—For this Randall, in fj i quantity, be removed at least once a day, | his “Sheep Husbandry” prescribes “half‘an | | 
ani by all means keep the floor well sprin- | ounce of Epsom salts, a drackm of ginger, |] 
kled with some deodorizing material. A | and sixty drops of essence of peppermint. ff i weak solution of sulphuric or muriatic acid | The salts alone however, will effect the if | is excellent for this purpose; but these are,| cure, as will an equivalent dose of linseed ] | often inconvenient and troublesome, even oil or even hog’s lard.” \ ,
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The Truffle. Effects of Heat upon Meat. 

| “It has been suggested to the Patent Office) 4 well cooked piece of meat should be | 
that measures be taken to introduce the truffle! fy] of its own juice or natural gravy. In 

into the United States. This esculent has been roasting therefore, it should be exposed to | 

| a favorite dish of epicures from time immemo- | a quick fire, that the external surface may 

|| rial to the present day, and yet, strange to say, | be made to concract at once, and the albu- 
; they have always been scarce and high-priced, | men to coagulate, before the juice has had |} 

j few knowing how to raise them.” time to escape from within. And so in | 

i Frrexp Moors:—Noticing the above) boiling. When a piece of beef or mutton 

| in tho Rurat of Aug. 25th, and feeling] is plunged into boiling water, the outer 

| that the introduction of the esculent indi-| part contracts, the albumen, which is near || 

|] cated would prove a valuable acquisition to| the surface, coagulates, and the internal || 

| our vegetable productions, I have obtained juice is prevented either from escaping into || 

} some data in regard to its history, uses, the water by which it is surrounded, or 

| habits, &e. from being diluted or weakened by the ad- |] 

| The Truffle is a species of fungus grow-| mission of water among it. When cut up |} 

ing entirely under ground, sometimes called therefore the meat yields much gravy, and |} 

the ground mushroom. Form, irregular; is rich in flavor. Hence a beefsteak ora | 

color, dark grey or brown; surface, a thick} mutton chop is done quickly and overa | 

| wart-like skin; flesh, firm, cellular, veiny | quick fire, that the natural juices may be | 

in appearance, and of a brownish hue; size retained. On the other hand, if the meat || 

varying from a filbert to as large as the fist.| be exposed to a_slow fire its pores remain || 

Before maiurity it has merely an earthy | open, the juice coutinues to flow from with- | 

smell; when ripe it diffuses a peculiar, | in, as it has dried from the surface, andthe |} - 

powerful and pleasant odor. Ripe, end of flesh pines, becomes dry hard and unsavory. || 

| August or early in September. It is to be| Or if it be put into cold or tepid water, || 

found in most parts of the globe. The] which is afterwards gradually brought toa || 

southern portions of Italy, Spain, France boil, much of the albumen is extracted be- || 

| and England seem best adapted to its full’ fore it coagulates, the natural juices for the | 

| development. It chooses open forest | most part flow out, and the meat is served | 

/ grounds, and plantations of deciduous trees, in anearly tasteless state. Hence, to pre- || 

| where the soil is a light loam and well] pare good boiled meat, it should be put at | 

| shaded. once into water already brought to a boil. || 

The principal use of the Truffle is for| But to make beef tea, mutton broth, and F 

| flavoring the more expensive and luxuriant | other meat soups, the flesh should be put 

kinds of animal food. They are also eat-| into cold water, and this afterwards very || 

| en roasted, boiled, prepared in sauces, cat- slowly warmed, and finally boiled. The 

|. sups, and in sweet oil, similar to the Sar-| advantage derived from simmering, a term 

| dine. Game of all kinds, and meat pies/|not unfrequent in cookery books, depends 

| of every description, are plentifully savor-| very much upon the effects of slow boiling || 

| ed with them— toso great use are they put|as above explained— Chemistry of Com- 

| in France, that a culinary department of| mon Life. 

) an: pretensions has its compound of these ee 

delicacies in some form. Precocious Binpies.—One of the edi- 

| Many attempts have been made to bring torsof the Southern Cultivator—brother 

] this vegetable under cultivation, but with- RepMonp, we suppose—says he has a 

out success, as no one has found how it Brahma pullet, scarcely five months old, | 
is disseminated or what are its organs of that has laid a brood of cage (some 25 or |] 

| fructification. If this starting point has| 30) and gone to setting. A black Shang- 

| been attained, their culture would doubtless | hat pullet, of the same age has also com- 
| be profitable, their value in English mar- menced laying. Neither, he adds, are more 

kets ranging from two to three dollars per than half grown; but they have had extra 
| pound.—W. T. K., in Rural New Yorker.| care and attention, and wheat has entered | 
| Sees eee a ile. largely into their food. They also had 
} To render paper fire-proof, dip itin a) the advantage of a wide range in the fields, 

solution of alum-waten. &e. 
Eee |
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The Submarine Telegraph. as strong and quite as serviceable as any , 
aa other part of the line. Thus when one | ap 

| What emotions are excited by the con-| steamer has paid out her portion of the ca- , 
| templation of such a fact as the following | ble, the end will be spliced upon the coil H 
/ from the N. Y. Tribune! The time is at! on board of the next steamer, and so on i 
| hand when in a Chicago daily paper will] until all is down. Should a storm arise i 

be read news from Europe only 48 hours during the process, the exceeding strength |} 1 
| old, and that from Asia scarcely older: of the cable, formed as it 1s of a mass of | 
I We are about to witness the telegraphic | heavy iron wires, wound spirally around d 
| communication between America and the thick tarred envelop and gutta percha i 

. || Europe, precedent to its extension round chords whica eontain the electric conduct- .? 
/ the globe. Itis an idea. And yet the jors will be sufficient to hold the steamer ; 
| parties engaged inits realization regard it | asif she were at anchor until the gale is 4 { 
| asalready certain to be carried out. The! over. Of course the work will be done in y 
/ experience of the Black Sea telegraph, for| the summer months when there is little }} { 

/ instance, is thought to be conclusive, if danger of interruptions by tempest. The } ‘a 
| shorter lines previously established were cable when once sunk upon the bottom will | at 
|} not. From Balaklava to Varna the GE remain there foreves, below the range of ff 
| stretch under water more than 250 miles,) marine animals, and safe from all distur- | sy 

| and not the slightest difficulty is experienc- | bances. It would be difficult to fix a limit f if 
|] edin using them. There can be no diffi-| to its duration after it is once successfully | ; i 
| culty in sending electricity across the At-) bedded. i 
| lantic by the same means. The length of the | The company which has undertaken the iz 
)_wiresfrom Ireland to New Foundland willbe | cis-Atlantic portion of the work,is com- | ; 
} 1,750 miles; they will lie on the sandy} posed of some eight or more wealthy gen- i 

| plain, which the soundings of our govern- | tlemen, who propose to build the entire r 
| ment have shown to stretch from land to|line from St. Johns, New Foundland, to | i @ 

} land for the whole distance, with the ex-| New York with their own resources. Cy- | By 
| ception of about two hundred miles next to| ris Field one of its members, has just re- |} as 

| the Irish coast, where the bottom becomes | turned from Europe, where he went to con- | hy 
| irregular and the water deeper. The ac-| sumate the arrangement with the European |} “Ti 
} tual distance, is some 1,600 miles only, | company. The American part of the line e 
| but it will be necessary to make a detour will be 1,200 miles in length, 71 miles of a 
| with the wires in order to carry them around | which will be under the Gulf of St. Law- i a 

i } the Banks where Icebergs often ground, | rence, and the cost of the whole is estima- | is 

and where the cable might be broken by | ted at a million and a half of dollars. The “a 
| their weight and friction. | Wires across New Foundland. will make ay 

The line from Ireland to New Foundland | 400 miles of the line, running through a | 4 
is to be constructed by a European com-| country hicherto unoccupied and unknown. if q 
pany, of which Mr. Brett, who has laid | In the cutting of the path and other pre- | * 
down most of the submarine telegraphs of| paratory labors the company have had | i 
Europe, is a prominent member. The | 400 men employed during the past yearin | 1 
capital of this company is two millions ster-| thatisland alone. They have been liberally | y 
ling, and the contracts—already perfected | aided with grants of land from that colony | 
—for the completion of the work require| and have obtained advantageous charters. ff 
that it shall be ready by Jan. 22, 1858— | and grants elsewhere. From our last Eng- i 

-|] less than three years hence. The cable of | lish journals we learn that the cable to go | j 
this part of the line contains six telegraph | under the Gulf of St. Lawrenee was about |] 

| wires—like the Mediterranean cable now | to be shipped, and we may accordingly | 4 
| being laid down—and is to weigh eight j soon expect to be able to receive despatch- jj 
| tons to the mile. In laying it down of) es from St. Johns as easilyand regulaly | 4 
] course several steamers will be required, as| as we now do from New Orleans. This |] / 
| no single vessel could ontain the enormous | cable contains three electric wires only, it 

weight ofthe whole mass; but the ingeni- | being contemplated to lay down another 0° |} 
ous manufacturers, Messrs. W. Kaper & ;the same size when the European wires |} 

} Co. of London have contrived means of so | have been brought across and the busines jf | 
splicing it so as to render the joints quite: between New York and London requires it, i
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| Meanwhile, as soon as communication is Artificial Formation of Minerals. 
} opened with St. Johns, it is expected that —. 

i} the Collins steamers will regularly call| To penetrate the hidden processes of 
| there to take in coals and deliver the news. | Nature, whereby the genius and beautiful 

This alone will bring us two days nearer to | ¢rystalized minerals we so_ frequently meet 
| Europein point of intelligence, St. Johns | with embedded in the rocks are produced 
i} being two days’ sail beyond Halifax. The has been the aim of many distinguished 
| advantage of taking a smaller stock of coal |modern philosophers. But partial success 
i} and carrying more freight will suffice to |has attended their endeavors, and to my 
| render this arrangement a most profitable thinking, for one verry good reason, viz : 
i] one to steamers. Finally in three years |that when a crystalne mineral is not of 
| the communication from Europe to Amer- igneous origin, but dependent upon aque- 
} ica will become instantaneous, and then us, atmospher, or molecular action or change 

] the steamers will be no longer of any val- | that time is an essential element in its pro- 
| ueas bearers of news. When we find in |duction ; aperiod compared with which, | 

the Tribune every morning a column or |the life of manis ofa verity but“a span j 
I) two of telegraphic despatches, narrating ey- |long.” 4 J i 

ery event of the previous day in Europe} By ingenious action, various minerals 
| and Asia, for the magical wires are being ex- |have been synthetically obtained in the }j 
| tended thither, also we shall care butlittle for hearths of iron furnaces, porcelain, furnaces, | 

| files of journals and correspondence that |and in the flame of the oxy-hydrogen ;the ff 
| reach us ten daysold. These can then usual condition being, as in the experiment | 

| possess only that curious interest which le- }of Edelman, that the components of the | 
} longs to old letters and old newspapers: | minerals should bein solution, or at any 
| we shall read them with pleasure, perhaps, |Tate in suspension, by some solvent capable _ |} 
| but their freshress will be gone. of volatilization at intense heats—qualifica-  }j 
| The gigantic triumphs of modern science itons expressly possessed by borax and borac- _ |} 
| and industry are matters so trite and jis acid. By such means, felspar, ruby, spin- |} 
| threadbare that they are now rarely referred |elle, and many aluminous minerals have |} 

to except in some dinner speech or aniver- been obtained in acrystaline form. Some | 
sary oration, but still it is impossible to con-|few might be obtained from their f 
template the probability of such an achieye- | aqueous soloution, as various earthly or me- i 
ment as we have described without a glow |talic carbonates, and others again by weak 
and a thrill at its sublime audacity and its |electrical action. This last natural force 
magnificent uses. When events, discover- |is that M. Beequeral has availed himself of, |] 

ies, projections, business speculation, love, with much success, in his investigations on ff 
and war, may all be flashed unerringly |this subject. His experiments were com- 
from hemisphere to hemisphere, ten thous- |menced in 1845, and his results have just jf 
and feet beneath the surface of the sea, sto- | been published from, which it appears that } 
lidity itself must expand in wonder and |he has succeeded in obtainfng crystallized |} 
delight. Where then will be time and hgdrated oxid of zinc, and also crystallized | 

} space, the ancient limits of humanity? An- |protozide of lead, by suffering galena [in- 
. nihilated by thatindustrious hand and that termixed with blende, ] to act on strong 

scientific genius with which Man was en- |and mixed solutions of common salt and 
| +dowed when he was set to subdue and to |sulforate of copper. 
i] rule theearth! By this reaction he has obtained, after 
———— the expiration of six or seven years, chlo- 

A Cerraty Cure ror 4 Rarrie-Swaxz |ride of sodium in cubes, cubic octahedrons, : 
Brrz.—Take the yolk of a good egg, put it |and octahedrons ; chloride of lead in cubic ff 

| in a tea-cup, and stir in as much salt as will | and also in acicular crystals ; sulphate in 
| make it thick enough not to run off, and {cuneiform octahedrons exactly resembling 

spread a jae and apply it to the wound |the Anglesea mineral ; chloro-sulphate of | 
| and I will insure your life for asixpence.— |lead in circular crystals ;- oxychloride of 

|| The subscriber has tried the above remedy |lead in verry minute crystals, and amor- 
| in a number of cases, and never knew it to | phous sulphurate of copper ; all of which 

| fail—P. Prerrrmay, M. D., Portland, Or- | substances coated the lump of galena, giv. } 
i} egon. ing it the appearance of a specimen from a 

: =t
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| natural mineral yein. By weak voltaic! Asour Fursrrurs.—As in dress soin | { 

arrangement this physicist obtained the car- | furniture—a little taste is better than much t 

bonite of lime and of lead in a crystaline| money without it. There are certain ar- ; 

form. These experiments seem to show | ticles which, if good, costs much, such as A 

i} that when one substance is slowly oxidized | carpets and mirrors. But couches, loun- + 

in solutions of others of which the oxide] ges, ottomans, and chairs may be had 

formed will retract, various insoluble and | quite cheap, and also very tasteful, by the j 

soluble erystaline bodies result from this exercise of a little art and industry. A i 

action ; and also, that when several compli- | conimon chair which costs a dollar, stuffed { 

cated double decompositions are induced to | and covered atthe cost of another dollar, 

avery slow and feeble nature, the result may | may be a better and more beautiful article 

be the formation of many different insoluble | than one: you. may buy for ten; and five J j 

crystalline compounds, precisely similar to dollars and a few hours’ iabor will give you a 

those we meet with in many minerals—|a couch reaily more elegant, as well as more § 

[Inventor. comfortable, than a sofa that costs fifty. i 

- anes ts : 6 Be a good Piano: frte, ane four ce 4 

i} ,OOK. WELL TO THE ARM STOCK,— ne ul a goo jano-forte, like 2 good mirror, ; ; 

} of the most observable features among the oe of cost and to a ahundred |j WH 

1 live stock, in this season of abundance, is| dollars in one, or twenty in the other, is |] ; 

the ill condition in which they are prepared | poor economy.—Plate glass keepsits value, 

| for the winter. The luxuriant growth of|and a good tone is worth more than all ¢ 

grass has been at the expense of its nutri- | outside finish. | x 

| tious qualities, and everywhere we go, we Don’t make your rooms gloomy. Fur- J] { 

- Il find the cattle, and more particularly the| nish them forlight, and let them kavit. jj E 

| sheep, in a lean and often sickly condition ; | Daylight is very cheap, and candal or gas- ie 

and when we consider that very much of light you nead not use often. If your rooms ; 

the hay and grain for next winter's use is a| are dark, all the effect of furniture, pic- ]] i 

good deal damaged, we feel apprehensive | ture, walls and carpets are lost, | ‘ 

1 that our farmers will suffer great loss} Finally, if you have beautiful things, make | ie 

among their animals, unless they -bestir| them useful. The fashion of having anice J ef 

themselves in time. Farm stock now, is} parlor, and then shutting it up all but three jj ae 

| even worse prepared for the winter, than | or four days in a year, when yo have com- | ‘Ba 

| after the great drouth of last year. Sheep pany—spending your own life in a mean ag 

and calves should be looked to closely./room shabily furnished, or an unhealthy |} qi 

Get them in good heart, and provide am-| pasement, to save your things inthe mean- jf 3 

ple shelter and dry quarters against the | est possible economy. Go a little further " 

storms come on, or you will see such a dis-| shut up your house and live in a pig pen ? | - 

play of sheep’s pelts and kip skins upon | The use of nice and beautiful things is to i a 

the fences before next spring, as will tell | act upon your spirit—to educate you and ] # 

| badly aati the profits of the season.—| make yo beautsful—[Mauners Book. 3 

Ohio Cultivator. a } ; 

en are A Vatuaste Compost—Near every dwell- ff 4 

| Tuose who deem beauty valuless. and ing, nue a ape one o8 ihe way, here, should } j 
i lace, vat or cistern prepared, where 

| poetry and reanement gp euperfinoys ingre- enceeraniias of the ee and litter from |] " 

| dients of everyday life, can be but dull ob-| 56 garden can be conveniently deposited — : 

servers. The true happiness of man de-| Where likewise should be thrown all the wool- : 

| pends upon the degree in which he succeeds |en rags and other refuse stuff, such as old jf | 

| in prompting that of others ; and delicacy bootsand shoes, bones, &c, usually committed q 
i: Jh end as either strength | *® the flames by the neat housewife, upon ev- , 

f| is as necessary tosuch ¢ 8 ery return of that ever to bedreaded ‘festival’ 

} or perseverence. Refinement becomes | commonly denominated “house cleaning ” In- ] 

| woman, and ene grows pan aiies to Ce seeeee ae a : ed ees a \ ii 

| i it de; as taste and beauty pre- | suds on washing day, an es and lime ral 

mies ae eae of their eee bish, where leaches are emptied; add occasion- | 

| eae he.who rails at it little thinks ally a wheelbarrow load of muck, loam or turf 
]/ ding ; hence he. who rai and you will find atthe end of the year, that 

| show sure a pepe seeks toknock from un- | you havea quantity of excellent manure, far 

der his own ppiness.| Worcester Tran-|more valuable for many purposes than barn- a 

script. yard manure. —9Ontario Times. 4 
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| 5 + {f you want an orchard, (and you doif you |} 
| | if 0 i) iC U J t u r e« siete got one,) go to the ae good uur- |] 
. ] O00 TVa— | Sery and select the'trees yourself early in the 
. Look Out for the Orchard. spring, You will get a deal better ones, and fj 

} ss = be sure of true varieties. When you havese- 

tina) menses, ate) See dpked mel) 3 t lected them, have them carefully taken up with 
| | oe eeherd trees hefere tae weeting more root than is customary; all of which pro- 

} * = nies ti ek Day aenpet sed senate tect, as well as possible, until they are in the 

| } It 4s an excellent plamstoishroma cont ee ground again, and the sooner thebetter. There 

a. epee wsiase. poent! fone reonaeesd FI) reason why we should continue to sendto jj 
ches deep being carefallthat iv is:not mocoarse New York or Massachusetts for trees grown in | 

| as to be a harbor for mice, that may gnaw the a different soil and climate, and on land worth | 

ee ee ee ee = a two hundred dollars per acre, when they will} 
from excessive freezing or sudden transitions and do grow. belter on our ‘owa land, worth. 
of freezing to thawing. Particular care should fen dollars per ance ADagie thes ei oe | 

Shaye ares Pear econ sgh ene coaxed into it by any smooth story. iapahester | 
around the tress to’ prevent water from stind- ismakinga fortune out of the credulous west. |} 

| endear e ue =e areer ee ee The disposition to grow orchards amongour_ || 
| . This last precaution is very important upon people is rapidly on the increase, still there is} 

f fat or low clayey lands. Let the ground freeze no danger of an overstock of good fruit, fora 
] +solid around your peach trees. and when thus generation to come, and probably never—really | 

| frozen, mulchit deep with coarse manure as good, things are.not apt: to be tooinbundant= | 
ij above, inorderto keep the trees back inthe Thedemand fortiori cnchiastimaccanbes: : 

spring, until the frostsare over. This precau- ientiieiacting by : pisiesin ucts een 
} tion taken,and you can raise good peaches even | Wisconsin icue arilldiey sw aniltiontiollas? 

| in Miunesota, at least two years, in three, es- ba ptikeos sinving die lavextivoly chcel abk ] 
| pecially if your trees are set where they have | thatmoney be paid sae at home among Garo 

ableak northerly aspect, instead of a Sunny nursery men, as far as possible. Wegoinde- [I 

ae ees: Looe for fostering and sustaining home in- 
| Beware of Rabbits and Sheep, they will do ihidutions as Mir HA they nibeit it. | 

more damage in an orchard or nursery in an aa | 
) hour than can be repaired in days or weeks. Canxer Worms.—Mr. William Plumer, 

j As itis about time for the winter swarm of |of Lexington, a correspondent of the Bos- 
tree peddlers to make their appearance, perhaps |ton Journal, recommends covering the 

i] word of advice on the subject: will not be | ground under apple trees with muriate of || 
lost, That word of advice will be not to buy | lime, as a remedy for the destructive rava- |] 

| ofthem wt all. There is no safety in it what- | ges of the canker worm. This prepara- ]} 
| everas.a geneT#l thing. They seem to deal in tion should be applied immediately, and 

} e mcd inferior trees, of the east- | (ug in the fall. Mr. Plumer has. seen it 
| Re ee ariably charge high prices |ttied with excellent success. The next ]} jj] ern nurseriesand inv." “he h Bae i spring after the application, not a canker | . ) he home customers of : 7 4 

y} for their trees at that, ‘est trees, and | Worm was to be seen in the trees to which | course select the finest and lary ®t 1 eee it was applied. He says it has been tested jj | the smallest and meanest are sent tv q| both in this country and in England, and 
J) agents. it is a great saving of freight to *°"' lin everp case with perfect success, 
| small trees—the consequence is that those who ie stl iatdeeercmmnag eset 

| buy them have to waittwo orthree gears longer} Povuurry uxper Pium Trers.—We 
| for an orchard ; besides the long time they are | have been presented with some specimens 

necessarily out of the ground; and the hard-| of verry fine plums raised in this city. Un- 
| ships they are exposed to, renders a good many | ¢i] Jast season, tha fruit upon these trees |] 

]] of them liable to die, or at least to linger on a | was verry imperfect, owing to the ravages 
i] year or two, before they begin to grow. The | of the curculio, but, for this season and the | 
} system could, of course,-be tolerated when the past, the fruit has been good, owing un- 

i} country was new, and before we had well doubtedly, to the fact that poultry has been } 

i) stocked home nurseries; but now the necessity kept under the trees—It is an experiment |] 
i] has passed away, and let the practice go with it. | eaisly tried —[ Hartford Courant. 
|
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IMPERIAL GAGE PLUM. | y 

| Above is a representation of the Imperial abundance and at little cost. The scions can j 

| Gage Plum—one ofthe fine and highly pro- of course, be readily obtained in almost any |] ‘ 

|| ductive varieties. Single trees sometime bear neighborhood. They should be cutin Febru- | ‘ 

}] some fifty dollars’ worth in aseason. They ri- | °Y instead of waiting until you have occasion |} q 

pen early in autumn and do the best upon a to use them. j +t 

| sandy orgravelly solh = = ister seions once obtained, an active man j 

7 Good plum trees are difficult to obtain in — — et setahundred in aday, |} 

the nurseries, east or west, and the best way ‘Properly taken care of, would makea [J 3 

De ccna hens ie HOUR areata BEE ere bee cee nnn tae ae eee j 

ing upon the wild stock. ‘The wild plum a-| "048. Sees oe farmers of this country }} i 

bounds in every neighborhood in the west and | 134 0. can cover ‘agit jhe eae ft 
5 > i$ iditw— splice event! ly 

Jeet eee aad |The ert, which makes a much more per- | 
| making fine, healthy, handsome trees. In this | oy nctnatiagssaltionitatan 98 ! f 

. 1D 2 01 Ss ia 

|e any one can get intothe finest varieties in| op rosin 3 of wt = a aot allow. parts jj 
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The above is an outline ofa fine apple, hand-| it, &c., Mr. Dumas, mentioned (before the | 
ed us at the lastState Fair; we could not learn| Paris Accademy of Science) another, its so- |} 
its name. nority. | 

Description.—Pale yellow; white lightly See | 
tinged oninside with red; specked with russet;} [{ The Minnesota Papers are trying to see | 
plush white—x. who can tell the biggest potato story—hear | a them: 

A Susstirure mon Stiver.—A wonder- Lance Porators—We have in our offi-esix | ; ful discovery is announced as having been enormous potatoes of the Jeuny Lind vari | 
made recently by a Frenchi chemist, M. De-| “"s z Rdg ot | es Br raised by Mr. Cathcart, of Chanhasson; the ville, to wit: a new, easy and cheap meth- 8 : — 2 ;,| largest of which weighs 2% lbs. S. W. Case | odof separating aluminum, the metallic A a es bab: i base of common clay, from the other con- of this place has exhibited six pink eye pota- | 
stituents. This metal rivals in beauty pure a eee Tee ae Which weighs 109 | ae surpasses itn durability. Hith- Ibs—the lorgest of the six Weighing 2 lbs— | 

erto, it has existed only in small ‘quantities, ea ae | 
and has been estimated ratherasacurosity,| “THe Laxcrst Porators Yer—We were |j} 
the price in France, a short time since, be-| Presented yesterday, by David,Lyman Esq, ff the pri ce, oa: eda | ing about the rate of gold !_ But by Mr.|twenty-five potatoes, weighing forty pounds, |} 
D.’s improved method it can now be pro-/and measuring three pecks. This beats any | 

1! duced in massessufficient and cheay enough |thing inthe potao line we have seen yet— ff 
to replace copper, and even iron m many | St. Croiz Union. | P PP many : 

} respects,and thusplace the “new ‘silver’| (2“Speaking of big potatoes, these are tot ff 
into such common use as to suit the means/a priming to some Wwe Have in our office, of th> 

| of the poorest persons. These facts are|Pink' Eye kind'the largest of Which weighs'34 . gathered from the National Intellingencer, |ibs.. ‘and thrée weighing 77 lbs. Our neigh- 
which also adds : Among . the. Many re-|bors at Minneapolis and St Croix ¢-a-n-t quite | markable qualiiies of alumium are ts, re [come it yet, so “try'try agaih”—Red Wing If |] sistance to oxrdstign, either in the air or by | ‘Sentinel. 7 
acids, its hardness, its wonderful lightness, | Cat’t'some other Mitinesota ‘papér beatithe | 

}| its malleableness, the facility of moulding | Sentinel? _ a cote Med ———— = = [Ss a
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\| Miscellaneous. Hae an a , 
se Messrs. D. Appleton & Co., have re- | 

| Bless God for Trees. cently published a valuable little work en- | 
\ = titled, “The Chemistry of Common Life,” 
| BY MARY F——. by James F. Johnston, A. M. We make | 
| ie ean act a arr an extract with reference to rain: 4 

aac treesybsuneras Rohe ae In the upper regions of the atmosphere, | 
| A verdant canopy that shames currents of cold air are coutinually rush- 
I The proudest domes of regal fanes; ing from the north, and currents of warm | 

A And givea tide of music birth, air from the south, When two such cur- | uy 
| Matched'by no other sound ot earth. | nts of unequal temperature, each loaded | G 
| Bless God for trees!—for leaf and bloom, | with moisture, meet in the atmosphere, | 
| That upland now, and glade perfume, they mix, and the mixture has the mean | 4 
| ue see Sr temperature of the two; but air of this | d 

| Earth’s fairest ee eee mean temperature is incapable of holding : 
Unto the greenwood tree belong! in suspension the mean quantity of wa- | 

! FA Saas (Io tery vapor contained in the two currents. | ; 

Tiedt iienthi ctl ea pith the seteblliig pira ;| Hence a cloudis formed, and the excess of 
And chew the-cud, and sing the song moisiure, collecting into drops, falls to the : 
While summer hours the diy prolong, earth in the form of rain. 

List to the music of the breeze ; When we consider how small a propor- 4 
And beast and bird, bless God for trees! | tion of watery vapor exists'in the air, that 

Bless God for trees! the bright green crown | were it all to come down at once over the E 
as like oe nesta whole emsth it ‘ maid ones the surface 

| S precious to the aching sight, only to the depth of five inches; we can- 

eae ae eee aa without, amazement, of the vast “ 
Or streams unto the thirsting lip. and continuous effects 1t produces. _The 

quantity of rain which falls yearly in Great r 
| Bless God for trees! how proud they stand— Britain would cover the whole country, | I 

A temple reared by God’sown hand; hic } 
! Weavingia roof above our heads, were it all to fall at once, toa depth of | 

\ That like another heaven outspreads; from twenty-five to thirty inches. If we | 
While every leaflet seems an urn, except the table land of Central Spain, | 

“oF Which incense sweet to Him doth burn. | there are few places in Western Europe | 
\ Biéss God for trees! did he not, deign where the depth of yearly rain isless than | 
i Aught other witness of his name, twenty inches. And all this rain descends | 

| The yearly miracle that clothes | from an atmosphere which does not con- | 
| BE A veunel Lea as Roe tain more, probably, at any one time, than ' 

n s ‘alla. vearl Vil | The aavaoly Scitadat aulinned 1 fol . saarly in dew alone’ over the whole 

|| z i 
} a ope nee fens Speed on Probably the most remarkable fall of a : : ie; . 2 : r 
i ‘and sae Sait golden pride)’ rain occurs in the 'mountanious regions of } 
| ‘Do mortal follies more deride, tropical countries. Among the Khassava 
| Than the proud monarch ot the wood, hills, north of ‘Caleutta, in India, the year- 
{ - Unmoyed for centuries doing good. ly fallof rain is estimated to amount to 

]] Bless God for trees? the chiHren play = = —— ms reali rat _ | 
Beneath them in théir glad spring day ; 550 inches fall in the .six rainy months, jj 4 

4]; And the last thought that lingers round commencing in May. ‘The rain must liter- 4 
i | ¢ Te man’s ee isthe sound ally:deseend ‘in torrents in'that' region; as | i 
i ~ reezy rustle in t! ree, f w i r ye 
|] © Neath waich oxhated his bayish gee oe — an eb ona | i 

I] less God for trees! glory. and might, have been observed to fall there inasin- 
| Renee, aad strsnte ta ise delight, {gle day. i 
] ey symbolize unto the heart; . * . q 

il: Madih aet jay eid od aah pret; In descending, the'rain washes the air ' 
ol Qershnde the trust of youth fal love, as it passes through it, dissolving and car- i 

| And sadly mourn the grave above. tying down those accidental vapors which, | |
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| though unwholsome to man, are yet fitted io to know, and which I have never 

to assist the growth of plants. It thus! seen published. | 

ministers in adouble manner to our health | It is this; The difference between any || 

and comfort, prgne the air we breathe, | transposed number is always ,a multiple of || 

and feeding the plants on which we live. |; for instance suppose an accountant or jf 

As soon, again, as the rain ceases to fall, | book keeper cannot prove or balance his ac- 1 

and the clear sky permits the sun’s rays | counts—there is a difference between his 

once more to warm the surface of the earth, | debts and credits, which he cannot account | 

vapors begin to rise anew, and the sweep-| for after careful examination. Let him jf 

i ing winds dry up the rains and dews from | then see if this difference can be divided 

jj} its moistened surface. There are regions | py 9, without any remainder. ‘If it can, | 

of the globe ulso, where unendingsummer | he may be assured that) his error most 

plays on the surface of the wide a and propably lies in having somewhere trans- 

causes a perpetual evaporation to liftup in-| posed figures, that is to say he has put, aa 

creasing supplies of water into the air—| 99 for 29 83 for 38 &e., with any other | 

}] | ‘The wind wafts these supplies to other re- | transposition—the difference of any such 

H gions; and thus the water which descends transposition is always a multiple of 9.— 

= dew in one spot, 1s replaced by | The knowledge of this will at once direct 

that which mounts up in vapor from an- | attention to the true source of error, and 

other. And all this to maintain upbroken lie the labor of adding up often long col- 

that nice adjustment which fits the consti-| qinns of figures. ‘The difference between 

aes = pe) atmosphere to the wants of | 92 29 is 63, or 7 times 9 and so on between 

living things: 8 

How beautifil is the arrangement by jane deaneynecl near - 

which water is thus constantly evaporated | Arctic Cold. 

or distilled, as it were, into the atmos- ——— 

phere; morelargely from some, more spar-| | Dr, Kane, in his official report to the 

ingly from other spots; then diffused equal- | Secretary of the Navy, says that where he 

ly through the wide and restless air, and | and his party wintered, lat. 78 deg. 44 min. 

afterward precipitated again in refreshing | mercury remained solid for nearly: four 

showers which cleanse the tainted air, or | months! ‘The range of eleven spirit ther- 

in long mysterious dews! But how much | mometers, selected as standard, gave tem- | 

more beautiful the contrivance, I might al- peratures (not yet reduced) of sixty to sev- 

H| most say the instinctive tendency, by which | enty-five degrées below zero, and the mean 

the dew selects the objects on which it de-| annual temperature was 5 deg. 2 min. ; 

: lights to fall; descending first on every liv- | Fahrenheit, the lowest ever registered. 

ing plant, copiously ministering to the| «This extreme cold,” he adds, “com- 

j| wants of each, and expending its superflu- | bined with one hundred and twenty days 

ity only on the unproductive waste. absence of sun, gave rise to an obscure 

| |“ Equally kind and beautiful, when un-/ put fatal form of tetanus (lockjaw.)» ‘The 
derstood, nature is seen to be in all her op- | exertions of Dr. Hayes, the surgeon of the | 

| ‘eratious. Neither skill nor materials are| expedition, had readily subdued the scur- | 

) ever wasted; and yetshe ungrudging dis-| yy, but these fearful tendencies to tonic i} 

ij penses her favors, apparently without meas- spasm defied our united efforts. This dis- | 

| }) ure, and has subjected dead matter to laws| order extended to our dogs, fifty-seven of |] ' 

which compel it to minister, and yet with | yhich perished, thus completely ‘breaking ; 

| j| a most ready willingness, to the wants and | yp my sledge organization. | 

| comforts of every. living thing. «The second winter,” he says, “was q 

| rrespo one of extreme trial. We were obli | 

| | Tas Fieve on opine ~~ pent as a measure of policy, to live the an | | 

| | over the signature of ‘Ledger, sends the fol- the Esquimaux, enveloped in walls of moss, 

| lowing to a Cincinnati editor: burning lamps, and sing raw meats |} 

. 1 T have just read in your oo what has| of the walrus and bear. Atone time ev- 

| | often before been published respecting the | ery member of our party, with the excep- 

| curious properties of the figure 9. One of | tion of Bonsall and myself, was prostrate 

| | the properties is of importance to all book- | with scurvy and unable to leave their bunks, 

| 
EF eee
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| Nothing saved us but a rigorously organ- | cess is affected by beating themin batches jf i 

| ized hunt, and the aid of dogs, in procur-|in a furnace, and when red hot throwing |} ; 
| ‘ing walrus from the Esquimaux, the near-| them in a pan of cold water. After this, |] i 

est settlement of which people was seven- | they are tempered by rolling them forward 
| ty miles distent from our harbor. With | and backwards on a hot mettal plate. Then |. | 

i these Esquimaux—a race of the highest | comes the polish. On a very coarse cloth 4 
| interest—formed a valuable alliance, shar- | needles are spread to the number of forty | ; 
| ing our resources. and mutually depending | or fifty thousand ; emery dust is strewn o- | | 

I] upon each other. They were never thor-|ver them, oil is sprinkled, soft soap daubed 4 
I} oughly to be trusted, but, by a mixed | upon the cloth, and the cloth is then rolled ; 
i! course of ititimidation and kindness, be- j bard up and thrown into a wash potto roll i] 
f} came of essential service.” ; to and fro for some hours, when they are a] 

ann lrigeal in hot water, rubed in sawdust, and =| 
{ Parents.—The list of patents granted | look as bright as ca be. * 

|| at Washington up to the present year, forms Fo EAE 
{| accurious document. On Air Engines—| Mecuantcs Wives—Speaking of the 4 
}j not one of which is in use—no less than | middle rank in life, a good writer observes: i 
} twenty-one patents have been granted,—-| “ There we behold woman in her glory ; 
}] On Baby Jumpers only one patent has been | not a doll to carry silks or jewels ; not’ a S 
l obtained, thus leaving some room for im- | puppet to be flattered by a profane ado- ; 
li provements in teaching the young ones | ration—reverenced to-day, discarded to-mor- 4 
| howto dance. No less than 148 patents | row—always jostled out of the place which fi: 

have been granted on Steam Boilers, and | nature has assigned her, sensuality or by con- e 
#| yet there are but few engineers who do not |tempt—admired butnot respected—desired i 

entertain the opinion that many improye- ‘but not esteemed—ruled by passion, not Bi 
ments have yet tobe made on. them. The | affection—imparting her weakness, not her - 

H| manufacture of India-rubber goods is of jconstancy ; wesee her a wife, partaking ) 
| but recent date, vet no less than forty-two | the care and cheering the anxiety ofa hus- Es 
j] patents have been obtained on such manu- | band, dividing his toils, and spreading cheer 3 

factures. Sewing Machines are of still}around her ; for his sake, sharing the ji 
| more recent date, the first patent having | decent refinements of the worlb without i 

|} been obtained in 1846, only nine years; tpang vain of them, placing all her joys and 4 
}} and yet no less than sixty patents have|happinessin the man she loves. As a j 
ll been granted on such machines.. This af- mother, we find her an affectionate and ar- 
| fords evidence of their popularity and use- | dent iustructor of her children, whom she & 

ij fulness. The number of Water Wheel | tended from infancy, training them to truth 
| patents is somewhat high, being 224, but|and benevolence, addressing them as ra- 

that of Washing Machines comes nearly to tional beings preparing them to become f 
it, being no less than 208. We have heard | men and woman in their turn.“ 

H it asserted, that agricultural inventions do ——_—_—— 
| not bear a like proportion with those rela-| | Mrcroscortc Pontroerarus.—Some mi- 

ting to manufactures. ‘This is a mistake: | croscopic potographs exibited at Manchester, _ |} 
111 patents have been granted for Grain'| Eng., the other day, excited much admo- | 

| and Grass Harvesters; 272 for Plows; 153 | ration. One, of the size of a pin’s head, } y 
. ff for Straw Cutters; 140 for Smut Machines; | when magnified several hundread times, |] L 

| 163 for Winnowing Machines, and 270 on | was seen to contain a group of seven por- | 
| Threshing Machines. The highest number | traits of members of the artist’s family, the ] i 

jj] in classes belong to the agricultural depart- | likenesses being admirably distinct. An- = 
jj} ment, with the exception of Stoves, on | other microcopic ee of still less | ' 

} which the enormous number of 682 pat- |size, represented a mural table, erected toe |] / 
ents have been issued, ond 478 for designs, memory of William Sturgeon, the electric- | y 
making a total of 1160 patents on Stoves | ian, by his Manchester friends, in Kirkby | H 
and yet who ever saw a stove that was just | Lonsdale church-  Thislittle tablecovered }} q 
right in all respects—Springfield Repub, | only 1-900th part of a superfical inch, and t 

Seeenaenameteaagaanamaaed contained 680 leers, every one of which |} 
Mayvracrraz or Nexpizs.—In the! could be distinctly seen by the aid of the 3 

| manufacture of needles, the hardning pro- microscope. 

|
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Weights and Measures. inch j 
peat inch increase of thickness, adds i 

! Of various Farm Products and other | m to the number of feet in the face | 

| Things in various Countries,
 a 

ee 
gicuts of A Cusro Foor—Of sand 

/ In England and America, grain is gen- ee earth, 96 pounds; compact soil | 

erally rated by the bushel, though it is not pepuone OP clayey soil, 127; pure cla ; 

the ‘same measure; for here, we use the 135; mixture of stones and clay, 160; oo i 

Winchester bushel, which contains 2.150- sonry of stone, 205; brick, 125; cast iron 

42-100 cubic inches. There, since 1826, 450; steel, 489; copper, 486; lend 709: 

the legal measure js called the imperial silver, 64; gold, 1,203; platina, 1 218; 

; bushel, which contains 2,218 cubic inches; glass 180; water, 62; tallow, 89; cork, | 

: | so that 32 of their bushels are about j 15; ‘oak timber, 73; mahogan 66; air, 

Eto 33 of ours. equal | 09,0753. In the above, ae - ais. 

: a. —— 
are thecommerc

ial weights = 
{ 

is |] 

of a bushel of different articles, viz.:— umber or Square Y. 

|} Wheat, beans, potatoes, and clover seed, 60 Ac re.—English, 4,840; Scotch, 6.150; | 

|} pounds. Corn, rye, flax seed and onions, Trish, 7840; Hambburg, 11 545; ” amster- | 

56 pounds.—Corn on the cob weighs 70 dam, 9,722; Dantzic, 6,650; Franc Bae: | 

| pounds. Buckwheat, 52; barley, 48; tare,) 11,960; Prussia, (morgen,) een 1 

hemp seed, 443 timothy seed, 455 castor An English geographical mile, is equal |] 

ae _ 35; bran, 20; blue grass to 2,025 yards. 
cena 

, 14; salt 50, according to one accou Ancient Scottish mile 1 mi 2 

but Onondaga salt is 56; (the real eight aes = mile, : ot ae oo 490 a | 

}] of coarse salt is 85 pounds to the bushel;) | eee nara : = 

dried apples, 24; dried peaches, 33, accord- ee
 é 4 aes | 

ng toa table lately published ju nume- Tuscan mile, eat « Ae 

rous papers, but according to our experi- Busstantetts) 4 % 1197 

}| ence, both are wrong. Wehave seen tho.- py ee 4 « ae | 

sands of bushels sold at 22 pounds to the ee mile c E ae 

bushel, which will measure about three | Swiss mile, , 5 “ ae 

are’ 
a mile, 6 « shy | 

caRTER oF Cory is eight sprperialll wcd ian mile, 1 A 3 

bushels. This is an English eee not ce ieee en gnted te tan Eng- 

| in use — country, though very neces- ; LENGTH OF LE, 

sary to be known s0 as to und 
..| French posting i iles Eng 

SF epeaeencaptt
 erstand Eng-| Fresh leaguer cague 2 miles Eng. and 743 yds. |] 

To Measure GRAINS IN Bruys—Multi- Bnglish cages e 
| 

ply the length and width together, and that ee Bath 2g 1115 | 

product by the height in cubic inches, and | Flanders league, 2 « 1650 

—— i and you have the num- Span’h common Teague,5 ‘M6 

oO els. 
__ EENGTH OF OTHER uw 

To Me ASURE Cory IN THE Ear—Find
 a Parasang, 3 miles Eng and 806 yds. 

| the cubic inches as above, and divide by Turkish i seetnenet iy 593 

) 2.815, the eudic jnches in a heaped bu- x oh Bae 205 ag gi 88 

| shel, and take two-thirds of the quotient English mmiteeeor 8100 
a dpsqpeh sd 

| = the wo of bushels of shelled corn.) SCRIPTURE MEASURES. 

This is upon e rule of giving three heap- « A Sabbath ; i 

} ing mee is ears to a a bushel yards—about eae
 vot c et 

i grain. me falls short and some over- "8 ji i i Baa 

| | Torte meneure dome over-| days journey 398 Dh ee A | 

Bossy Measvrer—Boa
rds are sold b; fathom is elect. Bree sae 4 

| aide
s the ee inches. A Fates fot is tae s0oh 

3 of pieces of equal length, |E ish foot. A cubit i OY ae 

by the inches of the leagth. - Divi iit i oe 33 foe A See 
leagtl ‘de by |cubit is 11 feet. An i i ts 

144, and the quotient is the ut 7, in nia re 

ar bien near number _of 21 888-1000 inches A span is 10 944- 

y thickn der an inch. Ey-! 1000 inches. 
te |
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Reapine in tue Cars.—The editor of A New Invention. 

| the N. E. Farmer an. nae Spon, mead; We were shown a few days since, by an old 
ing in the cars, gives own experience | resident of this village, Mr. B. C. Hoyt, a com- 
as follows: plete model of an improved plow, acting on the | 

We have several times been cautioned Bes PE at consists in lessening the ; | ‘ Satis rs ig 
| against reading in the cars, but a bag fall draught one ha)f—accomplishing, a third more 

of exchanges has proved too strong a temp-| work than the common plow—raising the earth 
tation to resist, and for several years it has|an1 turning it completely over, leaving it light ‘ 
been our practice to read from two or three’ and in excellent condition—cutting an eight- 

. 4 a ane een inch furrow,—and cleaning itself in all 
to eenty. or thirty papers while Passing | kinds of land, a desirable and long called for : ‘ 
over a distance of twenty miles. But du-|jmprovement by the Wisconsin farmers. 
ring the spring and early part of summer] [rf these results can be maintained, the in- F 
we invariably returned home with a pain-; vention is worthy the attention of all plow | 

ful sensation in and about the eyes, though Se the ae Trang ning can S 
: : @ 2 "3 : done in the way of improving plows, itis | : 
! feeling nothing of aon taking the oa a very possibe that Mr. Hoyt has hit upon an L 
| Boston. This pain at length became per-| idea which he, or others, will work into a most 

manent, sometimes violent, and so great as| beneficial result. He will soon file his papers 

| to prevent us from reading, and generally | for a patent, and his invention will be submit- 
lH] from writing, though the sizht was not im-| ted Se oe ae es 
|} paired. Upon consultation with an occu- inlet > Z i . , 

list, he stated that the optic nerve had be-) 5 Parine.—There is no person with- | ri 
| come weakened by overtasking it, and in- : ee ts . i Ree aeee * oa out his peculiar failings, and there is prob- 

quired if we were not in the habit.of read- ee epee . a 
BR é . | ably no vocation in life in which they are 

| ing in the cars, Under an interdiction . an . x Bsc aceadineland wutnpethe have | °° prominently brought to light as in the | 
ee =2 cee capacity of a teacher. Yet the most glar- : 

rapidly improved, and we can now read| - - a : y half gn hour at ineaittine iandecefavorablel to of these are overlooked when the bonds 
A - rene Eee SUEaY OLB ot a friendly union are about to be sever- 

circumstaaces. ed When the “ last day of school” has 
i It is —— — — — €X-| arrived, and the teacher looks around on 

pressman Detween Soston "an orces<er | the half-smiling, half-sorrowful faces, who} 
has become totally blind in consequence of | haye come up in their clean aprons, with 
reading while on the road. Probably there] now and then an interested parent, then | 
are many who can give testimony corrobo-| are the emotions of gratitude and love 

| tative of the pernicious effects upon the] drawn forth, and the heart quickens its pul- | 
}] eyes from this habit. sations, as the fleeting moments warn them 

| Common-PLace Women. Heaven knows . oe! pe e. 3e pa Gavaad | ic e v ‘ion. en a few words of instruction ani 
|| how many simple letters, from simple-min-| advice, from the teacher are received and 

ded women have been kissed, cherished, and | retained as the pliant metal receives im- | 
wept over by men of far loftier intellect. So} pressions from the die; and in turn the |} 
it will always be to the end of time. It is/ happy smiles and kind “good-bye” are | 
a lesson worth learning, by those young] treasured up in the teacher’s heart, never | 

|} creatures, who seak to allure by their ac-| to be forgotten—W. Y. Teacher. 
complishments, or dazzle by their genius, oh eelialatenart ES 
that thouh he may admire, no man ever| A Cunisrtan Acr—A reverend gentleman | 
loves a woman for those things. He loves in New York, a few Sabbaths, since, seeing a 
her for what is escentialy distinct from tho't poor woman tottering up one ofthe aisles ofhis | 
not incompatiple with them—her woman’s| church, waiting in vain for some one to offer 

heart. This is why we so often sec a man| her a seat . paused in his sermon, descended 
of high genius or intellectual power, pass by | from the pulpit, showed her into his own pew, 
the De Stales and Corines to take into} .44 quietly returned to his desk. | 
his bosom some wayside flower, who has oo | 

f nothing on earth tomake her worthy of| ggg Since the application ofsteam on the | 
| him, except that she is—what so few of] Western waters, there have heen 39,672 lives |] 

4 ij you “feamale celebraties” are—a true wo-| lost by steamboat disasters, 381 boats and.car- | 
|} man. goes.
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9 All the implements of the farm—plows, har- ff 

Doinestic Economy. rows, hoes, harvesting machines, &c., if not al- jj 
| ready stowed away in dry places, they should |} 

Work for the Month. be, instead of being allowed to lay about expo- ff 

“Tis done! drear winter spreads his latest eit pea phanies OC mee eer through thewin- jf 
gloom, ter. It is more profitable to mear implements ff 

And reigns tremendous o’er the conquered year. | out than to let them rust out. } 
i ies! *s i } How dead the vogttleingiom es, There is onemore tect we woud attend to 

His desolate domain. Behold, fond man, —that of the improvement of the mind—The | 
| See here thy pictured life.” long winter evenings and leisure hours ofthe |} 

H Autumn is ended and with stern December, | day, should be economised in storing the mind |} 

close theyear. The field operations of the farmer | with useful information, by reading and con- jf 

| are done, or shouldhave been ere this, closed | versation—Let a portion of your reading be | 
up. Hisprinciple business will now be for| especially adapted to the business of your pro- l 

some months, the care of his stock. It is very | fession, cherish the social affection, make life i} 
important that all kinds of stock at this season | cheerful and useful toall around you, and have } 
of the year should be cared for. If suffered to| a good time of st generally. 4 | 
roam about unfed at this commencement of cold Winter is coming, with its stern, inexorable | 

weather a loss of flesh andweight must inevita-/ hand. Are we all ready for it? Have all | 2 

ij bly be the consequence—the notions of some/ the crops been gathered and well secured?—. f 
i} farmersthat if their cattle are carried through | Are the hay stacks well secured against waste |f 

the winter alive they have done their duty and | from cattle or storm? Is the straw well stack- ff 
all is well—is a great mistake. Cattle should ed for winter use? Are the yards and hovels 

be so wintered that they will not only maintain | all completed, so that every creature that de- f 

their autumn weight through the winter, but! pends upon you is provided with a comfortable | 

actually grow and improve during the winter shelter, and a rack ora trough to eat out of? 

months. Above all, have you secured a plenty of fod- | 

The fattening of hogs and beef should be com-| der and feed to carry all your creatures well ff 
pleted this month, and if the threshing is not| through a long, cold winter? Are all your | 
already completed it should be, for you may | potatoes and root crops well secured from frost? | 
rest assured that the rats and mice havealready | Are your young apple and orchard trees fenced 

pre-empted a share of yoursummer’s labors. | and secure from browsing cattle, or lurking | 
During this month, wood not only for the] rabbits and sheep? if not, look to them with- |} 

winter but for the coming year, should be made | out delay, for on them rests your future hope 
ready in the woods for hauling, the first spells | of an orchard. | 

of sledding, which are always the best. Are the chinks and loop-holesall stepped, in | 
‘There are many things to be done this month | and about the house, and ti.e cellar weil bank- } 

which we cannot enumerate; in fact, cares and | ed, to keep all warm? Are the children—if 
duties demand the strictest attention of the} you have any (and if you have not, you ought } 

farmer. Is is the commencement of winter—| to have)—all provided with warm clothes, and } 
and the close of the year. All the business] good tight boots, for girls and boys, formuddy ff 
affuirs of the farmer for the past year should| weather? Is the shed filled with dry wood, | 

I} now be closed up—close all accounts—no ac-| for a good fire—and, as it cheerfully blazes in | 
| count should be allowed to run more than one /| the evening, and the family aregathered round | 

year—ifsuffered to go over, very likely they|the hearth, have you ample stores of good ff 

| may run, until many things will be forgotten | books, together with a foreign and a local pa- i 

i or misunderstood by both parties—a fruitful | per, to post you in all the current knowledge | 

| source of difficulty and ailenation between|ofthe day? Of course, you have the Farmer, | 

i} neighbors—and here allow us to give a wordof| or you would not see this artiele! } 

|. advice—if any of ourreaders find themselves} Kind reader,ask yourself all the above ques- |} 
in any such difficuities, by all means yield a| tions; and, if you can say yea to them, let win- } 

little—refer the matter in dispute to disinter-| ter come, it cannot hurt you. | 

ested neighbors, and not to the law; put it as SEE i} 

jj ~ the Indian said of the white man “is berry} [3 The clover crop in Kentucky and Indi- | 

i} unsartain.” ana has proved almost an entire failure. |
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Roast Ransir—A genuine Warren Recipe | Breav.—The Rhode Island Society forthe |] 

Make a force-meat of bread crumbs, minced | promotion of Industry, gave the first premi- | 

beef-suet, lemon peel, nutmeg, pepper and salt | umon domestic bread to Mrs Hiram Hill, of | 

and a little lemon-thyme, if sweet herbs are|Providence. The following is Mrs. Hill’s re- || | 

’ approved. Beat up two eggs, and mix with }cipe for making the bread exhibited by her: H iY 

| them, the whole into paste. Put this force-meat | “ For two loaves of the ordinary size take two |} 

| inside the rabbit and sew it up and skewer it | potatoes, pare them, slice very thin, and boil |} 

i] into proper form, Rub the outside of the rab- quick until quite soft, then mash to a fine | 

1} bit over with butter, flour it a little, and stick pulp, and add little by little, two quarts of | 

| on very thin slices of bacon by means of small boiling water, stirring untila starch isform- || 

| skewers of iron wire. A French cook would | ed; let this cool; and then add one third ofa fj ‘ 

| lard them with a larding needle. These slices|cup of yeast. This forms the sponge, which | fi 

| of bacon will roast up until they become quite }should remain ina moderately warm place | i 

| crisp and dry; the fat which oozes from them | for ten or twelve hours, or over night, until it ] | 

} will keep the rabbit moist and juicy. Still it | becomes very light and frothy; evenif it bea i 

|} ought to be well basted while roasting. Make | little sour it is of no consequence. When the t 

| a gravy with a small piece of beef, a whole on- | sponge isready, add flour until you have form- é 

ion put in without peeling, some whole pep-|ed a stiff, firm mass. The longer and more 

| per corns, a blade of mace, and a clove or two, | firmly this is kneaded the better the bread.— : 

= 7 with a small crust of bread toasted very dry | Let the kneaded mass remain, say, from half “ 

| and brown, but not burnt. When the gravy |to three quarters of an hour to rise, then di- 

| is boiled enough, strain it, and a little catsup | vide into pans, where it should remain, say ] r 

| -and flour well braided together. Make the | fifteen minutes, care being taken that it does € 

| gravy just boil up before serving with the roast | not rise too much and crack, then put the 

| rabbit, in a separate tureen by itself. Some |loaves into a quick ovenand hake, say three : 

| add a glass of port wine to the gravy. quarters of an hour. If the oven is not hot ' 

| RassrrPiz.—Cut the rabbits into joints, | enough the bread will rise and crack; if too . 

|| andsimply stew them with water, pepper, and hot the surface will harden too rapidly and ry 

pounded mace, till they arehalf done. Pro- confine the loaf.” | : 

| ceed then as for pigeon pie, putting veal or pork Purirication or Wetus.—The “Scientific i 

} oor both, instead of the beef. Cover with paste American” reecommends several means for the & 

and till enough.—Bennets Rabpu Fancier. removal of Carbonic Acid Gas, the bad air 

which collects sometimes at the bottom ofneg- | 
Punirrinc Rancro Om.—lIt has recently } 

| x ‘ pete lected wells, and proves fatalto personsde- | 
been discovered in France that nitric ether, Se Bue 

} ae ae scendiog into them, One plar is, simply tof 4 
| commonly known as “spirits of nitre, ” hasa 2 : 

; 5 «> "| throw down some fresh burned lime intothe | 
powerful effect in clearing and deodorising APR - | 

i : ‘ water and stir it with a pole. Another is, to |} 
: impure oils. A small quantity mixed with the | ; * 5 ee 

. : : ake about half a pailful of slacked lime, mix | 
crude oil, carries off all the disagreeable odor, | +, 1; . : | 

: e 3 it quickly with cold water in a smalltub, and |} 
whilst by subsequently warming the oil so 1 A * | 

| ee . , lower it down to the water with cords attached | 
|| treated, the spirituous ingredient is removed, fs i 

- 3 ae to the lugs. Stir the contents for ten minutes | 
l} and the oil becomes sweet and limpid. A few Ma athanilenvedie weenal ded f 1 

l] dropsof nitric ether added to the contents of| ) 04) 1onger, eee saat 

| an oil bottle will act as a constant preventive to ia i 

i} rancidity. For tHe Tsetu—Dissolve two ounces of || 

borax in three pints of boiling, water, and | 
)  Srnourep Graix—It is stated that th : | 

1 Deena ee it therea-| before it is cold, add one teaspoonful ofthe | 

i} son why this Kind.cf-aiour will not xine ts be | spirits of camphor, and bottle for use. Ata- |} 
| cause it loses its alcoholic ee in the blespoonful of this, mixed with an equal quan- 

a. Ep of Pee ont a e at a table tity of tepid water, and applied daily with a '. 

| pian ot *P ne og Srey ¢ loaf, soft brush, preserves and beautifies the teeth ; | 

| Will restore its rising qualities. it extirpates all tartarous adhesion, arrests de- 

| To Maxe Suean Caxz—One cup of lard, | cay, induces a healthy action of thegumes,and |} 

i] onecup ofsugar, 5 eggs, stir it thick with a|makes them pearly white. The best period to 

} spoon and drop it into hot fatand fry. The| wash the teeth is before retiring tosleep— 

best kind of cake try and see for yourself. | Farmer and Planter. 
] eee
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Ed j f 0 p? s & a b j e. ee best agricultural journals of the west 

ii Fee eile =i pia erases Instead ofdevoting too much roomtothecon- |} 
To the Patrons of the Farmer. sideration of variously concocted patent ma- | 

This number closes the current volume of| #utes, not at present required by our Virgin 
the Farmer. We have already announced | Soil, or to other untimely abstractions, we in- Hl 
our purpose of improving and enlarging, at the | tend to seize hold of the great leading interests |] 

commencement of the next volume, on the first | 0f the country, and treat them ina way to q] 
i of January. throw all the light on them possible; and while |] 
i } Wefare induced to take this course from a/ doing this, we do not mean to neglect any of | 
j | consciousness of the vast importance of the| thelesser interests. 

rapidly extending agricultural and business | Among topics that will engage our early at- 
| interests of the west—calling loudly and daily | tention, will be the subject of wool growing in 

more loud, for light and instruction in all its| its different bearings and adaptation to this 
varied branches and departments. During a| country. Also the subject of stock raising in] 

residence of almost twenty years in Wisconsin | @ll its details as to breeds, management 
we, the senior editor, have been a careful ob- | anddiseases. The same in reference to horses. |} 
server and active worker—we have seen its| We also propose to treat extensively on styles 
cities and villages spring up on the burrow of of building, adapted to the wants and circum- |} 
the fox and the wolf—we have seen its little | stances of a new country. and it isa branch in |] 

: handful of early cotemporary pioneers multi-| Which we have had much experience. We |} 
; ply to more than halfa million, and its agri-|shall also thoroughly discuss the subject of |] 

i cultural, mineral and lumbering products grow | fencing in detail and especially that branch |} 

| from nothing, to a value of fifty millions per | pertainingto Hedging and the Osage Orange. 
i annum—we heard the first whisper ofits Rail-| These,and athousand otherkindred subjects |] 
; road projects, and when the time for action | will engross our monthly pages, and intreating 
; came, were among the ready and earnest work- | them we shall aim more at plain practical com- 

| ers to aid in their construction. Though timid |mon sense—than to appear extra ordinarily 
| men doubted, we faltered not, nor shrunk from | scientific or abstract. 
i the hazzard. Nor shall we confine our labors wholly to 
: Well, Wisconsin is now what it is—a proud | the farm or garden, but propose to embrace the 

! State, but little behind Ohio. We feel an | subject of Eduegtion and Common schools; of 
! honest pride in having been an active, though | Mechanics as applied to farming; to Mining 
|} humble worker in its uprearing. That pride | and Lumbering; to Merchandizing and Statis- 

begets a fellow feeling of interest in its onward | tics. 
| progress. In fact, we intend to get up a live journal, 
i Knowing that agriculiure lies at the foun- | that meets thesympathies, wants, and interests, 

dation of its present and prospective greatness, | of our active, striving and thriving western | 
we feel thut anything we can contribute to its| people. A journal whose monthly arrival || : 

| advancement, either practically or theoretical- | may be hailed with pleasure and profit in 
ly, is important and telling in its influence. every reading family in the State, and through | 

Hence at theage of forty, and after an early | which such ideas and principles can be dis- | 
life of active toil and varied experience, in | seminated as will raise the farmers and busi- ff 
almost every branch of business, and after | Ness men of Wisconsin to the highest grade of | 

fl having acquired a reasonable share of what the | xcellence in their respective vocations. i} 
, World calls wealth, wehave assumed the duties | Such, kind reader, is our pride and purpose. 

of a practical ‘farmer and agricultural editor; | To aid usin in its accomplishment we cordially 

thereby combining theory and practice with|and earnestly inviteall the best practical [i 
‘ long experience and close observation—com-|talent in the State dnd west to contribute | 
" bining the whole with an ardent Jove of agri-| to our columns from their stores of knowledge. |} 

cultaraliand horticultural pursuits and with a | By an exchange of ideas all become posted and 
) laudable pride in the progress and welfare of | way Wise. Therefore friends, let us labor and 

the State and the West. We shall spare no|co-work together in the up-building of our 
pains nor money to:make the Wisconsin Fan-| young and noblestate itis an enterprise wor- i 

ij, “=e emphatically what its name indicates, anil thy of our bestabilty and most earnest labor — | 

, ! J EERSTE 
:
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} | let uslabor to make the Wisconsin Farmer the, Grain Purcuasers—The English nation | i 

H best vehicle of Agriculture and general practi- | will nowit is admitted, be large buyers of grain | 14 

i] cal knowledge in the west ; and ifpossible place | and flour in this country. The French gov- | 
; | it in every household, till bad farming and car- | ernment are already buyers toa large extent iW i 
i less management shall be among the things |asis also the Romish Government, and it is |} 

} that were, and whenour own labors draw to a | now stated that the Prussian Government will | | 
} close we may then have the consciousness that | enter the United States markets for corn to : { 

i} we have not lived wholly in vain and that the | the extent of $3,500,000. The extent of these |} t 
| sae is a ee for what we have eat and | purchases is estimated as follows: | : 
#} drank, and used it. Total. re 2 / is 
©: = Great Britain $75,006,000. organ 000 000 | q 
| n answer to the enquiry of Mr. H. A. Cat- | France 60,000,000 20,000,000 |} q 

lin of Minnesota, in relation to growing lo-ust | Prussia 10,000,000 3,500.000 Hi : 
| and cotton wood timber; and where to obtain Rome 4,000,008 2,000,900 

] —— ee aN : — of so! ‘Total Estimates $149,000,000 $48,500,000 |} 
ac oe orn ie acalshy: _ ered west! Al these nations continue toregard thesup- |} { 

riage epunbaGumamacgd such 3 requent en-| plies in the United States as almost limitless, |] 

es ors have sonnei om sry and their confidence in low prices seems to be |} ; 
-fpeennas Cece = nee, based upon that assumed fact. The French i 

Hj subject, and giving full fasieastione as to the eS ren ee Nes i shee seo a ractouen i. sa ee ee aerrs suspect the truth, andit has sent $2,000,000 to + 

lj of cultivation; a the best ¥: Me a a : bay; np food on\tha Danube. (That very high, Sear 3 Stk ae Nay ho ainlug | prices will be paid for food throughout the year 
| quisite seeds this will be in ample sea-| has become appasent.—U. S. Economist. 
f| son for next year’s use. | 
| Ane (Sica eas asa ate Fanmen’s Crve.—The first Farmer’s Club 

] from Western Texas says the German, French, in the United a was organized a the 11th ¥ 

| Swiss, Hungarian, and other settlers in North- ce oe wee ae core en ce Cs 

!j western Texas, are toa man in favor of form- Benemin Se ee eee Ore ice i 
\ ing a new State out of the Western portion of encore qisctines Sa ee oe i 

f| that State, and toa man are opposed to Sla- of Bagiand na ae j broclamasion aa ; 
| very. There are many settlers from the the importation of American wheat, on account i 

ij Northern States among them, too, and together | ofthe pbeesian fy. Ie as ead hemes i 
H] he thinks they can comm nd ten thousand votes be afraid of grain asthe fly never touches the Pee 

i] already. The letter is written by Mr Wilcox, heey 5 cue sees i ibe 
{] amember of Congress from Mississippi, who fly was not known in this country: - It was al 

has lately returned from a visit to Texas.— introduced by the Hessians, it is said, when i i 

By the act annexing Texas, it is provided that they landed upon Long Island. The scalding vl 

: it may be divided into two or more States, and oe tha roots of young speach trees hefore plants : 4 
i] itisquite probable that such a divison will ere ing ont was/necammmanded alone of ithe imaes q 
M long be demanded. ings of the club. The peach worm doubtless a 

) existed at that day. Corn was exhibited in 4 

goa oa ea dropped into | March, 1805, from the Pacific Ocean, which ia 
| ge Factory of Bird & Brother, yes-| was unusually furinaceous—Jnidana Farmer, A 

terday, and we must confess that we never saw . : i 4 
better work, or more finely finished carriages, Puutia! Documenrs— We sraindeitaitte ie i 

either West, East, Northor South. Their a —— Doe Soe i } 
work beyond all commparison is superior to from this state, and Hon. C. Mason, Commis- a 

anything we have seen inthe West. Those sioner of the U. S. Patent Office, for sundry i 

wanting fine carriages, of fine finish, and well Sb eies singe oe Soop ea ¥ 
made, had better give our friends a ‘call. One ee af 

of the Brothers Bird has just returned from| 37 Mule growing has become a source of ft 

the East where he has been connected for a | immense wealth to some of the counties of In- af 

long time with one of the most extensive es-|diana. In Putnam, last week, two hundred i 

tablishments in New England —Madison Pat- | thousrnd dollars’ worth of mules were sold 

triot. which were the product ofthat county alone. [}y : 

Ee SS |
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| Woor.—The consumption of wool in this] Banxinc Houss at Wmirewater.—White- 
{ country for the years ’53 and ’54 was about| Water, on the line of the Milwaukee & Miss- | 

| three hundred millions of pounds. Of this|issippi Railroad, and in the heart ofa most | : 
] amount sixty million pounds were raised here, | fertile and productive region is rapidly becom- 

twenty-one million were imported in the raw | ing the centre of a very large produce business. | 
| state, and one hundred and nineteen million in | In orderto afford additional facilities for this | 

| manufactured goods. Is it not apparent that | growing trade Messrs. McDonnel, Graham & = [f 
by this system we are driving the prod-|Co. have openeda Banking Office there, as | 
ucts of our own country from the market and | may be seen from their card in our advertising ff 

| inviting those of other countries? Just as|columns. They refer to prominent Bankers } 
|| good woolcan be produced and just as fine|and Businessmen here, and elsewhere, for i 
i] cloth be made in the United States as in any their financial ability and character.—Sentinel. 

| “part ofthe world—Practical Farmer. ta There is now only 18 miles of staging |] 

| A Jewise Weppinc—The Syracuse Organ | between this cityand Milwaukee. Thecarson f 
] describes the ceremonies of a Jewish wedding | the Milwaukee & La Cross Road run to Iron | 

| which recenty took place in that city: Ridge, and those of our road run to Chester.— 
| “The bride, richly attired in white, closely | The distance between the two places being ] 
| veiled, with her frieds, advanced from one side | about 18 miles, and it is confidently expected | 

of the house, while at the same time the groom | that we shall havea Railroad communication ] 

| with his friends, came from the other. The] with Milwaukee by the first of January.— 

|| priest commenced singing alone, with his back | Fondu Lac Herald. J 

| totheparties. Wine was then presentedtothe} Gyxxo Prosect.—A Guano Company has |} 

groom and bride, and again the priest sang been formed in New York, with a capital of 
with several little boys dressed for the occasion $10,000,000. They profess to own an island 

| renga ce “Este sutton =e einer wh A of ve crying, which was soon followed by the groom two hundred million tons of amoniated guano 
—a ring was given, and they were declared and to have dispatched a ship with men to take 

married. Both kissed, both cried, and both | PUmession. They funiher say that they expect 
| Tetired to their former positon, and the ceremo- citar with a will eae a profit of 82,. i 

ny ees concioted: 400,000. These expectations, however, are yet |] 
Tur Unirev States Musxer.—The Ordi- | to be realized. 

nance Department of the United States arm: 
have instituted experiments that semi oie dg DEEN) Se Poser A | 
in the establishment ota new model for the ae aes iearan worthy oer. eee 

United States musket, which contains all the eae oe eee oe see | 
advantage of the Minie Rifle, and others first ss Jentiful sh P aiadoct | 
united in itself. The great superiority of the eee eee ee es ] 
new model or rifle musket issaid to lie in its sae eee = plsnotaash ae asuthiy 

unerring accuracy, the far greater distance it ee piceigpye 5: | 

will send its ball, its more fa i : s Cee sm - oar pesos on be found where there is no law or or- 

I} Louis Dem. 2 | 
ons -Hagic tsldumbiing Aves cote tcc A Pork dealer in Cleveland has contracted | 

SD “The New York Post of die26thinst. saya for 20,000 hogs. At Clarksville and Bowling 

! The sugar market is relapsing to sae con- oe ae pea eee = eater = \- 
dition it was in previous to the recent specula- en eh Sfregponss ats care Eien as | 

|| tion. From New Orleans we learn that sugar A rosato has been raised in Morgan Co,, Ill, | 

lj is much depressed there, from the appearance| Weighing over two pounds. The vine was | 
| of the new crop. trained to a pole, and kept well trimmed. 

§H~ The entire yield of Lake Superior Cop-} Tu Carver Cramt—The Commissioner of || 
i] per for 1855, turns out to be 9,581,000 Ibs—| Indian Affairs has decided, that the “Carver | i 

z j This, at the present price, is worth over| Claim,” toa tract of land in the vicinity of the 

H} $1,600,000. Falls of St. Anthony is worthless. |
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Tue first power broadcloth loom was intro-| gg@~Large quantities of sugar have been ff 

}| duced into Berkshire county in 1826. There | made in Uiah from a sort of honey dew or su- 4 
are now in that county 921 looms and 96 cards | gar coating, whieh falls on the leaves of the 

| in operation, producing annually 5,305,000 | cottonwood trees and resembles the frosting on 
| yards of woolen goods The first broadcloth | cake. The sugar made from it sells at forty | ; 
| ever manufactured in the United States was} cents per pound. / | 

jj the product of Arthur Schulfield, of Pittsfield | g39~ Professor Johnson, the author of the 

Hi Mass. The cloth was grey mixed : and when | “Chemistry of Common Life,” and well knewn | 
|| finished was shown to the different merchants | in the scientific world for his professional abil- | 

| and offered for sale, but could find no pur- | ity, died recently in Scotland in his 49th year. i 
\ chasers. A few weeks subsequently Josiah! Worrm Kxowinc.—One pound of green 4 

Bissel made a voyage to New York, and bro’t copperas (cost seven cents) dissolved in one | y 

| home two pieces of Schulfield’s cloths, which quart of waterand poured down a privy, will | 
| he had purchased for the foreign article— | effectually concentrate and destroy the foulest |) i 

| Prairie Farmer. smells. For water closets on boardshipsand 4 

O> Farmers are fools who take Georgia, In- | steamboats, about hotels and other places, |} 

|} diana,or any other uncertain or depreciated | there is nothing so nice to cleanse and purify ‘ | iy P’ P 
| Bank currency in payment for their golden | those places, as simple green copperas, dissolved 

fh} wheat crop. and for sick rooms, it may be placed under the : 

| Sranpanp Wetont or Grains 1x Canapa-—| bed in any thing which will hold water, and 
The following table shows the weight ofa thos render a hospital er other places of the 

f| bushel of the different grains, c., as fixed by sick, free from unpleasant smells. For butch- | 

I} arecent enactment of the Canadian Parlia- | °tS’ stalls, fish markets, slaughter houses, sinks 1 
f] ment:—Wheat, 60 Ibs.: Indian Corn, 56 Ibs; and wherever there are putrid and offensive 

rye, 56 Ibs. ; peas, 60 Ibs ; barley, 48 Ibs.; oats, | S*5° dissolve copperas and sprinkle it about, i 

34 lbs.; beans, 60 Ibs.; clover seed, 60 Ibs.; and in a few days the bad smell will pass away. {f / 

I} Timothy seed, 48 Ihs.; buckwheat, 48 lbs— Ifa cat, rat, or mouse, dies about the house and | 
Fite e Tonal sends forth an offensive gas, place some dis- q 

(ag The land sales on the Illinois Central pues eeeperae rae oP SE Sy ere ay ; A 

Railroad, forthe month of August amounted Te ene Be distance andy the ee sai | 4 
to 38,095 acres for the sum of $521,855. Total | ny. cron eS ock Of Gry goods which were} f 
since the commencement of the sales, 366,436 ene Je spolledibas akuee nnd eae eto i i 

r eaned and restored simply by sprinklin: i acres for, 3,262,044 dollars ee & - a ce - ees i solved a i ‘ 
| (> In deepening a well at Mobile, Alabama, ee REE Roe HS oes eet ae. | ie 

| on Tuesday, 15th ult., a cypress stump, which AGRICULTURAL NOTICE. | fen ‘YP P> iy 
bore ax marks, was discovered at a depth of | The annual meeting of the Wisconsin State ‘hd 
eighteen feet below the surface. Agricultural Society will be held attheir rooms | a 

. ‘ in Bruen’s Block, in Madison, onthe 3d of f/f a 
| U> A short time since, the young ladies of | Dezember next, at 3o’clock P.M, at whicha |] ; 

| Baraboo took the matter of Groceries in hand, Breede and fae members of the Executive r 

| and demolished them. Now they have taken | Committee will be elected. 5: 
‘ : : GEO. 0. TIFFANY, Si " 

| the eae a hand and me ee Mapison, Nov. 7, 1855. a ‘if 

seweing society to raise money to build plank| ~, rr... ta 

| walks in their village. We would advise Annual Meeting of the Fruit Growers ! a 
| z Zs Association. | Ya 
} young men in search of wives to happen around — | a 
} there—Ez. Je annual meting of the Wisconsin Fruit  }j 
| i rowers Association will be held at i 
oe WEEVIL IN Wueat.—Keep them out. This! Whitewater the 12th and 13th days of Dec. ti 
}- isdone by getting out your wheat whenper-| Specimens of fruits should be exhibited by i 

} fectly dry andas early as possible. (At least | those who have them. r k tH 
| in July) and then by mixing through the grain Discussions will be had. upon the’ relative nN 
i th patider bash: Hf bi trial points of the different fruits for our climate, ‘a 
Se ee ee ie eae sere ‘ave tried and upon topics interesting to Horticulture. |} “] 

this plan with uniform success for upwards of | And an election of Officers for the ensuing year. j 

| twenty years. Or if you will let the wheat re- A general attendance is requested. 4 
: } main in the chaff, the weevil will rarély touch J.C. Braxton, i a st North Cavolnes dearer Cuartes Girrorp, ¢ Ex. Com. i ; 

A. G. Hanrorp. 

h
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| WISCONSIN STATE JOURNAL 21. aceRBE, 
4 } DAILY, TRI-WEEKLY, AND WEERLY. BOOK AND IR PRINTER | 
| | —— 7 

1 BY RUBLE AND GARY. Basement of Bruen’s Block, Washington Avenue, | 
| — ] 
] The Weekly State Journal is of the largest MADISON, - - - - WISCONSIN. ] 
| size published in the State, is devoted to po- | ~~ si 

| litical and general intelligence, is the only Re- M ERINO SHEEP 
publican Paper published at the Capital, and ' | ; 

i} isanexcellent Advertising medium. eee | 
/ ee : ee subscriber has a splendid flock of 1000 
! THE DAILY STATE JOURNAL, asix MERINO SHEEP, ranging from one-half ] 
} column paper, will be furnished at $5 per an- | to full bloods ; including about 30 fine Mezino ff 
| uum, in advance. BUCKS. Parcels of which he will sell to those | 

THE TRI-WEEKLY STATE JOURNAL | who wish to start good flocks, on favorable ff 
each number containing the entire number of | termsas to price and payment; or he will sell 
two dailies, will be furnished: | or let a few of the Bucks, if applied for soon. 

Single copy, per annum, in advance. $3 00 D. J. POWERS, 
| Toclubsof{our and under ten per copy 2 50 Madison, Wis., Oct. 1, 1955. / 
| To Clubs of ten or more, per copy 3:00) ae wa eae 

| THE WEEKLY STATE JOURNAL, will) LAKE MILL'S NURSERY. 
be furnished: . 

| 3 : = HE undersigned are prepared to furnish, at |} 
i Single copy per annuminadvance $1 50 dk Z A 2 
| ToClubs of four, or under ten, percopy 1 25 | leading aa at ooo eee 
i To Clubs of ten or more per copy 1 00) APPLE. PE 

| STATE JOURNAL FORTHE SESSION. ee 
| The State Journal, during the session of the COT, CURRANT, GOOSEBERRY. 
] Legislature will contain in addittion to the} Also. a fine stock of Evergreens and Orna- 
} general news of the day, full and reliable reports | mental Shrubbery, Flowering Bulbs; three of 

of the procecdings of the Legislature, with all | the best varieties of Pie Plant and Asparagus 
| debates of general interest, Supreme Court de- | Plants; Acashia and Osage Orange trees. 

scisions, synopses of the reports of the general |. We would call special attention to our fine 
State Departments, and in general all the va- | lot of DWARF PEAR TREES, bearing size ; 
rious matters of interest transpiring at the | also, twenty best varieties choice PLUM trees, 
Capital. Session subscribers will be supplied | large size, propagated on English stocks. We 
at the following rates: think we have the best the State affords, 
WEEKLY STATE JOURNAL for the Please call and examine,at PLUMB & Co’s 

session 50 cents per single copy; to clubs of| Nursery, Lake Mills. Jefferson County Wis. 
eight or more at the rate of 374 cents per copy. ee J. C. PLUMB, 
TRI-WEEKLY STATE JOURNAL, for| Oct, 1855:6m KAT WOOD: 

the Session, 75 cents per single copy ; to clubs | __——————_Sseseeseses— 
of six or more 50 cents per copy. H. FRIEND & BROTHERS, 
DAILY STATE JOURNAL, for the ses- ee ae eae 

sion, $1 per copy. MERCHANT TAILORS, 
U> Terms, invariably in advance money | Dealers in READY-MADE CLOTHING, 

may be sent, at our risk by mail; and fractions} CLOTHS, CASSIMERS, VESTINGS, 
oe ee remitted in postage stamps. Ad- TRIMMINGS, Ke. &e. 

: RUBLE AND GARY. Corner King and Morris Streets 
Madison Wis. MADISON, WIS. 

ieee | Sst" All orders will meet with prompt at- 
NOTICE TO WOOL GROWERS. || tention. t 

So certifies that we, the undersigned, have | —— ———————__________ 
: been appointed by Mr. Geo. Campsect, = v ! 

of West Westminster, Vt. sole Agents for the SUBFOLK 4c: ESSER: EIGH, | 
sale of his SPANISH, FRENCH, and SIBE- B. EDWARDS, of Tro 3 : . . » EI 's y. offers for 

i sae eae, = ped Se of Wisconsin, S. sale a choice lot of SurroLk and Essex |] 
ee ae Pies, bred from stock imported by LewisG.  ]] 

| All orders addressed to us will be promptly Morris, of Morrissiana, N. ¥. They will be 
_ ff Béttended to." Specimens of the above breeds | dalivered, if requested, at Eagle Centre Depot || 

}| may be seen at Summit. free of charge. ? | 
| EDW. M. DANFORTH, BF ‘ | 

| | Summit, Waukesha co., Wis. Allcommunicationsaddressed to him at East] 
: Jas. C. Currinc, Lyme, Grafton co.,.N. H. | Troy, Wis., will be promptly attended to. | 

September, 1855. East Troy, June, 1854 | 
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AZTALAN NURSERIES. ROCK COUNTY NURSERY, 
| cone nee: 

| WHOLESALE PRICE LIST. OF 3 aan . 

APPLE TREES, 25 CREME | 
eee eee <K | 

Including the Best Leading Sorts, mostly our CIE | oc sweats a | | 

| Selection. P 2 ire ee a \ . | 

i 
a Ay thee eae \ 

|  5to 7 feet, $54 per 300 ; $85 per 500; $160 % te ws OS \ 

per 1000; $450 per 3000. ee PP 4 

For distant transportation to Minnesota and Nae Lia ew a Se. 3 

Northwestern Wisconsin, we have the follow- LED mapie yu Paw | Epes NR ps peel oat ay | 4 

ing, 2 to 3 years from the graft: 3} to 53 feet, Re neh Cie ee Aye | j 

thrifty trees, $125 per 1000; $350 per 3000. ee eee S ee | | 

If ordered early this fall, say in October, a 7 a a j i 

suitnble proportion of the followmg articles P rf 1 ' 

will be sddedat the prices named below: Situated in the Southern Limus. of the Cily of | ] 

Dwarf Pear, on Angers Quince, leading Janesville, East side of the River, on the | 

sorts, $31 per hundred. Telegraph Road to Beloit. j 

- Cherries, leadirg sorts, $30 per hundred. — 

Pearson Pear stocks, 43 to 6 feet, $40 per| WE take this method of bringing to the no- 

huedred. tice of the public the fine stocs of Fruir and i 

In no case will the above prices bettaken for | OxnamenraL Trees, Survups, Puanrs, &e, 

a/lesser quantity than that named. which we have the pleasure of offering for the } 

tS Orders should be received for the abov | ging trade. 

in October or early in November, to enable u one 7 

to get them ready for fall transportaticn Our trees are of thrifty growth, in an ez- 

Aztalan, Wis, Oct. 1, 1855. | posed sicuation, on the high prairie, which ren- 

J.C. BRAYTON. |ders them hardy and adapted to any locality, 

ss fand therefore of mach more value than those 

grown in a protected situation. 

DELAVAN NURSERY. Our stock is large, and embraces the best va- i 

" Sewage rieties now in cultivation that will endure our : 

Fruit and Ornamental Trees. climate. From strict care in propagation and 

rearing, we feel warranted in recommending & 

Opes subscribers have on hand one of the | them tothe public. # 

largest and best. collections of FRUIT, APPLE TREES—from 5 to 8 feet high, 16 7 

aN S ig) ‘4 

and ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS es each. Dealers and Planters wishing one i; 

ee ner ree been offered fopatle in the i | thousand or more, $120 to $140 per thousand. * 

which they will sell at their Nursery in Dela-j = 

vau, Wis., at the following prices: | STAN DARD PEAR TREES—from three iN 
2 to seven yearsold 50 cents * 

APPLES, Standard, from 5 to 8 feet high, | DWARF PEARS—large variety—on An iy 

$16 per hundred ; $125 per thousand; Dwarf ger’s Quince, five feet high, 40 to 50 cents. Hi 

ae eee a sid awe wa] DARE APPLE 20 coms i 
, Standard, very ine, from 4 to ue . 4 

feet, 50 cents. Dwarf, three and four years | CHERRY TEEe 5 to8 feet high, large 

old, 50 to 75 cents. NEUE ec ee sist \q 
PLUMS, four to eight feet, 50 cents. GOOSEBERRIES—good variety, 15 to 25c. q 

CHERRIES, five to seven feet, 20 to 38 ots. Rese a cents per dozen. i 

CURRANTS—Common White and Red, one Vines ee old, part, of ; 
White and Red Dutch, White Grape, Black | Bich have trusted, “9 Gomes | ia 

Naples, English do. from one to three years} Care taken to furnish articles of the best ee 

old, from 50 centi to $3 per doz., well rootad. quality and true to name. | a 

GOOSEBERRIES—The best varieties, $2| Nunserx Srocxs, Sers, &c., furnished to iB 

per doz. those commencing business on liberal terms. y 
. i 

GRAPES--Isabella, Clinton, Early York, Allinterested are invited to call and examine i 

i] White and Native Connecticrt--2 years old, | for themselves. . “4 

| 25 cents. Alleyders, accompanied with the cash, or i 

j * so satisfa ferences, wil be promptly attend- A 

j (HF The time for transplanting in the fall, satisfactory re Pp ‘ a 

| stifits climate, is from the first_of October to | “d to and trees packed and forwarded, Withee A 
December. Trees carefully packed and sent to feos a 

any part of the country. Letters of inquiry will receive promptatten- } q 

GASTON & LATIMER. - | 1 
] tion. COLBY & WILLEY. z 

| Oct. 1, 1855. Delavan Nursery. Janesville, Jan. 1st, 1855. : ly a 
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» 
Acorns, value of 3] Black Leg . 328 } ij Agricultural Society, State 2) Bacon, Curing without smoke 333 | Agricultural Society, Wisconsin State 65 | Bless God for Trees, 369 Artic Plains, Sléep of 95 | Cows and Heifers for the Dairy, Points of, 14 Asparagus 108 | Colts, Apparatus for Breaking 23 American Horses for British Cavalry 105 | Cotton Wood, Growing the 3 i) Apples, Siberian Crab 6| Corn Fodder ona square rod, 39 |] Apples, Seedling 20 | Carrots, value of for Milch Cows 77 |) Apple, the Domine, 51 | Cows, summer and Winter Feed for 76 } Apples for Orchard Culture, 24 best varieties 48 Cranberry, Cultivation of the 82 |} Apple—Fall Winesap, 80 | Corn-stalks for Fodder, 66 j l] Apple, The Vandervere 112 | Chess—Its Cause 102 ||} Apple—The Bellflower 113 | Cows and their milk 104 | Apple—The Gravenstein 113 | Currants, London il | Apples, Seedling 114 | Cuttings, Propagating by 114 Apple Worm, 141 | Cattle, Facts about 137 Apple—the Bourasso, 176 | Calves, to Divest of Vermin, 137 Apple, the Hawthorndon, 270 | Cattle, fine—Demand for in England, 136 Apples—Sweet Juneand Early Red, 275 | Chess, 130 Apples—Fall Stripe, Utters, ‘ 308 | Colts, how to determine the height they s Summer Queen, Benonis, 309] will attain when full grown, 173 Apples without cores and seeds 321] Corn Cribs, Rat-proof, 181 Agricuitvral Implements, 134 | Clover and Orchard Grass, 181 Animals, Disease of 136 | Cows, American Native, No. 1, 168 Ashes in Agriculture, 132 Sees Thorough 174 Animal Strength, 172 | Clay, a hew and valuable 162 Agricultural Society, Michigan State, 1S1 | Cows, serving so as to secure Male or Fe- Animal Weather Prophets, 180/ male Calves, 204 Agriculture, Definition of 201 | Cork Tree, 212 Atlantic Ocean, the Basin of the 213 | Cows, American Native. No, 2, 202 Astronomical Discovery, 213 | Cultivation, New Plan of 199 Ashes in Agriculture, 264 | Clay for Manure, 198 Animals, Growth of 268 | Entomology, 197 Agricultural Society, State Regulations Clover, late and early varieties, 258 for 1855, 263 | Coffee, a substitue for 277 A Rock County Farm, — 231 | Clover Raising, 290 Animals—Domestic, 296 = seed. 3 Analysis of the’watermelon and muskmelon 321 Corn and Pork, 300 }j Artificial Formationof Minerals, 364 | Clover-—Raising of 226 |} About Furniture, 365 | Crops and Prices, 234 Artic Cold, 370 |County Fairs 323 |] Breeding Ewes, Winter Feed for 7 \Corn and Cob Meal for Horses, 330 Hf Bees, Chapter on 21 | Cranberries, 335 fi Bee House and Hive, 40 | Crab-Apples, the Norch Amerieun 337 |] Bots, 45 | Couaterfeits, how to Detect 345 Barn, in the Rough, 66 | Chintz or Chinick Bug, 354 Bees and their management, 293 | Cut Fodder, vs. Uncut 399 Beans, High price of, 295 | Canker Worms, 366 fi {| Basket Willow, Peeling the 145/Common'Place Women, 373. | i || Bees, The Transfer of 134 | Docking Horses, 7 | | Bark Lice, Remedy for 143 | Death of Prof. S. P. Lathrop, 33 i} i] Bark Louse, 141 | Desultory Remarks—Selection of Trees— | | Bees, To protect from Worms, 131| Comparison of varieties for Orchards, &c,,78_ || j/ Bee Moths, Wheat Weevil, Potato Rot, &c. 164 Drainage, 165 | | Blind Staggers. 164 | Dahlia, Cultivation of the 175 i {| Bees, how to Swarm at Leisure, 193 | Drought and Pulverizing the Soil, 280 i] Beef Cattle, Price of in N, Y. City, 205 | Editor’s Table, _ pp. 27, 55, 86, 119, 148,184 ff + Badding or Inocculating, 203 216, 246, 283, 315 345, 376 | i} Borer—Big Jaw—Mad itch, 212 | Egg-Plant, Cultivation’of 67 i | Budding, *  2lo | Evergreens—Transplanting in fj i Borer, the Apple Tree 211 | Errata, 179 } i] Bee Moth, how to avoid 261 | Entomology, 178 |] } Bees, Hiving 261 | Effects of heat yan meat, 362 | | Black-Leg, 266 Rese eee range, 4 | Black Foot or Hoof Ail 271 | Farmers and Mechanics—Wheat Culture, 5 } f Beans for Sheep, ' 263 ' Fruit Trees best Soil for is |] 
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|| Fruit Trees, Manure for be 20| Horse-rake—Independent. x 99 | 
|) Food, Chemical Elements of 24| Hoe, How to use in the Garden 101 | 

» ! Food, Change of 43| Horse Hamble Tonian 106 
Fowls, Imported I 36| Hoof Bound 107 i 

| Fruit sronees Association, Wisconsin, 48| Horse, what is wanted in a 107 I 
Feed, Warm 77| Horticultural operations for April 108: 
Fruits, small—Currants, Raspberries, &c.,81| Horses, Feed for 404 
Fow!s, Crossing different Breeds of 67 | Hard Water, Effects of upon Animals 137 
Food, Nutrive Qualities of, 314| Hulless Oats, 131“ | 
Fruit, Profits of, 310| Hereditary Spavin in Horses, 139 | 
Fishes and their Migrations, 312| Hedges, Osage Orange _ 16l. |} " 
Fowls, Brahma Pootra 103 | Horse “St. Patrick,” i711 5 
Farmer, Hint for 116 | Horse Provender, Good 203! | 4 
Fence, what does it cost to 99 | Hollow Horn—Staggersin Sheep, 204, | 

}} Forest Trees, Importance of 144 | Horse Distemper, Tar a Remedy for 205 ] ‘ 
Fruit, Cultivation of 142| Hedgeing, yQil: 

| Farmers, Advice to 130} Hydraulic Ram, 262 | f 
| Foot Rot, 173 | Horse, how to manage 268 4 
| Fruit Trees, how to make them bear, 179| Harvest Hymn, 278 HW 
} Founder in Horses, 171| Hay Knife, 28 |i ? 

Fatm, how to make one equal to three, 166} Hen Hopple, 229 | ‘ 
Farm Teams—Breeding Mares vs.Oxen, 205} Hurdle Fence, 242 | ; 

| Farmers by Adoption, 194 | Horse Shoes and Shoeing 332 «i i 
| Fruit Tree Peddlers, 2747 Horses, an Epidemic Among 332 ff i 

Flowers. how to Chrystalize, 278 | Healthfulnes of the Farmers Life 333 ] fi 
| Fish as Food, 262 | Hedges, 355 b 
| Fruit Growers’ Meeting in Milwaukee, » 272] Horses, a plea for 361 |] f 
| Farmers, Study your Profession, 327 | Horses, Cure for scratches in 361 | 
| Farm House, Design for 339 | How rain falls, 369 
| Farm Stock, look out for, a 365 | Ignorance, the cost of mR | : 

|] Grape, Paign’s Early 18 Ice house and Ice water, 303 | 
| Grapes, new varieties of 18} Mlinois, Indiana, Ohio and Wisconsin— | ‘ 
|) Grape Vines, pruning 17| \ The Drouth—Comparative Advantages | : % 
| Grape-Vine, Pruning the . 49| for Agriculture, 129 Hl ; 
| Guano, Experiments with 69 | Impostors—Lawton Blackberry, * 273 i : 
| Grapes, Special Manure for 83 | Inquiries and Answers, 37 4 
|| Gas Tar in Horticulture, 83 | Insects, trade in 357 ff 
| Grass Seed Sower, Wells’ patent 101 | Lambs, Raising of 4 g 
| Grafting Pears on the Mountain Ash 111 Lime, How much do soils need? 107 3 
| Garden, Now for the 97} Lice on cattle, Remedy 104 ff i 
|  Grasses—W hich are the best 102 | Labor in Italy, 201 : 

Grapes,—Ripe in December 116 | Layering. 210 i i 
| Grape Vine, Bleeding of the 113} Lambs Killed by Bearded Grass, 203 : 

| _ Gas Tar for Insects, 144 | Lousy Trees, Tar and Oil for 274 i 4 
| Greening on a Sweet Stock, 143 | Leaves, utility of 241 : is 
| Great Products, 180 | Leaf Roller, 238 «fi 

| Grape and Currant, Laying the 176 | Milk, Solidified, 8 { 
|| Grubs, best time to.cut 196} Milk, the first not poisonous, 4 i 
|] Girdled Trees, 207 | Nebraska, Sketch of 10 | i 

} Grasses of the Northwest, 225 | Milch Cow, to choosea good 44 ff | 
| Girdled Trees, 273 tincsote, Progress in AL iy 
|} Grindstones, 258 Maple Sugar, to Clarify 37 i | 
| - Grape, Charter Oak 277 | Microscope, 2389 «il 

Gates, Farm 326 /Melon, History of the 163 
Hedge, Buckthorn 18| Milk, Facts-about, 1st i 

Horses, new plan of breaking-in 13| Madder, American 201 ff id 
Horses, Administering Medicine to 24 | Manure, Long and Short ‘198 | ii 
Hen Manure, 7| Manure, amount applied per acre, 261 ¥ 
Hay Knife, Improved 3| Mules, value of 270 If { 

Haif Housekeeper, 25| Mad Itch, s 265 |] i 
{| Hollow Hon Disease, . q 4| Milk Fever ‘ 329 i } 
| Hot-Beds, 38| Manny vs. McCormick, 356 if t 

| Horses’ Feet, Hereditary Diseases of, 45| Nursery, The 114 i 

|| Hint to Farmers on Buying Trees, 51] Nut Bearing Trees, 210 ff { 

| Horse the, in Field Labor, ‘ 77| Northern Caravans, a | i 

|| Horses, Asses and Mules, é : 74 | Nurseries, Starting of, 304 q 
|| Horse, breeding of, 297| North-Western Fruit Grower's Conven- ] 
| « "the Eye of, 298 cco Notes from 334 ‘* OF 

4 “and rats in Paris, 300 | Olive, Cultivation in the U.S. 293 i 

|| Hide Bound, - 301! Orchards, Selection of Sites for, §- Drainage 50 _ 4 
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| “Oats, ees 66 | State Fair, Wisconsin 322 |} Orchard Trees, Distances of 81) os — “” TMinois 323i 

}), OaksPrizeCow, 2 ° 237 | Small Farms, 325 i 
| Orchard -Form of the 110 | Sheep Shearing in Spain, - 831 * | Ovehards, Laying off 111 | Submarine Telegraph, 363 | 

|, Orchard Catterpillar, 142 | Sheep, Foot rot in” 359. | 
| Orchard, look out for the 366 | Sheep racks and Feeding troughs, 360 | 

i} Plum, Yellow Egg, 18 | Tree Pedlers; ° 7 68 
| Plow Left’ Handed 24 | Trees, Planting too'deep—a mistake, sr | 

| Poultry, preparation of for Market 2| Trees, the time to take up and plant them 304 | 
Painting, Time for 41 | Trees, to protect from Rabbits 144 
Potato Culture, 39 | Trees and Seeds—Hints to purchasers, 242 | 

| Potatoes, 35 | Trees, Hints to Purchasers 276 «if 
} Pelt Rot, 47 | Tarand Oil for trees, o39 |]. 

Plum on the Wild Stock, 82 | Timber, Growing on Prairie, 257 | 
i} Peach tree—hardening the 114 | This Year’s Crops, Advice about 163 | 
1} Peach trees—Dwarf 112 | The Farmer, wky should give heed to the | 

Pear tree, Shaker specific for the 109 Man of Science, 164 || 
Peach tree insects—to destroy 109 | Ticks, how to Destroy 170 

} Poultry Dung, 167 | Timber, set out 176 | 
ij Pear—Vicar cf Winkfield, 177 | Toads, their value ly 279 | 

Plom on Wild Stock—Bark Louse, 179 }'Tobacco, use of e258 | 
Pruning grafted and Budded Trees, 209 | The Morals of Fruit-stealing, 338 || 
Pruning and Budding Knives, 210 | The Queen of England’s Visit toFrance. 341 || 

jj Plants Poisoned, 195 | To the Readers of the Farmer, 345 
ij Praning, 206 | To the Patrons of the Farmer, , 876 | 

Planting, Pleasures of 280 | Terra Culture, 354 | 
Plum, Duane’s Purple, 240 | Trimming Welts of boots and shoes, 358 
Pears, The grittiness of 144 | Turnip fly how to prevent, 353 
Plam on the Wild Stock, 335 | U.S. Ag, Society, Exhibition of 295 
Pear on the Quince Stock, 336 | University Improvements, 341 

jj Pear, Isthmus 340 | Vent.lating Stubles, 299 
j| Plum trees, Poultry under 366 | Vermin, 135 

Plum, Imperial Gage 367 | Vegetable Life, Duration of 212 
Potatoes, large 368 | Veterinary Institute, x 265 
Plow, who will Improve it, 295 | Work for the Month, (Horticulture) Ww 
Quotations, Miscellaneous, 304 | Wheat Growing and Sheep Raising, Com- 

} Recipes, pp. 26, 47 84, 85, 117, 118, 146,175 | _ parative Profits of 12 
] 182, 183, 214, 215, 281, 282 313, 314, 343,375 | Wheat Plant, origin of 6 

Ruminatiag Animals, 54 | Wheat Growing and Sheep Raising, Com- 
| Rain Evaporation, Fi:teration, 291 paritive Profits of, 42 Hi 

Retrospective, 175 | White Thorn for Hedges, : 37 | 
] Rice, Wild 259 | Wheat, Condition of Soil for Sowing, Cm || 
| Rye, its importance, 267 Wheat Growing and Sheep Raising Com- 
| Sub-soil Plowing—Double Mich. Plow 9 parative Profits of 72 
| Swine, Cooked Food for "Sorgeg | West, Letters from, 311 
| Stocks and Grafting, 49 | Who would not be a Farmer? 310 ij 

Shoeing the Horse, 46 | Weevil, origin of 101 | 
}} Seed Planter and Weeding Plow, 71 | Wren vs. Cherry Birds, 145 |, 

Scab in Sheep, 77 | What is Practical Farming, 132 | 
Sheep, African 75 | Work for the Month, (Horticultural, ) 140 fj 

|| Sheep Husbandry Profitable 107 | Wheat, Preparation of Soil for 162 
\| Sheep show, National 105 | Wheel Hoe, 163 
| Sheep Enterprise, H. S. Hall, 303 | Who shall decide when Doctorsdisagree, 165 - 
|} Sheep Breeding, 233.| Woods, the best mode for raising 212 |i 
|} Sheep, Diseases of, 397 | Wild Plum Stock, Grafting the 207 | 

; | Sheep, Shelter for 137 | Wheat—Winter-killing, 194 jj 
| Sheep Breeding—Fineness vs. Size, 138 | Warbles in Cattle, 293 ff 
| Sheep, Blackwood on 169 | Winds. Signs of 262 | 

) | Sheep, Teeth of 260 | Weevil, Remedy suggested for 262 | 
Saline Matter in Soils, 133 | Want of the Age, 279 | 
Sinut—Remedy—Chess 100 | Wisconsin, Population of 27s i 
Swine, some facts about 75 | Wool, what kind of food will make the most. 235 || 

| Sore Shoulders in Horses, 76 | Work for the Month, BP 25, 53, 84, 117, 146 \ 
| Singular Occurrence, s 166 182, 214, 244, 281, 313, 343, 374 { 
| Stock, Turning out early, 170 ' Work for the Month, 343 HH 

* Ht Season, the 174 | Wounds m Horses, 331 i | 
, qf Self-Sealing Cans, 230 | Wool Growing, 353 | 

’ Scratches in Horses, - Weights and Measures, 372 | 
Stoek, Sympathy with 1! Wind Sucking. 859 | | 
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